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ABSTRACT

This thesis sets out to examine the "aet African intellectual

stratum in terms of its origine, institutional bases, membership,

relations with government, party and society, cultural debates and!

socio-political thought, within the overall framework of colonialism,

underdevelopment and persisting neo-colonial economic and cultural

relations. It posits a definition of the intellectual which, by

focussing on qualitative thought, cultural validation are? social

activism, takes into account not only the nature of the intellectual's

thought and the structures and contexts in which it is articulated

and disseminated, but his relationship with structures of discontent

or dissent in society as well. It is argued that while -last Africa

possesses a certain cultural homogeneity which is the product of the

subjection to the rule of a single colonial power, the development

of inter-territorial institutions such is Makerere, and the diffusion

of Swahili culture, different socio-economic and political systems in

?renya and Tanzania in particular have affected intellectual life

deeply. The differences have affected not only intellectual debates

about the nature, redefinition and role of institutions such as the

press and universities, but thought about the nature of post-

inde;endence state and society as well. Universities, newspapers,

journals, publishing houses and theatre are examined as employers of

intellectual personnel, channels of articulation and dissemination,

and the debate about their redefinition and role In the light of

African traditions, European cultural domination, and development

requirements is explored. The social backgrounds of intellectuals
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are examined as a way of showing how thought, occupational choice,

perceptions of role, and position in society have differed in terms

of generation and to some extent country, and it is suggested that the

wedge between pre- and post-independence generations is crucial in

explaining the importance of different intellectual influences and

ideological orientations. Many of the problems which complicate

intellectual role definition are considered. Most have their roots

in the changes wrought by colonialism, and include language, literacy,

and cultural factors, the intellectual's position of marginality and

lack: of recognition in his own society, and the problem of relating

to intellectual traditions. The debate about the nature of

intellectual role is examined, and three strands which loosely

correspond to cultural nationalist, scientific socialist, and individ¬

ualistic positions are identified. Intellectual ooncerns with the

recovery of initiative in history and cultured reassertion are examined,

and an attempt is made to show how these concerns tend to underplay the

importance of the colonial impact and the integration of African

societies into the international capitalist system. The three major

critical responses to cultural nationalism, African socialism and

African humanism are examined, especially the Marxist critique which

seeks to undermine the claims of African socialism and to establish

the relevance and applicability of a flexible Karxistthought. In

the final section of the thesis, intellectual interpretations of the

post-independence situation are briefly examined, with a special

emphasis being given to the Tanzanian radical intelligentsia.
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Preface

This study of The East African Intellectual Community developed

out of an earlier study of African Literature and Politics which

raised many interesting questions about the sociology of intellectuals

and the analysis of the genesis and nature of African socio-political

thought.

3ast Africa was chosen as the area of study for a number of

reasons» first, as far as intellectual life and thought were

concerned, it wa3 relatively neglected5 secondly, it was an area

which, although jt possessed a certain cultural homogeneity which

had been developed by inter-territorial institutions such as Makerere

and the diffusion of Swahili culture, possessed the potential for

useful comparative analysis in terms of the differences between the

socio-economic and political systems of Tanzania and Kenya in partic¬

ular, and the way that they affected intellectual life; and thirdly,

it was chosen because in the last few years especially, there ha3

been considerable intellectual debate about the nature of ^last

African states and societies and their future courses of development.

This debate ha3 gained impetus in Tanzania from the emergence of

what may be termed a "radical intelligentsia" which has its

intellectual roots in Marxism-Leninism rather than cultural

nationalism.

In this thesis a great deal of attention has been given to the

definition and socio-policital role of the intellectual, partly

because previous definitions of both the intellectual in general, and



the African intellectual in particular, have been unsatisfactory, and

partly because in North America, and lurope to a lesser extent a

similar process of redefinition has been underway, prompted

principally by the Vietnam war and the drafting of intellectuals and

academics into government work. Considerable emphasis has been given

to the intellectual structures in which iast Vfrican intellectual

life occurs - schools, universities, newspapers, journals, publishing

houses, theatres - partly because these institutions, as alien

transplants which are still controlled in pood measure from without,

are being redefined by intellectuals to raoet what they perceive to be

Africa's needs, and partly because in so many studies, the intellectual

is divorced from the types of intellectual structures in which his

ideas are formed, articulated and disseminated.

It should be emphasized that the focus of the study is on rast

African intellectuals} Kenyans, Tanzanians, and Ugandans and not

expatriate academics and intellectuals. This is not to deny the

importance of expatriates in helping to shape the nature of intell¬

ectual life, and as agents for perpetuating a neo-colonial cultural

situation, nor to overlook the importance of a number of European

radicals, especially in 'Tanzania, in serving as catalysts for far-

reaching debate. e may indeed learn far more about the nature of

isl frican societies from the work of expatriates who often have

advantages in terms of research funding and in the fact that they are

not eraanently tied to the countries they study, and hence, have to

answer for their ideas and analyses.

A number of potentially interesting areas of analysis were not

touched upon in this thesis, mainly for reasons of tin© and space.

One neglected area, for instance, is the development of Swahili



intellectual traditions in Tanzania, and how they tie in with the

growth of a Swahili political culture. A second neglected area is

that of the African-Asian intellectual and his particularly acute

problems. Another area which has only been briefly touched upon,

but never explored in any depth, is the emergence of earlier

intellectual traditions in East Africa and the nature of their impact,

if any, in contemporary intellectual life. In addition, the chapters

dealing with the nature of post-independence society were abbreviated

for reasons of time and space.

I would like to express my deep appreciation to Mr. C.D. Haab,

of the Department of Politics, Edinburgh University, under whose

supervision this thesis has been written. His patient assistance,

discussion, and friendship have been of immense value. I would also

like to thank Mr. C.fU Allen of the Centre cf African Studies,

Edinburgh University, for his continuing interest, discussion, and

generous provision of material, as well as Dr. G.C.M. Mutiso and Mr.

C.L. Wanjala, both of the University of Nairobi, for their help and

interest. Mr. Juma Ali of the East African Literature Bureau in

Dar-es-3alaam helped arrange interviews and provided the use of

transport. I am extremely grateful to him. Thanks must also be

extended to all those East Africans who consented to be formally

interviewed and those, far too many to name, who I met in informal

circumstances and discussed various matters of some relevance to my

research. Finally, I would like to express my deep thanks to my

parents for their untiring and generous assistance and interest, and

to my wife Margaret for her patience, tolerance, and understanding.
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CHAPT3R I

areaoaucTioK

One of the moot outstanding features of so much scholarly

analysis of modern African cultural nationalism, political thought

.and literature, and intellectual life in general has "been tho

comparative neglect of Bast Africa. Such neglect, at least until

reoently, has "been understandable. In iiest Africa, in contrast to

Bast Africa, there baa been a conspicuous modern intellectual

tradition of some depth. Berly West African contact with uropeen

culture, and the growth of urban centres in tho coastal regions,

led to rapid educational development and provided conditions

favourable to the emergence of highly articulate men with pronounced

literary inclinations. Names readily spring to mind - Africanuo

Horton, Bishop Crowther, Reversible Johnson, Bdward Blyden, Bishop

James Johnson, Herbert Maoaulay, Henry Carr and Cnsely Hayford.

Prom the 1370s onwards a considerable body of historical, anthro¬

pological, sociological, political, and biographical literature was

produced. An African nationalist press developed. It was in

.est Africa that the modern African literary awakening first took

roots in Pranoophone Africa in the Parisian-based literary,

cultural, and philosophical negritude movement of the 1940s and

•5005 in Inglish-opeaking west Africa, and Nigeria in particular,

in the late 1950s and early *60s.
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In Rest Africa, social and political thought and intell¬

ectual life have been documented in some detail in works such

as Robert July's The Origins of Modern African Thought,1 J.P.A.

.jayi'a Christian ..iosions in Rigeria 1341-13911 The Raking of
2

a hew .lite and yandele'a The Missionary Impact on Modern

Algeria, 1342-1916. A lolitioal and Social AnalysisClaud©

wauthior'o The Literature and Thought of Modern Africa* A Purvey

provides a sweeping and superficial overview of modern African

thought. This work includes some brief references to Rast

African writing, but as a whole suffers from the failure of the

author to provide a detailed and systematic analysis of the socio-
4

political and historical setting of the literature and thought.
5

There are also a number of autobiographical works, and biographies

of men such as Rdward Blyden and Africanus Morton.^ There Is no

intensive study of the intellectual community in any one Rest

African state, although there does esifet a collection of papers

and discussions in a volume edited by J.T. Saunders and M. Oowuona,
7

The -est African Intellectual Community. The articles in this

volume, however, have little empirical grounding. They are mainly

1. London* Faber it Paber, 1968.

2. London, 1965♦

3. London* Longmans, Green & Co., 1966.

4. London* Pall Hall, 1966.

5. Two of the best known are Kvame ilkrunah'a Ghana (1957) and
Chief Obafeai . volowo's wo (i960).

6. See for example, Mollis H. lynch, Rdwsrd .11mot Olyden, Pan
Ac to . atriot (London* C.J.P., 1967)» and Christopher Fyfe,
iVicanus Morton 1835-1383 (London: O.J.?., 1972).

7. Ibadan: Ibadan diversity Press, 1962.
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speculative, being concerned principally Kith the ways in which a

vital university system can be created# There is also a

substantial and constantly expanding body of critical literature

dealing with both Trench and English African writing.

Few iJ&et African studies have been directly concerned with

intellectual life and the development of Bocio-politicel thought.

A number of historians, including IIiff®, Lonsdale, and Hanger,

have dealt with the development and movement of idea®, but often

only in a peripheral way.1 Lionel Cllffe and John Caul in

Tanzania have done much to clarify intellectual issues and to
2

identify major sources of intellectual cleavage. Kyerere'e

thought has been extensively discussed.^ All uxrui has

frequently turned his attention to questions of language and

culture and intellectual traditions,'* However, while the number

of literary journals and books published over the last five years

has increased re;.iarkably, there is no mono,graph devoted solely to

Aaat Afrioan literature, and there is certainly no study of Test

1. See John Iliffe, qo,rman^Aule yOfr-^12
(Hairobi» 3aet African Publishing House, 1969), John Lonsdale,

"Some Origins of nationalism in East Africa", Journal of
..frlo&n History. 7ol.9» JJo.l, (1963), pp.ll9-46f" and Terence
0. Hanger, "The movement of ideas, 1350-1939", in I.K.
Slmaabo k A.J. Temu (eds;, A History of Tanzania (Lairobis
Cast African Publishing House, 1969/. ~

2. See for example their two volume collection, Socialism in
Tanzania, '/oi.l, Politics (L'airobi* Last Afrioan ublishing
House, 1972) and /ol.2, Policies (Kairobia Hast African
Fubliching House, 1973).

3. Ahmed ohiddin, the "enyan political scientist, has for
instance devoted considerable attention to the discussion and
elucidation of Lyerere'o thought• dee his "The wnliau",
Civilisations, 1969/3» pp. 329-46, and 1969/4, pp.466—32.

4* The latest of iaarui's works to examine questions relating to
language, literature, and intellectual and political life is
Cultural An&ineering and ; ation-dullding in Cast ..frier.
( ;Wnston, 111. 1 northwestern University Press, 1972).
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Dar-es-Salaam, and Nairobi. Always subject to disintegrating

pressures, the University broke up in 1970» sn<i the three branches

became autonomous national universities. During the 1950s and

'60s the number of students attending both the domestic and

foreign universities and higher educational institutions increased

remarkably. In addition, there has been the growth of indigenous

publishing houses such as the East African Publishing House, the

East Africa Literature Bureau, the Tanzania Publishing House, and

many smaller private publishers. The growth of indigenous

publishing, and the increasing interest of United Kingdom publishing

companies such as Heinemann, Longmans, and Oxford University Press,

has led to a remarkable increase in the number of books - fiction,

poetry, political, anthropological and sociological, critical,

theological, children's and general - written by East Africans and

published.

Combined with the East African publishing "boom" has been a

sprouting of literary and intellectual journals, only a few of

which serve as mouthpieces for particular intellectual and political

groupings. Among these journals are Busara (formerly Hexus),

the East Africa Journal, Ghala (the literary edition of the East

Africa Journal), Zuka, The Journal of Literature and Society,

Transition, Mawazo (formerly the Makerere Journal), dhana (formerly

PenPoint), The African Beview, Taamuli, Umma (formerly Darlite),

Ma.ji da.j i and Cheche. Most have been university-basod. All
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have, to varying degrees, been concerned with the major cultural,

socio-economic, and political issues confronting contemporary

Africa.

There are strong grounds for regarding Bast Africa as a basic

unit for the study of intellectual life. In spite of the fact that

Bast Africa is dismantling its inherited regional economic

institutions,"1' and has dropped all serious discussion of political
2

federation, there is evidence, some of it quite rudimentary, that

Bast Africa has moved toward greater cultural integration. The

educated of Bast Africa have made use of, and had access to,

basically the some tertiary level educational institutions.

Before the establishment of universities in Kenya and Tanzania,

Makerere University College provided education for generations of

Kenyans and Tanzanians. Table I, although limited to a two year

period, indicates the extent of Makerere's East African role.

1. The dissolution of the Currency Board was the first stage in
this dismantling process. However, the major step so far
has been the break-up of the Bast African Income Tax Depart¬
ment in raid 1973* and other strains have been evident in Bast
African Airways, the Bast African Posts and Telecommunications
network, and Bast African Railways. The whole problem has
been exacerbated by the fact that markedly different develop¬
ment ideologies have been emerging in the three states. See
Mjehu Gatabaki, "Disintegrating Community", Sunday Post,
June 17th, 1973, p.5»

2. The Uganda coup of January 1971* when Milton Obote was deposed
and replaced by General Idi Amin, undoubtedly was the final
nail in the coffin of political federation. Tanzania's
refusal to recognize Amin's Government, and the unsuccessful
guerrilla attack on Uganda from Tanzanian bases, have made the
likelihood of political federation extremely remote. .ithout
these two factors it would still be so. fundamental political
differences, openly manifested at the ideological level, have
been given structural bases. As a result, any sort of
federation would be nominal at best.
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TABL2] I1

Kuaber of African Students

At Makerere
College

In U.S.A. At U.K.
universities

Uganda 1953-59 259 29

1959-60 289 80-90

Kenya 1958-59 235 73
+7 in Canada

1959-60 355 40

Tangan¬
yika

1953-59
1959-60

209

183

22

26

Many of the Tanzanian and Kenyan intellectuals discussed in this iork

studied at Makerere. Mobility between the three countries was

facilitated further by the creation of the now defunct University

of East Africa. Publishing houses, especially the East African

Publishing House and the East African Literature Bureau, have alao

contributed to cultural integration. Staffed by nationals from

the three countries, they publish material by East African writers

(and others) in both English and vernacular languages. East

1. Sources The Registrar, Makerere College, in paper EC/ll/l,
dated 27th July, I960; Makerere College Annual Reports.
Quoted from J.S. Goldthorpe, An African Elite, p.18.
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African literary and intellectual journals cater for Kenyan,

Tanaanion, and Ugandan contributors, and focus their attention

principally on Hast African cultural, economic, political and social

questions.There have been regionally conceived books such as

2
iu.11 /i. : .urvey of Hast African History, as veil as regionally

shared broadcasting, notably the programme promoted by the last

African Institute of Social and Cultural Affairs. In addition,

there have been region-wide seminars and conferences such as those

organised by the Unst African Academy. The annual Bast African

Social Science Research Conferences bring together large numbers

of academics.^ On a smaller scale, interaction occurs when

members of the Literature Uenartments at the universities meet in

conference to discuss teaching methods and curricula. Many last

African students came into contact with each other whilst attending

European and Korth American universities where they often belonged

1. lany of the contributors write for more than one of the
journals. For instance, those who write for the Jakorere-
based Mawazo (Cculi, Mohiddin), also contribute to the
liairobi-basod Mast ^frioa Journal. The specifically literary
journals - Auka, Busara. Kexus, and Ghala rely to an important
extent on a basic "pool" of writers.

2. 3.A. Ogot & J.a. Kieran (eds.), .utmani* ->urve,y of ...last
African History (Sairobii Bast African Publishing House,
1963).

3. It is noticeable at these conferences that national differences
are pronounced. The Tansanions emerge as the most ideolog¬
ically predisposed, and in fundamental opposition to the scope-
oriented, qualitative, behaviourist research which emanates
from Kenya and Uganda. The differences also emerge strongly
in attitudes to literature. There tends to be a headlong
clash between the aestheticism of .lakerere, and the socio¬
political consciousness of the Tanzanions.
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to / fricaa student organizations. Those contacts have some¬

times been maintained upon return to 3ast Africa. Adalttodly,

most of those contacts have boon instruments of cultural Inte¬

gration and intellectual unity only at a high levol of literacy.

But there are other media of cultural dissemination at the grass¬

roots* The . wettlli language is the most important of these. ?or

instance, Tanzania radio and popular Awahili music has a considerable

audience in Kenya. Three vahili popular papers published in

enya, 3agpsa. Afrikn Kyoto. and Kclfr. Tanzania. enjoy a substantial

circulation in Tanzania. And even as th© lingua franca for bodies

such as football teams, Svahili helps draw people into a wider

cultural universe.*
•hile the above factors contribute to the unity of last

African intellectual life, historical, cultural, socio-economic,

and political differences provide a basis for comparative analysis.

In the case of Kenya and Tanzania, for instance, there are important

differences between the socio-economic and political systems which

have their roots in the varying degrees of penetration of th©

capitalist system, and th© way in which the structure of the Kenyan

economy was greatly affected by the settler nature of Kenyan society.

In soite of th© much publicised and essentially hollow lieosioncl

Paper Kuaber 10 on African Socialism (1965), Kenya is committed to

capitalist, or rather state capitalist development. Private

foreign investment is encouraged, and combined in an inherently

1. See UH. ihiteley, "language Choice and Language Planning in
Past fries*, in P.H. Gulliver (ed.), Tradition and Transition
J&- Past fries (iondons (outledge and' 1)6}),
pp.105—125*
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contradictory way, with the rapid extension of African particip¬

ation in capital ownership and management• hile there is state

ownership and control of certain sectors of the economy, this is

used as a basis of support, especially through state-financed

corporations, for private investment, capital accumulation, and

development# Tanzania, on the other hand, is committed to a

socialist model of development. Hural socialist transformation

through ujamaa vijijini, and state ownership of enterprises, are

viewed as key elements of this development. While both Tanzania

and Kenya are single-party states - under the control of the

Tanganyika African National Union (TAKU) and the Kenya African

National Union (KANU) respectively, state structures and party

organization and role differ considerably.* The Tanzanian emphasis

on rural socialist transformation through ujaaaa vijijini

necessitates the development of structures, both governmental and

party, at the grassroots level which will facilitate the mobiliz¬

ation of people for development purposes. By way of contrast, in

Kenya, where development is not guided by any coherent, aystem-
2

atically formulated sooialist ideology, party organisation has

1. Constitutionally, there is no reason why only one party should
exist in Kenya, but the turbulent history of the Kenya Peoples
Union (KPU) clearly demonstrates that the KAKU Government will
do all in its power, both legal and Illegal, to make the
existenoo of another party impossible.

2. This is not to ceny that Kenya has a moling ideology. In the
African situation, the researcher should exercise caution when
referring to ideologies. There is a pronounced tendency for
writers to construct systematic ideologies from a few policy
statements made by African leaders, and to exaggerate the
systematization of ideologies. For a discussion of this
tendency see Christopher Clapham, "The Context of African
Political Thought", Journal of Modem African Utudios. Vol.8,
Ko.J (1970), pp.1-13.
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withered,* and is certainly not viewed as a major mass mobilis¬

ation agency. These socio-economic and political differences,

and ruling class attitudes towards national development, have an

important bearing on the nature of intellectual activity, and help

to determine not only the issues but the limits of debate as well.

They have also influenced the nature and socio-political role of

the press, -universities, and publishing houses, and the ways in

which intellectuals have viewed their political role and actually

behaved.

In addition to the above-mentioned, but by no means exhaust¬

ive reasons for the study of last African intellectual life, and

for regarding last Africa as a single and internally varied and

contrasted arena of analysis, there is the situation of African

underdevelopment and dependence which gives last African intell¬

ectual problems a much broader dimension. This situation is not

identical in all African states. Interactions between pre¬

dominant external economic, political, and cultural forces and

internally generated ones, have been complex and subject to

variations and different intensities, and have occurred at different

stages of historical development. While this situation has evoked

basically the same types of intellectual osoncerns, conflicts, and

dilemmas, intellectual response to, and analysis of this situation

has demonstrated a considerable diversity. Responses reflect not

1. Kenneth Good, "Kenyatta and the Organization of KABU",
Canadian Journal of African Studies, Vol.2, Bo.2 (1968),
PP.115-36.
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only the complexity and nature of the specific local situation,

but the intensity and nature of external intellectual influences.

The presence, for instance, of a number of Marxist or neo-4iarxist

expatriate academics in Tanzania, helped generate particular types

of approaches to the analysis of underdevelopment which distinguish

much of Tanzanian intellectual life from that of Kenya. Thus two

of the major concerns of this thesis are to examine how Mast

African intellectual interpretations of underdevelopment and neo¬

colonialism vary, especially on a national basis, and to see the

types of solutions which East African intellectuals propose for

what they perceive as the major problems of post-independence East

African states.

It should not be overlooked that present East African

intellectual activity is part of a wider, and historically deeper,

ideological and intellectual reconstruction which has been in

motion, at least in i/est Africa, since the second half of the 19th

century. Successive' generations of educated Africans have been

concerned with the question of how to adapt European thought

systems and technology to the African context while maintaining

continuity with the past, and preserving a distinct African

societal and cultural identity. Manifestations of this are to be

found in various expressions of cultural nationalism? in the

recreation and reinterpretation of African history? in the

literary and philosophical nogritude movement? and in various

doctrines of syncretic socialism. Much of contemporary intell¬

ectual work has its roots in these earlier responses and developments
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and certain striking parallels, often spanning a period of a

century, are evident.1 Increasingly, however, analysis of

problems which stem from continuing relations of dependence with

the advanced capitalist states-economic, political, and cultural

problems, and especially that which takes place within a Marxist

or neo-Maracist framework, has done much to sever the links with

the earlier intellectual responses.

During the 1950s and '60s, political scientists and sociol¬

ogists who derived their fundamental theoretical orientations from

2
what may loosely be termed structural-functionalism, placed prime

stress on "anachronistic social structures", an overwhelming

residue of "traditional" factors, cultural pluralism, ethnic

diversity, and an elite-aass gap as major obstacles to national

integration and hence development and nation-building.""* They did

not view underdevelopment, as writers such as Andre Sunder Frank,^

1. For instance, Okot p'Bitek's cultural nationalist concerns are
not so terribly far removed from those of Jdward Blyden.

2. For a definitive statement of this position see Gabriel A.
Almond, "Introduction» A Functional Aoproach to Comparative
Politics", and J,~mes S. Coleman, "Conclusion: The Political
Systems of the Developing Areas", in Gabriel A. Almond &
James S. Coleman (eds.), The Politics of the Developing Areas
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, i960).

3. Convincing critiques of the major development theorists are to
be found in Andre Gunder Frank, "Sociology of Development and
Underdevelopment of Sociology", in Latin America: Underdevel¬
opment or Devolution (Lew York: Monthly Beview Press, 19695
M. Kesselman, "Order or Movement? The Literature of Political
Development as Ideology", ,.orld Politics, Vol.26, No.l (1973),
139-54? and D.G. O'Brien, "Modernisation, Order, and the
Brosion of a Democratic Ideal", Journal of Development Studies,
Vol.8, No.4 (1972), pp.351-78.

4. Apart from the work cited above, see Frank's Capitalism and
Underdevelopment in Latin America (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books,
1971).
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1 2 3
Keith Griffin, Walter Rodney, Samir Amin, and Arrighi and

Saul^ subsequently did, as part of a dynamic process historically

located, as Purtado argues, in the penetration of pre-capitalist

societies by the expansion of capitalism from the countries of its

5
origins. Working from a number ofapriori, and often doubtful

assumptions about the nature of traditional societies and the

nature of change, most failed to adequately situate questions of

cultural and ethnic diversity within a dynamic economic and

political setting. Host certainly ignored the international

dimensions of the problems - the ways in which external forces
«

impinge upon, and interact with internal factors to produce new

types of internal relationships. Focus on issues of ethnic

diversity, "tribalism'1 or local and regional nationalism, only

develops significant explanatory or analytical power when viewed

1. Underdevelopment in Spanish America,: An Interpretation
(London: Allen & Unwin, 1969).

2. How Jurope Underdeveloped Africa (Dar-es-Balaam: Tanzania
Publishing House, 1972).

3. lieo-Colonialism in '.Test Africa (Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books, 1973).

4. G. jArrighi & J.S. Saul, "Nationalism and Revolution in Sub-
Saharan Africa", The Socialist Register, 1969» pp.137-188.
Also see their "Socialism and Economic Development in
Tropical Africa", Journal of Modem African Studies, Vol.6,
llo.l (1968), pp.141-65*

5. C. Purtado, "Elements of a Theory of Underdevelopment - the
Underdeveloped Structures", in Henry Bernstein (ed), Under¬
development and Development. The Third dorld Today
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1973), PP.33-43.
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within the overall framework of underdevelopment.1 The very

nature of the relations between diverse ethnic and cultural

groupings, and the types of conflicts which have arisen in this

situation, has been altered by divisive colonial policies, the

uneven penetration of the capitalist system, and the uneven

distribution of economic, political, and social resources.

The political boundaries of new African states correspond

rather imperfectly to any pre-existing ethnic-cultural unity.

The "balkanization" of African societies by Suropean colonial

powers ensured that artifical boundaries both divided peoples and,

as was more often the case, clumped people together without regard

for ethnic, cultural or political considerations. African states

achieved independence in mo3t cases without a long, transforming

struggle. They did not have, as the new nations of gastem

Hurope had, decades if not centuries of rationalistic, ethnic-

cultural activity which led to a high degree of cultural consolid¬

ation and integration. African political independence was

achieved far in advanco of such unification around a common set of

'national' behaviour and myths.

It has sometimes been argued that in the pre-independence

period, the cultural diversity and absence of a common nation-wide

ethnic and cultural identity did not present as grave a problem.

1. This is not meant to suggest that local, microcosmic studies
should be abandoned, or justified in a cumbersome way by
reference to broader theory. One of the major faults with
Frank's work is that it concentrates on metropole-satellite
relations, and the development of international structures,
to the neglect of any detailed analysis of the nature of the
domestic situation in the satellite. Samir Amin provides a
welcome antidote to Prank in "fee sense that he focusses his
attention on the detailed analysis of relations within a
satellite or dependent economy.
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Goortr;, for inotsnce, has noted that

Colonial governments, like the aristocratic
governments of pre~«odero urope in whoso
imago they were fashioned, are aloof and un¬
responsive? they stand outside the societies
they rule, and act upon then arbitrarily,
unevenly, and 'ansyeteaaticclly.^

A temporary consensus of diverse groups (notional!ties if you like)

was facilitated by the fact that the basic cleavage lay botwoon

the ;uropean who controlled the state structure and the subject
2

local population." This view, however, is highly misleading and

underestimates the impact of divisive colonial administrative

policies (which were far from aloof and unresponsive) on the

emergence of national, rather than local or regional, political

organisations. In Kenya, where nationally oriented African

political activity was prohibited by the Kuorgoncy, nationalist

organisation wan forced to develop, at lenct for a considerable

time before independence, on a local basis. „hen national

movements emerged in the form of the Kenyan African Kationsl

Anion ( K-injf), and the Kenyan African Tersooretlc Onion (Ka)U), very

real differences existed over constituilonol quantlone and the

distribution of power in the new state. Coapooad largely of

representatives of the smaller groups, KAffi under the leadership

of ilonald Hgnlo, was fearful of the possible dominance of the

1# Clifford Goorts, "The Integrative Kgvolution? Primordial
Sentiments and Civil Politics in the Lew tr.tcs", in Clifford
Gearta (ed.j, Old ociotieo and Lew tries (Lew York: Tree
Press, 1963), p.120.

2. John 11. KrutsKy, "Ilatien&lis&t", in Harvey 3. Cebechull (ed.),
J^ESMiiiaaS^ ..qcietioo (hew York? Appleton

Century Crofts, 1963), p.116.
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.".i zjyxx, Luof sad luyia, and opted for a federal system of

i&wvoaont which would protact local and regional interests and
1

allow for ® greater diffusion of power.

The Imminence end attainment of politic* 1 indenenlc.u* gate

rise to the rcblem of which cultural and linguistic -rompe wore

to dominate within the state once power was transferred by the

colonial power to the Africans. Control of the state npporr.tun

was obviously crucial in terms of the access to, and diatrl tion

of scarce resources. It was often tho only stable with to

ooonoiic adw ncoment. Larger roups, and tl ose which had initially

educational and hence economic and occupational advr.ntn.<3©s, were

clearly in a better position than others. The new riling classes

"ere in n-ir/ instances composed die proportionately of ro'-rcacat-

:vtires from certain privileged ethnic .pro minna - •groups w ich,

through their ooasooslon of adwcrta *es ste nming from the uneven

imosct of economic, social, and educational change, were in a

monition to occupy !tey bureaucratic and noliticnl posts. ithin

the dominant ethnic groups, of course, there was considerable

stratification. lore recent writing on " lau Inn" in Kenya, for

otammle, e-.r onto t>-t the struggle was at least in srt o civil

w r between thoco f&taqru - a nrccent landed gentry - who had

1. Cherry lortsol, :he Politics of Independent ""erya (HairoM*
<•. .i'.ii*, ls>7i), Cha pters 1 and 2,
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benefited ir. economic and educational teras from collaboration

with the colonial administration and raisaion societies, and a

largely landless group which had been effectively dispossessed

by colonial land policy and patterns of settler agricultural

production.1 And within the ruling class, as for example again

in Kenya, there was often on Intro-class rivalry (or competition

botwoen elites) with political leaders utilising ethnic support

for class purposes.

Universe 1 political participation end what Oeerts calls the

"thrusting of a modern political consciousness upon the races of a

2
still largely urraodemised population" exacerbated the rroblems.

Kew African stater, have to confront simultaneously a set of

cumulative and complex crises of underdevelopment and legitimacy

that in many ©stern nations were dealt with one at a time. Before

a sense of common national Identity has been created, and before

viable national political structures and institutions have been

established, attentive and representative structures must absorb

the do aandc of social groups "which neither identify with the

nation-state nor accept its institutional setting".^ ihen this

1. l.c .I. orrgnons. hand deform in tho Ylfoaru Country (Kairohi*
O.U.i1967)» P.30. Also i.ii. Ggot, "Revolt of the .ldersi

. n Anatomy of the Loyalist Crowd is the :iau lau .'prising
1952-1956", in J. . Ogot (ed.)f rolitlce and Lptlomlism in
Colonial -'enya (hairobii . . .If., 1973), pp.134-143.

2. Clifford Oeerts, "The integrative Revolutions IPclmordial
ontlments and Civil Politico in the Hew intoo*, in Clifford

Geerts (ed.), Old ociollec and Sow tates (Lew Yor'ot •'too
"

reas, 1963), p.120 • '

i. Michael }%m J ofchi®, "Representative Government, Bureaucracy,
and Political development. The African Case", Jo jjix-.I of
Jovoloping reas. Vol.II (1>67), 37-56, p.46.
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is combined with the pressing need to raise the living standards

of the masses (some groups have in reel terns suffered a decline

in living standards since independence) the problem becomes more

acute. For, as Lofchie argues

a political culture stressing welfare norms tends
to precede even the early phase of industrialisation
in Africa, (and) widespread demands for social
services arise before the economy has generated
sufficient resources to meet these demands. ince
the publicly declared values of political leader¬
ship frequently reflect welfare aspects of the
political culture, the polity is placed in a ^
position of failing to achieve its own goctlo.

In Kenya, the (government's stress on "Hareabee" self-help projects,

and in Tanzania the policy of self-reliance, may be viewed, at

least partly, as attempts to shift welfare norni3 from the centre to

locally based structures and locally generated resources.

It is often assumed that it is amongst those with advanced

'western education that we find the emergence of some national

consensus about values, institutions, and policies. However, it

is false to suppose that the western educated - referred to in most

2
development literature as the elite, sheds completely its attach¬

ment to tribal and ethnic authority and cultural patterns.

According to Elisabeth Colcon

it has been the school man, the intellectual, who has
been most eager to advance his own language and
culture find who has seen himself as vulnerable to any

1. Ibid.

2. brief outline of this literature is to be found in IcC-owcn
and Holland, pp.12-21.
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advantages given to the language and culture of
other groups within the country. *

And with reference to the responsiveness and attentiveneao of the

now political institutions, Colson adds that it "is the political

loaders' need for self-expression that lies behind the mobilis¬

ation of tribes and the manifestation of tribalism in contemporary

Africa".^
The colonialism that had destroyed indigenous institutions was

incapable of establishing viable new ones, and it was in fact

"incompatible with any preparation for self-government' Many

nationalists failed to appreciate this fact. Of course, as

Leonard Barnes points out

How could the groups of nationalist agitators who had
pushed their way forward to African self-politics, be
expected to see that it would be fatal to try to run
a liberated Africa with the organisation and methods
of colonialism? 4

The assumption throughout all the independence negotiations with the

colonial powers, and especially in British Africa, was that the new

-.fricon systems should follow the metropolitan models, nything

other than these would at the time have been regarded by both sides

as an inferior substitute. The colonial powers had little else to

offer.

1. Jlisaboth Colson, "Contemporary Tribes and the jevolopment of
nationalism", American ethnographic urvoy, (Annual Coring
Meeting), 1967» P.2Q5.

2. Ibid.

j, Auth First, The iarrel of a Sunt Political lower in Africa
and the Coup d'Atat (Londont lion Lane. 1970). p.40,

4. Leonard Barnes, Africa in Aclipse (London* Victor Gollenca,
1371), PP.25-6.
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The African political leaders had no idea what
else to claim, or what re-designing to undertake.
They were not political scientists, and had never
given a thought to the question of how a modem
African state ought to differ from a modern
European state. There was no one to whom they

could turn for honest and competent advice. 1

Colonialism "emphasised the approval of the governors rather than

the consent of the governed", and its Juropean personnel "acted on

the assumption that they themselves could only be replaced by an

indigenous elite which had enjoyed a political education similar to
2

their own". The British attempt to ornate social institutions

based on those of Britain, and to create Africans and Africa in the

imago of Britain, is clearly conveyed in the frank writings of the

late 3ix Philip Mitchell, a British colonial governor of considerable

experience. Commenting on British colonial policy in last »frica,

he said

.■hat we have set our hands to here is the establishment
of a civilised state in which the values and standards
of Britain, in which everyone, whatever his origins, has
an interest and a part, i

Colonial administrations, apart from creating a class of African

administrators who would perpetuate European values, and maintain

the imposed system were, at least in Bast Africa, concerned to

create a class of property-owning Africans who amid be relied

upon to maintain and safeguard and perpetuate the e trging liberal

1. Ibid., p.26

2. J.A. Lee, Colonial development and Good Government (London:
Oxford University 'Press, 1J>67) i PP. 1 & 2. '

i. ir Philip Mitchell, ..Prican Afterthoughts (London:
Hutchinson, 1^54)» P»£'75*
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society in its economic aspect."'" This was clearly the idea

behind land consolidation in Kenya. Por instance, in his

recommendation for land consolidation schemes in Kenya, R.J.M.

Swynnerton, who was at that time a senior agricultural officer,

saids

In future, if these recommendations are accented
... energetic or rich Africans will be able to
acquire more land and bad or poor farmers less,
creating a landed and landless class. This is
a normal step in the evolution of a country.2

further, in Bast Africa in particular, the extension of the

franchise, or admission to the European implemented 3yctem, was

calculated by the colonial power which set the standards. Thus,

the first people to acquire the franchise and the right to rule

themselves were the British or European colonialists; then the

Indians got the right to vote; then the Arabs; and finally the

Africans. 3ut with the Africans it was not a straight-forward

and simple matter, and a number of tests were devised - property

qualifications, income qualifications, educational qualifications -

to ensure that the African was in tune with the new system, and to

ensure that the new system did not fall into the hands of the

masses. In the later 1950s a senior British Colonial Office

official, Sir Andrew Cohen, had explained that nationalist movements

were bound to grow stronger, and therefore "the intelligent thing

is for governments to recognise this early, and by skilfull

1. Ahmed Mohiddin, "An . frican Approach to Democracy", Past
Africa Journal, Vol. VII, Ho.2 (Peb. 1970), P»7*

2. B.J.A. Jwynnerton, A Plan to Intensify the Development of
African Agriculture in Kenya (Nairobi» Kenya Government
Printer, 19539 9 p.l4«
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anticipation to try and guide the energies of the national iota

into constructive channels"5 and this was remaining "friendly

to the Western world"."'' Independence, or what Patrice Lumumba
2

termed "juridical independence", was granted on the basis of the

continuation of the colonially created system, and not on its

destruction. Decolonization became a move to "shore up

•stabilising' forces", a "bargaining process with co-operative

African elites", occurring "within the largely unaltered frame¬

work of the colonial system".^
Newly independent African states thus inherited a political

and administrative machinery which was based on a combination of

values derived from the British, or European, and not the African

experience. The inherited structures were scarcely conducive to

the profound social and economic transformation demanded by

African conditions.

One of the basic underlying assumptions of so much develop¬

ment theory is that the surmounting of the obstacles in the path

of development, and the rate of that development, will depend to a

large extent on the role played by the Jestern-educated elites -

upon their size and their levels of education and training, and

upon "the ability of their members to analyse the problems facing

their countries".^ They face a task which seems peculiar to

1. Prom Cohen, British Policy in Changing Africa, quoted in Jack
isfoddis, An Introduction to Neo-Coloniaiism (London: Lawrence
and Dishart, 1967), P*55*

2. Quoted in G. ile&nz and H. Donnay, Lumumbat The Last Pifty Days
(New York* Grove Press, 1969)> p.165.

3. First, pp.49 & 57-58*

4. P.C. Lloyd, Africa in Social Change (Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books, 1967), p.268.
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the developing nations of the 20th century. Whereas in 15th

century Jester^ durope it was the craftsman and small entre¬

preneur who promoted industrial development, in Africa the taslc

has devolved on the university graduate with his generally ill-

suited liberal education. The transfer of western toclinology

(often encouraged by the technocratic products of American

universities in particular) and the activities of multi-national

corporations and their subsidiaries in transferring ./estem

consumption tastes with their particular technologies, fans success¬

fully hampered or destroyed the technologically innovative

behaviour of looal manufacturers, except perhaps at the level of

the "informal sector" of the economy. But the effectiveness of

the elites in providing direction in national development, and in

modifying the behaviour of all members of society, is dependent

upon the combination of many intractable problems. The effect¬

iveness depends on the ability to analyse African oroblems,

redefine European and African values, develop viable political

structures, formulate ideologies which are capable of providing

impetus, meaning, and direction to national development efforts,

and above all, on world economic structures.

Incumbent political elite attempts to guide value change - as

with Xaunda's iaabiaa humanism and ! yorere's ujamaa, depend for

their success, partly on the cohesion or integration of the ruling

class, but more crucially on the development of structures which

facilitate the use of power, and enable the mo istit ion of people
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at oil levels of society. As yet, many African leaders have not

settled their choice of socio-economic and political cystoma for

their countries.1 Most African states have simply continued

with the system inherited from the colonial regimes, and many

attempts at ideological reconstruction, including doctrines of

African socialism, have lacked foundation and viability in the

content of African reality. Ideologies of anti-colonialism have

lacked viability. It is hard for a nationalist regime to continue

to use anti-colonialism as its Ideology for social transformation

once it has evicted the external enemy. This is especially the

case when one considers that most nationalist doctrines lacked

detailed prescriptions for economic and political reconstruction.

•To be viable as an ideology Zartmsn argues, "anti-colonialism would

have to be able to keep the faith, identify the enemy, and indicate

the long path to the millenium after the colonial ruler has been
2

expelled". Nevertheless, doctrines of anti-colonialism have been

converted into anti-neo-colonialist dootrineo. In Uganda anti-

neocolonialism has been U3ed as the rationale for the national¬

isation of Asian and British owned interests. In Kenya, as leys

points out, the rhetoric of economic nationalism forms part of the

national ideology, and as sueh is anti-neocolonialist, even if the

economic policies pursued by the government are basically supportive

of persisting noo-colonialiat relations.

1. Ahmed dohiddin, "Socialism and Class Concept in African
development", .frica nr.rtorly. Vol. IX, No.2 (1969) P»83«

2. I. William Xartman, "Revolution and Developmentt form and
substance", civilisations. Vol. XX (1970), 131-97, p.194.

3. Colin Leys, "The Kenyan State", Paper presented to a Centre of
frican Studies Seminar, Edinburgh University, 31/1/1974•
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The failure of many incumbent political elites to produce

fundamental change stems from a number of factors: the rfestern-

type educational background of elite members and their value-

orientations ; colonially inherited structures which help to

create and maintain a privileged elite which benefits from the

maintenance of existing structures; colonially-creatcd institutions

which have manifested a palpable unsuitability for developmental

purposes, and require re-examination and reconstruction in the

light of new national objectives; a decolonization process which

remains unreal to the extent that African states remain economically

end ideologically dependent on the advanced industrial nations of

the .'est, and subject to tho strong influence, if not control, of

external forces. The inability of incumbent political elites to

come to grig® with the major problems confronting African societies,

to break the relations of dependence, to bring about fundamental

socio-economic and political transformation, has given rise to wide¬

spread disillusionment and dissatisfaction,1 and to renewed

intellectual debate and conflict. Intellectual attention has been

focussed increasingly on the social, economic, •oolitical and cultural

ills of the post-Independence situation. Many African intellectuals

are seeking meaningful ways of relating the African oast to the

present and future, some clear perspective and sense of direction

that would function as a binding and integrative force, and enable

. frica's peoples to act in concert to deal effectively with the

momentous economic and social problems.

1. See Victor T. Le Vine, "The Trauma of Indpendenoe in j'rench-
Apeaking Africa", The Journal of Developing Areas, Vol.2,
Bo.2, (1967-3), 211-224.
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A familiar phase in the development of radical mass and

nationalist movements is the purging or subjugation of left-wing

intellectuals and radioals by the leadership after its attainment

of power. This radicalism is viewed by the leadership as a far

more dangerous threat when it has an organizational base,

especially a base within the ruling party. This was the cose in

Guinea, for a short time after Independence** in Senegal, and to

some extent in Kenya where the incumbent elite was prepared to

endanger the Kenyan African National Union's party organization in
2

ordor to defeat radical and dissident elements. hhile in many

cases activo dissenters and radioals are subjugated and purged from

ruling parties, they are still to be found within the ruling

parties of many African states, where often there develops a

combination of radical intellectuals, youth wings and trade unions.^
During the late 1950s and early 1960s in many ..frican states,

including Tanzania and Uganda, the outflow of students was no longer

so exclusively towarde the ftest, and this change in orientation

marked the point of entry for Marxist elements and ideologiee into

the political scone. In Uganda, for instance, the leader of the

newly emergent radical intelligentsia was for a time the Indian

educated John Xakongo, a former Cecretary-Generail of the Uganda

People's Congress and Minister for economic Development and Planning.

1. Dee H.U. Johnson, "The Parti Democraticjue de Suinee and the
liamou 'deviation* ' in Christopher -.lien £ A.... Johnson (eds.),
.frican aectives. pp.347*370•

2. 'Good, "Kenyatta and the Organization of ICaBU", pp.115*36.

3. Colin Lcgum, "Africa's Intellectuals* The Thin Black Lino",
hew oclet;/. 31 Dec., 1964, p»3.
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Vfhile significant groups of radical nationalist intellectuals

and radical dissenters are small, and remain politically weak, they

nevertheless continue to exercise, or at least attempt to exercise,

an important influence over students and the younger generation of

politicians. Dissenting intellectuals attempt to attach them¬

selves to the structures of dissent, or disaffected groups which

have been thrown up by the imposition of, and struggle for control

of, new political structures, and by the uneven impact of colon¬

ialism and the capitalist economic system, and the sources of strain

and dislocation produced hy uneven economic and social changes. In

Kenya, the dissenting radicals of Oginga 0dings,'s Kenyan Peoples'

Union, attempted to make their electorate the urban unemployed and

the landless peasantry.

The post-Independence phase is usually one of selective
*

consolidation and institutionalization. Some institutions, loften

never firmly established in the pre-independence period, are

allowed to atrophy and die-legislatures and political parties

primarily because, as in Kenya, they are no longer required to

serve ruling class ends. Other institutions, including the

executive, the upper echelons of the civil service, and especially

the provincial administration, the military'1' and the police, are

strengthened. There is generally administrative or bureaucratic

1. Huth First points out that more than other institutions, "the
amies of Africa were set in the colonial pattern". (p»73)»
It is largely by the "design of external forces" that the
military has disproportionate power inside systems character¬
ised by their weakness (Ibid., p.426).
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class domination, and the largely effective political emasculation

of declasse and dissenting intellectuals who enjoyed favour only

during the struggle to dislodge the colonial -noirers.

Bureaucratic domination is, as liggs argues, principally a

legacy of uneven colonial impact.

The colonial administration itself created a

bureaucratic apparatus not subject to political
control "within the dependent territory, so that
administrative institutions proliferated while
political structures remained embryonic and
largely extra-legal, hence unable to relate
themselves e£fectively to control over the
bureaucracy. -

The bureaucratic class normally has a vested interest in the

maintenance of the status quo, and the types of structures and

relationships which they inherited from the colonial power. Ruth

First refers somewhat caustically to this inheritance.

As members of the imported oligarchy left, Africans
stepped in to fill their jobs, play their roles,
inherit their rates of pay and their privileges,
and assume their attitudes, in particular the
conviction that the educated in power have a
divine right to rule and prosper.

The basic salary structure of the independent African states

remained as a colonial heritage, and as Africans entered the civil

service, they assumed the basic salaries attached to the posts."1

The social inequality which stems from the maintenance of those

1. Fred if. Riggs, "Bureaucrats and Political Development: a
paradoxical view", in J. la Palombara (ed.), Bureaucracy and
Political Development (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1963), p.125.

2. First, p.65.

3. . rrighi & Gaul, "Socialism and Economic development
pp.146-47.
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inherited, structures, and which is expressed in inequalities of

income and power, is, as Aiain shews, sonstimes viewed by economists

as a "positive" or evon"noccseary" stage of development.

However, the actual consequence of such a policy is to reinforce

the position of "parasitic social groups incapable of .promoting
2

the accelerated development which they claim to want . And these

groups are certainly incapable of generating the ideological and

cultural renewal deemed necessary for profound social transformation.

Obviously, hy following writers such as Panon and Pirst too

uncritically, ono can underestimate the extent to which bureau¬

cratic "inheritance elites" are capable of producing changea or

modifications, if only as part of the consolidation of their

positions. Tor instance, in Tanzania at the time of independence,

& good deal of economic power wan in the hands of the Asian

"commercial bourgeoisie" which "could bo considered a subordinate

partner of the metropolitan bourgeoisie, the lattor being tho

ruling class in the real sense of the word"."* The Tangenyikan

African potty-bourgeoisie which assumed political power at the time

of independence had been unable, in contrast to its counterpart in

Kenya, to cfevelop deep economic roots in tho colonial economy.^
While this meant that a situation of the separation of power and

property existed, it also meant that the "ruling group" within tho

1. Samir .min, Tho irob In the Modern Aorld (Harmonsvorth t
Penguin books. IffJ), p.245,

2. Ibid.

J. lasu J, ...hivji, Tanzania! Pho Glass ntrm&xle Continues
( developraent Studies Paper, UbiTersity of bar-ec—:'alaara, 1973),
p.4£»

4* Ibid., p.57*
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petty-bourgeoIsie had a much farcer hand than did its counterpart

in Plenjra. Using its control of the state apparatus and radical

state intervention in the economy, the "bureaucratic bourgeoisie"

(the ruling section of the petty-bourgeoisie) was able to modify

its relations with international capitalism and strike a "decisive

blow against the commercial bourgeoisie",^ which lacked effective

political weapons. The radical state intervention thus made

possible the consolidation of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie while
2

producing structural change.

In societies where there are few opportunities for capital

accumulation arid economic advancement outside the public sector,

and whore capital investment is a risky business in the face of

formidable competition from foreign governments, companies, and

investors, an administrative career, perhaps even more than a

political career, marks the way to economic security, prosperity,
A

and prestige. It is little wonder that politicians and members

of the bureaucratic class should look askance at radical

intellectual dissenters and the prospects of those types of socio¬

economic and political change which would almost certainly threaten

1. Ibid., ?.75.

2. Ibid.

3. ?or instance, Joel Barken*s survey of Kenyan, Tanaaninn, and
Ugandan students, Jhat makes the Pact .'.frienn tud.ent run?"
indicates that moot respondents Were concerned with job
security rather than power or status. bout l/3rd of the
respondents, with only a slight national variation, opted
for teaching. About 1/5th opted for the civil service.
Only 1/ considered politics.
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their privileged social and economic positions. In relation to

this, Lloyd points out that in Nigeria before the military coup

in 1966, elite criticism of government focussed, at least in the

press, on bad roads and the failure of electricity supplies,

rather than on more sensitivo issues such as freedom of speech,

academic freedom, and the accuracy of the census."'' Military

coups, unless the coup happens to be one of reform, as in Egypt,

poso less of a threat to the elites, as First argues, because "common

to most military regimes installed by coup d'etat, is a civil

service-military axis in which armies have the physical power to

conserve the regime, while the civil service wields effective
2

executive power in the state".

The African middle classes do not at present represent a

structure of socio-political dissent, even though in the colonial

period they tended to be at least superficially a radical force

concerned with the overthrow of colonial rule. Pluralist and

democratic elitist theorists, among them S.M. Lipset and R. . Dahl,

view the middle class as the keystone of stability in modem

politics.^ However, a number of developmental theorists,

including Samuel Huntingdon, have stressed the role of the urban

1. P.C. Lloyd, "Class Consciousness Among the Yoruba", in P.O.
Lloyd (ed.), The Lew Elites of Tropical Africa (London:
Oxford University Press, 1966), p.339»

2. First, p. 66.

3. Dee S.M. Lipset, Political Ian (London: Mercury Hooks, 1961),
Ch.2, and A.A. bahl, Modem Political Analysis (Snglewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1963).
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middle classes in fostering radical change and acting as

revolutionary agents. According to Huntingdon

The revolutionary class in most modernising
societies is, of course, the middle class. Here
is the principal source of urban opposition to
government. It is this group whose political
attitudes and values dominate the politics of
the cities.

Clearly, Huntingdon's point has much greater application to the

Latin American and Asian situations than to Africa. The

radicalism of the Bengalose middle classes in India, for instance,

may he explained in good part by low rates of pay and promotion in

overcrowded professional occupations, and chronic unemployment of

university graduates. Throughout most of Africa, however, the

pressure on the middle classes has not as yet been anywhere near

as intense.

In Africa, the advent of independence and the increase in the

size of the middle classes through the expansion of bureaucracy

and its Africanization, encouraged middle olass conservatism and

support for the status quo. In their relatively privileged

position, the business, professional, and bureaucratic segments of

the middle class are already much less prone to radicalism,

opposition, and revolution than the disaffected intelligentsia

from within its ranks. It has been argued in a conspicuously

reactionary way in the Indian case that the disgruntled intellectuals

1. »>amuel P. Huntingdon, Political Order in Changing Societies
(New Havens Yale University Press, 1968), p.289.
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compose the cadres of the loss responsible
political parties, who make up the narrower
entourage of demagogues, and who become loaders
of aillenarian and messianic movements, all of
which may, when the opportunity is ripOj
threaten political stability.1

The integration of many intellectuals into party and governmental

structures during the 1960s has not prevented the disaffection of

the intelligentsia, even though, as in denya, the disaffection

may be expressed in the maintenance of a certain life-stylo

ratherrin more overt political opposition.
A

Clearly, in Africa, and indoed the Third ..orld in general,

the rate of economic development has not kept pace with the growth

of the public sector. This lag has sorious implications. iith

the drastically increased numbers of secondary school leavers and

university graduates on the labour market, generally seeking jobs

within a public scoter increasingly unable to provide sufficient

occupational opportunities, the potential for the disaffection of

tho educated is bound to grow. In most African states, the

incumbents of senior administrative office are generally still

young, having been the first educated Africans to take advantage

of the opening up of the civil service ranks with the advent of

independence. A younger, often formally better trained,

generation of educated is faced with a slightly older generation

entrenched in bureaucratic offico, and who see no precise limit to

1. sort f. Aooclits and .lyron .eincr, "Economic development and
Political tability in India", dissent. 8, (spring, 1961)
P.177-
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their tenure.* The glut in university graduates (except in
• t too such as Tanzania where university manpower requirements are

moticuloualy assessed) , the reduced {growth rate of averment

bureaucracy and increasing intensity of conflicts within it, are

combined with very few opportunities for movement into alternative

"hcren of ctivity (the priv te sector) in a way which increases

the livelihood of the emergence of large and dissident educated

groups#

'Sociologists and political scientists have devoted a consider-

able amount of attention to the supposedly vital role o? elites in

promoting economic and political development in the frican

context. "any studies have been made of elite values and

perceptions, and underlying much of the analysis has been the
- renounced, if somewhat surprising assumption, that it is what the

elites say rather than how they behave, which is important for future

1. for the Tnnzanian situation see UcGowan and Poland, mm.50-52,
129# 'Me can expect little age-caused retirement from the
Tnnzanian elite. Jith an average age of 40 in 1167 this
elite has another 20-25 years of ruling potential# The entry
of Tansnnians born after 1940 will thus largely be based upon
the growth in the absolute size of the elite generated out of
meaningful economic development or out of wasteful co-optation
of younger elements into the Government payrolls." - p.52.

2. i. . Bienefeld, "Planning People", in Uchuoi Editorial Board,
Towards foetaljet Planning (Dar-es-Salaam* Tanzania Publishing
: .ouoe, 1)12), pm.166-199.

3. The problem is complicated in states such aa Tanzania by the
concentration on the development of the public sector. Using
1965 data, 'cGowan and 'loland (p.43) estimated that about 74,3
of the 7, 144 individual Tansanians who made £600 or more
worked in the public sector of the economy while the remaining
26/j were in the private sector.
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social, economic and political developments. To an important

extent sociologists and political scientists have fallen for the

rhetoric of African politicians, and undoubtedly they have been

assisted down this stray path by ».estem commentators who have

ascribed far too prominent a role to intellectuals during the

nationalist struggle. Henry Bienen points out that

<8 cannot use as the crucial factors by which we
differentiate systems images of the systems which
parties and leaders themselves put forward. These
images and variables we must consider. It cannot
be taken for granted that explicit ideologies in
African states have any relevance beyond what a few
people do and say.2

This sort of pitfall is evident in James Scarritt's study of

political elite values in ^ambia.

The values of the political elite are important for
the political system not only because they control
elite behaviour, but also because they indicate
the direction in which the elite will attempt to
modify the values and behaviour of all members of
the society.^

And Raymond Hopkins in his Political Holes in a Hew State states

that

The attitudes and expectations of the Tansanian
political elite form the political culture within which
modern politics, to a large extent, is carried on.4

1» Martin Staniland, "The Rhetoric of Centre-Periphery delations",
Journal of Modern African studies. Vol.8, ITo.4, 617-36, p.6l8.

2. Henry 3. Bienen, 'Jhat does Political Development mean in
Africa?', .t'orld Politics. XX, I, 1967, 12-3-41, p.132.

3. James K. Scarritt, "Jlite Values, Ideology and Power in Post-
Independence Sambia", , frican Studies leylow, Vol.XIV, I o.l
(1971), pp.31-54.

4» Raymond F. Hopkins, Political Roles in a Hew State. Tanzania's
First Decade, (Few Haven J Yale University Press, 1971), p.64.
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Hovever, after focussing his attention on Tanzanian political

elite pei'ceptions and expectations of role, Hopkins suggests in

his concluding passages that in the post-Independence political

situation

a third weakness (in modern Tanzanian political
culture) is discontinuity and possibly incongruence
in the attitudes and expectations of the nonelite
relative to those of the elite. The elite political
culture and the structure it shapes among the elite
in Tanzania may not be congruent with the "parochial"
political culture that characterizes the attitudes
and sentiments of mo3t Tanzanians. who live in
rural and quite traditional ways.I

Thus, one feels disposed to ask: Jhy spend so much time

examining the attitudes and values of the elite when they are

unlikely to have much impact on the broader society? Analysis

of elites usually falls into a crude dichotomic model in which

elites are contrasted with an amorphous, undifferentiated con-

2
glomerate of poor, powerless, and illiterate people - the masses.

A3 Pitching has demonstrated at some length, the notion of ruling

elite and elite developed in the works of Pareto, losca, and IicheHs

has been perverted, and stretched in an often unrecognizable way to

include bureaucratic 3ub-elites, commercial elites, and even

elites of urban factory workers.^ Vfhile some British and

Americanw riters have been prepared to recognise the existence of

1. Ibid.

2. Ace B.C. Lloyd, "Introduction" in F.C. Lloyd (ed.),
The Lew Jlites of Tropical iifrica (London: O.U.f., 1966),
p«60.

3. Gavin Kitching, "The Concept of Class and the Study of
Africa", The African Aeview, Vol.2, No.3 (1972), p.332.
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a ruling class,they have, when faced with the remaining 90^ or

so of the population, had major doubts about the relevance of

class analysis and categorisation. Many writers will admit that

the grossest inequalities do exist in Africa.

but it is generally asserted that they have not led
to the fornication of self-conscious strata, which
fact makes class analysis otiose. In short, the
central objection to the use of the concept of
class in tropical Africa depends on a tacit
acceptance of the supposedly Marxist view that
classes must be in class conflict, produced by class
consciousness before this form of analysis can be
Of U30 .

Political scientists have also, until recently, generally ignored

"elite" linkage with "sub-elites" and the "masses". This was

partly the concern of Staniland's reconsideration of centre-

periphery relations which showed how F.G. Bailey's concept of

phased encapsulation,"* and the concept of cumulative inequality

suggested by Myrdal,^ could be used to shed some light on the

development and nature of centre-periphery relations in African
5

societies. Clearly, one has to examine how groups at the

periphery, through a response to their relative influence or

deorivation, have evolved distinct structures in their relations

1. Lloyd, for instance, considers the problem of class analysis
and whether there is a ruling class, but tentatively opts
for an elite-mass terminology and analysis. "Introduction".

2. Kitching, pp.327-23.

3. P.G. Bailey, irate,pons and .noils: a socivl nthroiolorr/
of politics (Oxford7~Tl697^

4. Gurrnur Myrdal, Economic Theory and tMlerdoveloped Regions
(London, 1963).

5. .taniland, "The ihetoric of Centre-Periphery Solations",
pp.622-27.
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with the national levelThe outcome of "elite" initiatives

for change will depend on the nature of the structures which

evolve, and how groups at the periphery perceive centrally-

derived initiatives# The types of structures which evolve will

depend, for instance, on the extent to which members of the

"elite" or ruling class are able to manipulate ethnic-tribal

support for class purposes# Indeed, certain groups (e.g. the

Kikuyu in Kenya) become a ruling class farm which can be

preferentially cultivated in return for continued support of the

centre.

Apart from overlooking the nature of the linkages between

elites and other groups, and the possible emergence of inter¬

stitial or intercalary roles which broke and mediate between

different social formations,^ political scientists have shown a

pronounced tendency to brush over the disparities between stated,

explicit values, and the actual behaviour of the "elite". Vhile

"development" or "modernization" may be the goal of political

leaders and elites in general, it does little to explain a good

deal of political phenomena. As one writer has pointed out,

1. C.D. Saab, "Ideology, Modernization and Leadership", in
Political Theory and Ideology in African Society (Centre of
African tudics, University of Edinburgh, 1970)> pp.199-207.

2. Joan Vincent, "Anthropology and Political Development", in
Colin leys (ed.), Politics and Change in Developing Countries:
studies in the theory and practice of development (Cambridge,
1969)) P»52. diehard Oklar, "Political Science and national
Integration - a radical approach", Journal of '.odera African
Studies, Vol.V, No.l (1967)* P»6.

3. Staniland, p.625#
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"modernization as an ideology ... provides some manipulable

symbols regarding power, and preserves a primary role for the

elite, who aim to control the course and the effects of modern¬

ization, and whose position is supported by their authorship and

use of the symbols.""1'
Intellectuals are often viewed as a group within the educated

elite that has played a 1-cey role in modernizing developing

societies. Shils, for example, adopts the view that it is the

intellectuals as a group who represent the cultural and moral

basis of a modernized community. Intellectuals are for him the

critical mediators between "tradition" and "modernity", and are in

a strategic position as agents of social change. The intellectual

elite provides the basic orientations for the society, serves as

a force in the forging of new attitudes among the population, and

introduces the basic destem ideologies that will serve as guide-
2

lines in the determination of public policy. In similar vein,

friedmann views the intellectuals as playing a major part in

economic transformation. He asserts that decisions of public

policy which are instrumental in effecting basic changes are

subject to considerable influence by intellectuals. It is they

who largely "define the problems, formulate the goals, and indicate

the alternative means for attaining intermediate objectives"."^

1. Saab, p.224*

2. hoe "Jdward hils, Political Development in the Tew tates
(The Hague: Houton,' 1962), passim. Also "Intellectuals,
Public Opinion, and Dconomic Development", Vorld Politics,
Vol.X (1953), pp.232-55. "

3. John Priedmann, "Intellectuals in Developing Societies",
Xy-PLos, Vol. XIII, No.4 (1964), pp.513-541.
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Ih the .JODt-Inie andonoa period, it is «ort inly not clear

what the effect of intellectuals, or for that .a t,tax* any other

group, any b®. conoaic, educational, and eocio-eulturs1 change*

have produced great discontinuities in social communication without

necessarily developing a new pattern of integration* The

patterns of integration which eaerge, ucy bo complex nd flexible,

and the creature of individuals raid groups which oro given little

;roainonce in the literature.1 lest writers on development have

found little difficulty in regarding the elite and intellectual© as

a modernising force "generating new noran of functional relevance

ns

that

2
societies". ro glibly accept such & view, however, is to over¬

look the inport* nee of at le ist two major objections. firstly,

this view overlook* Aain*e point that the structure! location of

"elites" normally renders them incapable of generating the cultural

cuad ideological renewal necessary for profound social troneformat Ion.

-nd secondly, this view poolto a superficial definition of modern¬

isation whioh is derived from a selective analysis of "ieetcxn

can lex cystoma",^ and which normally aooumee that colonial rulo

provided both the institutional and vnlue basis for ; modernisation*

1. Leonard >inder, "Katiotml Integration and olltical Jevelop-
iBent,' ;ox'ic n olitical clence ..icvlcx, Vol. IVill,
(September,' 19o4)» ppijPHKi#

2* )« -tor, The lolitios of odemis&tion (Chicago* University
of Chicago frees, 1?65)» ."*154*

3. Tin, ~:hc .... -jireb in the .odem .crib, >.645*

4* Imonl Coleman, p.16.
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hcabero of elites do possess "modem" and "innovative" values

only If we accept that modernisation relates to chance within

existing, colonially inherited structures, rather than to the

severing of bletions of dependence and fundamental structural

change* Jhdoubtedly filterin. processes do alio-, for the gradual

diffusion of intellectual values, out the nature of this downward

and horizontal transmission is virtually impossible to assess.

. ittie is ,'aiown about the channels of communication through which

the values of the elite and intellectuals permeate to disparate

and dispersed groups.1 Intellectuals, as Apier suggests, were

robably more important as major agents of change in the period
2

of transition from a clearly traditional system to a modern one".

If ignoro the rigid division ?ter makes between the untenable

notions of tradition and modernity, intellectual effect probably

reached it:; c.pogoo in the early years of colonial rule, and later

during the struggle for national independence when intellectuals

v:ere able to attach themselves to major structures of dissent.

In other words, intellectuals had their pre: test Impact, not as

intellectuals per so, but rather as politicsns who threw them¬

selves into party and electoral work.

Lomewhat ironically, while intellectuals played a major role

in bringing about juridical independence, thoy have left no deep-

rooted, continuing intellectual heritage which helps shape the

course of national develop tent,' and which impinges upon the

1. ee Introduction to Lloyd, ,'hc I ew 11tor; of Tropical frlc .

2. Apter, p.154*
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consciousness of younger intellectuals and politicians.^
Admittedly, the earlier generations of intellectuals in West

Africa have to some extent left a viable intellectual heritage

■which can be drawn upon e.nd extended by contemporary intellectuals.

In 13ast Africa the situation is markedly different. Relatively

late European colonisation and its concomitantly late development

of educational institutions, has ensured that the ,iodern intell¬

ectual culture is of limited depth. Apart from wahili writers,
2

and a few Islamic coastal reformers, it is difficult to find more

than a handful of intellectuals of any stature who produced any

body of written work at least before the onset of the 1960s. But

with the possible exception of 3tateo ouch as Tanzania, the post-

Independence political culture of African states has not been the

creature of intellectuals.

1. Intellectuals, especially those who havo been integrated into
the incumbent elite, probably influence the determination of
public policy, if only in an inconspicuous way. lost Jnglish-
speaking, university-educated intellectuals, focus their
attention on a relatively small and educated group situation
in the capital or the main provincial centres. The discon¬
tinuities in social communication, fostered by language and
literacy differences, and by the marginality and powerlessness
of the intelligentsia, ensure that the intellectual who has
been integrated into the incumbent elite may have an important
influence on the determination of policy at the national level, but
his broader effect and influence is much more difficult to
ascertain. Public policy does not always affect society.

2. -.1. Balim, 'Wahili-bpeaking Peoples of Tonya*s Coast 1895—
1965 (Nairobi: Hast African Publishing House, 1973), Ch.4«



fbo "rominencc of '-"estem—ediseeted. intellectuals in

rationalist, rtruylor tends to obscure the fret that 'frtcan

stater.. rn oreviously armed, be ran the err of indeTenderce with

roeio~-N)litlcr?. structures beruesthed by the colonial movers, end

with elites Which had successfully demonstrated their ability to

absorb the valuer of their colonial rodcecreors. " s "inheritance

i
el iter." they -"onerrlly choired v. villinynests end nbil ity to "or:

the political r -stow in accordance with the value resumptions of

the bono country' (metropolitan cover), while at the sr;me time

nointoininy r cootere of increasing discoelation from the colonial

repine. fherena in Tat in nerica the constitution and polity of

win and ^ortupnl were almost comcletely relooted, and the

"rationalist presortmtions emerging from revolutionary franco"

adopted an the now model, in mgloohone and tranceohone -afrion.

the model van invariably that of the colonial cower.

1. ocordin" to J.'P. Mettl, "the notion of •inheritance' is
intended to convoy a special socle-oolitic: 1 situation r.o
defined by the participants. It serves primarily as a lead
into the •••: rticular situational pattern from which r ny of
the developmental voices, structures and processes arise, and
which largely nets the manner of their evolution. s such it
has cultural connotations? the inheritance situation acts as

common socialisa tion process into the international system
for eT-colonies and by derivation for many devolooing countries
flit, concept of inheritance is be sod on the assumption of a
multi-facted but dominant reference group relationship between
c .-colonies .'.;;d imperia-list countries, real or -postulated,
arising from an analogy- with the legal inheritance of a benefit

.ore u,,.jci.ically, inheritance refers to the oriont tion and
ctions of a elite exacting and -re paring to trace over from

it-' produce-. vrs. xno .ioou common ..niO. • ■' i vi*o*, t ty.,o ox
inherit ncc is the attain vent of indopendei-.ee by colonies, but
social revolution and ever substantial reform ofton carry
inheritance aspects in thoir situation" - <T.b. Fettl, oliticr.l
do oili^s. tion. ooiolo :icsl Analysis of dethoda and
Concepts' ('] ondont fr.ber * fabor, T)6j)t pn.i5~i6.
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The unsuitability or the inherited institutions and values

was not followed by any profound intellectual redefinition or

reconstruction. .dmittedly, intellectuals end politicians

formulated various doctrines of I'ricen socialism, and elusive

notions of negritude and the nfric; n ieruonality, but these have

not bcon readily transferable to the transformation of socio¬

political ctriudtase® for developmental purposes. Those iifricun

intellectuals who were conscious of the need to reconstruct socio¬

political structure;: mid values wore often isol, tod within the

nationalist novo lents, and ultimately excluded from power.

The post-Inda endence >ol ..tier cultures of moot , frican states,
1

have thus hardly boon the creatures of intellectuals. They have

been shaped largely by other forcest international economic

structures, the colonial powers which laid the foundations of the

basic modem socio-political and administrative fr- levork and

determined the state boundaries? ethnic and cultural factors which

have been modified by uneven economic and educational change and

the struggle for the control of tho state a mare tus» tho military|

politicians, eapeoiolly national level ones? and, up >er echelon

administrators. stensibly, they have not been moulded by

intellectuals, many of whom have r, >ent the poat-Inde >onde»ce meriod

in isolated positions of marginality and iar>otence. Contemporary

1. In the case of the United itates the British constitution was
not adopted in matail, although moat of the efforts at
constitution-ma'cing involved attempts to "improve on the
spirit of the British system rather than provide a completely
dissociative abroach' . - Ibid. i everthelees, the oost-
rovolutioiiary culture was the creature of intellectuals whose
leaders: ip irovided tho basis of r civic culture that has in
broad outline seen sustained to the present time. sec
S. . I.ipset, The ;1irat hew I'ation (How Yor'ci Basic .Boohs,
l^Oi/, p .00-/4,
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.unat .xvican inteiiociu Is, and .JTrictui intellectuals in general,

have a background of political activism and opposition. ut now

tney operate in systems which have little patience with dissenting

voices. because party structures are either non-existent or

undeveloped, the intellectual is denied one important arena for

the articulation and attachment of his ideas. As a palliative he

may, of course, act as a government adviser or "expert . Jut the

limits of his intellectual concern, imposed by institutional

arrangements and incumbent elite socio-political values, reduce and

stifle the critioal, qualitative dimension of his thought and

restrict its scope.

This oxtended reference to studies of elite perceptions and

values, and to the -art played by intellectuals in iromoting socio-

olitical ch. nge, is offered primarily as a caution against placing

too much weight on the values and perceptions of Jast frican

intellectuals - something ohils, Jrieduann, and other writers on

intellectuals and elites do. Jarrington Joore mrovidos what is

an apt warning against this tendency, even for those studies which

focus on social structure, and the articulation of its values by

intellectuals.

The intellectuals as 3uch can do little politically
unless they attach themselves to a massive form of
discontent. The discontented intellectual with his
soul searchings has attracted attention wholly out of
nroportion to hiB political importance, partly because
these searchings leave behind them written records and
also because those who write history are themselves
intellectuals.1

1. Barrington eore, Jr., The ..ocial Origins of dictatorship and
e iocrac;/ (Horiondsworth* ' Penguin books. 1967), p. 430.
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liile intellectuals are important as interpreters oi* social

reality, definers of value-eyetome, and in providing fori and

direction to the alionative tendencies which exist within society,

they tire important precisely to the extent that they cm attach

themselves and their idea-structures to socio-political structures

of dissent# hence, any systematic analysis of an intellectual

community or stratun lust take into account, not only the structure

of the community, and the formulation, articulation, and diffusion

of ideas by intellectuals, "but also the relations of that

community 02* stratum (or at least so-gnonts within it) to other

socio-political structures.

A great many studies of intellectuals and their thought

concentre,to on a prominent few who supposedly represent or typify

the dominant intellectufil trends in a particular ooriod of time."

uch a concentration, however, raises a nuabor of difficulties with

regard to the total intellectual activity of the age# The

combined factors of the written evidence of tho oast, the social

moulding and acceptance of ideas, and their structural encapsulation

in movements or schools, place barriers in the oath of the scholar

who wishes to move beyond ^acknowledged" major figures and thought

systems, and to explore the tremendous death and diversity of

cultural or intellectual activity which exists within any one

1. This is particularly true of studies of -lodern Chinese
intellectuals. .ichaei dasster, for instance, says in the
preface to his study, Chinese Intellectuals and the devolution
of 1111# ihe birth of modern Chinese ii&dioaiisa ( oat ties
University of Washington Press, 1 j6$)i "I have selected a small
number for discussion. i chose them because taken to,..other
they represent the dominant trends in the thinking of the
time." p.vii.
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society at a particular tine.* Clearly, one of the major

problems for the scholar at this stage of African development io

to indicate with any certainty the major direction of growth of

socio-political ideas, and their social moulding and acceptability.

,/:.o advantage, ic that it is K>naLble to avoid the undue concent¬

ration on intellectuals who, and ideas which, have roven dominant

and acceptable in a particular context. In the Tnnaaaian ©aso,

for instance, most writers have focusoed their attention on

'
,

re lily n ,erot- -ndrblc given that riar-: a f;-■ lie: ood of of

the aooialist ideology which gives direction to social tr .nafom-

ation in Tanzania. hcvortheloss, there are extensive commentaries

u;on, 1 inter Trot tions of- x}: r - f n • • i 1 " lion by

other intellectuals, and thois is now a not inconsiderable body of

neo-larxist thought concerned with the analysis of the noo-colonial

ta.to, the nature of I'anzanian society, and future patterns of

struggle and develo riant. This, however, does not moan that the

scholar should suenond critical judgment and indiscriminately

allocate equal value to all ideas. ualltativo evaluations, as

with literary criticism, are essential.

The concentration on an over-exclusive etratum of Intellectuals,

and the focus on the few dominant systems of thought, can be

avoided if the researcher directs some of his analysis to the

structure of the intellectual stratum. The institutional system

1. One of the great virtues of i.l . Thompson's aonuraontal wore,
The .■•hiiy, of the frglich -cabin:; Class (HarmondewofctfcI
Penguin boles, 1968) is that it" doos" move away from the
great intellectual figure; to enplore in . .oticulour. detail

the development and dissemination of ideas among what may be
termed working olass intellectual activists. !ee Chapter 16
in particular.
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cf the stratum centres, cf course, around the university. Other

institutions - publishing houses, journals, reviews i nd newspapers,

bookshops, libraries, theatres, and museums, ell fori ptrt of the

institutional structure. ithin this formal structure,

intellectual social interaction occurs, and netvor-cs and clusters

form. Obviously, r profound understanding of the composition end

structure of the stratum, and of tho thought of its members will

only be achieved through an examination of the informal bases of

intellectual association, and cliruo and cluster formation.

A-part from the analysis of the structure of the intellectual

stratum, this study's major concern is to -provide an analysis of

tho intellectual's social and political thought, and cultural

crcomtions. Those xsreeptions are important to the extent that

they develop the alterative tendencies within socioty and form

counter-ideologies, interpret tho experience of colonialism and

Independence, sumply mean ins- and continuity to the changes that

have occurred in frican societies, and provide possible solutions

to a multiplicity of crises and problems which have t1 eir roots in

the nao—colonial state of dependence and underdevelopment.

.'bile the major focus of this study is the post-independence

situation, obviously a great deal of attention has to bo given to

the pro-independence period. Pany of the contemporary intellectual

and political conflicts are explicable only in terms of the nature

of pre—colonial .frican societies and cultures, the colonial

experience, and the conflicts it gave ri3e to. It is clearly
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necessary to consider the intellectual's perception of the past,

for his interpretation of the nature of pre-eolonial .frican

society and tho colonial situation, will have m important bearing
2... '< '

on his analysis of the post-independence situation, and tho types

of alternatives and solutions he envisages. bone assessment of

the usefulness or validity of what the intellectual says concerning

the African past would have to be attempted, especially if such

interpretation is at the core of the types of solutions to African

problems offered by hia#
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CiL^m'JH II

Towards a Jefinition of the ..Tricon Intellectual

Introduction: The definition ox the Intellectual

The history of political activism of African intellectuals,

and their prominence in nationalist movements, raises many doubts

about the usefulness, applicability, and validity of those

definitions of the intellectual which stress the critically

detached, uninvolved nature of his social and political roles.

There lias been until recently throughout much of ..frier, a unity of

intellectual and political life which stemmed from the nature of

the colonial situation and the demands of the nation, list struggle.

nationalist movements were characterized by the close relations of

literature, journalism, and politico, and intellectual life in

general. Indeed, as Goran 'iyden notes, "writers, journalists, and

lawyers had played an almost insignificant role in non-political

contexts before independence".1 It was the recognition of this

which enabled faunda to define the intellectual as "essentially an

engaged man applying modern knowledge and training to political

purposes. He is anyone who has a level of aodern education

beyond that of the mass of people and who is prepared to become
?

politically involved."

1. Goran 'iyden, "The failure of Africa*s first Intellectuals",
Transition, Ho.23, January 1967? P«14*

2. Kenneth Knunda, A Humanist ir .'Trie:.'- (London: Longmans 1966),
P.93.
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Historically, the socio-political rolo of the intellectual

has not been one of critical detachment and disengagement, although

writers such as Benda,1 I ron, ^ Parsons, ^ and shils,'' on the basis

of their normative prescriptions and concern with differentiation

of role, would suggest otherwise. Parellels nay be dr:.ffl between

the activism of African intellectuals and intellectuals during the

French devolution, the ore-revolutionary and revolutionary

intellectuals in Russia, the lavophils and l.'arodniks, the nation¬

alist intellectuals of Italy and Poland, and Marxist and

"committed" intellectuals in general. Yet, in spite of abundant

historical evidence, and the often intense activism of African

intellectuals, most forth ». oerican and European writer: have shown

a marked reluctance to build into the definition of intellectual

any notion of activism. This is surprising considering that a

good doal of modernization literature views the intellectual as

playing a key role as a political nationalist, and as an initiator

and agent of change and "modernization". There is often the

1. Julien Benda, The Betrayal of the Intellectuals, aid:, rd
Aldington Trans. (Boston, 1959)•

2. Raymond Aron, The fipium of the Intellectuals (London:
Seeker & barburg, 1557)*

3. Talcott Parsons, '"The Intellectual"* A Social .ola
Category", in Philip iieff (ed.), On Intellectuals.
Theoretical Studies, Case Studies (Lew York: nchor Books,
1970), pp.3-26.

4. Edward Shils, "The Intellectuals and the Powers: Some
Perspectives for Compf rative analysis". (■ omparative . tudios
in . ociety and history, Vol.l, l o.l (1953), pp.5-22.
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underlying assumption that activism, especially if of ••

revolutionary and hence non-civil nature, amounts to an aberration

of role. This attitude has deep historical antecedents: dc

Tocqueville deploring the success which intellectuals attained in

inciting the most vulgar classes to revolution in the mid 19th

century; benda condemning the "trahison des clcrcs"; and Shilo

looking with some trepidation at a disagreeable—looking Third

world at which he "preaches humaneness and civility for all those

within it who can read, write, and rule by virtue of their

education."'*' The view that the intellectual is not a social or

political activist, or that activism is not one of his defining

qualities, tends to be -predominant in those societies, the United
2

States and Britain for instance, characterised by "structural

stability" and the supposed absence of fundamental ideological

cleavages. It is also a view held by those who, entrenched in an

intellectual or political establishment, fool threatened by

counter-ideologies and intellectual activism.

In this study, the african intellectual (and for that matter

intellectuals elsewhere) in defined by a triple set of dimensions.

Firstly, he is defined by a certain type of thinking, qualitative

thinking, or the redefinition of social reality, which bears a

1. J.P. I.cttl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and structures of
UiGsent", in ilioff, p. 122.

2. Victor Brorabert, The Intellectual .iero. studies in the
French liovel, 1330—1955 (London: .'caber <'• Faber, 1962), po. 12—3•
Gf. J. . Lipsot, ";.:aerican Intellectuals: Their Politics and
Status", Political Pan (London: Ilercury Books, 196l).
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potential, if not actual, relationship to socio-ntructural

dir.rent. Qualitative ideas are predicated upon the assumption

that they are capable of social implementation.1 Moreover,

they generally have universality. Though they are identified

with a particular social collectivity or ret of institutions,

the ideas do not express any particular interest, but rather

relate the bearer of the idea or ideology with a type of society,
o

or indeed, all societies as a whole. furthermore, the

intellectual's thought is distinguished from that cf "intellect

workers" and "mental technocrats" by its concern with the"entire

historical Process".-* This concern is "not r tangential interest

but lorneatos 1: thought and significantly affects his woifg */'
: " Baran points out, this concern does not mean that in his daily

activity the intellectual is fully engaged in the study of 11

historical development: "what it does mean is that the intellectual

is systematically necking to relate whatever specific area he may

5
be working on to other aspects of human existence."^ It is the

effort to interconnect things which constitutes one of the

intellectual's outstanding characteristics.^

1. There are intellectuals such as Goor-pss Morel who remain
independent, isolated, solitary thinkers. -orel made little
effort to actively influence (at least in the sense of
participation) any social or political group. aid yet he
was a universalistic, qualitative thinker, whose ideas were
predicated on the assumption that they could be put into
effect in society.

2. Phils, "The Intellectuals and the Powers", p«5»

3. P. Baran, The Longer /lew (Hew Yorlci Monthly Review, 1969), p«8.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.

6. Ibid.
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Intellectuals general Use specific discontent into demands

for fundamental social tri*no format ion ♦ Intellectual dissent

becomes univ©realistic and absolutist in ito dimensions,

however, the universality of the ideas should not obscure the fact

that the intellectual is also concerned with specific progprmantle

demands reflecting tho grievances of one or another social

formation. Often the intellectual, having wor'ced out universal

de sonde, loohs for specific issues to chaaoion, thereby

concretising his thought in social reality. ;,or instance, an

frican intellectual may identify with the urban labouring class,

end relate their grievances to a demand for drastic change and the

citation of a particular type of society. At the came time he

will support claims for minimum wage laws, and condemn sub¬

standard Jousing with exorbitant rente. ueh ocific, or; tic

concern is not, however, the essence of intellectual concern. The

ide- r. must have a form of validation, or cultural bene, in that

they are ultimately concerned with the quality of life in general.

This is the r. a meet stressed by "hilt wher he cur ontr in -empous,

overblown language that "intellectuals have an unusual sensitivity

to the sacred, an uncommon reflectiveness about the nature of their

universe and tho rules which govern their society .1
The second dimension of tho definition posited in this study,

the notion of n culturally validated orofescion, stipulates the

arena of idea-ertioulation, as well as the type of audience.

1. hils, 'The Intellectuals and the overs", p.5*
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The intellectual start be aoiaeone qualified, end accepted m

qualified, to specie on anttors of culture! concern. one writers,

including Upset end Chile, have enuaerated certain reoo.'nised

professions in society that qualify automatic*tlly - theologians,

writers, journal lets, academics, artists - but it it, referable,

as :;ottl argues, to focus not so such on profession c. what the

l^erson concerned '• professes » in other words the solf-oonaciou®

"iro-oocujxition with cultural matters.*1 This latter a :r roach baa

the distinct advantage of surpassing the idea of profession, and

as such is subject to variation through time and apace.

This otpdy of necessity focucces on thoso who have professed

a concern with cultural matters and who havo boon sufficiently

disposed to corr-nmicatc that concern in writing, teaching, or any

other method. I evertheleso the question of cultural validation

is a crucial one, e spec ifilly given African state of continuing

cultural dependence* There is the problem of deciding who

validates a culture! concern. )o follow intellecturls? Is it

tho government or incuabent elite? Is cultural vnlldr tion

• ccrcdited by the dominant cultural norms and values in a

rticular society? If the letter is the cane, validation ncouaos

rather subtle and complex forms when a particular society and its

caltural norms and values are in a state of fairly re id flux, as

throughout most of Africa. Or is validation and recognition in

1* KettJ, Ideas, Intellcctur.lo, and Structures of Dissent* . .
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Last Africa given by oversoas intellectual counterparts from

dominant cultures, conferences, and publishing houses?

The question of cultural validation may become an integral

part of conflict between entrenched, institutionalised intellectuals,

and dissenting, challenging intellectuals. It is also affected

by .changing concepts of who is an intellectual in a particular

society. This is illustrated most fittingly by the case of the

radical natural scientists in ...ritain during the 1930s$ a time

when the respective guardians of political ; nd cultural welfare

had little use for natural scientists."^

The comparative neglect of the radical scientists in later

intellectual histories, and an almost exlusive concentration on

the young poets of the " uden Group", stemmed from a misplaced

equation of intellectuals with the literati, the writers. To an

important extent, commentators such as Stuart Jmuels have accepted

wit! out doubt the poets and writers characteria tions of themselves

2
as intellectuals. They have overlooked, or been ignorant of the

fact that during the 1930s and '40s, scientists such as Julian

Iluxley, J. j. Jernal, Joseph -eedham, Lancelot .o ben, and J. .

lialdano had ronounced and often remarkable literary predispositions

which were manifested, net only in serious academic works, but in

1. r.G. ..'erskey, "British /dentists and 'Outsider' Politics
19&1-1945", in Barry Barnes (ed.), Sociology of ■ cience
(la rmondsworth» Penguin. Poke, 1972;> p.234*

2. Sec for o:m 1 : the utobio-raphies of :.hristopher Isherwood,
C. may Lewis, and atephen 3pender.
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the abdication or staple introductory works on science end its

ooiol responsibility, end in the columns of the Jail;/ ..ortor.

Their Inter neglect by so many commentators on the British

intellectual scene of the 1930s and '40c vac the result of the

confl tion of intellectual and writer."'' This was reinforced by

the changed nature of the scientific community, both national and

international, the renewed predominance of xiriiculariotic ao

Opposed to qualitative thinking, end the changed social and

political xjsition of the natural scientist, whose demands had
2

been largely met by the end of the 1940c.

The third dimension of the definition of intellectual adopted

here is intimately linked with and a correlate of, the concept of

qualitative thought: an activist socio-political role. nth

/ so

mislordin simply because pooturec of detachment and uninvolve/xent

represent a social role. 'hat they really mean is praxis, which

in not imply designated by active physical vrtici cation in social

ox' revolutionary .movements. It is manifested in ?ny activity-

joumnlisra, writing, lecturing, teaching, aimed at altering the

consciousness of others, and producing chenge in the nature of

the society. -

1. or'co which tend to be guilty of this include tuart
buouela, '■ Jnglioh Intellectual a and . olitics in the 19303",
in Ueff, m .196-247» heal .ood, Communism and British
Intellectuals (London, 1959) > Julian yraona, The Jhirties:
A .•ream :ovalued (London, I960), and the autobiographies of
writers ouch as Christopher Lsherwood, teghen spender and
C. Day Lewis.

2. iomkey, mm.244-47*
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The (riticue of definitions of "the Intellectual in

Underdeveloped hocieties

The definition posited in thin study stands in strong

contrast, - /.■; iovobeyond, those definition- the intellectuals

and intelligentsia in former colonial societies which have

focu&sed on the criterion of an 'advanced modern educ tion" •

hilu has regarded as intellectuals, at least in first approx¬

imation, ''all persons with an advanced modem education and the

intellectual concerns and slcills ordinarily associated with it"."*"
The intellectual community is constituted of members of occupations

nci irofessianc such as journalism, law, the ciwil service,

to. ching (particularly collage and university, but also secondary

school to ching; and medicine* Jnivorsity and other tertiary

level students, as inoipient intellectuals, also oolong* -rieUnarm

adopts a similar vocationally-oriented definition. ho

surprisingly suggests that uichols description of intellectuals as

those who are 'voc. tionc.lly concerned with things of the mind" is

too restrictive when applied to iovoioping countries. lie uses the

term to refer 'quite generally to the educated minority' which

includes doctors, lawyers, engineers, economists, ...nd lilit; ry

officers and such semi-professionala as poets, philosophers, and

politicians *J

1# -dpar . lorin, "Intellectuals* critique du mythe et mythe do
la critique", rgumonts, Vol, IV, lTo»20 (October 1160),
pp.40•

2. id*.-" rd hil , "The Intellectuals in the Political development
of the ITew Gtatea", in John H# Kwgtsky (ed.j, loliticnl Clwwvre
in a .ere.eve loped Countireo* hntionwlitu ...al t o-nunicm
(few Yor'cj iloy, 1)62), p«?05.

i. John 'riednnnn, "Intellectuals in Developing societies",
■w dos. /ol. Till (1)6J), p.520.
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It is generally pointed out that ouch a definition would be

quite inadequate in an advanced industrial society. Thus Haymond

^ron argues

Tug quaiific; tions required in order to earn the
title of intellectual grow higher as the mraber
of non-^aantaal workers increases - in other words

they are proportionate to economic development.
In backward countries any university graduate
oasses for an intellectual

The central thrust of ron*s argument is that while the intellectual

comraunity, or the number of university graduates, remains

comparatively small in proportion to the root of the copulation,

there does not exist the urgent need to worry £>out a more

discriminating definition which takes into account internal

differentiation within the educated community.

.•-nother writer, Klaus kehnert, suggests that to be classed as

an intellectual the African must have been in contact with a modern

intellectual culture which "carries with it a martial transform¬

ation of tho self and a changed relationship to the authority of

2
the dead and the living". The modem intellectual has felt the

impact of ..-estem civilisation or outside ideas and has been drawn

into the vortex of conflicting ideas. He has experienced most

probably "internal conflict between allegiance to traditional

cultures and the influence of tho modern Test". Traditional

intellectuals are usually excluded from membership of the modern

1. Bayraond /.ron, The Opium of the Intellectuals, (London:
, ecker .rrburg, 1957), P.2O5.

2. Klaus uohnert, "The Social and Political Hole of the
Intelligentsia in the Lev Countries", in Kurt London (ed.),
Lev .'.tion-: in a Ji/ided .orld, (low York: Prod. .. r: )ger,
1963), p.121.
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intellectual community. r.ccording to lehnert

ho man, no matter how learned, is classified as
a member of the intelligentsia if he has retained
his identity with his national background - if,
for example, he is a theologian of the traditional
religion, a performer in the traditional theatre,
a teacher of the traditional wisdom, or an
artist, poet or musician of the traditional style.
As long as he remains integrated in his society
and accepts the values of that society as his own,
he is likely to remain essentially a conservative
without that revolutionary apar:le, under this
definition, would class him as a member of the
intelligentsia.-L

The distinction lehnert makes between traditional and modern

intellectuals should be approached with some caution. It could

be said that both traditional and modern intellectuals have

experienced tension and conflict. The traditional intellectual

has in many instances been drawn into the vortex of conflicting

ideas. .hen ho perceives a threat to his traditional status

and value system, the traditional intellectual will passionately

reaffirm the importance of traditional culture and values. His

thought will involve the re-affirmation of what he nerceives to

be the centr 1 or core values of the traditional ; rstem of thought,

although the re-affirmation will involve some rearrangement of the

significance and interrelationship of components within the

traditional structure. It is important to note in relation to

this point that in Tanzania, it has been the tr ditional ahili

poet, rather than the modem literary intellectual, who has been

1. I .
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hotter integrated into the national system* Tanzania*a policy of

ujaaaa has extolled at the national level the values.- the wohili

poet has emphasised at the communal level. This has allowed the

traditional poet to accomodate himself within tho now system

fairly oacily. Uwehill poets were vocal during the struggle for

independence, and have "praised the . rmh& declaration and the

policy of ujaraaa".^
The definitions of the intellectual in tho African and Third

■orld contexts which focus on "advanced modern education" and an

"internal conflict between allegiance to traditional cultures and

the influence of tho modern west" have many limitations. firstly,

there is a much greater noed for discriraination. It is doubtful

whether dxila' definition of intellectual© in underdeveloped

countries even sufficed before the increasing differentiation in,

and growth in size of, tho educated community. It is extremely

doubtful if all university graduates in Africa - or anywhere else

for that matter - automatically become intellectuals* A

university education is generally regarded as a prerequisite for an

intellectual career, but a university graduate is not ipooffacto an

intellectual* Lchusa ©tor was at paino to .indicate that "intell¬

ectuals cannot bo ©imply defined as the sua total of all tho people

who have had a higher education" for "that would obliterate the moot
p

important footarea of the type". and another major limitation

with definition© based on "advanced modern education" and "contact

1. Forouk Topsn, "fwahill literature plays raajor social role ,
■ fries ..e->ort* /ol.16, (February l'?71)» P»29»

2. J*. * • churnpeter, Capitalism* octal ism, and xocr> c.y*
(Londons inwin Jhiversity Bodfcs, 1.166), p.146*
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with a modern intellectual culture" is that they have obfuscated

the important distinctions between intellectuals, the intelligentsia,

and what I shall tera the mental technocracy.*
All :4aarul*s discussion does not carry us much further#

lie suggests that the intellectual possesses "the capacity to be
2

fascinated by ideas" but does not adequately differentiate between

types of ideas and the social contexts in which they are formulated

and articulated. There is little discussion of intellectual

socio-political role. In his fivefold classification of African

intellectuals he points out that the ideas which are of "most

immediate interest to the political intellectual are inevitably

those which concern the polity, the behaviour of man as a political

animal, and the intellectual basis of political raid administrative

organisation". Apart from this, the classification of general,

political, literary, academic, and artistic intellectuals is a

vocational one.

The classification does, however, have value. It enables

us to identify the ©mergence of what appear to be distinct types

of intellectuals at certain stages of African socio-political and

1. ee below, p. 102.

2. li iasrui, "that is an intellectual? what is his role in
the African revolution?", -met ;.fpica Journal# Vol* /I, Ko.4»
(April 1)69)9 p.ll# **

3. Ibid.
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historical development."*" Difficulties nevertheless arise. For

instance, the distinction between political and literary

intellectuals is bound to be blurred. Many political figures

ouch as Azikiwe, ITkruraah, Cenyatta and Ayerere have possessed a

marked literary bent. .Writers such as Chinua . chebe, lyi Kwei

Armah, ~ gugi va Thiong'o and Okot p'Bitek have been vitally

concerned with political ideas in their work. Further

difficulties are evident. Should we regard political essayists

(such as those who write for the Daily Hews) as literary

intellectuals if they devote more attention to writing political

articles than to other types of political activity? On liazrui's

criteria they coulcj. belong to either. Like most vocationally

oriented schemes, Ilazrui's classification is inherently indiscrim¬

inate. It is capable of considerable expansion. hy not

religious and scientific intellectuals? :hy not broak the

academic category down into historians, philosophers, sociologists,

and political scientists? \!q are ultimately left grappling with

an elusive, slippery beast which defies all attempts to pin it down.

1. Haarui's classification could be viewed in a more revealing
light, es-ieoially if we start from the initial assumption
that intellectuals are concerned with the formulation and
articulation of qualitative ideas, regardless of whether they
work in academia, politics, journalism, and government
administration. Ideas are structured, articulated, and
disseminated in different socio-political and historical
settings. Formulation, articulation, and dissemination of
ideas will depend not only on intellectual, literary, and
political traditions, but on the occupation of their creators
and articulators, and the nature of the forces at work in the
socio-political setting. Methods or forms of dissemination
will depend on occupational context, tradition, and whether the
existing socio-economic and political relations encourage or
inhibit the expression of certain socio-political ideas and
their social attachment.
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'done Definitions of the Intellectual and their limitations

There is quite a substantial body of literature dealing vith

intellectuals, aen of ideas, the sociology of knowledge, and &

growing body of work in the history and philosophy of science

concerned, with the creation and diffusion of scientific knowledge.

Heading much of this material, one is soon struck by the basic

failure of writers to define and delineate the object of analysis

in such a way as to allow for rigorous comparative analysis,

oae writers approach the problem by focussing on men who have had

ideas • "aen of ideas" - or else attempt to identify and discuss a

sociologically meaningful stratum of intellectuals. ith the

latter approach, the societal context predominates, obfuscating

the distinction between ideas as opposed to the social context of

those who articulate them. The focus on an over inclusive str: turn

of men of ideas often leads simply to description and a "sort of

anecdotal form of historical sociology"It often gives rise to

untenable dichotomies - aen of ideas as opoosed to men of action,

intellectuals against bureaucrats - which have to be qualified

repeatedly in the light of so many historical exceptions - the

deformation, French devolution, and Marxian.

Those writer® with en obviously sociological perspective

concentrate on role definition, and contrast with other role©.

1. hetil, %dees» Intellectuals, and Structures of Dissent",
p.65*
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Talcott ii.arjons views the intellects 1 as being basic lly

concerned with the articulation of cultural symbols, and predictably

sec: an incre. sing institutional differentiation and t pecialisation

in such articulation.1 dahrcndorf finds the precursor of the

modem intellectual in the "fool" or "court jester" who enjoyed

both s soci.-l and critic.' 1 detachment.

The power of the fool lies in his freedom with
reanect to the hierarchy of the social order,
ha is, lie r ■■■ a To: o a- lac , ; well ■ : from

inside it. The fool belongs to the social
order and yet does not commit himself to it.
He a n without fear even speak uncomfortable
truths about it.'

Like Hansen, ^ and especially Hofstadter, dahrendorf views

"playf lness"' as attendant to the intellectual function. "or

Hofstadter, the intellectual was indeed "a arson lor whom thinking
5

fulfills at once the function of work and ploy". following

chumpeter, who ar.-ued that the intellectual does not have "direct

responsibility for practical affairs Hofstadter sees the

element of playfulness in intellectual truth stemming from a lack

of "the important mooring of responsibility (and also, of course,

of power)".

1. ee Talcott Parsons, 'The Intellectual"s . Social ole
Category', in dieff (od.), On Intellectuals, pp.3—26.

2. xialf Jahrendorf, "The Intellectual bocietyj The Social
.'unction of the "Fool" in the Twentieth Century", in iieff
(ed.j, On Intellectuals, p.54.

3. G. .ric Hansen, Intellect and feweri dome botes on the
Intellectual as a Political Type", -Journal of Politics,
ITol. 31, ho.2 (May 1969(, 311-23, p.315.

4. dahrendorf, P»55 • >ee also Johan uiainpa, 0.10 l-udens
(London* : 1cdin Books, 1170), in which the author develops
the notion of the intellectual as a "free-ranging player of
the mind". - see especially pp.24-32.

5. Eofctadter, p.30.

6. bchumpeter, p.147*
7. Hofstadter, p.30.
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However, inherent in Duhrendorf's treatment of the

intellectual is weakness which is characteristic of those who

stress the detached, relatively uninhibited, unattached "mirror

of conscience", "free-floating" nature of the intellectual role?

this is the very real contradiction between the supposedly free,

unattached nature of intellectuals as a social role, and the often

engage, attached naturo of the ideas they articulate# Conflict

between ideas in most socio-political settings have struck some

structural echo. Ideas thrust into the cocie-politicel arena

seek social attachment for their diffusion. There will always be

a socio-ntructural base for rival definitions of social reality,

and the outcome of the rivalry will certainly be affected, if not

tlct- < \ncd. by the dovolo raont of this base. ' 1 contr diction

be tiroen the supposed unattached nature of the intellectual social

role -nd the attached, engage, nature of the ideas they articulate,

becomes even more marked in the Ifrican, indeed the Third .'orld

context, where intellectuals have been sc actively prominent in

nationalist and revolutionary socio-political movements. The

Third .orld experience also clearly undermines the rather "lib
Vwe

distinction which some hentem writers have made been men of action
/\ . . - ■ ..■.I.-I. HI..

and intellectuals, and of the assumption, made even by chunmeter,

that the intellectual does not have "direct reseonsibility for

practical affairs".1

1 • 7 •
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Of course, the distinction is not always a descriptive ono.

Aron and Jenda, dor instance, build normative prescriptions into

their definitions. Jends insisted on the o, o.iliou of mind, to

ideology, or the rejection of praxis. The 'clerics" are all those

whose activity essentially

ie not the pursuit of practical aims, til those who
see": their joy in the practice of mi art or science
or a metaphysical speculation, in short in the
posseat-.ion of non-anterlr 1 advantages, and hence in
a certain manner say* My kingdom is not of this
world." *

/

Hlo betrayal of the Intellectuals contains a virulent attack or

the Trench and German nationalist ideologies, which amounts to a

defence of intellectual disinterednesc. The thrust of his

criticism is brought out in the following mnscre.

tie have to admit that the •clerks1 now exercise
political passions with all the characteristics
of Mission - the tendency to action, the thirst
for i r.iodir.te results, the exclusive ureoccup. tion
with the desired end, the scorn for argument, the
excess, the hatred, the flp-ad ideas.'"

Loverthelesa, the distinction "between men of ideas and ion of

action is not to be dismissed because of its inherent normative

prescription# The distinction, as it ■ -ffoctr rolo expect; tion

and the extent that intellectuals internalise such norms, is

obviously nn important one. As wo shall subsequently see, frioan

intellectuals ; re fully ax re of the dichotomy, rnd their rejection

of it is based on ito demonstrable irrelevance, both in historical

and current need tor-no, to the frican situation.

1. ienda, p. 31#

2 . X ■' id.., p# 32 •
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Meay writers have sought their definitions of intellectual in

terse of broad intellectual function. Goran Hyden defines an

intellectual &e "any man with a defined system of values and the

capacity to command influence on the general trends of change in

society by mastering oral or written moans of persuasion",^ while

Jacques Daysun focuses on those who 'Consciously and methodically
2

employ the mind". Other, like ; • l« Lipcet, have focused on

what intellectuals do. lipaet has .grouped under the tern all those

"^ho create, dietribute, and apply culture, that is the symbolic

world of man including art, science, and religion"."* For

iioinhold Iviebuhr, intellectuals are ''the more articulate members

of the community, more particularly those who are professionally

or vocettotally articulate, in church end school, in journalism and
4

the art®". These descriptions draw attention to two basic

qualities of the intellectualt first, his ability to articulate,

to cor runic.- to with wordsJ and, second, his ability to manipulate

symbols, and to develop systems of ideas. The intellectual

experiences 4ho need, and possesses the ability to "perceive,
5

ox erior.ee, and express in words". oaurapeter described

1. Goran Hyden, "The Failure of Africa's First Intellectuala",
i'r nsitlon. 23 (January 1967), p.14.

2. J&cqueo flarstm, The House of Intellect (Row York* harper,
1959), P.51.

3. Upset, Political dsn. p.3ll.

4. Hoinhold Hiebuhr, "liberals and the Harriet Heresy", in
George 3. de Hussar (od.), The Intellectuals* A Controversial
.Portrait (Glencoo* The Free Frees, I960), p.302.

5. dwrrd - hile, 'Intellectuals", Xntesrr tional novelonedin of
the oci 1 ciences (1963), 70.7, p.399«
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intellectuals -b "people who wield the power of the Broken end

written word".* The intellectual deals with pnrietiee by turning
4' • into •••'•r' , propositions, ct-tementr, which ho then works on

rrl •. ri •.'0 tor . f;" necessity, t.Li. study focumos or intellectuals

vho have •• tod their thoughts, whether by rltir--. teaching,

or any other cu thod. hrt "'yden'n definition brir.-n out is thr.t

t'" intellect structures, or or "tenvourr, to r'tructure hie thought

ir. uch • vry that it becomes cr vble of social attachment end

application.

The limitations of these definitions ore all too amarent,

especially for apyorsn concerned with rigorous comparative analysis,

"hero is the problem of the delimitation of the field. Linnet's

de 'inition, for "net-nee, in or onble of almost 'unlimited extension.

Linnet atteinto to restrict it by enumerating certain culturally

validated professions .rhich are presumably concerned with the

"symbolic world of man" - writers, jo-unaallcte, academics,

theolo-'i-no, scientists, philosophers, artiste. In an important

sense, however, most nooole, if not nil, are concerned with the

creation, distribution, and amplication of culture although,

admittedly, most are not consciously areoccupied with this task,

j'ar less discriminating is Larzun'e definition.

.!any writers, including Parsons, Lhila, end Cooer, suggest

that the intellecta 1 articulates .pes-.oral ideas bout on, . ociety,

nature and the Cosmos. ocordiny to hiln, the intellectual foelo

1. ohumueter, p.147*
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the need "to be in cognitive, moral and appreciative contact with

the most general or "essential" features of man, society, nature

and the cosmos"."' Intellectuals exhibit "an unusual sensitivity

to the sacred, an uncommon reflectiveness about the nature of
?

their universe, and the rules which govern their society". For

Parsons, the intellectual is

a person who, though as a member of a society in
the nature of the case he performs a complex of
social roles, is in his principal role capacity
expected - an expectation normally shared by
himself - to put cultural considerations above
social in defining the commitment by virtue of
which his primary role and position are
significant as contributions to valued outcomes
of his action.-5

Parsons draws a distinction between cultural and social concerns

which is central to his definition of the intellectual with his

"unattached"social role. Cultural syste-13 are for Parsons

"organised about the patterning of meaning in symbolic systems"

while social systems are "organised about the exigencies of inter¬

action among acting units, both individual persons and collective

units"The cultural field is to mo3t important locus of

universalistic standards in the whole realm of action, and the

intellectual develops a more or less "pure" commitment to cultural

over societal commitments and functions. Similarly, Closer ; rguos

that the intellectual*s concern goes beyond the concrete and

1. Jdvard hils, "The Intellectuals and the Powersi Jome
Perspectives for Comparative -nalysis", Comparative tudies in
• ociet.y and History, Vol.1, I.o.l (October 1953Jt P*5«

2. Ibid.

3. Parsons, p.4»

4. Ibid., p.3.
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immediate to "penetrate a aore general realm of meanings and

values".^ The intellectual is concerned with the core values

of society.

The distinction made by Parsons between cultural and social

systems, while perhaps defensible in analytic terns, lacks

found-: tion in empirical reality principally bcc use it overlooks

the laracist point, reformulated by Mannheim and Berger and

. uckmunn, that competing and conflicting ideas find grounding in

social reality. This is not to deny that intellectuals might

well internalise values relating to the distinction between

cultural "nd societal systems. Intellectuals, a. for instance
2

many of those in Britain during the l?20s," are often socially

expected to, and see tliomoelves as having, a commitment to the

cultural rather than the social domain. ^ut the defence,

preservation, changing, and implementation of core values makes

almost imperative a recourse to political engagement or activism -

hence the activism of Hindu intellectuals.

The above definitions share the common assumption that the

intollectual is generally relatively detached from the concrete

and immediate, and that he is not normally embroiled in the turmoil

of soci 1 and political , ctivity. Also characteristic of these

definitions is the notion of culturally -validated professions,

1. Coser, mn of Ideas, p.viii.

2. ee tuart . muels, "Bnglish Intellectuals and olitics in
the 1130s", in hieff, pp.213-63.
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although Coser, i/hen commenting on Lipset's definition, is careful

to indicate that not all "academic men are intellectuals, nor are

all members of the professions',J

The Intellectual as a ualitativo Thinker

To the views that intellectuals are rac.abers of skill-groups

culturally validated as "intellectual", and intellectuals are

individuals who articulate general ideas about Ian, society,

hature and the Cosmos, two writers in particular, J.P. llettl and

Jdgar .orin, add the notion of a socio-political role as one

2
integral to the practice of being an intellectual.

Bettl developed an approach to the study of intellectuals

which, by transcending to some extent the idiosyncracies of

specific historical situations and social contexts, came to terns

with the problem of finding a definition sufficiently precise to

allow for leaningful and rigorous comparative analysis. The

initial assumption made by lettl, and one crucial for his whole

approach, is that ideas can be differenti; lly classified, and that

it is t'is "differentiation that ultimately governs role .and social

contexts".J The relevant types of ideas produced are divided

1. oser, on of Ideas, i.viii.

2. fee Idgar lorin, "Intellectuelss critique du mythe et riythe
de la critique", Arguments, Vol. IV, To.20 (October I960),
PP*35-40.

3« llettl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and Structures of Dissent",
p.67.
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into dimensions "that focu3 on the relationship of new ideas to

the existing stock of knowledge they seek to effect, and go on

from there to that manner as well as structured channels through
1

which they become diffused". These dimensions are respectively

labelled quality and scope.

ccording to Uettl, central to qualitative thought is the

acceptance or rejection of the axio-norraative
(or value and norm) structures of given systems
of thought, a rearrangement of the significance
and interrelationship of known components.

ualitative thought is concerned with the rearrangement of an

accepted, hierarchy of components. On the other hand, scope refers

to "the broadening of the area of discussion through the addition

of genuinely new or at least newly relevant knowledge"."^ The

difference between these two analytical categories of ideas and

systems of tho sght is certcinly not absolute. : oientific

discovery, at least initially, and indeed any discovery of the

genuinely new or newly relevant, is always particular and limited

in scope. "'uhn x>ints out that "though the scientist's concern

with nature may be global in its extent, the problems on which he

works must bo problems of detail".^ ualitative ideas, or ideas

and systems of ideas concerned with the "rearrangement of an

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., e.67-63.

3. Ibid., p.63.

4. Thomas . Cuhn, dhc dtructure of cicntific 'evolutions
(Chicagoj Jnivorsity of Chicago ireos, 1970), p.167.
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accepted hierarchy of components are already by definition much

broader and more universal. ,,ny systematic formulation of social

ideas, for instance, must of necessity cover a broad area of

interrelationships.

■ hile ...ettl's distinction between qualitative ideas and ideas

of scope, and the r: nifications cf such a distinction, add a new

dimension to the discussion of intellectuals, the actual notion of

qualitative ideas or dissent is oresent in a number of other

writers' formulations. It is to be found in .anrtheim's Ideology

and Jto :j: where a distinction is made between ideologies in the

narrow sense, being the attitudes of ruling groups that were

intensively interest bound, .nd Utopian, being the thought systems

Of 'oppressed .roups ... intellectually ... strongly interested

in the destruction and transformation of a given condition of
2

society. The notion of the intellectual as a counter-ideologist

i; also to bo found, oven in hils 'fork, and in derger and

luckn.-um't ;he Poci 1 donstruction of faality. for instance Phils

in his discus: ion of intr -intollcctual alienation or disoensus,

refers to the intellectual's accept nee or rejection of the central

values or components of given systems of thought. according to

Phils, "it is the rejection by intellectuals of the inherited and

prevailing v: lues of those intellectuals who are already incorpor¬

ated in ongoing social institutions" which is central to the tension

1. lettl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and Ptructures of Dissent," p.69•

2. : rl [rnnheim, Ideology and Utopia (London: doutledge &
Kegan .Paul, I960).
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which exists between intellectuals and governments.1 He nddss

This intra-intellectual alienation or diouensus
in a crucial part of the heritage of any society.
Jtetheraore it supplies the important function
of moulding and guiding the alionative tendencies
which exist in any society. It provides on
alternative pattern of integration for their own
society.^

In this passage, Shilo, apart from dealing with the notion of

Qualitative dissent also, as hettl has been concerned to do,

relates idea-structures to socio-political structures of dissent.

And ierger and Luckmann define the intellectual no a "counter-

expert in the business of defining reality",^ and that this

involves a redefinition of "knowledge vis-a-vis the "official"

lore".^ The intellectual has a design for society at large.

Sut, while the "official" expert's "design in in tune with the

institutional programmes, serving as their theoretical legitimation,

the intellectual's exists in an institutional vacuum, socially
5

objectivetod at best in a cub-society of fellow-intellectuals".

hettl, in drawing the distinction between new scientific or

scope ideas on the one hand, and new forms of qualitative dissent

on the other, ie conscious of the danger of aligning hiaself with

a tradition in the history and philosophy of science which has been

1. Phils, "The Intellectuals and the Powers", p.)•

2. Ibid.

j. Peter X.. Berger and Thomas Luokaana, fhe-boolal Construction
of Uoallty (Hew fork* Anchor Book©, 1267), p.126.'

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid.
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persuasively challenged, especially by Thomas Kuhn. luhn, in

his influential work, The structure of bcientix'ic devolutions.

overturned iany of the commonly accc ted notions of the nature

of scientific endeavour and scientific development. Jarlier

views of science tended to stress the progress of science as one

of continuing accretion and .incorporation of new discoveries

moving deterministic: liy toward resent nature truths nd beyond.

This view has been rejected by Kuhn, Karl iopper,1 and other

writers, who emphasise instead the revolutionary process by which

an older scientific theory is rejected and replaced by an

incompatible new one. .hile ".uhn is concerned with paradigm

development, rejection, and replacement, he nevertheless argues

that the bulk of what he terms "normal science" or "normal

research" or ! ussle solving" tc ces place within the p :eters

of commonly accepted scientific theory. He joints out that

In no usual sense ... are such testa directed to
current theory. On the contrary, vhon engaged
with a normal research problem, the scientist
must oremise current theory in the rules of his
game. His object is to solve a puzzle, prefer¬
ably one at which others have failed, and current

1. .:hile both Kuhn and Popper stress the revolutionary nature of
scientific development, they disagree on many important ooints.
Popper sees "science" in a state of more or less permanent
revolution, while Kuhn views scientific revolutions as fairly
rare occurrences. Popper's aonition is clearly stated in
hi: "oriect iror "

__ ___. K_ __K:lk ' ic
Knowledge (Londonj doutledge & Kegan Paul, 1963)? pp.129,
215? 221. loo see his "Normal cience nd its Dt - ere" in
Imre Lakatos and Alan lusgrave (eds.), Criticism and the
Growth of Cno.rlcd.~-e (Cambridge, at the Jniversity Press, 1970)?
p.4« uhn deals -with their differences in his article,
"Logic of discovery or Psychology of Heseareh" in the c? le
volume, pp.l-24»
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theory is required to define that puzzle and to
guarantee that. r"iven sufficient brilliance it
can be solved."

The scientist is not so much concerned with the acceptance/

rejection of a paradigm as • ith research which adds to the scope

2
and precision with which the paradigm can be applied".

Cuhn's oxr.oles of revolution start with liniscule" detail,

with particularistic discoveries thot do not fit the old paradigm -

.. no.a. ly. . time of crisis rises when the particularistic,

limited scope vor'c, casts doubt on the initial paradigm. The end

of a scientific revolution (a historian's categorization) is

characterised by the enthronement and internalization of a new

paradigm, which provides the only suitable structure for normal

or particularistic science to continue on its way.

Conflicts, or crises involving the continued acceptance, or

rejection of paradigms, are usually restricted to a limited

community - peer groups, academies and universities. Cuhn points

out ta t "the decision to reject one pnrvdigm is always

simultaneously the decision to accept another, and the judgment

leading to th t decision involves the comparison of both paradigms

with nature and with each other"."^ It is at this stage, when

scientists mat choose between competing the ries per e .1 ignis),

1. Kuhn, "Logic of Discovery", pp.1-24.

2. Cuhn, The -tructurc of cientific devolutions, p.36.

p. Cbl'., .77-
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that they behave moot like philosophers,* Hie choice between

incompatible pamdigaa "in not and cannot bo determined merely by

the evaluative procedures characteristic of normal asience" for

these "depend in part upon a particular ;mrcdigm, and that paradtga
2

is at issue". The world of qualitative dissent, with its ever

continuing conflict of ideas preferred and thrust forward by socio¬

political movements or structures in conflict with ono mother, can

really only be compared with what Kuhn calls pr©-p&redigp or

immature science."* Kuhn himself, while acknowledging "vast and

essential differences between scientific and political development"^
draws parallels between them. For instance, he suggests that the

growing awareness among segments of the political community that

existing institutions have ceased to adequately moot the problems

posed by the environment has a parallel in the growing sense, eg in

within a limited section of the scientific community, that an

existing naradifpa no longer adequately functions in the explanation

of an aspect of nature which that paradigm had iroviously led the

way. In both cases, a sons© of malfunction can load to the

"crisis" which is a prerequisite of revolution. He odds s "like

the choice between competing political institutions, that between

competing paradigms prove© to bo a choice between incompatible
5

modes of community life •

1. Kuhn, "Logic of Discovery", p.6.

2. Suhn, The fracture of T*c lentigo .devolutions, p.94.

3. Kuhn, "Logic of Discovery or Psychology of Research", pp.3-6.

4. Kuhn, The . truoture of cientlfic Revolutions, p.92.

5* Ibid., p.94*
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-Jven if there does exist a certain resemblance between pre-

peradlga or immature science, and conflicts involving qualitative

ideas, tho conflicts generally occur in different social contexts1
and are resolved on the basis of entirely different criteria,

ihile conflicts or crisoo involving scientific theories or

paradigms are generally restricted to limited communities which

recent attempt® to openly politicise disagreements, conflicts

involving qualitative dissent are oriented towards the collective

and often have far-reaching oocio-etruotural Implications. The

rejection by scientists of a theory, or paradigm, is not based

simply on c comparison of that theory or paradigm with the world.

It involves the simultaneous acceptance of another theory or

paradigm, and the judgment lending to that acceptance involves the

comparison of both paradigms "with mture and with each other". In

contrast, the rejection of qualitative Ideas or paradigms, involves

the demonstration of the failure of the old theory by a comparison

with what tho dissenter perceives to be socio-political reality,

and the respacification or rearrangement of the old in relation

to tho changed perceptions of socio-political reality.

According to Kettl, the qualitative restructuring of

components within systems of ideas defends on a much greater

element of preference than does scientific scope work. There are,

he points out, "no certainties as between "eynas and igo.u, between

1. See l.ettl, "Ideas, Intellectual®, and Struetures of iaoont",
pp.70-7, and the Suhn's "Peetecript-1)6)" to hie The ■■tructure
of scientific devolutions in which he examines paradigm® and
scientific community structure, and tho role of paradieja® in
providing group identity.
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Ievy-3ruhl and I evy- trouss, not even between Marx, Peurbaeh,

and Hegel".* In the case of science, the situation is much more

clearcuti new knowledge either adds to or replaces the old?

oxygen replaces phlogiston? l.evtonion physics broaden end replace

Copernicus and arc in turn displaced by still more inclusive

relativity theories. heroes qualitative thought is characterised

by a continuing process of critical discourse - claims, counter

claims, debates over fundamentals, it is precisely the abandonment

of this discourse, Kuhn argues, that marks the transition to a

science* "Critical discourse incurs only at moments of crisis
2

when the bases of the field are again in jeop- rdy'1.

Thus Kettl argues

4 qualitative dissent ... defines the new or
differently rearranged precisely by virtue of
ouch s special respeciflention of the old. This
has, ao it were, to be demolished and shown
wanting on account of its own internal failures
or insufficiencies!, which are in a sense independ¬
ent of the new that supplants it. % clentific
discoveries imply a "no" contingent upon a prior
"yea", while dissent Implies a "yes" contingent
upon a prior "no". Hence dissent involves a
special and summary statement of the ideas
dissented from - an ideology. And the opponents
of this dissent in turn dissent from it? their
defensive formulation of the status quo, which

1. Ibid., p.72.

2. Kuhn, "logic of discovery or Psychology of Research'", p.6
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they uphold, is not made from aere affect but
negatively stimulated by the respeelficntlon
of the old, the "no" involved in the original
dissent.*

The notion of dissent is not used here merely in its

oppositional sense but to signify an articulated response?

intellectuals as dissenters are not always trying to change a status
2

quo, though often they are, but may also be defending it by

arguing for a different arrangement of components than the original

dissenters. This latter point is one that is often overlooked.

1. hettly "Ideas, Intellectuals, and Structures of Dissent",
pp.74-75.

2. In contrast to l.ettly and most writers on intellectuals,
dartre doesn't admit the possibility of an intellectual being
tho defender of the status quo. Sartre, like lettl, works
from the initial assumption that ideas ©an be differentially
classified, and that it is this differentiation that ultimately
governs role and social contexts. aartre defines the
intellectual in terras of the "profound contradiction between
the universality which bourgeois society is obliged to allow
to scholarship, and the restricted ideologic:! and political
domain in which he is forced to apply it." - Intellectuals
and devolutions Interview with Jecn-faul ...artro", .hamparts,
iTo.4 (1970), p.52. hen the individual with his education
in universal knowledge, becomes aware of the contradiction
between the universal and the particular in himself, an
awareness his profession leads hia to confront, he becomes
an intellectual. It is the intellectual'o consciousness of
these contradictions between tho universalistic and the
p&rticulariatic which determine© hia socio-political role and
his social attachment• There is, according to artre, a
rigorous connection between the universality which results
from practical and dialectical reason, and tho classes which
supposedly represent the universal - the proletariat.
Radicalism is predicated by the rationality of universalistic
thought, for in the struggle between the irrational particular,
and tho universal, no compromise ia possible: it cannot
cSonuist of anything other than the radical destruction of tho
particuler.
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For instance Hehnert overlooked the fact that traditional

intellectuals, confronted with the task of defending a particular

value structure, had to restate and rearrange the value components,

by taking into account the new thought system.1 Thus :indu

intellectuals, faced with both Western and Indian criticism of

caste and Hinduism, rearranged components in such a way that the

caste-system was no longer integral to Hinduism. Intellectuals

who are concerned to defend the status quo have to take into ccount

articulated dissent, and restructure their thought in such a way

as to preserve what they perceive to be the status quo.

There are times when it is difficult to draw the distinction

between qualit; tive and particularistic ideas. This was

especially the case during the fiddle iges when, as ■ettl joints

out, it was almost impossible to separate scope from qualitative

forms of dissent because "everything was part of the faith, of the
2

basic order of society". During the diddle ages, almost the

1. fehnert, passim.

2. Hettl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and ..structures of Dissent' ,

p.30. Kettl also suggests that the "so-called Renaissance
of knowledge and science, which added new dimensions of
scope and relevance" was more important than the qualitative
Reformation, structured by "religious-political movements of
gre; t durability" in undermining the mediaeval cosmology. -
Ibid., p.77.
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entire area of possible ideas »; o one; ovulated in an undiffer-
* ; V* .^'i- «. 1 -

c. ti .lly roli, iouc content, or symbolic universe. In this

situ: tion, a > rticular scientific >ar? .dign, c. . tolemric

astx'cnomy, nn inextricably linked irith a particular value or

j|<|Ci0>-'$o&itical BSructureV ■ Disciplined ©ciefctiflll inquiry

." the of what Havetas refers -t*> as a

ch ■ ■ • dc >tod jy tic established cultur 1 organs of

This would also be true of ;k ny pro-colonirl /.fricon
societies ..'here universal exmerts held an effective monopoly
ov . - 11 ultimate defii itiom of re- lit;/. I'o bo in such
societies implied an acceptance of tl is tradition. The
ex art in tlx tr .tl n v, s roe niaod - t such by virtu; lly
all ic ii>nr: of the society and had no effective competitors
t do- . a Lth. There -..-ere s locialtsts in cultural natters,
>eople "desirous of being in froouent communion with symbols

LcJ - r or 1 tl o 1 ; ,:c-' 1 to c-ancrol : d'm; lions
<• ' -s/o.iarifo, <..a rc -tote in their reference to time and

co . - .hils, . vutcilcota 1:: an the • over- .
There uex*e adninistr; tors of ritual rescriotions, priests,
teachers - possibly elders, amid specialists in "lav", if we
interorot this to iea.n some especially s; lient set of
:n-native rescri itions for human and social conduct other
than ritiv 1 as such. rre-colonit 1 frican societies, like
all other eooieti0t^»y^|v%jkM| for contact with their-own

sts, and the rulers of those societies sought to strengthen
1 .sir c-; in: to lc itim: c; by r-hovin tl-o con tin Ity -• f their
reaines with the gre. t jersonalities of the oast. .hose
accietlea raciiijsiad hod^*w«|p^iHLIi' - histories, means, songs,
biographies - to diffuse a sense of affinity amongst their
iQ-foei'c. 'ho tradition-! oral oot served - r socio-
:oiitic:.1 value integrator, and na.ir.tainer of historical
continuity, social structures, and social cohesion. There
were persons in these societies who ia.nioulc.ted cultural

sy fools, tho r ;ht in ; univerralistic—-ualit tivc wv /, h d a
socio—political role, and were in culturally validated

.

been reco; n,L..ou; out it has alu. ;ys been believed to apply only
tG p^lftara^iidor subliterr. te Q|j$4ii$f|K# v jpnrt of a
a-oneral world-view, or ideology, which is given special
ca tlc il: lion o th: t it mcy irovilc comfort d ror.ssiava.ee in
the .h.ce of t o cruel- 1 uncertainties of the world of exper¬

ience. arlier •• .~;es, some of the leadin- sciences and
educi tod its grew out of popular folk-sciencesj among these
vers -'f : oln.it art - avunfon, as "11 .-as thor forms of
magic, along with the very sophisticated arts of alchemy and

f'-olo-y" - T. . la vet" ■ el-" :t a "*ic • "1" 1 -m - ~ 1 its ocial
.roulams (London: Oxford university arose, 1)11) P»i36.
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society. The doctrines contradicting established or official

folk-Gciencoo are ideologically sensitivet their effect© may

be disruptive of the stability of the society. Those with the

resTJonnibility for the maintenance of the symbolic universe need

all means at their dispose! to oop© with or eliminate dangerous

doctrines. Thus, in a situation where it 1© not really 'possible

to distinguish between intellectually and socio-politically

dangerous doctrine©, any rejection of prevailing paradigm© or folk-

ocience on scientifio grounds Involves azio-noraative, ©ocio-

politlc. 1 repercussions. If repression fails to cope with the

situation, acceptance of the new paradigm will involve a corres¬

ponding adjustsent of the azio-noraative structure.

The ocl-il grounding of .unlitottve Thought

ualitatlv® ideas seem to predionte ©ocio-political movement©

and onviromente for their manner of formulation, acceptance, and

diffusion. ualitative dissent, and the rejection by intellectuals

of the inherited and prevailing value© of those intellectual© who

have been incorporated in ongoing social institution©, is

predicated on the assumption that it can be put into effect in

society, and find attachment to oocio-structaral dissent,

unlitative dissent is oriented toward the collective. The

intellectual aunt have other© who maintain for hia the reality of

his Qualitative dissent or deviant conception of social reality.

In relation to this, Jerger and Luekmann clearly show how
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intellectual cub-societies serve as the "social base for the

objectivation of (the intellectual's) deviant conception of

reality"."*" They add:

subuniverses (symbolic subuniverses) require
subsocieties as their objectivating base, and
counter-definitions of reality require counter-
societies. ^

Social groups become carriers of qualitative dissent. Different

social groups have different affinities with competing theories

(ideas) and will, subsequently, become carriers of the latter.

Intellectuals, as qualitative dissenters, generally seek to attach

themselves and their ideas to these "carrier" groups.

Intellectuals.create, or join onto a dissenting social

structure and themselves crystallize as a self-conscious group

through such attachment. Dissenters recuire a suitable social

structure to fulfil the role of the social stratum of intellectuals,

and to become effective for purposes of 3elf-identification and

action.

It is argued by both Kuhn^ and Kettl that ideas of scope,

unlike qualitative ideas, are formulated, accepted, and diffused

through limited communities. The latter suggests that

an academic environment (not necessarily, except
under certain conditions ... a university environ¬
ment) is, broadly speaking, the most suitable
structure for diffusing scientific ideas of scope -

1. Berger and Luckmann, p.126.

2. Ibid., p.127.

3. Kuhn, The structure of Scientific Devolutions, pp.19 and 127•
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for formulating, testing, validating, and
spreading them. The choice of problems
to be tackled is dictated by internal,
professional considerations.^-

Nettl 's point may be illustrated by reference to the development

of the Phage Group of scientists who were primarily concerned

with the problem of discovering the mechanisms by which genetic

information was transferred. The new ideas were formulated,

tested, validated, accepted, and diffused through firstly, a

limited number of scientists interested in the new field, through

limited communication, colleagueship, recruitment, and teaching,

through extended communications networks and clusters of

scientists, and ultimately through "the institutionalization of a

?
new discipline, molecular biology, in American universities.

However, Bettl, in drawing his rather stark distinction

between the social contexts in which occur conflicts involving

ideas of scope and qualitative ideas, and the manner in which these

conflicts are resolved, and the differing ways in which these ideas

are formulated, articulated, and diffused, brushes over many of the

complexities which exist. Of course it must be remembered that

Kettl was writing about broad historical developments, and that

the major examples of qualitative dissent have been diffused through

socio-political movements of considerable scale and duration, e.g.

iarxiam. However, it would seem that initially qualitative ideas,

while predicated on the assumption of social implementation, are

1. Kettl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and Dtructures of Dissent", p.71.

2. Aoe Nicholas dullins, "The Development of a Scientific
Speciality! The Phage Group and the Origins of Molecular
Biology", linerva. Vol.X, Ho.l (1972), pp.51-32.
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formulated, articulated, and diffused in structures very

similar to those of ideas of scope - peer groups, informal

groupings, clusters of intellectuals. Berger and Luckmann's

point about the intellectual requiring others to maintain his

deviant conception of reality, or qualitative dissent, is of

immediate relevance here. At first, the intellectual's counter

definition of reality, or qualitative rearrangement of existing

components of idea-structures, is maintained in limited sub- or

counter societies which objectivate the definition of social

reality. For instance, the Jacobins were a group of dissenting

intellectuals who attached themselves to an ultimately successful

socio-political movement. Of the radical Jacobin intellectuals,

Cooer points out

many, perhaps most, had been members <£ the various
provincial literary societies, debating clubs,
provincial academies, and Masonic lodges in which
the ideas of the enlightenment had been discussed
and which had 3erved to disseminate these ideas
among other strata.*

An examination of radical and revolutionary intellectuals in 19th

century fiussia under the Tsarist autocracy would reveal a similar

pattern. Qualitative ideas and counter definitions of reality

assume a new reality when they become attached to a dissenting

social class or stratum. But in most cases, such attachment

fails to materialize for certain socio-political reasons, and the

small group, the informal network with its clusters of intellectuals,

1. Coser, Man of Ideas, p.146.
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remains the objectiveting base for qualitative dissent.

In hia discussion of the socially unattached intelligentsia*

:&ri uunheia convoyed thie notion of the jelationship of the

intellectual1® qualitative dissent to "carrier" groups.1 for

ilannhetu the intelligentei,': was a relatively classless stratum of

intellectuals who were recruited fsm a broad social base, hlle

intellectuals retained to tn important extent their class and

status ties, their participation in a common educational heritage

tended to suppress birth, status, professional, and wealth

differences# The homogeneity of the intellectual stratum derived,

not from similarities of social class and status, but from common

intellectual and cultural traditions. In modem society,

intellectual activity is carried on, not by e rigidly socially

defined class such as a priesthood, but by a oociel stratum which

is recruited increasingly from a more widely inclusive arcs of

social life, and which is to a large degree unattached to any

social class*

Unlike ucuay later writers, ®pec icily those concerned with role

analysis, lannheia did not view oocisl uaattaehMnt simply an an

aloofness or social detachment, but rather as a basin for

ideological commitment and political aotiviaia. The degree of

social unattachswmt, sad the intellectual's contact with an

intellectual medium which embraced all contradictory points of

1. knnheirx, ?p*l36-l46.
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view", allowed the Intellectual to transcend the limitations of

specific social situations, and to achieve an intimate grasp of

the total situation. According to Mannheim, intellectuals, in

order to break free from this position of relative social

unattrchaent, have historically taken two routes. Firstly, they

have voluntarily affiliated themselves with on© or other of the

antagonistic classesj or secondly, thoy have scrutinised their

own social moorings and engaged in the "quest for the fulfilment

of their mission as the predestined advocates of the intellectual

Interests of the whole".*'

Many of Mannheim's critics have argued that /the exaggerated

the homogeneity of the intellectual stratum, and certainly the

ability of its members to transcend the particularistic and

specific of their social backgrounds. Hartung suggests that this

contradicts his earlier proposition tlxat a given position in the

social structure curries with it a definite probability that he
o

who occupies it will think in a certain way. And lucien Goldmann

finds it difficult to soe how intellectuals, since they express in

their work not only the thought of other groups but also their own

social character as intellectuals could possess a less subjective

point of view than that of any other professional -youp, such ae

lawyers and priests. Intellectuals, like other groups, belong to

* Ibid.. p. 140*

2. Frank A. iiartung, "Problems of the sociology of Knowledge",
in Jan©a 1. Curtis and John <• Petras (eds.), The Pocio-
lorw of knowledge (London* Duckworth, 1970)> p.703.
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a social class, to a nation, and so on; and they have their own

individual, particular and general economic interests."*" Further¬

more, Mannheim*s assertion that common intellectual, educational,

and cultural traditions would reduce the importance of class,

status, birth, and other factors, seems to overlook one major

factor; while an intellectual stratum may be recruited from a

broad, more inclusive social base, the cultural and intellectual

traditions which are inculca.ted in recruits have derived from class

interests, invariably those of the dominant group at a particular
2

stage of socio-economic and political development. This last

point is one which was recognized by the Italian Marxist

theoretician Grarasci.

Gramsci begins his analysis with a basic assumption that

many writers on intellectuals will find unacceptable: that in a

sense all men are intellectuals in so far as they have the capacity

for thinking, and that the only valid way of distinguishing the

intellectual, in the more specific meaning of the word, from the

rest of society is in terms of his function within the whole

social context."* This view is not so far removed from the

phenomenological perspective, in which people routinely reconstruct

1. Lucien Goldmann, The Hunan Sciences and Philosophy (London:
Jonathan Cape, 1969), p«52.

2. Gee for instance Fritz a. dinger, The Decline of the German
Mandarins. The German Academic Community, 1390-1'933
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University x-ress, 1969), passim.

3. .urtonio Gramsci, 13elections from the Prison Lotebooks
(edited and translated by uintin Hoare and Geoffrey Lowell
bmith, London: Lawrence and iishart, 1971)> pp.3-9.
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or reconfirm the "reality" or "existence" of social phenomena.*
All members of society are engaged in a continual process of

interpretation, confirmation and reconstruction, and uniformities

of interpretation are developed through language and common

terminology, socialization, membership of sub-cultures and so on.

The implication of this, ialsh suggests, is that "every man is a

p
practical theorist when it comes to investigate the social world".

What distinguishes the intellectual from others is first, his

ability to take into account a much wider range of constructions

and interpretations than the ordinary person and to construct

complex models or theories to explain social phenomena;"^ second,

his recognition or valideition by others as "intellectual" or

"expert" in the sense that he either works in a profession concerted

with the construction of social reality, or shows a pronounced

tendency to be concerned with such a pre-occupation and to produce

changes in the consciousness or perceptions of others; and third,

as Gramsci argues, by his function within the whole social context.

Gramsci points out that

1. Gee David Silverman, "Introductory Comments", in David
Pilaer et al, hew Directions in fociological Theory
(London: Collier-^acmillan, 1972), pp.l-14«

2. David Walsh, "sociology and the Social Dorld", in Ibid., p.26.

3. Ibid.
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The most widespread error of method seems to me
that of having looked for this criterion of
distinction in the intrinsic nature of intellectual
activities, rather than in the ensemble of the system
of relations in which these activities (and there¬
fore the intellectual groups who personify them)
have their place within the general complex of
social rel: tions ... Jhon one distinguishes
between intellectuals and non-intellectuals, one
in referring in reality only to the immediate social
function of the professional category of the
intellectuals, that is, one has in mind the direction
in which their specific professional activity is
weighted, whether towards intellectual elaboration
or towards muscular-nervous effort

Intellectuals, then, arc those who have adirective function

in the broadest sense, in society; the word refers to more than

just a privileged elite of great thinkers.

This way of posing the problem has as a result a
considerable extension of the concept of intellectual,
but it is the only way which enables one to reach a
concrete approximation of reality. It also clashes with
pre-conceptions of caste. The function of organising
social hegemony and state domination cert-.inly gives
rise to a particular division of labour and therefore
to a whole hierarchy of qualifications in some of
which IKhsro is no apparent attribution of directive
or organisational functions. for example, in the
apparatus of social and state direction there exist
a whole series of jobs of a manual and instrumental
character (non-executive work, agents rather than
officials or functionaries). It is obvious that
such a distinction has to be made just as it is obvious
that other distinctions have to be made as well.

Indeed, intellectual activity must also be distinguished
in terms of its intrinsic characteristics, according
to levels which in moments of extreme opposition
represent a real qualitative difference - at the
highest level would be the creators of the various
sciences, philosophy, art, etc., at the lowest the most
humble "administrators" and divulgators of pre-existing,
traditional, accumulated intellectual wealth.'^

1. mitonio Gramsci, ^elections from the .rison botebooks (edited
and translated by Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Lowell Smith.
(London: Lawrence and ..ishart, 197l)» pp«3-9»

2. Ibid., pp.l2-j.
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Oramsci draws a twofold division between intellectuals in this

functional sense. In the first place, there are the "traditional"

professional intellectuals - literary, scientific, artistic, whose

position in the interstices of society has a certain inter-class

aura about it."*" There is a iiannheimian flavour to this, but

Gramsci shows a greater awareness then that writer of the

intellectual's inability to surmount the particularistic and

specific of his social background, and to develop an intellectual

stratum which transcends the socio-economic composition of its

members. Tor Gramsci, the position of the traditional

intellectuals derives ultimately from past and present clas3

relations, and conceals an attachment to various historical class
2

formations. Secondly, there are the "organic" intellectuals

who emerge from a particular social class, and serve as the

thinking and organising elements of that class. Organic intell¬

ectuals are distinguished less by their professions, which may be

any jobs characteristic of their class, than by their function in

directing the ideas and aspirations of the class to which they

organically belong. The working class, like the bourgeoisie, is

capable of developing from within its own Banks its own organic

intellectuals, who are defined on the one hand by their role in

1. Tor Gramsci, the traditional intellectual is basically a
member of traditionally validated or recognised professions -

lawyers, artists, scientists, doctors, administrators etc.
He is not "traditional" in the African sense, whore the
"traditional" intellectual is a person who operates within
indigenous linguistic, literary,and cultural traditions, and
maintains a relationship vrith his public which is more in
keeping with the pre-colonial rather than the colonial
situation.

2. Ibid.
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production and in the organization of work, and on the other by

tfceir "directive" political role, focussed on the Party. The

party, whether mass or vanguard, channels the activities of these

intellectuals, and provides a link between the working class and

certain sections of the traditional intelligentsia. forking

class organic intellectuals are initially characterised by

particularism and defensive corporatism, but through their

absorption of ideas and personnel from the more advanced bourgeois

strata, a new universalistic dimension is added to their socio¬

political thought.

The distinction Gramsci draw3 between "traditional" and

"organic" intellectuals, and the idea that it in not so much the

intrinsic nature of the ideas, but rather the functions of persons

within the relationships of social contexts that determines who

should bo designated as "intellectual", opens up considerably the

idea of who constitutes an intellectual in any social setting.

.'hen transposed to the African context it enables u3 to identify

as intellectuals persons with limited, if any, modern formal

education, who have previously been ignored in the analysis of

African, indeed, Third iorld intellectuals. In one sense, Gramsci

did not take his analysis far enough. He argued that the peasantry

did not develop its own organic intellectuals.

the mass of the peasantry, although it performs an
essential function in the world of production,
does not elaborate its own "organic" intellectuals,
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nor does it "assimilate" any stratum of
"traditional" intellectuals, although it
is from the peasantry that other social
groups draw many of their intellectuals
and a high proportion of traditional
intellectuals are of peasant origin.

Education and economic standing elevate the intellectual of

peasant origins above the peasantry. Here, however, Gramsci

seems to be placing greater weight on formal education than

function within the relations of a social context. Individuals

with little or no formal education can function as intellectuals

in a predominantly peasant society while remaining "organically"

linked to that society. Clearly it is beyond the scope and

expertise of this thesis to deal with all the Implications Gramsci's

analysis has for the identification and study of intellectuals at

several levels of East African society. It is necessary that the

principal focus of this study be the basically university-trained

intellectual who is objectively a member of the petty-bourgeoisie.

Thus far in this chapter, a definition of the intellectual in

terms of throe dimensions - qualitative thought, cultural

validation as "intellectual", and social activist role has been

undertaken, and the types of social contexts in, and channels

through which qualitative ideas are articulated and disseminated,

examined. An attempt has also been made to explore the way in

which the intellectual and his thought are related to social

collectivities and structures of dissent. Attention also needs

1. Ibid., p.6.
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to be given to the meaning of the term intelligentsia, as

distinct frora the mental technocracy and mandarinate. This is

important because Tanzania is perhaps one of the only African

states with a group of radical intellectuals who could be referred

to as a radical intelligentsia.

The Ileaning of "Intelligentsia"

The term intelligentsia was first used in Russia in the

second half of the hineteonth Century, and has been subject to

considerable variation in meaning since then."'" According to

T.B. Bottomore, it referred to all those who received p university
2

education which qualified them for professional occupations.

Such a general description, however, ignored the specific socio¬

political and historical factors which gave birth to the Russian
3

intelligentsia, and the particular characteristics of its members.

A more accurate description is to be found in deton-.iatson's

characterization of the intelligentsia as "people with a modern

education who live for and by political and social ideas". The

1. The terra has been attributed to Alexander Ilerzen. 'dee
Renato Poggioli, The Theory of the Avant-Garde. Translated
from the Italian by Gerald Pitzgerald (Cambridge, Mass.s
Harvard University Press, 1963), p.36.

2. T.B. Bottoaore, Blites and dociety (llarmondaworth: Penguin
Books, 1966), p.ll4»

3. Berlin points out thrt the "real members of the intelligentsia
were the political pamphleteers, the civic-minded poets, the
forerunners of the Russian Revolution - mainly journalists and
political thinkers who quite consciously used literature,
sometimes very poor examples of it, as vehicles for social
protest." - Isaiah Berlin, 'The Role of the Intelligentsia',
The Listener. 2nd May, 1963, p.564»
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intelligentsia is characteristic of a wholly or predominantly

agrarian society where there exists a marked contrast between a

small, western-Influenced, university-educated group, and the

poorly educated or illiterate masses, who continue to live in

great poverty*1 In similar veto, Arnold Toynbee suggested that

the intelligentsia was essentially an intellectual bureaucracy

to a backward country which was recruited primarily from the

lower orders of society* It was a modernising force whose members

principal concern wan to move the country toward the material and
2

external forms of industrialised and progressive foreign cultures.

According to denato Poggioli, the Kun&irm intelligentsia was

an intellectual order drawn largely from the lower ranks "whose

function was not so muoh cultural as political"."* for loggioli,

the term intelligentsia referred to a "cultural proletariat" but

these intellectuals are not so much proletarians
as proletarianising •*. they racy become ideolog¬
ically and politically bound to the mass of the
workers and peasants but they are not, at bottom,
an order economically bound to the interests of
the masses. A member of the intelligentsia is
not bora but made*4

1* Hugh Seton-watson, The Pattern of Communist devolution
(Londont Methuon, 1953)» pp.12-3, 119-20* Gee also orto,
p*35*

2. >.*J• Toynbee, h otudy of i lotory (12 vols. London: Oxford
University Press, 1934-1961).

3* Poggioli, p.36.

4. Ibid., p.37.
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This definition possesses the virtue of bringing out the strongly

marked relationship between dissent in ideas and a socio-political

role which was characteristic of 19th century husola. And the

tern itself, as Eettl suggests, captures the subtle increase in

exacerbation over the word intellectual. Intellectuals may-

develop from a social stratum into a collectivity under certain

favourable circumstances, e.g. the French devolution, but Man

intelligentsia is more of a solf-conncious collectivity, ah ovo".~

The tern Intelligentsia, as lartin 'lelia stresses, suggests

more than intellectuals in the ordinary sense. Apart from the

stress upon "critical thinking", and the stance of active opposition

to a status quo which was viewed as an obstacle to human thought

and progress, the intelligentsia was characterised by its members

perception of themselves as the embodied "intelligence" or

2
"consciousness" of the nation. 1though the intelli~enta were

often recruited from mora or loss privileged groups which folt

most keenly the inflexibility and cramping conditions of the old

regime,"* they formulated and articulated their ideals and values

in universalistic, absolutist terms.

1. Petti, "Ideas, Intellectuals, find Otructuros of Diesent", p.95«

2. .lartin lelia, Alexander Kermen and the .Birth of ausaian
Socialism, 1312-1355 '(Cambridge, '-!ass.V Harvard 'jhlWrcity
Press, 1961), passim.

3. Ibid., p.116. Auvc Kaeff, in his study, Origins of the
Itussjan Intelligentsia.'ihe :.ighteonth-'lentjry I.obilltp
(lew Yorki Karcourt, Brace fc orld, 1)66), finds the pre¬
cursors of the 19th century intelligents in the intellectual
experiences of the disaffected nobility of the 13th century.
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in regions of .lestern culture, and in Uritain and the United

Otates in particular, the terra intelligentsia has come to

signify not a class or order, but the -professionals of culture

or the professional category of intellectuals. The term has

also undergone a remarkable transformation in the Ooviet Union

where, in the cost-Revolutionary phase, a new definition of

intellectuals or the intelligentsia has been sought. At the core

of pre-revolutionary lolshevik definitions were dissent and

revolutionary activity. from Marx himself came the notion of

praxis which superimposed the mandate of social action on the

formulation of social dissent."'" However, the rise to power of

the Uolsheviks undermined the very concept, and raison d'etre of

qualitative dissent. There was little room for dissent on a

qualitative plain, except of coirroe in relation to the capitalist

world. ;ith the consolidation and institutionalization of the

revolution, there developed an almost Gramscian emphasis on the

dispersion of intellect throughout society. According to Kettl,

"soviet society denied (at least analytically, if not in practice)

any version of differentiated modernity and asserted a projection

of liberated and all-capable man for its vanguard or elite - at

2
least during the process of transit to full Communism.'11 The

definition of the intelligentsia or intellectuals which evolved

1. Michel Maszola, "Marx, le marxism, et les intellectuels",
arguments, Vol.V, Ho.20 (October I960), p.24«

2. lettl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and tructures of Dissent", p.102.
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made no distinction qualitatively between science and culture,

and no attempt to accept any difference between the scope or

oualitative dimensions of thought. The key to the new notion of

an intelligentsia has become professional qualification or

intellectual work. Thus, the Moscow Dictionary of Philosophy

states that

"The intellectuals constitute an intermediary
v social stratum made up of men who devote them¬

selves to work with their minds. It includes

engineers, technicians, lawyers, artists, teachers,
scientific workers ... Intellectuals have never

been, nor can ever be, a separate class, for they
do not have an independent position in the system
of social production.1

In the above definition there i3 no mention of the self-

conscious cohesiveness of collectivity which was surely a key

characteristic of the pre-revolutionary intelligentsia. There is

certainly no identification of the intelligentsia with socio¬

political dissent. There is nd attempt to classify ideas, and

no reference to the mslationship between intellectuals and the

formulation of ideas. The new hoviet intelligentsia is simply a

neutral stratum of mental workers.

The intelligentsia, as a critical thinking, politically active,

self-conscious intellectual collectivity with a concern for

humanistic, universalistic values, is not to be confused, as some

writers have done, with what I shall term the mental technocracy.

This distinction can be maintained by the differences between what

1. uoted from the introductory notes to the series of articles
on intellectuals under the general title, "La Crisc aes
Intellectuels", arguments. Vol.V, ho.20, p.34»
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Hapeport refers to as 'intellectual connitnent• and •intellectual

competence * • Intellectual commitment, according to x>port,

involves the intellectual*8 ability "to analyse the content end

perhaps, the genesis of ideas, to evaluate then critic, lly, end to
1

compare thou with each other". The intellectual'& interests

"extend beyond the affairs of his immediate vicinity and beyond
..

,k _ 2
his life apnn, both into the past and into the future". further,

3
inhex'ent in intellectual coiamitraent is a search for the truth".

On the other hand, intellectual competence is much nor© restricts1?

"the intellectually coupetont need not concern themselves with

ethical questions, only with technical ones".'' Thus, using

Hapoport •« ooncoptual distinction, tho lontal technocracy is

clmructeriaed by intellectual competence rather than commitment.

Tho mental technocracy consists of those with advanced cduc .tion

who have given up qualitative thinking, and a socio-political
5

orientation, for the rewards of public administration.

Tho intelligentsia should also bo distinguished from a

nandarimte, a distinction which has become important in nalyces

1. .natal lapopart, "Have the Intellectuals a Class Interest",
in Sena Peter Oreitzel (od.), decent Sociology, Bo.l.
On the octal Basis of rolltics (London? Collier-lacsaiilon,
1969), p.?f T.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid. Pee also Hani ioryer.thuu, "Truth end "'over*, Pew
-ie folic, /ol.l55« -0.22 (l ov.26, 1966), .ra#u-l4»

4. Ibid., po.2i-il.

5. ee . dtuort Hughes, "Is the Intellectual bedetc, in
'r. ' r*- rh to co (Tun? YorV., 1962), pp.160-62.
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of the "New Left" and student movements, especially in America,

where the student movement has been led by "a critical, left-

oriented intelligentsia" in ideological opposition to a mandarinate

of "the scholarly and technocratic professors".

Intellectuals. Universities, and the Compartmentalisation

of Intellectual ..'ork

The definition of the intellectual proffered in this study

clearly has much greater relevance to the African situation that

to the Western advanced industrial nations. The increasing

institutionalization, professionalization, and specialization of

the humanities and social sciences in the advanced industrial

nations have virtually robbed the university-based intellectual

of his three tools of existence. The development and increasing

demarcation of specialist disciplines and sub-disciplines has had

the effect of'limiting the scope of the researcher-academic's

concern, thereby constricting his universal reference, and

reducing his concern with the quality of life in general. There

are intellectuals - writers, journalists, artists, playwrights,
2

for instance, who operate outside the university context, and

receive sufficient sub-cultural support to maintain dissenting views

and intellectual activity. but for the apostles of the post-

industrial society, they are essentially historical anachronisms

1. dee xlichael iiles, The Radical i:robe. The Logic of
Student Rebellion (New York* ..theneum, 1971)» Ch.2.

2. For an examination of these people in the American contest
see donald Herman, America in the sixties. An Intellectual
History (hew Yorkf Harper Colophon, 1973), Chs.9-11, and
Coser, Ghs. 20 and 24*
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whose social and intellectual bases have been progressively

undefined by a constellation of new social and technological

forces. Thus, literary intellectuals are characterised by

Daniel Bell as the chronically discontented purveyors of
1

hedonistic, Utopian ideologies, and nihilistic fantasies.

The bases of the intellectual's tools of existence have been

eroded by the fusion of qualitative thought with sclentisa.

Indeed, tho very term "social science" suggests a "fusion between

scope and quality? it collapses (at least intellectually) the
2

two dimensions into one'. The fusion has its roots in the work

of baint-bimon and Comte, and in the early 19th century idea that

social life can bo understood, as well as engineered, by incorpor¬

ating and applying now areas of scientific knowledge. Increas¬

ingly, there has developed an overriding tendency to look on

society as a working system which can be made to work better and

better by rational-technical means. This scientific outlook has

been widely diffused, and could be said to predominate in the

culture of the advanced industrial societies."'

The process may be viewed, as Habermas and dareuse suggest,

as one of a "progressive 'rationalisation' of society ... linked

to the institutionalization of scientific and technical

1. Daniel Bell, Ihe Coming of root-Industrial socioty.
Venturein boclal Forecasting (hew York: Basic Books,1973/*

2. Nattl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and Structures of Dissent", p.107.

3. Tom Dottoaore, "Machines without a Cause", The heir York
heview of Books. Vol .aVII, 1,0.7 (1971}» p.l3.
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development".*' Habermae points out that the "rationalisation"

has farreaching implications for ideological perspectives.

To the extent that technology and science
permeate social institutions and thus transform
thorn, old legitimations are destroyed. The
secularisation and "disenchantment" of action-
orienting world views, of cultural tradition as
a whole, is the obverse of the growing
"rationality" of social action.

The growing power of technical control over the external conditions

of existence determines the "pattern of human aocio-cultural

development" and "a more or less passive adaptation of the

institutional framework to the expanded subsystem of purpose-

rational action"."* Largely demolished bourgeois ideologies .are

replaced by a "substitute" ideology which, articulated as "techno¬

crat^"consciousness'1, represents a "common positivistic way of

thinking" rooted directly in science and technology.^
»ithin this framework of progressive rationalisation, the

social sciences have assumed an increasingly scientific and

technological character. The notions of "policy sciences" and

1. Jtlrgen liaberaae. Toward a National Society (London:
Heinemimn, 1971), 0.31.'

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.115.

4* Ibid., pp.114-15* For Tareuse, what heber teraed "rational¬
isation" does not realise rationality, but rather, in the name
of rationality, a specific form of unacknowledged domination.
Technology is never en autonomous, determining force, but "is
always a historical-social projects in it is projected what
a society and its ruling interests intend to do with men and
things. Such a "purpose" of domination is "substantive" and
to this extent belongs to the very form of technical reason."
Legations: assays in Critical Theory (Haraondsworths Penguin
books, 1969), PP.'^'if.
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"social engineering" have steadily mined .ground since forld

liar II. In spite of recent criticism, the main line of develop¬

ment in renoarch continues to he toward quantitative, policy-

oriented studies which aro intended to provide technical

solutions to social problems. i'e thus have what Touraine refers

to as the "sociology of decision" whoso urinary function is the

mnagement of social tensions, adaptation, and the reconciliation

of dissenting groups.*
The institutionalization and specialisation of the social

sciences have progressively reduced the qualitative and humanistic

content of the fusion with scientisnw* hince aber's attempt to

create a value-free social science in which a strict distinction

between social analysis and political preferences is mandatory,

the social sciences have become increasingly scientistic, ration¬

alistic, and ahistorical, and have been characterised by the growth

of por.itiviotic, empiricist techniques of investigation which have

to a significant extent lost sight of qualitative changes in social

struct-ires and of the historical dimensions of human facts. There

h ■ , of course, co-existed with the "sociology of decision" a

"sociology of opposition" which has sought to interpret the

significance, the tendencies, and aims of social movements which

are in conflict with the existing society. The roots of this

1. ...lain Touraine, The Post-Industrial Cociety (lew York:
iandom House, i/fp)",

2. Tor a brief discussion of this see Jurgen Heberues, "The
Intellectual and octal Background of the German University
Crisis", 'inorvu. Vol.?, ho.3 (l?7l), pp.422-23.
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oppositional sociology lie, particularly in i*rance and Germany

where the social critic has traditionally formed his ideas within

an influential tradition of Marxist thought and often, within the

socialist labour movement. It only becomes possible when society

begins to react to its own changes, defines new objectives, and

experiences "the social and cultural conflicts through which the

direction of the changes and the form of the new society may be

debated"."''
The comprehensive bureaucratization of social and cultural

life has deeply affected the university, the principal cultural

and intellectual organ in most states. The modem academy is

divided into u number of departments corresponding; to scholarly

disciplines and professional training centres. departmental

boundaries have become rigid as departmental fields have grown and

as aspartaents have developed, and this has discouraged intellectual

curiosity beyond the administratively defined departmental

boundaries. .-hilo lip service is often paid "croae-fertiliuationJJ,
in actual fact "young scholars are generally advised to stay within

2
the boundaries of the field". professional norms, and rules for

advancement, and the expectations of colleagues and superiors,

exert pressure on the junior members to play in accordance with

the rules of the academic game. These rules include the observance

1.

2.

Touraine.

Conor, p.2d2.
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of fixed standards of scholarship, intellectual discipline, due

deference and attention to the contributions of senior men and,

of course, respect for the boundaries of the various specialised

fields,

The academic who transcends the bounds of his discipline to

consider a wide range of intellectual issues will be accused of

dilettantism. The emphasis on specialised fields discourages

potential generalizers, and leads the young academic to believe

that safety lie3 in involvement with narrow problems rather than

with broad questions. If the social science academic articulates

dissenting values, or manifests a strong preference for deviant

value-structures, he runs the risk of being put down as "un¬

scientific" for "with culture linked functionally with the social

system, his profession ceases to be culturally validated as soon

as ho "unscientifically" reflects or articulates inner-directed
?

and dissenting values." Further, the specific organizational

framework of the modern university - with its bureaucratic apparatus

of deans, directors, registrars, and administrators of the most

unvariegated kind, exercises a control which inhibits political

activity and raises a barrier against the intellectual's "leap

into socio-structural dissent".^ The ability of the academic to

articulate dissenting views, and survive academically, has often

1. Ibid.

2. Nettl, "Ideas, Intellectuals, and Structures of Dissent", p.112.

3. Ibid.
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de.ponded on his eminence. Eoaa Chomsky, for instance, is

perhaps the world's most renowned theoretical linguist and his

political dissent has been tolerated, if not approved of, by the

academic establishment. The historian Jtaunton lynd, on the other

hand, has experienced a rough academic passage, as have numerous

young academics without established reputations who have been

denied tenure or dismissed for their dissenting activities.

during the late 1950s and early 1960s many social scientists,

including haymend ,>ron, oaniel Jell, .bignrew Jraoainski and

J.J. Lipset, were confidently predicting the decline of ideological

ferleour in the ieatern industrialised nations.'1' The growth of

tlio welfare state, the increase in affluence, and the domestication

of the socialist and labour movements in the best had, or so it

superficially seemed, eradicated the old divisions and conflicts in

society. Total ideologies, with their blueprint for Utopia,

were considered obsolete. Juch predictions themselves constituted

an ideology, a tacit one, that rationalised and supported the

existing system. The proponents of the idea of the decline of

ideology were in effect arguing that in Mannheim's term, Utopia was

dead, but that ideology, defined by Harold Lasswell as the political

myth functioning to preserve the status quo, was triumphant.

1. Joe in particular, Daniel Bell, The Jnd of Ideology (Kew Yorki
The Tree Frees, i960). Bell postulated that the idea of
change no longer had philosophical rootsi "Thus one finds,
at the end of the fifties, a disconcerting caesura. In the
best, among the intellectuals, the old passions are spent.
The new generation, with no meaningful memory of these old
debates, and no secure tradition to build upon, finds itself
seeking new purpose within a framework of political society
that has rejected intellectually speaking, the old apocalyptic
and chiliastic visions." - p.374*
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Svents in the lata 1960s end early 1970s have clearly over¬

whelmed such predictions. He do not live in a non-ideological

age, in an are where there is a consensus on principle and values

but disagreement over methods and minor matters of detail and

adjustment. In ?3orth America, and also throughout iestern

■lurope, the last two decades have witnessed the .growth and

proliferation of radical total ideologies ranging from a

multiplicity of "Hew left" ideologies to black power to women^

liberation. However, while there has been this proliferation,

few ideologies have been successful in attaching themselves to

more than fragile, limited socio-political structures of discontent

and dissent.

The issues raised in this brief discussion of the increasing

specialisation, professionalization, and institutionalization of

the social sciences and humanities, the ethos of "ocientiom", the

organisation of the university and the disciplinary pressures on

the academic, end the end of ideology debate, arc not confined to

the European and Eorth American experience. They are pertinent

in the African context precisely because African universities have

been integrated into the Eorth American dud European academic

systems* African 'universities are modelled on those of Jurope

and North America and are staffed by their products,both local and

expatriate, who have often absorbed without challenging and

reconstructing the dominant values operating in the academic

environment. further, many institutes and research programmes

are externally financed - in particular by the Ford and rockefeller
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Pound: tione, and their axeas of research, personnel, and avon

methodological and ideological aeeuraptiona are determined from

without# The issues raised are of vital concern to a&ny est

..frican intellectuals, a concern which is brought out, not only in

their discussion of intellectual role, but also in their examination

of the role and nature of the university#

The African academic and intellectual operates in a socio¬

political and cultural context where little can be accepted as

fixed# In a real sense the debate over the future of African

aocieiim has only Just begun# The African academic and

intellectual cannot, or should not assume, as moot .uropean and

horth .American academics have been able to do, that the social and

political structures within which he lives, the outlines of public

.policy h/ which his government is guided, and time legitimacy of

the value-aystem which «r;oapasses him, are all basically fixed,

and that "nothing more is subsequently required than the demarcation

of the academic underlabourer's square, such that he ary till his

little acre with all the care that these conditions enjoin. ' ^
viable socio-political structures which are suitable for develop¬

ment purposes have generally yet to be developed. Public policies

ore still to be devised for the carrying out of fundamental social

and economic transformations capable of destroying relatione of

economic and political dependence# Central value cystoma have yet

to crystallize#

1# Preston ding, device of li a# Maxrui, Violence and rhourM#
Bast Africa Journal. Vol# VII, Ko»l, p#5Q#
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The "newness" African academics and intellectuals are

confronted with is not simply a matter of discovering the unknown.

It is also a matter of developing: a new perspective on, and

rearranging the components of, the known. For instance, when

teaching history, or psychology, or politics and sociology, the

African academic cannot assume that the received texts, written

primarily by "bourgeois" Jestera academics, present a vriid overview,

leaving it to the individual researcher in a limited area to fill

in detail or add a little here and there.1 The African intellectual

is indeed involved in a major restructuring of systems of

qualitative thought.

1. Ibid. dee also Pierre L. van den Berghe, Power and ..rivilege
at an African University (London* Houtledge & Tegan Paul,
1973), p.10.
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CHAPTr33 III

The Institutional Setting - Secondary Education and

the Universities.

Introduction

ny analysis of the structure and nature of an intellectual

stratum ultimately has to focus on formal institutional arrange¬

ments simply because intellectual life ocdur3 within an

institutional setting-in universities, research institutes,

publishing houses, newspapers, journals, and libraries. These

institutions, apart from providing intellectual employment, serve

a number of other vital functions. They provide an outlet for

the articulation and dissemination of ideas. They provide a

3ub-cultural base for intellectual activity, and serve as training

and recruitment grounds for members of the intellectual stratum.

They provide the structures through which intellectual values are

trans litted from one generation to another, and which are necessary

for the creation, maintenance, and development of intellectual

traditions. They also provide the structural sotting in which

informal network relations develop, and play an import' nt part in

relating the intellectual stratum of one society to the ideas,

traditions, and intellectuals of others. . bove all, they are

crucial in determining which idea structures will be relegated to

insignificance, and which will persist through effective

encapsulation in institutions, and dissemination through teaching,
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lecturing, publication, and so on.

It should be constantly borne in mind that contemporary

intellectual institutions in Africa are alien in origin and

rationale; few, if any, have indigenous historical counterparts.

They were introduced or imposed during a period of colonial

subjugation by Europeans, often without much regard for the socio¬

economic and cultural context in which they were implanted. In

the second place, they are mainly of recent origin. .;hile primary

education and literacy training linked with evangelization was

well, if unequally, established throughout East Africa in the late

19th century, secondary schools, especially in Kenya and

Tanganyika, were a comparatively late development, with universities,

publishing houses, and journals, appearing at a much later stage.

Thirdly, oven to an important extent now, these institutions have

been staffed by expatriate Europeans who have generally attempted

to mould a particular organizational character. And fourthly,

as alien instituions (and with the exception of the primary schools)

they have catered for relatively few people and been of little

immediate relevance to the rural masses, except perhaps as the key

to material advancement and political power.

Admittedly thi3 is a European phenomenon as well, but at

least the European university is a product of European culture, and

is plugged into the broader society through the production of largo

1. There is, of course, an ancient Islamic academic tradition
represented by A1 .azhar University in Cairo (founded in the
10th century, Kairouine University in <loz, and the defunct
Uankore University whidh flourished in 16th century Timbuctoo
until the Moroccan invasion of 1590. Sankore, unlike the
other two, was not an Arab institution.
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nuabero of teachers, engineers, doctors, agricultural tecknlciano

and so on. The lack of relevance of the African university to

rural end urban labouring oleoses la exacerbated by the fact that

so for coole attend univeraitieoj and the universities activities

are carried on in languages which nstativoly few peorjlo r re able to

undorstend.

She alien nature of the institutions has given rise to crises

of relevance, aand sharply critical attitudes toward inherited

structures and of the attitudes of the personnel staffing or produced

by then. The critical response is reflected in the struggle to

transform the school and university currioU3.ua,1 in Iyerero's
2

state-tent, ducat ion f■or Tel f- tel lanco, end in many of the

recommendations of the Ominde Heport in Kenya.^ Criticisms relate,

not only to stuffing, the 'underlying concepts of institutions, and

to tho need for transformation in the light of African traditions,

culture, and modem require aents, but also to their structure and

relations with other societal structures* urprlsingly, r.o in the

case of universities, the last aspect has been neglected, clearly

reflecting the extent to which African academics and Intellectuale

have been effectively socialised into the dominant uropoan (re ther

1. oe Stephen Heynemamt, The Conflict Over hat is to be !■ earned
ft .'fries,
(hew lorkt hymcuae Jhlvarsity, Program of lantern African
studies, 1171), for a detailed discussion*

P. -Julius X. Kyerere, fflnann. Cooayn on • -ociallcn (lar-es-
ala.*;ui •.J.. », 136 ijf PP*-44""75• '

3. dee *H* Ominde, " education in evolutionary friea",
.wu>t . frloe Journal* 7ol2, ho.4 (1965), op.6-14.
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than Forth American) heritage.'*' The neglect of structure, apart

from stemming from a basic if somewhat critical acceptance of the

British idea of the university, derives from en awareness that

structural changes, especially those leading to democratization,

threaten academics in many ways. i-hirthermore, the whole question

of structural change within the university must bo seen in relation

to the nature of the society# Tor instance, in Kenya, a country

committed to capitalist development, it would be foolish to expect

structural changes at variance with ruling class interests end

aspirations, or the creation of a socialist university.

The Two Bases of daat . frican ■ oconde.ry education

Underlying the system of secondary education established

throughout Taat frioa during the colonial period were two basest

religion and the institutional model of the British elite oublic

school. As education was primarily left to the initiative of

lisoion societies until the advent of independence, from the

beginning religion and education were inextricably linked. There

prevailed a religious theory of education which held that "the

primary duty of an educational system is to bring up children in a

1. It is important to distinguish between European and Forth
American traditions. In the case of united states
universities, the question of the relationship of university
and society lias always been a prominent one. In the late
19th century, for instance, the establishment of "land grant
collages", which later becaae state universities, was
nredicated on the idea of a close practical connection almost
along the lines of research station-agricultural extension.
oreover, the ideal that all high school leavers should find

a place in higher education has never found acceptance in
-urope, although in the United states it has been realised

to a significant extent.
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particular faith, nd that this being so, secular subjects should

bo taught in conjunction with and in subordination to religion, as

a safeguard against their being taught by others in a secular and

irreligious atraosphere.Tho religious theory and foundations of

education grew up with tho encouragement of governments,

administrators and teachers who were themselves brought up to regard

religion an r proper school subject, "taught by the regular teachers,

usually laymen, rather than by priests and with religious observance
2

an essential part of school life by day." Jvangeliaatlon has

played a powerful role in last . frican Protestantism, including the

n, lie r. hurch, nd has survived as a w>tent force in ways virtually

unknown in Britain and Burope, not only among African christians

but long uropcan mission teachers an well. The dynaniam and

dedication of this vr. "elinu wr-s, as trnley notes, urotectod froa

erosion by tho sectarian institutional-authoritarian structure of

tho secondary school, which represented a whole wry of life divorced

in many ways from the life of the society surrounding it.~*
The second foundation stone of British secondary education in

a.st frica has been the institution of the elite higlish public

school which fitted well into tho fast ifrican setting since "in a

thinly populated country with a selective educational system, it

1. Julian Huxley, Africa 7lev? (London: Chatto & Indus, 1232)
p.302.

2. 'ric Lucas, nglish Traditions in .last . frican .duoation
>v.London ■ C* j . •, 1 )\)~)}, "p.4«

3. Stanley, p»3l.
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is quite inevitable, that the secondary schools should be boarding
1

schools." The public school was associated with four character¬

istics: boarding, fees, freedom from local control, and social

selection. The major schools of Buganda, and king's Uchool,

Judo, in particular, conformed most clearly to these qualifications,

since the latter criterion reflected, until recently, not only

ability to pay but actual position in the official "Establishment"

of Buganda.

secondary Education in Uganda

The initial growth of education in East Africa occurred in

duganda under the auspices of the Anglican Church Missionary

Society (C. i. .) in 1395* In spite of the destruction wrought by

the religious 3trife of the 1330s, mission schools sponsorod by the

C.-I»S. and the Catholic Uhite fathers, sprang up rapidly. By

1903 there were about 22,000 children attending C... . schools in

.Buganda alone. In the lower levels of primary education, juganda

pupils dominated the system during the early years of this century,
2

as the following table attests.

1. Lucas, p.12.

2. Table from Tom w'atson, History of C. ... . high schools in
Uganda, 1900-1924 (Ph..3. Thesis, University of Oast Africa,
1963;, p.21.
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Table 1

Province 1906-7 1907-8 1908-9 1909-10

Buganda 24,324 25,257 23,400 26,390

northern 4,907 5,521 5,652 7,295

bastern 2,144 1,470 919 2,565

The early years of the 20th century saw the foundation of a number

of C.M.b, High schools which provided the apex of the education

system." In 1J04 Kengo High School was founded, and followed by

King's school 3udo (1905-6), and Gayasa Girls' .chool. ' On the

Catholic side, the major schools opened at around the sine time,

following the appointment of an educational specialist attached to

the Catholic Missions in 1901.^ In 1902 familyango College was

established followed in 1905 by Kisubu school for girls (also known

as 131. Mary's). hamilyango College aimed at providing a higher

education than the ordinary mission schools could give. Its

primary aim, as in the case of the C. i.b, schools, was to train boys
/

to teach and preach Christianity, r although as the following

1. dee Ibid, for a detailed history of their development.

2. There is considerable confusion surrounding the actual
foundation dates of these schools, principally because teaching
often started well before schools were officially opened.
Gayaza Girls' bchool, for instance, had been conducting classes
for six years before being advertised as a school. bee
G.P. McGregor, King's College. Budo, The first dixty Years
(liairobis O.J.P., 1967), P*13«

3. btanley, p.70.

4. bee 1. Hooyackers, "The Hole of the Catechist in the
elementary education from 1879 to 1930 (Uganda)", Paper
presented at the University bocial science Confex-ence,
lake rere, 1971*
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statement suggests, there was also a secular, if secondary aim,

as well.

Joys on whose education time and raonoy have been
r >ent but who are incapable of becoming eateehists,
will either be sent away, or if their characters
are good, will receive additional education to fit
thorn for Government clerkships.-

from the very beginning, education in Jugtnda was firmly

embedded in the power structure and functioned as a mjor point of

entry into positions of influence and prestige. The '/Uganda

leadership, realising after the l.?00 Uganda agreement that future

success would depend on knowledge of Jnglish, followed the example

of ir polo lagva in sending theirssons to '.ongo High School and
2

king's wchool, fudo. The c;. :. ■. schools received strong support

from British officials, who relied upon them to supply the educated

clerks and chiefs upon which the policy of Indirect iule depended."*
3y making the high schools the apex of their education system, the

C.M*B. gained the adherence of the upper classes in Buganda, and

were assisted greatly by their ability to build upon the indigenous

foundations of higher education.^ Before colonic, „tion, promising

boys had been sent to the labaka's court for higher oduc. tion —

the >i;, 1 1. :,/-s IJ i, and . i . LI '..to ; ■orat.,d in ofm*

kingdoms in Uganda. As /oilers has pointed out, tho first teaching

of Islam after Up4 created "on olite subculture" consisting of

1. uoted in BcGpagor, p.p.

2. .atson, p.i.

3. Ibid.

■4. j-bx .♦. p.ii.
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the intelligent baa',ala~ala class who were anxious to follow their

Xabaka's lead in religion, and to obtain mastery of letters through

understanding the printed iford."*" The interconnection of education

and economic factors is well summarized by Weeks as follows.

The Buganda agreement of 1900 established title deeds
to land in Buganda and created an elite that held
mailo land (surveyed slots with title deeds) by the
square mile. These landlords, the chiefs and the
industrious peasants, had a source of wealth that
made possible the nayment of school fees for the
education of their children. Thus a spirit of
educational development was reinforce^ in Buganda,
based on a peasant cash-crop economy.11

These social and economic factors tended to act as an impediment

to further educational growth» "an educated elite, sure of being

able to educate its children was not militant in pursuing the goal

of education for all."^

Using Buganda as its base, and relying on teachers trained at

lengo High School and King's School, 3udo, the C.A.S. in the first
»

two decades of the century extended its operations throughout the

rest of the Protectorates in Uastem Province, Hamuli high chool,

Buso.ga, was founded in 1911 j and Fgara High ' chool in 1909J in

northern Province, Gulu High School, Acholi, was founded in 1913.^
The British Administration, anxious to reduce or thwart Auslirn

5
influence in Acholiland, gave strong support to the Gulu High

1. L. Fallers, The King's A en (London! O.U.I., 1964), p.174*

2. Sheldon Weeks, .Divergence in educational development; the
case of Kenya and Uganda (Lew XorkT" Teachers College Press,
Columbia University, 1967;, P*3.

3. Ibid.

4. ¥atson, pp.437f,f*

5. The cting Provincial Commissioner, writing in 1912 for a
C.I-I.S, High School referred not only to the need to train
clerks for the administration, but the need to block the
spread of Islam. Ibid., p.454.
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School, and it noon too': in Tan to students as well as those from

/est Kile and Acoliland. As in Tuganda, and other kingdoms, Qulu

was originally created for the sons of chiofs. Canon Latino's

brief history of the school adequately summed up the rims of the

missions and government officials in their cooperative effort.

ftex* completion of building, the School was
started with royal family boys with the arrange¬
ment of Hev. A. 3. Fisher and D.C. *s and Provincial
Commissioner northern Province to bring royal
family boys up with two to into as follows! Firstly,
to get urgently needed Gdueation. secondly to get
good successors from thoce royal family educated
persons to become hereditary chiefs,1

The C.m.G, Joord of education allowed considerable elasticity in

creating a balance between academic and practical instruction.

-hilo the high schools at 4toarabara, foro, uunyoro, Gulu and rtigesi

gave only literary courses, the schools in Pastern Provinoe -

hgara, Famuli, and .ibale in iukedi provided both practical

instruction and academic training. At iiudo there was a practical

bias, but Africans realised, as the Nigerian historian A jayi

pointed out in another context "industrial education taught skills,

literary education taught knowledge and knowlodge wac power."'

during the 1920s the agenda secondary education system

continued to expand. Two more secondary schools were founded near

1. Canon .•. Latigo, Pho History of Gulu High .cbool, recorded
from his uncle, Klkodemo Latigo. Uhpublished. 'uoted in
e/atson, p.456.

2. J./.,-.. .> jayi, "The .development of Secondary Grammar uchool
Education in Nigeria", Journal of the Historical Pcciety of
Liberia, Vol. II, No.A (1963;, P-522. ~~
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Port l-ortal - Lyakasura, started by a retired naval officer under

C.K.O, auspices in 1926, became a government secondary school in

1943, and a doman Catholic school, Jt. Leo's. fric. nr. first

attempted the Cambridge School Certificate examinations at Kakerere,

where a School Certificate class was organised from 1933 to 1939*

and at -i3ubi in 1933.

Secondary education in Kenya

The situation in Kenya was in marked contrast to that of

Uganda. hue to the comparatively late advent of the missions,

education had barely been initiated before 1914» end was

characterized by an almost exclusive emphasis upon practical or

industrial training. The development of ..frican education was

hindered by the nature of the plantation system and settler-

society which developed. As weeks has noted

an alien plantation economy in Kenya, coupled with
the intense involvement in politics by the luropean
settlers, resulted in a situation in which the
parnmountcy of African interests remained a paper
expression until after the middle 1950s. The
plantation economy demanded a ready supply of unskilled
agricultural workers. The settlers' attitude was that
an uneducated African was often a better worker than
an educated one, even with only a few years of primary
education.2

This attitude was shared by the Kenya government. The report of

the Department of Education for 1920-21, for example, stated that

1. tnnley, p*71*

2. <eeks, p.3«
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"it will be readily admitted by most educationists that literary

education per se is harmful to the ordinary native of Africa.""*'
This view had earlier been affirmed in the report of a special

committee appointed by the Governor to examine the possibilities

of a Native Civil Service in 1919*

Normal Government involvement in education began in Kenya

with the creation in 1911 of an Gduc: tion department which was

2
primarily to assist in the development of European edue;: tion.

There was considerable tension between the Department and mission

educators on the one hand, and settlers on the other, over the

question of African education. Many progressive missionaries had

felt that they should help to stimulate the economic life of the

African villages. In this they had the support of J.A. Orr,

Kenya's first director of Education, who, between 1911 and 1927»

was convinced that ho should focus his resourcos on the encourage-

3
raent of village industries and agriculture. The settlers, vho

had ensured that African agriculturalists were denied the production

of lucrative ca3h crops, were more interested in the supply of

skilled and semi-skilled African labour outside the deserves,

exerted considerable pressure on the Education Department and the

Missions. Indeed, one of Crr's first acts ad Director was to

initiate a system of grants to missions on the condition that they
4

trained artisans to servo the European economy. '

1. uoted in X. Ingham, A History of East . frica (London, 19&2) P«

2. .leeks, p»5.

3. K.J. King, "The .Politics of agricultural educe.tion for ,.frleans
in Kenya", in B._ . Ggot (ed.), Hadjth 3 (Nairobi: ./.AH., 197l)>
p.143*

4. Ibid.
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The new theories of African agricultural education, as

King points out, partly reflected a genuine desire on the part of

mission educators to develop a system of village education which
1

had much greater relevance to immediate village needs. However,

the missionaries and administration were certainly not 'unaware of

the political threat an urban-based, partly educated group

represented, and were able to discern the linka ;e between Thuku's

movement of 1921-22 and its urban base. H.D. Hooper, of the

C.A.S. had drawn attention to this political aspect of agricultural

education as early as August 1922.

The effect of the native unrest and agitation
arising out of legitimate grievances ... has been
to render the younger generations discontented with
home conditions, and to cut thera loose from the
sheet anchor of home interests, also ... an
increasing number are aoing to swell the vagrant
and dotribalised proletariat which haunts the
towns and alienated areas and which has no cares

of land or property to temper the menace of its
smouldering discontent.

Everyone is waking up to that menace but not to
the means of counteracting it? we need the
encouragement of far more agricultural activity
in the Reserves.2

Impetus was given to the Kenya Education 'epartment's increasing

stress on agriculture in the elementary and primary schools by the

recommendations of the Phelps- tokes Commission in 1924 and, the

tenor of the advisory Committee on African education in London.

But, as King notes, "as so often happened in African education, a

1. Ibid., p.144.

2. uoted in Ibid., pp.144-45.
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genuinely progressive educational reform had been construed (by

the radical politically conscious African) as a reactionary
1

political manoeuvre on the part of the whites".

Tho schooling that did evolve in Kenya was thus limited and

had the effect of ensuring the security of the labour supply for

the highland farms, and developing a highly skewed educational

pyramid. . 4-4-4 cycle developed, with a few children receiving

a primary education in the vernacular for four years, culminating

in a common entrance examination for the middle school with fewer

than 10,j continuing their studies, now carried on in wahili.

After another four years, these students took the HPS (the Kenya

African Preliminary Examination taken in .nglish) to qualify for
2

entrance to a four-year secondary or teacher-training college.

ihereas in 1924 Uganda already had a number of post-primary

3chool3, including a higher school (liakerere College), Tonya S3 yet

had none. following the visit of the Jones Commission, the

Protestant missions in Kenya established the lliance High chool

in 1926,"^ and shortly after, the Roman Catholics started the Holy

1. Ibid., p.145.

2. Peeks, pp.4-5*

3. The history of Alliance igh School has been orhaps better
documented than any other in Africa. The best account is
i3. :. Kipkorir, "The Alliance igh J chool and the Origins of
the Kenyan African ...lite, 1926-1962", Th.i). thesis, Cambridge
University, 1970* An astonishingly pedestrian, year by
ye: r account is J. . tephcn Smith's The History of the lliance
High -chool (Nairobi« Jleinemann, 1973) which combines all the
worst features of the school report approach to historiography.
See also L.U. Greave's account, Carey ..'T-rncis of "enya
(London: Aex Collings, 1969), which is a biography of one of
the driving forces behind the school.
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Ghost College nt Aangu. During its early years, the Alliance

High ichool not only played the central role of developing a

vital nuclouo of well-educated African personnel, "bat it acted as
1

a model and challenge to other schools throughout Cenya.".

ndoroon notoo that

In providing education for frleans who wore to
become leaders in their communities the new

missionary school masters were well aware that they
had to succeed in educating men who would achieve
the high standards which critical Europeans would
apply to newly educated Africans. They gave the
beoteeducatLon they 'new at the time, which although
adapted to African conditions and strictly Christian
panoses, borrowed, because of the teachers* own
backgrounds, much from the British puolic/gr-araar
nchool tr dition/.^

The next secondary school was established in 1333 - the icseno

C.,". :. chool,^ followed in the next year by the Catholic chool

at Tula * Thus, all four secondary nchoolc fended in tenya before

orld rr II .tow froi the Christian missionary tradition.

after orld tor II, and especially after 1350, there was

rapid expansion at all levels in the frican educational system.

In the 1930s, and after 1945, African impatience with what seemed

n slow rate of development for '.frican education, combined with

1. John Anderson, The struggle for the chool (Londont
Longmans, 1970), p.23.

2. Ibid.

i. .. Cgot in "British Administration in the Central Kyansa
/.ir triet of tonya, 19 )0-1960', Journal of Trie n 'tutory,

Vol. IV, J 0.2 (1963), pp. provides an account of the
importance of this school, and gives background material on
frican attempts to create r secondary school free from

missionary inf1uenco.
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dissatisfaction with the curriculum (and in the case of the

Kikuyu given greater Impetus by the female circumscision crisis),

found expression in the moves to establish an alternative system

of education. Independent African schools which were linked to

the nationalist movement and the independent churches sprang into

existence.The links between the Kikuyu Central Association

(AC ) and the first independent schools were concealed as far as

possible in order to prevent government action being taken against
2

them on political rounds. Two organizations, the Kikuyu

Independent Schools Association (KISA) and the Kikuyu Karlnga

Education ssociation (iCK L ) were established in the late 1920s.

At the height of the Emergency in late 1952 and early 1953 the

government closed 149 KISA schools, 21 KKSA schools and 14 other

indeoendent private schools because they were considered breeding

grounds of rebellion. In Uganda, on the other hand, independent

schools continued to expand at this time, drawing aany of their

students from Kenya.^

1. There were independent African schools in Kikikuyu District
as early as 1922, but it was not until the 1930s that they
grew in popularity and importance. See Richard 0. Heyman,
"Assimilation and Accomodation in African educations The
Kikuyu Independent Schools '.ssociation", in education for 'hat?
British Policy vs. Looal Initiative (hew York* Syracuse
University, Program of Eastern African Studies, 1973) pp.1-23.

2. Anderson, p.117.

3. J. sokamwa, "The Origin and Development of Inde endent
private Schools in Uganda", Dar-es-Salaam, . i. .S.C. Paper,
1970, pp.154-55•
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Until the 1953s tite intent of the education system in Kenya

wa3 similar to that in other areas -where European settler

interests were paramount. The economics and politics of white

domination required an educational system that limited the

possibilities for African advance. is seeks argues

It is no coincidence that the Jeanes schools - a

system of education recommended by the Jones
Commission of the 1920s - developed in colonies with
European settlers, whereas in countries (e. . Uganda)
where Africans grew the cash-crops the schools
never took hold. The Jeanes schools were designed
to teach the family unit to grow better subsistence
crops and to improve their rural existence. They
did not conflict with the ..uropean settlers*
desire for a secure supply of cash-crops by
.Trie; ns.

The Jeecher deport of 1949 established the form of .African

education over the next ten years in Kenya, its policies being

endorsed by the Binns deport in 1953• It set a goal of primary

school education entrance for 43, of the eligible age group,

interaodiato for 10, , and secondary for a cream of less than lye,

in this way amounting to a definite attempt to design a system of

education th t would kee the majority of primary leavers in the

rural areas. hot surorisingly, the African community rejected

1. Keeks, p.7. The Jeanes bchool which was established at
Kabete with Br. J. . Bougall, one of the secretaries of the
Phelps- tokos Commission, as Principal, is examined in
Kenneth J. King, Pan-Africanism and education (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1971), Chapter 71, and diehard Heyman,
"The Initial Years of the Jeanes Achool in Kenya, 1924-1931",
in Yincent A. battle et al, Assays in the history of Tricar
education (hew York: Teachers College Press, Columbia
University, 1973), pp.105-123. The Jeanes school was later
tr, nsforraed into the ienya Institute of Administration.
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the intention of the Beecher Report and the inferior education

it provided them#'1'
After independence there was a tremendous expansion of African

secondary education with the number of aided and unaided schools

rising from 95 (of which 55 were formerly Asian and European

schools) in 1963 to 601 in 1963, the greater number of which (369)
2

were unaided. The 'Ilararabee' unaided schools which sprang up

during 1964 and after to meet the growing pressure for secondary

education accounted for much of the expansion, but were viewed

"as i threat to properly planned educational, social, and economic

development because they absorb capital, materials, and manpower

that should be integrated into the total planned development of

the country.""^
The expansion was not ovently distributed throughout Kenya.

The differential contact Africans had with missionaries, government

officials and settlers, proximity to urban areas and educational

facilities, have produced great regional and "tribe,!" educational

and economic differences which have influenced the composition of

the intellectual stratum and recruitment patterns. ..here- s in

best africc the najor centres of development wore loo- tod in the

coastal regions, in Kenya they have been in the south-western

quadrant of the country, due largely to the influence of the

1. -i- oid., p. 6.

2. Anderson, p.150.

3. boohs, p.12. -lost of the "Ilarambee" schools suffer from
inadequate capital resources and serious staff shortages.
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Kenya-Uganda railway and the places Buropeans chose to settle.'"
The construction of the railway fostered the growth of important

centres of communication and trade at Kairobi, Eakuru, and Kisumu.

The following table indicates the extent to which inequalities in

education are related to region and "tribe".

Table 2 2

Tribal Background of Kenya form—?our frican Secondary
School . tudents in 1961 and 1963.

1961 1963
A" X' "X"

Tribe
Percent. rercent. Select¬ Percent. Select¬

of of ** ivity of ivity
i-opul- Sample Patio Sample Patio
ation *

Hamitic 6.7 .2 .03 .2 .03

Kilo Hamitic 13.3 7.1 .5 3.3 .7

Luo 13.7 14.3 1.0 13.3 1.0

Kicuyu 19.7 35.0 1.3 37.4 1.9

Cmbu- foru 7.3 6.2 .3 5.6 .3

Luyia 13.0 15.0 1.2 17.3 1.3

Cisii 6.9 2.5 .4 3.1 .5

3amba 11.2 12.7 1.1 7.7 .7

Coastal 7.6 6.0 .3 5.9 .3

foreign .6 .9 1.5 .5 .3

Totals 100 100 100

IJumbers (3,354,773) (1,020) (1,333)

This distribution has been computed from the Cenya Population
Census of 1962, Vol.Ill (Unirohi: iinistry of conomic Planning and
development, 1966).

Percentages do not add up to exactly 100. because of rounding.
" The Hamitic group includes Pendille, Galla, and Comali speaking
tribes. The 7 ilo Kamitic group includes Calenjin speaking tribes
as well as the .Iasai, the Samburu, the furkana, the Iteso, the
llilerobo, and the 7'jenps.
detectivity Patio - the ratio between a "tribes" representation in
the school sample and its share of the total population.

1. Jerry 3. Olson, "secondary schools and .lites in Kenya* A
Comoarative Study of Students in 1961 and 1963", Comparative
-■ducation Heview, Vol.l6, Ho.l (1972), pp.44-53*

2. Table from Olson, p«47*
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The 'ikuyu,who have an excesr* of 30. > and 90 over their

statistical "quota" aaong form-four oupils, are by fr?r the moat

overrepresented group* The tnermlity is also borne out by the

rovinelr.l distribution of secondary schools, a die proportionate

numbor of which -ire located in Central and Koirobi rovinema where

they principally benefit 'Cikuyu students.^ The regional

inequality ic even aore aar'ced in terae of schools roviding
p

higher school certificate and fifth and sixth form education*

feoondarr dduoctlon In Taneania

t the tine of independence, Tnnrnnylhr. wo the leant

educationally adv? need of the laet fricar etcton • >foro lorld

or I, r nunher of schools were started by the various nionion

•oiaiiep o--fv-:-tln- 1: r-l'o ■ Z" ■" r. h« of

the Gorman administration, products of as entirely different

od tc tior-1 oyeteu fret tho British, sot up a number of Government

schools to irovide clerks, aJeidas, and tax collectors for the

administration*"^ By the tirae of the tfar, when there were ten

missions working in German :>%8t Africa, there were nrobr.bly come

71,000 to 100,00:') muila "under the infl-tence of roue missionory

1. ndorson, p.150.

V, 337

3. Accounts of Gem n education may be found in G.I. Homsby,
"Oera&n zduc&tlonal ..chieveuent in ^aet ..frier. -,
lutes and upcordis (Till), LaII (1964), oo.3i-:?0, and

. . ionderson, "German mat - fricai 1134-1 ;?1<3", in .• incest
• rlow and .;!• Chilver (edo.), History of bat ; frier ,

Vel.l, (c;.foru» Clarendon, 1 >p*i23-4>2.
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education".1

The prolonged and bitterly fought German Oast ..frican

campaign destroyed much of the pre-war mission-centred education

system. -s a result, the Jritish administration were faced with

the problem of making a fresh start, a fact which led to much

greater government initiative in education. Thus, at £ time when

Uganda had a number of well-established secondary schools, and was

witnessing the creation of a higher college, in makerere, Tanganyika

was just getting back on the educational path. In the early 1920s

a strong anti-academic bias was paramount, with attention being

given to the establishment of a network of village schools
2(government "Tribal .schools"),'" with one central school in each

province affording some post-primary education.^ The expansion

of primary education in the 1920s had increased the African demand

ior farther instruction,^ but the missions were unsympathetic,

arguing that it was not their responsibility, and that "post¬

primary secular education could only create a detribalised and
«}

irreligious elite".' as in Tanya, there was a pronounced

missionary and administration fear that a literary education would

1. nthony ^mith in "The missionary Contribution to Education
(Tanganyika) to 1914", TAR, LXI (1963), p.107 -ives a figure
of 100,000 but iiomsby (p.37) suggests that it was about
66,000.

2. Discussed in Hcyneraann, pp.35ff•

3. Goldthorne, n African TLite, p.4»

4. John Iliffe, "The Age of Improve pent and Differentiation
(1907-45)* in I.!. Ximambo and . .J. femu (eds.j, history
of Tanzania (Nairobi* OA AFT., 1969), p.133.

5. Ibid.
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produce an "unemployable clerical class divorced from the interests

and activities of thoir fellows, and dissatisfied with the rewards

that can be earned after the completion of their studies"."''
iiivers Smith in the Tanganyika Education Report (Dar-es-Salaaar, 1925)

argued along similar lines, pointing out that "agriculture shall be

the keynote of our educational progr mme ... in the v st majority

of cases the African's natural heritage is the land and it is

therefore the first duty of the state to teach him to make the most
2

use of that natural inheritance". The fear that literary

education would produce a "top heavy Social system" was perhaps a

misplaced one at the tine, considering that Tanganyika, was not to

initiate its first secondary school for almost another twenty years.

Africans determinedly resisted efforts to make agriculture an

integral part of the syllabus, and demanded more post-primary

education. "livery family, every kinship group in the areas where

Western education had taken root, aspired to get at least one of

its members away from home into paid employment from which they

would all benefit."^
In the 1930s doubts were raised about the dispersal of effort

among the provincial schools, even though it had been imposed by

the vastneso of the territory and the rudimentary communications

1. uoted in Hc-yneman, p.32.

2. (.uoted in Ibid., pp.32-33*

3. This is admittedly an a posteriori argument.

4. J. Cameron & ... Jodd, Jociety Jchools and rrogroas in
Tanzania (Oxford* Pergamon Press, 1970), p.70.
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system. By 1940 secondary education was largely concentrated at

Taboraj at the Tabora Government School which was modelled on a

British public school and known as the "Eton of Tanganyika"? and

at the oman Catholic Mission school, t. Mary's. The other

major secondary school was Bt. ,.ndrew'e, inaki (now dinrki

Second ry School), which was originally founded at Kiungani in

Zanzibar in 1369 by the Universities Mission to Central Africa

g(U. . • .) • The three schools began to take C abridge School

Certificate ( . .0.) in 1947-1948 and, until 1947, concentrated their

efforts on the .•lake rere entrance examination.J In 1943 thex*e were

23 . ufriccn candidates for the CuC (15 a used) and 25 for the

.1 kerere entr nee examination, of whom 12 passed.^ By 1954 numbers

had increased substantially, but they were still small* 105

candidates for the CSC (98 passed) and in 1957» 150 candidates,

all but one of whom passed.

during the mid 1950s there was a shift in Government policy

away from the anti-academic bi s as the need for edue.* ted personnel

in the administration gre... As early as 1946, the deport of the

•ducation Je x rtment had complained of c sore lble i mong government

departments for the limited number of senior secondary boys who

1. Huxley, pp.96-99• The school was originally founded in 1925
and accepted only the sons of chiefs and headmen for the first
ten years.

2. J. .F. ihina, "Jducation in and Around Jar-es- alaen", TIB,
IXI (1970), pp.175-30.

3. Goldthorpe, in African Elite, p.7.

4. Ibid.
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were being tempted away from teaching and higher education by the

pay and allowances offered during in-service training. 'The .Report

noted that "the dearth of suitable candidates for lakerere is

holding up the development of the country"." Yet in spite of the

expansion of secondary education after ..orld dar II, in 1957 only

0*2,j of the population had ever attended secondary school, and even
'■

fewer had received "0" level certificates. Relatively few schools,

the principal ones being Tabora .toys, t. i-atriok's (.iinaici), St.

francis (i'ugu), Tonga Secondary School, Old loshi, and St. Mary's

Tabora, provided recruits for university education and ployed a key

role in class formation in Tanganyika. The expansion of the 1960s

(in 1965 there were 76 secondary schools in Tanganyika of which

only 7 were church-relatod 'unassisted" schools) has meant the

universities have recruited from a much wider range of schools, and

hence geographical areas and ethnic groups.

lhe fast African ...ducational fyram id

It is .. iparent then that although colonial odue-;.tors Pished to

spread some literacy training throughout the society, they limited

academic education to just the very few Africans required for the

British system of indirect leadership, as in Uganda, or to man the

lower echelons of the colonial administration. The result of this

policy was a sharply narrowing educational pyramid which has

1. .uoted in Ibid.

2. IcGowan & Jolland, p.74«
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persisted into, ; nd been reinforced in the post-independence period.

In Uganda, for instance, in 1927 there were 225,000 students,

adults and children, in Bible and literacy classes; fewer than

3,000 students in secondary schools; and fewer than 450 receiving

any kind of >or.t-secondary -schooling.'" forty years 1- tor, ;

similar pattern existed, as the below table reveals.

Table 32

Uumber of Ugandan Students at Various Stages of
schooling in 1966

Primary I 122,326
Primary VIII 27,214
Form I 6,504
Form IV 3,029
Form V 966
Form VI 579
First Year Makerere 397

Much the same situation existed in Kenya and Tanzania as well.

The decision by colonial administrators and mission educators

to use formal academic training as the criterion for access to the

governing elite taught iiast .Africans to equate education with

economic benefits, political influence, and social status. It

was basically for this reason that thoy resisted practical or

vocational training and demanded academic training. Notwith¬

standing the efforts of Kenyatta and Kbiyu Koinange, and other

cultural nationalists, Africans, according to ..3. Gastle, did not

1. Cenneth Prewitt, "University Students in Bast ..fries.:
Case of Political quietude," in Kenneth Prewitt (ed.),
Jducation and Political Values (Nairobi: Pirh., 1971), P*154»

2. Table in Ibid.
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regard the transplanted British tradition as an "astonishing

exercise in irrelevance", Castle wrote

The educational tradition ... was accepted for its
cash value and as a sure means of moving away from
poverty and weakness to comparative affluence and
power. Tor at least a few it was an «cape route
from toilsome labour to the bright offices of the
towns; for others it led the way to the dimmer
lights of the mission schoolroom. The path to
this was desirable and was stream with dng. lit.,
British history, world geography, British flora
and fauna, British arithmetic and sometimes Latin#
Ho one is to blame (sicl) This was all the
very hard working expatriate missionaries and 1
teachers knew, and all the examiner prescribed."

The results of the skewed educational pyramid and of the boarding

schools modelled on those of Sngland, as Prewitt points out, were

essentially fourfold. In the first place, students were isolated

from their families, "thus giving to mission educators nearly total
2

control over the political socialization of the youth".

Secondary schools, Stanley notes, provided a "moral-societal"

substitute for the consistency of traditional socialization.

The Evangelical dynamic and dedication was in fast
Africa protected by the sectarian institutional-
authoritari; n structure of the secondary school.
The present African Protestant intelligentsia ...

have been nurtured in sectarian communities
designed quite consciously to provide a "whole"
way of life in way3 not so functionally different
from traditional society itself.J

secondly, it became clear to Africans very quickly that formal

education as defined and controlled by the colonizer, was the

1. ;. i. Castle, Growing up in Bast j i'rica (London: O. J. ., 1)66)
P. 33.

2. Prewitt, p.153.

3. Gtanley, p.81.
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channel to a position of status. Thirdly, the selected few were

taught to recognise their superior position in society, and the

rewards given then were sufficient to demonstrate that they wore

indeed part of an elite. And fourthly, the aim of the mission

educators, imperfectly realised as it was, we3 to inculcate

standards of religious morality and disciplined behaviour which

would "order the African's progression into ./estern technological

society in a moderate vay".^ The consequence of this education

was to create a quiescent elitist group.

Most observers who have commented on the impa-ct of festem

education upon African society have stressed its disruptive and

individualising tendencies, and the way in which it has driven a

wedge between the student and his family and traditional values.

Stanley, for instance, accepts the thrust of this generalisation,

but argues that it is oversimplified, and more applicable to

university than secondary education. It also overlooks the way in

which the secondary school, as a social system orovidod a

substitute for the consistency of traditional socialisation.

Many observers, Prewitt notes, have perhaps underestimated the

extent to which the "educational institutions in .frican nations

have become in loco parentis for entire generations of school
2

children"." In the light of this, those views which stress the

divergence between the values of secondary and university education

1. Prewitt, -.149 •

2. Ibid.
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have to be modified considerably given that most students, having

been exposed for the greater part of their childhood and adolescence

to the values of the school, tend to carry these values into the

university setting. Aather than there being a conflict or

divergence between "traditional" values and those which they now

hold, there is a continuity of school and university values which

tends to promote student political quietude. The model of

"modernisation" upon which they are nurtured assigns to them key

modernising roles, and the system normally rewards those who

maintain the .model. As the case of the .jar-es-dalacm students'

protest against the introduction of Lational service suggests, it

is only when their positions and assumptions are challenged, that

stuaent political quietude is disturbed.

University ,ducation* The Growth and importance of .akorore

As we shall see, the question of the role of universities in

Past africa has been debated for a long time by expatriate and

African academics, students and governments. The debate has

revolved not only around questions of the university's central role

in meeting the high-level manpower requirements of contemporary

African states and the reduction of the European expatriate

academic staff component, but of transforming inherited structures

and curricula as well. Crucial, and still largely unresolved

questions, such as the relationship between government and the
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university, and the university's role in developing a critical

intellectual heritage ond recovering an African cultural heritage,

continue to trouble a great many African intellectuals.

Until the eve of independence, lakerere University College

enjoyed a monopoly of higher acadeiic. education in last frier.

It produced intellectuals and political organizers xfho contributed

to the ferment of nationalist forces leading to Independence, and

helped to lay the foundations of on intellectual stratum in last

Africa. It has trained successive generations of Dast . frican

intellectuals and, in more recent years, provided them with

occupational outlets.

:L cerere College began in effect in 1122 as a Uganda Government

technical school."'' The following year, on the bonis of
- recommendations made by iric Hussey, Chief Inspector of chools

in the ^udan, to tho Governor, 5ir Geoffrey Archer, the school

widened its scope to include both literary-professional and technical

training. The courses then offered included carpentry and

telegraphy, a clerk's course, and medicine. from tho first the idea

developed that the College should eventually become a university.

This was borne out in the first report of the Uganda Jducation

Department which stated

This year has been devoted principally to organization -
the only Government educational institution has been
the college at makerere, which is destined to become
the University College for the Ii>otcctorate.2

1. Gee iiargaret acoherson, They Duilt for the future (Cambridge,
at the University Aress, 1^64), Chapter 1.

2. Quoted in Goldthorpe, An African -.lite, p.5*
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In 1928 the purely technical courses were withdrawn to a

separate Kampala Technical School 5 in 1931 surveying was

discontinued;1 and the short-lived expedient of junior secondary

work had also cone to an end by 1930, when the College may be
2

thought of as entering the second phase of its growth. During

the 1930s, the main effort was directed at building up the

professional courses - medicine, engineering, agriculture,

veterinary science, and the school masters' course. lakerere's

main function during the 1920s and '30s was thus primarily to

tr in the . frican assistant officers for the Uganda Government•s

technical services. However, the introduction in 1933 of courses

leading to the CSC (the first available in last Africa) larked a

major step forward, as it represented the first purely academic

coarse at the College.

In its early years, .lakerere drew most of its students from

Uganda (predominantly iugunda) and its administr tion from 1922-

1933 was under the Uganda Government. During the 1930s students

from other territories were admitted: the first were a Kikuyu

from Kenya in 1923, and a ..ansibari Arab in the following year."*
Dy the end of the 1940s the territorial distribution had changed

substantially from that of the 1920s, Uganda students no longer

representing the majority. In 1943 the Kenya entry exceeded the

1. iacpherson, p.13.

2. Goldthorpe, n .•■frican dite, p.10.

3« Ibid., P.11.
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Uganda one for the first timeMajor changes in the "tribal"

composition of the student body also occurred. The Oanda

proportion declined from 100, in 1922 to 15 ' > in the first four

2
years of the 1950s. This partly reflected the increasing entry

of Kenyan and Tanganyikan students, especially after 1938 when

the College became inter-territorial. However, even as a

proportion of Uganda students, the Ganda declined with the greater

entry of students from the outlying parts of the Procterete.^
The rates of entry of different "tribal" -roups to takerere,

Goldthorne has shown, clearly reflected the educational

inequalities produced by variations in the intensity and

distribution of mission and administration contact, access to urban,

trading, and educational centres, and levels of economic advance¬

ment. On the basis of intra-territorial comparisons, Ooldthorpe

established that in Uganda the Ganda, Samia, Toro, and T'yoro had

above average rates of entry? in Menya, the Uikuyu, Luo, Samia,

Luyla and Teita, had above average rates? and in Tanzania, the

Bondei, Haya, Chagga, Migua, Nya!<yusa and Pare, had above average

4
rates of entry to Makerere.

The le La ./err Commission of 1937 visited the last "ifrican

territories and recommended th t university education by developed.

1. J. :. Goldthorpe, " lakerere btudentat studies in the social
origins and formation of an educated African elite", Ph.D.
thesis, London University—"lakorcre University College,
1960-61, p.46.

2. Ibid., p.101.

3. riting in 1961, Goldthorpe pointed out that "it is of some
significance that by far the biggest number of educated fricans
today are Ganda; 671 of the 1,698 persons in the Register are
Ganda. Ibid.

4. Ibid., pp.109-10.
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However, the Commission felt that Makerere should continue as a

secondary school, and a separate site be developed," The inter-

territorial conference of the following year, which met to

consider the ^commendations of the he La tfarr Commission, decided

to develop at Makerere to maintain continuity, and because

.hikerere had already ®tablished a reputation that could be built

2 3
upon. The Asquith Commission, set up during Lorld Jar II,

recommended that Hakerere*s advance to university status, along

with several other colleges in the colonial empire, should be in

a scheme of special elations with the Jhivorsity of London, in

"order to ensure that the degrees available there should bear the

4
stamp and standing of that University . At the same time the

Ilakerere Council felt that there was a need to develop academic

courses which were not "purely and solely linked with professional

training, ahd also the need to make provision for advanced study

by members of the academic staff and (later) oy attached research

students, in order to develop towards university standard the
5

education offered in the College". The latter bore fruit in 1944

1. aighere -ducation in Last .-frica. deport of the Commission
appointed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
Colonial x.o.142, London* H. i.S.O., Copt. 1937* ft.Ill,
Ch.17, P.79.

2. Report of the Inter-territorial conference to btamine the
Practical Steps necessary to implement the Recommendations of
the Commission on Higher education in Last Africa for the
Establishment of a Higher College, Government Printer,
Intebbe, June 1938.

3. do port of the Commission on Higher education in the Colonies,
Cmd.6647, London, H.H.S.O., June 1945*

4. Goldthorpe, n African lite, p$12.

5. Hacphereon, p.39«
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when the Institute of bocial Research was conceived, and

established with a Colonial development and Welfare grant. The

Institute1s aim, as macpherson points out, was to "base socio¬

logical research in ^ast Africa at a -lace where soiae form of

coordination of effort and pooling of material could be made and

..akerere was the obvious choice"."'

University College status was granted in 1949. In 195^»

teaching began for the intermediate examination of the University

of London and, two years later, for the 3.A. and J3.Sc. The

growth of degree work was accompanied by progress within the

2
professional schools. ^.long with the rise in standards went a

rapid increase in student numbers: from 444 in 1954 to 331 in

1959-60, and a change in the racial composition of the student

body with the admission of Asians in the early 1950s.

Obstacles to Africanization at makerere

Until recently, the most striking characteristics of

hakerere were the British orientation of its curriculum, and the

high expatriate staff component, of whom the British, followed by

the Americans in the 1960s, constituted the overwhelming bulk.

as late as 1971* 2/3rds of the academic staff were of expatriate

origins. The decade I96O-70 was a period of rapid growth: staff

numbers rose from 170 to 531. In I960 there were 10 Oast African

1. Ibid., P.43.

2. for details, see Goldthorpe, An African .lite, p.13.
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members of staff? in l?6?-7^ there were 115* hut while 1^60-70

was a deoade of localisation the total number of academic staff

rose from 170 to 581* that is, for every one Jaat Afrioan

appointed, two expatriates were recruited.

lakorere•e age and traditions, Bert Adams an expatriate

sociologist points out, "have made change and innovation in its

established structures more difficult to bring about than in the
1

newer campuses, especially Jar". Makerere's structural links

have been with the University of London and include the London

degree and external examiner systems. during the late lj6Ua there

was a substantial influx of .'Americans and American influence,

supported by agencies such as the ford and Rockefeller foundations,

the Overseas Education Bervice, and ULaIJ. for instance, it was

a Rockefeller foundation Grant which launched International

Relations within the department of Political science and rublic

Administration.

-inderstandbly, the predominance of British and American faculty

at Aakerore has aroused the antagonism of many local academics and
2

politicians. The culmination of this antagonism is to be found

in the Report of the Visitation Committee to lakerere University,

„ published in Juno 197G- The Report included recommendations for

1. Bert L. Adams, "Africanisation and Academic Imperialism",
r.t .fries, Journal. Vol. IX, fo.5 (1J72), p.24.

2. i'icho li, for instance, argued in a letter to The Too pie that
an anti-Ugandan attitude prevailed at lakerere in so far as
recruitment of the stiff wan concerned. The College was "a
colony of the British and Americans" which discriminated
against Indigenous staff for senior appointments, (eptenber
7th, lj>68, p.9).
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rapid Ugandanization rather than Africanization of the faculty,

that deanships be already held by Ugandans, and that department

headships should be Ugandanized in the shortest possible time.

Perhaps even more significantly, the Report recommended that the

selection of faculty by foreign organizations, with their entire

salaries paid by these organizations, must be discontinued. Thus,

rapid Ugandanization and Africanization is the expressed goal of

Aakerere University, to be implemented with all possible speed and

with all possible means. In the case of the departmental Head¬

ships and deanships, this has been rapid."' Yet in the case of the

total ficulty the pace has not been as rapid. Adams, for instance,

has shown that "after a fairly sharp rise of 7a the proportion

of African staff in the three year period from 1965-66 to 1967-68,

there has been a rise of but 8>s in the past five academic years.

At the current rate it would be 1986-87 before half of makerere*s

faculty would be African - and, of course, not all these would be
2

Past Africans or Ugandans".

According to Atwoki's analysis, three schools of thought have

kept Ugandans out of the top levels of academic life in the

Universityi first, the aristocracy of culture view which suggests

that university graduates, imbued with the "merits of British

culture", should provide leadership for the masses; second, the

view that graduates, given the whole educational system, are more

1. See Appendix II of this thesis for details.

2. Adams, p.24.
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concerned with material advancement and job security than with

the true values of education* and, third, the view that Ugandan

graduates come from a type of background which is not conducive

cade..:ic .-...v: ...ce .out. The second of these vie us, s already

argued, has fairly etron.;; foundations, but ..twoldl no. loots perhaps

the lost crucial. ihe >rincipal b rriers lie, as i. as recognises,

in i combination of expatriate interests, a shortage of trained
2

..fricons, and administrative economic dependence. The last

barrier is the ono which is most frequently overlooked by those

seeking cultural'- answers. JLxi Uganda, as in most other African

states, education could not operate at its present level without

substantial external economic assistance. .conomic dependence

promotes a state of academic imperialism} funolng agencies attach

strings, if only in the provision of staff, who act as experts in

agriculture, commerce, engineering, law and so on.

Obviously many expatriate staff members have a vested interest

in continued oxyatriate dominance. many would find difficulty in

obtaining elsewhere positions offering oqual status and power.
/

for some it is economically advantageous. ' There can be little

1. ,..gonda Atvo.ki, iakorere University! The crisis of Identity's
in T. Yeaufu (ed.), Creating the frlcan University
(xbadan: UJ.iS, 1A73>» Pp.95-6.

2. Adams, pp. 24*"27•

3* Ibid., p.ab.

4. motives of expatriate academics are discussed in . dam Kuper,
"The f'roubles of -Toonerot The Repatriate .endemic", . Tit

. Trie.. Journal. Vol./I, To.12 pp.2<J~34» J.C. sard,
"The hrv-triate Academic and the African University", 'ami

. fr ica Journal, tfol.Vil, To.lO(lJ7Jj, pp.12-16, and
Paul Theroux, "Tarsan is an ascrtrl-'te", Transition, Vol.7,
To.32, (lA67l» pp.lb—li?»
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doubt that perhaps the bulk of expatriate academics at lakerere

have seen the -university as basically an extension of the British

system, serving similar functions, and imbuing students with

similar intellectual and moral values* Murrey Carlin, playwright

and lecturer in ngliah, adopted an essentially fatalistic view,

arguing that whether it was declarable or not, lakerero was part of

a process of ifosternlsction. All the activities of the university

contributed to "the subversion in an intimate and detailed way, of

the African mind"."1 He added

vhatever say cose about eventually in Africa is
far beyond our concern. All we can do is hand
things on - such the same kind of activity, it
Gesso to me, as mis conducted throughout urope
during the tiddla Age®, among the heirs of another
spire ... Our business is to give, now, what we

have to give the peoploo of tho new Commonwoalth -
the means of remembering - of maintaining them¬
selves in the sain current of civilisation.
This is no imposition, but an answer to a need.
The framework within which the mind of Africa
can find and extend itself, must be the frame¬
work of civilisation of Jurope and America.£

Underlying muoh of the discussion of the curriculum in the Arte,

and the most obvious source of friction amongst the expatriate

staff,"* was a major concern with the lack of "background" or

"frame of reference" of the students. This was beat oxoreaaed by

langlands who, though opposed to the introduction of background

courses, drew attention to the absence of those informal source®

of education, including sub-cultural support, capable of sustaining

1. M»M# C&rlln, Contribution to "Arte in Bast Africa* A
symposium", Makerere Journal. Ho. 4 ( 1U60), p.3.

2. Ibid., pp._H4.

j. Stanley, p#177«
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intellectual and academic activity.

Perhaps ••• the tine lias come to try to see the
position of these intellectuals and what there is
to offer them when once they graduate from this
ivory tower. In a house without electricity or
water - in a school in the bush ... ten milea from
town, and that a town without a bookshop - with
no up-country libraries - possibly not oven a
cinema - with a radio which blurts out "pop"
music interminably - with no periodicals except
.)rua ... and perhaps worst of all, unaccepted
in the alien society that dominates the intell¬
ectual life of your country* What ohance is
there of being either civilised or intellectual
in this wilderness?1

Langlands expressed opposition to changes in the University

curriculum and structure, viewing them as a threat to "standards

of academic scholarship"• Kcverthelese he was prepared to make

some concessions to the culture! relativist viewpoint, arguing

that the university would increasingly have to take into account

the need for reorientation in the light of African traditions and

the reappraisal of African culture and history.

Many expatriate academics were obviously concerned to maintain

uropean academic or intellectual primacy by both advocating and

defending the .uropean ideal of the nature and function of the

university against African counterclaims. lighting a rearguard

action, they have portrayed the transition from a colonial to a

national university as an exhausting effort to preserve academic

standards and academic freedom "in a comparatively hostile er.viron-
2

ment". J.3. Heron, a former warden of Kew Hall, saw political

1. 3. langlands, Contribution to "Art© in Uast Africa» A
yaposlun", -akerogs Journal. Bo.4 p. 26*

2. Aalcolm Crawford, "Government and the Universities* 3ast
Africa", .linerva. 7ol.V, Bo.3 (l?67), pp.376-3 31.
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moves for iifricaoiiaiition as a throat to the "notion of academic

autonomy and academic freedom", and condescendingly admonished

Ugandan politician critics who were ignorant of the traditional

role of the university when making them recommendations for

Africanization."'" He argued that to adopt Government or other

criteria of education (instrunontalist views) would "betray

completely the cause of the academic community and consequently
2

the cause of education". Universities have a duty to "resist

the ever-present tendency on the part of the dominant or vocal

sections of society to reduce them to the level of mere instruments

serving a "practical" purpose1Heron laid great stress on the

role of univex'sity education in promoting a critical perspective

which is implied in the whole notion of the academic way of life.^f
Our culture (sicl) is permeated with a tradition of
critical thought? a tradition which, studied and
properly used, can enliven the thought of those we
educate, and prepare them for the battle against
the enemies of the academic spirit - the claims of
expediency, and the claims of power-wielding social
units such as Parliament and Church.5

A measuring-stick for assessing the university-character of an

institution is a "consideration of the size, development, and vigour

of its faculty of Arts. A University, as opposed to a lore

institution for tortiaiy education, is more likely to bo found

where this faculty flourishes .^ clearly tho two is;, uos of

1. j•• Heron, " ome deflections on Academic freedom", . Herere
v Journal, Ho.9 (1964)* P»34»

2. Ibid., p. 40

3. Ibid., p.41

4. Ibid., P.39

5. Ibid., P«41

6. Ibid.
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"academic freedom" and ,-frieanization are distinct, but Heron

confuses them by using the former as an argument against political

calls for a rapid increase in the latter. In spite of the

confusion, heron does raise a real question about the critical

function of the university. Is the university to be a quiescent

institution doing the government's bidding without protect, or is

it to be a place of independent critical thinking which provides

a milieu for the growth of a critical African intellectual

community? This critical role is not necessarily incompatible

with the propagation of national ideology or the recovery of a

national cultural heritage, but may well bo so interpreted by

incumbent political elites.

hakererc expatriate academics (and not only expatriates) have

often looked with a great deal of apprehension at developments at

the neighbouring dar-ea-balaam campus, where attempts to create a

socialist university have threatened many of the academic vol ucs

they cherish. One ox* the most vocal of these academics has been

frofessor malcolrn Crawford, formerly frofcosor of Chemistry and Head

of the Department of Chemistry. As with so many academics who

feel threatened by change, Crawford points out that the relation¬

ship of African universities with European ones "led to the presor-

1
vation of the standards and traditions of the .parent university".

He laments that members of the three Cast ,-frican University

Colleges are "not free to teach and to interpret their subjects

1. Crawford, .376.
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in the manner they prefer"."1 He criticizes governments for

directing students into particular courses, and singles out the
2

Tanz&nian Government for his moot vitriolic criticism. lie also

criticizes the bonding of students in receipt of government

bursaries,-^ and regrets that government appointees on councils

have played a role in the determination of academic salaries and

terms of service. Crawford condemns African governments for

trying to influence decisions concerning the overall development

of the colleges, decisions, that is, about such matters as the

number and standards of student hostels and the opening of new

departments and faculties.^ He views the Tanzanian Government*s

insistence that tuition fees be increased as another infringement

of academic freedom, given that it affects only the students who
5

are not Hast African nationals for they receive full bursaries.

Crawford also criticizes the decision of the Hast African

Colleges to em ply expatriate staff largely on a contract basis,

and is oblivious of attempts to create national academic and

intellectual traditions. Indeed, the example of Crawford and

others suggests that lany expatriate academics, and especially

older ones, were clinging to, and endeavouring to maintain in the

1. Ibid., p.399#

2. Ibid., pp.377 & 379•

3. Ibid., p.379.

4. Ibid., pp.377-78.

5. Ibid., p.373.
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- frican Getting, an Oxbridge derived, tradition which had boon

effectively challenged, if not supplanted, in post-war tiorld

: r II .ritain.

If expatriate academics at dakerere have been fighting a

rearguard action on questions of Africanization and curriculum

c anao, : kerore students have been politically quiescent and little

interested in debate about the nature and function of the

university. The editorial in the 3tudent newspaper, Tho -laborercan

described student life in the following way.

The cult of the university student boils down to
playing bridge, smoking, amending a lot of time in
the billiard room, gambling a little, spasmodic
'digging' in the library, election campaigning, and

.'.oLk.to;, t v. ...1 . social _unctions ...

tacit attitude political wise is the xfay to be
♦discreet'. hot a small proportion of freshmen
are already thinking about their future in terms
of bread-winning capacities. inhere is the life,
alertness and vitality that is intrinsic to and
symbolic of university life? This is a stale
and barren campu3.1

The Oritishness of educational practises at iakerere have

never really been the focus of student activism. home five years

after Independence, one Guild member asked rhetorically» "To

what extent has Ilakerero shifted since the British were forced to

opt out of this part of Africa?" and replied

negligible, if any. he shall continue to produce
tho certified craftsman, the doctor, the
agriculturalist, the mechanically trained man who
will fit into a given system. British conserv¬
atism and ideals are our aims. Anything anti-
British is anti-hakerere.^

1* The .. -kercroan, July lp» 1966

2. quoted in Prewitt, p.145*
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There would appear to be a contradiction between the Guild

member's view and that advanced by Heron. The Guild member does

not view the university as an arena of critical discourse under

threat from "ovomment instrumentalist demands, as Heron does, but

rather as a place which already chum3 out functionaries who lack

the critical perspective and spirit which Heron deems the hallmark

of university education.

In his study of lakerere students, Prewitt gives come weight

to the argument that gradualist political activity such as that

engaged in by Hakerere students, rather than being a preliminary

to political radicalism, "may actually lower the probability of

radical movements".''' Such a view was mooted in The kcreroan

which mointed out that

Here students seem to prefer to act individually
rather than collectively. Many of them are members
of the national political parties. Perhaps this is
one of the things that stifles concerted student
action because they feel too much loyalty to their
parties to act independently of them ... In this
position, students lose all advantages of collective
bargaining and limit their own freedom of expression
and action.2

The argument, however, is seriously flawed. One might askl

"Hven if political gradualism does inhibit radicalism, why should

it inhibit criticism of curricula and the nature of the university?"

.t the University of r-es- la, student nembors of the U U

Youth League (TYL) have been among the most active and theoretically

1. Ibid., p.147.

2. The "ekereroan, August 19 th, 1966.
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informed critics of university and government in Tanzania,

suggesting that the actual nature of the party has an important

hearing on student radicalism. The answer for iiakerere student

political quietude lies, as Prewitt argues, in careerism and

security-consciousness promoted by the systems of primary and

secondary education and their socialization processes, and the

examination system which determines educational advancement and

the achievement of 'elite * status. As b.U. Lipset puts it,

elitist education systems "tend to assure those who succeed in

reaching the university a guarantied place in the upper levels of

society ... utudents may realistically expect to enter the elite,
1

and thus they-tend to identify with the existing one." fuietude,

rather than radicalism, represents the stable path to 'elite* entry.

The University of hairobi

The second university in hast Africa was, if only in terms of

institutional antecedents, the University of hairobi. The

University developed out of the Royal Technical College in Eairobi,

an inter-territorial institution to which the four governments of

Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda, and .anzibar contributed the operational

costs. The Technical College took its first class of students from

1. L. -. bipsot, "University Students and Politics in Under¬
developed Countries", Comparative education Review, Vol.10,
ho.2 (1066), p.149. ----- —
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all four territories in 1956, offering courses in architecture,

domestic science, applied art, commercial subjects, surveying, and

engineering, in addition to intermediate courses in arts and

sciences. It drew over half its students from the Just African

Asian community.

The forking .arty on Higher Education in Hast Africa, under

the chairmanship of Dr. J.T. Lockwooa, visited Hast Africa in

1953 and, in its report (published in 1959), recommended that the

.toyal Technical College be reorganised as a university college in

vhich both academic and professional courses would have equal

standing within faculties of arts, science, engineering, and

special professional studies. Originally the intention of the

colonial administration had been to develop Aakerero as a university

of Hast Africa in its own right, but the "growth of ambitions in

both Aenya and Tanganyika for colleges in those territories made the
2

idea of a single university politically untenable". The

administrations were anxious to avoid over-burdening the economies

of independent Aast Africa with the heavy expenses involved in

setting-up three separate univorsitioo, and evolved the idea of a

federal university linking the colleges in each territory in such

a manner as to avoid unnecessary duplication. The details of such

a scheme were examined by the .forking -arty, and endorsed in the

1. Helen litchon (ed.), The .ducated . friern. A Country by
Country Survey of educational Development in frica (London:
Heinemann, 1962j, p.ljO.

2. doger J. uouthall, "The federal University and the i-olitics
of federation in fast Africa", uast Africa Journal, Vol.9,
ho.11 (1972), p.33.
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Beport. -11 three colleges of the proposed University of daat

--frica were to provide basic art3 and science to ching, and each

one was to specialize in the provision of professional courses:

Nairobi, Engineering and Architecturej Dar-es-Balaam, Law and

-iarine Biology; and lakerere, isdicine and so on.

■ vs in the case of lakerere, the traditional British pattern

was established when the University College of Nairobi became a

constituent college of the University of last -frica. Anderson*

while noting that the British heritage seriously affected

professional sschool3 such as engineering, pointed out that it was

the academic faculties that suffered most from the British heritage.

There is little interchange between faculties, and
the general degree eattem requires the study of
only two subjects during the second and third years,
which may not sound like over-specialization by
British standards, until the effects of the lack of
support subjects, maths for physics and chemistry,
economics for history and geography, and the more
flexible arrangements of good American university
programmes which allow the effective integration of
basic academic and more vocationally oriented
studies, are considered. -any departments have now
instituted specialist courses in one subject only
during the second and third years for better students,
emphasizing the correlation in many minds of special¬
ization with ability and status. There is little
sympathy for attempts to integrate new subjects into
the present programme s.-*•

. Africanization of academic staff has proceeded at a steady pace,

although in terms of the Africanization of heads of department,
2is not as far advanced as the University of Bar-cs—Balaam.

..ithin the University there still arc largely unchallenged pockets

1. . .ndorson, .157*

2. Bee appendix 2 ox this thesis for detail.
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of expatriate academic. which, in some cases neroist simply because

of the absence of qualified local staff. Others are maintained

by financial dependence or. external fundin crxier - the Do jartoast

of )or,irn and Architecture, and the Institute foi» tevolomraent

Studies, the principal social sciences research body in Kenya.

The Jhiverslty recruits expatriate academic sta.ff from its

traditional sources, dritain and the IJhited States, A mrocess

of self-selection : -pears to operate, as it has done in tho cr.se

of the University of Dar-es-Ualaara. .."heroes at the latter

i titution r dical soci list academics from Ilorth merica, dritain

u..•ope have been attracted by the possibility of participating

in and contributing to a socialist revolution, the former has

• ttr ctcd ena-r.'.ti lly conventional .-c. 'arte: who view thoir role in

basically the some way as they have done elsewhere. Academic

" te-:er xsrsu also ensure that certain ty as of non-controvorsial

personnel are recruited, al help determine both the areas and the

dominant nethodology of research. The example of the Institute

for Development Studies indicates how this mechanism works#

-die Institute was established in 1966 end initia lly funded by

the iookefeller .foundation, although assistance comes How from

the iinietry of finance and Planning, the Danish International

.development ency, the wedioh International Development yency,

and tho ritinh verso;, s Development • •Ininistr. tion, swell. './hen

it began, tho Institute had two divisions - a social science

division and cultural division, but the 1:tter became the
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separate Institute of African Studies in 1970« As a research

institute primarily for the benefit of British, American, and
1

-..•candinavian researchers, it has successfully resisted frican-

ization so that the proportion of local oorconnel is about the

same - l/3rd - as it was at the time of its foundation. The

Institute serves ;.c the aain conduit of neric ,n found tion .funds,

and as the "main oocialiser of expatriate social science graduate

2
students". ;ith regard to the latter function, and to academic

researchers in general, it has played a key "gate-keeper" role,

effectively excluding radical researchers and research with an

important qualitative dimension.

At least superficially, the Institute provides a centre for

the coordination of (onyan economic, sociological, nd molitical

science research in the interests of development. However, the

narrow, scope-oriented, almost strictly economic nooning attached

to "development" almost completely excludes, with the exception

of public administr tion and rural development studies,"^ political

science or political economy work. Jconomiots have predominated;

1. The Institute serves nany other functions as well, including
consultancy and advisory work by members to ministries, the
fast .frican Community, and internetional and bilateral
development agencies.

2. Gar;/ lasserman, "The Research of Politics: The Politics of
Research , ... st .,fricf Journal. /ol. /II, I.'o.ll (1970), p.12.

3. In an interview in the k.st Africa Journal (Vol.II., 0.4,
1970» P*6.) Professor Colin leys, then Professor of Government
at the University of i.airobi, thought that a similar emphasis
had been overdone in politioal science teaching to the neglect
of the worm of people who are working on the major issues and
structures of oolitics".
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sociologists find political scientists heve beon very thin on the

ground. The research has been of a predictable nature. licro-

cosaic, quantitative, largely rhistorical studies abound, reflect¬

ing in only a marginal way the major sources of division and

conflict within the society. There is .. deliberate avoidance of

propositions about the nature and course of the society's devolop-

aont - little effort is made to relate licrocosaic studies to an

overview of society. The narrowly defined interests often lead

to a duplic tion of research in limited areas of wor'c.~ s Gary

"T.asertaan, a form r research associate in the Department of

Government has x>inted out, "the submerged process of found.-.tion

funding enforces the tendencies toward safety and 3torility in the

field, and enables a foreign academic establishment to dictate the
- " -ft

porsonnol, as well as. the orient.' tion, of the field . This

situation clearly troubles many local academics. iutiso, for

instance, suggests that ;resent outside funding of research in

essence means that the countries accept not only the research

priorities of these agencies and governments, but also tie theoret¬

ical and methodological parameters of the funding outfit end its

researchers. This situation is not ameliorated when local

researchers, made in the image of the funding ■ ercy, ore the ones

conducting; the research"."'

1. In 1970, for instance, there ~ii. j. aspirants were writing
dissertations on aspects of developments in isii istrict
(.iosseraan, p.14), and more recently, numbers of .; udonts have
beon doing basically the same repetitive work on import
substitution-collecting and using' what amounts to the c ae data.

2. aeseraan, p.13.

j. -i.v..... ..utiao, ' Towards a l.ational ..escorch Council» Policy
and Composition", in Harnessing Research for ■roduction,
^iai.u..tinatioza ana fliii-- Ti;:.. ymlvvr; i.ty ' ,

Institute for Development dtudies* Occasional Paper ho.D, 1972) p.160.
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In many departments substantial ro-oriontc.tion 06' the

curriculum has accompanied localisation of staff. The History

Department which, together with the Geogrc >hy department, v.*as the

first to be almost completely localised, very < uic :ly developed

an frioan—centred course stricture. tosictanco in the inglish

Department took place. when the . cting cad of the Je.. .irtaent

. resented -ser to the . rts culty -o rl on the tli .>opteraber,

he pointed out that

the nglich Jo wrtaaont has had a long history ot
this college and hr.o built up a strong syllabus

iich by its study of the hi... «o ric coatinuit/ o-"
a oirr io culture throu -hout the period of emergence
of h^c modem west, unices it an i 1portrait com umaion
to history and to Philosophy and eltgioua tudies.
However, it is bound to become loss 'Jritish', aore
onen tooother writing in hnglish ( aerican,
Caribbean, African, Commonwealth) and lco to
continental writing, for com vara tive purposes.

In a reply to the .oting Head's oaper, three orooononto of change,

James I gugi, i'aban Lo iyong, and Honry Cwuor- nyuaba, argued that

underlying the suggestions is a basic aseumntion that
the ngliah tradition end the emergence of the modern
west is the central root of our consciousness and
cultural heritage• ..fries becomes an extension of
the west, an attitude which, -until a radical re-
aoees: aant, used to dictate the to cuing and
organisation of History in our University.2

If there is the need for the study of the historic continuity of

a single culture, then why can't this be ..frican, with African

literature at the centre? In order to place lenya, Cost ...frica,

and t fric. . at the centre, and reject t...o .rlnrcy of 11 lioh

1. noted in -u-~i wa ihiong'o, loaeeo 1in, (London* Hoinemcnn,
1972;, .145-46.
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literature and culture, the Dnglish Department should be

abolished, and be replaced by a Department of '.frican T.itemtruce

and Languages which would focus not only on European literature,

but uodern . frican literature, bwahili, rabic and ,.si;n literatures,

and above all, on the African tradition. The last is the "stuff

on whioh we grew up, and it is the base from which we make our

cultural take-off into the world".* They added that the study of

the oral tradition, primarily because of the social function it

served, should lead to a multi-disciplinary outlook embracing

literature, music, linguistics, sociology, anthropology, psychology,

philosophy and religion. As African oral and modern literatures

"cannot be fully understood without some understanding of social
2

and political ideas in African history",~ courses, either with the

help of other departments, or within the Department, or both,

should be offered. The proponents of change also suggested that

the 3.1.1 course structure should be abolished because under¬

graduate students should he "exposed to as aany general ideas as

possible".* Apecialization, they suggested, should only be a

feature of graduate schools. Thus, underlying their suggestions

for change were a number of basic arguments which continually recur

in the writings of the university critics in bast AfricaJ the

need for an African oriented curriculum which rejects the primacy

of the west; the rejection of specialisation as oart of the

1. IDlu., .14 J•

2. Ibid., p.149

3* Ibid.
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heritage of British universities? and the development of a

multi-disciplinary approach to education which can provide the

student with a holistic view of social reality.

student Radicalism at the University of : • irobi -_ /ho aergcnce

of a Critinue of the loo-Colonial University.

Hardly a year has passed at the University of Iairobi

without some tyre of confrontation between students and the

University 'dministrntion and the Government. Yet, until 1972,

and des ite the constantly recurring crises, surprisingly little

debate about the nature and role of the university took place, and

that which did was never as widespread and fameaching in its

implications as that at the University of Dar-es-Galaam.

In the 1965 crisis, the students were a -itating for 0 tunnel

under Uhuru highway,"*" better catering standards, and non-sharing

of singlc-room3 in the university halls-of-xresidonce. The

students boycotted classes and tho oolico were called in. The

University '.dminiotrrtion, aided by the press, succeeded in under¬

pin in any jublic su^ort for the students by predictably nd

justifiably depicting the m as 0 group of privileged, ssoiled brats

who ere heat at oublic expense, and financed by the poor and

underprivileged.

In 1969, the Oginga Odinga "affair" erupted over tho question

of ac • ic freedom, • nd t%o "foneral ervice hit v s called onto

1. diversity .olio e . .1 pus war se rrated from the lls-of-
:esidence by the Jhuru Highway; a number of students had been
killed crossing the road.
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the C phipus. The crisis began to develoo when students boycotted

lectures on Jruiunry 24th end 25th in orotest against rn announcement

thrt Oginga Odlngr, the leader of the 'nU, would not be allowed to

fulfil a i seeking engr -o ient at the or iw on frmrry the 24th.^
"

h v - ■ •• r- " " b o f1 - in 're' to

tho Political oioncc Club at the b no institution, ostensibly on

the iretext that the students♦ invitation had failed to comply with

college regulations. The cancellation of the second tare, after

students had ocruu-.ilo-.tsly followed university formalities, -r le it

clear thrt the cancellations emanated from higher authority: "it

was common knowledge in f irobi that the University Collet had

received word from the Ministry of ducation on or before January
2

10th that Odingn was not to be allowed to n sak on ca nus". The

student boycott of lectures whioh led to closure of the Jhlversity

Celleye, was provoked by a relatively clear-cut issue of academic

freedo .i and a challenge to their maturity. The Government,

however, chose to oliticise th® issue, defining it ir. terns of

student defiance of the law and of the President. It adopted

"sledgehammer" tactics, closing the cmpus, and using olice and

tho armed G- J to forcibly evict the students from the r!alls-»of-

decidencc. rive students vere suspended, including the ^resident

of the students Union, Awori wa Satska, the President of the

Politic. .1 Science Club, C. Cant' i, ana ipolo hjonjo, an arts

student who is now post r; dusto student in Government.

1. Henry dienen, "Kenya nnd Uganda* (hen )oes issent come
sedition?" .fries, report, /0I.4, ho.2 (1969), p»10.

2. Ibid.
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Egugi we, ihiong'o retired his poet as special lecturer in

hnglisii in protect, giving as his reason the failure of the

College Administration and a large section of the staff to make a

public and clear stand on the issues that led to the crisis at the

University College; the mishandling of the crisis by the suae

administration; and the consequent suspension, itsolf i. form of

victimisation, of five students'1»J~ , j argued that the "free

circulation of ideas is absolutely essential to cny quest for truth
. 1 ' ' v . " ' v J : v

and knowledge" and suggested that the crisis revealed the "wholly

undemocratic" structure of the college in which the ordinary
2

member of staff had negligible influence .

A further confront tion developed between the students and

administration in January 1971? to be followed in July 1972 by

another crisis which produced the first serious student critique

of the university. In 1JJ2 the issue was ostensibly about the

dangers posed to students by the ~>tate house hoad which also divides

the Hollo«of-hosidence from the main campus, but very quicjfLy

developed into a critical examination of tho university ana, in

some quarters, a call for revolution. After the arrest of a

considerable number of students, the students Council (which was

banned after this crisis) sent a memorandum to the .resident,

conae ming >olice brutality, daily newspapers (especially the

1. "hgugi quits over •mishandling' of crisis", -un . j .. -tiun,
2/3/1969- p.3. See also Interview with E-ntji, rotor,t
was Against the hypocrisy in the College^unaay nation,
16/3/1969? p?.15»16.

2. Ibid.
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East . .frican Standard) which are "irresponsible, ostensibly racist

and detrimental to our national interest", and calling for the

President, as Chancellor of the University of airobi, to initiate

a Commission of Inquiry to look into the problems facing the

University. The problems, according to the icmormdum, included

"a re-examination of the present educational system in the country

and particularly in the University". The students also demanded

the unconditional release of their arrested colleagues."'
An article in University Platform argued that perhaps the

moot important cause of the student revolt is their
utter contempt for the capitalist system existing in
Kenya, wherein a ruling elite continues to maintain
itself in power by oppressing the masses, conspiring
with the imperialists and neo-colonialists and
promoting the interests of a few at the expense of
the uajority. ■:

The article continued hy suggesting, without any real foundation

given general student pre-occupation with security and career,

that the students represented the only "conscious revolutionary

force". It stated

There has never been greater solidarity and revol¬
utionary sentiment among students, who are rapidly
emerging as a powerful extra-parliamentary force
and becoming aware of their historical function and
duty to the people. They understand from experience
and education that the capitalist society is corrupt,
unjust and oppressive, that it offers no solutions
to the immediate problems of the people. They are
convinced that only a programme of scientific
socialism, self-reliance and cultural independence
will serve the )urpose of development.

1. The memorandum was lublished in University .latfora,
27/7/1972, PP.3 & 7.

2. "The students aevolt", University Platfox-m. 27/7/1972, p.l4»
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"he article added that the "student revolt" wen crushed primarily

because of internal disorganization and lack of public sympathy

and support. Given this, students must

immediately begin th® reorganisation of their
leadership, with emphasis on discipline, vigilance,
and revolutionary consciousneor. It is also
necessary to communicate and identify with the
suffering messes, on >eeially the proletariat,
peasants and secondary school students.i

Joshua .Olevo hyunja, a Nairobi graduate and former junior

member of the research staff of the Institute for ucvelopmont

studies, argued in the sumo issue of University alatfora that the

history of the University was one of passivism, and lack of

involve -ient with the surrounding community. It was im orative

that the University under^ an "internal revolution" in which

priorities within and outside the campus are redefined to establish

a tradition of frican scholarship geared to the solution of

frican problems. As it is presently structured, the University

preserves "colonial and irrelevant structures - especially the old

syllabi of different disciplines retained for the pleasure of some

black and white neo-colonialists who have no sympathy with, or

concern for, tho African problems." It is involved in teaching

-urocentric myths, not only in the ocial ciencco and \rts, but

in physical and technical disciplines as well, which "perpetuate
2

the interests of African elites and foreigners"#

1. Ibid.

2. Joshua . (lewo Kyunyo, Passivism at tho University: Jhst
Can 3e one?" 'University "1 tforn. 27/7/1172, u,4.
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Nywija suggested a number of strategies for establishing em

African, tradition of relevant scholarship including a complete

review of the syllabi of all departments, the establish;;ant of a

system of open public seminars, the participation of students in

niasu education, end the general expansion of ;r duate rogrammes.

.-.hove 11, it is important that the students develop an "activist-

orientation" which is mnifeoted, not so much in strike .motion, but

in involvement. lie added

In a way, the students of Africa have a role different
fro a those in the ' .dv need' societies where
institutions are established, traditions raid norms set.
Curs h the com lex role of first educating end up¬
lifting the society, establishing our own traditions
and norms While sirugglin for our "student rights".*

j.' o: L . .. 1 ' 1< co • 5 ' or. rgmont

characteriuoa ouch of the student response. J". . rcngo, for

inst nee, depicts tho Inivorsity of I; irobi as a neo-colonial

institution which tor ches so iething vaguely described as "archaic
2

classicism and unprogreasive cultural ranrnticiom" and produces

intellectual ehc .rlmtcns and social oarnsitoa.^ e demonstrates

an al iost frif; toning n; ivety end narrowness.; of r cope worthy of

the worst cultural romantic by su: jesting that tho

false conce tion that baforo one studies and under¬
stands the British economic history or the theories
and dynamics of the l3th-19th centuries industrial
revolution then one cannot graduate in economics is
both a farcical academic gimmick and 8 wasteful
exercise.4

1» Ibi i.

• • '♦ '? ' 'f'" au ah- t-X" O ; , Ivor, _ <£,
27/7/1772? ?.5«

3. Ibid., n.10.

4* IbicU, p»ll •
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One feels disposed to asks "How do we explain colonialism, neo¬

colonialism (and for that latter the neo-colonial university), and

problemsof development without an examination of the industrial

revolution in ^urope and its impact on African society? How do

we explain capital accumulation in lurope at the time of the

industrial revolution without some reference to the lave trade?"

Orengo suggeetis that students should "awaken the silent nation-

builders" (sic) who are the workers i n«i the peesonts, md build for

a fertile exchtx, e of idea... betvoan the two groups. Ion,. nonist

and fx'oirea dialo.jical relf tionohi >c lines, the mas- as ire the true

teachers who posses; the practical experience necessary for the

"formulation of the strategics to development and the five Year

conomic flans"." students should visit the rare I areas, thereby

Ciiaryenlag their elltical consciousness. fhey arc aire, ay on the

move, however, committed to the "tf -: of nation-building*1,

students are already involved in fund-raicin.j ap.aels for the

institutes of technology, the freedom from hunger campaign and
2

other self-help project:.."." One ©an only wonder win t his student

counterparts in tho funu Youth league would thine of such involve¬

ment.

The events of July 1272 iirovided & new momentum to more

articulate student protect. li July 127J it u li- closed that tho

government intended to abolish froo university education and call

1* laid., p.12.

2. Ibid.
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upon sta-ents to antoe contributions toward the cost of their

odueation. ..1though the move brought surprisingly little active

opposition from the students, it did. arouse considerrfole amount

or hostility in press debate whero it was interpreted lay many as

a move to consolidate the position ox' tho "haves- or ruling class.1
In February 1974 ; further clash hot eon students, tin. University

Administration, and the Government erupted when students in the

architecture Jo.rtment accused its expatriate head of aaster-

ainding ansa x'ailuroo of . frican students in architecture exr.:a-

inations. rchitocture students resolved to ooycott the ex.: i-

inations until frofeaeor Jorgenson was re ioved. As a result of

11is decision, 150 student- who hud. refused to sit their ex jirx.tiona,

dismissed themselves from the University. The University was

closed down after tho police riot squad was called in to quash

student protest.

dutub h-ss. j, the xjct-editor of the h-mod mxyorsity - latform.

who had been dismissed from tho University stuff for his part in the

events of 1972, argued that unless substantial educational and

administrative reforms wore undertaken, confrontations would

continue to occur and the lack of effective communication between

the students and the administration persist. -.0 wrote that

1. bee for instcuice the letter by Awori wa datatoa, anu..oat.
22/1/1 m, p.4.
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The administration is bureaucratic, isolated,
insensitive and intolerant. Moreover, the
University is not that free, independent
academic institution it was meant to be, but
the instrument of powerful internal and
external forces, both national and foreign.
In other words, the University of Lairobi
represents the classical neo-colonialint
situation.-*-

another writer to the press advanced similar arguments, asserting

it is no longer a secret that while in Kenya
we hold the nominal political power, the
economic power, the power to decide our affairs
effectively is not in our own hands. He are
so much in the neo-colonial web that the
University . dministration cannot face the ^
reality. This is the reality Kenya must face."

Change in the university and the education system, cannot occur in

isolation: "it is the whole economic,, political, and social

structure in Kenya that must change".

student loaders felt that it was necessary to have student

representation in the University. This, they argued, would

facilitate communication between the administration, academic staff,

and students. B'or some students, the University of hairobi had

"built a class structure".

The lack of communication between the two
classes - the "student" class, basically from
a peasant background, and the "lecturer and
administration" class, essentially from the
upper stratum of society, is ... (a) .•

potential danger spot in future crises.3

1. K, tassam, letter, The Sunday Post, 10/3/1974, p.8.

2. '• monye wr ^nje, letter, The unci: • lost, 10/3/1974) p.3.

3. Ochieng Konyango, "Par-reaching char..pes at University in
sight", rhe unday iost, 24/3/1974)
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Clearly, the distinction between the social class backgrounds of

students and members of staff is demonstrably false, but the

class categorisation docs illustrate the extent to which many

students perceive a rod communications gulf between themselves

and members of the academic and administrative staffs.

In many ways# the University of 1 airobl cm be seen to orovide

e very good example of the noo-colonial university* It is

hierarchically structured, with limited, if my, junior academic

staff and student participation in the decision—making processes.

Student organisations have been emasculated! the .tudonts Council

was banned, as was the student nowspapcr, in ivers it/ latfor-a.

It still has a substantial expatriate staff component, and is

financially dependent in a number of areas on external funding

agencies* fho more progressive elements within its structures

have sought, with varying degrees of success, to break with the

uritiah heritage, to reorient tho curriculum, to produce course

structure change, and to bring about changes in staffing. The

last has perhaps been the easiest to accomplish, given strong

pressures for . friconir; tion in other areas at. well.

-•loot of tho problems facing the University ere symptomatic of

a broader societal malaise, and reflect the contradictions present

in Kenya society. fhe Kenyan ruling class, despite the rhetoric

of economic nationalism - "the raropoan bourgeoisie had to bo

ritu-lly humiliated while economically mooed to m; int. in c ital

inflows""1' - is not anxious to bring about any fundamental

1. Leys, "The lonyan State".
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restructuring of economic end social relations. There obtains

what Treire describes as n "culture of silence" in which the

ideological superstructure "turns upon the infrastructure and

'overde terminer,» it".1 In the "culture of silence" the neople are

silenced by insecure, de endert, rulirsy yronpo, nnc there is an

absence ' of democratic, nartlcinr.tory structures ca cable of

ex •srencin.y x>.pular demands and disscticfaction• the rulinr party,

;.I l.:j, which was riddled with factionalism is virtually moribund,

despite numerous and unsuccessful attempts to revive it5 r.o

'Tonya *o comprador loaders did not want Ten Mobilisation through tho

' rty, and as .vd 7 was an instrument ere."ted by them, they sot out
2

to destroy it. The lb tional ' aoembly suffered a similar fate.

. fter candonvourin- to control the executive in the early years of

independence, it !r e been turned into a "town- club" for what John

Q&ymu tormr the "ethnic elite". '"he Jovemmont, as h-r/s oointc

out, has- to be strong. to withstand oreosures from factors arising

from underdevelopment - "tribalism", which in reinforced by the
A

Oathundu court~c-T.tem of ethnic mrtronryc, and the dior.atinfection

of the masses. There is 0. concentr- tion of executive power, with

the utilisation of the rrmy -and police, and the "rovincinl

1. fatalo Voire, <"ultur-1 ctior for V-odon (Wnmondsworfch 1
i enruin r soolce, 1)12), p • cj J.

2. ,ee food, "lenyatta and the Organ is tion of C TdJ", and John
Cbtriu, "Charisma and Col it ice in Tonya", >ot frica Journal.

. ol.«, i.o.2 \1)GJ), 4>p»^—16•

)• harry fart-el, The olitlcs of Xnaemendent enya
( airobii 1)7)), Chapter 5«

4. leys, "The 'Tenynn State".
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administration,* for purposes of effective political control,

whereas metropolitan powers have boon able to absorb their

* ideologic.1 crises through the lociu nic n of economic -over and a

* • * k o
highly developed technology", " deny; has lac:ed the resources to

support the slightest .opulur urnlfoetaction. t tixe oame time,

the intensification of contradiction:, inherent in the society has

. ' - a . a. a ; . . L;..t '...• ;ct : . , • : - Lei: nu,

to see: a greater social activist role, to reject imported schemes

and prefabricated solutions , and to identify more precisely the

forces which i ':o up uheir - -ciety. I'here h; s occn an inert .sing:

emphasis by intellectmils and students on the exercise of political

p rtici -tion ritli the people even if, for oduc< tioivl, cultural,

and other reasons, the identification has not .ioved beyond its

incipient, largely rhetorical stages.

ibo lonyan dovemaent, while apparently prepared to tolex1; te

or ignore oriticau anaiyDia in literature, usually because it

lacks specificity and any real social grounding, has boon quick to

silence sab tantive criticism in the press, and on tse university

c. a . s My,

especially when accompanied by strike action, poao a tLre t or an

affront, however insignificant, to the ideological raid social

>osi t: a j ~ u : u . -x ... . do i in fitly

negotiable (demands for better catering, for instance JJ have

1. John Ckumu, "fhe socio- olitical bettirv in Joran dyaen,
Pert Jackson, and John Okurau (eds.), development . dminir.-

tr-tiont dho .orv/cn ::r>erience (hairobil C Ji., 1>70)» PP«29 & 37*

2. . -reiu ■, - diui'.-I ..ct.vn for reodom, p» j).

j. that these demands were eminently negotiable is indicated by
their implementation after the initial renrecsion.
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usually net vith considerable repression. Those student- denrnds

which throw into relief the nature of the denycn socio-economic

and political system, and the university's position within it,

such as those of July 1)72, are not negotiable; to be .not,

fundanontal ckr.nges in the society would have to be underta'oen, and

that is something ruling groups are net pre ; rod to countenance.

The faivorsit.y of a r-es~. ,'lc.; ,.i; Toward a Socialist University

The 2iive-.::it^ of :ar~e: - 1 i ot, rt id ii 1) 1 v '.th a acuity

of haw and 15 students; it was a constituent College of the

university of fast Africa. Ad early as 1)41 the OBI Trusteeship

Council had argued that iritiir should "without prejudice to the

normal development of .T.kerero College consider the possibility of

establishing, as soon as possible, facilities for higher education"#

iithin five re.jtq this recommend tion v,c.i being seriously con: iderod

and in 1)54, the British Intep-'Jnivcrsity Council delegation to

inkerore strongly suggested that a start should be a&de without

c.alay# In l)p6 the . nyiiw. ovemmexit o end L .,hor ducation

Tru3t .^und of about 2750, JOO to establish its awn college as soon

an it had enough of its own students to do so. .orking parties

from Britain went out in 1)55 and 1)5i (the Locirwood deport) to

examine the situation. Their ire ortc: confirmed the ddfgent need

for sore institutions of higher education to meet fast Africa'a

future ror tire ;ontn.

1* Besoluiion 110 of tho 2Jrd meeting of the Trusteeship
vuuncil, July 1)49, quoted in Cameron and Jodd, p#145»
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Initially it was anvisiyjed that in Tanganyika., the university

should open in 1965 or as soon after as possible. It opened four

years earlier in the T.J:J iiOiidqaarttrs building in iA'ar-eo-balaaja,

lending completion of suitable buildings on tlie hill" site north

of Jar-eo--. -a, from the very beginning, the principle of

specially tion vhioh undorlry the original planning of the

Jniversity of .last fricva wca subjected to considerable strain?

Jar-es~. - laun opened its own nodical school, despite the fact that

iatoerore true fully equipped md able to cope with a tjreater number

of students. The strain van also exs.cerix.ted by different

political requirements in Tanzania, as veil, especially aftor 1)61

and the prozaulgntion of the aruaha declaration.

On the 1st July, 1)10 the Jnivor&ity college become the

university of ^ar-ea-balaoa. according to the University not, one

of its objects was to

preserve, tr.-ns.uit and enhance knowledge for the
benefit of the people of Tan»anift in accordance
with the principles of socialism accepted by the
people of Tanzania.

Courses wore offered in the Faculties of Arts and fecial Sciences,

Science, Law, iedicine and pricullrure, with a faculty of nyineoring

planned. In addition there was an Institute of Adult ducation, an

Institute of ducation, an; the Institute of wahili research. In

1171 expatriates still comprised 61 of the teaching staff, and in

some faculties, as much as 73 . In 197$, however, the university

administr tion was completely Afrieanised, and departmental headships
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can be held by associate rrcfossoro coid ..enior Lecturers, thus

giving local staff the chance to take part in all the decision-
' lif^ iMl ' % ' 1 •' ■ ;

making bodies of the University- As & result during the lact

three years, there has been a rapid acceleration of local liepart—
V'i '« di' '

mental ..a; clahlps and Jeonships." In addition, a University teff

Uovelopaent fund was created for the training of local staff.^
..hen it began, the university recruited principally from the

United dingdoau -wyply on, however, on attempt was u&do to recruit

from wider and more diverse sources to. orovont the continuation of

basic;.!iy colonial or neo-colonial type relationships. .uaerican

lecturers were recruited in tho Law Faculty, and soon aroused the

antagonism of the students# This culminated in tho Law Faculty

demonstrations of .L.rch, 1169, when students, including officials

of the j Youth League and tho university students ..evolutionary

Front, called for tho expulsion of all aierican lecturers, and,
'^;'•'|k'.tt/'
opposed the introduction of a new curriculum.' Claries Yilao, the

chairman of the Faculty's /igilance Committee, announced that

throe demands had been made to the Faculty Board. ihey included

the above two, and also the demand for complete control of the
5

Faculty by ..'.act Africans. The die ute arose in late February

1. a».U Lhonoli, "The -University of har-ee-wclftam» ...merging
Issues of the 197'3&", in Yenufu, p.131.

2. See poendix II of this thesis for details of academic staff
composition, ye pcrtaental Headships, and Je;.m»hips«

3. Ihonoli, p.131.

4« The standard, 14/3/1969, p.l.

5. Ibid.
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when students learned that military law and .public finance were

to be incorporated in the next curriculum. "'nay contended thai

research in these subjects would expose tc the "enemy" the

co-antsy1 a security secrets.

After 1966 there was a marked change in recruit, tent, with a

new e '1: is <->: atom European countries and the Soviet Union,

Scandinavia, and smaller duroponn countries. • such as Holland.

Those recruited wore oenterod -w.inly in the oenomic .e search

dureau, the Jconooico fuwl sociology do partmerito, in tatiatico and,

the c dii avi n: especially, in the Xnotitutoo of uhlic djinis-

tr tion and dult iducitioil. * number of local acade.tier with

dcstern urope- n qualifications vrere also recruited. Following

rsity • t '

University of Lsr-ee-Snla m became a typo of "maccs" for foreign

radical c; de slew who were attracted by a co .bin-vtion of lyerore'e

intellectual qualities and socialist as irrtionc, and the prospect

of contributin to, or »rticiuatinc in, c socialist transformation

capable of exciting a flagging radical imagination. -Among' those

who wore recruited, and who have left doop marcs on the Tju. nian

intellectual scone Were Lionel Cliff© and John ul, the Italian

Giovnni 'rrighi, and the /eat Indian historian, .alter ..odnoy.

The debat e .io it the Cri; tlon of a -iOcinlist ■Jnivca: it;/

Uito soon after independence, segments of the Tenatanian

leadership ware disturbed by the elitist attitudes of those at the

top of the educational pyr aid who regarded the huge expenditure
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on their eduction and the subsequent highly paid positions as a

right. In order to counteract these attitudes, end to imbue

students with a sense of social responsibility end to integrate

thorn with the masses, the Government embarked on a conspicuously

unsuccessful pro pa. panda cc rwiign which took: - the form in 1X5 of

the introduction of tho <P,'?nj Youth !ervue into seeond-.iy schools,

end in 1X6, the drafting of students into rational orviee to

modify or .no.;- to tho severe elitist attitudes. The Government

proposal revoked student opposition, and dononstr; ticnr which

resulted in the sending down of students.

An intensification of dob; to steamed from the " ruohc Declaration

tuid the abdication of hycrere^s policy statement, "d. ac. tion for

. olf- -oil TiCo. In this statement, Uyerere drew attention to the

inoc mlities promoted by tho nature of the colonial eduction oyntea

and how tho rims of the system wore at v: ri; mice with the requirement*

for building socialism, The a-.Is wile'- he set for the education

system laid stress on tie inculcation of cert-tin valuer, while

aiming at ■: realistic pre dr: tion for working life in a predomin¬

antly rural society. The values to be emphasised were to

foster tho social goals of living .together ... a
sense of commitment to the total community ...

cooperative endeavour, not individual • ".vmce ient ..

concepts of equality and the responsibility to give
service ... Our educ. tion must counteract the

- temptation to intellectual arrogance ... must
encourage .. an enquiring mind; an ability to
learn from what others do, and reject or adapt it to
his own needs; and c basic- confidence in his own
position as a free and equal member of society,
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who valuer others and is valued by them for
what he does and not for what he obtains.1

Byerere alao pointed to two major priorities: first, the nood

to offset the effects of the elitist nature of existin, education!

and second, the strong student tendency to despise traditional

v luee and wisdom, and ! oven their own parents because they arc

old-fashioned and ignorant".

major stage in the discussion of the nature and role of the

University was reached in ilarch 1767 in the Conference concerned

with the "dole of the University College, uar-es-wala m, in a

Socialist Tanzania". number of draft recommendations were aado

which would have fundamenta lly altered the whole nature of the

University. The Conferenoo recommended that it is the resmonn-

ibility of the college to impart pol tical education, and th: t a

course in Political oduc tion which would bo compulsory for
2

Tansanians and optional for non-ranaonians should be started",

hirther, "the course on oolitic,-1 theory and history etc. should

nlace emohasis on Tanaanian and ,ast ..frican Philosophy and

history'.J One of the most interesting recommendations was that

a "new common course, compulsory for all students, and of a high

intellectual standard, should be introduced at the University

College". This roco.amend.ation was based on a number of carefully

1. Julius I. fyorero, 1 due tion for self— ielicnce", in •Jjaoaai.
deaays on -oci lieu (dar-eS—halaamJ C.U. 1963} pp.52-53*

2• draft hecommendations of tho Conference on the nolo of the
onference on the olo of the University College, Ja.r-on-

.1; i, in a ocialiat fan&ania, .inurv; , '/q17, ho.4 (1967),
p.^53.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.
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considered and argued proposals nut forward by "• "group of nine

lecturers' of whom the C: nodi' n John ■: ul was the chief spokesman.

&aul, in particular, was concerned about the existence of two

major barriers which inhibited the "genesis of r. cadre of 'high-

level' K-.npower fully c- ;rbl of ml yina the creative role we have

now seen to be rocery to successful ?.* r-rim ievelcymont rlon^j

lines which the le. derohip onvicr cc The first of these

barriers was the "generalised elitist mentality" of successful

students; the second vr.s the "fragmented vision which tends to

characterise eoplc trained, ell too specifically, for erofossicnal
••

. 9
.. * fr " ' ' ' h'a < .

careers''• In the memorandum which ho and other academics of the

"CToup of nine'' submitted to the Conference, it van jointed out that

it is the fr: -mentation of pereynctivo entailed by
separate academic "disciplines" which provides the
main obstacle to the development of an integral end
coherent vision of man in history and society.
Instead, these divisions - if jhc.y are not subsumed
and contained within a wider framewore of under-
utardily: - o urate to reduce techr.lcl r»r end
technocrats with highly specialised knowledge but
little or no comprehension of soci 1 development
as a unitary process.i

In order to counteract this fragmeniation, which the "group of nine"

argued is tied up with the historical development of capitalism, the

memorandum recommended that the kind of approach needed

is one which would enable the student to concept¬
ual!: e the various analytically fragmented fields
of man's activity - "economic", " oci-l", "political",
"leg. 1', .rt istic", 'scientific", roli~ious" and
so on - as a reality dynamically interrelated#

1. John nil, "High Level fan power for ocialissr , in Cliffe &
i.Ul, t/Ol.2, i 'J ) m

2. Ibid.

J. -uoted in Ibid.
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a he oh&tt&rocl and abstracted "parts" auct be
reconstructed Into their real totality, in
teams of which they will be analysed and mademeaningful.1

This recommendation ultimately bore fruit, leadin,- to the creation

of a Department of jovelo saent studies, under the Directorship of

1 ioncl Cliff©. The bepertment offers a founda tion course of study

to atiidento in all Faculties, seeking to "provide a broad, inter¬

disciplinary perspective on the development problems of >ist frica,

and the potential for the social1st transformation of that

society".2
The Conference also made recommendations about staffing! less

reliance should be placed by the college on overseas agencies or

foundations for both recruitment end salaries of stafff staff

members should be sympathetic to Tanaanian socialism? top priority

should be given to bast Afrio&nisntion of its academic, senior

administrative and library staff? and that the .goal for the

University College in the area of staffing should bo to develop a

university institution which "exemplifies and plays a leading role

in the programme of uooialicm end self•-reliance as enunciated in

the Arush© Declaration" •"* In addition, recommendations were made

about student work end service to the community, including the

"practise of self-reliance in their daily lives on the campus",^

1. uoted in Ibid., p.230.

2. 'Jhivercity of Der-os-Galaem iroopeotuo, 1972/73, p.10.

i. Draft Recommendation© ... on the Dole of the diversity
College, p.>p9.

4. Xbid., p.560.
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and the t-ociul Integration of the College with the community.

It nr.s felt tlr t there should be more "public and political

i*opresentation on the college council and its committees** View©

were also expressed that doci©ion-®e,"<:ng in the College should he

democratised, with students being represented on ouch college

bodies as faculty boards., the academic beard, and the college

council."

The debate was further advanced in 1969 by the appointment

V C n of

fitting the university to national ethics and levelo >uent neede.

htudent mdla&ls, acoording to Karla Hirji, initially welcomed the

incr ptlon of the national university end the instailat ion of r top

T.b "J Cadre as its Vice-Chancellor. Illrji aajrs

He considered it a first and neeeooajy step
towards eventual restructuring of this institution
to serve socialiem. building caatlec in the air,
we looked forward to the day when thie university
would be churning out individuals who were both
"red and expert' to further the African revolution.'

The TXL and the JLbvd? (Uhivereity -tudents/iUrvolutioraiiy front),
in conjunction with the TAliU Study Group, presented a voluminous

and dot; iled memorandum to the Visitation Committee dealing* with

all aspects of university affairs including curriculum reorganisation,

student organisation, stuff recruitment, and so on. The most far-

reaching; of the reoossaeadations proposed democratic representation

1. Ibid.

2. Xerira liirji, "militancy at the Hill", .la.11 ::a ii. Iio.2,
July 1J71, P.7.
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7YL. Ouch a structure, Birji notes, was "considered essential

for the infusion of aocinlif t commitment end porspactives in

student .activities" •"*

1though aoct of the Tib/tfOAdP recommendations were not

implemented, some impetus was given to radical otudent optimism

by the University of Unr-os-. a Act of 1170 which contained a

number of Provisions that away students realized could brin:: about
2

«revolutionary measure® if implemented uetningfully". The /,ct

for instance, following roco.nnon&ntiom of the 1167 Conference on

the aol© of the University and those of the /isit< tion oaaiitee,

established that students should be included in the policy ms'cing

circles, the Ufaiveroity Council, the donate, end eo forth# In

establishing this, the intention raaa shown that students wore to

e '

subsequent events were to show, tfco university administration waa

not prepared to Interpret this too literally.

The revolutionary optimism of the student radicals was ooon

dimmed, according to Uirji, when the changes Which did occur "®re

superficial.

The eocene© remained - a neo-colonial elitist
university. It must be realised that a call

h call to revplutlottiae,, the cocletyLjui
which it maintains its existence and a breal;
vith imperial lam which maintains it.-*

1. Ibid.

2. Ivmene u. 1'jagi, "The Upheaval Against Bureaucratic Arrogance",
■ i-U To.3 (1971), PP.1-6.

1. irji, 1111 ,,c;/ at t.vo .ill p.7»
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The TYL leadership on the campus had devised a "plan of .ction to

create the subjective conditions for the anticipated changes" and

focussed their attention on the 127° freshmen students. hile

they received considerable publicity, including reviews in

The 1 ; tionalist and The -tandard of the second issue of the TYL/USjlilF

journal, Ohechc, and the TYL's position was emphasized in speeches

by the Minister for national ducation and tho Vice-chancellor, they

failed to build any popular base amongst students. fo rim Mirji

attributed this failure to a chasm between the .rxist leadership

of the TYL and its "amorphous membership""'' while Mapolu argued

2
that no such Marxist leadership existed in the first ?lace. It

was clear that they did not represent student interests; those

who did clamoured for "constitutional sobriety" and "participatory

democracy". liirji, after examining their failure, wryly comments:

•Tifter being so vehemently vocal against i<. - Il.j which aspirant

oar o.mers support, can one expect popularity"

They had already suffered a major setback earlier in the year

(February 1973) when the .resident held the first of a series of

informal question and answer sessions with the student body of the

College. winy of the questions asked during this session wore

submitted by the IYj College branch. Commenting on the occ. sion,

1. Ibid.

2. Ten.iV - polu, :• otter, •..a.ii Ma.ii. .0.3, 1971, ■>},: 3-24.

3# KAH/CDIIA was a subsidiary of the Lational Bank of Commerce
which was empowered to give loans to civil servants to buy
cars and other luxury items. It is nov; officially discredited.

4. iiirji, "Militancy at the hill", p.3«
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Saul 3ays that

For while the questions were ... responsibly, if
railitantly phrased, the tone and tenor of the
answers were such as to make the radicals look
foolish. It was, of course, difficult to gauge
the President's intentions, whether he did in
fact feel that further stops were necessary in
order to discipline the "misguided" enthusiasms
of the student loft. ^ut the result was obvious
to any observer on the Hill. The least progress¬
ive elements at the College felt vindicated and
elated, t^e radicals felt bruised and further
rejected.1

According to Yoweri- iuseveni, the first Chairman of the UliAite1

the reactionaries were elated - we had been,
according to them, crushed. But only one thing
saved us - the President had not specifically
denounced U3 which was the only thing the
reactionaries wanted. during the second visit

urt IP Put to tP
bitter disappointment, the President began to
realise that he was being U3ed by the enemies
of socialism to denounce his supporters.^

Nevertheless, the isolation intensified.

It is difficult to gauge why Kyerere reacted so strongly to

the US/ulF/TYL activities. They were, after all, endeavouring to

create the socialist university which he had outlined in his

inaugural address.J One can only surmise that Pyerere viewed the

university in instrumental terms, and did not really envisage it

as an institutional springboard for critical attacks on T...PU

policies and their implementation. He did however state that

1. Saul, "Radicalism and the Iiill", p.d.

2. T. Yoverf-Museveni, 'Ply Three Years in Tanzania (Glimpses of
the struggle between devolution and reaction)", 2 Chocho
(July 1970), p.14.

3. Julius PC. l.yercre, "Relevance and Bar es Balaam university",
in n-odo i ; ,.d .jcvqP.o,' -u»
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"the TJhiverr.ity of I)ar-es-Oalaam has not been founded to turn out

intellectual apes whether of the tight or of the Left. Ue arc

training for a socialist, solf-respectinr and self-reliant

Tanzania." 'oreover,

The staff must be encouraged to challenge the
students and the society with arguments, and to
put forward new suggestions about how to deal
with the problems of building a socialist
Tanzania based on human equality and dignity ...

The staff we employ must lead in free debate
based on a concept of service, on facts, and on
ideas ... the University of Uar-es-balaam will
be able to serve our socialist ourposes only if
we accept that those whom we are paying to
teach students to think, oust themselves be
allowed to thine and speak their thoughts freely.L

Perhaps I.yercre felt that the radical students had to be clipped

in the bud because their critical activities, while concerned with

the nature of a socialist university and itspposition in society,

had much deeper implications, and directly questioned many of

liyerere's own policies.

The position of the TYL/(Jibuti? was further weakened when the

Vice-Chancellor's announceaent of the dissolution of the student

body, UbUi) (University's student Union) helped crystallize the

resistance of the complacent student majority. ht a hastily

convened student baraza (meeting), a majority of students success¬

fully recommended that the U UJ should continue as the student body

on the hill, and the TYL/duali? were vehemently attacked as "Korean
fk

puppets" and "government spies".

Ibid., p«202
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Uilfully ignoring tho realities of the single-
party system (which had. made the pretence ox*
tho narty a vitr-1 dimension of all national
institutionsJ and manipulating slogans oA
"participatory democracy" in the most demagogic
manner sections of the established student
leadership have made the continuity and autonomy
of JoLTD a rallying point for student conser¬
vatism and a fear of TYL College Branch dominance
a cat's paw for their own opportunism.1

The defenders of the USJP were supposedly concerned with the

protection of the future role of tenyan find Ugandan students within

the University political structures. That it was a "petit-

bourgeois issue jar excellence, with great capacity to mystify the
2

susceptible'', was clearly Illustrated by the formation of the

DJfO (Jar-os-vialaara University students Organisation) and the

subsequent elections. A Aenyan, Uyaonda . :iv ga, was elected

President, the aftermath of which was one of "nationalistic hysteria"

from "precisely those elements who had argued vigorously against

TYL becoming the student organisation 'because it would alienate

the foreign students', now questioning the right of a non-

Tansanian to be elected through free elections."J

Undoubtedly, the TYL/USA U's outspoken criticism of tourism,''
economic .joint ventures and management consultancy agreements with

foreign monopolies, suggestions for restructuring the party and

arming the people, and publication of Issa Shivji's seminal,

1. aul, radicalism and the hill , pp.:J-iU.

2. Ibid.

i. :irji, ilit.ncy at the Hill", ■;>,),

4. This debate lias been collected in a volume edited by Issa
Uhivji, Tourism and Socialist development (Dar-es-fala-ms
Tanzania' Publishing House, 131S) •
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"Tanzania: The Silent Class Struggle", in a 3pecial issue of

Cheche, did much to antagonise important elements in the state and

party "bureaucracies, and to isolate them on the campus. After

elections in tho TYI and iJCAHF (when luseveni was succeeded by a

Tanzanian, Tai.juka as Chairman), the USaHP and its journal, Cheche,

were banned after a directive was issued from State House.

Determined to die an "honourable" and noisy death, a statement,

"Our Last Gtand" was issued, outlining the history and achieve¬

ments of the '!> ..!.?• This statement nade newspaper headlines, and

forced the party newspaper, The rationalist, to write an editorial

explaining that the banning was not to be interpreted as a denial

of a militant role for Tanzanian youth. Ilirji says that "we were

visited by pious emissaries from the State House to assure us that

the move was taken to "rationalize" student activities on the Hill,

and in fact, to strengthen TYL.Chile the OSAilP, and Chech®,

did much to spark debate about the university and Tanzanian

socialism, its demise was perhaps inevitable. It could not "play

a Vanguard role without a social base. That is why it was so

2
easy to wipe out just by a stroke of a pen." And, even though

the membership of the TYL and JGAltF was essentially the same, the

university administration and the government could scarcely

countenance the separate existence of an articulate, revolutionary

"ginger" group outside the formal party structure.

1.

2.

Hirji, 'Militancy at the Hill", p.10.

Ibid., o.ll.* <is-
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The banning of tbo Ubiuii1 and Gheche did not stem tiie tide

of critical debate on tiie campus. Debate about the nature of

the university was renewed at the end of iay 1971 when the TAhU

->tudy Group published a statement in The -standard which said*

"The Politic 1 cience department at the Jniversity must reconsider

or drop completely its new syllabus for education students."^
This is necessary because the syllabus is"a confused document

representing reactionary aims" and was "drawn up with hidden

objectives" (which were never explicitly mentioned in the statement).

The 'id.J btudy Group*s statement was issued to express "strong

support" to the "recent attack by the University TYL Branch which

was published earlier in The standard.

The criticisms made by T ,bU btudy Group and the TYL provoked

a strong academic response. J.J. Mwansa.au, i lecturer in political

-cience, argued that the attack was confusing' • nd based at times on

2
a serious mis-reading of the syllabus.' for instance, one of the

serious criticisms of the syllabus was that it made "no mention of

the ..rusha declaration, on which Tanzania's socialism was based".

Mwansasu responded by showing that this formed a prominent part of

at least two courses, and that any course concerned with Tanzania's

socialism and self-reliance could not possibly fail to deal with

the Arusha Declaration. Me added* "How can we teach Tanzania's

socialism and self-reliance of the country's socialist development

1 • The tandi .rd, 29/5/1971 •

2. J. J. iwansa.su, "Tanu Group attack on political Jcience at
the Hill Confusing", The -'tandard, 1//6/1971j p.4*
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effort without "mentioning" the Pruaha Jeclaretion and shoving the

students 'the meaning, importance and interpretation of the Party

document'V:'"1' In support of his defence, IIvansa.su quoted hyerere's

warning, given at the inauguration of the University. I ye re re

had said

But ve must avoid the trap of allowing unqualified
people to decide on subjects in the University
teaching, just by looking at the name of the
course, or at the syllabus outline, and then
stating firmly 'this is relevant, thi3 is not'.

kwansasu hastened to add that he was not suggesting that members

of the TANtT study Group wore "unqualified people" but their

arguments could easily lead others to fall into that trap.

.nother "liill" academic, the xicrican larjorie .bilinyi, in an

article in the Sunday lows argued that the PYL, by attacking the

department of Political Science alone, was resorting to

a bourgeois tactic of isolating one course,
labelled 'political science' and demanding that
it be relevant to the country's ideology, while
at the same time neglecting completely the
question of the relevancy and possible elements
of the Universitj'- itself taken as an entity.
Their attention is focussed in minor contradictions
operating'within the whole university and between
the whole university and the nation at large.

She continued»

The investigation will have to focus on the whole
educational system before it is through. It is
probable, however, the contradictions truo of the
educational system as a whole are found in most
visible form at the University. .1though engagod
in pointing out and removing contradictions, such
an investigation need not arouse unreconcilable
antagonisms. 2

1. Ibid.

2. larjorie Ubilinyi, "./hat is throng at the Hill", Sunday hews,
13/6/1971•
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In c. vitriolic and nersonelised attach on Ilvansasu and Mbilinyi

in particular, and on senior officials of the university "who signed

a document written by Dr. A. Rweyemamu, the Head of the Political

Science Department, V.1). 'mri in an article in *!a.ji :!c,ii

demonstrated at cone length the fact that the TYL's statement on

the Political Science syllabus, rather than being an isolated

instance, formed part of a much deeper and wider body of critical

1
analysis of Tansonian socialism and the role of the university.

The foregoing discussion indicates clearly that at least

since 1966, the role and nature of the University of i)ar-es-jalaam

has been subjected to a searching scrutiny by a number of groups*

the radical members of the USAPJ* and the TYLf the T. " U study

Group; sections of the academic staff; and the Government. In

terms of reconstructing the British university heritage, internal

reorganisation and democratization of decision—making, course

structure and curriculum changes, and the realignment of ideological

orientations, the University is much further advanced than either

airerere or 7 airobi. Despite this, the University is, as .aul

notes, still a " crucial battle-ground for the hearts and minds of
p

a future generation of Tanzanion leaders" - whether they arc to

be socialists, nationalists, or just simply security conscious

careerists. The conflicts between the university sdministr- tion

and the radical students of the U. .P and the TYI are not only

1. V.D. -.mri, "Reactionary Academics at the . ill", R~;ji .a ji,
ho.2, July 1971, PP.37-40.

2. Gaul, "Radicalism on the Hill", p.jO.
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understandable In torus of bureaucratic entrenchment and

resistance to change, but also in tens of conflicting notions of

what the university is to bo. The administration is tied very

much to the idea of a national, rather than a socialist university?

the students, with their widely discussed criticisms, participation

in "Operation Dodoaa.",* and attempts to establish worker-student
2

alliances such as those of July 1971, are committed to the

construction of a socialist university which involves much mora

fundamental changes in both internal structures, and external

relationships, than either the university administration and the

Government are prepared to envisage#

The Intellectual He-*■ poraiaal of the University

The problems faced by African universities and academics are

very much at the heart of African Ideological and intellectual

reconstruction, and the pressing need for fundamental economic and

social change. At a time when much European African scholarship

is being questioned and revised, and when socio-political commitment

and the demands of national development require a new conception

of a university geared to the tasks of development, the continuing

predominance of foreign academic and intellectual traditions, and

the presence of expatriate university and technical personnel,

raises* many questions of considerable importance• .expatriates,

formerly professionals and administrators under colonial adminis¬

trations, have returned to Africa in different roles - as teachers,

1. ijor details see . Iwaga, "Operation Podoaa", w--.11 lali. Ho.3(1971 )f pp.31-2. ~
2. .dor a discussion see Sunene 1). 1 Jagi, "The Upheaval Against

bureaucratic .-.arrogance", .a.11 i. Ho.3 (1971), pp.1-6.
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technical experts, advisers, end nrofessors, and their very

presence end influence stand to cuestion the viability of political

independence if the technology, economy, and educational systems

of any country are dominated by expatriates.

'or many . frican intellectuals, the university, as the

principal cultural and intellectual organ within a at te, should

play r i jor role in recovering the national cultural heritage and

in providing national direction. further, behind the concern of

some African intellectuals and governments is the notion that

frican universities nust bo strongly co raitted to the oredominant

social and politic- 1 ideologies of their respective nations.

Auch e commitment to national ideologies, and the transmission of

norms soci'1 v lue: breed on the particular social, economic,

and political situation within that nation raises the question,

however, whether the heavy staffing of .mivorsitier by expatriates

mahes such commitment and transmission difficult, if not

impossible.

The commitment of universities to national ideologies and

their propagation poses problems unrelated to the presence of

•

tr nf- litter of the r oci:.-.l values of culture P ro be an innovative

agent fo it fieri chr.ng.-o within that culture, es pecially when such

a university relies almost entirely on public funds' ill it be

impossible for the university of > :r-es~ 1 i to be an instrument

of radical social change and innovation if it has to begin by
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accenting the straitjacket of "the principles of socialism

accented by the meoole of Tanzania"? -'ill the call for a relevnt

university concerned with the propagation of a national ideology

simoly be another means of stifling often radio- 1 criticism of

government policies and failings?

mother important oueotion which arises is -bother .frican

universities, if they chdose, or are forced to emphasize the

propagation of the dominant ideology, can at the same time propagate

features of a. more universal culture, which is the aim, but rarely

tho practice of universities in the . estera tradition. The nature

of the dilemma that arises has been expressed by I.ipset as

follows*

The universities of the underdeveloned countries
bear the burden of being, in an age of nationalism,
institutions mart of whose task it is to crop- -ate
a universal culture and to contribute to its growth,
while simultaneously cultivating and developing the
indigenous, actually or potentially national culture
and enhancing national life.-

As we have already seen, most intellectual critics bo .-/in their

analysis of Jast -frican universities by referring to the class

based nature of British education and universities, and show that

it was this model, with its premises of inequality and elitism,

which was introduced in Africa during the colonial period.

There is, however*, a divergence between those who envisage the

creation of socialist university and those who think of the

African university primarily in terms of recovering the frican

cultural heritage nd developing it. The "'anyan, Irant Tmenju,

1. . . I.ipset, "University students in Uplerdevelo^ed 'ountries",
Aincrva, Vol. Ill, Lo.l, .autumn 1964* 1^-56, p.16.
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who teaches at the University of Dar-es-Ualnara, argues that the

class nature of education should ho 'cant constantly in mind when

considering the need for radical change in universities. It is

for this reason that ire should

not allow ourselves to be les.merised by the
seemingly erudite and speciously impressive
but in fact Shallow, erroneous, misleading and
mystifying claptr; d ouch as that which arofessor
i'-urui is so fond of and in which he indulges so

adeptly and with such export aplomb.i

In a number of articles, uoarui advanced the view that in its

present conce dion, the Jniversity of Jast j,frica was "basically
2

Western in its ethos and approach to intellectual training"• as

such, it embodies a contradiction inherent in the ..ostem system

of education: the contradiction botween the formal political

socialisation or cultural indoctrination of orimary and secondary

schools, and the questioning, critically detached approach of the

university which tends to undermine the earlier learnt values.J

Mazrui recognised that the increasing politicization of the

university in the post-independence period led to the demand that

it should inculcate and promote national values. He objected to

this, at least superficially, primarily because of the confusion

surrounding the definition of national values. A university, ho

argued, owes a government neither defiance or subserviance; rather,

what it owes is "coubin tion of criticism and affirmation, of

attachment and responsibility, or in other words, intelligent

1. Grant "aaenju, "In jefence of a socialist Concept of
Universities", in Cliffe & b»ul> Vol.2, p.235.

2. -li . . ..'asrui & Yash Tandon, "The Jniversity of last frica
as a Political Institution", /dmrya, Vol.V, Ho.3 (1967), p.334»

3. Ibid.
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cooperation".1 Independent Africa cannot do without independent

thought □ imply because nation-building, and with it norm-building,

requires "controlled scepticism"'. A university cannot be a

university in hie sense, and t the s; mo tine be an ideological
2

institute. slaarui accused a "group of radical academics" who

"have leas faith in the concept of a university than resident

I."yorere himself" of attempting to convert the University College

of Car-es-bala&m into an "ideological institute". A genuine

university, he argued, "should not be monopolistic, it should be

lUlti-ideologioal rather than uni-ideological". J In an interview,

reported in flie People he said

astern type of education is multi-ideological.
It accomodates diverse lines of thought. It is
much easier to find 'Marxists" in a Jritish
university than to find a liberal conservative in
a Chinese university, because ieatorn university
traditions value diversity of ideas that often
produce radicals, particularly fromrcn- esterriers
who study abroad.4

In opposition to lazrui'B view, ■Camenju, Chango Machyo, and

an.jondey Songha, have retorted that the notion of a multi-

ideological university is demonstrably false. I mcn.ju states that

"while bourgeois festem universities certainly have the appearance

of boing multi-ideological they have in fact a basic, underlying

1. Ibid., p.335.

2. Ibid., p.336.

3. .li . . azrui, "Vanzaphilia", Chapter 12, Violence and I'hought
(JLondons Longmans, 1JCJ).

4. .uoted in lamenju, In Jefonce of a -ocialist Concept of
Universities", p.286.
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dominant! operative ideology which is the conflicting elitist

liberal meritocratic ideology"."*' The failure of bourgeois

discussion such as that of iiasrui's, he adds, stems from a failure

to see concepts like the "multiplicity of ideology1' and "academic

freedom' in the political, social, economic, and class setting of

capitalist society in which .estern universities operate and which

"negates most of the abstract virtues so loudly and pompously
?

proclaimed in these empty bourgeois cliches and catchwords".

In an article written before the farreaching changes at the

University of Dar-ea-balaam in the late 1960s and early 1970s,

Karaenju argued that any consideration of the nature and social

function of the university, as in the Tansanion case, must be tied

to the proposition that Tanzania is seriously committed to a

socialist course of development. As it is presently constituted,

the University College of har-es-Salaara (like I airobi and makerere)

is both implicitly and actually anti-socialist. This anti-

socialist position does not simply derive from expatriate staff

dominance, but from its "whole bourge©is orientation". Its under¬

lying bourgeois ideology is expressed in the conventional emphasis

on "standards", established curricular divisions, end the supposed

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.
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universal character of scholarship. .'hove all, it is expressed

in the physical and architectural lay-out of the university.* The

bulk of the texts, around which courses in the social sciences and

humanities -are built, originate in Britain and the United States

and ere soaked with the "official ■ rd vidcly-shrred anti-socialist
2

and anti-connuniei orthodoxy"• If the university is cither not

to obstruct, or to assist in the development of socialism, then it

must undergo n. socialist transformation and produce socialist

cadres or nersonnel who are able to provide lucid analysis end

leadership, and en— ~c, "on the intellectual level", in combat with

anti-socialist thought and practice (including resisting bureau¬

cratic routine or opportunism)

The Ugandan 'hanao Tachyo has argued that the colonial

origins and nature of University education in Uganda (and in Africa

in general), "rather than encouraging -eopie to serve the needs of

their society, in fact encourages then to become social parasites
/

who are only interested in reaming where they never sowed".

he notes that hovering over the discussion of the university has been

the concern with the maintenance of often ill-defined, elusive
#

international standards - a weapon, we have already seen, used by

both expatriates and locals alike to arevent or delay change in the

1. .any workers at the University of Uar-cn- .si; am campus have
attacked the discriminatory housing conditions, provision of
buses etc., an being anti-socialist. eo " Call for .orker
.-tudent ..lliance on the Hill", ka.ji . .a.ji, Lo.14, February

1u74, pp.4-6.

2. hanenju, 5 In uefence of a Socialist Concept of Universities",
p.237.

3. Ibid.

4. B. Chango kachyo, "The Universityi Its Hole in Africa", Bast
Africa. Journal. Vol. VI, I 0.2 (1969), p.1%
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curriculum and examination methods. He denies that such inter¬

national standards exist* arguing that in Britain and the United

States, for instance, different institutions are rated much more

highly than others in the academic world.* national, rather than

international standards obtain, and are set in accordance with the
p

needs of that society and its level of development.

Any cultural-ideological decolonisation of the university,

lachyo argues, must be accompanied by the transformation of the

whole education system.^ Because of its pivotal position in

society, it is necessary for the university graduates themselves to

produce the change. Expatriate academics, or at least the radicals,

are not necessarily opposed to basic change, hut they "carmot bring

about a change in the university education system", principally

because of the sensitivity of their position. Unlike many other

intellectuals, however, Machyo does not regard Africanization per so

as a cure-all for university problems. Aany Africans are, for

instance, concerned to "preserve their prestige, to earn their
4

income and hence to preserve the status quo".

j-lachyo argues that universities, in the name of university

autonomy and academic freedom, have attempted to minimize govern¬

ment influence. buch concepts he points out, along with Gyrus

iiutiso, should be viewed within a historical setting. If we

1. Ibid., pp.17-13.

2. Ibid., p.13.

3. Ibid., p.21.

4. Ibid., p.22.

5. Mutiso, "Toward a National Research Council", p.163.
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examine -the history of European universities, we find an identity

of interest between the ruling classes and the university. In

Africa, on the other hand, the conflict between the university and

government has been brought about by r "divergence in ideological

outlook and social objectives".freedom from government control,

especially -iven government financing and manpower requirements, is

not feasible. It is further restricted by the types of external

control'exerted by foreign funding agencies such as the ford,

Rockefeller, rnd ?Tuffield foundations which, • art from providing

funds, do much to determine the ideology of research and promote

2
acajflemic imperialism. National social objectives, "echyo

suggests, should be reflected in the teachings of the university

but, as he recognises, .governments ouch c.s those of Tonya and

Uganda do not have clearly stated ideological orientations which

can serve as guiding principles for the university. Of the r.st

African stater, it is only Tanzania which has such clearly defined

objectives,"^
In 1171? debate about the nature of East frican universities

was renewed with the -publication of ar article by anjondey ongha,

a Kenyan postgraduate student studying in the United tator,
A

entitled "Toward a Relevant University in last . Trie ".f The

1. Uachyo, "The Jniveroitys Its ole in frier", p.2d.

2. Ibid., j,25•

J. Ibid., m.26. Tmchyo is perhs s air,taken in the case of fenya,
where a coherent ruling capitalist ideology exists.

4. a njondey .ongha, "Toward a Relevant University in East
j.frica ', a.st Trice Journal, Vol.3, I.'o«2 (1971)? pp.5-12*
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article is ill-informed, and quite unfair to all those who have

been p? rticipe tin^ in vigorous debate at the University of Iter-eo-

Aalaaa. Indeed, the author appears totally ignorant of their

efforts to produce change, and the changes which had actually

occurred at that university. The article is also full of the

contradiction®, endemic in African intellectual circles, of a

basically Marxist analysis of colonialism and imperialism which is

combined with a culture! nationalist stance which neglects the

structure! location of post-dndependence societies in an inter¬

national economic system.

According to .ongha, the African university, as a colonial

creation raid bastion of elitism and capitalism, remains the "most

colonised enclave " in African society# Under the guise of

academic independence it seelca to maintain the status quo, and is

assisted in this by the lac's of academic nationalism "even amongst

our leading African faculty"# The University, Aongfas argues,

cannot exist outside the nations! ethoss "it eee'ss to legitimate

its existence by imparting knowledge of what is inherently port of

those it is created to serve# It neither seelcs to negate their

idiom nor to violate rampant ideology.""1 The University of last

Africa, he contends, "deems its mission as producing hard-nooed

capitalists". It is "still hung-up on viewing the universe from

a iestern ethic". Mongha, however, does not examine whether there

is such a thing as a national ethos in Kenya and, if there ie, what

1. Ibid., p.6.
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is its nature. If, as it can be strongly argued, the national

ethos of lenya is a capitalist one, then there would not appear to

be any basic contradiction between the university and the national

ethos.

Don/he argues that the co.imitment of ... frican educational

institutions should be to the enlightenment of the world about the

nature of African civilisation. this is, of co rso, a commonly

held vie:: anion/; cultural nationalists. Lome five years earlier,

for instance, David Tiubadiri had oloc ucntly advocated ti at the

university, in its teaching and syllabus should see/: to 'consciously

use African sources and drew from ..frican senses of values in the

assessing of facts"." fc added

..e are living not only in a stormy political and
serial situation, but also in a strong intellectual
climate. 11 aspects of our formal and informal
education must be planted in African soil and take
root amidst .frican traditions and culture.

In order to bring this about, and to purge the university of its

alien dor.iina.tion, Longha suggests that Africanization of staff must

be accompanied by a. drastic overhaul of the social sciences and

humanities curriculaj ho does not, as aubadiri, 1 yunya, . .nd lutiso

argue, envisage v. similar ovorh .ul in the case of the fig; Leal-

sciences. A drastic overhaul is necessary bee: use these fields

involve nothing lore than "academic propagandizing of a cert' .in

civilisation and ideology", and have excluded fricm humanism,

communalism, .frican socialism and African ethnics from their purview#

1. J: vid Aubadiri, 'The Jnivorsity dole in the Development of fast
.frican Culture", in fast Africa's Cultural Heritage (Nairobi:
jclQt ..frican Publishing House, 1966), p.9.
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The major shortcomings of 'lost ' frican universities include

an "overall omtihasis on :,uro-'--merican history at the e~ ones of

Africa", the dominance of the Judno-0hristim ethic in ohilonophy

and religion at the university, the absence of " fric •.•••: >riginality

and concentration" in political science departments, the teaching

of capitalist economics in r, society where ' fric; n r-c-c isHam is

■reached, end the continuing usr -e of Jrglish, rather than r hill,
1

as the medium of comunic tion. The university must be, ongha

argues, "the depository of our past and the homo of our cultural

creativity. Only in this way can the university be mart of the
2

people."

Apart from restructuring the curriculum to overcome its

urocerrtric shortcomings, the university should do r:r y with the

predominantly forei'pi-financed "institutes" which are "dun -ed on

our campuses for the solo benefit of Anglo- nerican scholars".

Any institute should be concerned with the rehabilitation and

rejuvenation of its "colonially rr.v- -ed culture or its disaffected

cons".1* To ensure ranid A friesnisat ion of stiff, end the recruit¬

ment of better qualified and ideologically sympathetic rcademie

staff, university recruitment should be handled by the Iinistry of
/

iducation. Of course . ongha realises, o have critics, such as

Ckot p1 itelc end Cyrus Mutiso, that the restructuring of the

curriculum to piece greater emphasis on the rejuvenation of the

1. or--1- .7 -

2. Tbid., o.^.

J. Ibid.

4. Ibid., p.10.
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African cultural heritage involves a ressers.ment of expertise and

skill.

Areas like African philosophy, music, dance, nd
art can easily be taught by well rounded, skilful
local talents who may fail to possess . ,s or
Ph» ).s but who are well known for their practical
experience. !c must use non-degree teachers in
awahili literature and poetry too, because almost
all the intelligentsia know no better than the
skilful writers we have in ...ombasa, 'fangs, or aonEibor.l

It is this last suggestion mhich becomes the central focus for

Cyrus :utieo*c consideration of university transformation.

lutiso accents most of -onghs's major premises about the

nature of the African university. However, he is much more concerned

than bough; with institutional restructuring and the relationship

of the university with its society. One of the nost conspicttous

features of the discussion of frican university change has been

the relative neglect of structural cects - how the university is

internally or" nized ad how it fits in with other structures in the

society. This neglect, apart from stemming from the effective

socialization of .frican academics into a dominant British and Korth

American heritage, (of course, both luropean and United States

Universities frequently have "non-nu- lified" staff, including

writers . nd artists in residence, but they contribute little to

formal course programmes) stems from can academic awareness that

structural changes, especially those leading to "de locratisrtion",

threaten academics and intellectuals in several ur/s. .. democrat-

isation of the university, oarticulnrly in terms of teaching (the

1. Ibid., o.ll.
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admission of "traditional exoerts" to the academic staff) alters

considerably the notion of qualification and expertise and their

basically European nature. 'utiso, in relation to this point*

argues that the university tu a roae rch. ad tc: c: >.g institution

is geared t: the "status/povnr needs of aaomi-ac; dc lies who are

2
mere manipulators of foreign ideas".

lutlso Views the university, nd the educ tional system as a

whole, as potentially a vast research gathering organization in

which the distinction between aso mi-academics and non-asomi

experts .and intellectuals has been broken down. 'he no at serious

indictment of intellectuals in fast fric is, for utiso, as it

L with (kot • .Ltcthe failure to.define or concede a systematic

role for the non-c .sorai in re so rch nd learning.^ do joints out

that the oomi-uca Hemic does not deny that non- ootni have theories

and knowled-o, but reconstructs and reinterprets them in accordance

with his 'theoretical constructs which he has borrowed from his

mentors". The granting of the dominant role in rese. rch and

learning to the non-asomi would entail the decentralisation of
: . | +... 4 r.: • y • ..., o 1 i

to cher T hi: students. uch re; tructurin^ c ' the university

system would, lutino somewhat optimistically hones, embrace all

1. In an interview, (> r-es- alarm, 2/3/1971), tab eehoai, the
Head of the Theatre Arts department at the university of
Oar-os-la i recounted the-difficulties he had, and the
general academic opposition to, the appointment of an
11 liter to at hi ' ly a killo 1 tr- .tional 1:1: ici n and dance
instructor to the Theatre ..rts department#

2. . .. .utiso, 'Intellectual Channels and ...lternative futures",
•or orosontod to the korere folder fubiloe riters * fork-

shop, University of bairobi, 1^72, p»7»

3. ibid., y.U. "aaoai" is a Hamba word, and in mutiso's inter¬
pretation, means a person who has undergone several years of
formal western style education which has introduced him to new
ideas and cultural patterns.
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strata of society and throw up "alternative societal systems

animated by the values of the non-csomi" which are not derived

from, or determined by neo-colonial relationships.The last,

of course, appears to bo derived from a completely untenable

idealistic portrayal of untr: mailed, uncorrumtod peasant life.

It is to deny, in effect, that the inteyr tion of the peasant into

colonial and capit--list modes of production does not represent part

of nee-colonial relationships.

Concluding Ilemarhs

In this chapter, an attempt has been made to describe briefly

the development and underlying bases of the systems of secondary

and university education in which most Jaot ifricdn intellectuals

have been either m rtly or fully tr ined. Those institutions, as

ye have seen, have boon subjected to searching scrutiny sinco

independence and their n- ture and rationale fund; mentally questioned.

The strains and crises which they have experienced have largely

been the product of attempts by those who worh in them, either as

academic staff me mbers or students, to transform inherited

structures, curricula, and relationships with metropolitan powers

and their academic communities, in the 11 ht of what they perceive

to be , fricun require icnts. These crises have been exacerbated

where, as in Tony-, there has been considerable administration and

government resistance to change or where, as at .. herere, resistance j

1. Ibid., p.10$
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on the part of the dominant expatriate academics. Two dominant

strands, often confused in the writings of individual critics,

have been discernible in African criticisms the first, represented

by Grant Kc. tenju, and the Tanzanion critics, is concerned with the

transformation of the university along socialist lines, although

it docs not exclude the university role in recovering and

developing an .African cultural and intellectual heritage; the

second, represented by orr-ha, 1 'cot p'.3itek, and Cyrus Autiso, is

concerned luch aore with the latter function. Joth, however,

accept the need for the university to be geared to national develop¬

ment requirements, and for the university's ties of funding,

at- ffing, curriculum, •• nl ideologic 1 docer.denco itli rit.- in and

forth merle especially, to be brohen.
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CHAPTER IV

The Institutional Setting 2 - The Press, Journals, Publishing and

the Theatre

Introduction

Direct foreign influence was of critical importance in establishing

the press and journalism throughout Africa. In West Africa, most of

the important newspapers were published by foreigners, although during

the 19th century a great many African owned and edited papers emerged

in Liberia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast and Nigeria."1' I£any of these

served as organs of protest, and as vehicles for the expression of
2

grievances, most of which were directed at colonial officials. They

were also concerned with cultural reassertion: papers such as the

Lagos Weekly Record "consistently urged the importance of African

culture and customs."^
In contrast to West Africa, where the press was largely an

African creation even if later it did succumb to European domination,

the foundations of the East African press were solidly laid by Europeans.

In Kenya in particular, and in Tanganyika, it was to serve as the voice

of white settler opinion. Ainslie points out that

?/hereas in West Africa, newspapers developed as
a voice to express the protests of the ruled,
in East Africa they were from the beginning
vehicles for the culture and concepts of the
rulers, with the considerable resources of white
capital at their disposal.4

G.W. Reeves, Africa Literature and Politics(La Trobe University:
M.A. Thesis, 1971), pp.171-177-

2. July, p.350*

3. Ibid.

4. Rosalynde Ainslie, The Press in Africa. Communications Past and
Present (Londons Victor Gollancz, 1966), p»99«
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. Lany of the newspapers and broadsheets designed for African readership

were sponsored by the missions md government. ""nay were used to

proselytize, to forestall the development of an oppositional press,

and to provide public information. The growth of an African press

w.as hindered by the virtual absence of a number of pre-conditions*,

widespread literacy, a writing tradition, a corp- of literary special¬

ists, the technical ability to handle press and. production methods,

the managerial capacity to establish efficient systems of distribution

(the absence of this condition was compounded by poor transport and

communications, population dispersal, and the existence of few urban

centres), a national language, and sufficient capital. In Kenya,

political repression was a major obstacle, as was the late development

of a slron mid ile claso capable of . ;t ani•; . a vi able press. Uganda

was the one "act African state to possess an educated middle clas3 at

an early date. As a result, a vigorous ^rivately-owned African press

emerged in a -anda in the early part of this century. But in effect,

only the European and Asian communities possessed the capital to

establish a viable press.

The development of the African press and journalism has been

intimately linked with political and social rcfor.nd the birth of

nationalism* The early African newspapers and broadsheets were

generally the outhpicc-o cf political association- or parties - .vetu

was the organ of the TA CAj uigy.lthanla of the KCA; .umenyereri of

the KAU. Political associations were often the only African .groups

with sufficient funds and distribution means, to set up papers and

broadsheets, and tried throug them to win public support for their

objectives and to clarify ideas. Tapers served organizational

purposes, exerted lever:, e on government, and provided a coherent
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interpretation of ©vents for their supporters. Asian and "European

papers played a similar role, being concerned with the protection and

advancement of thoir respective communities in the economic, social,

political and constitutional spheres.

it the tine of independence two distinct press traditions existed.

First, there was the dominant uropean or foreign-owned press which

was concerned either like the ast file an tin-'ard, the Tanganyika

ftamlardt and the L", and a Ar,-ust dth the . rotoction of Airopean settler

interests and slov? constitutional adv ncO| or like the hation oerios,
with frican self-government and'independence. 3ocond, there was an

African politic 1 press which was poorl, - 'in need and technically ill-

equipped, and which in Kenya and Uganda hail been battered by the

colonial administration's repressive measures during the 195^s "" banning*

closure, in court action.• for sedition an-1 libel. The two oo-o::isted

uneasily, but only temporarily. In Kenya, the political party press

rapidly withered away under pressure from the two major newspaper

chains, the moribund state of KAN!I, and a ovem ent policy concerned

more with controllin the Private press than 7ith establishing its own.

In Uganda, the position was more ambiguous. There, privately-owned

papers co-existed with the unofficial UPC paper, The People, and a

number of predominantly loc il news apers set up by the Ministry of

Information.* In Tanzania the state of co-oxistence persisted until

1970. But Tanzania was the one hast African state which endeavoured

to create an alternative to the ropean or non-African owned press.

TANV established its own papers - The Nationalist and Uhuru - for the

purpose of disseminating and discussing- TAl'U policy and counteracting

1. A detailed list of these local papers -nay be found in Notes on
The 'res 3 of Uganda (hoa; alas Department of Information, n.d.).
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the influence of the foreign-owned local press." The state of co¬

existence was effectively destroyed, by the nationalization of the

ny i'i, -i ■ otl in 1CJ1Q* althou, :h the wahili daily ,n.ru- o

continued to operate under private citizen ownership. ' snzania thus

provides an example of the conversion of the oppositional, nationalist

party press into the post-independence national ^reea.

The press is a major organ of cultural diffusion in ast Africa,

even if per capita newspaper readership is well below that of urope,

2
North ..erica, nci Japan. In I967 the total sales of the four daily

Tanzanian news; uper3 was only about 50,COO, which represented one

daily newspaper for 245 people. There were of course a number of

weekly, fortni htly, and monthly papers which boosted circulation

considerably, hut the decade of toe 'sixties uitnessed a decline in the

number of weekly and fortnightly newsj-.ipers published, and in the cose

of the weekly papers, a decline in circulation.* The press is one of

the major agencies for the dissemination of new ideas, new techniques,

and new v lues. It also serves to either facilitate and support, or

hinder, the acee, tanee of specific government policies, and to justify

government and state structures. further, the press helps provide a

basis for interpreting and evaluating political development, and for

relating the t eriphery to the c-mtre. 'his last function ie hindered

by poor and. uneven distrlbutirn due to in 2!equate transport, and

educational and economic factors (the ability of a person to buy a

1. After t'.."i anaibar revolution in 1964, and the subsequent union
with Tanganyika, the Tanzaniar press found itself forced into a
position of defendin lovernnent policy against hostile foreign
criticism.

2. A U3T3C0 suj-vey made in late 1961 found that there were in the
wh< le or fric- only 231 •: dly news';a;.ore, bavin, a total circulat¬
ion of a single ritish newspaper, the .all?/ irror.

3. (Jr-'hsi.- Tttcn, 'b ass :edia and . ... v. Information "low in Tanzania
and its alevunce tc evelopaent", Tar-ee-halaamt Universities
of Tast Africa Social cience Conference, 1970, p.263.
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newspaper). Pi3tribution tends to be confined to the major urban

centres. : or instance in Tanzania in 1970, about 50/' of the

circulation of the four dailies regained in "ar-es-'oalaam. The

private daily paper, Nfturumo, which according to one survey enjoyed a

greater readership in Par-es-halaam than the other dailies, suffered

from up-country distribution problems, principally because it was not

afforded th" special air rates enjoyed u;r t other three papers.^
The press in fast Africa has also been a major employer of

intellectual personnel. About lO^ of the intellectual sample were

2
employed in journalism, and a number of others contributed articles

of comment and features on a part-time basis. Apart from performing

the above roles, however, both the party and non-party press in fast

Africa has been an important outlet for creative writing, essays,

commentary, -and criticism (social, literary, and artictic). Most of

the major intellectual figures in ast Africa have at on» time or

another contributed articles to newspapers. In : mzania, partly due

to the rudiment iry state of other intellectual outlets such as journals

and publishing houses, the pr033 - the hationali.it. The, tandard, the

Sunday News and the Daily hows, has provided, a major arena for discussion

and criticism which has reflected the disagree sent and confusion

surrounding key Ideological questions -relatin to the role of the

part/ and ideology, the nature of aoei lisra, and the nature of under¬

development and neo-coloniallam in Tanzania and the Third orld in

general. o .wahili 3 ri • :iwsp pore, , urumo ar.1 ''huru have a special

page of poetry which, as /Iter i oy: pointed out, has greatly reduced

the need of the Tanzania Publishing louse to publish volumes of

Swahili poetry.^
1. Ibid., p.272.
2. See Chapter hive, Table VII.

3. Interview with alter Bgoya, far-ea-3alaam, 27/7/1973.
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.1.0 .rc;,11:. i e ; onya .reap: The standard and Nation Croups

For eixt" "ears the standard press group has been the most powerful

In ~'*r>t f -Je^. Its or! '"ins, ho-ever, wore modest. In Ir-0? a 7!rm;ee,

Jevanjee, who ha*? '--de •> considerable fortune from r^llwv supply

contract! durin<~ the constructj on of the H-ertda railway, started the

weekly fricnn tjinJjrd in itonbaea. "V )5sh. editor-reporter r.nmod

• • . VI ller r-"j imported to assist i ■ its foundation. "wner hi, of the

rarer n*- - <" V ' -nds ver" "uicVIvs i - ft wee purchased v" "e.y-r and

Anderson who vera at that 11 re proprietor r C t*e Irnnd rotel in

: embusa. -Hereon bee erne the edl + "r, r-' the paper's naro» was changed

to the oat fricon tan-hnrd.. in 191C- It shifted to Kalrohi, following

the ;-overnr:ent? the hotrbssa Times (founded In 1P99) was revived to

take Its place. ^nce In Nairobi, the t re 'rtf very quickly absorbed

the ahort-lived Th" Nairobi 'dv^rtis---r, leaving as its only serious

rival the weekl Leader of British "^ost Africa (founded In 19CP).

However this was soon eclipsed with the Standard's introduction of a

daily edition, and was bought out by the 't--rdarc? in 19?3. Hoorge

Hinnear, the editor of the ieadar of -rltish ""ast Africa was hired as

the tandard'a editor, a position he held until 199f. His successor

was 'ennoth Bolton.

- > r5 -ird "rcup exi-n'i<-ri it- .ubli ;-.in; activities. wahill

weekly, Baraza, was started in 1939 with governmental er.ooura. eaent.

?'nder the editorship of rancis vkamisi, B raza was at least nominally

editorially independent. In contrast to the 7 aat African Standard,

which remained the outspoken mb conservative voice of white settler

interests until the advent rf \tb.ru, from i!:4c onwards i'&raza advocated

African political activity. The t*ndard 'roup lao moved into the
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other "ast African states. In 1930 the Tanganyika tandard was founded

in Tar-es-Galaaun at the invitation of the Governor. Much later (in

1955)9 the ~ganda Argus was established in Kampala. Both papers

shared wire services and correspondents vith the Nadrobi-based East

'frican ftandard. The "tandard. Group also took over the Kenya 'eekly

hews in arch 19^8. The Kenya "e"kly " e?.s (circulation about 7,000)

was based in Fa&uru, and drew its subscriptions and advertising from

the white settlers. After independence, and the dwindling number of

settlers, it found survival a struggle. hen \;.F. "ill, the long-

term editor died, it was sold tc the tandard group. Its existence

was only prolon: ed briefly and it closed in 19^9•

In May 19&7 the Standard Group was purchased by Lonrho, a British-

based firm with extensive interests in white-dominated Southern Africa.

This ch nge of ownership has clearly been important in determining the

Standard's relationship with the I enya Government, and exposed it even

more to accusations of fcrei n ownership. At least before the change
«

of ownership the majority of Kuropean shareholders had lived in Kenya.

The last Triean tandard was Ion- the mouthpiece of conservative

European interests in Kenya. After orld ar IJ it was recognised by

the directors of the Standard Group, however, that changes were

necessary if the newspaper were to adapt to the postwar situation.

Indian Independence was a decisive factor, as an editorial on the 16th

November, 1962, was to reveal.'* The new intentions brou ht little

change. Turin the .ears of the mergency the 7ast frican .tandard

appeared very much as an at times hysterical voice of extremist

settler interests.

1. Ainslie, p.100.
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n in the post-indepenenee situation, the Baat -frieun Atandard'a

role ha. not si,'ni.ficant 1, ch inject. he . a. er a added on a policy of

'respon- Able1 upi ort for the independent 'ric n Covernment, a support

which has beer: uncritical -anl obsequious.* -ortainly the content of

the paper lias changed. It no longer c -ters so exclusively to the

social interests of urcpean settlers - "social affairs, horse shews,
2

agricultural fairs, and news from Britain", and i rcvides a fairly

broad frican news coverage. It has given extensive coverage to

Hovernment news, and especially that emanating fro be Parliament and the

various ministers. But in ter :s f friconization little has been

done. "ntil 19^5 "the staff v as 1: ~t entirely white and : itish-

trained. By 1968 there was one '.fric n sub-editor.~

n ..
. r group .'.hi, - .ucce:;. .VLly ol lit r.t ef the supremacy

of the standard Iroui is Bast trie n Newspapers (Nation Series), Ltd.

5 . 1. M omen harles 'ayes

st .rtc •• on- - nev s_ vpor, • j f • ery :. V ..1 . ■ Pbl by bu iry; local

material and sellin it overseas. By coincidence .e came icross

T'ichael Curtis, a former editor of the ' oneor oivn '/■ -onlcle who was

interested in starting a pa er. They became partners and Curtis, at

one time Private Secretary to the old , 1 han, persuaded the new Aga
4

Khan to invest money in newspapers in Bast Africa. The Thomson

Organization supervised the settin, up of the paper, end the buying

and installation of the plant.

The first paper, "'oif0 'enya, was printed in wahili. ith the

1. Hachten, p.?10.

2. Ibid., p.211.

S« Ibid.

4. There ia quite a large Ismaili community in "ast frica, and Kenya
in particular. iio has ' een responsible for a number of educational
and hospital projects.
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imminence of independence it was felt that fricans would be better

able to dr their views in dwahili, rather than ru_liah. Taifa

enva later became the Ingliah-language ail,y n ation. by the end of

19' 1 both the aily ration and the 3unda;y ' ation had been established.

•-'air.i Leo, the jwahili daily, followed, arki expansion of the Nation

.eries v/as rapid. In 1962 an unsuccessful attempt was made to set

u. i sej irate ; .nda Nation. ii venture roved too costly, lasting

only one year, and served aa an effective deterrent against a similar

operation in Tanganyika. In 196c the ation series bought control of

a former Katwe (Kampala) payer, U anda oipya (run by Nridadi : ulira)

and brought it out aa a daily, faifa mpya, first in sngliah, then in

Luganda from I96I. In 1962 it bought a half share in ..wafrika, run

by iobert akang® in Dar-es- alaam. Apart from the bally Kation

and sunday Nation, the Nation deries publishes Talfa ^eo, Taifa deekly,

Nyota (monthly), and ifricuna (quarterly).

ith the uat frican t. o' ird, and to a lesser extent the Daily

Nation, th- Kenya Government has had little need to establish a

government press. Both major publishing groups are constrained by

their foreign ownership which imposes very tight restrictions on

their critical activity. To criticise is to risk government take¬

over. George Githii, the present editor-in-chief of the Nation

Series, has described some of the problems thus

The editor, the management says, is, of course,
free to express his opinion but he must also
remember that he represents and is also a custodian
of a huge invest ent. In this situation, the
editor faces some sort of intellectual erisis,
mainly about the sorts of choices and doors
that would be open to him if he took a certain
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course of action rather than another..... Nor is
management pressure limited strictly to this economic
ae;ect of investment. It also arises out of an

inr-vfci sble oravln t ensure the survival of the
news,, . -er qua investment in an alien land.-

Critical activity is also self-inhibited, stemming from a basic support

for govern ..ant policy. s previously indicated, the ast rican

t unci art- is owned by Lonrho, whose "an/an activities are of increasing

importance. overnment policies with regard to foreign investment

and ownership, and the development of state supported capitalism, are

clearly not in conflict with . > t fri c an t .ml s.rci policy. In this

way the .tand.ird has been able to ..lintain a continuity of role, even

if the composition of its reading public has undergone changes, from

the white settler mouthpiece of its first 3ir deoadea it has become

the mouthpiece, if only covertly, of foreign investment, uropean

caplt hi... , tl risin, en. m ruiin, clays.

The iut .fricnn t.md..ird has never opened its columns to \frican

intellectual debate in the way that the aily Motion ami .fund a;/ ;iation

have. Lpart from occasional book and theatre reviews, one would not

realize that intellectual debate was taking place it all. Philip

Ochieng has noted that

Anybody who reads the teatrs and book reviews with
which our newspapers feed ua knows that they cannot
be intended for true -frioan3.... J!e knows this
because theatre reviews are on lurope n forms of
drama and they are done by Puregeaa* for Europeans
and because the only books reviewed at length have
no direct relevance to local conditions, and they
are "one by European reporters whose guilty 'Consciences,
in taeir attempt to whitewash the colonial experience,
is 30 aabarrasui?v» in the i nor ince which it reveals.

1. leorge Oithii, " rest-, "reedoa in venyaM, in flav dtokke, (fid.),
Reporting Africa (Uppsala* Scandinavian Institute of African
"studies, 197l)» P.59.

2. Philip Ochieng, "A titrd- ress reading the profit of fear", dunday
1 ation, irch 30, 19*>9» P»6.
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And FaraJ Tumila in the following1 passage recounts one particular

experience wit: an "nglish journalist from the "ust .fi-ican Atundard.

The journalist told 'umila that his article on Cwahili as a medium

of national integration was

interesting... well written uaft I am sure it will
interest many of my frican readers and quite a good
( any) English and aian refers of this paper but
I would be a traitor to my n, lish... and possibly
lose my job by publishin thi3 article. Some of my
fellow nrlish journalists will think me a foil by
accepting this article.1

Such neglect of African intellectual debate sterna not only from a

.urocentric editorial bias, but also from the actual composition of

the readership of the otandard. xe 1966 aat frican . tandard

Jeadersh^p Survey showed that 46 (16,575) of the purchasers were

2
African, 19',. (6,846) Asian, and 35/ (12,611) .urope an. The distri¬

bution was much the same for the weekend edition. fhua, just over

50 of the readership was non-African, and therefore unlikely to be

interested in the types of intellectual and cultural questions which

would appeal to a number of .frican readers.

Moreover, /any probably would not regard it as important that a

newspaper should be a forum for intellectual debate, there being, in

the case of expatriates, no real precedent .at home.

P'rom the beginning, the . ation series papers gave full editorial

support to the cause of frican self- overnmont in i'enya. A policy

of rapid Africanization of staff was pursued, although in 1968,

1. Faraj Dumila, "The Cultural r.vironraent of African Journalism".
Paper presented to the akerere Uolden Jubilee Titers* Woricshop,
University of Nairobi, 1972, p.4« In the case of Dumila, the
English journalist's reluctance to publish his article may have
had something to do with its emptiness and general lack of
quality.

2. U.S. Information gency surveys in ast Africa have found that of
newspaper readers with some secondary education and above, 51/
read the /1andard and 50 read the Nation.
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luropean3 still provided the backbone of the«editorial staff. By

this ti •>, however, the Nation had had two fxican enitors-in-chief:

first Hilary Ng'weno; and second, raox.o Githii, the present editor.*
Like the Standard, the Nation has followed a policy of basic support

for the Kenyatta Government. dut it has also shown itself more

reidily disposed to criticism of certain aspects of government. The

Preventive retention Act was criticised by the Nation, as was the

purchase of a Rolls Noyce car by the mayor of Nairobi, who later
2

decided a iin.it buying it. The dig ition and Sunday Nation have,

unlike the 'aat Trie an tundard, provided an important outlet for

intellectual debate. "On the ' irp^t'1 interviews have helped dissem¬

inate the ideas of among others L.A. 0 ~ot, Okot p* litek, Taban Lo Liyong,

Vfugi wa Thionc»o, John Pbiti, Jonathan iriara, Gkollo Oculi, and

Pneriko ieruma, and those of politicians including Bildad Kaggia,

wai Kibaki, Oginga Oriinga, Tom Okelo Odongo and Joseph uruabi. The

"Commentary" column in the Sunday Nation has been used by Philip Ochieng,

the late Cyrus "aaundia, Aloo OJuka, ^ and more recently, eter f'waura

and Glthiii himself, as a forum for intellects l debate. And it has

btrren in the pages of the Paily Cation and fund \j Nation that the

cultural debate involvln- Okot p*:itek, Taban Lo Liying, Philip

Ochieng, and Jared Angira othieno has boon brou ht to the attention

of a larger public. Locally publisher, books have been reviewed, and
s»

attention given to Tricon theatre, although the uropean dominance

in this sphere, and the sporadic I'ric .n activity, have ensured that

this is limited.

1. Hachten, p.212.

2. Ibid., pp.212-13.

3. In early 1973 Ojuka, who was developing into a fairly orthodox
Marxist-Leninist, was dropped from "Commentary". The column has
since had a variety of contributors, none of whom has done ouch
to relate specific issues to broader problems.
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The only other Tenyan newspaper which provides an intellectual

outlet i;s the Sunday Post. Inde; endent ly started in 1935» the rost

originally served as a settlers' newspaper. In 1961 it was bought

by the nglish ress Ltd., a local publishin conn any, which continues

to heavily subsidize its operations. ^he paper is badly put together,

with poor layout and a mass of typographical errors - something to be

ex ectc' iven that it does not employ a full-time staff. During its

early years it was an inept imitation of popular British Sunday papers

replete with biMnied girls, syndicated articles, and trite features

designed to titillate rather th n inform. Dnder the editorship of

Narain "inyh, a businessman wit) considerable journalistic experience,

it has been transformed beyond recognition so that it has become a

major forum to which Christopher ulei, Pagan Alot, Philip Ochieng,

illiam Ochieng, Vtieno Odhiambo, and Chris ; anjala have contributed.

Of course the involvement of enyan 'sians in the press and

journalism is of long standin . It was A. . Jevanjee, for instance,

who in 1902 started the fric n t =rd which developed into the aat

African Standard. Apart from the Europeans, .sians were the only

group with the necessary capital, editorial, and technical skills to

produce newspapers. The papers which were set-up supported the

interests of their community, although they reflected the important

divisions which existed within that community."1"
In the years irar edlately after orld ar 1, the "Indian uestion"

dominated politics, in the press the campaign for a common electoral

roll and the ri ht to purchase land in the Highlands was pursued in

1. Felice C ater, "The Asian ress in ■ enya, " hist 'rica Journal,
Vol. VI, No.10 (1969)i P»30. or a brief overview of these
divisions 3®e onna elson, "Lroblesas of lower in a lural Society!
isi .ns in "enya, "Southwestern Journal of .nthrcpology, Vol. 28,

Ko.3, pp.255-64.
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papers 3uch as M.A. "esai's The 'ast African Chronicle and the Mombasa

based The democrat. The aftermath of World '.'ar II brought change,

the success of the Indian nationalist novement providing radical

Inf ians in Tanya with a new confidence in the possibility of successful

opposition to colonial rule. Indeed, by the end of the '"ar, the

Colonial ;i-.es had begun to recognize a "community of interest between

the two coloured communities in opposition to white privilege.""'' It

supported the attempts to combine the activities of the local Indian

congress and the XVJ, gave a reat deal of publicity to the KAU, and

opened its pa pea to African writers. The daily Chronicle which was

financed by . fatal, was the most radical of the Indian papers,

glvin consistent support to the efforts of African politicians.

Before the mergency it was edited by "io Cama into who, after seven

years of detention, edited the fan-African Pre33 until his assassination

in rebruary 19^5* Its nationalist credentials were impeccable.

Oginga Cdinga wrote that

11 t 1 nglish
language newspaper in Kenya to advocate a militant
nationalist policy, and. to issue a call for total
independence of the colony under majority rule.^

Both the Colonial Times and the Daily Chronicle argued that au Vau

was caused by economic, soci -1, and political grievonces but condemned

its violence. By the end of 1954 the Daily Chronicle asserted that

the interests and problems of Asians should not be divorced from those

of the general community, and that the Asian community might have to

subordinate its interests to the eneral interest."^ dowever, the

1. Ibid., p.31.

2. Oginga Odinga, "ot yet t'huru (London; Heinemann, 19^9)» P»HO.

3. ;aily Cl-.ronicle, 2/ll/l974»
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momentum of political developments in Kenya soon rendered irrelevant

the attitudes of the Asian community and its press to constitutional

advance. The radicals supported KANU and the rest KADU. The news¬

papers suffered crippling financial difficulties, and most failed to

survive into the independence period. Only Africa Samachar, which

served Fast and Central Africa, survived from the colonial period.

As in Tanzania and Uganda, many of the early African papers and

broadsheets in Kenya were sponsored by missions or government.^" The
9

African political press which began to develop toward the end of the

1920s relied a great deal on support from within the Asian community -

2
provision of printing facilities and editorial assistance. The

consolidation of European power after the First World War brought about

some Asian-African political cooperation. Harry Thuku, for instance,

used the offices of Desai's East African Chronicle as a base for the

Fast African Association's campaign, and his Swahili broadsheet,

Tangazo, was printed by the Chronicle. Hie D.L. Patel Press printed

Mulgwithania and the Luo Magazine (1937) was printed by the Colonial

Times Printing Works.

First published in May 1928 by the KCA, Fuigwithania (which means

literally 'he who causes the whole group to understand each other()
was the first African-owned paper. Its editor was Johnstone (Jomo)

Kenyatta, the Secretary of the KCA. At this time Kenyatta had no

writing experience and a limited educational background, so it is doubtful

whether he was the driving force behind its foundation.J His contri¬

butions were cautious and "over-correct".^ Highly conscious of the

1. Helen Kitchen in her 1956 study of the African press estimated
that there were 40 or 5° papers for Africans before 1952.

2. See Felice Cater, "The Asian Press in Kenya", Fast Africa Journal
Vol. VI, No.10 (1969), PP.30-34. "

3. Murray-Brown, p.109.

4. Ibid.
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pitfalls of political activity in a colonial society, and anxious to

avoid the f te of exile which befell 'Tarry '"huku, Trenyatta "supported

the churches, district commissioners and chiefs; he urged on his fellow
t

Africans the importance of agricultural and educational self-advancement|

and he praised the role of the British mpire."1 *enyatta noted that

The first thing (about the British frapire) is
t at all people are governed justly, big or small -

equally. The second thing is that nobody is
regarded as a 6lave, eve'ryone is free to do what
he or she likes without being hindered.

.fter .oriel ar II a number of . rican vernacular papers developed

largely as outlets for the political and economic grievances of the

ikuyu." f : irst of these was enry .vworia's '■ uinenyereri which began
4in 1945* By the time of the Tmergenoy, there were about 40 of these

"violently written papers, mainly in - 'ikuyu, mainly mimeographed, mostly
5

highly seditious and taking a bitterly anti-white, ' uit Kenya* line."

The papers and newsheets were often edited by prominent political

leaders and

expressed general dissent and bitterness over the
colour bar and the kitande, the insecurity and
poverty of the Kikuyu squatter in the 'lift Valley,
the need for greater African representation in
central and local government, and the hope for
tribal and national unity.

The most resilient of the post-war \fripan newspapers was the Nyanza

Times, a Luo weekly which was started by Oilnda Okun and James Cmoga

and later edited by Achieng Oneko. "arly in its operations it ran

1. Ibid.

2. quoted in A.osberg and hotti -p.-ham, p.101.

3. Ibid., pp.211-12. Also chten, pp.201-2.

4. umenyereri ("Ae who looks after") had a weekly average circulation
of about 10,000 and was widely distributed throughout Kikuyuland.
As tension grew in 1951 and 1952 it became uncompromising in its
nationalism.

5# "An African • ress iurvey: 'ast and Central Tfrica", New Commonwealth,
August 19, 1954, p.l71»

5. Rosberg and Nottingham, p.211.
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into orlppliw printing costs. However, the luo Thrift and Trading

Corporation, of which Oginga Odin^a was full-time organizer, came to

its rescue it decided to ; :'cl . o a ureas frcm the Daily Chronicle

and publish the paper.* By the end of its first year in 1947* the

uo Trading ">r®ss had purchased and established a press in Nairobi on

which it rinted Achieng OneVo's Bamogi. Other African editors

sought assistance. It printed the "ikuyu "unonyereri and Agikuyu;

the 'Jcamba - withi a; ulinavosi in ara,- oil 5 Awori's Swahili

*

adiopo3ta; and "rancis Khamisi *8 "walinu. According- to Odinga, "the

level of politics differed in these papers, but some were i.uite out¬

spokenly critical of the government..• the most radical, hard-hitting
2

paper was Uhuru fa' frica, run by Paul Kgei.

"ith the exception of the Vyanza limes, all of these papers were

suppressed << min, the Uinervancy. he ■■nza Times mans, ed to survive

within the strict limits of emergency censorship, ind still managed

to maintain a reputation as the champion of Fenyatta even when to

advocate his release was a legal offence. After the vigorous suppress¬

ion of the prsas during Mau iu a number of African publications

revived. **cwever, they continued to operate in difficult conditions,

especially in Klkuyuland (including Nairobi) where the State of_

"^••■ergenc-* was not lifted urn i 1 1 ' °. ' 'he prohibition on the formation

of national politic 1 parties mo rnt that no newspaper could draw upon

the financial resources and distribution outlets of a national

political or -rhv (tion. The • ers which did develop were local and

mimeographed. One such was Uhuru, the oi-gun of the eople's

Convention Party in airobi, which supported Mboya's candidature for

1. Things, hot "et Phuru, p.82.

2. Ibid.

<
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the Legislative Council.

The most radical of the post-'lmergency African papers was Fan

Africa. It was founded by Oginga Flinga and Jorno Kenyatta, and

published By the Fan-African Proas :.tc., which was associate- with the

j'yanza f"i;,v>s. '"he members of its Boar' of Directors included Fio

Pinto, ILargaret Kenyatta, and Okata da. Finto was the editor-in-

chief and the ideological drivin,; Force behind the publication.

Undoubtedly ! e 1 elped to give the journ d its strongly anti-imperialist
•*

nature. ith into's death in 19&5 "tbe journal continued under the

editorship of a young \usiralian until its demise soon after.

x an .frioa wax. the mouthpiece of the more radical elements within

KANU. It- adopted a strongly anti-imperialist position, and leaned

towards the oviet bloc. The strength of its anti-imperialism was

demonstrated luring the Congo "crisis' . '.he cover of Number 46, under

the hea:in of "The eeth of the Imperialist Iragon", depicted a

crocc ile with three teeth - obutu, Tshcmbe, and unongo, devouring

the Congo. men followed the caption, "T is ghastly sight speaks for

itself and. does not need any tell-tale elaboration. Imperialism is

trying to swallow up the Congo!" Pan -irica also demonstrated a

fairly strong pro- oviet, :'astern urcpo n bias. In the local

situation, however, the radicalism and anti-imperialism developed an

understandable ambi uity. for instance, .3. Gathi.-Ira,1 the managing

: ditor, dealt with omalia's dispute with Ethiopia and Kenya over the

question of national boundaries. Gathigira argued that the Somalis

"have been shameless enough to suggest that thousands of their "brother

(Somali) uslims" were still under the yoke of "Christian imperialism"

1. Gatbiaira is now the News 'ditor for the Daily Nation.
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in parts of Kenya and Ethiopia." He continued

It is in fact unfortunate that any independent and
sovereign African state should try to cover up its
desire for territorial aggrandizement by intooducing
irrelevant and basically silly religious aspects. 1

Gathigira defends the territorial integrity of the colonially created

arbitrary unit of Kenya, while accusing the Somalia of adopting the

"divide and rule policies" of the colonial powers. Somali moves are

not depicted as an attempt to recover what historically they considered

to be part of their territory, or to redraw arbitrary boundaries more in

accordance with ethnic and religious factors, but rather as part of a

Somali territorial expansionism. African radicalism and anti-imperialism

were quite capable of foundering on the rocks of territorial integrity.

The introduction of Kenya's socialist manifesto, Sessional Paper No.10

on African Socialism, nevertheless revealed the paper's leftist stance,
2

especially in its support for Bildad Kaggia's criticism of it.

Government and Press Relations in Kenya

Kenya is often cited as an example of the operation of a "free

press". But as previously argued, the critical activity of the two

main press groups has been inhibited by their foreign ownership^ and

the constant threat of nationalization. One observer noted that

The press was controlled in that it knew full well, by
informal and unwritten agreement, just how far it could
go in criticizing the regime or in reporting information
"embarrassing" to the government... While some criticism
was permitted, no one dared use the printed work for
direct attack on Kenyatta himself or any program or action
he strongly advocated. 4

1. "Somali Mischief", Pan Africa, No.46, 1965, p.3.
2. Seeissue of April 16, 1965» no.53.

3. The view was often advanced, particularly in the early years of
independence, that freedom of the press in African states was not
a question of whether there was a one party or multi party state,
but rather whether the press was African or foreign-owned. This
was the view of Odinge Odera, the first editor of the East Africa
Journal. See Tom Hopkinson, "A New Age of Newspapers in Africa",
Transition, No.22, 1965» p.39»

4. Hachten, p.216.
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Indeed, the history of the press in post-independence Kenya has been

one of almost continual fovernment warning and interference. For

instance in "ecembor 19^8, the widely circulated religious fortnightly,

Target, was threatened with closure by the ttorney-Ceneral, Charles

Kjenjo, because it criticized the growing gap between rich and poor

and the division within TCAEU. Finally the Government allowed the

paper, which was sponsored by tie CC" to continue publication, but

insisted that its British editor, the Bev. John Schcfield, be dismissed.

On January 14tb, 1$69, the Government warned Kenyan newspapers to

cease "highlighting and sometimes exaggerating" its programs to break

the ..sian . rip on trace lest the _ress itself be purged of its non-

African elements. The "ast Tricar, tandard drew a sharp rebuke from

Daniel Arap Toi for reporting all sides of the Asian citizenship crisis.

Informal and unwritten, rather than written controls operate, and

one of most used method* of this infer . 1 control was the information

ministry's calling of editors for group meeting's. Hachten suggests

that this .etho.: was characteristic of the early days.1 The response

of the v enya overr.mrant to press treat .ent of U; ^nda would suggest that

it is a current practice.

Burin.-. January and February 1973» enyan press criticism of the

Ugandan military regime hardened considerably. Newspapers carried

reports of disappearances, massacres, and lawlessness among the ranks

of the Uganda army. The dunday host of February l8th in an article

entitled "ICOs . eared Killed in ...ibale i ;hting" dealt with reported

clashes between soldiers loyal to amin and officers, mainly from

"•'astern ind estern randa, who were supposedly assisting Dr. Obote's

military strategist, Lt. Col. Oyite Cjok, in an attempt to "liberate

1. Ibid., p.218.
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the so-called guerrillas who were due to be publicly executed in the

town.""^ The articles listed a number of proadnent bale citizens

who had apparently been victims of the fighting* The editorial in the

same issue asserted that . resident gmin

has placed the blame for each and every incident of
oppression, tyranny and horror on imperialists,
ionists, .sians, the British, the newspapers of

r'ertya, ond sometimes on his own soldiers without
incurring the thought that an undisciplined soldiery
is a grave reflection on himself. Of course, he
himself can never do anything wrong.

The editorial went on to state that "Uganda is in a state of complete

chaos aire idy", with Jgandans horns > Lv - suffering in lar a numbers nd

in a terrible way", and raised the question of hov; long "can this

state of affairs be allowed to continue, even from the Ugandan point of

view?"

Kenyan newspapers reported a lar-e-sc tle exodus of aLuo who were

fleein, for their lives from Uganda, and anxiety wa3 expressed about

the situation by politicians, vne.udir ministers."' Amin responded by

firstly denouncing the KaLuo, and the foreign" imperialist and Zionist

owned" 'enyan press which was concered to undermine the ood relations

between Uganda and ''enya. On the Luos he retracted, and sent his

foreign minister, larrurae Kibedi, to reassure Kenyatta. The diffi¬

culties of ■' res were crov " r', however, by two stories which broke

over the weekend of the 17th and loth of February. On the Saturday,

the 'hast ' •' rionr. -1 and ard reported that General Amin had paid a visit

to Nairobi and, had been seen by - reliable informant. Given the

unday host, 18/2/1973, p.l.

2. Ibid., p.4.

3. r. donga Orcama, a Kenyan •" binet inister, speaking as a Luo,
said he t. is sur rised to note that a government of a neighbour
State had accused a whole community belonging to another State
without first checking with that tote. Sunday Nation, 18/2/1973,p.4»
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plight of the Luos, the story hardly lacked credibility. The

Government dismissed it as without foundition, and reaffirmed that

Kenya and Hganda enjoyed rood sisterly relations. The next day, the

"unday :ost reported that three c-f -pin's biggest enemies had been

taken into Kenya police custody in Mombasa after crossing from

Tanzania. "t this point stringent v/amings to the Kenya press were

publicly made. Daniel '.rap ! oi warned that the press would be

nationalized if it did not behave responsibly. The Foreign Minister,

Dr. Njoroge "unaai then joined the fray. Representatives of the : ress

were summoned to the Office of the Vico-President, with "ungai also in

attendance. mong those attend in,, were the editors of the Fast

African ' t. -ndard and the Daily hat ion. The Kenya News Agency (KNA)

reiort said that the editors had been asked to refrain from printing

"sensational and inaccurate news" which, would affect friendly relations

and good nei rhbourliness between Kenya nd "neighbouring" states."*'
An anonymous correspondent in the ."unday News wondered whether the

"recent strictures moan that the Government now looks to them to behave

as Government newspapers. As privately owned news .apers, can they

interpret events in neighbouring states differently than the Govern¬

ment?"2
A more recent example which illustrates methods of , overnment

control is the treat: ant of . eter "waura of the "unclay Nation for his

investigative story on the drip purchasing scandal. 1'v/aura was

detained by the police for questioning, and spent two days and nights

with the police. t the time Llwaura made his disclosure, the police

1. "A great dilemma for journalists", ..und y news, 18/3/1973, p.3.

2. Ibid.
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were engaged in the investigation of allegations of illegal practices

in the supply of drugs to the (Government. Subsequently a number of

persons, including a senior (Government Official were charged with

various offences. Hilary Ng'Weno, former editor of the Nation Series

and founder-editor of"Joe Magazine"had the following' to say about

Mwaura's case.

Incidents such as the one involving Mr. Mwaura
which can be interpreted by the press a3 (Govern¬
ment pressure against the publishing of •bad1
news will inevitably lead to a cowed press and
make nonsense of the constant claim by the Kenya
Government that the Press in Kenya is free and
unfettered.*

The Kenya press has been free to report whatever has been said in the

National Assembly. This has enabled papers to carry a good deal of

discussion of public issues, including outspoken criticism of

particular policies and government ministers. Nevertheless, the

National Assembly, as Hachtan notes, has played a rather ambiguous role
2

vis-a-vis press and government. One well known Journalist has

pointed out that

Unfortunately some Members of Parliament in this
country have shown over the years a marked degree
of intolerance over what the press can or cannot
say. The intolerance seems to verge on paranoid
fear of freedom of expression.

This ambiguity was revealed in the response of members of the National

Assembly to George Githii's article in the Daily Nation on the National

Assembly and Presidential elections (Amendment) Bill 1974» A number

of members suggested that Githii was not entitled to discuss the Bill.

The Speaker, Mr. Fred Matu was reported as saying that Githii "cannot

1. •Firlngline' "Joe Magazine", August 1973, P»7«

2. Hachten, p.

3. Peter Mwaura, "The fear of freedom", Dally Nation, 5/4/1974, P»6.
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accuse the Members of this "'ouse of not respect!nf the constitution

when he himself does not understand it""'' and suggested that some of

Githii'u conclusions were provocative and unconstitutional. T'waura

rose to the defence of Githii and pointed out that

The Bill is of national importance and it;- implications
could have farreaching consequences if and when it is
passed as one of the laws of this country. It would
be a serious default of duty on the part of the mass
media - not to mention the embers of Parliament them¬
selves - if the members of the public were not .;iven
an opportunity to understand the implications of the
Bill fully.2

The Kenya Government of course exercises control over the mass

media in other ways. One of the early decisions of the Kenyatta

Government was to assume greater control of mass communications and to

minimize the uropean influences which had for so long antagonized

Africans. Under Achieng Oneko, the first Minister of Information,

this policy was vigorously pursued. '!'he inistry had two major

departments: the Voice of !enya (VGK); and the Information department,

which encompassed the government press and information services, as

well as the Kenya Pews Agency (ICMA). The KNA is the main source of

news in Kenya - both the newspaper firms and VOK buy their news from

it. The ' ation Series also has direct contacts with the American

news agency, UPI, and bases reporters in all important areas and

correspondents in main Past African towns - Kampala, Dar-es-3alaam,

"rusha, 'orb a so, Jinja, and h-'-uru. The ' ovi >t 'Tr.ion and Czechoslovakia

assisted in the development of the KNA and in line with its official

policy of non-alignment, the government decided that the KJJA would

take only two world news services - Reuters and Tass, the latter being

1. Githii responded to these criticisms in an editorial in the
Sunday Nation, 24/3/1974, p.6.

2. Peter Mwaura, "Parliament and the People", daily Nation, 26/3/1974,
p»6.
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provide;': free. vfter the ouster : neko in June 1966 and his replace¬

ment by James sogo, the OfA modified its operations. kdenek Kubor,

the Cseeh adviser, was deportee; in trc . If! 6, ant* what kachten terms

"the pro-communist influence" almost disappeared.' In addition to

fas3 and outers, the ki.'A began receiving; \iT; and IVI reports as wells

2
"Also, there was much less t sparing with incoming news reports." "

fho fanzonian Press

The origins of the press in Tanzania were similar to those in

snya. i : . i . .nu g; vera r. , u key role in the establishment

of the African . ress, while the coisrercial press was dominated by

'uro: ans, and the .tandard -roup in particular, and a number of small

Asian-o\.:,e. hu -i recto vol'.uv . ov -rl, jless ;.i.ere was a pronounced

diver,;enee >,i ross develop uant V,twv:.-i too two countries, which becioae

most pronounce^ during the 195(;s. This was primarily due to the

"ifferent conditions in ..hie!. natiomiliat politics developed (e.g. the

restrictions on the development of a national political press during

the .ergency ar/ even after in enya). he differences hardened in

the post-independence situation when important ruling ideological and

policy differences let' to contras: ir.: ideas about the proper .function

of the press. i isreas in .eny.j. the triean political press declined

relatively quickly after independence, and the two main foreign-owned

press groups g*ine« a monopoly of national and loc .1 publications, in

anzania the . 'j press ex. • aided, and blossomed into a national press

1. ac ten, p.2(":£.

2. Ibid.

3. Ksponsored publications such Sauti ya K'Jv'U, and its more
radical •e tars were associated with Pan Africa for instance, but
the moribund state of the party ensured that no vital party press
would develop.
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which was assisted by the widespread use of Swahili as the political

lingua franca. At the same time the Government extended its directive

role. The monopoly of the foreign-owned press was quickly broken, and

the nationalization of the ".Standard -roup in Tanzania placed the control

of the press firmly in Government and TAMJ hands.

The first ever newspaper in Tanganyika was probably that published

in 1895 at h'agila by the U.K.C.A. It wa0 called Ilabari ye hwezi and

contained articles of both religious and secular content. In 1908 the

newspaper had its first African editor in Januel Ichoza.* The U.M.C.A.

also published Pwani ITa Bora in owahili. ission sponsored papers

continue to be important at the local level, the owahili-language

fortnightly -.iongozi (founded in 1955) enjoying the largest circulation

of any. The most important of the early African political papers wa3

the owahili "hivetu (if37-1952)» the organ of the Tanganyika .African

Welfare and Commercial Association, founded by the .Uganda "rika Fiah.

Fiah owned and edited the paper, and represented the radical 3trand

within Tanganyikan politics at that time. He was alleged to harbour
2

"Garveyite" African racialist notions and, according to Iliffe, "was

in distant contact with Pan-African and even communist ideas.He

was a vehement critic of -irtin " - y ibr and used tie columns of "wetu

at the time cf ay mba'. "cot: tc writ? a vitriolic obituary.

In anganyika, the 195''"s witnessed not only the foundation of

government-owned an" directed papers, and severao. small coaatiercial
ventures, but the rise cf a .arty ,ress as well. It was only in the
1950s, when the pro sum frr self-government and irde. er/ence was

mounting, that the OcXcniA Office turned its'attention to the uestion
of newspapers for Africans. In ng.nyika a series of ;cme twenty
local i apers run by loc-.l councils, native authorities, and growers'
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cooperatives were established with 'government support, apparently to

encourage interest in local affairs;* and three Swahili papers -

Twanyaza, baragomu, and "acibo Leo, were set up in Par-es-'alaam and
2

handed over to a "trust" in I95P. Vwangaza, a daily, died at the

end of a year for financial reasons. Bara.oimu was taken over by the

Nation Aeries in 19^0. Vambo Leo, the most successful of the three,

achieved a circulation of 30,000 weekly, and continued publishing until

1962.

Also in the early 1950s, a number of private publishing ventures

were undertaken. Robert kakange, who later edited I'wafrlka, began

"uhra, an Tnglish and Bwahili weekly. In Bukoba, two papers were

established. One, rukya na Fundi was conservative in tone. The

other was Tanganyika Mpya.

In late 1957, the foundation of the modem Tanganyika political

press was laid. 3auti ya TANU, ""wafrlka, and Kgurumo came into

existence. Sauti ya TANU initially consisted of little more than

dujjlicated sheets of party new3 in Fnylish and Swahili, together with

policy statements by Kyerere. Ngurumo, a ■ wahili daily, was owned by

Thaker's Ltd., and still provides a non-government and TANTJ press

outlet. Ainslie pointed out that "it is passionately anti-colonial,

rather than nationalistic, and seems to s;eak for an unorganized, and

not solely African left-wing."^
The T.ANU leadership became convinced of the need in the late '50s

for a strong party press as an organizing and mobilizing force. They

1. Of the local papers, one weekly, one fortnightly, and six monthlies
wore still operating in 1965, when all the similar ventures in
Kenya, only one, hikio (a Swahili weekly) had survived.

2. For an account of the attitudes cf these publications to nationalist
activity see I.JJ. Omari, "The Ki3wahili dress and Nationalism in
Tanganyika 1954-58," Taawuli, Vol.2, Ko.2, (1972), pp.34-46.

3. Ainslie, p.111.
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faced a major problem in tara3 of population dispersal (a large country

with few urban centres), and widespread illiteracy. Nevertheless,

they possessed two advantages: first, T ,NU was without a a rious

rival and possessed the roots of a national organization} second,

Swahili provided a widely spoken lingua franca. A party press was

necessary not only during the independence struggle, but also for the

dissemination of party policy in the post-independence eriod. fter

independence, of course, and the development of an African socialist

ideology, the need became moi*e pressing. Ttius, in 1959» the National

Times reaa was launched by TAHIJ leaders. N'yerere was Chairman. It

wa3 planned to, publish Tnglish and Ewahili dailies, and a Oujerati

weekly. The press was under-capitalized, and relied on outmoded

equipment, and its English paper, the National limes, lasted for only

a short time. In 196l» TANU began Uhuru as a weekly japer ,rinted in

Swahili.* It was edited by Roland fcwanjisi. After independence,

T.ANIJ decided to convert Uhuru into a daily, and to provide it with a

companion daily, the English-language paper The Nationalist. However

at the end of I965 Uhuru was still a weekly, and the Aationali.t did

not appear until April 17th, 1964*

The Nationalist was published by the fwananchi rintin, and

Publishing Company, on whose board sat senior T .TJ offici Is and Govern¬

ment ministers. The editor-in-chief was Jweli gogo, a leading, TAKll

member who was at one time Chairman of the Tanganyika broadcasting

Corporation. Jainea iiarkham, an experienced Ghanaian journalist who

had worked with Nkrumah in the days of the Ac era voni ng 1 e ws, was

brought in as anaging Editor, and staff were recruited in Tanganyika
. 2

.and abroad.

1. Ibid., p.112.

2. Ibid.., p.114.
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According to Henry Bienen, "it might have Been useful tc group

a wide spectrum of implicitly non-Nyerere views under the heading of

a "Nationalist Croup"."1 From its creation until the middle of 1965

The '■ationullat served as the mouthpiece for those who differed from

2
Hyerere'a position. The views of these people were expressed in

editorials, news articles, and in the coverage given to various people.

They were generally those whose ideological position derived more from

Lenin and ao than from Ujamaa and ~emocracy and the Party Cystem.

These individuals include men from Zanzibar who,
since the Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar in April
1964, brought to their government posts a new legacy,
a new rhetoric. They have infused a distinct ideology
into the mainland. Disagreement is also evident among
middle-level leaders in Uar-es-Salaara and among junior
ministers and administrative officials at TAMU National
Headquarters, a few regional and area commissioners. 3

v

Two government ministers whose ideological positions were not in'oomplete

accord with Ryerere received considerable and enthusiastic coverage in

The Nationalist. The first was the Zanzibar! A.1>.. Babu, the : inister

for Commerce and Cooperatives who entered the Tanzanian Government

after the Union. Babu had been General Secretary of the Zanzibar

Nationalist Party, and organizer of its youth wing. He edited a small

newspaper called Zanews (really an information service) which was

sponsored by the New China *Jews Agency. Zanews was harrassed by the

colonial government and seized four times in 1962. Indeed, Babu was

jailed for twelve months on a criminal libel conviction arising out of

an item in Zanews. After his release in 1963, he quarrelled with

All '.'uhsin over the parliamentary representation to be allotted to hie

1. Bienen, p.2C8.

2* During this year The Nationalist was edited by James Markham, and
there was a European - an englishman, Diehard Kisch, on the editorial
staff. Uarkham was replaced, and Kisch was told to leave Tanzania
on 24 hours notice.

3. Eienen, p.208.
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youth winders and resigned, establishing the Uraaa ("masses") party.^
The second was the now exiled and discredited Oscar Xaubona, who was

at that time Secretary General of TAMJ and ' inister for foreign ffiira.

Karabona adopted a much more outspoken and anti- estern position in

foreign aff sirs than did hyerere. ie was, as . ianen notes, the subject
2

of a type of personality cult construction program:-!© in ti -n list.

'he ...ationalist did not, however, ignore -ye rere, and , ive full c. verage

to his speeches and hailed hira aa the great leader of Tanzania. hat

it did do was challenge Nyerere on the very issues he himself had at

out: fric :n aoci ilium, one party de mocracy, -ind the nature of nonic

policy in Tanganyika.

Myerere had as early as 19^3 said that there were different

ideological roads to African socialism, hut did not accept 'arxism-

Leninism as the ideology to be embraced in Tanzania. or hira, uiaraaa

was African socialism. Indirectly, this rejection of scientific

socialism was criticised in a series of articles published in The

Rationalist in June 19^5 which attacked kenya'a Jessional Taper No.10

on African Socialism.^
An anonymous "Critic" in "x enya's frican joolalis-n" asserted that

the enya white Paper was opposed to socialism an'3 for capitali. :, -<nd

was outraged by the statement that "both Marxism and Laissez-"aire

Capitalism have been failures."* The "Critic" interpreted the bite

. aper a3 asserting that feudal institutions ware the strong est heritage

on which to build frican socialism. The specific institutions (e.g.

1. Babu operated within a very different ideological framework to
Nyerere, placing his political and social analysis within a arxist-
; en^inist-'.'aoi st framework.

2. iienen, p.210.

3. one of ^yerere's indirect critics ever went to the extent of
referring to him as a "bourgeois nationalist".

4. Nationalist, June 28, 19^5» P*6.
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independent farms) and traditions urged for preservation in Sessional

Paper No.10 were the very same which Nyerere had stated as the basis

for African socialism in Ujainaa. A few days earlier another contri¬

butor had written an article rejecting tne very idea of African

socialism. "A Contributor'' argued that . arxism-Leninism was flexible,

and capable of adaptation to national and national/state differences:

Lenin's analysis "surely demolishes the myth that the scientific

socialist theory is one and the same solution for all situations and

for all time.""'' There is no distinctly ifrican form of socialism

simply because the diversity of 3tates prohibits the inclusion of all

under any one label. However, socialism, as a form of social organiz¬

ation, is universal.

The nationalist provided excellent coverage of African new3,

stressing as The . t and aid and the Daily Mews were to do, liberation
2 3

struggles in touthern Africa, and news from Zambia, enya, the Congo,

and Algeria. It managed to avoid the parochialism that afflicts many

government newspapers elsewhere by basin, itself firmly on news, and

giving extensive coverage of foreign events. The Nationalist had the

smallest average printing (about 6,000) and the smallest estimated

readership (about 2?,000) of the Tanzanian daily papers and went out

of existence in early 1972 whan its merger with The standard produced

the Daily Jews under the editorship of ban Lkapa.

In the early 1960s two radical journals were published for a short

time. The first was the discussion journal Apearhe id (1962-63),

edited by F'rene Ginwalla, which had a continental perspective. The

1. Nationalist, June 18, 1965» P»6.

2. The Nationalist was banned in Kenya.

3. Bienen points out (p.210) that the Nationalist "made itself available
for various factions within the Congolese anti-central government
movements and for particular factions the Southern dhodesian and
South African nationalist movements."
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second was Vigilance Africa (Macho), edited by the late Samuel

Kajunjemele. Vigilance Africa was published in English and Swahili

and dedicated to Marxist-Leninist idealsi "Scientific Socialism and

African Unity, against Colonialism and Imperialism." It was committed

to Chinese positions, and devoted considerable attention to documen¬

tation, the activities of trades unions and cooperatives, and analyses

of international institutions such as the orld Bank. Predictably,

the Congo, Rhodesia, and liberation in Southern Africa were major pre¬

occupations. Among the contributors were the British communist author

Jack 7'oddis, Kelson Nyondo, and Hsa Kaisi.

The Standard and Daily News - The Press as an Intellectual Forum

Prene Ginwalla, a South African born Marxist lawyer and journalist,

became editor of The tandard and Sunday News after the nationalization

The Standard in 1970. Earlier Ginwalla had edited the radical

Tanzanian monthly Spearhead, and had been deported in 1965* The

Standard under its British editors had, after independence, endeavoured

to adopt a sympathetic stance to the government. However, the sale to

Lonhro of the newspaper chain to which The Standard belonged, rendered

it more suspect in Tanzanian eyes and it was duly nationalized. The

nationalization should nevertheless be viewed within its proper

perspective. After the Arusha Declaration, nationalization became a

major instrument of Tanzanian socialism. It was designed to give

Tanzania greater control over its own resources and to break the

dependency links which existed with the capitalist states. Greater

control of the news media was a necessary stage in this process.

Ginwalla started work with a Presidential Charter, the message of

which was to stimulate constructive debate within the country and to
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promote the Irusha Declaration. The press, Nyerere said in his

message,

ill be free to join the debate for and against any
particular proposals put forward for the consideration
of the people, whether by TANU, or by other bodies.

He further cissigned to it the responsibility of freely criticizing any

particular acts of individual TANU or Government
leaders, and to publicize any failures in the
community, by whomever they are committed. It will
be free to criticize the implementation of agreed
policies.

While on a visit to London in 1970> Oinwalla recruited on a two year

contract Richard Gott (now Latin American correspondent for The Guardian

and Gditor of the Penguin Latin American Library), Rod Prince, former

editor of Peace News, and Tony Hall, formerly an Cxfara publishing

officer. Among the local people she recruited were the "enyan

journalist Philip Ochieng, and Abdallah Ngororo.

Qinwalla's ..'arxism-Leninism gave r'he "tandard a narked international

orientation. Tanzanian socialism was examined, often critically,

against the backdrop of international soci ilism. ide coverage was

given to liberation movements in Southern 3nd Portuguese-occupied

Africa, and in South Vietnam. "astern European, and Latin American

affairs received considerable attention, as did the Slack Power movement

in the United States. Debate at the domestic level was concerned with

the danger of the emergence of class divisions within Tanzanian society,

and with the extremely critical analysis, often in unsigned articles

by European radicals, of parastatal organizations such as the National

Development Corporation. In the columns of TheStandard two particu¬

larly important debates - those involving tourism"^" and uhamaa vs.

1. This debate was later collected in a volume edited by Issa Shivji,
Tourism and "ocialist Development (Par-es-Salaam: Tanzania
Publishing House, 1973).
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r
capitalism - were carried on. These debates had the effect of

opening up the paper to the Ideas of a number of ycurv intellectuals,

most of whom were from the University. 1 distinctive feature of The

'"'tendard emerged. Contributions were encouraged from non-journalists,

and academics from the "!!ill", secondary school teachers, and members

of the administration were able to disseminate their ideas to a much

larger public through the press. It was under Tinwalla that the

press developed as perhaps the major intellectual institution in

Tanzania, and certainly as the major organ for the dissemination of

intellectual ideas. Later under the editorship of Ben Meapa this

role continued although since mid-way in 1973, the paper has been
2

effectively emasculated. Clustered around the Pally hews - funday

News have been intellectuals such as Philip Ochieng, Gcra "brahla and

Maria Uasack,^ (Juido Kagome, Naijuka, Jenerali Ullmwengu, and Change wa

Chenge. Many of these people have been Marxists. This for a time

gave the paper a certfiin ideological homogeneity, and helped provoke

friction. Ochieng, for instance, found himself in conflict with

Mkapa, a man of nationalist rather than Marxist inclination, and was

dismissed. A similar fate befell Naijuka at an earlier date.

one indication of the importance of "lie t-andar' as an intellectual

institution may be obtained from a brief outline of the tourism deb to

hich took place in its columns from May 197® to August 1970. In

Tanzania attitudes to tourism have been characterized by ambivalence.

1. 3ee in particular articles by J.F. Almasi in the issues of the
34/6/1970 and 25/6/1970.

2. Philip Ocfaieng was dismissed, although he continued to work on a
temporary basis. Ouido liagome left to take up a position at the
Co-operative College, Moshi•

3. Ibrahim and " ssack are two "outh African exiles who, while employed
outside the Daily ewa, contribute a great many articles on foreign
affairs, and especially liberation struggles.
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Elements within TAHU and the Government have clearly been troubled by

the efficacy of the encouragement of tourism in a society which is

supposedly committed to the development of a socialist economy and

society. The debate revealed the perhaps unbridgeable gap between

the younger members of the radical intelligentsia who wanted tourism

to be assessed within the whole contedt of relations of derendence and

underdevelopment, and the bureaucracy which, placed on the defensive

by the force of the criticism of tourism, relied on limited economic

and technical criteria to justify capital expenditure on its develop¬

ment.

The tourism debate began with the publication in The standard of

a paper entitled "Tourism and Socialist Tevelopnent in Tanzania"

prepared by the University College Branch of the TYL.^ The paper

raised doubts about the actual value of foreign exchange earnings from

tourism, pointing out statistical deficiencies and difficulties, and

arguing that many of the items necessary for the maintenance of

tourism had to be imported. If industrial policy were re-oriented to

produce these tourist goods, it would mean that the basic needs of

Tanzanians would not be able to be satisfied. The paper added that

even if the touri3t could be shown to be an important foreign exchange

earner, this is not the sole critorion for "gauging the importance of

a particular activity to our national economy." Furthermore, if

investment in tourism does lead, to a rise in r; : , this is no ir ic.tion

of "whether or not the economy is developing on socialist linos and

whether such a rise will be sustained, i.e. whether the econo y is

autoex:ansive." The paper doubted whether tourism created many

employment opportunities and gave stimulus to secondary industry.

1. Th" tand ard, 25/5/1970, 26/5/1970.
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Bmployment opportunities could never be isolated from the lons-term

aim of restructuring the economy* the question whether it was cheaper

to create a job in the tourist industry or in a textile industry had

to take this into account. Toarise was hardly likely to generate

the development of skilled manpower, an." to leud to the develo; nut of

an industrially oriented economy. 'jhe secondary in-lustr tourism vould

most likely develop would be the souvenir industry which is not to be

confused with ''small-scale industries" or "cottage industries".

Tourism was unlikely, through the revision of capital projects, to

stimulate regional development, and was more likely to widen the gap

between urban and rural areas. An ira; rovensent in social services is

unlikely to result, simply because improvements tend to be tied to

the needs or requirements of the tourist.

The paper argues that the cultural benefits to be dtrived from

tourism are at best doubtful. To the argument that tourism helps

"develop indigenous folklore", the paper retorts tb.-t this is to

divorce culture from its socio-economic foundations and to ignore the

point that the cultural influence is more likely to be on the recipient

society than on the encapsuledtourist: "The flooding of tourists from

western capitalist countries is only holpin to rebourgeoieify our own

people .and especially the local petty-bourgeoisie." Tourism is

capable of making workers and peasants aliens in their own capital

city, and of turning it into a vast brothel, "the fate which is fast

engulfing Nairobi." The paper also notes that "the ways and values

we import throu a tourism are in no way compatible with our aspiration

to build a rural baaed ujamaa society", and concludes by arguing that

tourir cannot be viewed simply in terms of limited economic criteria,

for that is part of the "compartmentallsation of the study of society
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in' society itself" whioh characterizes bourgeoi- society. It. aust be

examined within the "holistic approach" which is essential for socialist

development.

fter publication of a number of letters, considerable momentum was

given to the debate by an article by rank itchell, at th t tine a

Research Fellow at the Institute for development studies at the

University College, 1 airobi.* "itchell objected to the TTL state¬

ment's criticism of compartmentalization, arguing that such was

essonti al if the ■overnmant -.ere to 'bar "ilyre ralionall;. the ■ ive3

confronting it." "e attempted to establish that an "underst nii-- of

wholes can only be approached by understanding parts", and that there

is a difference between facts and values, a distinction which failed

to emerge very clearly in his own analysis. The tenor of hi statis¬

tically documented argument is that tourism dees result in a consider¬

able net pain of foreign exchange, and that it is much better vslue

than, for example, a textile factory hich requires exorbitant tariff

protection, and leads to price rises in the commodities produced which

adversely affect the people in the villages. He notes that "t'rere are

few 'infant' industries in 'aat Vfrica which have outgrown their need

"or protection. The more common pattern seems to be that 'infant'

industries become 'juvenile delinquents' which require even larger

amounts of subsidy from the public in adolescence than they did at

birth." He dismisses as confused the TYL's argument that the needs

and demands of the tourist industry are not contemporaneous: with those

of the people, and that tourism, apart from gainin revenues through

indirect taxation, "oes not ; ronuce inequalities cf income liutri' .ion,

1. Prank 'itchell, "Tourism Does Help Africa Develop, "The standard,
8/6/1970, 9/6/1970.
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but rather produces some gain for people in the rural areas who are

able to produce handicrafts for the tourists. Mitchell concedes

that tourism creates fewer urban high pay occupations per pound

invested than many manufacturing industries, but suggests that this ia

something in favour of tourism. he in effect subscribes to the

largely discredited "labour aristocracy' view,* suggestin that urban

workers are exploiters of the sufferin. rural population. he largely

brushes aside the social and cultural effects of tourism as of little

consequence, and makes no attempt at rebuttal of the TLY state »nt*s

criticisms.

Understandably, the response to Mitchell's article was considerable

and at times vitriolic. Karim "iirji concentrated on his treatment of

holistic approaches and compartmentalization, pointing out that when

the TLV members advocated a 'holistic approach' they were not advocat¬

ing the "impossible task of taking into consideration all aspects of
2

the complex reality when analyzing any phenomena." In nimilar vein,

J.L. Kanywanyi, a lecturer in Law, pointed out that

hat the students are questioning is the bourgeois
approach to analysis which aims and ends at analyzing
parts exhaustively but neglects the relation of the
parts to the whole in order to see clearly the inter¬
connections between the two categories: how the parts
constitute the whole end therefore what the nature of
the whole is. 3

4
litchell's critics, including A.P. ...ahiga, Lirji, and Kauywanyi

repeatedly stressed that Tanzania's urderdevelcpaer.t had to be seen in

the context of inherited economic relations, which is sometkin, Mitchell

1. Christopher -"lien, "Unions, Incomes and development", In ^o-'o iiental
rends in Venya (Centre of \frican tudies, University of Edinburgh,

1972;, pp.61-92.

2. Karim 'irji, " holes and "arts", (Letter), The tandard, 30/6/1970.
3. J.L. Kanywanyi, "Tourism Benefits the Capitalists", The standard,

27/7/1970, 26/7/1970.

4. A.P. hahiga, "Tourism and the Aruaka Leclaration: V Contradiction,
The Standard, 15/7/1970.
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Completely failed to do. liitehell, they argue, was aolely interested

in the nafit.ability of an industry, n he or .it would heir

bring about a re-structuring of the economy along socialist lines.

Tor thi reason, his discussion of the relative benefits of the tourist

industry and a textile industry was a spurious one.

ipnrt from Mitchell's article, relatively few letters to The

tndarc were sympathetic to the promotion of tourism. It was only

after alricut four norths had elapsed that. *he "inistry of Information

ay"J "curiam, under considerable im pure from readers ef The t -ndurd,

responded to the critic!sms.-1- The reply began by statin that the

critic were conducting their case in a "t eoretienl manner divorced

frcx the real!tic of hot,! the ^'anzanian ex: erlence and the Tunsanian

objectives." The essence of the :lnistry's reply was that tourism,

as a profitable industry, wa3 desirable, and should continue to receive

substantial capital investment ;iir.:.ly because it t as aire*?-1" a part of

the Second Five Year Flan. Tanzania, the reply pointed out, is

developing a socialist economy which re :-ui res the develop-ant of

"correct socialist institutions". In order to comply with this object¬

ive, the Tanzania Tourist Corporation had been created to affect

socialist management of tourism. 'tttle attention a-an ivon in the

reply to the socio-cultural or political i <• 11 cations of tourism, which

were described as "exaggerated". ""he reply did not meet any of the

major objections of the critics nnd indeed, used the type of limited

economic criteria which the critics were so vehemently condemning.

Above all, the reply made no attempt to demonstrate how tcuri rn fitted

into broader strafe les of economic transfer! at ion and s«*lf-reliance

in Tanzania.

1. "Tourism rings " ovel "pment", The . t ~.rd , 17/f'/l9?r» 1 /r/l970»
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The nationalization of much of the press, a3 in Tanzania, does

not necessarily lead to a loss of "press freedom". The nationalization

of The standard and its merger with the TANU paper The Nationalist

under the editorship of hen ;Jkapa in the Daily hews did not initially

result in parochialism and loss of critical concern. It was precisely

because The Standard and its successor the Daily hews were government

papers that they enjoyed far more critical concern than either the

Uaat African Standard and the Daily Nation, both of which have been

restricted by foreign ownership and an unpredictable informal censor¬

ship stemming from an ill-defined ruling ideology and a "culture of

silence" which operates to stifle criticism of government policy. It

is arguable that even if the press in Kenya were nationalised, it

would still make for critical sterility given the nature of the

political system.

The Tally flews, and The Standard before it, have benefited from the

fact that they have been government organs operating within a reasonably

clear ideological framework.This framework has provided scope for

diversity. As Bienen argues, there has been a "mistaken tendency to

equate the ideology of TANU with Nyerere's ideas" and to associate the
2

ideas of one man with the "belief systems of a whole society." The

press - the Nationalist from 1965 to 1966, and later The Standard and

Daily Hews, has provided an intellectual forum in which a diversity of

ideas have been presented and vigorously discussed - from ujamaa, to

orthodox Marxism-Leninism in the writings of Ochleng and Ulimwengu,

to expressions of cultural nationalism. Government ownership has

1. In an interview (26/7/1973) Guido Magotne pointed out that the Daily
News's feature writers found their own material, and discussed issues
and topics with the editor at meetings. The major limitation on
their journalistic activity was that they had to work within TANU
ideology.

2. Bienen, p.205.
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eased the pressure to trivialize in order to capture a larger reading

public.^ This allowed The Standard and Daily Mews to publish hundreds

of articles by young intellectuals which would never have found their

way into either the Kenya or Uganda press. The Marxist-Leninist

orientation of Frene Ginwalla, which continued to influence The Standard

and Daily News even after her dismissal, fostered an international outlook

while at the same time promoting an intellectualism which is reflected

in the theoretically grounded articles on ujaaaa, capitalism, culture,

and national and Third World liberation.

Yet in spite of the diversity which has flourished at time3, real

limits exist. Ginwalla was sacked, for example, as Managing Uditor of

The Standard and Sunday New3. Her handling of domestic issues had

obviously aroused antagonism, but it was her handling of a foreign issue

which brought about her dismissal. The July 29th, 1971 editorial in

The Standard attacked President Numeiry who was ousted for 48 hours in

the Sudan by a communist backed coup. The Standard described Numeiry's

round-up of his opponents as "a senseless witch hunt." The editorial

said

They have paid the penalty of not behaving with the
viciousness and brutality that has characterized
General Sumeiry's return to power. It is a lesson
that will not be lost on future plotters.

The editorial came at a time when Kyerere was enjoying extremely

cordial relations with Numeiry. Shortly after Ginwalla's departure,

Richard Gott, Rod Prince, and Tony/left the paper, having earlier been

given notice by the President.

1. During 1973> many letter writers criticised the Daily News,
comparing it unfavourably to the Kenyan press, and the Daily
Nation in particular.
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an2anian and Kenyan ?reaa Coverage of Foreign ffairs

The Kenyan press coverage of foreign news is limited. As part of

official policy, local news predominates. Foreign news reports are

generally short and come via official news agencies, and there are few

in-depth and critical feature articles. The mass media, and especially

the radio and television, adopts a "radical" terminology to describe

events in Southern Africa - "rebel" Ian Smith and his "racist" regime,

Vorster's "fascist" government. The radicalism seems to lie in the

vehemence with which words are expressed or written. The terminology

adopted in relation to Southern and "Portuguese" Africa is in strong

contrast to reports on 3.T. .sia, outh Vietnam, Israel and Palestinian

liberation. In the case of s.E. Asia, the terminology comes directly

from U.S. news sources. The Tansanian press, on the other hand, uses

a terminology which is grounded in a Marxist-Leninist-Maoist vocabulary,

here as in Kenya, press treatment of South Vietnam ould involve

reference to "government forces" and "rebel troops", in Tanzania such

reference vould be to "troops of the pup: et regime" and. "national liber¬

ation forces". A much more fundamental^difference, which is symptomatic

of ruling ideological differences, is demonstrated in relation to press

treatment of the Middle -aat conflict. The Tanzanian press has

adopted a strong pro-Palestinian liberation stance, in line with

government policy. Israel i3 viewed primarily as an agent of U.S.
2

imperialism. In Kenya, which continues to maintain diplomatic

relations with Israel, the press stance ha3 been, if not pro-Israeli,

1. This of course reaches the height of absurdity when on the VOK
radio news bulletin, for instance, the transfer of a police
offioer in a remote district takes precedence over international
events of major importance.

2. See articles by Gora Tbrahim in Daily flews, 18/5/1973, 13/5/1973,
9./6/1973, and Sunday News, 13/5 1973.
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at least 'neutral" in the sense that reports are not concerned to place

the conflict within an iinperialist-anti-imperialiat framework.

In contrast to Kenya, in Tanzania until recently the press had a

very good foreign news coverage, althcu h the bias was obvious -

frican, European, iddle .astern, isian, Forth American and -.atin

American affairs received coverage but the emphasis was irincipally

on "revolutionary" regimes and liberation struggles. Far lese reliance

has been placed on news from official sources and news agencies, and

more attention given to lengthy feature articles written by staff

writers an foreign commentators. Two iouth .fric an exiled .arxist

journalists, lora Ibrahim and Karim Issack, have been responsible for

a ood many of the critical articles on liberation struggles in

Southern frica, J. . .sia, and the iddle ast. Jenerali Uli.nwengu

has also contributed articles on liberation struggles, in late 1572

publishin a series of six on Prelimo in iozambiq.ue.*
outhern African affairs (and for that matter the iddle ast,

Latin imerica, and 3.'). '.sia) have concerned Tanzanian intellectuals

much more than their ■ enyan counterparts. ["his is accounted for in

part by Tanzania's special position vis-a-vis African liberation move¬

ments and the colonial poworft. Tanzania aas been an ictive supporter

of frican liberation struggles, an< h.is been directly involved through

support of rrelimo-Tanzanian villages alone, the Southern border v^ith

i'.ozambique have teen bombed by lortuguese planes. Tanzania has also

been the base for a nugser of other liberation movements - A , TLA,

for instance, and has been indirectly involved with hodesia through

its association with / ambia and support for the Limbabwean liberation

1. ' en hi ? articles in the folio-ir, issues of the ?ally ? ewss 2 11/1972,
3/11/1972, 4/11/1972, 6/II/1972, 7./ll/l972, 9/11/1972.
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movements. This concern with liberation also stems from the ideo¬

logical position of many of the Taneanian journalists. 's Farxist-

Leninist-Fanonist influenced intellectuals, they tend to view events

in the Third orld a3 part of a broad historical process, and within
a systematic, coherent i 'eclo, ic il framework.'

The Fress in Uganda

During the colonial period, most of the ast African newsiapera

which were directed at an African public were sponsored either by

missions or by government. In Uganda the missions were instrumental

in laying the foundations of An African press. 'unno, the Luganda

language daily founded in 1911 by the Catholic hite athers his been

the most successful. In 1970 it had a circulation of about 2000, and

its e'itor was Fr. Stephen Vukasa. The enforced exile of the fabaka

in 1953 transformed the paper into a political as well as reli dous

org-m, and It later became the mouthpiece of the democratic Party.

unno is only the most enduring of a great many, often localized,

mission papers. More recent mission papers includes ''geeteer.aine

(1959), a funyankore/duV'iga fortnightly wi-h a circula-icn of about

6,500; "rwon K"1 iteso (Teso news founded in 1957), an Ateso fortni htly

with a circulation of 5,500: the nglish Leadership, a monthly founded

in 1957 with a circulation of 10,000; I.obo ewa (Our Land), a Lwo

fortnightly first published in 1952; uaizi, a Luganda monthly founded

in 1955 with a circulation of 30,000; and, the n. liah-language '"ha

file alette, founded in 195^»

''-anda was the one aat African country which possessed the pre¬

conditions fc-r the emergence of an African press. As we have already

seen intense missionary activity by the C.;; .0., the French-speaking
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White fathers, and the Dutch-speaking Mill Hill "athers, led to the

rapid expansion of both primary and secondary education. Bugsuada's

combination of a prosperous ruling class, and the highest literacy

rate in 'ast Africa, led to the emergence of the earliest Trie an

newspapers there. ''uch of this nows; aper activity was centred in

Tatwe, a village just outside Kampala. Host of the gapers were poorly

produced and short-lived. ":'bifa r.iu U, and a began in I9C7. hcrbr-ae

was established in 1927» and in the following year, -cbozi lya Buganda

began publication. After *'orld rar II, a number cf new papers were

set-up. In 1953, for instance, two Luganda dailies, the Uganda
1 2

lyogera. and Uganda fmpya (now 1'aifa ■'mpya) wore established.' The

foncer served es the campaign voice of the Uganda national Congress.

Both papers spearheaded the fight to bring back the Kabaka from exile,

and led a successful campaign to boycott the Uganda Tcyal visit of

19r>4• At a much later date another Luganda language daily, fsekanyolya.

was used to promote the A'engo Government. It was banned by Cbote and

closed.

After the independence the Uganda Government established a number

of government-owned and directed newspapers, the most successful of

which was the I.uo, "wor. L~;ak. These papers had their origins in the

Colonial Government's Information Department and the rationale for

their creation was bs^st expressed in the Legislative Assembly in 1952

as: "A government without a well-developed information service is

like a dumb aantrying to win an election."^ The aims of the government-

owned press in the independence period were basically the sane as those

of the colonial government: to link people more closely with the

1. Uganda fyogera was edited by Joseph hiwar.uka. See entry in
Appendix I for biographical detail.

2. The Propristor/Sditor of Uganda Impya ("Sew Uganda") was Krldadi
Mulira, who had been Uditcr of vbifu sax Uganda in 1946—47•

3. Quoted in Daniel Kelson, "Newspapers in Uganda", Transition, No.35
(1967), P.30.
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administration by tailing them what the government was doing and why;

to create confidence in the economic and sccial measures adopted, by

the government; to kill and combat subversive propaganda; to publicise

Uganda abroad; to raise the standard of the local press; and, to

provide papers for those areas not adequately served by the commercial

papers. The 0ovarnment Information Service started "'aukulembege in

1963. It was published in Luganda, and remained the smallest of the

daily newspapers, its circulation never rising abrve 4,00". The

decision to establish auch a paper in the Luganda language, in competit¬

ion with both unno and Talfa Oapya, apparently reflected a desire on

the part of the Uganda Government to counteract the influence of the

Kabaka in Buganda.

The indigenous nationalist papers which sprang up after "orId \ar

II failed to survive independence. This left only those which were

forei; h-owned or tied to sectional interests - papers in vernacular

languages, and Lugand a in particular. Joseph Eiwanuka'a English-

language Uganda depress was a poorly produced but aggressively nation¬

alistic paper which was never able to overcome its financial difficulties.

It de: ended for its livelihood on advertising, and this, being controlled

by Asians and uropeans, was never readily forthcoming. It was also

harrassed by regular court action for libel and sedition and, in 19^>»

along with the Uganda Post and Uganda "yopera, was suspended under

emergency regulations.1 The Uganda Mall, which was founded in 1954»

quickly died through its failure to attract European patronage or

African readership. The Uganda Times, which was often described "as

being a stooge of the colonial Government", failed because of its
2

lack of trained manpower.

1. Ibid., p.29.

2. Ibid.
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The Uganda Herald was the longest surviving of the English-

language papers, having been established in 1912. Commercially

successful, the paper relied on a British expatriate public and included

columns such as "Home News". It was owned by an immigrant planter and

businessman, and its long run was brought to an end by the advent of

the Standard's Uganda Argus in January 1955* Unlike the Herald, the

Uganda Argus sought to broaden its readership, and move beyond the

limited expatriate base. It was sympathetic to the nationalist move¬

ment but was much more reserved in its advocacy of it than the earlier

'frican owned nationalist papers. Thus, at the time of independence,

Uganda had two English language newspapers, both of which were foreign-

owned. The first was the \rgua; the second was the Nation Series'

shortlived Uganda Nation which had local directors.

The People

The People was an English weekly, published for the first time in

..arch 1964- It was owned by the Uganda Press Trust Ltd. which received

sponsorship from the Milton Obote Foundation, the New York based Peace

with Freedom Incorporated, and an organization called World Wide

Partnership, Bonn. The Trust had as its Chairman a senior UPC man,

Erisa Kironde. Kironde had been a teacher at King's College, Budo,

and a lecturer at Makerere. He had written and adapted plays, and

was a director of both the Nommo Gallery and Transition magazine. He

was also a Governor of the Milton Obote Foundation. Apart from

Kironde, the directors of the Trust included three UPC M.P.'s repre¬

senting the Foundation, and three representatives of each of the

overseas organizations. The editor of The People was Efeker Ejalu.

The People was essentially an unofficial party paper which, as
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Ainalie points out, "tended to find itself trapped between two roles -

on the one hand as unofficial spokesman for the Hovernment, and on the

other as indefendent 'popular* paper.It certainly did indulge in

trivia, especially in its first two years. It was short on inter¬

national news, contained an excess of fashion and pop news, and used

a groat deal of syndicated feature material.

vents in the Congo in early 19^5* however, certainly stirred the

political commitment of The Aeople, a commitment which it maintained.

The editorials during the period from January to Larch were devoted to

the Congo and made an impassioned plea for an end to foreign intervention.

United States policy was attacked, and Tshombe subjected to bitter

invective. Mercenary activities were condemned unreservedly.

The People during its years of existence, maintained a concerted

attack on Bu, anda and Baganda traditions. This reflected in part tha

desire of Cbote to break Baganda power and destroy feudalism. It was

also a reflection of the composition of the People'3 journalistic staff,

many of whom were from Aoholi/Lang'o country which had been subjected
2

to Baganda sub-imperialism. The Acholi/Lang'o cultural re-assertion

and intellectual awakening was as much a reaction to Baganda sub-

imperialisin as it was the British. During the crisis of 1966, which

led ultimately to the attack on the Kabaka's palace and his flight,

The People maintained a persistent attack on the Kabaka and Buganda,

and wa3 the mouthpiece of Obote and the UPC's policy.'^
The People was an important African intellectual outlet in Uganda.

1. Ainslie, p.117.

2. See A.D. Roberts, "The sub-imperialism of the Baganda", Journal of
African History, Vol. Ill, No. (1962), pp.435-56.

3. Nelson, p.31. After some soul searching, The Feople decided to
publish the Kabaka's polemical account of his demise The Desecration
of i'»'iy Kingdom, principally on the grounds that publication would
further undermine the position of the Kabaka and Buganda.
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tfakerere, and Its publications such as the V'er^re Journal were

(dominated by expatriate academics. The Uganda '.rgus and the

vernacular press provided little -utlet for the discussion c ? ideas.

The People, with its letter-to-tbe-editor column, and its encourage¬

ment of contributions from non-journalist intellectuals, rovid.nl an

intellectual forum in a society still very much under the influence of

the expatriate academic and intellectual presence. riters such as

ficho Ali, Mi Maarui, Ahmed "ohiddin, .J. "ejani,* Chingo '.achyo,

kello Oculi, and John rala used The Topple to disseminate their ideas.

uestions such as the role of African universities and especially
2

Makerere, the nature of post-independence education, and the meaning

of African socialism were mooted and vigorously discussed. ohiddin,

for instance contributed three articles on the nature of soci lism.^
Oculi from 1969 to Obote's ouster by Amin, wrote a regular column of

comment. ftor the coup the eoj-le continued to publish, b- it its close

association with Obote made its existence precarious and it was soon

closed, leaving an unfilled, gap in Ugandan Intellectual life.

The ^ast fricrn 'ress and "Podsraization"

This brief outline of the nature and historical development of the

ast fricen press md journalism raises many profound doubts about the

usefulness of these sections of modernization theory which concern

communications, and by extension, about the whole body of modernization

theory.^ A good deal of the work on communications suffers from all

the worst biases and defects of artificial dichotomies and blatant

1. See his articles on literature in issues of 24/4/1965* 8/5/1965*
15/5/1965, 5/6/1965, 26/6/1965.

2. For articles on akerere and its nature and role see issues of
27/7/1968, 3/8/1968, 10/8/1968, 7/9/1968, 14/9/1968.

3. See issues of The People of 14/12/1968, 21/12/1968, 28/12/1968.
4. The volume which most glaringly manifests the shortcomings of modern¬

ization theory is the collection edited by Luci an . . ye, '<• .unl-
cations and Foiltical Development (Princetons Princeton University
•"•rvssV. 1 ok/ A .
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Burocentricities. For example, it is often argued, in line with much

sociological worir concerned with differentiation of role and function

that

the na33 media dimension of the modern communi¬
cations process not only is comparatively independent
of other social end political processes, but also
constitutes a distinctive industry in both an
economic and social sense. Both as an industry and
as a profession the modern field of communications
tends to generate an ethos and a relatively distinct
set of norms for guiding its functions. 1

It is then postulated that the "modern" communications profession is

characterized by the assumption that "the objective and unbiased

reporting; of events is possible and desirable and that the sphere of

politics in any society can be best observed from a neutral or non-

2
partisan perspective." "Traditional" communications processes, on

the other hand, are characterised by partisanships they tend to be so

closely "wedded to social and political processes that the vary act of

receivirv and transmitting messages called for some display of agreement

and acceptance."^ Hence, the emergence of professionalized communi¬

cations is related to the development of an objective, analytical, non¬

partisan view of politics; "professional communicators perform their
4

distinctive role as men who understand politics but are not of politics."

Undoubtedly Pye's elaboration of the criteria for a "modern" communi¬

cations profession very much reflects a strong American bias. In the

United dtates, an ethos of "professional" journalism, disseminated

through schools of journalism, stresses "objective", "unbiased"

reporting, and is much more firmly entrenched than it is in Britain or

throughout Europe.

1. Ibid., p.78.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4* Ibid *, p.79»
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Thus, anyone acce. tin# such a theoretical perspective would clearly

have c conclude t! t the out 'frier! >rer-s is pred-ninantly "traditional"!

firstly, because it is enmeshed in politico; see ndl •, because there is

a ool measure of rvernmort and party control, and the press is not

independent of other social and political processes; nd thirdly,

be cm o - there is no Journalistic or professional community an such whose

bob *viour ir. governed by norms stressing objectivity and non~j ~rtisan-

shi 1.

Hov-ever, we may raise the objection that "objective neutrality"

it. not oven found in so-called "modern" societies, or dismiss the

trrrlitional-mcdern dichotomy as bein.f beside the oint, the more mental

aberration of an 7 7 t-.oei.al scientist carried, away with his miseontxued

f'eberian typologies. To obvious inference to be /leaned from lye's

classification is f: t t'-«re i > something -miclous or shameful about

engage journalism; ;;.oct fric m journalists v;ould iovert the inference,

suggeatinp: that not to be enraged is shameful.

As car. he seen .from the brief overview of the est fric -n press,

durir. t o colcni ll leriof the -istinctior v«twe--n writer, journalist

and politici tn was a difficult on, to nwke. 'The writer and journalist

were committed to ideas and to the furtherance of the anti-colonial

struggle, usually as part of a political party or association, and

had no truck with "professional" standards of detachment and non-

partisanship. Indeed, the African, as distinct from the uropean

press, really knew no existence outside the realm of social activism

and political nationalism.

The profeasionalization of journalism which, as I assin points

out, "seesis to follow an even moderate measure of economic growth",

has not in ' aat frica, partly bee .use of its incompleteness, resulted
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in the "sundering of the close union of literature, politics, and

journalism."^" In the post-independence situation the Kenya press has

moved closest to this situation principally because it is controlled

by two - foreign-owned press groups which are anxious to maintain their

"independence" in the face of government hostility. here however,

as in Tanzania and to a lesser extent in Uganda, the press is largely

controlled by .government and party, and is seen as an agency of

propagation and politicization, the union has not been severed.

Journalism is not governed by distinct professional norms stressing

objectivity and detachment simply because it is enmeshed in the whole

process of propagation and justification of ideology and policy, as

well as image building. And, as ajat Neop.y, the editor-founder of

Transition indicates.

East frica even as a whole is a small area, and there
is a forced intimacy with news factors between people
who make the news and those who report it. It is now
too small for objective reporting.... There is a well-
known axiom that if you are a political commentator
you should never dine out with a politician. In ^ast
Africa this is literally impossible. You cannot keep
this kind of objectivity and this deprives the press
of its ideal detachment. 2

Most 'Oast African journalists whether full- or part-time, would find

difficulty in accepting the assumption that a "modern" communications

profession is governed by the objective, analytical, neutral, and non¬

partisan view of politics."^ Tanzanian journalists certainly, and a

good many Kenyan ones as well, view journalism as an extension, or

integral part of social or political activism. Guido ,/lagome of the

Daily News, for instance, viewed his role as one of "learning from the

people" and of trying to help propagate party policy, "but with

1. Herbert Passin, "Writer and Journalist in the Transitional Society",
in Pye (ed.), Communications and Political Development, p.117.

2. Interview with Rajat Keogy in The People, October 1st, 1966, p.7.
3. The writer does not wish to imply that East African journalists reject

out of hand notions of objectivity and analysis. The view which
they accept is that analysis can never be freed from value biases and
that analysis, informed by some body of theory, must be geared to
certain important social tasks.
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criticism." His task wis to operate within the socialist national

ideology and to criticize those "who divert the society from the course

of socialist development."* Leading authors and intellectuals have

consistently performed joumaljstic tasks and engaged in political

reporting and criticism. This has stemmed partly from the legacy of

activism which they inherited from the colonial period and also, as we

shall subsequently see, from a search for a viable social activist role

in an environment which gives little recognition and support to intell-
2

ectual activity. In Kenya, asny of the leading commentators - Aloo

Ojuka, Christopher Mulei, Kagaga Alot and the late Cyrus Kamundia,

have been part-time journalists who have viewed this activity as, apart

from an additional source of livelihood,^ an extension of political

activism.

Of course, some communications theorists would argue that the

development of a professional journalistic ethos "becomes deeply

enmeshed in the general problems of the writer's emergence from a

traditional role."^ African journalists are still in the process of

disengaging themselves from the tradition of the writer, and are

hampered by the intrusion of a political legacy and social and political

forces which impinge upon the journalist's work and prevent the

emergence of attitudes of detachment and objectivity. However, to

talk of such disengagement in the African case is to stumble into the

trap of generalizations rooted in the Asian experience. Journalism

1. Interview with Guido Magome, Dar-es-Salaam, 26/7/1973.

2. See Chapter IX of this thesis on this point.

3. The literary intellectual is unable to rely on his writing for a
livelihood. Creative writers in Africa, and elsewhere, find it
necessary to supplement their incomes, or make a living, from
something other than writing. Journalism is an important supple¬
mentary source. See Passin, pp.113—114*

4. Pye, p.8l
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throughout most of Africa was the first form of literary activity.*
A few historical, autobiographical, anthropological and sociological

works appeared soon after the initial imposition of colonial rule,

but the fricnn literary consciousness surfaced first in journalism.

In societies where a rich written literary heritage existed, before

the growth of the press, such as China, India, and Japan, the question

of disengagement from the writer's tradition is pertinent, but whether

it is a rajor problem depend . on the value assumptions of the scholar.

In a ay one Cast African state it is doubtful if there exists a

journalistic community with a "stron, sense of independent professional
2

standards.'' This is in part attributable to economic underdevelop¬

ment which make3 it impossible for the society to support a full

community of profas ional communicators. It i also due to the high

incidence of part-time journalists who are ccnce ned much more with

journalism as an extension of social activism than as a riatinct

profession with cert In operational standards an'1 a particular ethos.

In Tanzania, many journalists on the I tend ard and the "--il-/ ems were

seconded or directed from other positions and, after serving a couple

of years as journalists, transferred to other posts.^ There are,

nevertheless, some journalists (Peter "waura of the "unday Jation for

1. Of course there is a rich and varied oral literary tradition, and
in those areas which came under Islamic influence, a written one.
But throughout most of Cub-Saharan frican, the modern written
literary tradition was introduced by European missionaries and
colonial rule. Christian churches played a key role in providing
a basis for literary activity with the compilation of dictionaries,
and the translation of religious works, the ible in particular, into
vernacular languages. This early work was carried out largely by
uropeans, and not fricans. ee ^.K. Obiechina, "Jrowth of ritten

Literature in lnglish-3peaking est "frica", Presence Africaine,
Ko.66, 1968, pp.58-78.

2. rye, p.79*

3. Guido Jagome, for instance, didn't apply for journalism. TTe was
posted to it. Interview.
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example) who think in terms of the press as a distinct social entity

which has to perform certain key functions."''
Even if a journalistic community does not exist, journalists as

intellectuals share some common attitudes and misgivings which, even in

Tanzania, help distance them from government and party. They are,

above all, hostile to government interference and censorship - the

stifling of intellectual debate which prevents the development of a

2
viable "critical tradition." It has been such interference which has

at times led the journalist to reiterate the role of the press in

society. In the words of Peter Mwaura

The raison d'etre of newspapers and other mass media
is to supply the information needs of the citizenry
so as to enable them to make intelligent decisions
Many issues in the world today have so many facets, so
many possible implications, that the ordinary newspaper
reader needs to be fed, not just with surface news,
but with in-depth interpretative and analytical news.
Only then does he stand a chance of beginning to under¬
stand the complex issues of the day and be in a
position to react to them intelligently.... That is
the hallmark of democracy; and the justification for
having newspapers and other mass media. 3

Fast 'frican Journals

It is only in a peripheral way that the major problems facing East

African journals relate to those of the press. Their problems are not

so much ones of overcoming external financial control, or critical

inhibition, and overcoming a heritage closely identified with the former

colonial power as of relating to and reaching a local public. Relations

of intellectual dependence are important simply because so many journals

are dependent for their survival, not only on foundation grants, but on

1. Mwaura, "Parliament and the people", p.6.

2. For a detailed discussion of this point, consult Chapter VI of
this thesis.

3« Mwaura, "Parliament and the people", p.6.



the subscriptions of overseas readers and institutions as well. Thus,

in a real sense, they are alienated from the rea- ership of the society

they purport to serve, and are locked into an interr^rieml intellectual

orbit which helps determine both their intellectual concerns and the

national composition of their contributors and advisory boards. t

the same time in Tanzania in particular, and to a lesser extent in

Kenya and Uganda, the role of the journal in developing a critical

intellectual tradition and corvtributin to :oci tl and politic 1 change

has been subjected to increasingly searching scrutiny.

ith the possible exceptions of Phoebe and its successor, -'aji

• ajl, 'ast ifrican journals appear to have no consistent editorial

policy, nor to have acted as the mouthpieces of particular ids' logical

groupings. In most cases, frequent editorial char, es, promoted often

by the undergraduate origins and nature of journals ( enpoint, U ana,
■ m

Ensara) prevent any consistent, coherent policy from emergin, or

crystalliziny. The journals, while they often have a hard core of

contributors, depend for contributions from a heterogenous group,

including a large number of expatriates, which possesses no v due or

ideolo ical integration. This is essentially a function both of the

size of the intellectual stratum, and the stratum's dependent inter¬

connections with the academic and intellectual world of 'urope and

Korth nerica.

In the est Journals such as the Key. vorh evio* Of ,cfrks, the

. onthly heviev., entary, and the bocialist egister hive a ha d core

of contributors (they are almost incestuous) and -m i^entifi a1 a, c ear

ideolo ical stance. In contrast Journals like the now defunct 'ast

'-frica Journal and -hala did have a consistent list of contributors,

but they also wrote for other journals, and there was always a

constantly changing list of personnel. The overlap of journal
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contributors, apart from stemming from the limited size of the

intellectual stratum and the limited number of outlets, stemmed from

the fact that bo many intellectuals, the younger ones especially, were

much more concerned with getting ,ublished than with writing for a

particular journal. .Phis is not to deny that at least initially,

'ransition and the "host Africa Journal were clearly the moat prestig¬

ious in terms of contributors and readership.

If most journals haven't been characte ized by a coherent ideo¬

logical identity, they have developed a certain uniformity in the

composition of their editorial boards and editorial .advisers. The

same intellectuals appear with almost monotonous regularity on the

editorial boards: Mazrui, co-edifcar of Mawazo, associate editor of

the .frican aview and Transition, member of the editorial board of

the Journal of astern African l.eaearch and "'eveloraent: B. Ogot,

editor of the -hist Africa Journal, and "lember of the editorial board

of the Journal of Tastern .frican "esearch and developmentt I . Kimamabo,

associate editor of the Tast \frica Journal and The African leview,

and a member of the editorial board of the Journal of astern frican

eswarch and Tevelopmont. The long li3t of international editorial

advisers on journals such as Vawazo and the African Teview has bean

principally an attempt on the part of the editors to internationally

legitimize them (external cultural validation and recognition) and

integrate local intellectual activity into an international academic

or intellectual scene. This has also been reflected in the compos¬

ition of the contributors. The following truble provides a b esk-

down of authors of articles and reviews which appeared in Tr.insi tion

between 1$65 and 197P.
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Table 2 1

I®.tides
on

Africa
Africans

Asians(in
Africa)

hegroes
(Kon-
Africans

Western Eastern

34 4 - 57 1

Articles
not on

Africa

- 2 15 -

Keviews 7 2 - 25 -

The greatest number of articles, on both 'frican and non-African

subjects, were written by non-".fricans from the -western world; and of
2 3

these the majority bad relatively little experience in 'frica. A

similar pattern existed for the East frica Journal. In contrast to

h-iwazo, Transition, and ^so ■ frican - eview, the basically undergraduate

and. literary journals such as Uhala, Parlite, TJrnma, 'axus, Zuka, husara,

PenPoint, dhana, and Taamuli, have been of little interest or relevance

to most expatriate academics and intellectuals, in contribution terms.

The main intellectual and literary journals in vast Africa cater

for a limited public. The Ua3t Africa Journal had a circulation of

about 3000, and a good many of its readers were located overseas.

1. Table from 0. Cameron Morton, "Social Criticism in Africa: the
Old Uganda File of Transition magazine." Universi ties oocial
Sciences Conference, Makerere, 1971» P*7»

2. Using 5 years in Africa as a dividing point, 38 of the articles
were written by those with less than 5 years, 19 from those with
more. Ibid.

3. Of the articles by Africans, 6 were written by Ali azrui, and
the American Faul Theroux contributed 4 articles and 1 review,
as well as other notes, letters etc.
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The following journals in 1972 had subscription sales as follows^

The tfrican 'eview

Busara

dhana

la3t African Law

Review

Kenya Historical

Association Journal

Journal of Eastern

African Research and

Development
Pan-African Journal

Umma

- 155
- 423
- ill

- 602

- 252
- 105

619

270

They rely overwhelmingly on institutional subscriptions for their

existence, the bulk of which come from North America, and United tates

universities in particular. (' e& -.ppendix 3 for . router 'let 11 !'.

The an-ifrican Journal is only nominally an 'ast Af&caii journal and

its origins in the United tates are reflected in its subscription

figures - 88"* in the United States. Out of the 423 subscriptions in

1972, only 30 were from '.ast "frica, and 26 of these were 'enyan

institutional subscriptions. 'The .Afri can -oview, at least in terms

of its editc ri al advisers, has a similar ir.tcroati'-nal orient a - i :n, hut

its origins in the Department of olitical cience at the *'nivarsity

of Tar-as-Salaam have ensured that in Tanzania and Kenya it enjoys a

measure of support, the bulk of that being institutional. ven 30,

only about l/3 of its subscription support is 'ast fricanj another l/3

1. These journals are all published by the ast African Literature
Bureau and, unlike the 'ast .Triea Journal, are net readily available
in bookshops and at newsstands. Aver the countersales in 'ast
".frica would be unlikely to increas# oirrulsti-r aft al'. ftft nrially.
Sales could be boosted if the publishers sent batches of them to
bookshops on American university campuses, black universities, and
Harlem outlets. However, the problem of " ho i3 my audience"? would
become even moire acute.
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is North American baaed. ihe sot .Trie in . a-.; • vi e.: also raws

considerable outside support, 76 of its subscriptions bain of non-

African origin. The situation is natch the Suae with the literary

journals: 120 of .ausara'u subscriptions come from outside 'aat

;frioa» and 66 from forth , .erica; 76 of Uama'a 111 oubscri ti ns ?cre

from outside 'aat Africa; ant 32 of dhana' s subscri; tions in 1972 were

from outside ast Africa.

Cne of the most significant, and surprising features of journal

distribution in fast Africa, especially iven akerere's prominence

and the founding of Transi tlcn, is the small amount cf subscri tional

support for journals in Uganda. In 1972 there were only two private

subscriptions -f >r the "'enya historical vsaociatlcn heview; 13 subscript¬

ions for The sfrican oview; 4 for "hi:.a, including 3 private; 7 for

Busara; and 6 for the ast '.frican ...aw .eviow (5 institutional).

dhana, which is a 'ike re re-based literary journal, had only 6 Ugandan

irivite subscribers (cf. enya 12 and Tanzania 11), and only 4

institutional subscribers (cf. 'enya 35, and Tanzania, 4). The small

number of Ugandan subscriptions nay be attribut able in part to the

origins of the journals in other est Ifrlcn states, and the patterns

of Bast African Literature Bureau distribution and sales promotion.

Of the three Last African states, '-'enya has a much larger number of

institutional subscribers than the other two. his is accounted for

largely vy sec< n.. . . s .cols. >r instance, of the " 7 institutional

subscriptions in enya for the eqyn ;'i st- rical ssoci tion ■ ^viov;,

279 came from educational institutions, mainly secondary schools -

indeed, all secondary schools, under a directive from the ini3try of

Education, receive the journal. The institutional aibscri tions in

^enya, especially from secondary schools, at least revises the
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possibility that intellectual journals are capable of reaching a much

larger public than sales or subscription figures would superficially

suggest. (There is no guarantee that the students will read them).

However, this does not alter the conclusion that first, a good deal

of the readership is outside Mast frica and consists of professional

" fricanists", and their students and second, that much of the material

destined for United States University libraries which have purchasing

standing orders for journals and books, simply languishes and rots in

desuetude.

Journals in Ugandat The Importance of Transition Magazine

In a chronological, if not intellectual sense, the fore-runners

of East frican journals were the Tanganyika Notes and Records (1937)

and the Uganda Journal both of which, until recently, remained the

preserve of Europeans, often colonial civil servants, who indulged

their esoteric interests in archaeology, anthropology, linguistics

and so on. The first literary journal of any consequence for

Africans was the Ugandan PenPoint which began in 1958. Its origins

lay in the English Department at Makerere, and it was never able to

surmount its undergraduate origins (which was never its intention

anyway). Nevertheless, like many of the later journals such as

Nexus and Busara, it provided an outlet for the newly surfacing

literary consciousness of young writers, and as a literary and

intellectual testing ground. James Ngugi (now Ngugi wa Thiong'o)

is a former editor, as are Jonathan Kariara and Peter Nazareth.

Among the well-known writers who first found a public through Penpoint

are David Rubadiri, John Nagenda, the playwright John Ruganda, Laban

Erapu, and Davis Sedukima. In 1971» after its publication was taken
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over by the iast African literature bureau, it became dliana (: wahili

word meaning "thought" or "idea"). The quality of its publication

imiroved tremendously, but the nature of the :atarial remained

essentially the same.

. x. a , .i:j thi.- x , ,, . . .

African scene. '.s 3uch it has been vital, performing an important

catalytic role. 'or the first timo, young aat African writers and

intellectuals were introduced to Y.'est '.frlcan and Caribbean literature,

and to debates about negritude. It was not until the creation of the

■ast fric■. Journal in 1964 that "t '.r„.dti-m had a serious loc 1 rival.

'nd it was not until 1967 that the ast frica .Tournil opened its

pages to include literary contributions.

Transition was founded by lajat Heogy, a young Ugandan poet of

loan descent, and has reflected in its choice of material arid -diforial

policy, hi3 particular intellectu il oriont tion3. \s Louis nc3 has

pointed out, Neogy "far from presenting any pattern of African culture...

sets out to shock and disrupt the reader's conceptions." \cecrding

to ..30,:y, Tr :.-i-lition should be a "do" magazine and not a "don't"
2

magazine. however, a contradiction would appear to exist between

the positive, "do" role that eogy envisaged, rind the fra r.ented,

mirror-tyye role th t he also posited for t'/e ;rurral. "hi.: contra¬

diction w is apparently resolved in eogy's nind by the assertion that

in the present African situation of conflict and flux, expressions

reflecting the conflicting aspects amount to positive state onts.

1. Louis Jivies, "The 'rotest Tradition", in Cosmo Pieterse & Donald
. unro (eds.), rotest and Conflict in \fric n literature ( or/Ion:
eine :ann, 1969), p. 120.

2. uajat eogy, "The dole of a Literary dagasine in the : evelopment
of Culture, "in list "frica's Cultural Heritage ( airobi: Ua",

pp. 109-114. ee also his 'To Magazines Culture 1 Transition,
To. 24, PP. 30-32.



Feogy, like hie associate editor All "aarui, is universalistic in

orientation. "e '-as tried to widen the "fricsn deh ••■•te ah out politics

and culture by relyinp on a "rent many foreign contributors nnr' by

cboosiv' iuhjecto nor ally considered alien in nn "African" n ozlne.

In an interview in The Tecpie> Feogy elaborated upon this notion of

universality. \s editor of "r^o ition he hoped "to create a living

international dialogue throu -h the magazine which ensures p-<rtici-.

j. at ion at the hi boot 7 eve: between intellectual cc - unities ir. 'frica

wit' t'-eir counter! arts abroad."* Furthermore, the editor's vision

"should be short-si. hteds to mnke the next issue as interesting; and

exciting as the firet.... By the 'next issue' I mean it as a crystall¬

ization joint of everything that has ha' pened before (what you know)
2

and what might happen in the future (what you see;." Neory's

opposition to aysternatization, his concern with debate and intellect¬

ual universality (similar to : azrui's), arid ofteneelectie choice of

material, tied in very much with his liberalism.

In October 1968, U'eogy was arrested and detained by the Ugandan

Government. Also detained with him was Abubakar * ayanja, a lawyer

and former 'inistor of 9&ttcatlon and 'cononiic Planning in the kabaka's

Government. In a letter published in "ransltion, ayanja had

condemned the creation of an ideologically committed judiciary in

Uganda. both he and bec/y were charged with sedition. Before the

trial, another letter writer to Transition, Uavis 'ebukima, author

of on of ""^bira, was detained. boo y and 'ayanja were acquitted

on the sedition charges but kept in detention. Hecgy was deprived

of his Ugandan citizenship? an action which provoked a ~reat ieal of

misinformed reaction. us a spokesman for the Uganda Government

1* Interview with Uajat J .'eogy, The I oople, 1/10/1966, p.6.

2. Ibid.
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later pointed out, Neo.py had dual citizenship,- both British and

II aidan, hich was prohibited under Ugandan law.

fter his release from detention and expulsion, * ec y ro e to the

defence of Transition and the notion of the free press. To h ve

continued publishir, transition in Uganda ".oul : have been a "betrayal

of the principles that it stands "or."

Those principles include the belief that free and
infernal discussion has never overthrown any

vem ->nt; that etention without trial is
politically and morally unjustifiable, that a
free press and, therefore, a free society cannot
exist in any country that uses " bnergency"
regulations to intimidate its thinkers, writers,
and others. 1

eory•s detention, perhaps understandably, distorted his political

perspective. The new issues which appeared frotn Transition's new

Uhanai \n horse contained bitter, ill—informed diatribes against Obote,
2

and uncritical support for the regime of hia .luccessor, di in ad*,

t a time when '.tain whs massacring his opponents, and '-.coil-Tango

military personnel were being slau. htered in the barracks,^ 'ho. y and

''rmsition were oondetnnin, bote and reaffirmin their belief in

liberal values, including the free circulation of ideas, -ithout much

regard for the fundamental questions which "bote's overthrow and Amin'a

assumption of power raised about the nature of post—independence

societies. tsaooiate e'itor, 'azrui, at the same time, ---33 envi ; 'ing

greater freedor of discussion under t1 « leas "ldeolo ically ; rooccupled"

military although he was sli htly troubled by their ant1-political

1. Letter by -ajat meogy to readers of Transition, 'Iransition. Vol. 8,
No.38 (1971).

2. eo Tr •r.siticn, Los.38 (1971), 39, and 40. In the last is ue,
Philip hort, in an article entitled "Tin's 9 rand a" was able,
despite abundant evidence of widespread violence, including
fighting at the barara Barracks, to draw a basically sympath¬
etic picture of /tain's regime.

3. This was reported extensively by Pavid ' artin, "Uganda soldiers in
tribal pogrom", The "'bserver, 13/2/1972, pp.1 4s 2.
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disposition.

Ho .frican journal has aroused more sympathetic .uropean and
2

irrth aserican support, nor mere vigorous local criticism, than

Transition. To the writers of eulogistic letters whose happiness

is unbounded at the sight of a new issue of the magazine,"' are

juxtaposed the views of those who have played on its Congress for

Cultural Freedom support, and its editor's professed liberalism which

has been viewed by th^m as, at best an anachronism in contemporary

.friea, and at worst a dangerous stance capable of confusing the real

nature of African problems. The thought uppermost in the ainde of

the critics has been that values have been defined and asserted in

the abstract, without any real regard for the socio-economic and

political complexities of contemporary African societies, or their

position within overall relations of dependence. The editorial of

o.39, for instance, which was written to villify Obote's socialism

md "move to the left", revealed a strong anti-ideological disposition.

The dangers of ideologies whether from the left o#
the right, is the condescension implicit in their
vision of the world formulas and patternsi they
regard people, ordinary people, as nothing mora
than experimental fodder. a might further simplify
this concept and say that the moment of theorizing
marks the end of realism. This is why, in apite of
all its clumsiness and its ungalnlinees, we believe
in the democratic way of government.

1. All Masrul, "Political Science and Social Commitment Across Two
Republics of Uganda", iakerere University: Universities ocial
Sciences Conference, 1971» P»2%

2* Transition advertlees itself by listing glowing reviews from the
ashi n, ton lest, T'ao Aconomiat, The Sunday Titties and other Tjitisb

and fcorth '.meriean papers, and significantly, only one African
paper, the defunct and formerly "uropean owned Heporter of Nairobi.
External cultural validation and recognition is clearly more
important than African recognition. Transition was proud that
chlasinger and Lionel Trilling were readers, but indifferent to

Obote. "■-»« Camaron ,'crton, p.2.

3. very issue contains an abundance of eulogistic letters praising
the journal's freshness, liveliness, clarity, balance, coverage,
and so on.
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The Kenyan historian ■illiam chieng reacted strongly to the

editorial, charging that "• emocracy, as advoc ited by estem societies

and their editors, is the bedrock of capitalist ideology, ami the

so-called democratic societies of the est are controlled by uro-

Christian principles ami values which by emphasis on "indivi ual

salvation, achievement and rights,' the which principles are o;ne of

the components of the capitalist ideology of exploitation and

domination."^ It was, he adds, the capitalist democratic societies

of furope, which %'eogy upholds as models, which during the colonial

period were responsible for regarding ordinary f id cans as

"experimental fodder".

.'he anti- bote issues emanating, from the new Ghanaian home

provoked considerable anatagonisn, including vitriolic letters from
?

aura Yamno and Christopher . ulei. ulei suggested the uigassine

was merely "a platform for some ineffective liberal talkee-talkee,

but with the possible danger of confusing the .fricun peoples."^
He continued

the function cf ,'ransition is surely to bo the antenna,
not in a paternalistic but a genuine sense, of the
•frican society. This would mean a, e iking out the
truth-apeakin," of those who cannot defend themselves:
the oppressed and. the underprivileged. 4

The true challenge for Africa is that presented by the "international

monopoly capitalists" and the "fight for the economic independence"

1. i 111 am Ochieng, "Objectivity and ideology In frican *i story",
Journal of the Historical Association of "enya, Vol.1, so *2 (1972),
PP.2C-21.

2. kauri ^umbo's letter ippeared in rnnsltlon, no.39. "ee also
letters by :'weaigara- uaiime, ' ransition, 40, p.11, and .B.2.
Kitaka, Transition, 42, p.6.

3. '' ristopher ulei, etter, ransltr on, Vol.8, no.40 (1971 , p.H.

4. Ibid.
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of Africa. Irue Africans are tbo^e who are prepared to fight

imperialism to the end} not those who work from a "pedestal of non-

concern" md who will "sell or betray frica under the guise of

intellectual detachment or to use that frightening ,hrase, 'non-

partisanship'".^ 3uch criticisms might superficially be viewed as

rather empty radical cant, but they nevertheless possess a good deal

of substantive content. \ recent article entitled "Ideology and

African Politics" by an expatriate American academic, Jj.O.G. I'olson,

provides a good example of what many African radical intellectuals

have been attacking.

In this article Poison, after providing a brief overview of the

historical development of the ter • - ideology fro-:: the drench ;Lilcso.hes

through Larx to innheim, makes some well justified criticisms of

often disparate bundles of tags and ideas which have bean labelled
2

ideologies in the African context. He points out, without any-

serious attempt at substantiation, that socialism "has emerged as the

characteristic ideology in '.frica",' and. that "no single explanation

of .frica's multifarious problems can be sufficient." He writes

it is simplistic and extremely harmful to blame every
problem in '.frica on the imperialists and to see in
socialism the answer. The lack of experience of most
of Africa's leaders, the deprivation of education
quite a number of them suffered in their youth, the
lack of honesty and integrity in public life on the
continent and the corresponding love of sordid
materialism 30 prevalent in present-day African
societies, the shortage of trained and experienced
administrators, the existence of tribes and loyalties
they generate to compete with loyalty to the nation,
the lack of patriotism, the sheer irresponsibility
of the educated classes - these and other

1. Ibid.

2. d. .0. "olson, "Ideology nd fric o clitics", "ransition, "'ol.8,
No.43 (1973), pp.11-19.

3. Ibid., p.14.
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deficiencies cannot all be legitimately blamed on
imperialism. They have their roots in African
societies themselves; they are generated by "late"
development, this is, they are caused substantially
by the beginnings of development and are exacerbated
by the mere existence in half the world of already
developed societies. 1

And yet, so many of the above i-roblems are inexplicable without

reference to the uneven impact of colonialism and "rica's absorption

into the international capitalist economy. How do wo explain the

"sheer irresponsibility of the educated classes" without reference

tc the colonial education system and the model of modernization it

provided its products? Or to colonial administrative patterns, and

the types of independence bargains which were struck between the

coloni 1 power and nationalist leaders? Cr to the structural

location of "elites" in a political economy sk i; ed by the interaction

of dominant external forces and dependent internal ones?

Folson argues that ideology le .d» to authoritarianism, and to a

situation in which the "Leader" is the "sole author, interpreter,

and enforcer of ideology." He notes that "resident Kenyatta's

attitude to socialism is "flexible", but fails to note that Kenya's

ideology is not socialist but rather capitalist, and that rather

than bain; centred in one man, is structurally embedded in important

groups in Kenyan society. -e adds that even in Tanzania, limu's

notions of socialism are the only ones allowed to be taught to

Tanzanians", without acknowledging the vigorous and continuing

debate about "Tnzanian society and socialism, art" the diversity which

exists. Folson completely ignores the possibility that frican

ideologies are in large art a response to a situation of continuing

1. Ibid., p.15.
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dependence, and have beer, aimed at counteracting the ideologies which

were im; lanted during the colonial period and which present major

ba riers to economic development. Certainly, 'frican ideologies

have usually had little bearing on soci 1 reality, but ?o"lson fails

to a3k whether the operative ideology is that which is occasionally

piver expression in manifestos and documents, or that which actually

governs the behaviour of ruling groups.

The problem with "kelson's article, which is symptomatic of a

deeper Transition malaise, i that criticism i ; always directed at

those leaders and societies which, despite their major flaws and

shortcomings, could be labelled "progressive" - Ob ana under Nkrumah,

Uganda under Cbote, and Tenzanion under grerere. The types of

criticism-; which "klson '".ekes would vo better directed at the Ivory

Coast, or Kenya, or Malawi, .vhich make no real pretence of being

socialist, and which manifest the authoritarianism Which is supposedly

the product of ideological thinking.

\ European critic of "ransiti on, Cameron orton,^" siting of

Uazrui'S article "Nkrumah - the Leninist Czar" and subsequent

contributions to the magazine on the same subject, has drawn attention

to the way in which supposedly balanced debate is deliberately

constructed in a lop-sided fashion to ensure that the biases of the

editor are driven home. In a passage worthy of full quotation,

Morton argued that

Over the course of six issues, there appeared six
articles and three letters (in varying degrees)
against Br. Jkruraah. On the other sides one article,
one (one page) document and four letters. Even this
does not tell the whole story: not only did the
* againsts* outnumber the 'fors' they out-weighed them
in both terras of intellect and status. One has no

concrete evidence to show that this stacking was

1. U. Cameron . orton was a member of staff of the Centre for
continuing Education at Makerere University.
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deliberate, but it need not have been... t.h© effect
"as the same. A. number of articles mi.'ht have been

commissioned from people like ■ homas Hodgkin, more
attention might have been paid to the role of the
United States in the ruin of fhana's economy and

rumah's suhse uent, fall. These things mi-ht have
been ions to present a more balanced vie® -

eaecially when so much of the African press is
owned and operated by outside and pro-, estem
interests. Thi is not to say that any or all of
of the attacks on r. Hciuaah were or were not
justified - thi • ia perhaps not as important as
the fact that what LOOK" 2) UKf a one—sided
appraisal was . iven. And on an issue as hot ar

te

performance. 1

\ journal ""hioh stirte* at almost the same time as '''r^naitlon,

was the ':.<ke rare-based 'uVrrcro Journal. trikingly different in

nature tc " y; : tion, for th - first ieven frs of its exi stance it

»as a bastion cf a:tp 'trl ate acaierln, lied", British academics to

indulge their often esoteric interests in a noticeably elien setting.

• ' • t i c 1 - -ed

2
from MTan.'"'njllc.j in the Twenties", to "Wordsworth and th»

utobiorrauher'1,^ to " "i 1 li : " labe",'^ and to "~V' ^ionysian rinciple

and Jazz." In 1967 it became "uwayo, a baaiclly political and

sociolo. ic ;1 journal .7hich relied predominantly cn uroro-n contri¬

butions for its analysis of contemporary African societies.

In '.enya the most prominent of the intellectual and literary

journal# was the "fust 'fries fcurnal which began publication in 1964.

Turin, its nine year hi-tcry, it pub3is1 ed n wide ran--a of articles

on lan, uage, literature, education, music, the mass redia, woman,

family planning, health an** medicine, history, reli ion, economics,

1. Cameron orton, p.8.

2. ,:i' . 'ro Journal, "o.l, 1958, pp.8-24.

3. . H^erore Jourml, o,2, 1955, pp.1-13.

4. IMd., pp.38-49.

5. fakerere Journal, ^.4, I96C, pp.7-80.
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sociology, politico and frican socialism. vary issue cont dried

a short article of comment by Icor.oclastes on aspects of policy in

Mast \frica, and a comprehensive book review section. In the early

years it published articles by politicians, in particular by cm

! boya, who responded to criticism of essional Paper do.10 by .hraed
'

ohiddin and others in the pages of the Vast ;frica Journal.

"dinge 'fdera, assiste* by laid Kadhi, was the first editor of the

ast '.Trie journal. e was followed by Oliver Litondo, who edited

the journal in 1?66 and 1$67 • The Kenyan historian, 11.'. Ogot

became the editor in 1968 and continued, .vith Philip fchieng as his

assistant editor, until the journal was forced to close in late 1972

for lack of funds. In 'ay 1968, Phararn Ohai, the resent rirector

of the University of Nairobi, and John Pkumu, the 'merlean trained

political scientist and former head of the "apartment of Government

at the same university, became associate editors, being jcinel two

months later by I sari a Uimambo, the Tanzani -.n historian, and Terry

Hirst, a Pritish cartoonist and art lecturer at Penyatta College.

The format of the fast Africa Journal changed little over the

years, although 1967 narked the appearance of a special literary

edition to cater for the burgeoning literary activity throughout

Past Africa. .fter being truest edited by a number of prominent

writers, including Ngugi wa Tbiong'o, it settled down in I968 as

Simla under the editorship of Leonard Okola, a member of the "ast

African Publishing House Staff and editor of a pioneer collection of

Past African poetry, Drumbeat.* The editorial policy of the ast

Africa Journal remained constant, being basically the same as that

of Transition, but covering wider areas c£ debate of that magazine.

The .journal's editorial and selection :olicv was oufi^'d hri " PI y in

1. Nairobi: Past frican Publishing House, 1967*
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a 1965 issue.

As is stated on Pa&e 1 of this issue, the ast
Africa Journal is a publication dedicated to the
free and open discussion of topics of interest
to the fJast African region... ' e ask: only this:
that articles have substantial content and an

intellectual appeal.... In recent months we have
received in our offices and returned a number of
contributions which can be described only as
political diatribes. 1

Apart from the professional and specialist journals such as the

at .Pric-in c:.n. .ic ..eview, the ' enya ..historical '.ssociafcion Journal,

and tue hransai'riCa.n Journal of istory, a number of intellectual and

literary journals followed the .'aat frica Journal, ir.cla in .. uka

(l9C<7)f .exua (I967)» dusara (1908), J mJuO (1973)» -nd Joe, a popular

humour magazine founded by 'iilary Kg'weno in 1973. Am last represents

perhaps the most interesting development in the journal or magazine

field sirarly because, unlike other journals which de end for their

continued survival on foundation or other sponsorship, it was

established primarily as a commercial proposition.

Ng'wenc, a former editor of the Nation ^eriea, political commen¬

tator and satirical columnist, developed a mararino which was originally

intended as a humour magazine - a sort of uric an unch - but , uich grew

into a literary magazine and journal of comment. In some respects,
2

the journal was designed to cater for a Arum, .ru-ut, Aon of .oman

public, but its literary contributions (l u i 1brilli.nt short story,

"A ...ercedes funeral"), books reviews, and interview with Cginga Odinga,

enabled it to reach the usual public for literary and intellectual

publications as well. 'van its humour, at least that provided by

1. sat Trie a Tournal, Vol. 2, No.6 (19^5)» P»33.

2. Charles angua, Son of oman ( airobi: _,ast Africa ubli hing
Houae, 1971)*
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hg'weno anrl Terry ..irst, dealt with the contemporary .enyan social

scene, providing satirical and at times insightful comment on

tourism, housing, Christianity, rising rrices the oil cr-i :is.

in cany ways it was iir3t who gave the magazine its distinct style,

from his drawings of Joe, Hg'weno's browbeaten, evrryraan comic

character used to explore tne contemporary last -.frican situ tion,

to his comic strips.

The previous brief discussion of Transition indicated tiiat

journals, as important channels for the articulation and dissemin¬

ation of ideas, are not exempt from the intense debate about tae

soc::o—political role of the intellectual and intellectual institutions

in African society. The nature of tnis debate is further revealed

by the discussion which has surrounded two enyan journals, usara

and JrU jC, and two 'i anzanian journals, U.u:na and The '■frican -rview.

The debate, it should be noted, has important national differences,

the 1anzanian journals bein. conscious of operating in a society

attemptin to implement socialism and the demands it ikes.

The first literary journal in Kenya was j'exus. it was founded

in 1567 by ,,eonard iibera and - utub Xassam, two students in the

English epartment at the University College, Nairobi. Jiraea Cecau

was associate editor, and ultimately became editor in July 19^ •

haxus was basically concerned with the publication of creative

writing ahl book reviews, and among its contributors were 'aban ho

Liyong, Joseph Kimura, dwin aiyaki, ..3.' n Kassam, imuel "ahi. ra,

alter c -■ ■, ' r ■"■t, • ola

1 n late 19b "vua wis transmuted into -;uaara under the editor¬

ship of V.'.ori wa "atakn. The composition of the editorial board

reflected very much its origins in the English : epartment1 .ngus
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Calder, James Jtewart, and Adrian Roscoe were the expatriate staff

members of the board; Taban Lo Liyong, Orace Ogot, and Henry

Kimbugwe ( Ineriko lerurna), author of the novel The be erience and a

Senior Iditor with !AFH, were the principal \frican members. In

the first editorial, Kataka, a student political activist who was

temporarily rusticated luring the Oginga dinga "affair' at the

University College, explained that the name had been changed to

Busara (a : wahili word ..leaning "wisdom" or 'prudence") to ..rovide the

journal with a "name that is at once mystical, enticing, above all,

symbolic. '■* A Swahili title was adopted because it reflected the

desire for the journal to be ultimately published in Iwahili, thus

reaching a much wider public. -taka also announced •? chungo in

editorial .olicy. Busara would continue to publish creative writing

and book reviews, but it would pl.tce greater stress than its predecessor
2

on 'critic 1 f ictual articles regarding our cultural or social scene."

Initially little change was discernible, although critical and review

articles increased in number. The bulk of contributions were still

undergraduate in origin, with the occasional contribution from more

established figures in the last ofrican literary and intellectual
3

scene.

Many last African intellectuals have been concerned about the

nature of literary criticism, the absence of a critic 1 tradition, and

the nature and role of the literary journal. It was this concern

which led Chris anjala and Jared Angira^ to launch J U r (Journal of

1. Awori wa Jataka, editorial, Busara. Vol. 1, o.l (1968), p.2.

2. Ibid.

3. In 1970 "the publication of ara was transferred from the last
African Publishing House to the fast ifrican Literature Bureau
(EALB). It remains a publication under the auspices of the
Literature Department, University of Nairobi.

4. Angira relinquished his Deputy Editorship of the journal before
its first issue, basically on the ground that it would not serve
its original radical purpose.
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Jtexv«ture and cioty; in ly73." :.tnjala has boon "unhappy bout the

standards of criticism in aat fries which has been done by people

who are either doing it for the newspaper and who therefore are not

interested in »romotin, any store permanent values of literature (or

in literature serving as a social vehicle" or by critics using

astern aesthetic criteria without regard for the fast frican
2

historical situation. he &u< geatu that "literary criticis.. as a

social phenomenon and a field of intellectual engage -ant is new in
■j

"

ast .frica.It should not be understood as of tue "dry",

aoihdaticated kind, nor as the "sensational titiilation of newspaper

reviews" but rather as a "tool of directing social cuange." fhe

true critic "must show net only an jc11ve awareness of what his

society seeds from its literature, but have an obligation to that

society." In support of thia view, mjala Irav.s u. on the authority

of harx. He writes

Here we are arguing with irl li-arx that a critic or
the commentator, must aciuire and cultivate a
consciousness of what his society wants badly.
?or iarx this "can never be anything else than the
conscious existence of ie?i in their actual life
process." Thi:, aieana that the critic must emerge
from the average pettiness of his society, the
folly and narrowness of ran; e of his society and
engage himself in the actual "production of ideas,
of conceptions.... interwoven with the material
activity fund the aterial intercourse of :.en, the
language of real life." 4

Like 30 many other ""ast African intellectuals, he is critical of the

vast gs.a in knowledge which narrow disciplinary bound a ies 1 yose on

1. is published by the '-''ALB.

2. Interview with Chris anjala, Nairobi, 8/3/1973.

3. Chris anjala, 'itcriai, J " Vol.1, Ro.l, 1973, p.l.

4* Ibid., p.".
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the student. Literature students in particular, and critics in

general, suffer from a poverty of tie historical, sociolo ical,

economic and political background which will enable them to explain

the genesis and structure of a work in relation to " "ast African

social and historical development." To overcome what be terms this

"naivite", he proposes that JGLI3^ should publish comments by-

historians, social scientists, philosophers, and educationists in

order to develop an "interdisciplinary and radical approach to

African culture with literature at the core." Indeed, the first

issue of the journal, apart from containing creative writing and

criticism, included articles by 'illiam Ochieng, C. - C.N. 'uti3o.

and II. Cdera on aspects of Past African politics and society.

Tanzanian Journals - The elate ..bout . clitical ~ole

w elsewhere t rou ;ht • last frica, in: r.nian journals have been

tied very much to the university and other educational institutions.

Loth The fricsn Prvlew anr Taarauli have their origins in the apart¬

ment of Political Science at the University of Dar-es-3alaam; the

former draws its contributors from last Africa, Britain, and North

America, while the latter relies on contributions from undergraduate

students in the ; apartment and staff members. ■ :a (formerly Parlite)

is based in the Department of Literature, and Dwahili and ulike are

published by the Institute of owahili research. Cwahili is a

specialist journal dealing with literature and linguistics, and draws

the bulk of its five hundred subscriptions from North American

universities. Being concerned that the journal should reach as many

secondary schools as possible, the Institute sends four or five
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copies to each one. It also publishes a literary journal, hulika

which is designed especially for secondary schools. iCheche, which

was the organ of the US ARF, and its successor, ?iaji Maji, have been

based at the University where their contributors have been student

political activists and radical staff members. Both journals have

been crucial in the development of the Tanzanian radical intelligentsia

and have been responsible, through the publication of Shivji's paper

Tanzania; The Silent Class Struggle and Awiti's "Class Struggle in

Pural Society of Tanzania; A Case Study from Ismani, Iringa,"^ in

intensifying the debate about the nature of Tanzanian society and

socialism. There is also Ubloni, the journal of Uivukoni College,

which has concentrated on the publication of statements by Nyerere

and comments, usually by Fivukono staff members, on various aspects

of u.iamaa.

It has been in Tanzania that greatest attention has been given to

the actual socio-political role and ideological function of the

intellectual journal. For instance, in response to a number of

writers in the Dally Dews who advocated the creation of a literary

2
journal, Cleveland Nkata, an employee of the Tanzania Publishing

House, argued that

The only justification for having the journal at
all, should be the grave need to educate the masses
on the many-faced class stiuggle; and to mobilize the
people to expose, defeat and destroy enemies of the
African Hevolution. 3

1. Majl -"ajl, No.7, October 1972. This paper is a slightly altered
version of an economic Research Bureau Paper. Both 0' ivji's
paper, and Awiti's, are discussed at some length in Chlapter 7
of this thesis, "The Tanzanian Badical Intelligentsia."

2. These letter writers were unaware of the existence of Sarlite,
which is a fair indication of its impact outside university
circles.

3. Cleveland Nkata, Letter, Daily News, 6/ll/l972, p.9»
*
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A journal concerned solely with providing an outlet for literary

creations would, he added, "obviously be too abstract to be of any

meaningful service to the 13 million Tanzanians," The real need is

to awa'ren people to the nature of class struggle and not problems of

literary creation.

This concern for the actual social and political role of the

journal is reflected in the changes of name and editorial policy of

Darlite, a journal founded in I966 under the auspices of the Department

of Literature at the University of Tar-es-"alaan. Its first editor

was illy "amera, a young poet, who was later appointed a tutorial

assistant in the Department. His co-editors included two Ugandan

writers, Austin Bukenya, author of The People's Fachelor and Feter Songa.

In the first editorial, v' nora '.rote that ^arlite had been launched to

fulfil "some responsibilities to our society and especially to ourselves."

These res onsibilities were "cultural, linguistic and, es;ecially

LITTDARY." Kanera was troubled that in Tanzania, the fine arts were

either neglected or treated with "downright" contempt. This was in

contrast to both the sister universit colleges, and to universities

all over the world. And it amounted to a denial of the responsibility

of the university to the community; universities were the HOUSES

of taste md culture in all fields, including the LIT'TARY.""^
Parllte has had a succession of editors: Camera, B.A.J. Katigula,

Ralph Ng'ethe, and James Birihanze. It remained essentially an

under, radu >te magazine, -lthdugl occasionally contributions from staff

members such as Grant Ta. enju and. Joachim Fiebach enhanced its quality

greatly. If it had an editorial policy, then it was simply to

publish creative writing efforts by young writers, regardless of

1. iilly araera, ditorial, arlite, .0.1, 1966, p.2.
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political stance (or lack of). Tn this way it did serve a useful

purpose, providing Swahili playwrights Crispin "auli, 1. Uhinga, and

r'brahim 'ussein, author of ''injekatile and basket ard with their first

publishing outlet.

In If70 "trlito became "raa ("masses"; in response to the changes

which had occurred in Tanzania. The late 1960s had witnessed the

birth of student radicalism at the University College. The "nivarsity

students evolutionary 'rent published its own - rgan, Cheche (".. ••ark"),

which was strongly anti-imperialist, and espoused a socialism that

was much more firmly grounded in the scientific socialist tradition

of hnrxism-'enini sm-'aoi on than that of the fovemaent. following

the rusha declaration there haf been an Intensification of the

struggle against foreign economic domination and a recognition of the

need to prevent the emergence of, or continuation of, V ssic illy anti-

socialist forces vfithin the economic bureaucracy, and hence, in T\MJ

itself. s a literary .journal Tarlito could hardly regain immune

from the struggle. In the editorial of the revamped journal,

irihanze, the new editor, begin by dismissing intellectual or artistic

detachment. "e asserted that

any writer worth his salt should atter.pt not merely
to communicate a mood or even an idea, but more
important, to r"ive insights into the contemporary
social set-up... with a view to provoking positive
action. To be able to do this, we believe the writer
must be fully involved in the life of his society,
and desire to chan. e it for the better, since even as
an individual he cannot live happily in a sick society.'*'

fully aware that ''rraa could only reach a very small section of ' anzanian

society, .• irihanze nevertheless points'-' out that this was the most

influent:-, ul section. is a journal, ":v;a could not justify its

1. Janes dirlhanze, "'ditcrial, Umma, Vol. 1, No.l (1976), p.iii.
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tetter the people's lot."^
Under the editorship of : iriounze and ukotoni ".ugyorjio, h.u-na

has endeavoured to rise to the aims of the first edit"rial, the best

contributions coming from Birihanze and Hugyendo themselves.

:owever, the takeover '6$ the journal in 197? ty the Fast African

SALB"

publishing delay£ and neglect of the local market, has most probably

negated the journal's declared objectives, and divorced it from the

audience It aime to influence.

The Foreword to the first issue of The frican -•■view also

revealed a concern with the rojcr role of the intellect .al journal in
2

the African context. ''.ftor statin, that the journal had be^n

launched to "encourage creative reflection on certain aspects of

Africa's life", the Foreword went on to say that articles would

analyze the "social, economic and political forces shapin "ha future

of our continent." Utmost attention would be iven to the

phenomenon of imperialism and noo—colonialism and to overcoming the

legacy of racial and cultural abuse and denigration.

The interpretation of significant events in
African politics has been monopolized by foreign
'experts' • '"his journal will explore alternative
African solutions to African problems and appeals

r.

and understanding of their continent and its people.

In a review of the first issue, however, the Vest Indian historian

alter lodney noted that "an assertion of an African identity does

not allow one to escape from an ideological commitment. There is

1. Ibid .

2. Vol.1,Mai
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presumably some direction in which .fricr.n scholars wou! r wi3h to

influence their fellov, fric.'ns."* Ha observed that while Tanzania

had already been committed to a soci alist path, the editors of

The African "view, by stating

No one claims to have found a jerfect way to
r^allce (Trice's) objectives. u^wever, a franV-
diseession of the various possible solutions...
should shed much-needed light or. the issues.

apparently did net consider themselves bound by the national choice

of socialism.

est - mean journals have thus, like other intellectual

institutions, been subjected to a critical rear-"raisal by intellectuals

rho are concerned that they should be geared to what they consider

'.fricvn cultural and political needs. They are, however, c -u ht up

in a situation where they are externally rather than internally

oriented, with the result that they lac-- a mooring in their own
I

society. In relations of persisting cultural dependence, it is in

most cases external support which determines the survival, chances of

ast African journals, jnd not the local reading public.

1. alter lodney, " \ .New "erio&ical. ' nview .of t1 a frican heview,
Vol.1, llo.l,'* Taanuli, Vol.?, Ho.l (1971), PP.39-44.
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'.ast ..frican ubli shlry;

Throughout British ifrica publishing, mainly for education

purposes, was tightly controlled by British publishin companies.

Prom the 19th century up to the . econd orld . ar, there were small
#

mission presses in most colonial territories as well as government

and comnaeifciil printers.'" It was not until after orld War II that

"publishing- began to achieve any real importance in the British
2

colonies of frica." ith the advent of independence

The demand for Africanization of printing and
publishing forced British publishers to expand
their overseas offices and to start first re¬

printing and then publishing the major primary-
courses and readers in the countries where they
were used. 3

The 1960s witnessed a tremendous expansion of the primary school

population in nearly every African country, and the old-established

London-based publishers such as Treine iann, Lon mans, 'vans, Oxford

University ^ress, and "acmillan "fought very hard at this ti le in

competition to exploit the groving need for essenti .1 primary
4

school textbooks." The potential pickings were great: "A

contract for a ri'iary "athematics or "nglish course for Tanzania
5

could be worth several million shillings.

This rapid expansion of British-based publishin, activity to

tap the very profitable and assured school market meant, as John

Nottingham observed several years ago, that "probably in no sphere of

activity in "ast " brie a" is neo-colonial economic control "more

1. Rex Collings, "Publishing in Africa: an industry emerges",
Africa T" a port, November 197®, p. 31.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. Robert Putchison, "How UK publishing firm exploited Tanzania",
Daily .ews, 26/7, 1973, P»4«

5. Ibid.
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obvious, and yet harder to dislodge, than in the Book trade.He

added that "this is the more frightening in that books are perhaps the

most powerful political, cultural, ideological and educational

weapons that the world has yet seen." Understandably, thi3 has been

of immediate concern to many intellectuals who are anxious to break

the economic and cultural stranglehold exercised by foreign-owned

publishers over the Hast African book trade. 0,1 wando Abuor, author

of Vhite Highlands Ho ''ore, has complained of problems of indigenous

writers having their manuscripts manipulated and often rejected by

foreign publishing houses, and has extended this criticism to book¬

shops which refuse to carry many works. In the case of his own work,

ha alleges that it was refused by a central Nairobi bookshop on the

grounds that it was "too critical of the '"iiropeans."^
In response to indigenization, most British-owned publishing

houses set up local branches with local staff. MacMillan, however,

went into direct partnership with African governments, partly in order

to "make friends" with the key Ministry of Education officials who

controlled choice of school material. In a damning and highly
4

revealing article published in '.frlca magazine, and in the Uaily News,

Robert Hutchinson, a former General Manager of the Tanzania Publishing

House, showed how the partnership between Mact'i llan's and the National

development Corporation brought MacMillan profits without fisks, and

Tanzania few, if any discernible benefits. MacMillan, through

1. John Nottingham, "The Book Trade in ast Africa", in ~aat .frica'a
Cultural Heritaget p.103.

2. Ibid.

3. C. Ojwando Abuor, Letter, Sunday Nation, 24/6/1973, P«7«

4. "Neo-Colonial tactics", Africa, No.23, July 1973, pp.74-79*
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provision of the manager, and through the agreement to "advise'' and

"assist" in organization and editing,1 were tble to affectively

control tho entire operation. r'hrough bavin* the rincii tl cretary

of the ' inistry of Tducation he 01 dram of the board of )irectors

of its publi shine house, "facoillan could exert much radre 1aire rage

to try and ensure that the most lucrative ; rinary school ccuroe3 were

given to TPH to publish."

The entire history of the artnerahip, "utehinson recounts,

was on-: of bungling, mismanage: lent, authoritarian mana. er. mt, and

considerable refit to 'icrnillan although many lucrative text-book

contracts did net eventuate. iVacmillan's world-wide organization

was supposed to provide distribution for TT!" books (tc thr exclusion

of TT-i fin-din its own' but the debacle surroundln.• " el i-<nt

^--ng inia and Private ntor; rise and the ' --at 'frlcan Com, any ir"ioated

cle irly that acmillan was interested, not. in -rovidin an outlet for

'Third 7prld bock. , but in "makin puick money by exploiting a glaring

need."

Macmi llan's control led to serious embarrass -^nt at times# In

1P67 Iw •'•.ill boo me the sole indium of instruction ir p->ln >ry schools
*•

throug hout anzmia, rid the do. and for wahili books as -norrmus.

In response to the burgeoning d«; end, " acwillan resurrected vuHili

books, m;my of which they had been publi .bin,: for decades and ihich

were written by eoleni 1 cf jeers. "boy determined to sell the in

Aru

policy state .ents, and had set its f ce firmly' egaihst the assumptions

of colonialist and capitalist societ . It was even su rested at one

1. In effect, acmillan could charge 271 of manufactured cost for
these services vithout ri uklng loss.

2. utchinaon, .Daily News, 26/7/1973, P«4.
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tisa that L.Hollingsworth's .llango yu Listeria. first published

in the "* ate 1920u, be republished. book three of this work

crnt'4ine.-'t-:e following paragraph which adeiuately suoised. up the

author's lurocentrlc view of history.

-lack people of frica have not le any contri¬
bution towards th"> progress of our society.
*ot the taot centuries, nothing of any significance
has cone out of Africa (except for Igypt).

Lakini watu wausi wa Afrika hawakuwa watu
waliosaidia hata ki&ogo aaendaleo dunia nairaa.
kwa miaka mis nyin.1 hanana .jaabo kubwa lililo-
husu dunia lililotukia katika \frika ila katika
Ifrika ya kaskawirti (' i ari ) •

*.n late us :nid 1*71 f the 'anzani •. :hb!i;,hi ny House was still selling

a book celled ~'ra.i a ("fi tire-shi p" , -hi ch was first published in

1**7 and bad been re rinted a dozen ti es since. A euber of the

'IantaHi tn arli . lent, rs. B.*l. T'unanbi, wondered why no ste-- had

bear, taken to - withdraw this boo1-' "which had coloni al fin -a and also

pledges of alleyi-•-rca to +'..<■> British morsarcha." Local o;position to

the terns of the agreement with "ncniliar's had, of course, been

expressed, us early as 19*-?• A."', "tin, ira, the new hrineipal

Secretary in the "inistry of ""due at ion had, before hia appoint tent

to the bo art? of A'hnzard a "'ublishin "raise in 'optember of that year,

raised grave doubts about the agreement with Macn-illar's * ? pointing

out 11 _ t it "binds 11'7 to '..'icoiliar, but in no vr.y does bind aoaiillan

to ? .y 1970 and 1971 > ""anzaulsn of"trials had becom® aware of

"I ac.uillan's profit j.rabbi ry" and the number of titles published for

the 'inistry cf education by the Tanzania ublishin -Tcuse declined

rapidly. In both i;*70 and 1971 the publishing house sustained

aubstrnti.-l losses, and the publication of books for the ''inistry of

Mutation increasingly went to '"anzania "limu Tuprlies, which now
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enjoys a monopoly of the distribution of books and materials to

primary schools in Tanzania. \s a result, the Tanzania Publishing

house has been left in a precarious position - it is an academic

and general publisher in an overwhelmingly schools oriented market.

Of course, as *tchi naon ^oints out, " acmillan's partnership

agreements were an exception amongat i ritish-ba&ed publishers;

much more typical is the mode of deinemann's operations.

einemann, like other British publishing, houses, were originally

primarily interested in textbooks for frican consumption, and were

represented in Africa by their educational company and not the

fiction house. accord in,, to Jan bill, the Chairman of Ileinemann

hucitionJ ..co-j, th- i itial success of " Inu . che'' 3' fir .t novel,

Things . 11 .. art, brought a .fundamental ch .nee in their policy.

It now began to publicize ichebe, who was about to
bring out his second novel. 'it onca we began to ret
offers of . inuscripts from other would'be frican
authors. The evidence accumulated that there was a

wealth of potential literary talent in ..frica,
seeking publication. Tut fiction and general
publishers were simply not in si ht in Africa.
jo 1! B decided in I96I to start its own frican
writers series. This was the idea of van line,
then hverseas Director of K IB. Chniua .chebe
agreed to be General iditor, and to devote part of
his time to encouraging potential literary talent
throughout the African continent. 1

The frican riters Series published last African works - hgul's

novels, Taban Lo Liyong's poetry, works by erumaga, azrui, Jared

Angira, Tom Mboya, 0, inga Odlnga, Peter Palangyo, ;!ugo Oatheru,

hwangi Kuheni and David 'wangl, and collections of ' ast African

writin, , ; leys, and poetry. As such it provided an important outlet

for Hast African writing, and brought some form of international

1. Alan ill, " ublishin, African riters", New Africa, Vol. 7,
1:0.9/10 (1969), p.8.



recognition for a number of Hast African writers and intellectuals.

Although T'eineaann last Africa is an 'autonomous'' organisation whAikh

employs local staff as well as Europeans from the London office, and

makes decision about the local manuscripts (especially the >wahili

ones) to be published, the final choice for the publication of

African riters 'erics books lies ultimately in London.* This has

been at the root of rauch of the often vitriolic criticism which has

been levelled at the • riters cries. Criticism focuses on the

"trend!nese" of the series, and its exploitation of .-.frican material
2

and themes for an audience located in Britain and Horth America, and

on its role in determining the sain literary issues and concerns for

■ frlca.3
The first major.indigenous publishing enterprise in aat Africa

was the founding in 194^ of the fast African Literature Hureau which

vis financed as part of the ast Africin Common Serviced ryinization.

Its early titles, with their emphasis on t e achieve ent of uropean

explorers, missionaries and administrators, reflected tne bias of ita
4

origins." Chile the commercial firms were devotin- their tain

effort to tapping the primary school market, the ".MB not only

encouraged local authors to write both in 'nprlieb an' the local

vernacular languages on a multitude of subjects - agriculture, civics,

family welfare, economics and commerce, biographies of f.sraous .sen,

geography, language, law, literacy, history, health and • <edicinc,

poetry, politics, religion, science and sociology - and also provided

1. Interview with -eineemnn 'est Africa personnel, including Henry
Chaknva, Nairobi, 6 3/l-Tf3.

2. alter Bgoya, Interview, tar-ea-dalaam, 27-'7/1973.

3. .J. ..Iborre, ""ubliBhiR- Houses" (letter), The tandard, 21/2/1972,
p. 10.

4. Nottingham, "The Book Trade in "ast Africa", p.107.
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a library service for readers in remote area*. Through its now

di scofttinusd tu .enta bookwritlrv 'cheme, many young writers

inclu ing 'esilahabi a»? V. Auruah had their first works

published. Increasing' attention haa been given to the publication

of fiction, and since 197? four volumes of ast African literary

criticise have bean published. The 'ALE has also assisted the

development anc dissemination of jwahili culture by making available

major Swahill works which previously were often in written manuscript

form only."1 In the last few years, aa we have already seen, the

bas become the major publisher of Journals in ;aat Africa, often

with unfortunate effect on sales and distribution.

The other pro.minent indigenous bast .fric:in publisher i3 the

bast frlcan ublishing House, founded in 19^5 as a result of the

joint efforts of Andre Deutsch Ltd., the ast African Institute of

oci tl md Cultural ffairs, and the fric .n Universities '"-osa, :.agoa.

Originally .Ci! editorial policy laid ;auch emphasis on school textbooks

and readers, with aeries such as the aat African Junior Library,

the Cast African 'eaders Library, and the School Mathematics of ast

frica proving a success in "enyan schools# .curing its history,

however, editorial policy has undergone substantial change. "here

has been a "gradual expansion of the field of priorities so that now

t com, any boasts a varied list which reflects -Lee buoyant i tellect-
2

ual atmosphere of last Cfriea." ICACH haa maintained close ties with

academic institutions in est Africa and serves as publisher for the

1. ajor Swahili writers to be published by the ALB include barak
,li -linawy, Sheikh Amri \bedi, athias Lnyampala, 3. waruka,

H. \bdallah, A. h'emedi 'hajjeray, K.K.A. Akilistali Snow- hit®,
eikh Lambert, and .'. Buhriy.

2. "*> exercise towards decolcnisin the mind", "ally Lews
■upplement, 1973, P*19«



Makerere Institute of Social Research, the Historical Association of

Tanzania, and the Kenya Historical Association. At the centre of

its publishing programme lies the Modern African library. Okot's

Bong of Lawino, rejected by more than one British publisher, was the

first in this library and, with the exception of Kgugi wa Thiong'o,

PATH has published the major literary works in English to come out of

Fast Africa. Through the publication of Charles Fangua's Son of

oman and A Tall in the "outh it launched the popular novel in Past

Africa. The EAPH has also been an important publisher of journals -

Cast Africa Journal. Transafrioan Journal of History, Tduc-ition in

eastern Africa, and the Journal of the Language Association of eastern

Africa, and employer of intellectual personnel, including "'neriko

Serums (Henry Ximbugwe), Leonard Okola, Richard Ktiru, and Ben Ogutu.

In addition to the British-based publishers with local branches,

and the two main indigenous companies, there are a number of smaller

indigenous publishing venturess the Uganda Publishing House,

Equatorial Publishers, Nairobi, Comb Books and Foundation Books. The

last two represent an interesting development, being essentially

responses to the emergence of a popular literature which was given its

impetus by ' angua's Bon of oman. Comb Book3 was started by DaVid

Maillu, a "'enyan writer who, having met rejection from the established

publishers, set up on his own to publish his works.

Clearly, East African publishers work under severe difficulties

which stem from a multiplicity of languages, widespread illiteracy,

and immense poverty. There is the problem of the economics of book

production which is of most fundamental concern to those who publish

creative and intellectual works rather than books for a primary and

secondary school market. Publishers realize that they are caught-up



in a vicious circle involvin- the unit coat of boobs: people do n0^

real; th er« Tore publi abera . int few boobsj therefore boobs sre

•'X pensive* therefore people do not roe*'. f' e unit, cost of tnything the

publisher does with n print run of two, three, four, or five t ousand,

as r>oya points out, falls within a "rice r~i-i whieh most people

cannot af'orl, especially when the boobs ere not of a "sensational"

bind.* To the criticism levelled by ;<ucb writers aa Tab en ho Liyong

who aab why enterprising publi ehers don't publish popular cheep

editions for i shilling, even using newsprint or toilet pa- er if

necessary, Jonathan Kariara of "btford University Tress in Hairobi

responded by noting that "there arc overheads, printer's bills to pay,

and this is coupled with a fairly small reading market. 'o the

editions that most publisher.- in East Africa do are rather limited and

all this tends to -r.bo the unit coat of a boob fairly high. 7 don't
2

thinb cheap paper would cure the problem."

Ideological and political considerations affect the economies of

boob production as well* As John h'otti.ogham has contended, the

situation of cultural neo-colonialism and dependency, imposes a "great

moral responsibility" on those who produce or sell boobs." 'ublishers

operating in Tanzania, where the government is committed to the

implementation of socialism and the destruction of the colonial legacy,

have much greater difficulty with their editorial decisions thin their

counter arts in Kenya, and particularly in -urope and Korth nerica

where the chief concern is wit' marbet and not political or moral

iropllc .tions. alter Bgoye has written that

1. Interview with alter i yoya.

2. Interview, u.nriay hation, 22/6 1971• p*13*

3. J-cttiry.hara, "The 2ocb .'rade in "aat Africa", p.103.



The difference between publishing in capitalist
countries and socialist ones... is that while
the former is interested primarily in the making
of profits and will therefore publish anything
so lon: as it can sell, the latter i3 intended
to develop and strengthen and propagate socialist
culture. 1

Tanzania ubliohing ouse must resist the temptations of publishing

sensational and frivolous books which detract people from the real

issues of the time. In reply to a number of letter writers in the

Tanzanian press who have complained about Tanzania Publishing' House

rigidity in selection policy and its concern with "correct" iwahili
2

usage, both Bgoya and J.i'. :.lbonde, the Publishing .Manager, have

taken the trouble to explain the criteria used for manuscript

selection. Bgoya suggests that apart from the obvious factors of

whether the manuscript is interesting' and skilfully written, it should

be of use to the people. .e

should only pu .'lish those books which are relevant
in our struggle to liberate our nation from all
vestiges of colonialism... The books we publish
should serve to inspire our people and encourage
them to fight against imperialism and all other
causes of our poverty, ignorance and disease. 3

oya would not publish material that was counter-productive or counter¬

revolutionary but, as in the case of How Hurope Underdeveloped '.frica,

Touri.-.rn and Socialist Development, and The Silent Class "trug le, is

prepared to publish progressive oppositional views which promote

debate and further the "struggle".^

1. alter Bgoya, "T.P.TT. i3 a eople's Forum", bally News Book
Production Supplement, 1973, p.11.

2. ee letters by T. Gengo, The Standard, 15/2/1972, Serikondo wa
Kihurio, Daily Tews, 11/7/1973, and Augustine Lucas, Daily ews,
17/7/1973.

3. Bgoya, "T.I-.H. is a People's Forum", p.10. Gee al30 J.P. libonde's
letter in The Standard, 21/2/1972, p.10.

4. Interview with Bgoya.
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"aat .frican .heatre

It ia often overlooked that drama in the uropean sen&e has no

roots in frica; it i», u new form." ,hiu is not to deny, however,

t ,at there is abund ant evidence of forma of theatre arts in the

traditional patterns of life in ist frica, but they do not include

drama .roper. The traditional story-teller often accompanied ids

story with vivid gesture .«nd a great deal of enactment when it came

tc the matter of dialogue, but it regained a narrative rather than

dramatic Torn. In many traditional folk songs there was a cantor-

response pattern which could be equated with dialogue, but the often

strorw emphasis upon beat precluded its development into pure dialogue

form. In dance there were often strong mimetic elements which

provided a variety of theatre experience, but as Maopherson points

out, "as far as one can gather none of these for;n had taken the

direction that ould have i reduced the evolution >f a dramatic forra in
?

the traditional setting," -:'ie added that

Although we can, therefore, assume a situation in
'"ant "frica equating in none ways with the
situation in England in the 16th century, it is
more one-sided since there is no folte-draraa as

such to perform a merger with the " rama arising
out of exotic influences. 3

Tie t'g.andan playwright and novelist oboft Ferumaga notes that the

theatre in "Tart Africa dees not operate "with the same level of

formalization is in "urope." "n the other hand, he adds

1. For a discussion of the development of African theatre see
.i.ikary raore, Le Theatre begro-Africa!n at ao3 fonctloni
soclales (• iris! : resence Africa!ne, 195^) •

2. ir -ret. "ic hirson, " "lays and aople; An "xami nation of
Three "g and an Dramatists; Tyron Kawadwa, Jchn Jtuganda and
lobar! Sexuaaga", i.'-iirobii lakerere lolden Jubilee riters*
orkahop, 1972, p.l.

3. Ibid.
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The practice cf people getting together to
watch the story teller act out history, or to
hear a musician like the famous Sekinnoomu of
Uganda relate a tale of trenchant social
criticism, dramatized in voice, movement and
the music of his Adingidi, has been with ua

for centuries. And this is the true theatre
of Past Africa. 1

Undoubtedly, theatre is in a better position to exploit the rich

heritage of story telling, dance, music, myth and metaphor than

written literature which, as we have already seen, suffers from

problems of language, literacy, and the economics cf book production

in both vernacular languages and in English. Clearly, the dramatic

form can provide the most immediate method of communication of ideas?

it can overcome the obstacles of illiteracy, axsen3ive books, and

the absence of established reading habits. It will only become a

popular force, however, when the theatrical movement is "integrated

and inspired by the society in which it is growing." And mass

involvement will only come about, Serunaga points out, when plays

"with their roots firmly embedded in the Africa of today, can be
2

written and produced.""

hile in Tanzania and Uganda the roots of a genuine popular

dramatic form are firmly grounded, theatre in '•''ast Africa suffers

from a number of handicaps which stem partly from the still small

body of local plays, the association of theatre with uropeans as a

result of 'uropean dominance in personnel and play terms, and often

from economic and location factors. A number of critics, including

Philip ^chieng and Bob Leshoai have pointed out that many poorer

Africans have been prevented from attending theatre because of cost,

1. Robert eruraaga, "Uganda's ex; eriraental theatre", African Arts
Arts d'Afrlque, Vol. Ill, No.3 (1970), p»52.

2. Ibid., p.53.
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inconvenience in terms of distance and transport, and "because most

of the functions... are anathema to theia." As Seth Adagala has

also indicated, the cost of hiring theatres is often a prohibitive
2

one for African groups in enya. f any 'aat African theatre

companies are situated in the capital cities, and it is only when

they .iotaetiraes venture into the rural a eas and into the poorer

frican suburbs that many Africans ever come ir. contact with theatre.

Those with the educational background and financial means to support

African theatre are often little inclined to do so. Philip chieng,

©Orn: anting on this, suggests that

Africans with money belong to that apex of society
which 3 might describe as cultural write offs,
whore frican culture is concerned. Gome of them
do go to theatre - not because drama means anything
to their lives, but because it is the function to do
so...... The rest of them just will not be bothered
with cultural activities; they are too busy making
money to waste any time on anything else, "hey live
like ghosts - those empty people whom T.S. 11ot sa
in The " aetel and . 3

Tentative support for this view is to be found in "oikobu'a survey of

'

oodley ""state in Nairobi which established that theatre going was

strongest anon,- European women, and not very strong amongst "uropean

4
men and African men and women. The relative lack of interest in

theatre by educated Africans in benya is derived from a combination

of factors including the association of theatre with racially

segregated group-® which have been European oriented in terms of

audience, production, and material, instrumentalist views cf

1. Philip Ochleng, "Our Cultural Malnutrition Comes -rom an lien
Diet", ,unday Cation, 4'5/1969» p»6.
Lob : «3hoai, "Theatre and the Common Man in Africa", r msi tion,
No.l9» 19^5» p.46.

2. Geth 'darnel a, Interview, unday Nation, 23/3/1969» P*13.

3. Cchieng, "Our Cultural alnutrition Comes From an Alien "let", p.6.

4. J. . oikobtt, "Voluntary saociations and .eisure -ctivlties in a
.irobi Suburb", University of Nairobi* Institute for evelopment

dtudiea, Staff Paper, 1969.
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education in which cultural activities such aa theatre have little

value, and memories of deadening and inept school performances of

Shakespearian plays. The very sketchy available evidence on

audiences and audience response, suggests that the most enthusiastic

and involved reaction comes from rural and urban workers and their

families who have come into contact with theatre through travelling

companies, and independent drama groups such as the Nairobi Tausi

Group, Kampala's Ngoma layers, and Dar-es-Salaam'a Tanganyika

Textile Drama Group.

Theatre in Uganda

In Uganda, as elsewhere throughout Africa, the first theatrical

stirrings appeared in schools, training collages, and places of higher

education.* Wyeliffe Xiyingi, one of the most popular of the

Luganda language playwrights has pointed out, for instance, that he

owed his interest in drama to his former headmaster at King's College,
2

Budo. Initially educational institutions performed set pieces, but

with rising academic standards and increasing student interest in

acting and watching plays, students became interested in performing

improvised pieces, often in vernacular languages. Aa the standards

of performance improved and the taste of the audiences developed,

various forms of drama festivals and competitions, including the

Schools Drama Festival, were introduced and provided an impetus to

the writing of local plays, as well as raising the standards of acting

and production. Undoubtedly the initiation in 1947 of a Makerere

1. Macpherson, "Plays and People", pp.2-3*

2. "'A'ycliffe Kiyirgit the popular playwright", The eople, 22/5/1965*
p.10.
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Inter-Hall English competition which culminated in the writing and

performance of original plays did much to encourage the growth of

''intellectual" theatre in Uganda, and many writers including risa

Kironde, Rebecca NJau, Ugugi wa Thiong'o and Flvania Zirimu first

reached a public through this medium. Some years later the

haberere Travelling Theatre, which has a policy of including at least

one local play, and the institution of the Ugandan Drama Festival

did much to encourage the development of local theatre.

Compared to both Tanzania and Kenya especially, African theatre

companies have manifestly flourished in Uganda even though they have

been threatened by financial crises. Their apparent success stems

partly from the absence of intense European competition, and from

the development of a strong theatrical infrastructure in educational

institutions. A Department of Music, Dance and Drama was established

at Lakerere in 1971» and the Department of Literature has offered

Creative "rlting Fellowships to playwrights such as Robert Serumaga

and Flvania Zirimu.

There are over twenty theatrical companies operating in Kampala,

although many are inactive. Some of the most prominent and active

are the Kampala City Players which were founded by Byron Kawadwa

and perform his work3, the Makonde Croup, and the Kayaayu Film layers.

The two most important groups, however, have been the Ngoraa Players

and Theatre Limited.

The Ngoaa Players have received guidance and support from Flo

and Flvania Zirimu. Pio Zirimu, a lecturer in the Literature

Department at Uakerere, was one of those haberere graduates who went

to Leeds University to read for a Diploma in English Studies and who

returned to play an important part in his country's intellectual and



cultural life. His interests have been diverse: he was on the

editorial board of iawazo and edited it in 1968} he has been

resident of the Uganda Society} Chairman of the Uganda Language

Society; and Co-organizer of Kiswahili voluntary classes at

^akerere. io Zirimu has also been active as an actor and

producer. In 1967 and 1968 for example, he took a leading role

in the Ngoma 'layers first experimental production of Lindsay

Barrett's Juap-koo-koo T.akka, and produced Frederick ay's Th" "est

is Silence for the 1967 Uganda Drama Festival. He also took part

in the production of The arriaye of ya'-ato, tndAfrican opera composed

by 3. Mbabi-Katumi. In addition, he helped organize the Youth

Drama Festival Theatre ' orkshop, """xtravan, anza 1967", and poetry

readings and reciting sessions. In the following years he appeared

in the Players National Theatre production of John Osborne's Look

Tack in eager. He played the leading role in Soyinka's The Trials

of rother Jero, and produced John luganda's Black amba. io

"irimu's wife, Ulvania, has also been actively associated with the

i.goma layers as an actress and producer, and has written a number

of plays, the best known bein. The ''ay the hunchback i.tds R -;in.

From this brief outline, it can readily be seen that the Ngoma

1ayers repertoire, like that of so many other African theatre

companies, ha3 been a mixture of modern European drama, plays by

such established Africans dramatists as the Nigerian Vole Boyinka,

and plays by the leading local playwrights.

The other major Uganda company is the semi-professional Theatre

Limited, whose driving force is Robert Verumaga. Born in Masaka

in 1939, eruraaga studied at Makerere end 'Trinity College, 'ublin,

where he completed an LA. in 'conotaics. He returned to Uganda in
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1966 and became associated with Theatre Limited, a company which was

gathered together with the aim of creating a semi -professional theatre#

hen it experienced financial difficulties, .'eruraaga became the

drector, and T eatre Limited provided him with hi a first theatrical

en tint -uk? produced his first two , lays, A flay, and 'the "leph.tnts#

It ilso reduced his thirl play, ayangwa, with Serumaga producing

and playing the leading role. As part of hi3 attempt to realize

his dream of a professional theatre attached to the •aticnal Theatre,

Seruraaga has collected together in the last few years a group of

young school leavers who form a Drama chool which staged its first

performance with -oxumaga's Keryu >!oi.

In Uganda, as Macpherson points out, it is important to distin¬

guish between two streams of drama: the first is aimed at a popular

apical whilo the second appeals 'iuch more to the intellects >1 stratum.

The popular drama uae3 as its subject matter the urban-setting with

its bars, corruption, prostitution and drunVannoss which are usually

treated as suitable to ic •> for farce, as is the Aoliere-type bastard,

the v 'itoto.^ 11 also uses, as in ukilbi's Ulkwabanga, historical

t ernes, although aa yet popular dra. :a has not developed as, for example

the "oruha folk opera in "igeria has, into a political forum of some

2
potency. The intellectual drama, on the other hand, ia often

obscure and pretentious, suffering at times from the use of narrative

rather than dramatic techniques.

any of the plays which loosely fit into the intellectual

tradition have involved the dramatization of loc 1 legend and material,

1. uc| hereon, "flays and ieople", pp»3-4*

2. olc oyinka, "Dodern fegro-African Theatre", in Colloquium on
Negro rt (Pariss Presence \fricaine, 1968), pp.495-5^4.
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sometimes through the adaptation of Turopean plays. Iris a kironde

adapted J.". 3ynge's play, The Trick, dramatized local legend in

'intu, and made use of dramatic dialogue in The "'nd of the Party to

discuss the case for and against the bride wealth custom. ';la.ywrights

such as Tom Taara in The "bcodos, Joseph Uukasa-Salikuddembe in

The ?amine and The Uirror, Austin Bukenya in The "ecret, kuwa Tentongo

in The Invisible Bond, and Tlvania Kirium in The Pay The hunchback

Made Tain have used local historical material to dramatic effect.

Christopher Kukiihi*s play, Tikwabanga, which belongs to the popular

tradition, is set in early Buganda and concerns an arrogant and brutal

chief who is finally overthrown in a bloody battle by rival chiefs

and his rftign of tyranny ended. Accompanying the dramatic action

of the play there is dancing to the rhythm of drums which heightens

the underlying message of the play.

In Uganda, three dramatists stand out clearly - Robert erumaga,

John Ruganda, and. Byron kawadwa. Their vorka have their roots in

the intellectual rather than the popular tradition, although in

Kawadwa's woric especially, there is abundant evidence of a fusion

of the popular and intellectual forms. Kawadwa, wh started the

Schools Drama festival and founded the kampala City Players, works

largely in Luganda and has written mainly musical plays in

collaboration with "'assange Serukenya. Obufumbo kye kj? is an

examination of guilt involving a husband who has poisoned his first

wife in order to marry her sister. 3t. Lwango uses historical

material, the burning of the Uganda Christian Martyrs by the Kabaka,

and drumming and wrestling perform a genuine dramatic function in

the play. kawadwa's first musical play, Makula Oa Kulabako is a

fairy-tale in which the princess marries the poor man and rejects
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the rich nan. In this play XawacUa integrates dance and chorus

• injing into the Irauaatic patterns. - is -luyimba -wa • mkoko. like

■■■t' -a ngo, is set in the . iganda court and concerns a self-seeking

politician who works upon the weaknesses of simple people only to be

brought to his downfall.

The second important Ugandan dramatist is John Ruganda, a

e
_

and former Oxford University Tress ditorial and Sales representative!

who now lives in exile in Nairobi where he is a temporary lecturer

in literature. '-Uganda's plays are fundamentally different from

"awadwa'a, and have their genesis in "uropean rather than local

dramatic forms. They reflect a much more ascetic approach to

theatre. '.ml on a is set in a post-indetendence frican country

where araala, a former government minister, was detained for .lotting

with fcrei nors to overthrow the government. .'hen released, h is

unable tc reconcile himself with his past .and the life of abjeii:

joverty and nagjping family obli ationa which now confronts him. He

has sunk into alcoholism and alcohol-induced dreams about his past

glory, and reveals to his wife in a state of drunkeness that he only

married her as a political act. is wife refuses to believe that he

Can be anything again and ultimately kille him for the soke of their

children.* Mac!'. ,:..ba is a seriously flawed satire which c.v. fsa«

the private life of a university sociology professor and his

manipulation by a houssboy who provides his wife as a mistress for
2

the professor for financial gain.

The third dramatist, lobert :erumaga, is the best known in

'aat frici. Tie first play, \ Play, is a symbolic drama written

1. Nairobi: ., 1972.

2. Nairobi! WFH, 1973.
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out of his own pertubation atthe ©vents of 1966 when the Kabaka's

palace was attacked and the Kabaka forced to flee into exile.^
Ihi. and a is represented in the play by "utimukulu's wife, ;ose, who

was killed a year before the action of the play starts. As Chris

Hanjala has pointed out, Serumaga apparently has a wish to
2

resuscitate the Euganda Kingdom, a concern which emerges somewhat

elliptically in his novel Return to the Shadows.-^ Indeed, the

concern of Seruraaga's second play, The elephants,^ is similar to that

of Return to the Shadows in that it deals with a man who has created

around himself, with the help of friends, a cocoon-like world which

i3 divorced from the wider society. "^avid is a university research

fellow who has given home and shelter to a refugee artist, Maurice.

His arrangement, however, is shattered by the intrusion of Jenny, a

wealthy, identity crisis-ridden American embarked on the familiar

voyage of self-fulfilment, who threatens to take away 'auric®, .' avid's
5

only meaningful friend. The third play, Ma.jangwa, provides some

evidence of a shift in Serumaga's work from a narrow intellectual!sm

to a fusion of popular and intellectual theatrical elements.

.'■!,]angwa focusses on a local figure, the legendary drummer tramp and

his wife, Nakirijja, and consists of an extended conversation as they

set out on the road from "nowhere to not where". In a series of

circular dialogues, they look back on their debauched lives and try

to extract 3ome meaning and hope from them. This play, as

1. Kampala: Uganda Publishing House, 1968.

2. Chris. L. anjala, "The 'ast African "riter and Society", venya
Historical Review, Vol.2, No.l (1974), P»36.

3. London! Heinemann, 1969*

4. Nairobi! OTP, 1971.

5. Nairobi! EAPH, 1974.
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hacpherson points out, draws ouch more than Ms earlier «jrka on his

anda inheritance in terms of "characterisation, character, dialogue

(with its recollections of proverbs) and such features as the

dancing and drumming*"' oeruaiaga's most recent work., hen.-a ..oi,

extended this experiment *tion and uses traditional music, sink ing

and dance m; ritual which have been shaped into a more coherent

ra.ratic form to express a feelin, of deep unease at the seething

undercurrent f violence in 2k th century Uganda.

/heatre in » enya

In b. nda, drama is a major literary form which has been

utilized by intellectuals as a channel for the dieeeminatior f their

ideas. It hae developed as a popular form as well because a number

of |laywriphts have successfully been able to adapt elements of

traditional theatre arts to new dramatic purposes. In enya,

however, it is neither.

African theatrical development in f enya has been hindere "', as

indicated previously, by the legacy of a settler society which was

able to support a professional theatre (the Donovan .- iule Company)

and numerous a tat our groups, which were strictly racially segregated.

It was this racial legacy, -as muoh as the desire to create i

distinct African cultural identity, which prompted eth dagala,

th<= first irector of the enya National Theatre, to reject the

whol» notion of theatric il integration.

It's not a matter of integrating with the
uropean roups. hat we want is to forge our

own direction. It would be disaetroua tc regard
this country as one which is going towards

1. .ci hereon, "flays an' . 00pie", p.16.
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integration. This is an African country and you
can't start askin"- African intellectuals to dilute
themselves and integrate with European groups.
I think this mentality 3hould go. 1

Although "enya has a National ""rama School, and has had a successful

chools Drama ^estival which has encouraged acting, production, and

the writing of original plays, it has not had a Department of

Theatre Arts (although the Literature Department at the University

of Nairobi has a drama course) able to assist young playwrights

with the construction and production of plays.

A number of small African theatre goups have emerged in "«>nya

only to quickly disappear, sometimes after apparent success.

Perhi.s the most successful of these was the Tausi Drama Cluh which

consisted mainly of ex-secondary school students who performed in

both Swahili and ^n lish. Tiejr base was in a small hall in

Bahati township and they performed mainly in the low-income African

townships. The pla weight and actress Ann Vanjugu was the driving

force behind the Tausi Drama Cluh. She also founded the Uaridi

"rama Club which performed her plays Dear Cod and Stepmother. She

later went to study drama in Britain on a British Council Scholar¬

ship. Another small company which achieved success was the Sunguru

lasers with their -reduction of Nansberry's A Dalsin in the Sun.

The major African group, however, has been the Inter-African Theatre

Croup which is located in the National Theatre and venya Cultural

Centre. This group, whose guiding spirit is 3eth Adagala, has

almost completely merged with the enya National Theatre Company.

It endeavours to stage at least one play a month at the "enya

1. Interview, unda~- ' at ion, 23/3/l'X>9» P«13.
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shows iro free of ohasge. '.esordtin* to oorj » anoe, a .-ijor

figure in the group, "this is to ahow as many people as possible

what r'.'e can do and also to prove to them that an frican theatre

has so nothing worth presenting."* The "enya Hational fheatre was

ori inally under the directorship of Seth '.dagula, a si- aech and

draaa jr uate from ufts University, who resigned to become a Voice

of 'anya television director and producer. ftor Idagila's

resignation, the onya ultural entro's >ctlvitiea ere reorg miasdi

Tirus Gathwe became the administrator of the National Theatre raaa

chool; »nd George Vugelo became the business manager. du,gala's

former position was put into cold storage. It would not be unfair

to say that the Inter-African Theatre "roup and the ' ational Theatre

Com: my have relic1 overwhelmingly on established 'est African plays

such, a, ■•■yinhaVi "he ,.irn af 'ewal, J.«f. Clark's >o of the

"oat, and Joe de Graft's Cons an' :aughters and Th-ou h a "lira

.'arkly, although they have also . erfor seel i^uri's The Tic1- -'rait

and plays by Kenneth atene. Compared, to Uganda, however, there

have been few well established playwrights, Ngugi wa Thiong'o,

enneth atene and francis Imbuga standing out.

Ngugl's plays stem from his akercre undergraduate days, since

when he has concentrated on the novel and short story. The most
2

substantial cf his [lays, "he ..'rick rorr.it, was written for the

Ugandan independence celebrations in 1962, and, not surrrisin ly,

one of its fundamental concerns is the question of tribalism and

1. "A :-remiss of Kenya's own theatre", Caily Cation, 4/8 1972,
p.14.

2. - ' an 1 el nex -nn, 1' Ct.
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politics. Ngugi does not view tribalism as an anachronistic

reversion to pre-colonial patterns, but rather as a force

intimately linked with the question of which groups shall possess

power in the Iost-independence situation. The elders want a

tribally based political party and a "prime Minister for the

tribe",so that they may enjoy some of the benefits of Uhuru.

Remi, the young intellectual in whom they place their hopes has,

however, a vision of a unified nation in which politically

mobilized tribal loyalties will be superseded. :;e is, like . my

of Ngugi's fictional characters, a man possessed of a messianic

vision of himself, but who rermins ineffective simply because of

his iersonal indecision. Carried to Thom, his dead brother's

widow, he left her to study at the university and returned home with

a white woman, Jane, estranged from his culture. /hen Thoni, who

obviously represents African culture, concludes that he has no love

for her, she kills herself. It is only after her death, when she

is irretrievable, that he realizes his love for her and forced by

Jane to adopt a positive course of action, decides to go back to
2

his own culture. Another of Hgugi's short plays, The debels,

also deals 7;ith the question of culture conflict and national tmity,

while The ound in the Heart^ concerns a Mau Kau fighter who

returns from detention to find his wife pregnant by the white

District Officer. The wife, unable to face her husband, commits

suicide. The third Ngugi short play This Time Tomorrow has as its

theme the betrayal of those who fought and suffered during the
4

struggle for freedom by the nationalist politicians.

1. Ibid., p.39.

2. In dais rime '-omorrow (Nairobis TALb, nd.).

3. Ibid.
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Another Kikuyu playwright who has used Mau Mau as the subject

matter for a play is Kenneth Watene, an actor, director and

dramatist, and graduate of the Kenya National Theatre School.

His play, My Son For My Freedom1 is set during the early days of

Mau Mau and examines its divisive impact on Geceru's family. The

socio-economic causes of the struggle are briefly outlined through

the dialogue of the various characters. Geceru, like Ngotho in

Ngugi's Weep Not, Child wants liberation from colonial rule but is

uncertain about the efficacy of Mau Mau. Under the goading of his

brother-in-law Mwaura, and on the basis of his own carefully

thought-out decision, he commits himself to the struggle and is

given the job on the local Mau Mau committee of deciding who in the

area 3hall die. Two of his sons are Mau Mau activists who have

gone to the forest, whilst the third, Maina, is in love with

Muthoni, the daughter of the Christian revivalist V/anjiru. Under

the influence of Muthoni, Maina begins to read the bible and joins

the revivalists. iShen the Mau Mau fighters attack Wanjlvu's home,

they take away Maina as well. He manages to escape and rushes to

his father's house. He is followed there by the fighters who

drag him away despite Gecftru's vigorous protests. A few minutes

after their departure, Geceru is dragged out of his house by

loyalist askaris and murdered. Another Watene play, The Haunting

Past, which he acted in and directed at the 1969 National Theatre

Drama Season, has culture conflict as its theme. Weru, a young

Intellectual, openly disparages his culture and rejects the

entreaties of his uncle, Mathu, to take part in the cleansing

1. Nairobi» EAPH, 1973.

2. In same volume as My Son for My Freedom.
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ceremony. Tormented by the singing and dancing of those

participating in the ceremony, he stabs his uncle and hysterically

flaes into the darkness, the inference being that the abandonment

of one's cultural heritage leads only to despair and madness.

Culture conflict also provides the dominant themes for Francis

Imbuga's plays. Iobuga, the moat active of the younger Kenyan

playwrights, is a graduate of the University of Nairobi who is

preparing an MA thesis on the development of theatre in Cast

Africa. He has acted in and produced his own plays, arid written

scripts for Voice of Kenya Television. His early playe, The
1 2

Fourth Trial and Kisses of Fate focus on family crises. The

first focuses on a couple who are childless after four years of

marriage. The husband wants a divorce but is persuaded to give

his wife a fourth chance during which the wife seeks the assistance

of a witchdoctor. The second play, Kisses of Fate, begins with a

family disagreement stemming from the wife's alleged practise of

witchcraft. The disagreement leads to a separation, and the local

authorities decide that the wife should go back to her parents

with her daughter, leaving her son with her husband. In lmbuga's

third published play, The Married bachelor,"* Imbuga explores the

perennial issue of the conflict of generations. Tennis, the

masried bachelor, is a member of the highly educated group which,

cut off physically and culturally from the rural villages, is

unsuited for leadership. In his hypocritical moods, he is the

spokesman for traditional culture, has an anthropologist's

1. Nairobi* FALB, 1972.

2. Nairobi: *3ALB, 1972.

3. Nairobi: HAPH, 1973.
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interest in traditional dances, and talks about having traditional

food for hia wedding cake. He ia even able to describe the old

men as "the granaries in which the knowledge of the society i3

stored." The conflict with hia father stsms from hia inability

to marry hia academic ccutino, his rootless urban life style,

and the attention to rural rituals. his father is incapable of

graspin*, the nature of Tennis's situation, and talks defensively

about circumcision, traditions, and Luhya customs. Hia criticisms

of Tennis's relationship with Kary are from the standpoint of a

rural villager, and overlook the fact that his son is a widower in

an urban setting. In the play, . ©nnis's culturally uprooted urban
i*

.

existence is contrasted with the interdependence of the members of

the traditional rural society where every individual appears to

have a responsibility to that society. The whole social network

is disrupted when one member fails to fulfil his obligations,

vgala, : ennia's father, completes his duties as a grandparent of

the boy to be circumcised. So does the strange friend abu. But

it regains for Dennis to bring in hia role tc facilitate a successful

completion of the circumcision rite for his son, and this he fails

to do.

It should be stressed that while Kenyan drama uses as its

subject matter themes of culture conflict and political struggle,
, '$'

and individual dramatists such as Kgugi »a Thiong'o conceive of

theatre as a forum for the dissemination of critical political

ideas, the notion that theatre should be strongly politically

oriented remains an undeveloped one, especially when compared with

Tanzania. 4nd in contrast to Uganda, little attempt has so far
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been made in Kenya to bring about a fusion of traditional theatre

arts forms such as dance, story telling, music, drumming, and

singing with European dramatic forms.

Theatre in Tanzania.^"

Tanzanian theatre is unique in East Africa. In contrast to

2
! enya in particular, and Uganda, it is Swahili drama, rather than

"uropean language drama which has emerged as the dominant form. It

is also a popular rather than intellectual form, and is not

professionalized in the way that various Yoruba Polk Opera com ariies

in Nigeria have been. Tanzania, as bob Leshoai notes, is sim ly too

poor to support a professional theatre: "So far it has attempts to

create a kind of theatre of the people - with the purpose of spreading
3

the ideals of socialism and self-reliance." Drama i3 essentially

an amateur form centred in schools and factories. As Abdulaziz has

pointed out, in Tanzania an egalitarian centred interpretation of
4

wahili culture has developed. As a result, and in contrast to

most black African states, where cultural activities are generally

identified with a relatively small, urban, western educated intell¬

ectual stratum, much of the writing of poems, plaj's, and prose is

don'* by people with little or no formal education in European

languages. Many factory workers have been encouraged to improvise

1. Swahili theatre has been examined briefly by Farouk :.!. To; an
in his chapter "Michezo ya Kuigiza" in F.M. Topan (ed.),
Ucfaambuzi wa maandishi ya Fiswahili (Dar-es-.alaam; OUP, 1971),
pp.66-79.

2. Of course, as we have already seen, Luganda is the major language
of popular drama, and 13 used by playwrights such as Byron
"awadwa.

3. hob Leshoai, "Theatrical inds of Change in East Africa",
Africa Report, Vol. 16, No.4 (l97l)> P*17»

4. Abdulaziz, p.l67»
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and write drama - one of the acet important adult groups is the

Tanganyika i'extile ill group which has performed largely unwritten

plays, improvised from stories, legends or topical events. Not

being bound by script, they defend entirely on costume, speech

and gesture for interpretation. The lo» standard of formal sstern

education of the members of local groups (Tanganyika ;ext.ile,

Alwattan, Egyptian, New tar) has meant that they have not been

exposed to astern types of drama, and to tha influences of .aian

and uropean countries, and their work, Jbrahira Hussein suggests,

invokes striking parallels with the Commedia dell*Arte in both Italy

find France in the second half of the 16th century."

Swahili drama is strongly politically oriented, muck of its

material coming from toxical subjects such as the txuafaa Declaration,

ujanaa vijiji, 3elf-rely.ince, exploitation and cooperation. t the

1969 Youth ^rama Fes ival, for Instance, tha winning play was

1-i.echoka ufundlkizwa hdani (1 fed up with lein cooped up inside

the house). This play concerns a young village girl who is married

to a jealous, possessive and apolitical old man in the capital who

denies vwio her social or political activity. he is ultimately

saved from her frustration by a social worker from the Union of
2

Tanganyika 'omen.

Conflict between African culture and uropean values is an

important'theme in Swahili drama. Martin, in G. Uhlnga's play,

Martin K.ayamba, returns from abroad and looks down upon his people

1. 'J.N. Hussein, "An Annotated Bibliography of Swahili Theatre",
jwahllit Vol.39, Hos. 1 & 2, 19^9* P»50. Hussein fails to not®
that the Coomedia dell'Arte was professional.

2. This play was improvised by members of the Marian "'r&ma Club
(.'.arian Secondary chool, f'orogoro) and performed by them at the
Taenia Secondary School, Tar-es-Galaam, April, 1969*
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and culture* In habibu ha aaee .>ake (fcabibu and ..iu .ricastors},

the social values of Zabibu, a recent Aakerere graduate are satirised,
2

and city life is attacked. dome plays have historical themes.

" i- /-■» ; av i. a ^.<chi (Ukawa's ..•tru.yrle gainst the lerei uj), for

instance, deals with iikwawa's resistance to the Germane and his

subsequent suicide. 0thar3 are concerned with continuing neo-

colonial relationships, Thus, in trlina .unrc's Usiliti (ietrayal)

a Airopean spy wants to sabotage progress with the help of upe",

a social parasite. Conditions of employment are also the theme of

Wiihill drama. In J.A. imadham's hgomo a Aazinde (The ;. izinde

trike) workers who have experienced harsh working conditions on a

sisal estate near Tanga join a newly forced worker'3 union i.nd a

5
strike follows. Corruption is also a prominent them®, anc in

"rs. . Ingodo's play, atonic ■> a :f *no an honest ...an is abandoned

by his family for refusing to take bribes, but ultimately hi3

honesty triumphs." In Crispin I auli's unia Iliyofarakana (The

,'iorld jich Has Lean Divided) a . ational jcurgeoisi© assumes power
7

at independence and is overt rown in a coup d'atat. And, on a

topical but relatively trivial note, Uhinga'a Jicho la uryu (T.;e

arlite, Vol. 2, No.2.

2. "cripted by the Aga-'han Girls* Secondary School, and performed
by them at the 1969 Youth Drama Fastigal.

3. rittan by ..alcari 3. Itomaye and iwangowa, and .erformel 1 y
Yinoki Secondary School at the Isania Secondary School, vouth
Drama Festival, April I969.

4. Performed by the Jangwani Girls' Secondary School, at the aania
>cond try chool, Youth Drama Festival, 1969*

5. cript in th« University of Dar-ea-Salaam Library.

6. erformed by ihabaan :obert Secondary School, at the Azania
econd ry chool, Youth '-rama Festival, 1969.

7. arlite, Vol. 3, No.2 (196& pp.84-108.
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"ye of God) deals with the question of mini-skirts; to wear or not

to wear themJ
Gwahili popular drama is capable of engendering a great deal

of audience enthusiasm. In -ay 1973» the Azania-Jangwani social

Revolutionaries performed The Jinking Ground, a play outlining the

pii.'alls open to those entrusted with positions of higher

responsibility. In the play, It. Goldbag is promoted from a junior

post to regional agricultural Officer with an accompanying- drastic

increase in salary. His new financial status warrants better

household goods, and the enjoyment of more sophisticated brands of

beer and cigarettes. .lis irresponsibility draws him into a tragic

love affair with iary, a beautiful nurse, who want3 him to divorce

his wife so that they can be married. He is led to poison his wife.

The murder lands him in court where, overcome by his folly and gross

absurdity, he confesses to having been the victim of financial

irresponsibility. The Daily News critic's description of the

performance provides an indication of the type of enthusiasm popular

owahili drama is capable of arousing.

The overenthusiastic audience proved a little
chatty and some members of the auditorium
occasionally interrupted the show by going up
to the stage to tip the cast. Audience reaction
to a play demands even more discipline than a
"Taarab" performance. 2

existing alongside the popular Iwahili dramatic idiom is a newly

emerging dramatic tradition which is concerned with the establish¬

ment of more permanent values. Ms division is analogous to that

which exists within Swahili poetry - the distinction between poetic

1. "ritten in 1968. ''anuscript in the Drama Archives, Theatre
Arts Department, University of Dar-es-Salaam.

2. Daily News, 2/5/1973, p.5«
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work3 written for their immedi ate impact in the press, for example,

and those written with the intention of promoting more permanent

literary values.* The intellectual tradition has received a good

deal of it3 impetus from the Theatre Arts Department at the

University of Bar-es-Sala3m which offers a degree course. Its

students are involved in the production of plays in. Iwahili and

English, and each year the students take their productions on a three

week tour throughout Tanzania performing for schools and adults.

tudents in the Theatr Arts Department have also been commissioned

by the Ministry of Agriculture and Hadio Tanzania to write short
2

informational plays. The two most prominent Gwahili dramatists,

'"Ibrahim Hussein and Penina IJuhando, are both products of the Depart¬

ment of Theatre ArtsIt was Hussein with his play Flnjeketlle

who really provided the basis for the new intellectual tradition in

Swahili drama.^ His early soci il comedy, Allkiona (He Paw It)

concerned a woman who cheated her husband and then became cuu.Lht up

in her own lies."1 Another short play, Y'akatl Ukuta (The Tall of

Time) dealt with the conflict between the coastal Swahili culture

and the European culture. His major play Kinjeketile

dealt with the Uaji Jaji resistance and the prophet Kinjeketile's

doubts about the authenticity of the prophecy he received from the

1. Interview with Zuberi Hamadi Lesso, Dar-es-Salaam, 3/8/1973.

2. Leahoai, "Theatrical Winds of Change in East Africa", p.16.

3. Another Swahili dramatist who falls within the intellectual
rather than the popular tradition is Farouk Topan, formerly of
the University of Dar-es-Salaam, who is now a Lecturer in the
Department of African Languages and Linguistics at the University
of Nairobi. One of his published plays is All.yeon.ja Pepo
(Paradise Experience) which is a satire on the notion of afterlife.

4. KlnjCfcfetele is discussed in detail in Chapter VIII of this thesis.

5. In ..ichezo ya Kuigiza (Nairobi! HAPH, 1970).
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river god Hongo* Hia moat recant published play, Uashetani ia about

two youths who are studying at the University of 1'ar-oa-.,alaam, and

who coma from two import tnt families whose histories have been alike

but also marked by inter-family tensions.1 The second younp

dramatist, Denina huhando, teaches in the Department of Theatre irta

and has publf ;h«d two plays, Taabuenl liaki Uetu (That e lay ecognize

our Rights), and Hatia. The latter play, which was first staged

in 1970 by a University of Par-as-oalaata company, is about a

seventeen year old village girl CheJa who works in Dar-es-Salaaau

he is made pregnant by her friend Juma who, anxious to deny

responsibility, suggests that she put the blame on her employer,

embuli. Cheja is expected by her parents to earn the money with

which her brother Jkani can woo. Unaware of her daughter's

predicament, Cheja's mother states the truth about havin,: dau oters -

'we bear girls for others". Cheja runs away from her employer and

returns home to meet her father who has received a telegram from

fetnbuli informing him of her absence. She alleges that she hfis been

impregnated by the absent Sembula, and her wrathful father forwards

the accusations to the "Wasee wa ^-arassa" (village elders forum) for

consideration. tfter fembulu is forced to swear an oath of truth,

and counter accusations have been made, a violent feud develops

between Cheja's father's clan and -embulu's, and Cheja confesses her

guilt. The people in the village realize that all the fighting has

been caused by one who i3 sitting comfortably in Dar-ea-Salaaa.

The city is a moral wilderness which has a corrosive impact upon

1. ar-ea- alaams CUP, 1971.

2. Dar-es—Ualaamt Tanzania Publishing House, 1973.

3. airobij SAPH, 1972.
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rural life and values.

The intellectual drama, as distinct from the popular idiom,

owes much to the influence of modern "European drama, and the works

of est Africans such as Soyinka and Clark, in terms of structure,

language, and the use of elements derived from local cultures. It

is also partly embodied in the translation of major foreign works:

Hyerere's translations into Swahili of Shakespeare's The erchant of

Venice and Julius Caesar and Sam .ushi's translations of The Tempest,

.^cbeth, and Sophocles .Antigone. Such translations, lazrui notes,

represent part of the process of taking pieces of "universal

civilizationaand universalizing them even more in an African idiom."''
From this brief overview, it can be seen that theatre in East

Africa as an intellectual institution is still involved very much

in the process of establishing local roots in terms of material,

audience, and role, and of overcoming, in Kenya in particular, a

■European theatrical legacy which has done much to stifle the

emergence of new dramatic forms which utilize elements derived from

indigenous theatre arts. It can also be seen that national

differences which have their roots in different socio-economic and

cultural conditions, are important not only in terms of the socio¬

political function of the theatre and its relative importance as a

channel for disseminating ideas, but in determining whether the

dominant theatrical tradition shall be the intellectual or popular

one. It has been in Uganda and Tanzania, and not in Kenya, that

the theatrical movement, however undeveloped, has cotne closest to

being integrated into and inspired by its society.

1. All 'azrui, "Aesthetic Dualism and Creative Literature in
'last, vfrica", in Pio Zirimu and Andrew Gurr (eds.),
lack Aesthetics (Nairobi: SALB, 1973), p.42.
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CHMTBg V

3AST AFRICA,K IKT'LI.-:XTUA1.3i

A Gt-CICLOGIC-L PCbTtelT1

The life histories of test African intellector Is, at least

in broad outline, conform to the pattern depicted in novels such
2

as Ghtoua .chebe'© To l,onmr at 'aoe and ^illiam Conton's The

.frican*^ The intellectual is bom in a snail village or town.

He receives his primary education in the village, usuelly at a

mission school. aocondary education followo at a boarding school

away from home, or at a school in a provincial centre. Hio

tertiary education is at a university overseas, or at one of the

newly established in his own country. After university there is

employment in the civil service, in teaching, in the university, or

perhaps to politico. This xxttero, with variations, holds for

different generations. It doesn't hold quite as securely for

earlier generations of wahili intellectuals brought up within

Islamic traditions.

Hot all .test African intellectuals come fron rural areas.

:iany are from the capital cities, provincial centres, and small

towns which serve as trading, administrative, and educational

centres. Intellectuals of Asian origin have almost invariably been

1. boo appendix I for biographical details of test African
Intellectuals.

2. London t Heineannn, 1)63*

J. Londonj Heinemonn, 1160.
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bona and educated in the larger cities - In Baap-eo-Saloae, Kaepela,

Kotatousa, and Kairobi. Early generation intellectuals in Uganda,,

most of whoa are 3©ganda, were born in, or near, Kampala. Others

come from places each as Gulu, lasafe, and Cabale* Of the total

number of Ugandan intellectuals, over half have urban rather than

rural origins# A similar situation obtains In Tanzania where

i)ar-ee-i>aj.ana, Tango, .'-loaht, end Kigoaa/Ujiii have been the stein

urban breeding-^Troundo for intellectuals. In Kenya, many wore

bora in Kisumu, Mombasa, Kairobi, and Kyeri# But in Kenya,

intellectuals of rural origins clearly outnumber those from urban

areas. A© the following table indicates there arc generational

differences.

TABLE I
'

Urban/dural Origins of Kenyan
Intellectuals by Age.

Bate of lot •

Birth Urban Rural Known Total

-20 3 3 6
1921-25 3 3 6
1926-30 4 i ~ 7
1931-35 7 5 3 15
1936-40 7 7 1 15
1941-45 7 17 3 27
1946-50 5 10 5 20
1951-55 «» 1 1

36 43 13 97
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For those born between 1900 and 19<P» slightly more have urban

origins. Between 1?41 end 19501 the number of rural born

increased remarkably. Closer analysis, shows, however, that iany

of these people fir® from Central rovinoe, from 'itiembu and Mur&nga,

districts close to Thika, ;luraiw?,a Town (Fort Hall), and Kairobi,

and well equipped with educational facilities.

Sarly missionary and administration content, and the

concentration of educational effort in certain regions, were

decisive in determining both the tribel and area origins of the

modem intellectual stntia. Jganda intellectuals are predominantly

Baganda, Banyanicore, Batoro, end Acholi/leng'o. lerjydb intellect¬

ual o are overwhelmingly Xikuyu, Luo, Lugria and Kamba. Almost

three-quarters of them come from tlxree groups - the Ci'cuyu, uo,

find lugria. Jnder 10 per cent are of Asian origin. A few come

from small coastal tribes such as the Girieww All .aurui and

Ahmed Mehiddin are of Arab origin, although they would probably

speak of themselves now as "laawahili".

In Tanzania, the distribution among regions and tribal groupings

is much more even, but again early missionary and educational

activities were critical in determining persisting trends. Ton/r.

benefited early from the creation under the Sermon Admin istret ion of

a state school system. The non-oectarion nature of the schools

was instrumental in encouraging Moslem families to send their

children to non-Quranic educetionrl institutions* Their reluct nc©

would have been much greater if the schools had been under the

control of mission societies. Tonga has never lost this educational
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advantage, and has bean the major place of origin of Pmhili

tntellectuclo• The coastal areas around, and to the north of

Dnr-es-Galana, occupied predominantly by the Sondei and ararao

peoples, have been influenced, not only by long and rich Swahili

cultural traditions, but by the concerted impact of European

administrative raid education systems. Other intellectuals come

from near fount Kilimanjaro, from the highly developed Choggp

area, and also from the adjacent Pare and Sambas occupied areas.

It is doubtful whether members of different "tribes" have

different oocio-cultural conceptions of the role of the intellectual-

writer, or whether different tribal origins affect the way in which

intellectuals see themselves. sith a couple of possible

exceptions, it io difficult to speak: of distinct modern "tribal"

intellectual traditions, simply because political ideological and

intellectual orientations cut across "tribal" boundaries.

Certainly, intellectuals - historians and writers, and social

scientists as well, most often use their own hietorioo and societies

as subject matter. Kilcuyu writer, for instance, write about the

Kitepjru historical experience and about lau ;«lau which distinguishes

their wor'c at least in oontent term® from that of writers from

other groups. 3ut despite these oontent differences, the subject

rsotter is often used to illustrate certain tendencies in colonial

or peat-colonial society which affect, albeit unequally, all group®.
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One could eleo telle about a augends theatrical tradition simply

because Uganda theatre is Kampala based, has predominantly

Mgondn com >aniee, and ie dominated by Bogaada playwrights such

as John Augends, Robert herusage and dyron Kawadwa who utilise

Jugonda history, myths, and music and dance in some of their works.

Nevertheless, with this possible exception, it should be emphasised

that common intellectual concerns with a number of political,

social and historical issues work against the emergence of distinct

"tribal" intellectual traditions and are reinforced by foreign

language usage.

Studies of both East African and .est African students have

consistently revealed that they tend to come from families with

above average educational backgrounds.1 At face value, such

findings appear obvious, even a little naive. Yet, in the African

context they are ingrained with a much deeper significance. In

societies with high illiteracy rates (often over 70 per cent) on®

or two years formal education, and literacy gained through informal

educations! processes, can be crucial in influencing the

education?1!, and hence economic and occupational, chancer of later

generations. Early access to educational institutions, often

accompanied by a necessary but superficial conversion to the beliefs

of a Christian sect, underlies later patterns of class formation.

Although our information is rudimentary and incomplete, it

may be tentatively argued that East African intellectuals generally

1. -co for inst:nee Gustrv Jchoda, "The colcl jac-round of a
.-.est African btuclcnt Population", 2 parte. British Journal
c.: Io3-0,;'„"« Jol.'v (1954) r.C 7ol.fl (1955/, '.nd fol.tl ape,

. n fric.m .lite, passim.
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come froa families with some formal educational or literacy heck-

ground* Many, of course, especially those in the older generations,

have no ouch background* Josao Kenya1tie.'© father wee an

illiterate peasant who died when Menyatta was quite young*

Xoinange*© father, later to beco ie Senior Chief Xeineuage and a

prominent Mikuyu nationalist, had no formal educational background.

Kyerere'o father, a .anaki chief, was Illiterate, but he had an

older brother who had been to school* Younger intellectuals .also

come from backgrounds of illiteracy# This applies to those of

Asian origin ac well* i?or instance, the father of /.air. and

Xutub Xasaaia was an uneducated but wealthy trader in Mombasa* liis

wife had only a couple of years of primary education. In an

interview, however, !utub Maoaaa pointed out that an uncle had

been well educated, and wrote poetry in his Indian vernacular

language, and had been influential in his own intellectual and

literary development** .orao fathers acquired literacy without

formal schooling. Chris ,/snja.la's father is one such case. A

member of the Carrier Corp® during iorld *rar I, he developed

broader world perspectives and a "karonl" or clork-type mentality,

using as his chief reference group the white settlers and

administrators he oaae in contact with. His literacy was acquired

basically through bis own efforts# /alter Bgoya*s and Tlgiti

bongo*e fathers similarly acquired literacy primarily through

informal learning processes#"* Jgoya'c father ultimately become an

agricultural instructor during the 1930s.

1. Interview with "utub SC&esaa, Nairobi, 12/7/1973*

2* Interview with Chris Wanjala, Nairobi,

3. Interview® with alter %oya (Xter-eo-Salaaa, 27/7/1973) and
Tigiti bengo {.Mr-os-Galo/ia, 6/6/1973) •
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Families with two generations of formal education are cossmon.

The fathers of many of the intellectuals in this study were

cateohiata rind school teachers, lower echelon civil servants, and

nodical aaaistante, thus providing their families with a

rudimentary intellectual orientation, however United. 1. . Cgot*B

father was a teacher, and on© of th® first studento at : Laaeno

School whore ho was taught by liobom •••illis. Ho eventually became

a Chursh dder* Okot ?* ;itek*s parents wore both Christian* His

father was a catecbiot-teaoher in lulu. Crispin Haul! is the son

of a missionary teacher* Lecso'o father was a primary teacher in

Tonga, find Cliff-Lubwa's father a medical assistant in Gaat choli.

J.r. .ibondo, the Publishing Manager of the Tanzania Publishing

House, was an only son. His father had standard Tour primary

education and was a cateohist-toachor in mission schools. He

later been ie an agricultural instructor. Two of bonds»a slatere

are well educated. One is a teacher, and another a nurse.

Intellectuals with two <oDerations of educated behind them are

rare* Given the relatively short history of education in most

areas of -wast Africa, thio is hardly surprising* Predictably,

third generation educated are young** One is renins duhondo, the

young hwahili dramatist and author of iMaa and Tanbuooi iUvgj etu.

She was born in 1943 in vtiloec district, .lorogoro legion* her

grandfather was a christian who eventually became an archdeacon in

1* There are some Just African families, however, with a very
long tradition of education. The Tanganyi'can, dart in a-ymmbe,
who was bom in 1391 was, for instance, second generation
educated* His father was educated by the Silvernitien
Mission to Central Africa in the late 1370s and between 1333
and 1335 spent two and a half years et an -nglisli public
school, Jloxhua's, as one of the first Tsagrnyitons to be
educated in durope.
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the Church Tisoionary Society. Re wan interested in writing end

adapted traditional stories to Christian purposes. Ee wrote two

books, one of which wee entitled .^olktoleo iecome christian Teaching,

feninr *o father, now on official with the Rural Development Icnk,

had Standard Ten education.* Another is C.yruo Mutiso, the Cenyan

political scientist and television commentator# He was bom at

Kangiwdo in 1)42* His two grandfathers wore first genewitlon

Christians. His paternal grandfather was orphaned during a fteralne

in the 1330s. During tho construction of the railroad from

dombaea, he was picked up by missionaries and brought 'dp at the

African Inland Mission Headquarters at i'ijabe. Re later returned

with the first missionaries who established an frlcan Inland liaeion

at \angundo* AuTieo'e father, who had form two standard education,

was a teacher for 13 years until 1?52# He then served two years

as an education officer responsible for adult Education, and from

1954-19£>3 was a chief. ince 1963 he has worked for the Public

ervlce Commission. lutioo's mother was also well educated, having

reached Priaary standard Tlx. Her parents were also educated.

:utiso*D solid educational background in reflected in the

accomplishments of his brothers and sisters. Of the four sisters,

two have been trained as nurses in the Jnitod Kin;dom} tho other

two as teachers. Of the three brothers, one is now studying for

a Piaster*© degree in Chemistry at the .University of Eairobi.

Another, after completing secondary school, works in a private

1* Interview with renins Muh&ndo (Hlarae), Dar-ee-Oalasm,
30/7/1973.
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business. The youngest brother is still at echool in iairobi.1
Bast African intellectuals from lusllm families have a

different educational and literary background. Although men such

as AH Masrui, Aimed Mohiddin, Sheikh Aari Abeid, end ...uberi Haaedi

JLeeso went to secular schools, initially they were raised within

liter&xy traditions concerned with the celebration and teaching of

the urcn* the nature of Islamic law, and the teachings of the
2

Prophet# They have usually attended a < uranio school before

receiving a secular, western education* Of course, many > uronio

schools taught little more than the slavish memorisation of the

uran* and this was often supplemented with handicraft work to

contribute towards the upkeep of the school*^ It is doubtful

whether moat uremic schools in Saot Africa provided a very solid

basis for sustained literacy. But there were exceptions. At

places such as the Mosque College of Lamu, for example, the

discipline was much more rigorous* Students at the iosque College

studied the Quean* Arabic, the tradition of the Prophet, law and in
4.

the more advanced stages, a little sufiam.

In spite of their ohortocmings, uranic schools did instil in

many of their pupils a reverence for books and provided them,

1. Interview with S.C.;!. riutiao, Nairobi, 26/6/1173.

2. Both iasrui and Slehiddin went to the Government Arab Boys*
chool at fombsfia*

i* Uee Kyder Cindy, Life and roliticc in Mombasa (hairobii
i.Fa,, 1972}# P*12*

4. P. Lienherdt, "The oeque College of Laau and its Social
Background'*, Tanganyika ..otos and uecorda* pi (1131;.
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through Islam, with a broader understanding of the world# And

vahili poets ouch as bhahoan dobert learned to use the Arabic

script in these schools. The Islamic literary TxiCkground meant

that in isolated cases there was a long tradition of literacy and

scholarship# All Uiarui's family is one such esse. laxtrui's

ancestors had originally come from Oman after the overthrow of the

Portuguese along the IS&et African coast. They Immediately won

office m Liw lis1 in Mombasa, and in the 18th and 19 th centuries

controlled a good deal of the Kenyan coast. Per a time the

lauruio controlled Peaba, then the dast African granary, and

managed to place a vassal to the north in Pate. They were

ultimately defeated in the mid-19th century by the dusaidi Arabs

of -anzibar. All fasrui'e father was Sheikh Al-rfiain bin Abdallah

bin Kafi Al-iaarui, the polemicist and social reformer, who

ultimately became Chief fadhi of Kenya. sheikh Al—rain was

influenced a great deal by intellectual developments in the Middle

.sat and the works of Islamic scholars, philosophers, and political

reformers which wore aimed at "remoulding Arab Muslim thought end
2

society to accomodate and face the problems of the new Age"# lie

was fired by the liberalisation of ideas and felt sufficiently

compelled to found a i-wahili on per, Al-A&heofa (The newspaper)

to disseminate them on the eoast. The success of this neper

encouraged him and led to a more ambitious project — the establish-

1# A "liweli" is a governor#

2. .1. .".in, vnhUl-■■>»?.klnr I'.oglco of Henra's Coect l8j)5-
£2& (Kaixobit ■-ast African publishing house, 1973), p. 160.
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ment of 1-InlrA (Reform), a Swohili-Arabic weedy published in

Mombasa, All Insrui thus spent his childhood in a family

conscious of itr. considerable achievements and heritage. It was,

and always had been, a family involved in contemporary issues#

Jheikh Al-&al»*a polemlciom and reforming seal, and later his

position of Chief ladfai (an office involving not only religious

leadership but important judicial functions no well) me;wit that

11 lasrui was constantly confronted with discourse on theological

and jurisprudential issues.1 Thus 'lasrul, like many of the

intellectuals of coastal origins, came from a Muslim family steeped

in a literary tradition and a universal religion which helped

promote an outward-looking orient;;tion.

The earlier generations of intellectuals were concentrated in

a small number of secondary schools. In Kenya, Alliance High

School was the most prominent. In Uganda it was King's College,

Judo. And in Tanzania, although to a less marked extent, it wss

Tabors Government Secondary school. Alliance *igb school, as the

nglish public school modelled elite African school in Kenya, we

the recruiting ground for African administrative and political

elites. In the first year of independence more than half the

Cabinet and three-quarters of the Permanent secretaries had attended

the school. P.J. Koinamgc, prominent nationalist, author of

The people of Kenya apea^ for Themselves, and long-serving Minister

of htate in the President's Office, was a student there in 1926-27•

1. For his own account of hie early life, see Ali A. Kearui,
"The making of an African political scientist", Internatlonel
^octal cier.ce Journal. Vol. XXV, Lo.1/2, 1973, pp»101-16.
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Ronald hg&ln was a student. First generation c-cade iico such as

Jr. Julius Jiano, Professor Slaeon C.ainde, Professor John biti,

Philip Kdegira, and J.J. Kkria&i wore students. B.J. Gecagc,

author of o:io life in Ili^ciyuH^nd.1 and a lawyer and businessman,
went to Alliance. Jraes K. Kjoroge, the poet and essayist who

became Permanent beoretary of the Ministry of ducation, was a

student at alliance from 1949-&2. The school has continued to be

an important trainings-ground for intellectuals. Cf the generation

born since l'M5t Atieno-Odhiambo, James Gatanyu, David

G&cbngo, illIlea Gchicng, Shea Migot Adholla, Pnncio Iabuga, and

loo cjtfta were there. Jgugi tm Thiong'o, Ctcoth-Gyendo, dwin

niyaki, Philip Cchiong, and J.ennard Okols, intellectuals of that

generation bom just prior to orld iter II and up until its end,

wore also llimce students. However, while Alliance 3;igh chool

was a dominant factor in the creation of the Kenyan political and

administrative elite, it has not played the same pivotal role in

the formation of tho intellectual stratum, although clearly the

existence of an . llitmce-.lakerere intellectual nexus cannot be

2
discounted. another early-eotabliohed school, the 6 • *•>. . .iaseno

School, has been important. It lists among its former students

Offingn odinga, Professor 3.A. Ogot, Gideon were, ikoth Ogendo,

Lemmrd Okola, and Jared Angtre Othieno."* But the tremendous

1. Kairobii The Angle 'Teas, 1949 •

2. Interview with Gyrus lutiso, 26th June, 1973* iutiso, who
went to .•achfi.coe high >chool before studying in the United
. tates, oointed out that on hi® return he had difficulty
establish in,j local contacts, lainly boos use of the oireegth of
this nexus. As a result, he established more contacts with
administrators than with academics.

3. With tho exception of here, the others are luo.
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growth of secondary education in the late 1951b and early 19CJs,

with its highly concentrated proliferation of schools in particular

areas, has meant that members of the intellectual stratum bora after

World »«ar II have come from many different schools* Of course,

some have been more prominent than others* htrathaore College,

in Nairobi, for instance, lists among its former students 11son

Xyalo i&tivo, Christopher Hulei, Edwin aiyaki, Ralph hg'ethe,

and lauri Yembo. Jonathan Ka.ria.re. and Joseph utigc. went to

K&gmto Secondary hchool* Leonard ibera, Joseph Xiaura, Joel

Itakuml, and Joseph .aigura attended Kaguoo .econdaxy School*

haoniol Kahigc end Kenneth Watone were students at Thilca High

School * heth Adagcla, Awori wn KataJrn, Bernard Chahilu, George

Muruah, and Chris cnjala went to Xaausinga fiends* School*

ith the exception of 'araueinga., the schools have been clustered in

the densely populated and more developed areas of central Province,

in close proximity to the aajor centres of 1 airobi, Thikn, Port Hall

(, -irc.nc'a Povn), r.r.d liyeri* Port of the 13 rational higher schools

(forms 5 and 6) in 1970 were concentrated round Nairobi, where

Central Province students tend to be predominant.* The same

situation existed with regard to the 59 higher school certificate
2

schools in 1970? 15 were in Central Province, and 12 in Nairobi.

On the coast, iombaoa has been the major educational centre, and two

schools have stood out? the Government Arab Boys* School and the

1. Figures quoted in '-n-loyaont* Income £ p.nd Psuallty* A
btrategjr for Increasing .Productive mployraent in Xenyc
(Genevai International Labour Office, 1972), P*515«

2. Ibid*
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/ -;x- 'Chrjn High '>ehool • li 'teurui, hraed .iohiddin, and .1# kalia,

author of • .wrdiill-* • oecJdLng . eoplco of 1tonyt.»e- Co; at 1 ;;5~1.?65 wore

students at the fonar. ,-.,ain and Kutub hnouaa, an:.! rdrudin

feeseas went to the latter school#

In the case of Uganda, over a runrter of the intellectuals

in this study received at least nose of their education at K&ag's

College, Budo# hiaong the early students were Akiki ^y&bongo,

dridadi Mulira, and Joseph -Ciwanuka# Other former students include

the ial&wian-born poet and novelist David Kubadiri, Srisa Eironde,

John Kakengs and Pharos Mutibva. Okot p*Biiek went to Budo after

attending Oulu High Achool. Of the later generations of

intellectuals, Ploho All, Joseph Burug©., author of The Abandoned nut#

i-eter Sengs, and iSlvaala and Pio ..iristu are former students# Ko

other school has achieved anything like the same prominence.

Taban Lo Liyong and Okot p#isitek vent to Gulu High school# frost

there Taban went to lr Samuel Baker School, Oulu, where Ckot was

one of his teachers# Another pupil at the school was .; .a# Cliff-

Lubva, the poet* Two intellectuals of Asian origin, Peter Fasareth

end Aajst Feogy, went to the Old Kampala Secondary School.

Faa&reth then went to lakerere and lieogy, following a pattern which

was common for both Asians and those of Arab origin (attending

l-olyteohnics in Angland), went to the Korthwestem Polytechnic in

London. John Bugands, the dramatist, and Richard Ktiru, the post

and author of Tensions# attended Ftnre chool. Ckello Ceuli, the

politic-! scientist, and author of Orphan and Prostitute went to
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t• ?eter*s Collage, Tororo,along with Victor jw he. octali taso

attended St. .'-laiy'o college, !'i»ubi, where dichsel .toggwa end

dogert Seruaago, the no /el lot, playwright and actor, wore also

students.

In Tcnganyi'm no school ever achieved quite the sane position

of eminence m either Alliance High School or ling*a College, Stado.

Inborn Government Secondary School come closest. The late Lheiidb

Aiarl Abedl, the poet and TABU politician who became, shortly before

his death, Sinister for Community development and Culture, was a

student at Tabora between 1937 «nd 1941. Julius Byerere studied at

the school before going on to lateerere. At Tabors at approximately

the wane time was iilbert Chagula (1939-44) who followed the well-

trodden path to lalcerere where he studied for the London Zodioal

Certificate. A later student was Hichard Juma. Another school

at Tabmra, 3t. Mary's, where Kyerere taught for a ahort time after

his graduation from fa'-cerere, was important. -'ugu, on the out¬

skirts of Bar-ea-Salaem, was a major centre of Roman Catholic

mission education. Ben Ueapa, the editor of the Daily Lews and

Jhuru, and a member of the Jast African Legislative Assembly, and

Rene Kgulu!cul.u, recently Acting-Director of the Hast African

Literature Bureau were students at St. Francis* College, Fugu.

Simon 'bilinyi, after attending St. Mary's Tabor®, studied at Pugu

.-econdary School. But as in Cenya, the expansion of secondary

education in the 1950s and *60e was instrumental in broadening the

range of recruitment into the intellectual stratum, so that most of
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the intellectuals bows since the early 1940s have come from a

ntueh larger number of secondary schools.

The tertiary education of last African intellectuals is

raartced by two salient features* firstly, as we have already seen,

it has been within either British universities and traditions and

their derivativea in -net frier,, or in North merlean institutionS|

and, secondly, much of it has been undertaken in institutions

outside the country of the students, origin. 3oth points require

elaboration. Of those in this study who hava attended univorcitlea,

about l/3rd have studied in the United Kingdom, either after

graduating froa an East African University (inv riahly ir'cerere),

or after completing secondary education in their ow« countries.

And even allotring for the overlap of students studying in two or

lore overseas universities, almost one quartor have received at

least some of their university training in the United States. Thus,

almost 2/irda of the university-educated have studied outside East
i '■ H> ' . I

Africa. Mid, when study in other East African countries is

considered, nearly 90,- of the univorsity-educatod have studied

outside the country of their birth.

During the 1950s and early 1960s, lakerere University College

was the principal training-ground for members of the Bast African

intellectual stratum. Obviously, this was only to be expected.

Tertiary-level colleges, with the exception of Hoyal College,

Nairobi, did not develop until the early 1960s in both Kenya and

Saagenyite.. Apart froa Kakerere, the only real opportunities
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available .'or tertiary-level education were to be found overseas -

in the Jfciited Kingdom, i.orth America, ^urope, and for a abort tiae,

India. Of the 166 people in this study who went to universities

either in aasi Africa or overoooo, 69 (40,,) studied at tarorere,

mainly at undergraduate level (Lee Table II Immediately belov ),

^Uciyfejnco .,,t , -a y.syre, ,hy, I ^ytionallty; and dirth

birth Kenya Tanzania Uganda Other Total

1900-25 4 1 3 - 8

1926-jO 3 2 1 1 7

1931-35 7 2 - - 9

1936-40 3 4 9 a

1941-45 9 2 16 - 27

1946-50 - - 2 - 2

Total 31 11 31 1 74

As was to be expected, the foundation of universities in Kenya end

Tanganyika in the early 1960s as part of the University of Oast

frioa produced a fundamental change. iakerere lost its x>sition

as the intellectual "Mecca"• Tansanians end Kenyans bom after

I94O increasingly went, in accordance with the demands of Govern¬

ment policy, to their own national institutions (cee Tables III and.

I? immediately below).
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1/ 31.: Ill

t tondance at the Unlvers It;/ of Kairobi

Birth ■Cenya Tanzania Uganda. Total

1931-35 2 - 2

1936-40 1 MH -

1941-45 9 1 10

1946-50 10 <N» 10

1951-55 1 — — 1

Total 23 1 24

T- 31. , IV

Attendance at the university of D&r-es-. elai p

by ;.. tlocality and Birth

Blrth Cenya Tanzania. Uganda Total

1936-40 1 - 1

1941-45 2 6 2 10

1946-50 1 7 1 9

1951-55 3 - 3

Total 3 17 3 23

ith the duplication of tec chin.*; fields, the idea of the edercl

University soon evaporated. As a result, there was little student

interchange. nd, in the 1960s and early '70s, while students still
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vent overseas for both undergraduate and postgraduate study, they

decreesingly vent to another laat African country.

.last African universities, and Mafeerere in particular* have

served as a springboard for overseas study. Lany iast 1 fricrn

Intellectualo (almost a quarter in this study) took their first

degree or teaching diplomas at Mfekerere before going ovenwsao*

usually to the United Kingdom or the United states, for further

study (see Table 7). This is in a&rfced contrast to both the

Universsities of Dei^ee-Eielnaa and i.airobi which* thro ugh a

combination of their relatively short historieo end changing

esaphex'os in tortinry-trnining, are unlikely to ploy a springboard

role to anywhere near the same extent. In th© case of MeJcercre,

the pattern persisted from its early years through until the aid

♦60s. All the .lakerere graduates in our study who wore born

before 1925 wont to the United Kingdom - .Tulius ! yerere, Joseph

Kiwsnuka, Jridadi Muliro, bimeon Cainde, and B« • Gec&ga. i.yerere,

for instance, trained as a teacher at Makerere from 194J-1945*

i ftor teaching at St. iary's* Tabora, where he vi s politic-" lly

active as the secretary of the local Tanganyika African Association*

Lyerere wont to Edinburgh University to study history and economics.

Many intellectuals born in the period 1936-45 went first to

ia-cerere and then to English universities. Leeds university

became an Important centre for graduates in English. Lgugi wa

Thiong'o, Grant Keaenju* Peter Kaxamth* Pioaand Lvmia iriao,

Sose Mbowa* and Timothy E&nguca studied for either the postgraduate
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AttendanceatEastAfricanandOverseasUniversitiesbyBirth
East

AfricanUniversities

Overseas
Universities

Birth

Dar-esSal
.Makerer

Nairobi

North America

U.K.& Ireland

European

Other

Total

-1925

6

_*
d

6

6

1926-30

6

2*

*

5

7

1931-35

8

1

2*

*

7

1

10

1936-40

13

2

9

2

13

,1941-45

5

10

3

6

10

1

1

16

1946-50

2

1

1

1

2

1

4

Total

7

44

5

13

39

3

3

58

TwostudentsattendeduniversitiesinboththeUnitedStatesandtheU.K.aftergraduatingfromMakerere.
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iiiploaa in .nrlieh Studies or the at Leeds. It was hero that

kc.;;ufii» Kamenju, Losoreth and i io iriau came in contact with

socialist academics such as I mold Cottle, who wore highly

influential in terms of their Intellectual development. In his

foreword to Kgugi*a ..onecoming.* the Algerian Irae Ikid&eh, who was

also a student at Loads, provides an account of the influences et

work in the er so of Lgugi, and rosuaably in the case of others.

xtenuive travolc around Britain and .urope,
acquaintance with son® eminent British socialist
scholars, including his oujorvioor, Br. i mold
Kettle, and discussions with the radical student
group led hy Alan Hunt - these revealed that the
root cause of incessant industrial strife in
attain was no acre than the old inter-class
hostility inherent in the capitalist system.
Thus Leeds provided an ideological framework for
opinions that he already vaguely held.1

t this time Lgugi, along with uenju, Kasareth and others, first

read ?£ non ♦ s The retched of the <• rth« and iobort "rcssoll *s

working class novel, The lar/'od Trousered hllrntronlnt. Jlasarcth
was later, in his book of critical essays I itcraturc and ociety In

2
lodern Africa. to devote a chaptor to the latter work.

Quite a large number of Jast African intellectuals received

nil of their university education at institutions outside Saat

Africa. Almost i/4ths of this group went to the United iiingdoa raid

the United S tatoo (see Table VI immediately below).

1. i;~ugi wa Thiong'o, Iloiecoaing. laaays on African end
Caribbean Culture and! Politics (Londont Heinemnim, 1972)
p.xiii.

2. aeter Uasareth, Literature and Aociet;/ in lodora , frier.
(Knlrebii Uast Afri'emn T liemturo ''.hrceau, 1972). fee Ch.2,
"A Committed hovel", pp.9-24*
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Tertiary■'■IducationOverseasby-VeandNationality
Bat#ofWorth Birth

Kenya

Tanzania

Uganda

Total

America

U.K.

India

t&rope

Other

Total

-25

2

4

1

7

3

4

1

1

1

10*

1926-30

3

2

1

6

1

3

2

-

1

f*

1931-35

5

7

4

16

10

7

3

2

1

23***

1936-40

4

4

5

13

7

6

-

3

m*

16

1941-45

6

1

1

e

3

1

-

1

3

8

1946-50

4

-

1

5

4

-

-

-

1

5

Total

24

16

13

55

28

21

6

7

7

68

#

3woreeducatedintwooverseascountries 1educatedintwooverseascountries.
*#**êducatedintwooverseascountries,andoneinthreeoverseascountries. 3educatedintwooverseascountries.
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important pattern which ©merged was for the student to do

undergraduate work in ono of these countries, and. postgraduate

study in the other# dor example, Jh&rtua Ghat, the Director of

the Institute of uovolopaent Studies at tho University of Nairobi,

studied at London and Oxford Universities before reading for a

Lh.D. in conoaics at Yale. His younger brother Yash, went to

Oxford for legal studies, and then to harvard where ho read for an

II.M. There were variations to this pattern. Urusrut for instance,

received his B./ . from .ianchester University. i ftor !./ . studies

at Columbia University, he returned to England, to Cxford, where he

wrote his J.uhil. dissertation. Of course, the exchange was not

exclusively between the United l tateo and the Uhited Kingdom.

Lilip Oc) lent:, forier astsist;nt-edito* of the • ot Tier Jo urn; I,

and a columnist flret with the Uunday Action, and later with tho

•

nsu r;i, n t. ; dr.r-.l and Jeily hews, went to Hooamlt teivorsity

(Chicago) and then to the University of desancon, in France# adhu

Awiti, a Research Pellow at tho conomic Research Bureau at the

University of IfcUMM-Se&aam, did a . at St. Uiwrrd's (Texas)

before undertaking postgraduate study in Holland.

Very few Bast African intellectuals have attended European

universities without first studying in either llorth .aerica or the

United Kingdom. Pew have been to universities in Uastem European

countries, although during the 1960s tho flow of students wasn't as

exclusively towards tho United States and Britain. However, most

of those vriio did study in astern lurono were in . gricultural Science,
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li&theaatics, and Engineering - not in the auch aore ideologically

sensitive Luaanitieo and Social sciences. A nuaber of younger

Tansanion academics, especially in lanageaent, conouics, and

Ltatiotico have been products of Eastern European institutions.

The Ugandan iicho Ali, at one ti-ae a roaerrch officer in the

President's Office, studied lav at loscov -tato University. The

Kenyan poet Gaaar Hasoor studied Philology, International Lav, and

political Science at Friendship university, loecow. Joseph

ICasella Bantu, a foraer TAKU M*P«, studied at Leipsig Uhivercity

Where ho obtained an M.A. in Political Science and History. Alnost

15 years earlier, he had been a student at it"watornrend University,

Johanosburg.

During the lU50s, Indian univeraitios attracted soae African

students, especially the nor© politically conscious ones. At this

time India v&a asowing the rantie of Third orld or non-eligned

leadership and provided a Third tforld alternative to the Vest.

; Jcena Adoko vent to Calcutta University after attending the

University College, Kbartoua. John Kakonge, who later boor 30

beoretary-Genoral of tho Uganda People's Congress, and Ugandan

linister for conouic Planning and development, studied at the Delhi

School of ;conoaics where he developed hie farxiou. Tou Ckallo

Odongo, a former assistant-Sinister in the fG\HU Kenya Government,

and lator a leading maber of the 'CPU, studied for a M(*!ons.) at

Bharati University boforo going to Howard University in 1955•
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Hugo Gatheru, author of Child of Two orld;.;, studied in India,

before going to the Jhited States* Intellectuals of aian ori in

often want to India to receive university education, or oven second¬

ary education in the ease of -Jose >h Tunrabi. The Tanzania® mir

Jeml read for a 3. Costa, at Calcutta- Utoivorsity, and the late Pio

Gaaa Unto studied at )bawar College, 3oaboy, although he did not

take a degree.

.last . frican intellectuals are to be found overwhelm in/iy in

occupations or professions which have, certainly in rarny haropenn

writings, boon designated as having cultural validation as intellect¬

ual (he© Table VIZ), although a number work in business end public

relatione.

T/Ptt., 711

Intellootufi ccux'tion by 'irtfa.

Occupation -25 1926
-30

1931
-35

1936
—40

1941
-45

1946
-50

1951
-55

hiivercity
Teaching 2 3 16 21 19 6 67

►ocondary
Teaching
& Teachers
Colleges 1 4 J 13

Journalise 3 1 1 8 2 4 1 20

Publishing - - J 4 4 1 - 12

.adio, P. / •

& Theatre - 1 2 4 3 - 10

iclitics 13 5 4 1 - i1 - 24

-dniniat-
ration 4 4 5 4 4 i - 24

Business e
public dels. 2 2 1 3 4 - - 12

•tudents - - - 1 4 9 1 15

Others - - 1 — 1 2 wm 4

unknown - - 3 6 5 - 14

Total £5 15 34 45 51 33 2 215
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Cf our sample, almost l/ird are academic©• The others are to be

found In politics, administration, journal if: n, •-•ubl iehir. radio

and television, and in business. A number (about 1 ) are students

who have been active a© editor© of, rind contributor© to journals

such as :iaji -La.ii, Tfama, dhann. and 'Jmiim, brief glcnce nt the

table indicates that ganeretiom-l differences have been important in

terra© of occupation, although the table, in it© present form, does

little to reveal the occupational mobility which has characterised

bast African intellectual life.

Generational factor© have obviously been Important in

influencing, if not determining, the occupational history of Jast

Africans. The range of occupational choico for tho©e bom in the

last thirty years ha© increased immensely, not only through the

growth of new occupational sectors, but through the expansion end

Africanization of enployment areas which wore originally the

preserve of uropeons. For Africans bom before 1925, th© range of

occupational choice vme severely limited, and restricted to teaching

(almost half; and. clerical work in the lower echelons of the

colonial administration, end private business. Per those of Asian

origin, tho range was much wider. For, in Sect Africa during the

first two decade© of this century

In every department of government - including
the one© newly established - the Indians
filled the middle rank© in an extensive variety
of capacities! as hospital aaoiottmts,
surveyors, draughtsmen, clerk©, c&chierc,
cuetone collectors, policemen, artisans,
mechanics, carpenters, post and telegraph
assistant©, shorthand writers, typists, and
compounders, etc.*

1. J.;., langnt, , history of ,the Asians .Insist,.a.grioa c.1336 to
1945 (Oxford! Clarendon Press, 1909;, p»7:>*
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In "onya they numbered 366 in 1212 and 1,447 in 1921. The

comparable figure* for Uganda and -imsibar would probably be half

that total. In Tanganyika, where after the establishment of tho

British . iundate the practice of employing Indian staff was adopted,

a total of 304 were employed by the Administration in 1921. A

further 886 served the railways in that territory.'5' Aelans were

active in business and controlled aost of the retail trade. Jaaal,

for instance, went into his father's export business after his

graduation from Calcutta University. The professions, including

medicine, law, accountancy, and oven journallow, provided an

important additional outlet for educated Asians. Journalism,

©specially in Uganda where a vigorous $Bapala-bc.oed African press

had. developed earlier than in the rent of not fries, provided

another outlet for educated Africans. Both ridadi MuHxb end

Joseph .'Ciwenukct worked in journalism at quite an early stage.

African journalism m.s initially, apart from being an instrument of

mission societies and government, tied to the rise of nationalism,

end tiL euch provided an alternative system to that offered by the

colonial edsi intotrrtion. Kenyatta, for ear mule, edited the likuyu

Central Association ( OCA) paper, haifrwlthr.nia, In 1923.

The problem for early intellectuals in Kenya, was mad© more

difficult by the nature of European colonial settler society whioh

aa.ru "od to :aintain a denigrating ruid r ternal lutir vie;/ of . fricm

abilities right up until independence. In 1956 a reviewer in tho

1* Ibid*« p.76.
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lev Coraenl nrde the following cements about Tom :fboya*s Fabian

Colonial Bureau pamphlet, The 'onya ue ration? 'n fricnn ' nsver.

I find it extra ioly difficult to believe that Tors
iboya wrote liits "enyc. uor ticn; n . Tricm . ■ r or.
just as I cannot believe that Faoiaig Mouat Kenya
mis actually written by Jomo lenyutta. :r« ooya
will be tone3e in Kenya easy day now and any be able
to convince ae. I can devise several tests. The
nglish it ract Icily irvect'able and compares aore

than favourably with, say, the latest effusion from
that highly literate African, Mr. ' rgwingc-Kodek.

It woo ..rgwings-'Codek who had broken the law studios barrio* for

teayan Africans, and during the early 1950s he was the only indigenous

practising lawyer. A Malsorere-trained teacher, Argwings-^odek had

beon rantod a government bursary "ostensibly" to study social

science at the diversity of South lalos and Monmouthshire in 1947*

Aftor a torn at tho diversity ho applied to tho lonya Government to

toko law, his originally chosen ooureo of study. Government

opposition to ouch a proposed change was strong, and permission was

refused. Sowever, with the help of the Jniversity, and soao friends

in the Colonial Office, he joined the degree course against th©

"specific orders" of the iCenyn Government and bsr iocenber 194? had
. : * ■ ' 2 ■

passed his finale#

The examples of ibiyu Koinange and P&manao Cithendu .lockerie

illustrate clearly the difficulties and frustr tions faoisg the

educated African in a settlor dominated society. iockerie was c

school teacher fro a Kahuhia. At th© beginning of 1931 he was in

Uganda attending a teachers* refresher course at lakerer® when he

received a call from the 1CA headquarters asking him to represent the®

1. cjwundo Abuor, p.29i*

2• Ibid•, pp.306-9 •
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in London. The . missionary, Eandley Hooper, who hrd been

stationed at Kahufala, arranged for lockerie to take a year's course

at the Liroroft Working Ion's College in Birmingham, one of tho

dly Oak group of collogoo. further study followed at Huskin

College, Oxford.* Hooper, hie patron, was pleased that he had

managed to chaperons Sockerie away from the dangerous, pernicious

influences which ho "bo1 loved had corrupted Kenyatta. In a self-

congratulatory statement he said

There is no danger at the moment of his becoming
a sinister revolutionary ... I used to thine that,
comix-rod with Kenyctta Prrmenac need not bo rated
very seriously. Jy opinion has changed, and I
know that he carries heavier metal than I ever

suspected. .19 want to save him from becoming
en embittered and discontented oritlc of thinge
a® they are.2

In bigland lookeria had written a short book entitled n frlcan

speaks for Himself. It was published by Leonard oolf at tho

Hogarth Proas with a foreword by Julian Huxley. It was tho first

account to appear in ngland by on educated Cikuyu of his tribe's

background and attitudes. Hut what could ho look forward to in

Senya given the employment pnttams of the colony? Tho miss ions

could only offer jobs at low salaries. Political activity would

be frustrating in the face of administrative hostility (including

the real possibility of detention) and suspicious follow Cikuyu*

1. for iockorie'c own brief account of his life until hie return
to Kenya from -ajskin College, see "The Story of Pormenas
lockerie of the li'cuyu Tribe, Kenya", in i rgery Terb&a (ed.),

Ten ...fricruts (London! Pabor & Paber, 1936), pp.159-172.

2. hooted in J. fiurrjy-drowu, Koayatta (London* Allen & Utavin,
1973), P.17J.
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Lbiyu Koln&nge, the bob of the senior and zaoat respected

Kikuyu chief, was the firot Kenyan African to go abroad for a full

period of university study. Koinange, along with o number of

other Africans, got the idea of studying in ...series, raid in

particular the idea that Hampton and Tuelcegee might he the moat

suitable colleges, from direct contact with Aggrey or Jesse Jones.

It was his attendance at Aggrey's open-air meeting in Nairobi which

aroused his initial interest. According to Kenneth King, his

final decision in favour of Hampton was largely determined by

Oil* Grieve, his headmaster at Alliance Sigh School.1 He spent
'<tv ■

ten years in the Jnitod States (1927-1936), graduating from the

Hampton Institute, Ohio iesleyan diversity, and Columbia Jniveroity,

hew York;, where he obtained an M..A*

Compared to the thorough ideological commitment of many

Afrioans in London and other British cities, the African students

movement in America was sporadic and relatively moderate. although

there were exceptions such as Asikiwe and Ita, America did not in

the pre-war period produce political Africans of the stature of

Kenyatta, Wallace-Johncon, the leadoro of the Jest African tudents

Union ( a J), and others who came under the influence of the circle

of radical men-, fricunist thinkers such as George Padmor®,
o

James, and las. "akonnen. nevertheless, in the American environment

1. King, AA r.-AiTlcanicra and Jducation. P#233«

2. for a brief examination of this circle and the importance of
James especially, ceo ioderic^ J. :,T«donaldt "uome deflections
upon London in the 1930s as a Focus for Black Anti-Imperial
Agitation and Ideological jovolopmcnt1, .,tei«#re*e Jnivcraity:
"Jhivoreitieo Social Sciences Conference, 1971*
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Koinange's political conocioosneeo was heightened. He felt the

inspiration of the Hampton "spirit of Belf-d.aiprove.3ent .And service"1
and began to develop tho educational idoao which ho; w o later to

Implement at Sithunguri. As early uo l?il he addrosoed a lengthy

statement to the secretary of Stat© for the Colonioe which dealt

with two major issuess "the education of .ay people* and their
2

future relations with the white race". His major grievance**

related to the parity of educational provisions for whites end blacks

in Cenyn before the assessment of comparative racial abilities.

His statement was in effect on attack on widely accepted theories of

African mental inferiority which took no account of cultural

differences, nutritional factors, and social end educational

deprivation.

It was clear that the educational aspirations Koinrage hold

for hie people would be much larger than the colonial government in

Kenya could over accept. In 1934, for instance, foinonge had

presented to Jesse Jon#s a scheme whereby he would carry out with

the assistance of the Director of Jduoation an education program—

that would embrace all tribes. ..Wen though ho dis< vowod cay sis

"to revolutionise or foster a political party","1 bis scheme to

assuage "the educational hunger of three million natives of onyn"

too unlikely to seat administration and settlor approval, and

unlikely to b© met within the Joanos chool typo framework which the

Director of Education favoured.^

1. Cing, . s- frlc: r.j. n and due.■ tjor., p.246.

2. Ibid., p.247.

3. foin&nge, quoted in Ibid.

4« Ibid., pp.247-43.
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Going to Britain in 1936, he did postgrtudnte work at St#

Jofcn'i college, Cambridge, rod than at the University of London

where he did not complete work for the Diploma in Iduc tion. A

friend of Kenynttn, whom he had known since 1926, he attended the

same seminar in Social Anthropology under Mnlinovc'cl nt the London

School of conomics. Hie Cambridge tutor enotee highly of his

resolve to nerve his people,* hut the Colonial Office felt mis¬

givings about his return. Ao one perceptive writer pointed out

His own view of his mission in life is clearly
very different from that of the Government of
Kenya ... He will find that these aspirations
will bo viewed with a considerable measure of
frigidity in Kenya There is not in Tonya, as
there is in w'oot .Africa a local Mucated African
"society" in which he could find a place# He
will to an "oddman out" with no social background.2

*

Koinango's homecoming orovod a bitter disappointment to him.

ontntivo negotiations with the Je .pr rtaent of ducat ion revealed

that his salary would be very much lower than those of his often

poorer qualified iuropean colleagues, and that few opportunities

existed for him to put his own ideas into practice.-* He thus

turned his attention to the problem of independent schools. Hie

father called a representative group of elders from both assoc¬

iations of independent school3 - the Cikuyu Independent School©

Association and the likuyu Karin.f4a education Association - to

disouss the establishment of a joint committee to set up an

independent teacher training college. At a meeting well attendod

1. Hurray-drown, p. 206.

2. uoted in Ibid.

3. Anderson, Tae ..tru-g-;le Tor the chsoi. p.123.
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by leaders of both groups, it was officially agreed to cooperate

on the new venture. The site at Githunguri was chosen, and

strenuous fund-raising activity initiated.1 Koinange became

Principal of the naw college, the African Teachers College.

Compared to their counterparts in Kenya, the problems facing

Ugandan intellectuals wero not severe. i everthclese, early

generation Ugandan intellectuals such as Akiki Ky&bongo and J.B.

K&llhela did experience major difficulties with both the colonial

administration and the missions. hyebongo, who wrote a number of

books inclining - frica nsvera Be c': and concmlc ^ifo of f,and& was

the nephew of the Ckndcaaa of Toro and. had received his early

education at Kongo High School, and King's School, Judo. He

entered the Tuskegee Institute in aid-1922 end after six months

trade training in the auto-repair workshop, transferred to Clark

College and Gammon Theological College in Atlanta where he might

obtain a better preparation for university. He later attended

Howard University. In 1934 lynbongo rejected the Phelps-ttoken

Fund patronage which hod helped him in the United States end

outspokenly criticised its interference with students in Americat

"Their financial aid ... does not mean that you are authorised to

give gratuitous advice to African students. The Fund is supposed

to be an aid to us - not a bribe."1 His increasingly critical

attitude to the Fund and patronage stemmed pertly, Sing suggests,

from the active role he played in the African Students Uhion under

1. Cuoted In King, fan--' frlcrnlaa -nd dugatlon, p.231.
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I.koaoi "bits tor* of president of the AbJ in 1J2J would have

farther sharpened his vision, especially as ui :iwe was one of the

..frlcana who would have been associated with bin at Howard through¬

out his ton of office.'"' In that saae yoar Hyabongo bad boon

approached by Jesse Jones, who suggested that he had Wade a oioiaJce

in going to Howard and should have gone to an agricultural school

instead* fosse years later Hyabengo took up this .setter in another

connection and aountod an attack on what ho thought wore the mjor

liocoxicoptiono about African education of tho holpe-. tokes fund.

I should like to toll you now, however, that your
Idea that all African students should take
agriculture (or study in a trade school) ie absurd.
Of course, eom of thorn should study in agricult¬
ural indistrial and trade schools; I pysel'f have
learned tho handiwork of woodenrving. hut wo are
sending out our students frosa Africa not to
perpetuate our homeland as a country of agricult¬
ural icts, but to develop it. You aseuaa a
condescending air; you think that the African
jooplo aust dovoto tkensolves entirely to agricul¬
ture* ye are here to acquire all of iestern
culturo that oan be useful to usj the aloionte of
ootom culture that are suitable for ub will be

linked to ours, to form the now African culture that
in to aria©*2

i"yr.bongo thus launched not only an attack on African education

viewed riuarily in vocational teraa, but alBO on tho idoa that it

was a uropean, rather than an African prerogative, to decide on

what light profitably be retained from African traditions, and what

light be adapted froi the est.

1.

2#

Ibid., p.230.

l«y .bongo, quoted in Ibid.
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nether early USgandan intellectual who experienced difficulties

Kith the colonial administration and tb© missions vac .B. Kalibrla.

Irlibala was dissatisfied with the mission ©due tion being offered

in Ifendf on two oounte. The firot was the feel in/: that the

standards of education were very low. This feeling van intensified

hy the fret that when he wefrt to hglend he waa made to join

urinary throe in !Cing*o Iwdl Coll#,30, terhyshire, with children

much less than half hie a. e.

I had completed King*© Collet, Budo, and I wan a
teacher at Mango secondary School, a school of no
mean refutation in Uganda. Yet all that education
had been reduced to nothing aore than primary
education two.*

As a renult of bin disappointment, and because no high school in

Britain would accent him, he left Britain for America to study at

the Tuokege© Institute. Kelibcla was ono of that generation of

young Ifeganda who had boon greatly influenced and excited by Harcu®

O.rvey'a publication, the I.-egro orld, and who were interested in

logro education in merice. Within a year of his arrival at

Tuslcegee, fxl ibala was attempting to leave for the Lincoln Academy

in North Carolina. After studying at Lincoln, he read anthro¬

pology at heir York University and did a tester's degree in education

at Teachers College, Columbia University. It was during these

years in America when he cane under the influence of the type of

1. >1 ibnl-', quoted in eeknmva, P.13-S.
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education being offered by institutions uucii a© the tualcifl—

Institute, that his second source of dissatisfaction with mission

education in Uganda developed# In hie J&eter's thesis,1 for

oxaaple, Lj condemned the educational theories which were widely

held py .uropeon experts on indirect-rule educ tion, and attacked
... 2

the idea of Kativ© .ducation". He was opposed to the

distinction made between village and urban education, pointing out

that in a situation of rapid social change there was a need to

develop principles of education which, despite minor adaptations,

would bo common for the whole socioty.

.hen he returned to Uganda in 1114, Xalibala became assistant

educational secretary for the C. I. ». schools, but soon disc vered

that he had no powor of decision, or power to implement any of his

educational ideas, that powor residing in tho uropcen secretary

of the C. i.u. He resisted, and began to organise his own school,

the ..ggrey ?Ioaorial I chool, whioh was designed to combine academic,

agricultural and technical subjects.

Education as given by the missionaries was bound to
alienate our children from the reality of their
situation which was primarily agricultural. They
would graduate and start to look for jobo among Asians
and Europeans when the country had the most valuable
property - fertile land. Then they would aver be
servants of these foreigners.

Kot curprieingly, his school act major difficulties. The mission©

disapproved of his educational theories, and objected to Kallbala

-aid his black American wife teaching Anglieh in Primary One. Ho

1. " duration for tho Villages in Uganda, last Africa", Teachers
College, Colwabia University, 1934.

2. for Cslibala*s criticisms, sec .ling, • an- African jam end
■ducation, pp.240-43.

i. ICallbala, uotod in ' sekarwm, pp.133-19*
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lacked tlx© capital to establish the type of school ho envioay-od,

end his fund-raising ct upoign throughout "Jgrndn did not mslsc up

the deficiency. Sir, major obstacle, however, was the attitude of

the Bugrndt. establishment, and tfeonda society in general, which

viewed the academic education being offered by the missionaries ac

the ideal one, especially because it was geared to the growing

number of clerical jobs within the administration and Asian
i

businesses. He returned to the United States on a fund-raising

cantpeig® in 193% but the war intervened. He lectured nt Sown*a

College, # tlnnta, took hie Ph. P. at Harvard, worked for the United

I ations, end only returned to Uganda in 1957* Thus, no in the case

of Kenyntta, Xoinange, and Lynbongo, c. combination of educational

oooortunities oversea 3 and a local society which offered little

scope for the educated African, kept Xalibola in celf-imooned exile

for a good part of his life.

.'1th only ?ow ence tionn, all the intellectuals uom during

this period woro drawn into nationalist politics. The anti-

colonial struggle absorbed most intellectual resources, and the
2

relationships of literature, journalism, end politico wero close.

The distinction between writer, journalist, and politician was a

difficult one to make so the throe role© were often embodied find

co ibined in the one person. Freneie themlai, who was born on the

Coast at Habmi in 1913, initially worked for the East African

1. Ibid., ap.142-43.

2. Goran Hyden, "The k.iluro of Africa's First Intellectuals",
yru-.r-itlon. 23, January 1967, p#15«
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ifew.-Oi.'oxor:.ic,<.,i ■■■-•vifco (1337-33)* ..u u;.,a the Ail'st editor of

the tondard dr&up1* » ^ ~o, occupying this ; position froa 19J9 to

1945* &vam 1944 to I347 lac was Qensral^eesstoxy of the C&U*

Aftor working for & time as a cleric in the African erosntile at

Kombasa, ho became an elected member of the Legislative Council

(135->*6 J) and a iotlber of the Central Legislative assembly

(1357-61)•" In 1953 he beeaie the first chairaan of the ..an

African .'reedoa Movement for last and Central Africa (^. ?M X ,)»

he is now editor of Jarasa. The example of Krid&di lulira also

illustrates the diffusion of role. a *Gandr- from : .leto, iulira

went to king's College, Budo, and .<- cerere College. froa 1936 to

1333 he attended the iTince of alee College in Acfciaota, Ghana,

for a teacher training course, and worked as a teacher from 1933-

1345* In 1346-47 be ma editor of ..bff-q mu iy-nda, after which ho

studied at London Xnivcroity (1347-53). Then followed u two year

period as an Assistant-Lecturer at the London fchool of Oriental

and African Studies (1343-53) and research at the last African

Institute of foetal Heoearch, .iedcorore Jniversity College (1351-52).

Lotweon 1353 and 1363 ho was the i rwprictor/ editor of Jry.nda Emma

and, in 1961, became a director of fatfa .3 rem. e was the

founder/ resident of the Progressive arty of t%cnda (1355-53) and

Publicity Leorotary of the i(&tmka Yekto in 1963. lie was also a

J.P.C. Lember of , arlJUtment.

1. Chaaiai was the founder of the Mombasa African Jemoeratt©
Anion (Ail.jJ)t which had a paper, ..'-anti ya Ladu ("Voice of
3odU").
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Generally, the intellectuals horn during this period wore not

first generation nationalist®. ienyatta is an exception, hut of

course he was horn in a much earlier period. Hhea ho completed

his primary schooling in July 1912, he was apprenticed ass a

carpenter. according to Murray Jro«m,

He evidently displayed no marked intelligence or
aptitude for tho new skills he was learning.

d .'-on© so he wo old have boon oeleoted for
specialist work around the mission, as toccher
or evancloist or hospital assistant, for tho
boys who showed promise wore expected to help
forward the work of tho church.1

The raost sought after jobc, and the most lucrative, wore with the

administration• After a auodSBelon of various job®, Senyntia

succeeded in 1922, through the patronage of the European John Cook,

in becoming a store clerk and meter reader for the Kairobi

'lunicipel Council. It wasn't until the beginning of 1923, when he

became a fulltime official of tho KCA, that Eonyatta'o name was

linked with the political movement for the firot time. The

previous decade had soon, not only the foundation of the Kehuhia-
2

based KE; under the leadership of James Beauttab, but Horsy huku's

1. kurrey,-Brown, p#49»

2. Joauttrh was bom at the time of tho full-scale penetration
into the Highlands by the I3d&* iftor a childhood of
considerable misfortune, he mm into the hands of missionaries
at the coast, from whom ho received his first formal education.
In 1910 he went to tho loot Office Training school at Rrbai.
^fter the war he took-charge of the telegraphy school at the

headquarters at laeeno* Ueattttoh worked in Uganda, in
western Cenya, at Mesbeaa, and in Kairobi. He read Aasricaa
negro literature .and had iuropeaa lawyers as his friends,
eauttah provided the "fledgling politicians of Eahuhia" with
Intellectual leadership and & wider vision of concern. See
Murresy-Jrown, pp.lXKL.
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an^ni-based gnet /.fricvxi Association rnd the rainaion hacked nd

chief-doainatod Tikuyu Association. Preferring the Nairobi good

life to the uncertainties of polities, "I'oriyatta too': ho part in
2

the upheavals which swept through Cikuyul ad after the war1**

It was really in England, where Xenyatta had been sent by the

XL- in 1929 to press thoir claims with the Colonial ofx'*ice, that

hie political thought began to take cohorent and mature form.

Obviously, when he first arrived, he was made fully conscious of

hie educational limitations. This was accentuated by his initial

contact with Inpido ;;olanke, the Yorubn law student and founder of

the lost .African iitu&ente toion."* olnnke had qualified as a

barrister in 1926 and in 1927 published his first political \*or'z/'
-hilo encouraging hio fellow . friexms to rediscover their history

and reassert their pride in traditional institutions, ho clearly

expressed self-govermont as one of his objectives. for ".enyatta,

such a view as the latter must have been revelatory. In Tenya,

it was mooted by the white settlers but certainly was not part of

the rCCA programme. And Pest Africans ouch as -olenke end his

fellow members of the i/AUJ reprosentod academic and intellectual

ctt<* iraonta for which there was no Last African ©ouBterptri.

1. Pangoni was an African location .just to the north of the
liairobl diver* It woe made up of people from mcny different
groups - Girlaan from the const, Kbabet, handi, Xikuyu,
Christians and Moslems, who exchanged gossip in wahili, and
wis by the early 1920s a breeding ground for political
agitation*

2. iluwey-iJrown, p.JJ*

i. for a brief account of the A ...J ceo hilip tJorigue, 'The iest
African Mtudente* Union", fricn. 23, 1953, po»55-69.

4* Uhltcd -oat Africa (llASU peanhlet, 1927)*
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Keny&tta sought assistance from * cGregor Hoes. Hoes had been

Kenya's Director of Public iorks from 1905 to 1923, sM on his

retirement to Ingland had written a penetr ting, critical account

of white settlement entitled gory: fro a Ithin.* lith latmn Leys,
2

o vehement critic of Kenyan settler policies and author of Keryr.,

Koee formed the nucleus of a growing body of influential opinion

within the labour Party* Hoes assisted Kenynttn with the drafting

of petitions to th© Colonial Office, and provided him with

necessary contacts,-* lie saw members of the league Against

Imperialism, Former Broekwey of the Independent labour Party (Hi),

end Cingeley Hart in, a columnist on the :.nchentor guardian and

later the editor of the Pew ..-tat©Brian and

During his long, aolf-imxised oxilo in :ingland, Monyatta

established contacts with n great many organisations covering the

broad spectrum of the "left"* Fabians, Trotokylsto, Marxists,

members of the I the league Against Imperialleu, the .British

Labour Party, and ooialista of the Second (or msterdnm) Inter¬

national and onmuniSta of the Third. He contributed to a number

of journalo including the Labour lonthly. the Bally or:or» the

begro orker. th® l ew ■tatesmon and '>tion. and to the letters

column of the inchestor Guardlan. He also travelled extensively.

During 'uguat and e tember 1929 h© toured /urope, visiting Berlin,

Hamburg, Leningrad, Moscow, Odessa, Sebastapol, Yalta and

Constantinople.***

1. i ondons Hogarth Press, 1924.

2. London* i llen & Unwin, 1927.

1. For the relationship between ,*oss and Menyatta ceo Surroy-
Srown, Che. 10-15.

4. iurroy- r©vn surmises that it stay have been George Pedmore
himself who took Kenyatta to Huasia, but there is no hard
evidence to support this - Ibid., p.164.
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Kenyatta's formal education continued through the 1933s,

although it took diverse forms. He met C.R. Buxton, a friend of

the dosses, and the labour Party's expert on colonial affairs.

Buxton financed him for a few months (end of November 1931-March

1932) at the unkor College of .oodbrooke, ally Oak, irminghamu

Here, he took no formal course of study* He had time to read in

the library and received daily English lessons.1 Ho was influenced

by Quaker pacificism (loss's wife, Isobel possessed uafeer beliefs)

and by Gandhi, whoa he met in November 1931* A year later he

received training of an entirely different kind. In the early

1930s the Comintern was dissatisfied with the league Against Imper¬

ialism, principally because it contained non-Harriots such as

Penner Brockway, and lacked representation of colonial peoples.

George Padacre and J. . Ford, a black aorican communist, were

instructed to remedy this situation by recruiting suitable .est

Indian and African members into the neifly created International

Trade Union Committee of Negro Porkers. The first conference was

held in Hamburg in July 1933, and Ienyatta*s name was on the list

of the -revisions! xecutive Committee, representing the 'Central
2

Association of Conya, Bast Africa*. After Nasi purges in late

1932, Padmore took Kenyatta to Moscow and installed him in a

special Institute for lembera of the colonial races. Here he was

trained as a revolutionary, and "received some kind of para-military

1• Ibid., ".156.

2» Ibid. , p.16/}.
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training, together with a full grounding in the Marxist classics

and the inevitable political indoctrination"."1" It was here that

he had to face what appeared to be a central contradiction of

Marxism; the conflict of class and race. Stalinist orthodox

dictated that the effort of the world-wide communist movement should

be directed firstly to safe-guarding the soviet Union, and then

extending the revolutionary struggle into the advanced capitalist

nations. An end to colonial rule would not be brou^t about by

the 'unhietoric&l races', but when the working classes had made the

revolution in the western capitalist states, Those African or

Asian intellectuals who objected to such a view were denounced an

petty-bourgeois nationalists, as George Padmore was soon to discover.

For Kenyatta, this urocentric stance was unacceptable, especially

when even the goal of self-rule seemed so distant. Both Xenyatta

and Padmore felt that the "American sponsored Liberia must be

defended because it was at least a block state; even Ethiopia, the

most reactionary state in all Africa, must be defended against white

aggression. For them it was race, not class, which was the first
. 2

priority."

Xenyatta's third period of formal education during the 1130s

took place in another setting. From as early as 1129 he had been

introduced to linguists at London University. The ..honetics oepart-

aent of University College waB interested in studying "obscure"

1. Ibid., p.163.

2» Ibid., pp.170-71.
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languages and for several years Konyetta assisted then with

-i'cuyu. Between 1935 and 1937 he contributed to Lilian Armstrong's

book, fhe : honotic and on: 1 tnature cf Iku/u, and provided

none assistance with Barlow's Kikuyu dictionary. At tho sane

time he began to study anthropology at 1.3.J. under ialinowski

(1935-37)* Facing Fount Kenya,' a collection of studies of

Kikuyu life and customs with nuch autobiographical information, was

based on the papers that he had written for lalinowski's seminars.

It was in this work that Kenyatta endeavoured, through the coherent

martialling of anthropological evidence, to counter the philosophy

of colonialism.^

uenyetta was aloo active in Pen-African affaire while in

-ngland, but tempered the doctrinairicm of colleagues such as

Padaoro end C.L.J. James with en ovar-riding concern for the

practical aspects of nationalist development in Kenya. Ho became

an honorary secretary of the International Friends of Abyssinia

organisation formed by James in 1935* and was associated with its

successor, tho International Service Bureau, a body launched

principally by James and Padmore to propagate Pan-Africanism and

to coordinate the activities of London's Negro intelligentsia;..

Kenyatta also helped organise the 5th Conference of the Pan-African

Congress at Manchester in 1945*^

1. London, 1940*

2. Londont acker & Marburg, 1933*

3. Facing Mount Kenya i3 discussed in detail in Chapter
of this thesis.

4. For a discussion of Kenyatta'a Pan-African activities consult
Murray-Brown, Ch.17*
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apart from ienyatta, there were two other early Kenya**

intellectuals who spent a good deal of time self-exiled in Britain*

The first, Mbiyu Koinange, has already Been briefly discussed.

The second is Joseph luruabi. liurutabi was bom in 1911, of a

Goan father and a laeai mother. hen he was seven he went to

India where he was educated in Bangalore and Belloxy. -fter

completing secondary school, he worked for four years as a clerk;

with Burmah-. hell i ll company, before returning to ...onya in 1933-

On hie return, and on the advice of his father, he decided to

become a Kenyan citisen.

On his advice, and also through the experience I
had had in India with the nglo-Indians, who
didn't associate themselves with anglo-Indions,
I came to the conclusion that I should identify
myself fully with ay own people - that is, my
mother's people, the Kaaai and Africans in
Kenya.

A gift of two books - .IcGrogor ^oso's Conya from klthin and India
2

in Bonckyp aroused his interest in politics. Proa 1935 to 1941

he worked as a clerk with the Medical Department and, in 1941# left

Kenya to work as a clerk for the British Military Administration in

omalia. From 195^ to 1952 he served as Assistant-Controller of

Imports and Bxporta in the British Military --.cUainiatration at Aden.

He returned to Kenya in March 1952, at the height of tlio crisis

before the emergency had been declared. After the arrest of

Kenyatta and the other nationalist leaders, he became Acting General

Secretary of the K&U and gave assistance to • ; ritt end the

1. I've done my bit - I think I'd like to retire nowl,:
Interview with Murumbi in the lundey hation. 5/12/1965, P.14*

2. Ibid.
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defence lawyers at the Kapenguria trials. Immediately prior to

the banning of the KAtf> and with his arrest imminent, ho set out

for London, passing through India and Cairo. In London, with

Mbiyu Koinange, he maintained Kenyatta's contacts with the outside

world and organised"release Xenyatta" campaigns on an international

level. He included amongst his friends George Padnoro, and

became a member of the Labour Party. His appointment as an

assistant-decretory of the Movement for Colonial Freedom gave bia

a "very good opportunity for travelling, not only in .ngland, but

also on the continent, spealcing On Africa and other related

problems".1 He lectured to universities, woricers and cooperative

organisations, and addressed political gatherings organised by

local branches of the Labour Party and local Africa Councils such

as those of Tyneside and Darlington. He also urote articles for

journals ouch as Aribuno and the Co-operative Lews. In 1957 he

left the lovemeat for Colonial freedom and worked in the Iorrooan

jabaooy. In I960 he was, together with Koinange, one of those

specially prevented from returning to Kenya. After serving as

Minister of dtate in the Kenyan Government (l96j-65)» he became

Minister for foreign Affairs, resigning in 1966.
- ■■ - ' t;

In Tanganyika, intellectuals born during the 1920s invariably

cut thoir political teeth in tho TAA* which after the Jar, received

an injection of strength from two invigorating forces. The first

was the radicalism of local politics 3uch as those of Hwanaa. The

1. Ibid., p.13. for a brief examination of Auruabi's activities
in Jritain see C. Ojwando Abuor*a Ahite Highlands Ho More
(rairobi: Pan African Hecearchers, 1973;, Ch.7»
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second was the decisive shift in the nature of leadership. The

TitA was taken over by young . ia'corere~trained intellectuals in

Jar-es-o&la&a. The first of the new leaders was Vedast yarusi.

H® was followed lay Julius Lyerere.

byerere's interest in politics had begun to develop whon he

was a student at 'i'abara Government Jocondaxy School. he says

But my real interest was not politics exactly,
but philosophical subjects - ideas, thought.
John . tuart kill's essay on repreaontativo
government and on the subjeotion of women -
these had a terrific influence on mo.

At ikikerere he organised a campus branch of the TAA. After

graduation in 1945, he taught at dt. Mary's, Tabora, end helped

organize an unsuccessful cooperative store which was designed to

break the Indian monopoly of faboro trade. He was the Secretary

of the local TAA branch. From 1949 to 1952 ho studied at

Minburgh University, and soon after his return was elected „ resident

of the TA1 . lie insisted thf.it the TAA should form the nuclous of a

mass nationalist movement. A meeting of the new leadership in

October 1953 resulted in the reorganization of the Association,

irnder the name of T/JTU. another intellectual present at the

foundation was Joseph Kasolla Bantu# like Iyerere, trained as a

teacher. Join in 1922 in Hzega district, he received most of his

education in the dooan Catholic .eminaries at Itaga (19J3—4J) and

rlipalapal (194X4;, where the Fathers came to view him not only as

talented, but as rude and proud. dathor than train him as a priest,

they decided that lie should become a church linguist. It too

1. .dgett Smith, p»46.
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toward the end of his seminary studies when he developed a strong

interest in politics. Proa 1944 until 1 946 he undertoolc the

Army education Course at Jeanes School, Kairobi, and attended the

Bigwa Teacher's Tri ining Centre in 1946, He taught at St, ary's,

Lecondary School, inborn, and (talang&li Secondary chool, Iringa

(1946-^0), and at the Teachers Training Centre, Jutimbn (1951-52).
i

Bantu was Publicity secretary of TAHU, O&r-os-Cialaao, from 1953#

ho thon studied for an i,:., in Political _.cionce and History at

Leipzig University (1960-64)» where he studied Marxism,

It was here I lost my religion and became
more practical. But I don't believe you
can do away with God, I was an active
Roman Catholic there and chairman of the
Catholic students. However, now I see
religious people more realistically,2

On his return, he became a Research Officer in Foreign Affairs and

M,P, for Hcega Seat (1965-1963).

Also present at the foundation of TAT.U was the bwahili

intellectual and poet S»A. gondoro, author of Iwito va Uhuru and

.lashairi ya . aadani. Kandoro was one of a now generation of

political leaders which emerged in Lake Province between 195° end

1953- His background is considerably different from that of the

U-feerere, or other university-tr.'lined intellectuals, and reflects

the nature of radical rural politics. Born in Ujiji-A'igosin in

1926, he was educated there and at the Bwiru iwan&a Teacher Training

College. By the tine of the foundation of TABU he had a wealth of

1. Bantu was the Programme Manager (Music) of Sauti ya Dar-eo-
falaoa (Radio Tanzania) from 1952 until 1954> and bales
Manager for the Aspro Company (1955-58) so he had experience
for this job.

2. Quoted in Hopkins, p.180.
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political experience. From 1944 to 1947 ho was the treasurer of

(idara ya Ehiwefca Hasiaa) Jyui Tabora. He started a ^fisheries,

and an African lightway Political Party in Ujiji in 1950. He

was secretary of tho Kigoma Tuolin aocioty, and a Member of the

Advisory Council at Tabors. In 1952 he became a fulltine officer

of the TAA, becoming Provincial Secretary for Lake Province. In

1955 he became secretary of the Ilagala farmers* Association and

in 1953, Provincial Secretary of TAJHJ for Dodoma and Tabors.

Later he was made Administrative Pooretary of TAKU Tranches. He

was Administrative Secretary of tho TAMJ dlders Taction, and oat

on the Central Committee by vii'tue of holding thio office."*"
For thoee bom roughly between 1930 and 1950, tho occupational

situation has been markedly different from that which faced the

.fricon intellectual who reached maturity in the period of the 1920s

to tho early 1950s. The growth of the press, publishing, radio

and television and even theatre, secondary schools, universities,

and the . fricanisation and expansion of the ;ovem sent bure uoracies,

widened considerably the career choice of the intellectual. With

the imminence of independence there wasn't such a strong pressure

for entry into politics, at least in the sense of politics as a

vocation. Of course, negative factors havo affected occupational

choice as well. In Kenya, for instance, the present opportunities

for entry into both politics and the administration are limited.

1. Bienen, p.137*
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KAHUf in contrast to TAiU, is virtually structureless, so that

there is no party organisation as such through which younger

intellectuals can gain access. Government power lies in the hinds

of comparatively old men; the younger ministers - fibaki and Aiano

for instance, are in their *forties. Rapid recruitment into the

civil service was a characteristic of the early 1960s, but

expansion has slowed, and the upper echelon positions a,re occupied

by still fairly young men. Recruitment into business is also

restricted, given IClIcuyu dominance. Apart from those of Asian

origin, the first J'enyan academics were Luo and Luyha who wore

concentrated in History and Geography in '^articular, first at

la.kerere, and then at the Jniversity College of Nairobi in the early

1960s. They were later joined by WaJComba. Initially llikuyu

academics were few, libnki and Tiono probably being the first two,

but their aoademic careers were cut short qy early entiy into

politics. tfaLuo, ialuhya, and lai'amba possessed a number of

educational advantages during the 1950s. Although i'lkuyuland was

most highly advanced in terms of the provision of primary and

secondaxy education, the declaration of the State of Emergency in

1952 made it extremely difficult for the likuyu student to leave
1

Kenya to pursue tertiary training overseas. Ualuo, .'al.uhya, and

1. The oolonial administration also forced many Tlkqyu clerks and
junior civil servants to abandon their positions which were
filled with representatives from the Hyansa tribes. Toi/ard the
end of the Jmergency this process was reversed and led to the
trend known as "Klkuyuniaation". See John J. Okumu, "The
hocio-Aolitical Petting", Chapter i. Goran Hyden, Robert
Jackson and John Ckuau (eds.), Jovolo .- vent Administration*
.'ho "onyan .xmorionco (Nairobi* OOP, 1970), pp.33-34-
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ii©Ka,Tiba students were not subject to the sane restrictions and

gained a short-terra university training advantage. a he early

recruitment of the luo and Luhya into aeademia was not, however,

solely the result of greater access to academic qualifications.1
It stemmed also from the realisation that many other avenues for

advancenent were blocked in politics, administration, «nd business.

Certainly it is noticeable that with the ©lowing down of likuyu

recruitment into administr. tion and business in the late 1960s,

the proportion of .'ikuyu entering academic life has increased

remarkably.

Intellectuals born between about 1925 and 1935 provided the

first indigenous hast African academic generation, men who were

ultimately to occupy the senior academic and administrative positions,

as well i.s control cultural organs and committees. he member©

of this academic generation were the conventional products of over¬

seas universities. They were, as utiso has pointed out, mainly

historians nu ^eogan )hers, although a number wore economists. for

this group, there was the pressing need to become respectable

scholars in the eyes of the colonial academics. ts a result, much

1. There appear© to be the distinct possibility of a Luo and Luhya
intellectual tradition emerging in "enyn. The most prominent
geographer© are Luo - bineon ontinde, deuben Cgendo, d.
Cdin;go, as are the historian© - . "got, fillies "chieng,
.. . tiono-Odhiambo, J. Osogo, and G. Ojwando buor. Ciknyu

writers,. and especially novelists have been the most important
and prolific, but Grace Ggot, Jared .ngira Othieno, and Jen
f.gtttu are T.uo. Philip Cchiong, "loo Ojuka, end Magoga /.lot
are well-known journalists and commentators. Other Luo
intellectuals are John Okurau, Leonard Okola, and "hem "igot-
.uholla, and kauri Yaiabo. Prominent Luhya intellectuals and
writer© include Gideon fere, eth Ldagola, firinm Mere, Awori
wa Catata, Chris ianjala, Khedaabi msalache, II... Lnyumba, and
rthur Cenoli.
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of the ■work they did was highly conventional and did not fundamen¬

tally challenge the intellectual reference point of the colonial

education system. nevertheless, members of this generation

started to lay the foundations of an African scholarship. Academics

such as B«A • Ogot, Gideon '/ere, I. Kimombo, and H.c. Kiwnnuka. were

instrumental, through their extensive use of oral sources, in

establishing the basis of an indigenous Bast .frienn tradition of

historiography. Undoubtedly, the contributions to tho development

of scholarship and intellectual life of this g&nerrtlon were cut

short by rapid promotion into senior academic and administrative

positions which left little time for concerted effort other than

the occasional conference paper, review article, or the editing of

a book. The publication of major works often ceased with the

publication of ; revised Ih. . dissertation# fhe shortage of

academics and intellectuals meant that they tended to spread them-

selves thinly, being required for committee work, university

administration, the editing of journals, and occasionally work for

the government.

lost of the academics of this generation were recruited into

the university either just prior to independence or shortly after

when the demand for Africanization affected the university as well

as government administration. Promotion was accelerated by the

demand for African beans and Heads of Departments. .rofesaor

Simeon Gmindc, for instance, was an Assistant lecturer in Geography

at Aakerere from 1955 until 1957» and e Lecturer from 1957—1963.
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He became Professor of Geography at the newly formed University

of Bast Africa in 1963, and the following year, Professor of

Geography and Head of the „)e part lent at University College, Kaii-obi.

He has since been Dean of the Faculty of Arts* In 1964 he was

Chairman of the Kenya Education Commission which produced what has

consistently been referred to as the Cminde deport. iecently, he

was a full-time member of the International Labour Office organised

team which produced the bulky report, o-nlo.vment, incomes and

-equal Ity. rofessor Ominue has also boon Chairman of the Kenya

Central Scholarship Board. Another Kenyan acadonic, also i.uo,

Professor B.A* Ogot, was a lecturer in History at lakerere from
T

1962 to 1964. In 1965 he became a Senior Lecturer in, and Head

of the Department of History at, University Colloge, i airobi.

-romotion was rr.pid. Between 1966 and 1967 he was Chairman of the

History Department, and made a loader. ince 1967 ho has been

Professor and lead of the department. During this tine he has been

actively involved in University administration. Apart from serving

as dean of the Faculty of Arts, be has been deputy Vice Chancellor
.

of the University of lairobi (197^-1972), and a Member of the

University Council and Senate. His involvement in cultural

institution work has been intense. He was director of the Cultural

division of the Institute for development Studies at the University

of Kairobi, and is presently director of the Institute of African

Studies (formerly the Cultural Division of the Institute for
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Development Studies). He has also been Treasurer and Vice-

President of the Bast African Academy, and Aecuetoiy-General of

the Bast African Institute of Sooial and Cultural Affairs, which

published the Bast Africa Journal. He is President of the Kenya

Historical Association, and was Chairman of the Steering Committee

of the International Congress of African History. In addition,

he is a member of the Kenya National Archives Council and the

Governing Council of the Kenya Cultural Centre. Professor Ogot

has also edited the Past .=.fricc. Journal, and is a member of the

Editorial Board of the Journal of Bast African research and develop¬

ment. The examples of Professors Ogot and Ominde, to which could

be added other academics such as Ali Maarui and I.I . Kimambo,

illustrate not only the rapidity of advancement within the African-

is ing university but the extent to which members of this generation

came to control, even if with a debilitating effect on their

scholastic and intellectual output, senior academic and administ¬

rative positions and the major cultural organs of society.

jfeny members of this generation were drafted early in their

academic careers into politics, or senior administrative positions.

MWai Kibr-ci was a lecturer in conomics at lakerere in 1959-60, after

which he became National Executive Officer of KAHU. Julius Ciano

lectured in Economics at the University College, ] airobi, from 1956

to 1958» Hie academic career came to an end when he was elected to

the Legislative Council in 1958. Philip I.degwa, was a Besearch

Fellow and Lecturer in Economics at 'akererc before becoming an
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Ase iatnnt-Se crotary In the Ministry of Finance. "rise Uirondo

taught in the Brtr® Mural Studios Department at Uakerere from 1959-

1962. In 1962 he became Chairman of the Uganda Alectricity Board

and a Member of the Planning Commission for Uganda. A$d at a

much later stage Br. Gilbert Chagula was drawn into politics at

ministerial level. Chagula, who was born at Bhinyanga, Tansrinia,

in 1926, was an . esistant-I.ecturcr in Anatomy at Uakerere during

1955 to 1957» and a lecturer between 1953 and 196I. Prom 1963 to

1965 he was the Vice-Principal and Registrar of the University

College, Dar-es-Galaam, and from 1965, Principal of the College.

Be was also President of the Bast African Academy (sinoe 1963) and

Chairman of the Tansanion ociety of African <ulture (also from 1963).

In February 1972, as a result of a ministerial reshuffle, he

succeeded Abdul Bahmar 3abu as Minister for xonoraic Affairs and

development Planning. The Tansanian historian Arnold J. Temu is a

National Member of Parliament. Born in 1934, Terau studied at the

University of Bast Africa for a Dip. d. and at Oregon and Alberta

Universities. His doctoral thesis from Alberta (1967) has been

published as ritish octant is r. ions. He joined the University

College, Br.r-cs-A^laaa, in 1965, as a Lecturer in History, and was

promoted to Senior lecturer in 1963. He was Bean of the Faculty of

Arts and Social Sciences in 1969-1970» and in June 1973 appointed a

2
Professor.

1. London1 Longman, 1972.

2. Sunday Lows, 24/6/1973, p«14»
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One member of this generation, Torn Ckello Cdongo, entered

tic: dcnia from politics. Ckello Cdongo etudiod at ih: rati University

in India, and at Howard University where he obtained an I.A. Por

Two years he was a lecturer in L-wahili at Howard (1953—1960).

This was followed "by another two years as a Research osistont at

the ; ohool of Oriental and African Studies, I.ondon University

(I96U-62). .hen ho returned to Tonya ir, 1962, Okello Cdongo founded

lakeside College at "istcnu, and the following year was elected the

It KU member for iCisumu Hural in the House of Representatives. In

the sane year he became P£rliaraentary Secretary for the inictry of

finance and conoaio Alannina, and was nsistant linistor of "inance

in 1966. He followed Oginga Odinga into the K.'U, retaining his seat

at the "Little General lection". As an Assistant Minister,

Okello Odongo had on several occasions doubted the wisdom of

Government economic policies, and expressed concern at the uneven

development of urban and rural areas that seemed to be the product

of such policies.' .hile in Parliament he refrained fro 1 voting

against the Government and from engaging in direct conflict with the

: J.LI front bench, his oxtri "lb lor.tnxy statements laccd "1:1

quite clearly in the Radicals * camp. This was evidenced most

conspicuously in the speech which he gave at the I urainba Institute

in June 1965* In this speech, Okello Cdongo criticised the Tenya

economy on the grounds that it was too closely aligned with the

western bloc, and argued that Tanya would have to "lean a little

more to the hast" if she wore to achieve the economic alignment

1. Uertsel, 'The .oliticn of Independent 'Tonya, p.133.
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that African socialism required.1 »ith the banning and dissolution

of the hil, Qlcello Cdongo is now the Assistant Jirector of Adult

Studies at the University of Aairobi.

hot all the academics from this generation have come to occupy

senior university, administrative, or political positions. C :ot

>' itok is one such case. .mot has never held < senior ac^uoaic

position although he entered the university system, through

-lalcerere, in the early 1360s, when ho was appointed Lecturer in

African tudies in the department of uociology. lie was i'or a time

director of the national Cultural Centre in Uganda end was dismissed

frora this post in 1367# however the publication of one of l.awino

in 1366, and the subsequent publication of .jong of Ccol, J wo . onga,

and African religions in .estern cholarship, nu.mei*ous journal

articles, and newspaper debates with Philip Ochieng and Taban ;0

Liyong in the -unday Put ion and daily At ion, as well as frequent

appearances at Ooethe Institute lectures and a general flair for

publicity, have made hia a central figure in -aat African (and more

particularly in lonya and Uganda) intellectual life. It haB been

Glcot, probably more than any other person, who has deter,lined the
2

nature of the cultural debate in fast Africa.

frequent reference has already been made to the effects of

chronological generational differences upon intellectual education

and access to occupations. But generational differences have a

1. For on account of this speech, and boya'e sharp reaction, seo
" Economic non- ligment", Par frica, April 16, 1365» pp.4-5*

2. Ckot )•3itek is discussed in much greater detail in Chapter IX
of this thesis.
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much doe per explanatory wrer. I'ho concepts of pone • tion • nd

generation conflict serve as valuable analytical tools for tho

understanding of intellectual behaviour aid political and intellect¬

ual differences. von where, as in h>.at Trie , important national

cultural and intellectual difference# exist, generational factors

arc ca ,x bio of developing a uniformity of intellectual orientation

which transcends national factors.

Intellectual generations in last Africa can bo identified in
1

either chronological or age-cohort tons, or in common experience

tons. In the latter cognitively specific sense, generation refers

to an aggregate whose identity depends upon the sharing of common
o

historical experiences. "Contemporaries are not merely people

born in tho same years", as : eunxum points out. " /hat identifies

them as people of one generation is decided by their common

experience, tho same decisive, similar historical uroblons."^ Those

experiences, whatever their nature, cither create elements of

subjective commonality among members of such groups, or allow the

observer to analytically identify analogical behaviour and tr- its

which, in turn, "permit statements of relationship between exper¬

ience (or evont) and tho group.Clearly, it is possible to

1. Victor T. lieVine, "Generational Conflict and oliticc in
Africa» A Paradigm", Giviliactions, Vol.13, 1?6 3, p.4-30.

2. Ibid.

3. I.'euaann, quoted in Abraham Albert Cordova, Intellectuals in
alturo and oliticp. A study of Trench hen of Ideas in the

first Half of the nineteenth Century (frandeis Jniveraity,
h.d. Pissort: tion, 1573)» P*21.

4* le /ine, p.400.
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speak of a "common experience" only in vague terras. Different

social origins, types of education, and characteristics of life

histories result in different exposures to a situation for

intellectuals. The men who emerge as, or think of themselves as

spokesmen for a whole generation, are usually a small minority of

critically thinking individuals centred mainly in the capital where

they have greater access to organs of articulation and dissemination.

Furthermore, members of a particular generation do not develop their

ideas in an intellectual vacuum. Rather, they relate themselves

in a dialectical way to preceding generations. Their group, or

generational consciousness ie crystallised through an awareness of

similarity of situation (which may include the experience of

frustration on the political and occupational levols), and a refusal

to accept the "definition of the situation" of their oldora. While

a generation may exhibit a kind of unity, at least to the extent

that various members of it, though belonging to difforcnt groups,

are conscious of each other's ideas, it does not necessarily K>esese

a coherent ideological identity. for instance, the intellectual

orientations of what X have termed for convenience the post-

Independence generation range from arxiBm, to cultural nationalism,

to a cultural iconoolasa and .©sternioa. Tho crystallisation of

generation consciousness and unity is exhibited much more in a

common hostility to, or rejection of, the preceding generations

than in any uniform ideological outlook.
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In the ifrican context, the attainment of independence has

br-on re, irded by many writers as an experience which has given rise

to behaviour that has been sufficiently isomorphic to permit

meaningful generalization* lurvey-type studies have supported

the thesis that independence has been central to the analysis of

generational conflict, Victor Le Vine's atud ' of post-independence

generational conflict in a number of est 'frican 8tate3 revealed

that members of the political elites in these countries regarded

independence as the central point of reference for the expression

of differences in political ideology and. style, as well as

perceptions of what national -oals ou ht to be, and what should be

the best ways of attaining thorn.* Criticisms by the post-

independence generation have usually revolved around a laeb of

educated leadership, betrayal of the promises of lnder endence, and

the leaders' resistance to social, polltioal, and economic change.

The ubiquity of these attitudes led Le Vine to assert that

Independence ... became the cutting wedge between
two (largely) non-chronologically defined gener¬
ations, with the additional fact that a large
number of the members of the post-independence

1. Victor T. Le Vine, "olitical Leadership in Africa. Post
n':c ar'ence ""eneraticnal ">-n5et ; n -"j'v«r Volt a, Vnegal, Kifer,

Dahomey, and the Central 'frican epublic (Stanford: tanford
University, The Hoover Institution on ar, devolution and
Peace, 1967). See also Douglas ishford, Second and Third
feneration '11 tea in the . ihgreb (1964), Je'!n hterre 'Diaye,

nquete sur lea otudiants nolrs en ranee (Paris, 1962), Jean D.
'

erlo, 0.?., " roblotne der jungen "lite Schwarafrikas",
'-.friha, Vol.3, Ko.l, pp. 16-20, and Jfilliam J. Hanne, "Students",
Ch.il of James S. Coleman and Carl C.Posberg (ads.), Political
Parties and National Integration in ' ropical Africa (rerkeleyi
University of California -ress, 1950*
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generation of leaders, students and intellec¬
tuals wore also in fact part of a younger age
cohort than wore the pre-lndepondencc leaders."

However, the notion of independence as a "cuttirv-wocl " between

two largely non-chronologically defined gener- tiorn (which

corres iond to coaaon age-cohort factors as well) can be lisle: ding

if construed in a simplistic way. Independence may be the

dividing lino betvoon different socio-political experiences, but

then© o;c eriences are filtered through, or given direction by,

externally-derived s.yetons of thought which iaoinge u;on the

intellectual»o individual and rrouw icnti 1 structure. a younger

2
intellectual ■« ! a: ;-ter rroth in Ms novel :

. . otlot"

any view the nationalist and xjct-independcnce situation within the

frrnewor~ of false decolonisation established by rrrts: '-non in

ho -retched of the ;>rth. In contrast, the doalnrrt intellectual

influences for pre—independence exonerations were, bee use of the

constitutionalist—legalistic n ture of incle under be negctl ti< n»

over a protracted ^eriod of time, and the nature of educational

influences, often within the cocfiner of the colonial nyston,

.Vbianiem, democratic socialism, and liberalism. "fn racist

influences were unliVrely to bo strong. <<ritin!~ of Ter/nnyika, Ison

bhivji b?v "cstn that

1. he Vine, "Generational Conflict and Polities in hfrier", p.401.

2. Nairobi* Erst African 1,1tew ture bureau, 1172.
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The British educational system which at most
ended in British universities, did not encourage
penetration in the country of radical - and
especially " proletarian idoolocpy ... The most
radical ideology that could come via this
source was therefore only Fabianism or the
ideology of the British labourites.!

Much the same could be said about the United ftstee situation.

Cf course bhivji it writing from the ercpective of the 1970s

and tends to overlook the fact that Fabianism and democratic

Oocialisa were radical in the context of settler Kenya and

Tanganyika. And# as we have seen in the caeo of I'enyatta, there

were considerable Communist efforts to proselytise . frienr. students

and intellectuals in Europe. There were a number of individual

act Trie.:. f racists including Jolin !; :ongc, <• b ingh,

Abdulrabmt n-3abu, .3. Itaki, and Joesph Xasella-Bantu but they

clearly represented exceptions.

The notion of the "cutting-wedge" also tends to divert

f ttCi.ii a fro:: continuities cf tfou ft .fief reduce the apparently

sharp dichotomic divisions between pre- and post-independence

generations. Many intellectuals and politicians who are in

experiential terms port of the pre-independence nationalist

generation have, through the continued development of their thought

and the bringing to bear of their critical powers on the nature of

the post-independence situation (often assisted by their isolation

within ruling parties;, reached an ideological position that is not

1. hivji, Tanzania: The Class .trugglo Continues, no.52-53.
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terribly far removed from that of younger poet—inde pendence

Intellectunls. Bildsd f'agria is one Bitch example.

Tagr-ic was bom in 1923 st Tort Hall, end educated rt the

C. US. primary school at Kahuhia. Uo left the school in 1939 and

worked in the District Commissioner's Cffioe until January, 1942,

when ho joined the army as a dork. Before demobilization he had

reached the rank of Staff Sergeant. Ac with other political

activist's, men such as faruhia Itote (General China)"'' and Dedan

Kltsathi, Kn pgia's war experience was crucial in heightening his

political consciousness. Jhile ho wan in the army he visited

•ry it, Libya, Syria, and Israel, and in 1943
I w®nt to England to establish a inception coup
for African prisoners of wax repatriated from
Germany. I raet Jomo (Xenyatta) while I was in
.ngland. I first became really interested in
politics when I was in the fiddle fact.
Previously I had been a keen student of religion,
but after seeing the iioly Land I looked at
Christianity in a different way. I saw the
establishment of foreign religions through
tier am- • • , stein . tone to tsoloni- lion,

and X therefore thought that the first move in
the struggle for independence must be to
liberate our people from foreign religious
beliefs. These missions used slogans that
supported the colonial authorities, such as
"The Government or Poirers that be are ordained
by God." lany of our people, fed ty this,
believed it end could not be exmected to fight
with their lives for their real righto while
still believing it. The missions on their side
also found contain advantages in the preservation
of colonial rule.2

fter the war, 'Ca/y-ic. came into conflict with the authorities at

the Cahuhir mission, and began to strongly attack all missionary

1. See his autobiography, "iiau lau" General (Nairobi« East
africon Publishing House," l^Vyj 'ch.i, "for a brief account of
his war experiences.

2. Rosberg and Nottingham, pp.192-93.
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churches. His opposition gained support. The movement, which

was widely known as Dlnl ya Kaggia spread rapidly, faming out from

Port Hall to much of central Kenya, and ultimately even to Kyanza.

loggia became president of tho Clerks and Co mmercial Workers

Union. then -fekkan Singh returned to Kenya in 1947 ho immediately

sought to develop the political potential of the nascent union

movement* He linkod up with Prod Kutei, the General-Becretary of

the Transport and Allied Workers Union, tho Kenya African Road

Transport and .mechanic© Union, and Kaggia. They announced the

formation of tho Bast African Trade Union Congress on icy 1, 1949*

Six unions wore affiliated with the Congress. Singh was the

General Secretary and Kubai the President. In 1951 I-Caggia became

General-Secretary of the Nairobi Branch of the K.A.U. as part of

the militant urban leadership's takeover from less militant elements.

The group to which he belonged1 consolidated its power in Nairobi

and began to extend its influence throughout the country. Its

members were successful in forcing a national party conference in

late 1951f &nd Koggia became a member of the National Committee.

The 'urbEatt-besed radical militants were able to oust the constitut¬

ional nationalists. iiaggia was one of those brought to trial ©t

Kapengurla for supposedly organizing and instigating 'feu feu', and

spent many years in detention.

In 1963 Kaggia became the elected Ztjrj Member for :Car.dara in

the House of Representatives# and increasingly became identified

1. Others were Bred Kubai, John Kali# -John -fungal, Paul hgei,
James Hjorogo, and Aggjny inya.
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with th© radical elements of KAIHJ, which later formed the backbone

of th© KPU. Mven when an Assistant Minister for education, a

position he relinquished in June 1964, he criticised th© Government'a

land and settlement and education policies• After his departure

from office, fee assumed the leadership of th© E/JTEJ backbench group.

When the split between X/.MJ and the <P0 ultimately came about,

Knggia became the deputy leader of the KVU, and was also Chairman of

the Board of Management of the Lumumba Institute. In the Little

General Election of 1966, the immediate product of the constitutional

crisis the formation of the CPU provoked, Kaggia found himself faced

with a bitter campaign in Kandars. Kaggia, endeavouring to make

the dispossessed his electorate, was soundly defeated. The CPU

opposition operated under the most difficult conditions, and early

in 1963 .-loggia was arrested, oharged with holding an illegal meeting,

and imprisoned for six months.

This brief account of Maggie*a career illustrates a very Important

point. Kaggia learned his radioed politics during World War II, in

the Kf:XJ, and in detention. His radicalism emerged from these

experiences. His critique of E&HU and of post-independence Kenyan

society was not the product of university education, nor of a

familiarity with neo-Marxist thought. Rather, it steamed from what

he perceived to be a betreyal of KAU amd KABU policies, especially

with regard to land and settlement, education, Africanization and

nationalization. In addition, his critique was the natural out¬

growth of his socialist position which was clearly influenced by

Marxism-Leninism or scientific socialism. This was most evident
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in hi© rejection of African socialism and the idea that socialism

could be built on the communal basis of African society#* More¬

over, his critique was conditioned by the increasing isolation of

"radicalc" within a decaying KANU party organisation and the

dominance both within the party and government of new "class"

elements which felt threatened by measures such as limited nation¬

alization end communal ownership of land# Maggie•s notion of the

role and nature of the party, and the call for its democratization

undoubtedly stemmed from his conviction that socialism could only be
p

brought about by a maso-baaed mobilising party, but it also steamed

from the realisation tliat without ouch a party, he and other

radicals would be increasingly isolated and pushed to the political

periphery.

The development of younger 3&st African intellectuals, the

generation that has grown to intellectual maturity in the post-

indopendence period of the 1960s and '70s, has boen influenced by

two decisive factors, firstly, they have reached maturity in the

post-independence period, and incbxmdonce has not had the same

meaning for them ae it had for earlier generations of intellectuals

and nationalist politicians# The issues that concern them are

different# Younger intellectuals have been ffeced with a situation

1# Dee for instance his speech "African Socialism" given at the
University College, K&irobi, 14/4/1965# Mimeographed Copy
in the University of Kairobi library.

2. Ibid. In this long speech, Uaggia argued that economic
development plans and the definition of African socialism
should bo worked out within the party. It was only through a
muss-based party that the people of itenya could directly
pj.rticlpe.te in discussion about policy and avoid the "neo-
colonial abyss of capitalist exploitation'.
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which they find difficult to accepti continued economic neo¬

colonialism? continued ideological and cultural subjugation

(intellectual dependence) which is partly reflected in the presence

of largo nuabere of expatriate academics, and partly in the ideas,

behaviour, and intellectual interests of local academics, in the

institutions they are either taught in, or teach at. They are

conscious of the inequalities and developing class stratification in

their societies. They are impatient with a political leadership

(to a lesser extent in Tanzania than in Kenya and Uganda), and an

older generation of academics and intellectuals, who have been unable,

or unwilling, to provide the intellectual analysis and alternatives

the situation clearly demands. Obviously there is a great deal of

political frustration. Thile younger intellectuals are generally

well-off financially, including those still studying at university,

they are effectively excluded from positions of power within

universities, administration, politics, and even business. The

intensity of the exclusion is increased by an awareness that the age

differences between educational generations is often small. Those

in nenior positions are still relatively young, and are destined fa-

long tenure of office.

Secondly, younger 3&®t African intellectuals have been influenced

to varying degrees by the "crisis" which affected universities in

Uorth America and urope in particular. The decade of the 1960s was

one of tremendous ferment. Archaic university structures which

allowed for the minimum participation of students and junior academic
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stuff in decision—making came under vigorous attack. In many

instance© the whole concept of the university was questioned, and

the university's class and ideological position in society subjected

to searching scrutiny. .hat camo to be referred to cleric ively e©

the "bourgeois" social coiences with their concern for scientific

aethod, objectivity, and value free analysis, faced a concerted

challenge from the hew Left and neo-tarxist critics. In the United

tcteo, the "crisis" wee given additional Hfepth by the presence of

a number of acute ©ooio-politieol conflicts which directly involved

the university. The first of these was the Civil Bights movement

of the early 1960s which involved universities through the "sit-in",

through the civil rights activities of students, and through tho

challenge which the whole movement posed to university recruitment

policies and curricula. The second, and clearly the most important

factor, was the Vietnam Bar, whioh more than anything reactivated

the broken American radical tradition. As Christopher Leach

pointed out

The absence of continuity in American radicalism -
in American life generally - made it possible for
the radical si of the Sixties to discover all over

amin the existence of oppression and exploitation,
the power of the ruling class, and the connection
between capitalism and foreign ware. In their
excitement, they quickly proceeded from reformist
to revolutionary ideas. •»■

The Vietnam war implicated American universities, not only through

defence-oriented, government sponsored and financed research

programmes, but through the "draft" of student© and the recruitment

of university academic personnel - "bourgeois professors" such as

1. Christopher Loach, "Can the Left Sine Again?" Lew York Acview
of looks. Tol.r/II, Lo.6 (Oct.£l, 1971), p.30.
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Rostov, Man iuek, end Lemuel Huntington - to help shape policy

end provide legitimation for government action and policy. And

thirdly there me, apart from the emergence of groups of Sew Left

and neo-darxiet thinkers, the rise of militant Hack organisations

such as the Black Power movement under tokely Caraichael's leader¬

ship, and the Black Panthers, which found the Civil Bights movement

unacceptable in terms of ideology and praxis.

Bast African universities, with the exception of the University

of Aar-es-oala&a, remained somewhat immune from the ferment.

Atudent radicalism at the University College, Dar-es-Galeaa, only

became a possibility, as John aul suggests, "after the sending down

of the students in 1966 and the introduction of the Aruaha Declar¬

ation."1 It became a reality in late 1967 with the presence of

atokely Carmichael on the campus and his indiscriminate transference

of Black Power slogans to the ..last African setting. At the

University of lairobi, the Oginga Odinga "affair" of -January 1?69,

when students boycotted lectures in protest against the university

administration•e refusal to give Cdinga permission to speak on the
2 i

campus, and subsequent "strikes", the last one of which resulted

in the banning of the Students Heprosontetive Council, were

1. Saul, "Radicalism and the Hill", p.27*

2. 3eo Bienen, "When Joes Dissent Become Sedition?", pp.10-14.

j. Tho student strike of January 1971 arose initially over tho
suspension of four girl students, which resulted from &
"disagree sent between the women and the warden over the
allocation of rooms" - Daily PatIon. Jsn.l9th, 1971*
The students demanded that the women should be re-instated and
made additional demands, including hotter services in the
kitchen, improved services in the library, and healthier
accomodation in the Halls of Residence.
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manifestations of a student radicalism which, though linked in

iconoclastic and ideological terms with student movements overseas,

was precipitated by local administrative grievances which were

generalised 'into a more fundamental and farreaching criticism of

existing socio-economic and political relatione# Heavy-handed

government and administration responses, combined with the career

orientation of th© students and the almost certain loss of job and

economic opportunities for radical political activity, have been

until now a vary effective deterrent to student activism. The

overseas fermentation did have an impact, however, if only in en

indirect way.

.iony ..Mat Africans studying in America in the 1960s were pert

of the "crisis". The intellectual and political conflicts often

profoundly affected the African students response to the uro-

centric social science theory which h© encountered in the classroom

situation, and in the bulk of texts. The revaluation affected the

way in which he viewed his own history and society, and helped shape

his attitude to an earlier generation of African academics, the

conventional products of metropolitan universities, who moved very

quickly up the academic ladder with Africanization and expansion.

Palter Agoya, the General Manager of the Tan&aala Publishing House,

although in chronological terms a member of an earlier generation,

was a student at the University of Xenons whon the civil rights

move sent was getting under way and beginning to impinge upon

university life. Per Bgoya, th© decision was one of
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either ... accepting the racism and trying to
survive, or challenging it, which I did with
other students in the Civil ilighte movement#
X was very ... involved in this ... organising
demonstrations. Sly time was when it was
beginning. For example, at the University I
went to ... the sit-in that we organised - and
I was one of the leading figures in that - this
was really the first time that such a thing had
ever happersid at the 'diversity ... My problem
there was very ambiguous. I was the product
of a colonial society and there was the very
exciting period of the independence struggle
which I left at the peak, just before indep¬
endence. And there you were, facing all these
things - and, really, in many ways it was the
continuation of a psychological prepartition that
had taken place when I was here.*

For those who studied in the United States from the mid-sixties

onwards the racial dimension, which was sharpened by the appearance

of more militant groups ouch as those of Black Power and the Black

Panthers end the call for Black studies in American universities,

was supplemented by the critical reappraisal of social science

theory, especially in its application to the Third sorld. Cyrus

lutiso pointed out in an interview that

For me, personally, I think that the whole North
neriean thing is the most significant on®, and

I know# for a majority of ue who happen to be
.morican trained that is the oritical one. 2

However, lutiso ma careful to argue that a locally produced

generrtion of non-North American (and British) trained people had

emerged for which the North American experience was not at all

significant. He added

1. Interview with Walter Bgoya, Bar-es-Saleaa, 27/7/1973.
2. Interview with lutioo.
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But(we) have also the whole crisis of African
independence? all th© glorious things that
wore supposed to have happened have not
happened ... After th© fall of llterumah, and
after the beginning of Bi&fra, about 1966,
really, a lot of th© African intellectuals,
even the ones who are confused and are still
cultural nationalist© really began to worry
about the problems of power.1

lutiso thus refers to one division within the post-independence

generationi the division between the locally educated with their

ox >er.icnce largely limited to the East African sotting, and the

overseas educated. The locally educated tend to be younger. A

second division is related to national differences, and the contrast

between the political and ideological environment of Tanzania, on

the on© hand, and Kenya and Uganda on the other. Young Tanzanian

intellectuals tond to be much more ideologically sophisticated than

thoir Kenyan or Ugandan counterparts. On© has only to glance at

Cheche fund ia,1i laii. rind then turn to Buaara or dhana to detoct

the difference• This .greater ideological sophistication is

undoubtedly due to th© presence of a number of expatriate intellec¬

tuals and catalytic radical academics in Dar-es-Ualaaa who have

helped clarify issuer, and provide theoretical and ideological

integration of thought, and to the fact that Tanzania is one of the

few African states with a clearly formulated ruling ideology capable

of sustaining analysis, comment, end intellectuf.il criticism. Another

division within this generation is that which Bee between two

chronologically defined groups. Th© first is composed of no.abcrs

1. Ibid.
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such as Hgugi wa Thiong*o, Grant Kawanju, Peter Kaasareth, Cyrus

lutino, Taban Lo Liyong, Olcollo Cculi, Joseph Buruga, Aneriko

Serums , Leonard Kibera, Robert Beruaaga, John Rug&nda, Adbu Awiti,

Philip Ochieng, Pio Airimu, 3* Chango 'I&chyo, lennard Ckola,

Christopher iulei, and Jenerali UGLimwengu. Rith only a few

exceptions, these people were educated, at least in part, overseas,

and were born in the late 1930s and early 1940s. Through the

publication of their works either as journal end newspaper articles,

or as monographs, and through teaching end editorial work, the

members of this group have helped to determine not only the nature

of the cultural debate and the critique of poet-independence

politics and society, but the dominant literary forms as well. It

was this group which established modern Bast African literature in

English, and African theatre. Robert Seruaaga with hie plays

Play and Elephants, and John Ruganda with And of the landless.

Covenant with Death. The Burdens, and Black laraba were the first

^ist African playwrights of any consequence. Hilary Lg'weno, the

former editor of the Bally Ration who writes a satirical column

for that paper and edits a new .magazine, Joe. Philip Cchieng,

Jenerali Ulimwengu of the Dally Hews, and Christopher Kulei who has

contributed to the Tanzanion standard, the Sunday Batlon and the

unday Post, provided the basis of post-Independence critical and

satirical journalism in Kenya and Tanzania. Ilembers of this group

are also starting to advance in the academic hierarchy. Kgugi is

a Senior Lecturer and Head of the Department of Literature at the
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University of Uairobi. futiso is a Senior lecturer in Government

at the ease institution. Grant Kamenju is a Senior Lecturer in

Literature at the University of Dar-ea-G&l&aa. But in terms of

power within university structures, they are clearly subordinate to

the academic# who entered academic in the late '50s and early '60s.

The second, and chronologically younger group within this generation

(generally born in the mid '40s and onwards), are basically the

products of local education and university systems • ..hile they

may have travelled overseas for short periods of time, their

intellectual development has token place almost exclusively in tho

hast African context. Many have until recently, been or still are

students. Among the Tanssanian members of this group are less G.

hivji, and the students who have been associated with Cheche. la,11

.ia.il. and the proscribed Students' Revolutionary front at the

diversity of Jar-es-oalsam, James I. Birihanze and Uukotani

Rugyendo, denim iiuhando, figiti Lengo, Baifu Ciango, and ;uphrase

ieailahabl, author of the Swahili novel Rosa listl'-ca.* The Kenyans

include Jared Angira-Othienc, Mauri Y&rabo, the poet whom©

associated with ..ia.ii ia.li and Taiuauli whilst a student at the

University of Dar-ee-Salaaa, Awori we. Katalca, Aloe Ojuka, Hugo

. iuaphroyf francis labuga, Chris tonjala, 4agaga Riot, I, » Atieno-

Odhiambo, and min Kaooaw. There have been fewer Ugandans, the

moet .lich rd Ktiru, Theo Lussutca, end Yoweri Tibuhaburwa-lusevenl,

the first Chairmen of the Students' Revolutionary front and leader

of ' fronooa", an ill-fated revolutionary movement, being "the most

prominent.

1, Nairobis fast African Literature Bureau, 1972*
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CHAPTER VI

tho limlta of Intellectual Activity and

Lroblems of Intellectual Role ieflnition.

Independence brought a new set of problems for the 3©Bt

African intellectual# After years of protracted legalistic-

constitutionalist negotiations and oppositional activity, the

intellectual suddenly found himself faced with an African govern¬

ment in power. Initially this new situation created few difficulties,

"Inny intellectuals were still pre-occupied with the desire to re¬

establish African culture and history. African writers and

intellectuals responded to European denigration and denial by

displaying African accomplirhments and roasoerting the values of the

frican tradition. However, the aore perceptive of them, including

the Kenyan Kgugi wti Thiong'o in The Slack Hermit*1" and A grain of
2

jheat, were already scrutinising the pre-lndependence seeds of

discord and class division which would profoundly affect the nature

of the post-lnde^endence politics and society. Critical evaluation

of the post-independence society and politics, of neo-oolonlal

economic, political, and ideological relationships, and government

performance, raised fundamental questions about the intellectual's

relationship to government and ruling classes, political parties

and people, indigenous and alien intellectual and literary traditions.

The dominant cueat ions became i ..hat should be the social purpose of

1. London* Keineaaiw, 1)C4»

2. London* Heinemann, 1?66.
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intellectual end literary creation? In what ways can and should

the intellectual contribute to social transformation? The

difficulties inherent in the responses to such questions were

compounded by a combination of related factors.

re-Independence l.sgject of I oat-Independence Hole

The first was that little attention was usually given to the

contemplation of post-ind©pendenco role during the pre-indooondence

period. Nationalist politicians, the press, intellectuals and

students, played essentially a negative, oppositional role. i.hilo

they often differed in political or ideological terms, they thought

little about the nature of their roles in an independent polity,1
siaoly because their intellectual energies were absorbed in the task

of dislodging the colonial power. For pro-independence generation

intellectuals who were integrated into the formal institutions of

political power, and even into senior academic positions, the

problem of role definition was, if not irsiaediately resolved, at

least lens acute than for members of the post-independence generation

of intellectuals. Significantly, the intense debate d>out the

nature of the intellectual's socio-political role,whether in the

press, in journal articles, the novel or short story, has over¬

whelmingly involved the post-independence generation. Is is they

who have experienced greatest difficulty defining not only their

relationship to government, and to intellectuals who have been

integrated into the state structure, but to earlier generations of

1* Le Vine, "Generational Conflict and Politic© in Africa", p.412.
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Intellectuals and academics and the "masses" ae well. hevor—

tholeos, there were nationallot intellectuals who, having been

integrated into the formal institutions of power, even at

ministerial level, felt compelled to re-examine the nature of their

role. This was provoked largely by their disaffection with the

course of development, and what they perceived so a denial, or

betrayal, of the ideals of tbo independence struggle. Cginga

Cdinge, lildad Caggia, Tome Okelo-Cdongo, and Achieng Oneko were,

in the early yoc.ro of Kenyan independence, highly critical of

educational, land and economic (including nationalisation) policies.

Xnggia attacked the KAR0 Government's Sessional Paper Ko.10, not so

much in terms of its content or ideological nature, but on Issuers

of failure of Implementation. In Tanzania, Kgoabale-iviru, loa

".nisi, Joseph Taaolla-ikintu, and A.G. Itoki, have faced similar

problems.

"tilltarirn dole Prescription and Unanimous Consensus

The second complicating factor is the pronounced tendency of

African governments to suppress or divert criticism of fundamental

values end the nature of the socio-economic and political system©

at a time when fundamental values have been at most only partly

embodied in national social and political institutions. The

suppression oftentimes stems from a desire to divert criticism which

challenges ruling class and elite positions, rather than with any

concern for fundamental values. "Leftist critics in Tonya are,

for inrMmo«, accused, by government spokesmen of supporting the
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''imperialists" and belittling the achiewaentB of the government.1
The rhetoric of /firioan politics and political theory ie tabued

with developmental and integrative terminology - nation-building,

national development, national integration, unity, which stresses

social cohesion end unity. There is & concomitant emphasis on

the utilitarian role of intellectual institutions - universities,

press, journals, and intellectuals in general• The main functions

of the press, "include not only giving news but also taking part in

the national effort and contributing towards the building of ©

2
nation." " formally, utilitarianism my be interpreted as political

quiescence. ccording to the late Tom fboya, thore is

the need for the educated and the intellectuals to
involve themselves in all the tasks, aspirations,
tuxd needs of the masses. They should be the
officers in the battlefront of the war against
poverty, disease, arid insecurity of life which are
the lot of the majority of our people ... Intell¬
ectuals must recognise their role in our efforts
to develop and contribute all they have, especially
by providing good leadership at all levels ... I
also expect the intellectuals to devote some of
their time thinking about our political and social
philosophies.

cting on the prescriptions outlined by :boyn, the intellectual

would soon find himself in intense conflict with the incumbent

political elite of the ruling class. commitment to mass

1. ee speeches of President lenyatta reported in the Pally hstion,
3/11/1972, pp.1 & 36, 11/6/1973* pp.1 & 24, 17/6/1973, p.3,
and 16/6/1973, pp.1 & 24. The inference is that critics want
a return to the colonial situation.

2. Tom iboya, freedom and ...fter (London $ Andre jeutech, 1963) p.101,

3. ora iboya, The Challenge of I ationhood (Londons iiolnemaim,
1970), p.111.
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mobilization for the purposes of eradicating "poverty, disease,

and insecurity" would alaaot certainly threaten entrenched ©lite

positions and values. And it would also raise profound doubts

about the possibility of developing a self-sustaining, integrated

economy, let alone a socialist society, in a situation of

continuing neo-colonial relatione. In order to prevent such a

situation from arising, Iboya introduced a qualification designed

to stifle conflict and restrict intellectual thought and action.

The intellectual is to be constructive ("passive"), and supportive

of the system. E© is to be concerned with the immediate, the

specific, the predictable.

The (intellectual's) approach should be practical
and constructive with the thinking being based on
intimate knowledge of the prevailing conditions
and the aim being to guide the various changes
toward the declared economic and social
objectives.1

The intellectual should accept without question stated government

economic and social objectives. He should work within the basic

guide-lines established by government.
2

The "mobilisation of bias", coupled with severe and often

informal government-imposed restraints on intellectual activity,

has important consequences for both the definition of socio¬

political role and what is possible in social action or activist

terms. But it does much more. It helps determine the parameters

of intellectual activity and the issues dealt with. The Tanaanian

1. Ibid.

2. Peter Bachraeh and Norton 5. Barats, "Two Faces of Power",
.'■merlc&n Political Bclonce (eview. ?ol»56, (December 1962),
PP.147-152.
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situation provides more ocopo for the intellectual because he ©an

o aerate under the umbrella of TAUU, which also provides a channel

for the articulation and dissemination of his ideas. The variety

of political comaent&xy in the columns of the Daily Hews and -:q"ds<y

Hews suggests that criticism and diverse interpretation can be

subsumed under a general statement of support for TABU and its

objectives, although clearly, explicitly anti-socialict or anti-

ulazaaa view cannot. The existence of a clearly formulated,

receptive, and changing ideology of utamaa. and policy statements

such as the !,..rusha declaration", "iwongoso", and 'Education for

Celf-ielianee", provided the intellectual eith a critical stick:

which can be used to belabour those who seem to he diverting

Tanaanic from its socialist course of development. The situation

is different in Kenya and Jtganda. In Kenya, sessional Paper lio.10

on African Socialism initially aroused debate, and the KPtJ

endeavoured to keep this debate alive. But JCAHU as a moribund

party, and Sessional Paper Ho.10 as at beat only vaguely socialist,

are incapable of providing on umbrella under, or channel,in which,

the intellectual can work and develop a penetrating critique. The

limits of intellectual activity generally mean that in Kenya, for

example, the intellectual does not deal in a critical, specific way

with questions of increasing social Inequality, class formation,

and land redistribution.

Another major consequence of extremely severe limits is the

inhibiting effect they have on the development of intellectual
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thought and maturity. This is certainly conspicuous in the Kenyan

case, where relatively few, and mcrocosmic analyses of the

political economy and society have been undertaken by local

Intellectuals. Of course, one can concentrate on the whole issue

of cultural nationalism, which receives philistine government

support on occasions.^ as an issue, however, it is perhaps

moribund, and certainly incapable of much development. If we

examine the work of Okot p*3itek, for example, we find basically

a continual restatement of the same position - from Ink Tax and

ong of Lnwlno through to Two Gongs. There are others, including

Philip Ochieng, Aloo OJuka, and Hgugi wa fhiong'o who have shown a

clear progression of development in their work, but who have also

experienced a rough Intellectual passage. This stems essentially

from their discovery of larxism, and the possibilities of its re¬

interprete, t ion and renewed application in the socio-economic

conditions of Kast African societies. But generally, what one finds

throughout much of Africa is the repetitious, seemingly endless

process of re-otatwaent, leading ultimately to stagnation,

certain kind of growth occurs. However, it is a growth in relation

to the interpretation of the past.

1. Tor example, !r. J.S. tburu, the Sairohi Provincial Commissioner
and Chairman of the Aairobi Cultural society, pointed out to
Conyan Journalists that it was the duty of Kenyan writers to
come out and "correct" the distortions produced in writings on
history and culture by colonial writers. It was the govern¬
ment •e intention to encourage the country's youth to take an
interest in journalism and become "good writers capable of
writing about Kenya"a progress in education and economical,
social and cultural developments." Belly lotion, 20/7/1972,p.5*
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The oble a of a Critical Tradition.

third complicating factor, which is essentially, though not

entirely a product of the firnt two, relateo to the absence of a

"critical tradition". All ta&rui has viewed this problem aa one of

the real possibility of an incompatibility existing between the

deaanda of "nation-building" and the emergence of en intellectual

heritage. The first, at least superficially, demands self-

cejicorship and the avoidance of dissension. Tho second inquires an

"atmosphere of dissension and public debate".* The incompatibility

lies, faarui suggests, in two fundamental fallacies of what ho

terms the unanimous consensus-avoidance of conflict argument. Tho

first fallacy is tho assumption that avoidance of conflict is the

same thing no national integration, which really "consicts in
2

accumulating the experience of peaceful resolution of conflict".

In relation to this, fezrui adopts the liberal notion of the market

place of conflicting ideasi "One form of such conflict is vertesl

debate between speech-—aakore or open controversy between writers."^
The second fallacy stems from a failure to realise that "tho process

of building takes a matter of several generations".^ il&srui argues

that if "nation-building" is thought of in terms of several

generations", the apparent contradiction between nation-building end

1. lasrui, 'i/iolence find Thought. p.263.

2" Ibid.. p.?75* Stated briefly, this argument is that a
unanimous consensus, whether enforced or not, and the avoidance
or stifling of conflict,in a plurtd society is necessary for
tho achievement of national integration and nation-building,
find hence for development as well. It is the view expressed
in the nation-building rhetoric of most African governments.

i. Ibid.

4. Ibid., p.276.
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tli® conn traction of an intellectual heritage can be resolved.

For "they become an inter-related .process. And you cannot build

a significant intellectual heritage worth being ro aeabored by the

next generation unioaa you refrain from stifling the creative

instincts of the present generation.

lozrui's concern about the construction of a critical and

intellectual tradition is shared by maqy others. In a speech

delivered at a Kenya Across Club gathering in larch lib?, the Kenya

Vice-A resident and Minister for Home Affaire, Sr. Janiel Arap loi,

suggested that a fundamental identity of principle existed between

the Government and the presst "there is no issue of principle or

fundamental social purpose on which the Government and the Press
2

have any cause to disagree." The implications of this passage

troubled . hilip Cchiong, who argued that it oontained a "contra¬

diction of the Government'o stated belief in Press freedom". The

correct interpretation to be placed on the passage is that the

dotermination of attitudes (or editorial policy) to issues is

government-cponsorod. Ochieng cited as an example the plight of

the Ki ll opposition. .bile admitting that ho had no evidence of

government directives to limit news apace for news emanating from

the opposition, ho did .snow that it didn't receive adequate space.

The tenor of Government-created obstacles for the KP(J had filtered

down to the press. According to Ochieng, the Government and

!• Ibid.

2. Philip Ochiong, "The Kenya Press - Ge Fuet Agree to Disagree",
undcy Nation. 23/3/1969, p.6.
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politicians adopted a political (even party) partisan view of

criticise, which precluded the idea that critical thinkers who were

not career-oriented could operate. A society with a "Critical

tradition" is healthyi a good newspaper is "a nation talking to

itself". In this respect African newspapers had failed, simply

because they have "failed to engage us in honest self-criticism".

-eth adegala, the Kenyan television producer and poet, is

concei-ned that Kenya has committed itself to a typeless society"."''
lie envisages the intellectual providing a cultural direction for

the developing nation, out is afraid that the forging of a cultural

direction by intellectuals may well be misinterpreted by the

government as a rebellioussstance.

how what I'm asking the politician is that when
more and more intellectuals speak out, when at
last it looks as though we may begin to get come
cultural direction, for the politician not to
cut off the intellectual's head and say this is
rebellion.

Similar fears have been expressed by the former Sunday liation

commentator, Aloo Ojuka. The publication of en article by

Christopher Mulel in March 1971 on Kenyan leadership and foreign

nolicy brought a. sharp rebuke from Dr. Kjoroge Mungai, the 'inieter

for Foreign Affairs. OJuka interpreted the message of Iungai's

response as

all, boys, If you have any praise to shower on
your Government, out with it and bravoIt if
you have none, then shut up.2

1. Interview with Beth Adag&la, Sunday Nation. 2i/j/l?69> P*U»

2. Albert CJute, "Mungai and the right of journalists to
question policies", kunday nation. 11/4/1971 * P*7»
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like Cchieng, Ojuka nxrues that Kenyan leaders almost Invariably

equate criticism of government performance end policy with a lack

of patriotism. In doing this they endeavour to establish that

there exists a direct relationship between the / frican country and

frioan leaderships "that tho African leader and the African

country is one and tho sane thingIw The identification is

patently false, but useful as n means of diverting critical

attention. 3ut Ojuka argues

hat Ir. Tulei did, and what I believe every
. frican journalist must do, was to raise funda¬
mental questions regarding Kenya's potential
vis-a-vis the performance so far of Kenya's
leaders. There could be nothing more patriotic
then this.

delations between local press and government have been marked by

b "pathetic credibility gap" which is manifested in the divulgenco

of material to foreign journalists rather than local people.

According to Awori w& Kataka

there has over the yearn developed the impression
th&t our political leaders think that no Kenyan
working on his own could criticize the country,
policies, or that everything in the country i®
so orderly that whichever Kenyan does criticise
does ao at the behest of the country's foreign
enemies,1

In an article in the Tansanian Standard. Philip Ochieng at setae

length took up the question of the barriers preventing the emergence

of a critical tradition. He bemoaned the fact that journalists

wore unable to inform the reading public fully because of the atrait¬

jacket through which they received news from public officials. But

1. Awori m Kataka, Letter, daily hation. 7/3/1371.
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r. lore neriouo critic lea was that the ideas which Journalisto

threw up for public debate "were never followed up adequately by

members of our "thinking public".'-* This reticence was .partly

due to an increasing sensitivity to the disparity between TAh'U

policies of socialism and self-reliance, and the position of

potential public critics. It ie safer for academics, civil servants,

and members of the parastntala to discuss sensitive issued relating

to socialism in private, rather than in the public arena where the

risk of victimisation is high. Members of tho "expatriate loft"

h.- ve probably been more affected then moot and the vulnerability of

their position - "the constant threat of being dismissed if they
•9

oppose certain varsity policies and. practices", io ever present.

Ochieng contends that those who are stifled find gagged are the "very

s ao people who are committed to TAhU's policies on paper". The

stifling of the "committed ones" enables people in key iwssltions to

"consolidate their positions of power". As a result, a situation

obtain® whore few people do tho thinking, and most leaders want to

copy "unintol1igontly" their ideas and pronouncements. They

provide the creatively thinking few with little stimulus, and do not

help themselves to think independently, critically, and creatively.

The latter behaviour is, Ochieng suggests, n legacy of colonial

1. Philip Ochieng, "hounds of rilenoe", The standard. 7/1/1972, p.4.

2. Ibid. It is interesting to note that Cchieng's article did
not provokj a response in subsequent editions of The standard,
thereby very fittingly illPirating the malaise of lack of
critical enquiry.
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education which trained the civil service to "behave aecbaaioally

and unquost ioningly"« There exists an overriding need to dtallenge

"foudalistic and bourgeois assumptions". T Z'J policy will only

be served by people who ore prepared to "play the role of an

iconoclast", systematically breaking down the legacies, the false

images "incurred by feudalist!© and capitalist teachings". in

order to build the tradition of a "healthy society talking to itself

about itself" - in other words a critical tradition, people oust

euisist in criticising intellectuals, thereby either reinforcing,

modifying, or rejecting thoir ideas.

This concern has also been talcen up by S»S. Mushl who views

critical thinking - representing "an attitude as well re an aptitude

of mindi the mind that is open to impression, a mind that is ready

to learn and to make fine distinctions or rendering judgments" -

as distinguishing the "scientific" from the Unscientific mind".

Critical thinking i® inextricably linked with "modernisation", whose

history iB probably the "history of the development of critical

thinking, whatever liar* and larxiots may say".1
Mushi points out that in the African context, criticism has

had negative connotations. It has been associated with fault¬

finding end captioueneaa to the extent, as other writers such as

chieitg, iulei, Cjuka and -^ataka have realized, that the critic can

be representod m unpatriotic. This negative view of criticism

has been reinforced by the glorification of the principles of

1. Mushi, "Critical Thinking and Jevelopment", The tnndcrd.
January 1?» 1972, p.4»
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'unanimous consensus* and 'universal acclamation*, which receive

their justification, not ofily through reference to values which

operatod in traditional society* 'bai in the consensus on tanjo?

national policies ... vital for national integration"* . 'die

lunhl accepts the legitimacy of the 1- tier constraint on critical

activity* he considers that it can be carried to excess. hfcon

pressed too far, the principle of unanimous conaonsus is counter—

•.rodactive, producing a ":.eo~traditional political culturo which

prefers "superficial consensua to a critical analysis of issues of

national imix>rtnnco". Tanfiania has created a neo—traditional

political culture which has achieved a "reasonable Measure of success".

The .principle of consensus has, however, been hampered by Ryerere's

otross on the importance of * oolf-oriticisa' and the role of

'freedom* and froo discussion in national development. Jut as yet

the attitude still prevails that criticism is basically a vice -

cei-tcinly not a useful contribution to development. The perfect

consensu® model of developaent is unrealistic* Moreover, it can

uoee an obstacle to development by discouraging

a critical casesauent of issues and probless, end by
consciously suppressing constructive criticism of
their action in an effort to create & false image of
unanimous consensus*

ccording to lushl, at the root of this hostility to critics!

thinking lie the influence of African traditional values and norue,

especially to authority and, the modem, western-derived "theoretical

dichtoto.ay between politico and administration which permeated

(African cocietieo) during the period of western acculturation'.
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The reluctance end refusal of civil servants end members of the

parastatale to participate in discussion of public issues,

particularly in the moss media, is a function of this dichotomy.

The reliance on a few leaders for ideas stems from "the traditional

principle of universal acclamation of leaders"*

-v.rf:iirft ijy of the Intellectual ub-». ulturo

A fourth factor which complicates role-definition and the nature

of intellectual and literary creativity is the ..Uirginality of the

intellectual oub-culturo. Intellectuals share a social :nd

educational experience, alienation from dominant and subordinate

classes within their societies, similar identity and role definition

problems, and a basic pre-oocupation with similar intellectual

issues, which provide thea with a certain sub-cultural identity.

There is a unifox-mity of life style, but this is not really

distinguishable from that of other educated groups, including the

middle level solarlet, within the oetty-bourgeoinie.* In Aairobi,

1. In l-kxrxist literature, petty-bourgeoisie referred to those
strata which could not be included in either the bourgeoisie
or proletariat* They existed in the middle ranks or inter¬
stices of a developed capitalist society and usually included
such people as small property owners, shopkeeper*, small
traders, lower ranks of the intelligentsia and members of the
liberal professions. it was never a ruling class, nor even
a stratum of the ruling class. In contrast, in iiast Africa,,
it was the potty bourgeoisie which led the independence
struggle and came to control the state apparatus, thus becoming
a ruling class, albeit one subordinate to the external inter¬
national bourgeoisie. In Kenya, this situation has been
considerably modified by the emergence of a local bourgeoisie
which has strong but dependant links with international capital.
Power, as far as one can ascertain, lies with a relatively small
ruling group centred on Kenyatta and his Gathundu court in a
way, leys has suggested, which bears a strong parallel to the
Jon&partist state described by Marx in the 13th Bruaalre of
louia Bonaparte (c.f. Thivji, Tans&niat The Class Struggle
Continues, p.22)* In Tansanla, on the other hand, the
bureaucratic sequent of the petty bourgeoisie has, according
to hivji, emerged as the ruling class.
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uracil of tne infoxnuol intellectual contact centres around tiro

university senior common hoot, the L'orfolk Hotel, brumier's Hotel,

the vJtaiB thxque Jar, raid the Goethe Institute# the clique which

abound refleot occupational and educational, and even ethnic back¬

grounds, rather than coranon ideological orientations# This is

principally a function ox" the sis© of the stratus, end the limited

number ox* places whore intellectuals can meet in congenial surround¬

ings. xn Tanaania the situation is different. the concentration

ox* intellectual activity on "the Hill" ox" the -Jnivoruity of Jar-es-

halaaa, combined with the much more systematic concern with analysis

.and ideology, has produced groups such as thoso which disseminate

their ideas through Choche and .-ia.li aa.ii# and which possess

iuoologicel rathox* than an occupational or educational integration

and identity# Hut what essentially gives intellectuals their

identity as a sub-culture is their "deviance" in their professed

criticism and rejection of dominant class values# This is re-

inx'orced by similar life experiences, and common identity problems

and intellectual concerns which are the direct product of the

colonial enperienco and the nature of the nao-colonlol situation.

The intellectual sub-culture or stratus is also identifiable

in terao of the occupations of its members, most of whom are employed

in universities, tho press, and publishing, or are still students.

Relatively few work for tlx© government in the sense that they arc

employed in the upper echelons of the state apparatus, although some,

such as All ilassrul, 5 imoon Ominde, and Cyrus Hutiso, any be called
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upon at time® to part icipate in governmental commission one-j trice.

Generational differences, a© previously argued, are important.

Many of early generation intellectuals, clone with those who

attained intellectual maturity in the 1950s, control key political

positions in the state apparatus in Fast fries,. Those from the

pro-independence generation occupy many of the most importr-nt

positions in universities, the press, and Major cultural organs,

although they are generally outside positions of political power.

For meet intellectuals, and especially those of the post-Independence

generation, their position, in terms of power and access to those in

power is marginal and weak. In Kenya few intellectuals are member*
'

•;.. .. »*t>~ •

of Kfjnit and its atrophied, moribund condition prevents effective
y . ■ > . t y '

penetration. In Uganda under Cbote, intellectuals, vhHo generally

denied access to positions of power, were often called upon to provide

assistance.

fhile the intellectual stratum's position is on® of margimliiy,

this can be modified by the intellectual inclinations of political

leadare, and the nature of party organisation. Although many years

ago# MbJyu Koinange and Joao Kenyatta had pronounced intellectual

inclinations, they are, apart from the occasional mundane pronounce¬

ment on culture, aloof from any intellectual debate, end occupy toy

positions in a system characterised by a "culture of silence". Tie

response of the iecya Government to specific intellectual criticism

has been one of repression and censorship, if only in an informal

way. The only Government ministers able or prepared to respond to
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ox'iiiclsao in an xntelloctui.il aannor (at least since the death of

i'0.4 dboye) have been Ivai XibcJdl and Julius Piano, both of whoa

have an academic background. la Uganda, on the other hand,

l-clationo between intellectuals and the Cbote government were

profoundly conditioned, as ..viaarui ha® pointed out, hrl the

aspirations of two men - Cboto, and his cousin and political ally

akenn Moko, the Head of the Intelligence Lervice at the tin©."1
.x>th uon aspired to two foraa of respectability - socialistic

respectability and intellectual respectability. r&rtly in order to

satioiy the twin ambitions "both turned to that top floor of the

Faculty of ~ocinl Sciences at Uakerere" which houses the Departnont

of lolitlcnl '• cionco. lasrui otates

Fortunately the Departaent tree ideologically diverse
in any ease. And some degree of radical applause
did ring out from that floor as Oboto began to shift
leftwards, in hie policies. Some®abere made then-
selves available to the iresident and his cousin
fkona Adoteo, almost as part of the intellectual wing
of Cboto'c party.2

..haed ilohiddia, fash Tendon, and Ckello Oculi, along with Pieho All

and for a time Change lacbyo, formed the core of an informal Cbote

"think tank" which was concerned priiaarily with isouao of socialism

and expressed its views frequently in the ooluans of ghe People.

Cbote achieved socialist credibility with the Common dan*s

Charter and the liakivube ; ronouncoaents• His intellectual success

e&ae with the "highly innovative" Document Kuabor ft on the represent¬
ation of the people."* ...kem ..doko, a key figure in the evolving

1. Jlasrui, "Political cience and Social Commitment", p.6.

2. Ibid., p.ll.

i. Ibid.
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intellectual radicalism in Uganda, also hungered for a twin

success. oyaptomatic of this longing were his attempts at writing

in blank vox's© both the events of 1?66 (Uganda Crisis^) and tho

affair of Jrian lee, and his challenging of Uiarui to a demote in

the Pompala Town hall on the role of intellectuals in the African

2
revolution. according to :4asrui,nkena Adoko "was not specially

gifted in ability " but "ho did have the capacity to be fascinated

ay ideas, and cultivated the friendship of at least one gifted

member of tho department of Political Science as an intellectual

companion.""*
both Oboto and Akena Adoko arranged and encouraged some long

sessions of intellectual conversation with political scientists,

sometimes indeed with the entire membership of the department at

lakerdre, In spite of hio superficial anti-intellectualisa end

distrust of political scientists as neo—politicians" or

politicians aanques, Obote had a Bide which "put a special premium

on the value of discussion".^ There is abundant evidence to

suggest that his emphasis on "government by discussion" was not a

mere exorcise in cynicism. That he himself was prepared to engage

in debate is illustrated by the letters he sometimes promptly wrote

on encountering something he disagreed with, M&srul, for instance

soys

1, Csmpslat Uganda Publishing House, n.d.

2, -co pp. 462-64 and pp. 497-84 of this thesis for -„kena
doko's and Uasrui'o contributions to this debate.

3. Ifisroi, "Political Science and Social Commitment", p,12.

4. Ibid., p.14.
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I used to receive long letters from hie, arguing
out some point I had made, or asserting his own
counter views on a variety of public issues. One
of his letters to me was thirty pages long, foolscap,
single r,'\aeo. Much of the discussion In that
letter concerned Transition ao a swsgasine in an
'fric n context* Much of the discussion also
thrashed out certain points raised in Transition
about "boto*s 1767 constitution. There was no
doubt about it - Obote loved debate

Obote invited political scientists to thrash out with him certain

aspects of his "Move to the Left"# Members of the Political

cience Department! and hmed lohiddin and Yash T&ndon in particular,

had closely discussed with Obote the draft of The Common Man's

charter. Intellectual involvement in such activity, apart from

enabling the intellectual to socially implement in a limited way

his ideas, also probably influenced conceptions of the intellectual

political role. Yash Tandon, widely believed to have been Obote's

principal adviser with the drafting of The Common Mem'a Charter,

has noted that

African governments are still busy writing their
oaaional Paper Ten's" and "Aruaha Declarations"#

"Capitalism", "socialism", "freedom", "equality"
and "justice" are much talked of in the developed
societies, but their meanings are largely assumed.
In frica thoy are still by and large empty boxes
with competing contenders for their occupation#
The intellectual's role in Africa, an seen by its
governments at least, is to help fill these boxes.^

In Uganda under Obote they wore, with government willingness,

endeavouring to do precisely that.

1. Ibid.

2. Y. Tandon, "The olitioal Scientist as en Intellectual in
Africa", University of loet Africa Social ciences Council
Conference, 1763/67, p.273#
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In T&rmania, a well-developed TANU party organisation with

active branch membership, has enabled people such as alter Sgoye,

J.P. ilxmde, and Hornedi Leeso to disseminate their ideas through

party channels. lounger Tansanian intellectuals such as losa

hivjl, Heroub Othaaa, larim Hlrjl, Henry iapolu, and . . Hahiga,

have been active in the proscribed U. . . ... and the campus

branch of the T'iilJ Youth League (TYL) • But the chief product of

this involve sent has been intense ideological debate prove'ted by

the publication of papers such as 3hivji*s seminal Tanac-nla, 'ho

llont Class trug-ale. Symntoaatic of the marginality of the

intellectual stratum, has been its reliance on methods of influence

and channels which, in .almost all cases, reach segments of the

petty-bourgeoisio at homo, and a substantial publio located over¬

seas - newspaper and journal articles and debate, public appearances

at, for instance the Goethe Institute in Nairobi, and perhaps the

occasional radio and television appearance.*

Intellectual Isolation from Urban and duml labouring CIoases
In terms of education, occupation, and life-style, the

intellectual is generally a member of the petty bourgeoisie. His

educational and occupational background and life style divorces him

from his mainly rural or village origins, and from the mass of rural-

based oeople. However, hin rejection of both petty bourgeois 3snd

bourgeois classes leads either to n situation where he discingtes his

1. Of course, in Tansanic there is no television as yet, although
..anuibar is about to get colour television.
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intellectual energies, or to on identification with thou© who while

politically conscious, lack both the intellectual apparatus and

channels to effectively express their diasatisfact ion. The

intellectualoubjcctivo class consciousness, or identification

with rural and urban labouring classes, is understandable in two

u*..1or ways. Firstly, those intellectuals who experience little

difficulty in relating, or producing a unity of thought end socio**

political role or action through on adherence to 'iarxlnti, recognise

rural and urban labouring classes as at least mtotively revolution¬

ary and progressive classes. In the case of those of Asian origin,

there is a racial diuonsion to this. Thus, Xutub rCcssa-a expressed

the view that ultimately the only path for last African Asian® to

follow is a socialist one.* It is only in this way that they can

break down their social and cultural isolation, and reduce the

antagonisms aroused by their monition within the Kenyan econor^y.

2
feither the liberalism of a Bahadur Tejoai, nor the passivity, or

even the uncritical sycophantic mniings of those anxious to preserve

their financial interest®, is a viable solution to the noeitlon of

the 3ast African Anion. India does not really offer a hone. And

neither does Britain. The only solution is for the * elan Intell¬

ectual, and Asians in general, to identify fully with the aspirations

and struggle of the African labouring classes. recondly, a

cultural nationalist ouch as Okot o'litsk, while concerned with

1. Interview with Kutub lannen, Jfairobl, 12/7/1 >73 •

2. See for Instance Tejani*© novel, lay after Tomorrow (Hairobii
LJiXj*
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growing educational and economic divisions within society, views

the people en aasae, not as a potential revolutionary force, but

rather as the repository of the true cultural heritage from which

Intellectuals and educated alike have become alienated. The

psychic element of this identification is similar to the type of

guilt-aechrninm lucidly described by Fanon in both The .'retched of

the rrth1 and Toward the African devolution* In the colonial

situation, the reaction of aany educated Africans who found thora¬

cal vee intellectually assimilated, but not socially accented by

those whoa they had modelled themselves on, wan to seek "salvation"

and forgiveness in a return to the sources or roots.

This culture, abandoned, sloughed off, rejected
despised, becomes for the inferiorisod an
object of passionate attachment. There is a
very marked kind of overvaluation that is
psychologically, closely linked with the
craving for forgiveness.2

However, instead of the abandoned culture becoming the sole object

of passionate attachment"f the largely undifferentiated masses"

become the new peg on which the intellectual can hong his guilt

feelings about cultural alienation and intellectual arrogance."* One

senses the operation of this mechanism in the caao of Okot p'iiitek.

As Chris ..anjala points out

1« .ee especially Chapter 4» "On National Culture •

2. "itociaa and Culture", voward the -..-frican revolution *,how Yorks
Irove Press, 1967), P»41 "

i. The class basis of this arrogance is discussed in relation to
Latin iuaertea by Paulo i-'reire in his re&fewar of the oppressed
(Harmondsworthi Penguin Books, 1972), Ph.I. A similar
situation obtains in Africa where the 'elitist" nature of the
education systems, combined with dominant leadership notions,
imbues the tertiary trained African with the idea that ho is
destined and equipped for leadership.
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■Though the traditions a writer like Okot talks
about still survive in the countryside, he talk#
about then with a longing and distance only
peculiar of people who have been away from the
villa®® for some tine* Thus he feels separetod
from a golden age and tho god# of his elan.
Thio la the reason why one would argue that there
is a contradiction in what Oicot advocates in his
songs, and how he actually lives his real life.
l,o wonder Gkot is joro at hone in h&irobl than
at his village in lulu.1

bother a larxiat-Ieninlst or a cultural nationalist, the

intellectual's identification with the rural and urban lsboxring

classes rarely gets beyond the realm of rhetoric. Social and

cultural obstacles interpose themselves between intellectuals and

others, thus preventing the emergence of what Froire terns
p

effective 'dialogical" relationships. The Intellectual ia not

in a position to play a "Robin Hood" role cha r?.cterisrtically ployed

by "semi-charismatic figures who can rally around then disadvantaged

and confused people","* nor to become one of !fobobnvn*s social

bandits.^ The Robin Hood role exists in a situation where older

patterns of obligation have boon eroded, and where there is a, need

for "the assertion of new-found rights and obligations to bo ereoml
5

end moral"."' The typical "Robin Hood" acts in the name of r public,

1. " lienetion in todera lost frican literature". Papor presented
to the oepurt-aeat of history, University of Lairobi, 2'-)/11, 1172,
pp.?-3» ctually Ofeet's demcinatlon Is deeper than the
■gaum®* auggeats. vkot'e father, a ©utechiot-teacher, r:m airay
from his village as a youth - as such Okot has no village.

2. Treire, Pedngopy of the Oppressed, pssetm.

4. See .J. Hobsbrvn, "l-rcllto (196?) and : rhrnltivo Rebela (1959)
for a tiiocuuuion of the securing and nature of social banditry.

5. Ibid., p.124.
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"or oome wide and relatively significant grouping that manipulates

virtue, defining it in auoh 0 way that it derives from en attack on

authority'.1 However, culturally and socially (end aprticlly)

removed from the rural and urban laho urine olasi ®n, the intellectual

is more likely to he viewed by thea ac a deviant than as a Hobin

Hood figure. Moreover, the intellectual *9 radical appeal is

unlikely to take deep root with people who are pro-occupied with more

specific grievances which affect their daily livest tho building

of a local school, provision of water supplies, support for a

"Hnraabee" self-help project, and the reotitution of land rights,

The local politician, however mueh he may be despised, has access

to greater .arterial resources than the intellectual era muster. He

is In a position to nrovide much needed amenities and restore

recently obtained righto. At worst he can buy limited political

support? the Intellectual can really only offer revolutionary

consciousness. Cyrus Mutiso*s study of gftthuo, a member of the

"transient proletariat* gives some indication of how many ordinary

people view intellectuals and politicians. P thue organised for

Mbeya in the Tsjengo location of Keirobi. 'he "despised the

educated neople who she claims did not Join -tboyn's -arty until it

became clear that the transient proletarians had already arovlded a

2
framework"• An activist during the *tau "feu period, she was

attracted to the party and Iboya by the proaise of free land and

!♦ Ibid., P.J25-

2. G.-C•'!• Mutiec, "Fsnon, Kathue and the Failure of the 'frlccn
.evolution- , , orlu, Jol. ;.o#7 (1971; .74»
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schools. A bitter di3illusiorcient followed the realisation that

the promisee would never materialise, Ka.thue says

Ke followed the politicians because we expected
a better life, but ws have found out that all
politicians are liars. The only sincere
politicianawac Iboya , who paid some of his
organisers about 45 dollars a month in the
later years out of sympathy* lately we the
little people switch parties because it is the
only way we get Toad.*

The African politician poeseeaoa an important odvanta<ge over

the intellectual which stems from the fact that he is ostensibly

the bringer of independence. Ae such he has acquired a legitimacy
o

denied the intellectual. The . fricaais&tlon of politico and of

bureaucracy created a state of inueourity for the academic and

intellectual, who saw his age mates and junior age oots (some of

teem former students} increase in wealth, status, and power. This

was accompanied by the realisation that intellectual workers were

outside the institutions of power, find despised by tho bulk of

poworholdero.^ -hu-themore, they had no formal basis in tho

"traditional" society to draw upon* Correspondingly, there

developed an increasing interest in buying societal insurance and

recognition either by allying with politicians (to get upper echelon

civil service and political positions}, or by moving into the world

of commerce (beer hall®, butcheries, retailing, and real est. to).

1. Ibid., pp.71-2•

2. G.C. U lutiso, "..frioan ocio-.olitical rroceou* A odel
from Literature", in Pio irimu and Andrew Gurr (ode.),
.gad: -.esthetics (Kairobii iUuii, lP7i} p.li4.

i. Ibid., p.lii.
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foreign Intellectual deooanltion and Validation

The intellectual's cardinality and lack of recognition in

hie own society, coupled with the difficulties of defining; a

viable social activist role, is exacerbated by a cultural dependence

which has isnnt that the "parish literati",1 as lutiao refers to

then, derive most of their class rewards from the recognition

awarded thee by their international counterparts. Books, journals,

and art-works are consumed overseas, and even the recognition of

one's worth as a creator of culture or ideas depends so ouch on

overseas publishers, critics (Jlli Jeior, Gerald loore, Jahnheniz

John}, conferences, and lecture tours. a cutting reference to

this made in Bukenya's novel, The reople'a Bachelor.

The speaker ma a poet, perhaps Africa's leading
poet after the dissolution of -enghor's tlgrltuda
... One of the achievements for which this muse-
inspired son of Africa could claim distinction
was that he had never written a complete sentence
in his career. But Anericen and British ~

connoisseurs said he waa veraTSod" "t'-fr"italics

The plaudits accorded All lasrui - Africa's leading political

scientist and Bast Africa's foremost intellectual - also demonstrates

the process of external (metropolej cultural validation. Clearly,

this reputation and cultural validation has only pertly been

established in Bast Africa, where his publications in local journals,

membership of editorial boards, public lectures, nevmpr per articles,

and "clashes" with Hilton cboto aroused public interest. Jut hie

1. Ibid., p.117.

2. Austin Bukenye, The people's Bachelor (Kairobii II, 1T71/•
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reputation is built principally upon foreign recognition - through

publication and perfunctory "jet-eotting" from conference to

conference* A closer examination also reveals that this

recognition is linked with ideological considerations. iiaarui'c

expressed liberalia-a, and his "cultural engineering1', "nation-

building", terminologically-ridden academic work, fits comfortably

into the mainstream of American political science* Fellow k-st

African political scientists and academics ore much more begrudging

in their praise*1
International recognition by foreign radicals raises many

problems for the radical intelligentsia of Tanzania, 'Use

romantieisetion of Tnnscnirn redicslisa by foreign Intellectual©

(what Masrui refers to as "Tansaohilia") is a type of recognition

and 1ionization which is often not really Qualitatively different

from that given by t&li Beier and Heineuann to frlcen writer©."*
As Henry -aoolu has pointed out, the contributors

conscious of this external interest, but are basically concerned with

tho radicalieation of people in Tanzania - not Irs urooe. They

1. For the Beat African reepense to Masked see H#M* Othiaan,
,! li un-rui xieconaidersd", dast j.rrica Journal* vol.VlX, ho.6
(1970), pp*4'3-50, and laaes Jr. Hariofei, "'friern Thinkers
Versus All Ucsrui!, irtunsition* i.o*45» Vol*9 U>74;» pp»95-63.

2* xli ..kusrui, MToxHHaphili&*> in V"ioleaoe and TheuaUt, gp*2p3-
267* Originally ouhllehed in' l!^^iWon, 7ol.71, !To*31,
1967.

i* It should also be pointed out that expatriate academies and
intellectuals were in large aeaeure responsible for the
emergence of $&• radical intelligentsia in P&nnania. ~ee
Chapter X, "The Tenser ian Radical IntelligentBio", of this
thesis*
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writ© for politically conscious students at the diversity end

for those who, having contribxxtod to Checho and Maii ia.ji and been

active in either the students* -'evolutionary Front or the Tanu

Youth league, are now dispersed throughout in vrriouc

nositione.1 Foreign 1 ionization, while not solicited, noses a

number of problems for the radioed intellectual• It can contribute

to the development of factionalism within the radical intelligentsia

through external support for different ideological positions,

local ideological, difficulties, rather than being rcsolved through

praxis, may bo exacerbated by the cbaapioning of "correct" linen.

It can aloo complicate the already sensitive position of the

intellectual who has no firn bonis in society and few intellectual

channels for the dissemination of his ideas* This iroblem is of

pressing urgency, given the effective TAFU control of ansa media,

including publishing outlets.

For those intellectual© who, unlike !a»rui, have been xxnable

to get recognition and validation at the interactional level (that

io, presuming they have wanted to), three alternatives seen possible.

Firstly, they can fall back upon the unresponsive national setting

and seek recognition there. Secondly, they can turn to their loci

"ethnic community. And thirdly, they can manipulate cultural

trc ditionn for international recognition. The last, a type of

tourist recognition, is aided by publishing houses such as Heinearnn

vrith their African iriters lories, which help determine the types of

1. Discussion with Henry 'o.polu, diab trgfc, 20/2/1974*
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themes the intellectual tackles. As both yi K!wci rmah in hie

novo! Pragments1 and Cyrus itutioo in hie commentary on that novel

have recognised, African writers "manipulate the content of

traditional culture for their own gain from their international

friends. The images of the Cultural Prnedon and Pelrfield Pound-
2

etion among others, are very much with us."

a,nd ? ^terature

The intellectual's position of mrginality and. lack of

recognition in his own society ha© been intensified by the emergence

of a popular literature which has served to both emphasis© his

inability to tap a large local nubile and to challenge his historically

determined social activist intellectual role.

Popular, rather than overseas and limited local intellectual

recognition and validation has not been readily forthcoming for

.act African writers. However, the situation is changing with the

emergence of the popular novel which is able to tap a secondary

school leaver public formerly addicted to Imported oopular writing.

Charles Pangua, a ^enysa-born, Pakerere and Oxford graduate who now

works in the Invory Coast, is the forerunner of this new development.

His first novel, Aon of oaan. dealt with the chaotic life of Podge

Ilunyuj from his orphaned childhood in the shanties of Nairobi ? to

his youthful frequenting of brothels? to his days at iakerere and

as a corrupt civil servant and finally, as a seasoned prison inmate.

1. Joston* Houghton Jifflin, ueprinted by Nairobi,
1974. .rmnh, author of the nowerful novel, The /■cavij-'ful Ones
^r© *>ot let bora. a Ghanaian who presently lives in ja r-ee-
Palaam, Tanzania.

2. tutieo, "African Socio-political Process", n.H2.
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Ton of iosaan has sold over 75»300 copies and Mangua's second novel,

A Tall in the louth. over 10,000 in the first few seek® of its

publication,1
The initial intellectual response to ,Iangua#6 success ha© been

mixed, the most virulent criticism coming from Christopher lulei.

In the cam of on of p#aan tulei "quarrelled with Mangua.*© diction

because it is a fine example of cacology fed on noo~colonicl1st
2

pulp." And, A Tail in the louth "gives ua a glimpse of the

colonial mental havoc wrought by the colonialists and their heirs. ^
Hie fundamental objection however is not based on aero accusations

of cacology and seatoloqy. Its roots are deeper, and lie in the

realisation that the success of langua's novels is symptomatic not

only of continued ideological dependence, but of the penetration of

.fricon cultural production by capitalist production and sales

techniques. Hulei states

That iongua's books are popular no one can argue?
but this is hardly surprising whon wo daily
witness the alarming number of colonised minds in
the country# ntortrinacnt has, and. continues to
bo, a vast, monopolised industry in which hundreds,
oven millions of pounds arc invested. I don't
mean here, but the ominous signs are there.
Capitalism, having destroyed the basis or which
the popular art of pre-capitalist societies had
grown, has erected t huge and most profitable
industry for supplying the masses with a substitute
art made for and by the people end loaded with an
ever-increasing triviality.^

1> belly hat ion. 4/2/1973, p.l.

2. Christopher Mulei, "Hntertainment at What Price?" The undry
post, 4/2/1973, P.14.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.
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Mluropean critic, Patrick Ponder-Cudllp, failed to graop

the Importance of this point, and argued that Inlet effectively

wanted to keep African literature a© "pure and undofiled, serious,

educational and morally uplifting'', and the "exclusive t-reserve of

literature students and university graduates".'*' He sur/ieeted that

•tvn/pja had struck a "blow against western cultural imperialism by

challenging the neer-aonopoly of iter.tern novel® in the popular
2

market". That .langua Buccoodod in the latter is indisputable.

That Hangua1® success struck a blow against Western cultural

imperialism is much more doubtful. Jon of oman brought in its
J (

wake iuruah'e llevdr forgive lather. Ruheni'a lliat a Life! and
5 6

The -future headers, and leja iwangi's pill ,4e uick, the latter

throe being published by Longmans and deineaarm. 11 represent

part of the phenomenon, of which foreign literature still is the

dominant part, which lulei is condemning.

The emergence of popular novels such as on of -oman and he t

a i>ii'el has had the effect, Chris anjala among others argues, of

exploring the theme of individual alienation while at the same time

divorcing th© writer-intellectual from the traditional communal
7

reeponsibilities of the artist.1 In "healthy holistic societies',

1. ratriok render Cudlip, ».magna's novel a masterpiooo of anti-
colonialism" (letter), The -ridgy Post, 11/2/1173, p.S.

2. Ibid.

i. Eairobit >,st African literature Bureau, 1772.

4. a irehi? Longmans, 1172.

5. Londont '©inemann, 1173*

6. London* Heinomann, 1173*

7. C." . najela, "The Bast African Triter and Society", "'enya
historical Review Journal, »ol.2f l.o.l (1174), pp«3>-6.
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Ho Irian suggests, the dominant aesthetic sens© ia the communal

or social one which ie developed in the authentic artist by e

"process comparable to osmosis to be inspired and guided by it."*
In pro-colonial African society, tho artist and oral poet, as

a manipulator of visual and linguistic symbols, had a recognised

role in the social group. He expressed the needs of hi© (social

group, and ordorod hia own experience of social reality, although
2

within the often narrow confinea of the dominant literary forms.

Because members of the social group usually shared a common ideology,

the poet could use stylistic devices, subtle innuendo, metaphor

and imagery without losing contact with hio audience.

The position of the poet and artiat, and systems of patronage,

differed from society to society. In some societies poets wore not

readily distinguishable from their fellows in terms of training,

reward, and position. In others, poets, while employed like their

fellowsiin agriculture or cattlo-koe ping, were marked out by their

expert skills on special occasions. ire-colonial societies

characterised by greater economic and social differentiation wore

able to support professional poets, grioto, or praise singers. In

the kingdoms of the -iulu, ; otho, Congo, of .est Africa such as

!• iio t.irimu, "An Approach to Black Aesthetics", in *.iri*e and
Gvoevt p.53.

2. dor example, the lyrics of the heroic epic recitations of the
nkole suffered fro® a rigid repetitive structure heavily

clogged with nominal phrases, which gafre the ooet no scope for
narrative or emotional depth. Ben o burnedu, "The Background
of mlora Afrioan Literature", Ibadan. 22, June 1566, ■ ,46-5-3.
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tiioat of ABhoati and tho Isle.-aic eairatea of the Eauaa of : orthcm

Nigeria court poo try, with professional poets, flourished.1 In

other oourt aociotioa, tho poet dojjen&ed on private enterprise,

and wandered fro.3 patron to patron relying on his wits. i.wnhili

poets, as hi to3^ points out, appear to have lived in or mar the

uain ccAtrco and close to tho plantations, and to have enjoyed the

patronage of wealthy Arab landowners, it could be tonetatively

argued that aa hili poetry, and raore generally the literary tradition,

oristed oyrabiotically with Arab ruling groups until iho early 20th
9

century. The destruction of tho slave trxlo, and tho break-up

of the plantation eystera, with the resulting decline of Arab

econoaio and political power, undoninod both the social aystoa and

the aystea of patronage which had sustained tho literacy tradition

for centuries,

diilo the position of the artist and poet, and nystouo of

jk-tronag© differed froa society to society, the artist and poot

pcrforaed basically the sane typo of clearly defined and recognised

social role. .he oat, whose function was mainly didactic, served

as a value integrator, minteiner of historical continuity (through

gonealogic recitations, hiiHorieo-legendoxy traditions), social

structures and social cohesion. Swnhili literature had a 'function

in the daily life of the 1 wahili as it was often quoted, and recited

1. for a discussion of poetry and patronage, see Huth
Oral literature in fric. (London* Oxford Jhivorsity rocs,
1970;, Chofrter 4»

2. .ilfrod ihiteley, wrhili. Tho itise of a national laajgunge
(Londons cthuen, 'pp.24-25•



on special occasions".1 deligioue poetry vne publicly intoned for
©

the enlightenment of the masses. The inspiration of tho early

poet especially was Isle a, and "Islamic culture and thought impreg¬

nates all the early verso"In this way the poet was a typo of

conscience, drawing people's attention to the limitations of the

material world and the glory and serenity of the spiritual. 'or

ex: vie, :yyid . .bdullafc bin .,11 bin Looir in his famous 1 r. ;i-.11

(vhe oul'c ..wakening), used the decline and fall of late as evidence

of the tranoitorinesa of life and the futility and vanity of the

factorial world. The Lvah.ili poet didn't operate from outside

society. He wrote from within, as an integral part of society,

. 1 though at times ho joeoesecd sufficient critical detachment to turn

his critical and satirical powers on individuals, and social

behaviour in general•

The integrr tion of AfTiccJi societies into the capital1st system

with its consequent effects on production methods, employment

patterns, and the division of labour, together with Christianity,

wastorn education, and foreign languages, produced a fundamentally

altered relationship between the newly created group of colonial

intellectuals and their society, and helped "provide a perspective

in which the artist is no longer a 'cey and central figure in the

social group"/' Colonialism initiated a process which had begun

Jen jmppert, Traditional ■ -yah11 1 00 try (ieideni T.J. Brill,
1967).

j.yndon .Harries, bwehlii oetry (Oxfords Clarendon *rose, 1962),
p. 24. *

Hhiteley, p.13.

•lane uraneon & ...Inn wlngewood, The '.'oclology of literature
(Londont Paladin, 1972)» P.94.

1.

2.

1.

4.
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in Juropc ac early as the 13th century. As Diana L&urenaon

points out

Capitalism evolvea an ideology in which the
artist does not have a vital an intent®!
function to perform ho fools therefore
edged to the -eriphory of society, encouraged
to produce diversions for leisure houre,
literature of entertainment, escape, or
naturalistic social reporting that does not
constitute a fundamental challenge.*

opular African literature fall® into this -pattern, and as

such, prevents way writers frosa effectively realising their ponited

role of social activism, which is ofton rationalised In terms of the

socio-political role of the oral poet. »'ortea such as } on of omr-n

rnd ->hat a Ilfei negate the role of social activism. The liter ry

intellectual's struggle for self-definition, including a progressive

social activist role, demands that his work should have a serious

purpose. It should delineate the mture of major social formation©

and their relations, rind provide literary and ideological solutions

to the most important questions of the time. literature, whether

in Journalistic, poetic, novel, or dramatic form, poeoossed a

serious social and political purpose during the nationalist ohr.se.

To view literature primarily as a medium of entertainment ifi to deny

the heritage of social criticism, activism, and responsibility.

. nd yet, the success of iangu&'s novels, and their ability to tap a

large local public, is perturbing for the intellectual, if only

because it raises profound Questions about the rlationship of the

writer to specific publics, and to the nature of the literary language

1. Ibid
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and fora he uses. The probleu hat boon stated as thus by Atlono-

Odbi&abo.

who lesson fro.i all this is that perhaps the
widest section of our rending nubile reada to
bo entertained, and not to be informed. This
be in,? the ease, the writer who wants to change
society with the people aunt surely find out
how to rochormel the thinking of our readers.1

'artainly, coae fast African Intellectuals have given serious thogght

to the oroblea.

The writing of newsnaper articles by eeoolo such ea O'cot

* 'Htek, Tabes to 1 iyong, ihsted 'Iohiddin, All tosrui, and illica

chieng reflects a desire on the part of saijgr intellectuals to

reach a oubllc they would not otherwise roach in their books r.d

contributions to Journals. There are inherent dangers, nevertheless.

hile "*o nay cm-rlly clisai ;;; r -to*- :.n •' objection th- ? ""it

for exnnple, ia frequently "caught up In irrelevant newspaper

2
debates", we cannot overlook Purr's observation that Okot, because

ho has beccae a rubllc fi-uro identified with the oreserration of

traditional culture, has been pushed into defending, in an over¬

simplified manner, a position which he believes to be far more

couplex than newspaoer readers."* lany intellectuals, including th&

w hili writers Heraedi Lesco cad Cuthbert Oaari, draw a distinction

between the types of contributions they cake to newspapers which are

1. . . Atieno-0dhiaubo, "The lead hrvdoof Uhuru forship",
Jwsara, /ol.i, fo.4 {1)11), p*6i.

2. rocton ling, "A Hot© on the delov-nce of Literature to ociel
clonce", Jjoliso, /ol.l, I'o.l (197ii> P»ll»

3. ^ndrew J. 'Jurr, Interview, unday l otion, 7/5/1372, p.31.
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designed to ii&ve some sort of immediate tsapact, and those wiixeh

re intended to mint&in more permanent litercry values. This

distinction is reminiscent of that aade qy Oerger between propaganda

works which have an urgent temporary function, and those which

"o :ibrace contradictions,!.1
fhe fepyan poet Jored Angim has written that "every artist is

a dreamer, but we see: to communicate our dreams, end attempt to

transform thou into a reality11. The task of converting commitment

into a literary for a is thorny t "You discover that there is no

prescribed form, so you start to experiment." fhe recognition that

the writer cannot go to the fara just once and "ex poet a harvest"

irovidoa a stimulus to literary experimentation, and the adaptation

of literary form for aore effective communication. Angira says

that

ihon you discover that the poetry reaches nowhere,
you try instead to take theatre to the oxiro-riatod
peasants, or to tho 1unpsnpro1otarlat, or you go to
read ballads to tho compradors hoping that they will
loam that clouds symboli^e r; in. You most lively
fail, but you don*t fold your arms and say "I
surrender* ho. You put something else,
orose-cum—poetry • d

It is necessary for the writer, he points out, to understand the

changes within his oocioty if he w&nta to be an agent of change,

although unlike Georg Lukaca, for instance, he is extremely vague

about the ways in which the writer should approach social reality

1. John ier-'-er, Art and devolution (Hanaondsworthi Penguin
Bootee, 1969)t p.55.

2. Jared An.;ira, i/riting", in Gurr end Calder,
r itera in ;:st frier. a.75,

3. Ibid., p.?l.
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end realise its complexities and contradictions to his work*

instead, ho is only able to surest that the writer's outlook

should, be reflected to a "mode Of reaction and to constant

literary experiment tioa." .ngira himself has not explored a varioty

or flMBWi* Apart from some short stories, his work consists of

volumes of poetry such as Juicer. gjtd ilent /oicos which are

impenetrable by, and inaccessible to ordinary people. There is in

his ease a profound contradiction between his larxisu-loiitoisra ancl

hie literary creation which effectively revents tho latter from

uevoloptog into a revolutionary force.

In his discussion of the historical sense and creative

literature, ,.tieno Adhiaabo extends Angirs'e argument by noting

that in a society tom by major conflicts and convulsions, 'the

historian imd the literary nan find themselves, if they are to live

relevantly at all, participating. hat is generally termed

engagement leans to this context that each individual historian

or creative writer is to concern himself with the way society has
2

developed or failed to develop." for the nfsican writer with

"artistic sensitivity" the question of commitment or non-commitment

is not one "that arises at all", simply because he becomes caught

up to the confliots of hie society. .ith historical justification,

...tieno suggests that there is a correlation between demands for

commitment and societal tensions? it is only to stable societies

1. Ibid., p.74.

2*
...... -tieno-: lhi; abo, "The Historical 3©ns* rr ' Irentivo

literature", in 3urr and .-irlau, .1 c: esthetics, pp. u4—:i5«
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tim% vj:i "attitude of non-ooaaitaent can crystalline' . b© is

careful, liowover, to indicate that co.rait.aent should not be

confused with immediate political activity, nor with "aoaly-

. southed * cqutescence . Above all, & historical sense aust prevail

in production. without alluding to other writers, and without

exploring in any depth the implications of this view, , tieno is

thus making a point which has concerned along others Lvtecs,

iucien Golcfcwum, Arnold Htvuser, George Steiner raid John Berger.*

, iieno recognises that there appeare to be a contradiction between

the writer us & "visionary" and the demands of revolutionary

activity end of the present. The contradiction, he infers, is an

unreel one if the writer is concerned with hie relationship to

the people", for such a relationship renders questions of posterity

and the future an irrelevant one. Above all, Atiano is concerned

that the writer should crests out of the "specifically historical"

by deriving, in Lute.cs phrase, "the individuality of characters from

the historical peculiarities of their age". He thus not only

bro cues • lectio* of ad: tin on to reach i er ublic, but

also the question of the actual character of the portrayal

contained in the literary work. The two, he fails to note, might

however be incompatible.

.'or c brief discussion see G. . "'cove", •/fricen olitlcal
literaturei The Literary Intellectual in eared of an
.audience", Joliso. Vol.1, do.? (l?74)» pp.^5—7?»
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Tntell^ct-a&l ctivlt and /ir-contlrnxitier, In ocial

ihile not perhaps as important for certain types of intellectual

and literary works (many literary and intellectual works are directed
*

at a Q3o.ll, limited public or sub-culture which clearly influences

their fundc lental nature; market conditions help determine, or at

least favour, the conception, writing, and circulation of books and

other intellectual products. In the African situation, as else¬

where the actual nature of the public, and of market conditions in

general, Is difficult to grasp. Different languages, and markedly

different levels of literacy in thorn, widespread illiteracy and

differing standards of education, economic factors (the ability of

a person to buy a book, magnaine, newspaper, radio or television;,

geographical, ethnic, class and distribution factors, give rise to

major discontinuities in social communications procesees, and aake

extremely complex the paths by which new voluse and ideas are

transmitted, mediated, and disseminated.

Discontinuities in social communications processes, while

perhaps exaggerated in the sense that we overlook the role of

intellectual brokers, agitators, and value mediators operating in

the interstices," go to the heart of the African intellectual•«

socio-political role dilemma, as well as the language* form,

structure, style, content, and conception of his works. The

critic 1 problem is that of public, for in Saei Africa, ae in the

1# Lucion "J. lye, "Adbainiatratore, Agitators, and brokers",
ablic Opinion unrterly. Vol.XXII, (.Pell), 1953, pp.342-43.

? ee tilso G. aCQvac,""'™1 Tentative Typolory of African
Intellectuals" (Unpublished paper).
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rest of nub-erhoran 'fries, the actual although not necessarily

potential public for Intellectual products is culte snail. The

Ruths* of people tilth the coeial and educational background, let

alone the financial means and the inclination to reed intellectual

works, is limited indeed. •' Such people, m Angas Caldor has

pointedly observed, "also fori the bulk of the local bourgeoisie,

and would seem on all available evidence to prefer the cick

fantasies of James Fadley Chase or the meaningless romances of

:-yr «ton to novels about real local conditions by local writers.**

The intellectual thus finds himself addressing a relatively small

group which is probably, of all sections, "least interested in a

really radical message or © really subtle criticism of contemporary
2

manners". The expansion of this reading public is hampered also

by the small number of libraries (generally ill-stocked), and book¬

shops which cater only for the capital cities and main regional

centres (e.g. in .Kenya, hyori, Mombasa, Kiaumu), and often for a

tourist rather than a local market.

Borne '.last African intellectuals are prepared to argue that

publishing houses, by the policies they adept, also effectively

hinder the growth of a large reading public. Tabnn lo liyong,

as has c./rue 'iutiso, has recognised that the popularity of m - : incs

such as Pram, flamingo. Trust, anoar, and oom attests to the

existence of a "mammoth audience". local publishers, however,

overprice books and are so "respectable" that they think it "beneath

1. Angus Colder, "Borne Practical ; uestiono", in Gurr and Colder,
ritero in ;aat Africa. p.3i.

2. Ibid., p.34.
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tUuir dignity to publish books for the populace ." Tabun ha*

.pnderodi .hy don't wo have enterprising publishers publishing

popular, cheap editions for a ahilling? Use newsprint. Cr

tollot paper. It is not allele publishing, it is not glased paper,

it io not tho best binding the people go for. They want the
2

cheapest way of exposing the oeoreta of modern life to theauM A

nuaber of Tanaanian intellectuals have been highly sceptical about

the role of the publisher, arguing that publishing houses are

basically capitalist, and that a direct relationship of book printing

and public be established.^ This view stems froa the belief that

in a socialist society, "education is tho right for all to enjoy ,

and that tho free distribution of books is essential for this. The

distribution of cheap or free books and pamphlets - chapbooka -

is vital in terras of the dissemination of political information, a©

well pa information about matters ouch as health and animal husbandry.
n effective barrier tc tho development of vernacular literature

is the economics of book production? there is no point writing

books if they can't got published. Ckot p'Bitok, for instance,

who io an ardent advocate of vernacular language literature, admits

1. It.Uu. 10 ; lyong, Ip ;-.vP,-,plv?r- uy :icj (M in >ii
.fcet frican Literature .Bureau, 1973), p.76.

2. Ibid., PP.76-77.

i. discussion with P.J. ifaaiki, Yu&uf 0. Seems, Institute of
/.dult studies, Jhivorsity of Pcr-es- alaax, 7th June, 197i»

4. The Institute of Adult Studies publishes follow-up books for
post-1 Iterate students which go hand-in-hand with caapeigns
to disseminate various types of new knowledge - "srtu ni i\ £y&"
for example.
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thut .away of the small language groups ia .m*»t Africa "have not

tuo slightest chance to publish vernacular novels or bot ca of poena

oiaply because it would be uneconomical' ."" C.cot no longer writes

in -.coli first and Stephen I.gubieh, a teacher-novelist from Ai&abu,

turned to ui&llah after failing to interest publishers in hie
2

Aitcuyu fiction* bvahili, of course, possesses long term prospects

but suffers, in the short-term, from the absence of the inter¬

national market which books in mxgl ic»h can reach.

The above factors accost in large rueasure for the pronounced

disposition of most contemporary intellectuals and writers to use

uropoan languages - especially Jnglleh and French, and Juropeon-

derived intellectual and literary forms. The choice of the

winternational" public has contributed to a continuing state of

external recognition and validation. It has also influenced many

of the conceptions and themes contained in the literature, and given

rise to the oft-expressed objection that ".most writers had cm eye

too much on the foreign reader and tended to write sociological

accounts of the particular socio ties they liv&& in.""* According to

A odallah hgororo, the writer lino been caught up in the foreign

system of commercial hoof production with its demand for the explor¬

ation ox* certain themes, e.g. the dilemma that confronts the beea-to"

on his return home. As a result, he suggests, much of fwhat is

being churned out is the gigantic struggle of the bourgeoisie (which

is) irrelevant to the masses in so far as the African nouveru* riche

1. Gkot >• itch, frier '.: ultur .1 devolution (llairobii lacmillea
1973), P.25.

2. Gaidar, "boat Practical uestions", p.37.

j. Interview with Jonathan ?I&riara, Sunday Ration* ugust 22,
1971• P.14.
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ia i2.no adding to the misery because the national bourgeois close

is on an economic grafting roapege."1 It has been the publication

of such works which led the . aorienn writer John Jpdiko to proclaim

that they "showed & deficiency not only of continent: 1 self-

eon&clouenese but of national identification"• he elaborated upon

this theme*

im listens* in vain in these African works for an
echo of merson's and hitman's confident sense of
rational audience. For whom arc these works
written in the language of the departed occupiers?
Kot for the "niggertrash'' still sunk in the tribal
dream and the struggle for sustenance. Or for
the African whites, even more anaehroniDtically
clin-PLng to their plantations and prerogatives and
lpth century credos that justified them ... At
the moment, the 'Hack African artist, from his
niche in American colleges or iorio literary
circles, seems a voice without an auditorium,
a sensibility between worlds.'

(The absence of a ''confident sense of national audionco" stems, as

ccider argues, from the writor and intellectual's problems of

identity in relation to hie >uhlic. for inst nee, if the writer

sets his work against a "tribal" background, then he will find it

noceoaary to explain many things to those who do not chare that

background. . consciousness of an international r.udience may

bring further problems of style, tone, and forms .Jo you write

ngliah for critics in London, or for ordinary people in 1 airobi?

1. bdallah ligororo, "ivfrioan Literatures A Tel© of Two
Cultures", vho .tandord. 13/12/1970, >.4.

2. iX)ted in lib! iunone, " Jodi<e flan© a trip to :enya",
■: 11:/ Lation, 13/1/1 m> P.10.

3. Calder, ome Practical uostior.©", p.35.
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rurthor, the ft©t that school students represent & large part of

the local reading public, attest affect the attitude of both writers

and publishers to questions of style and language and, in eoac

inctancec, to the morel complexion of the wor:.^
But the absence of a "confident sense of national audience"

stems often from the fact that the African intellectual, through

his aducf tiom.l background, indeed his whole life history, has boon

"internationalized' { he has been integrated into the feetern or

even universal intollecturl culture. It is largely within this

framework that he carries on intellectual discourse and work. The

language of -.act African universities, with their still substantial

expatriate academic component, is English end this, combined with

the unavailability of texts in wahili or other vomacular

languages, ensures the continuation of foreign language intellectual

activity, with all its Implications for communication end the

development of an indigenous intellectual tradition. It would be

fairly safe to argue that what goes on in the universities is

unlikely to reach the state bureaucracy, let alone a much larger

public. hovorthcleoo there is some evidence, most of it quite

rudimentary, that filtering processes do allow for dissemination,

recently, for example, feature articles in the .minday hews dealt

with two widely discussed and provocative Conoaic Research Bureau
2

papers written by Professor Clive Thomas and Dr. Adhu Awiti. «nd

1. :ecilehabi*e whlli novel, lose ioti'o- (r&irobli u-.ot
frioan Literature Bureau, 1/71), was not included as a act

book in Tanzania for secondary schools principally because it
portrayed e: woman of doubtful virtue. one of oyn hae not
similar objoctione from educational authorities in Renyr.

2. "he two papers diecusaod were ;,dhu . witi, "Economic Differen¬
tiation in Ismam, Iringa Region. A Critical Assessment of
Peasant Response to the Ujamaa Jijijini Programme", and Clive
Thomas, "The Transition to Socialism: Issues of Economic
Strategy in Tanzania-type Economies."
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the ueci&ioa of the editors of ...il ,i.. to increasingly publish

the journal in Lvahili represents an attempt on the part of members

of the vodieni intelligentsia tc introduce a public wider than a

email university group to may key issues of ideological debate.

k at African intellectuals have been cutely conscious of the

problems which language factors interpose between their work and a

re-- ding public. Journallets, sjainly because of their daily

f ailiarity with the problem of getting through to a reading public,

have been uoot conscious of the difficulty. Ouido logom pointed

out that readership of the uaily J cwo is 1 halted and that the people

he wrote for woro primarily evaployod in the middle-level salnrlet

and upper echelons of the civil service, and in the university,

including 'responsible" students. This he found disturbing! he

thought ho would get through to a much bigger public if he wrote in

wchili. Be sold that when toriting in inglioh, "so aetimes (I) feel

I'm a stranger". In similar vein, Christopher lulei considered

hit, lajor problem as one of relating to a particular type of public,

and taking certain that ho was est. blishing the point he wanted to.

Be thought that moot wox*ks were written for a very spall public,

often consciously so. The use of vernacular languages, while

facilitating communication, could only exacerbate the conflict
2

between socialism and tribalism. It ie for this reason that : fUgi

wa Thiong*©, who favours the use of vernacular languages, writes in

1. Interview with Quido iagoue, }ar-e»~' la i, 20/7/1)71.

2. Christopher Julei, " shea will cotu begin to work for the worker®?w
iindny /cot, 17/9/1972, p.17. Aleo Interview, Bairobi,
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nglioh. lrIters ouch m O'tot p ' Jitek who advocate the us© of

vernacular liuaguagou, are much nor© concerned with question*) of

cultural authenticity at expressed through continuity of language,

than with the apparent contradiction between vernacular language

usege and fictionalise and socialism.

'-he wahllt intellectual is in w-ny respecto in a better

position than his nglieh-usinc counterpart. II© it using a
•

. ; ; a; - •: :"£ '*4 $
venv culi r language which has acquired the status of a nw jor lingua

fr net, and. which has been the 'vehicle of a literary culture of sou®

«.nticuity. '-.his literary culture, as the drt.mtiot eninn huhando

...- £.> pointed out, doea not however r-eceea- rily facilitate comtunic- lion

at the popular level. liuban&e stye that she has not been

influenced by authors such as Shabaan dobert and ; la thine .lynaapola

who use "classic" v hilit ♦•when yo i cone to writing ploys (you)

uso the natural dialogue which the people use in the society." In

trying to write plays which are relevant to the meases in general,

there are aany expression# "which are understandable to the aMSC.fi

which we can use without necessarily restricting ourselves to

Utendnrd ©fifthill." 3hfi adds

I can put across esrpresaions which can be under¬
stood by the aaseea, the people in the street,
and not by the intellectuals. bo I think ploys
especially have a big role in preserving these
expressions.1

hile last African intellectuals are generally fully conscious

of the difficulties which language factors pose for their wore and

1. Interview with renins. Muhendo, Bar-eo-balaaa, 30/7/1973.
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relationship to e public thegf t re also avaro, although to . lessor

orter.t, that the literary and intellectual culture introduced from

Europe presents a number of barriers to the proper formulation of

the '-rind o :* lii-coiirse they wish to achieve# .fric-'n literature has,

for instance, adopted European literary forms, and its creators have

been markedly Influenced hy Juropsen intellectual traditions and

the works of writers such as Conrad, Lawrence, liot, Yeats, and
1 2

Hopkins# This is not to deny that Okello Oouli, Taben Lo Liyong,

nd Ckot p*litek, etaong others, have fused luropean language end

form with tr ditioRfl poetic language, structure, tannery* innuendo

and iet; phor. In on,-; of J: •. -ino Okot successfully translates Acoli

id Ion, rhyihmc, imagery and proverbs into a satisfying poetic form

which, nlthough expressed in English, produced basically new effects

in that language. This successful fusion of languages and forma

robebly stems, c.r. David Cook has noted, from hi© "possession of two

cr more ltn, juage heritages" Which have been allowed to ' react upon

©: eh other so that new integral possibilities are created in sach".^

The ; roble t of Intclloct-r 1 Traditions

It should not bo overlooked that the language and literary form

problems facing Seat / frican intellectuals are part of r. more

1. Ckello Oculi, Orphan (Nairobi* : ill, I960) and - restitute
(Nairobi* SA;n, 1X3).

2. Tab&a Lo Liyong, ,atim Chiefs (London* Heine anna, 1970)
end .'rant*; Panor.'s Jnever. dibs (London* Heineatcna, 1971)•

1# David cook, "The Craft of Poetry* An Last African Perspective.1
i per pro; onted to the lakerere Golden Jubilee niters" work¬
shop, Jniversity of Nairobi, 1)72, p.17.



f of: wnt: 1 ;robloa confronting . .frlcan societies - the goneral

1 ck of - strong modern intolleotual tra dition of any de th*

hile it it- umifo.'tly clear thrt frier. poseoeoee cultures of

rav.i I :1 vaI richness, it did not osooni:, itth the exception

of areas which cr no under early Islamic influence, literate

intellectual traditions. As 'Torbcrt Pass in has pointed out

the great non-ientem civilizetions, nuch as
Jnam, Chin, India, the Islamic world, end
oath-Cast /sis. ... all have at the outset

(of modernisation) a fairly numerous and
differentintod intellectual class, and a
powerful literate tradition in the arts, ,

literature, religion, and speculative philoswohy."

The : bsence of • literary tra4ition in /; fric: ensured that the

frican intellectual would bo unduly preoccupied with the teak of

d ionctr ting tl at . fW.oa did possess a w-coloni."-! history, and

did have artistic, literary, religious and philosophical traditions

of considerable antinuity, complexity end worth.

?he relatively late colonisation of fast Africa lay uropo, and

the relatively late development of Jesters* tyle educational

institutions, ha® aecnt that compared to west Africa, hast /.fries

docs not have a lodern intelloctucl culture of any depth* It is

difficult, .part from the i wahili poets, early Iclc Tie refcraors on

th® -tenya coast, and a nuaber of legendc intellectuals, to nrao

-tore than r handful of intellectuals of ' ny stature who produced any

b ' ' < :s c

1. Herbert i'casin, iodernisation arid the Japanese Intellectual j
Zoom demmmtive Observations." in ljkrit» B* ''

0.-4. ■>■■■ • no. u .ttitude.- vow rd ipdorni:ft ion ( rlnceton,
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in fiins./nis and fony;; a ricii wshili literacy ,-nd intellectual

tradition, tend in J© ndn a iiagaiida tradition which is perhaps

exemplified in the vorlco of bir polo faggsreu fho attitudes of

contemporary intoiiectualo to those traditions . re, however, at

. .7 . at. ion u . -.dan tr .htion stone

from, nstong other fmotors, continued resentment or oven hostility

toward© i'^anda administrative, economic, end Intel loctucl

dominance, especially from those group© which ware subjected to a

type of .,u i'.da ©ub-iapoz-it liaa during the early years of colonial

rule. The ecubivalent attitudes toward bw&hili cultural tradition©

have divorce basest .wnhili literature was a court literature in

a basically feudal society and was closely identified with Ielaaj

most frlcan intellectuals have not been socialised into this

culture curd generally find its intellectual products of limited

relevance to contemporary socio-economic and political problems;

and modem -est . frican intellectual© are the products of ..estern

style educational institutions and the types of attitudes they help

to aould. This is not to deny that clement© within the tradition

e re adaptable to modem intellectual needs. The dominant literary

form in the wahili tradition has been poetic with a limited prose

tradition occupying a subsidiary position. Proa at least the time

of the loab ca-based poet <ivyuica, there has existed within . wahili

literature a revolutionary tr- dltion which has been extended by cote

each as flirt Abeid, !athins Mjayaapnla, Mwarutaa, and Homed! l.erso and

which has eaer-od -c r *opulnr form in wnhili per© nuch as ~<huru.
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"Mlo the utondi1 verse form has been readily adaptable to

contemporary requirements, the dominant forms within the prose

tradition have been highly resistant to change, and capable of

dealinf: with only a limited range of tho hum experience. The

. au'n.-a .. or fable forra has, for inst nco, suffered from

inflexibility. hovel writing is only In It© rudimentary etagee,

and the development of a modern literature has boon until recently
2

hindered by the absence of a written critical tradition.

Intellectual discourse has increasingly been occurring in tmhill

but this, rather t?um involving the development of in igonour.

elements of the tradition, has entailed the £-whilising, sometimes

through translation, of externally derived concepts and systems

of thought.

If one is discussing literary and linguistic traditions in

the contemporary Saet . frican situation, one is not necessarily

referring to the continuation or maintenance of indigenous oral

tradition©, simply because the continuity of these traditions is

at boot precarious. todom fricen literature derives -mainly from

uropean rather than African linguistic and literary traditions.

Certainly writers have utilised vernacular languages, imagery,

1. ?or a discussion of the utendi vers© form see Lyndon Carries,
. ootxr/ (Oxford* Clarendon i-reas, l)62)t 01;; ter i#

2. The publication of iforovi; To pan (ed.), ;eha aoa-i uu u-upilehl
yn "ir-a?iili { • —in- v ms '.r.g. vr?!} -r ! "i-iti ' .T.
>«ugo .,»i uifu ..iango, --°tu lauai
Institute for 'lw-hili leoorreii, I'VfS) has provided the basis
for such a written critical tradition but there io no
certainty about the types of critic '"! critorir to be used.

Pop ineteJMf labriol iuhumbi'tn hen translated brents
The i'retoh-.id of the ..arth int. .. iii a- v imuo j. .p, . nia--.:.
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mythology, style and structure, but these have been used in a way

which is qualitatively different from traditional uacge. There

has been, as the Algerian critic lien Cbuaaelu has pointed out, a

discontinuity of language, literary form r.nd consciousness which has

driven a wedge between earlier traditions and conteapor igr creations.*
Instead of writing;, both consciously and unconsciously within

indigenous traditions, the modern writer, where ho chooses to, often

drown on the traditional sources in an ee&eotic way, rother life* the

cultural outsider drawing upon aspects of other cultures for the

nourishment and enrichment of his own work* To write within ©

literary and intellectual tradition is both © conscious -nd

sel !C : 1 "

reference to previous language use, concents and nubjeot matter,

structure and form. One could view the literary tr dition, Tor

instance, as the lexioon writer Cctavio Pas han, as an ergrnic whole
2

within which © literary work is inextricably linked to others.

In their recourse to stylistic features derived from the formal

features of tr ditionol /.frican literature and the use of fol'-lore,

; frican writers have begun to separate frican literature from the

dominant -uropenn heritage, and thus to lay the found•tions of a

->roto-tradition« It could also be argued as Kgugi end Tubnn lo

.? iyong have, that modern . frican writing is distinguished from the

European Heritage by the unlr tenoos of its material, thtc -roviding
\

the basis of-a now tradition. it the level of thome, and to some

1. v3on Cbuaselu, "Hie Bach.-round of fodern fric.-n liter-1 ire",
~<j. ... -n. h©*22 ^Juno ljb6)t pp«4t>-p j.

3. 'OQ " -1 -1, " moc-ilnp, -• en3ix•
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extent motif, there is certainly unity. Jut tho basic situations

..frioan literature u©&lsa with are universal ones, being found for

example in Latin American and Indian literature be veil. Thus,

while the subject nrnttor of contemporary act African, and African

literature in general# may be differentiated fro 5 the uropean

heritage, it is no different from that of other Third orld

literatures. rht problem of tradition# very elexrly, is of reatest

concern to the cultural rationalist intellectuals who are pre¬

occupied with cultural identity -nd the choice between foreign and

indigenous ideolo :ieo and tr-.&itiona. iarxiot intellectuals have

boon •: ble to SwildUttt th© problem by endeavouring to take a thought

system which has assuaed universal dimensions# and .to extend i nd

reinvi x>rcto it through application in the African setting*

The problems of intellectual role definition in art frica

have thus involved a multiplicity of factors, including the lack of

attention to oet-dnde• onderco role in the nationalis t f tr le#

government stress on utilitarianism and the rvoidrrce of conflict,

and the absence of a critical tradition. Ir. addition there • ae been

the intellectual's position of marginal ity which bar beer reh'forced

by the absence ef ponular organs through which, lie can disnem' mto his

ideas, end by the lack of local recognition brought about by

longurre erf. cultural barriers, and by the fact that ho ban, unlike

the politician for example# no forml basic in society* The*0

clear

of socio-political role.
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CHAPTUH 7H

IK?. :.;J TIC GA wen ?CG PR-XIS

Introduction

Apart from the writing and presentation of academic -papers at

Conferences such as the annual 3aat African Social Science Research

Conference and Writers* orkshops, and the writing and publication

of academic books, journal articles, novels, plays, poems, and

short stories, the search for a viable intellectual socio-political

role has been manifested in a heat of other activities? in

journalism, in radio and television work, in lecturing, and public

debate. Ckot p'Bite'c and Taban Lo liyong have been active figures

at the Goethe Institute in Nairobi, and frequent contributors to the

undo;/ bat ion and Sally Nation where they have for several years

carried on a debate which has done much to determine the key

intellectual issues in Kenya. Okot also organised the iisuau

cultural Festival. Cyrus lutiso, apart from being a frequent

presenter of papers at academic conferences, appears eg an

Interviewer-panelist on /o:i*G current affaire television programme,

M i-.abo J eo" {'Today's Affaire"), ae does the historian A. Saliau

The ubiquitous li Masrui lectured throughout Sast Africa, often at

secondary schools, wrote articles for newspapers such as The loopie

and the undr;; ! at ion. appeared on Uganda television, engaged in

public debate with President Obote, edited or was a member of the

editorial boards of a number of journals including lamzo. Transition.
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and The African Review,and presented innumerable papers at academic

conferences. Okello Oculi contributed a regular column to the now

defunct The People. William Ochieng contributes to Africa, and

Sunday Post, has presented VOK radio programmes on Kenyan history,

and is editor of the Kenya Historical Association Journal. Chris

Wanjala presents "Mazumgurazo" on VOK television, frequently

contributes to "Books and Bookmen" on VOK radio, writes reviews for

the Sunday Post, and presents lectures at the Goethe Institute and

elsewhere. The list could be extended much further. What it

reveals is that there is, besides a marked diffusion of intellectual

function and the absence of a fully "professionalised" communications

industry, a search for a viable role outside that of mere profess¬

ional role.

Conspicuous indications of the search for a role are to be found

in the almost incessant discussion of role in journals, newspaper

articles, novels, and even poems. Indeed, so much of contemporary

African fiction, like that of 19th century Russian literature

(Turgenev, Tolstoy, and Dostoevski especially) is pre-occupied with

the intellectual and his personal crises, that (unlike 19th century

Russian literature) the delineation of major social forces,

including the peasantry, is neglected. The dominant assumption

underlying the discussion has been that there must be, loosely

paraphrasing Wole Soyinka's formulation, a vital relevance between

intellectual work and activities and the patterns of reality within

which the intellectual finds himself enmeshed. Coupled with this

1. Hole Soyinka, "The Writer in an African State", Transition,
No.31 (1963), pp.11-13*
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has been the explicit, and almost general, rejection of what has

been termed Western, European, or "bourgeois" notions of intellectual

detachment and uninvolvement."*"
Intellectual agreement about the need for "commitment" and

"social responsibility" does not hoisever extend to the ramifications

of such concern. The lack of agreement about these reflects the

uncertainties and problems which relate to the duality of thought

and action - the problem of praxis, and to the relationship between

the intellectual, his work and life activities, government and the

"masses". Of course, the solutions to these problems often remain

suspended in the realm of rhetoric and for a number of reasons,

including the previously discussed absence of viable structures of

dissent, and fear of government repression, do little to determine

the intellectual's actual political behaviour.

Intellectual responses to problems of role definition may

conveniently be divided into two analytically distinct, if at times

overlapping categories* first, the mass basis-collectivist and

second, the individualistic response. ifithin the mass basis-

collectivist response two dominant strands emerge; what have already

been termed the cultural commitment and the political commitment

responses.

1. African intellectuals tend to be ignorant of, or to overlook
the fact that in European societies there are traditions,
which often exist within labour movements, which stress
intellectual social activism and certainly not detachment.
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Cultural Commitment

The cultural commitment response, found in the work of the

Ugandans Ckot p'Bitek, Ckello Cculi, Ineriko Seruma, and Joseph

Buruga, io characterised by the belief that the people in the

villages, who constitute the bulk of the population, represent not

necessarily s true revolutionary force, but rather the repository

of the true cultural heritage from which intellectuals and educated

alike have become alienated. Oculi discusses intellectual and

artistic role primarily in terns of what he calls "social imagin¬

ation", and is concerned to break down the distinction between the

artist-painter, poet, novelist, musician, etc. - as a special human

being, and the ordinary human being, a concern he shares with Okot.

He suggests that "the moot common error is the tendency to single

out the poet, the novelist, the playwright, the painter, the

musician as the only artists."* every human being is a special

kind of artist.

The artist is, for Oculi

he who picks out the particles, the atoms, of
our environment and our existence, sees through
thoir qualities, characteristics, and relation¬
ships and decides to bring out a new experience, „

a new fact, from what he has seen and picked out/

The artist is concerned with smashing silences in people. In this

respect, there is a similarity between his social role and that of

the politician.

1. Ckello Oculi, "Applied literature and Social Imagination in
Africa", iast Africa Journal. Vol.VI, (August 1910), p.?.

2. Ibid.
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The politician and the artist a©suae their
social role by their ability to explode
silences in other people; they evoke
certain emotions, inspire certain patterns
of thought, direct attention to certain
areas of the environment of the human
condition#*

There is also an important relationship between literary talent

and social imagination, by which Cculi means "the exercise of
2

drawing possible patterns that the structure of society could take."

In the /sfrican situation, social imagination "is marked by a return

to the social philosophy of traditional African society".

rreviouely, the literary imagination was conoemed with the structure

of colonialism, but is now "fighting against the tendencies of forms

of socio!, economic and political processes inherited and invented

in the ethos of colonization. Social imagination ie "committed

to the rerssertion of African values ac the foundation on which

socio-economic processes shall be carried out in the new Africa."*1

It is the role of the artist end the intellectual to provide new

visions, to reassert the African heritage, not in terms of a return

to a glorious past, but in relation to those aspects of the past

which made tradition worthy of respect - the strength that is found
5

in human relationships based on dignity and pride and respect.

1. Ibid., p.9

2. Ibid., p.10.

i. Ibid., p.ll.

4. ibid., p.14*

5. Cculi, as with other cultural nationalists, manifests a
peculiar form of inverted larxism. Instead of changes in the
mode of production determining, or helping to determine the
nature of the cultural and ideological ouperotructuresof
society, it is the cultural and ideologic?. 1 superstructure,
already changed by new modes of production and the colonial
cultural impact, which provides the basis for future economic
and social development.
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For Ceuli then, the intellectual, like the politician, is an

awakenor of consciousness, At the root of this consciousness,

which arose to reject the distortions and denigration produced by

the colonial system, was the replacement of the rejected by "African

proposals aimed at serving the true African needs".1 Cut of the

now consciousness emerged proposals which fall into two main

groups* first, those which address themselves to the psychological

aspects of the issue j and second, those which address themselves.
2

to the "substantive aspects of the issue". The "psychologists"

are basically preoccupied with the mental "diseases" and "paycbol-

ogioal poisons" which had been injected into the African through

learning processes in the colonial context.1 The "substantives",

rrther than being concerned with the impact of mental structures on

the colonised, have focusoed much more on the "colonial structures

within which learning had taken place".^ Their role should be seen

in relation to "Africanizing" which has meant, at least in the

university context, to "apply scholarship to African history or the

history of the African peoples with a proud disposition and with the

objectivity that only a native can muster a fuller and richer

understanding of

1. Ckello Oculi, "..hist African Intellectuals remain trapped at
the surface layer of current events", Oast Africa Journal,
Vol.V, Uo.2 (li?63), p.31.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid., p.32.

5. Ibid.
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At the forefront of this Africanizing process have been the

"purists'1 - historians, students of ..vnhili and African musicol¬

ogists in particular - whoso work has been specifically focussed on

a "micro-African field of interest".1 Social scientists, Oculi

sup-eats, are to be found at the foot of the "purist continuum".

Cculi is essentially arguing for an intensification of the "purist"

approach, but is also aware of its pitfalls. It is necessary to

"keep up with the tempo of the mmentus of development". However,

the concentration on the recapturing of the African herltc e could

divert attention from another major concern. lie says that "we have

been denied & clear and objective view of the development of human

society and history of ideals and events for a long time? now that
2

we &re free to search and see for ourselves, let us delve.""

iany kiat African intellectuals have moved from the cultural

commitment to the political commitment position. Philip Ochieng

and Aloo Ojuka are two such cases, Ojuka, in his earlier writing,

suggested that the notion of "objective withdrawal" which supposedly

characterizes the bourgeois ©pooh in the eat is "running out of

vogue", and is of little relevance in the African context. The

African intellectual, as a concerned leader, should avoid abstract

speculation and articulateness. He should set and react end make

as his major concern the study of black aesthetics - "all that is

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., p.34.
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beautiful in black life - intellectual, social, material culture".1
This study should take place within a historical spectrum to

discover what was the nature and form of the beautiful in traditional

societies and how this has been transformed and distorted by the

"colonial experience and the slavery epoch, and how it faros in the

post-colonial situation'. The concern with black aesthetics,

however, should not remain suspended at the level of intellectual-

isationj tho intellectualism must bo reintegrated with practice

through popularisation.

This discussion of intellectual role is obviously informed by

a cultural nationalist-black aesthetics rationale. In later

writing Ojuka moved away from this position to one concerned much

more with the critical-analytical role of the intellectual. Tor

instance, in a reply to Atieno-Cdhi&mbo'a criticism of the "self-
2

styled left-wing intellectualiem" of Kamundia— lule1— juka, he

elaborated upon the perception of hie role*

Tor my part, all I can say io that I have tried
diligently to use that Sunday Nation column to
analyse and than inform my readers on the most
pressing problems of our societies. A programm¬
atic critical analysis of the prevailing
conditions is a critique of those conditions, and
is on integral part of any meaningful process
that seeks to change the conditions.3

1. . loo Ojuka, "Thinkers lust Aloe Be den of Action", undry
Sation, 20/6/1971, P.7.

2. >U- » tieno-Odhiaabo, "The Dead and of Uhuru .;orship",
Jusnra, .ol.i, Lo.4 (1971), p»6i»

i. Albert Ojuka, Vutile Into11ec tu&l ism J A ::e joinder to
tieno-C-dhtarnbo'', duaarn. /ol.i, ho.4 (1971), P»75»
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The came sort of shift is discernible in Philip Ochieng'e position

although, in his case as in that of many other African Marxists,

cultural nationalist strands are never completely transcended. At

a time when he was starting to am "beyond his cultural nationalism,

Ochieng suggested that tho intellectuals have an interest in tho

"whole cultural fabric".* Hie impersonality of their work "puts

them in the ventage position of being able to see the whole
2

cultural panorama of their people." As a group, intellectuals

arc in a position to both analyse and remove the "cultural rot"

and its causesj "the attitudes inured in our minds by middle-

class values such as private enterprise and the sanctity of huge

personal or family property.They represent a mirror through

which the development and inadequacies of culture can be seen.

However in Africa they are In a dilemma5 "either their modes of

expression are anathema to tho very masses they represent" or they

are addressing n public of political leaders who never bother to

read their works.^ In his more mature Marxist position, Ochieng

had moved to a stage where he could talk about the need for a

worker's party with an intellectual component* "there must bo a

proletarian party - with revolutionary peasants and revolutionary
5

intellectuals.

1. Philip Ochieng, "Charting the Nation's Culture", The Standard,
20/11/1270, p.4.

2. Ibid.

J. Ibid.

4* Ibid.

5. Philip Cchieng, *i:hy Pari Marx is relevant'7, unify hews.
14/1/1973, P.12.
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ccording to . ':ena ; doko, formerly Chief General ervice

Officer in the ligan&a 'iinietry of Public Service and Cabinet

Affairs, Africa is in the aldet of a revolution which consists of

the war against feudalism, vested interests, and foreign economic

exploitation.1 The objective of this ill-defined revolution is

to accord "every citizen in any African state equal end unqualified

opportunities for the enjoyment of his Political, economic and

social freedom.'' The intellectual is someone whose prime duty it

is "to obtain and express the truth"! he is possessed of the

capacity to use hie "knowledge to see the essential identity in all
2

things" and to resolve those things "in terms of a few principles",

lie plays, or rather should ploy, a key role in propagating the

African revolution but has, Akena doka argue®, failed effectively

to do thio.

The failure has at least three major roots* first, the fact

that intellectuals "are not very much concerned about knowing

Africa"!"* second, the intellectuals attempt "to make applicable to

this continent theories and ideologies that cannot work here"? and,

third, the failure ia related to a fanaticism about foreign ideologies

which is due principally to attempts at prooelytisation by the groat

powers and the nature of the colonial educational and employment

situation." Apart from being amongst the initiators of the

1. K. Akena Adoko, "The Role of the Intellectual in the African
Revolution", Anst Africa Journal, Vol.VI, I'o.i (1969), p.17*

2. Ibid., p.20.

j. Ibid., p.22.
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revolution, intellectuals have a didactic zoic; they are the

"educators of the masses to understand the nature and purpose of

the revolution".1 Because the .mesas are preoccupied with daily

living, and handicapped by a lack of education, they are ruled out

"completely from ever being able to master any ideology to

revolutionise their social conditions". Akena Adoko thus reveals

a most un-.': nonist arrogance bred by the very education systems he

condemns. He states

The position of the intellectual in African society,
his training and educational background, are such
as to enable him to master philosophical and social
truths about the world and to use that knowledge to
guide and influence the masses.2

Akena Adobe» like so many other intellectuals, has been imbued with

the idea that it is the tertiary trained African who is equipped for

leadership. As Freire has pointed out in relation to Latin America,

but with an aptness in the African case

they (the leaders) almost always bring with them the
marks of their origins ... their prejudices and their
defoliations which include a look of confidence in
the people's ability to think, to want and to know ...
Cur converts ... truly desire to transform the unjust
order| but because of their background they believe
that they must be the executors of the transformation.-*

Alcona Adoko note- that African nationalist politicians believed in

the people? he eeeas loath to share such a belief.

In sharp contrast to the views of Adoko are those of ! yerere.

Both accept that intellectuals have a "vanguard" type of role to

1. Ibid., p.21.

2. Ibid.

3. Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed. p.j6.
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perform* I'yerere suggests that intellectuals are key agents of

change? they have "a special contribution to make to the develop¬

ment of one nation, and to Africa."* TJnliko Adoko, however, he

regards them as being essentially servants whose masters are the
2

uneducated masses. He points out, as Okot p»Bitek has been

concerned to do, that intellectuals in Tanzania, as elsewhere in

Africa, have acquired their training and skills "at the ox.jenso of

the society".** As suoh, they have special responsibilities invested
A

in them, and are required to provide a "service to the community"

in roughly direct proportion to the amount of investment made in
5

thorn. Their task is to help transform the lives of ordinary people

from "abject poverty" to "decency and simple comforts"To

perform this tack properly, it is necessary for intellectuals to

fully identify themselves with the uneducated and to be an integral

port of the society which they are changing* "we have to work from

within it (society), and not try to descend like ancient gods, do
7

something, and disappear again."1 To successfully do this, they

must accept equality, regardless of educational differences, and

transcend superiority feelings bred by a commitment to "modern
ft

technology .and modem knowledge", which lead to the denial or

1# Julius Kyerero, Ebreedom and Development (Dar-ee-Lalaaas
Oxford university Press, 1973)» p.2^.

2. JEM^j

3* Ibid»t p.24#

4. Ibid., p.25.

5* Ibid., pp.23-24.

6. Ibid., p.25*

7. Ibid.

3. JEliiSl*' p.26.
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rejection of "traditional" values and knowledge. Intellectuals

should not overlook that "we have wisdom in our pasty and in those

who still carry the traditional knowledge accumulated in the tribal

past."1
This last point is, of course, one which is perfunctorily

taken up by cultural nationalists. Nyerere is aware, however, of

the practical value of much "traditional" knowledge and cites the

example of on "expert" Groundnut Scheme which failed simply because

its planners, relying on average rainfall statistics, did not consult

local farmers about the regularity of the rainfall on a yearly or

2
oven monthly basis. The intellectual, apart from being able to

appreciate the value of such knowledge, must also ensure that if he

is not able to establish a position of leadership, he at least be

able to establish viable working relationships with those who are

in such positions.•*

The Intra-iterxlat Debate About Praxis

Such of the discussion of intellectual role in 3ast Africa,

and in Tanzania and Kenya in particular, has been taken up with what

aay loosely be termed an intra—Karxiat debate about the nature of

praxis. This debate has been intensified by the previously discussed

isolation and marginality of intellectuals and their inability to

establish a mass basis of support. This was something driven home

1. Ibid., p.27-

2. Ibid., p.27.

16id.. p.26.
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very firmly to the radicals of the ITL/tk/ut? on the University of

liar-ce-balaam campus in the late l?60c end early '73© when their

optimists about producing chance in both the university and the

broader society was quickly shattered. Carina Hirji notod that

.'or a successful achievement of the objectives
of any social movement, a necessary - though not
sufficient - condition is the fulfilment of the
principal of reciprocal interaction between the
centre and the periphery. In other words co¬
ordination and amalgamation of interests between
the leadership and those it claims to lead is a
fundamental prerequisite for victory. Lacking
this, the movement is headed towards either
ineffective petrification or collapse,*

He pointed out that one of the reasons for the failure of the

radicals on the campus was that they were "do-radicalised by isolatbn"•

hile they "shouted in the name of workers and peasants", no worker

or peasant could hear their voices. This point has been advanced

by many others as well. All tohumo, for instance, suggests that

intellectuals divorced from the people are "impotent and ineffective".

It is insufficient for them, he adds, to opt for the "mass line"?

serious ideological commitment should be accompanied by a commitment

to scientific socialist Ideology. According to ichuao, the

apparent choice between commitment to socialist ideology on the on©

hand, and the "bogey of •objectivity*" on the other, is an unreal

one, simply because the intellectual is either for or against the

people. In the final analysis, any choice is not a free one because

"either en intellectual joins in the people end the revolution or he

gets crushed by the people*s revolutionary force, for certainly the

people can and must dispense with the *intellectual• who is not for

thea."^

1. Hirji, "Militancy at the Kill", p.6.

2. li Ichumo, devolution or Romanticism" Marlite, ?ol4» Ko.l
(i;6?), pp.42-43.
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Cno strand in the debate about praxis is represented by the

Tenyan noelist, Kgugi to Thlong'o, who, in his recent work, has

moved from a Canonist perspective to a Marxist position. Igutgi,

.• long with prominent ..est African writers each as Achebe and

Hoyiaka, has noted that the African writer, at least until recently,

was in danger of becoming too fascinated by the yesterday of his

people and forgetting the present.1,1 This view was stated most

forcefully by Panoa in -The .rotehed of the Acrth when he arced of

the dangers arising from the Intellectual's continuing preoccupation

with the past.

The desire to attach oneself to tradition or bring
abandoned traditions to life again does not only
aeon going ogainfet the current of history but
also opposing one's people.2

In similar vein, Sgugl points out that the African writer,

involved as he was in correcting his disfigured past", had forgotten

that fundamental changes had occurred. His society

was no longer peasant, with common ownership of
moans of production, with communal celebration
of joy and victory, communal sharing of sorrow
and bereavement! his society was no longer
organised on egalitarian principles. Conflicts
between the emergent elitist raiddle-claso and
the masses wore developing, their seeds being in
the colonial pattern of social and economic
development.i

1. Kgugi wa Thiong'o, Homecoming (London« Hsiasaaan, li??2) p*44*

2. Panon, The .retched of the dc.rth, p.ldQ.

i. Egugi» Homecoming* pp.44-45*
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./hat intollectu'la must ro Use, as many of the youngor writers

have already done, Is that the very be sis of e "successful and

objective reclamation is the dismantling of all colonial instit¬

utions, and especially capitalism, as patterns of social and

economic development•

2
As a type of conscience of the nation, the writer must get

beyond mere superficialities, tho ephemera of present realities.

In an analysis of oyirika's satirical works, h'gugi criticises

oyinka's treatment of certain themes, and in doing ®o elaborates

upon his conception of the writer's and intellectual's role. He

states

□.though oyinka exposes his society in breadth,
the picture he draw® lacks depthf it is static,
for he fails to see the present in the historical
perspective of conflict and struggle. It ia not
enough for the African artist, standing aloof, to
view society and highlight its weaknesses• He
must try to go beyond this, to seek out the
sources, the causes, and the trends.3

?ho intellectual is muoh more than a mere recorder of events. He

4
should be the awalcener of revolutionary consciousness, and not

exempt from struggle in the political arena.

All over the world th© exploited coloured majority,
from the Americas, aoross Africa and the Middle
inst, to the outer edges of Asia, is claiming its

own. The artist in hie writings is not exempted
from the struggle. By diving into the Bourceo,

I

!• Ibid.. P.45.

2. Kgugi, "ty Protest was against the hyprocriay in the College",
On th® Carpet Interview, ■ unday nation, iarch 16th, 196?, p.16.

j. r.gugi, Horagcoming, pp.65~6.

4. Ibid., p.46.
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ho can gtom moral direction and vision to a
struggle which, though suffering temporary
reaction, la continuous and la changing the
face of the 2dth century.

However, the exact relationship which Sgugi posits between the

intellectual-writer and the ".aasses" remains somewhat ambiguous*

Clearly the intellectual is to act as a type of vanguard, giving

moral direction" and vision" to the roasses with whoa he must

2
align. nevertheless, J.gugi states that "I don't believe in

joining political parties myself" and quote© J?anon with approval

about honest intellectuals instinctively distrusting the race for

positions."* This attitude atoms probably much more from the

disillusioning history of African political parties than from a more

fundamental fear that active involvement in political organisations

compromises intellectual values.

Kgugd has been subjected to a certain amount of criticism from

Christopher iulei, another Kenyan who has moved to a "scientific"

socialist position. In his review, ,4ulei wrote that Komecoaing

runs like the bersaon on the bount. Here lies
its weakness. It is defeatlet, and even
cunning, to ta'co people to a high mountain, show
them the riches yonder, and then ©tart composing
songs of deprivation. How to end the deprivation
Is the issues there is no point, Kgugi, in
continuing to "lift thin© eyes unto the hills"

1. jLbid., p.66.

2. Ibid*. p*50.

j. l-igugi, "My Protest was against the hyprociay in the College",
p.16.

4. Christopher tuloi, "Kgugit He isn't above criticism",
The undry Post. December Ird, 1972, p.16.
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The tesit of militancy is not Mother the pen baa been used "as a

stethoscope in examining our society". father it is to bo found

in Mayedeovshy's saying "I object to being torn up, li*:e a Hover

after a long day's vortc. I want the pen to be on a par with the

bayonet."*
Jiuloi is reluctant to define the term intellectual and to

designate himself as one. lie argues that definitions and self-

perceptions are ranch leas important than the actions of particular
2

people within a oocio-oconoaic and political setting. Hence

lazrui-type definitions are of 1halted value. Despite his

reluctance to actually posit a definition, Iiie^i in effect defined
the intellectual social role in an indirect manner. He cited the

example of expatriate intellectuals such as Reginald Green and nn

Leidaan in Tanzania, who, although for him not radical, were able

to produce a vast body of detailed information for government

appraisal. In contrast, "self-styled leftists or self-styled

communists" were unable to produce the material necessary for

rebuttal. "ulei admits that this failure is partly due to the "Left's"

limited access to resources and channels of information. 3ut more

importantly, he argues, the failure is symptomatic of a more basic

flaws it reflects a continued, unsophisticated preoccupation with

general ideological issues Many leftist intellectuals are "arsa-

1. Quoted in Ibid.

2. Interview with Christopher Itulei, Nairobi, 16/12/1972*

3* Ibid.
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chair revolutionaries, novices armed to the teeth with revolutionary

phraseology" who are "anaemic in regard to revolutionary theory."*
They arc deficient in "scientific analysis" - the ability to

ex mino in a rigorous, systematic way the nature of economic and

political conditions, and develop theory and action accordingly.

The problem with tho "loft" in Africa is, according to Hulei, not

only its "pathetic weakness" and "basic rawness", but its lack of

sophistication in adapting .-alien ideologies, and .nrxicia-j ,eninisa
2

especially, to the African context. Jecause many younger larxist-

inspirod intolloctuale in Tanzania help to confuse issues, they

present a reel danger of the defeat of a viable "Left". .any of

those who belong to this group are at present undergoing a honey¬

moon with larxiom-Loniniom, but "thoir grasp of dialectical

materialism is very often patchy."* Clearly, hulei,s invective is

directed against the young university radicals of the TYI and

.la.1i and Marxist journalists working for the Daily Keys.^
In the case of .'Cenya, iulei asserts the need for intellectuals

to operate from within political parties in order to produce change

in a society where there at present no real politically viable

alternatives, The problem, as ho recognises, is that UAlfEf is

1. Christopher lulei, "The Predicament of the Left in Tanzania",
mast Africa Journal. Vol.9, No.8 (1972), p.29.

2. Interview with lulei.

j. luloi, "The Predicament of the left in Tanzania", p.29.

4. As shall subsequently be seen, iulei'o invective is mis-directed.
Young Tanzanian intellectuals such as Isaa . hivji, jCsrla Hirji,
Henry dnpolu, and Othaan have done much to develop the
intellectual and ideological climate conducive to socialist
transformation.
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*

basically a moribund, atrophied political organisation -which

consists of little nope than a number of offices end office¬

holders. Its very nature effectively precludes the radical

intellectual fro-1 operating vithin it.* Ultiaately then, Mulei

is left in f quandary» the intellectual is defined by praxis and

is to provide revolutionary prescriptions and not simply analysis$

and yet the lack of effective channels of dinr.eninr.tion and the

danger of antagonising possibly sympathetic groups with premature

r.d "raw" radical lira present an apparently insuperable barrier to

the realisation of praxis.

nothor Kenyan, >niter Qyugi, a Marxist who lectures at

"onyattn University College, diotinguisheo between two fundamental

types of literary and intellectual activities* those which help

"stabilise the status quo" and those which, "guided by Marxist ideas

of society'*, contribute to the destruction of the existing
p

"bourgeois-capitallet social order"* In last Africa, literary

activity of the latter type is only in its infancy, and has acquired

a "revolutionary function in Kgugi*» Homecoming", although that work
u

i®, Recording to Oyugi, "bereft of revolutionary prescription",

iterary activity should be intimately linked with revolutionary

praxis. It is not enough for the writer to talk to and on behalf

of the working classes?^ he must "join that ver class in its

1. Interview with fulel*

2* Oyugi, "Critical literature and Revolutionary Moratorium",
(mimeographed paper, 1?74)» p«l*

i. Ibid.

4. Qyugi tmteaa no attempt to define what he aeans by working class
in the African context*
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concerted and organized efforts to create the hegemony of th»

wording masses of the people." Mental workers hav© "remained

stranded at tho threshold of praxis - restlessly chewing the

scholastic cud of pure intellection.,?1 Somewhat paradoxically,

given that he characterises /alter Rodney as a "racist social
2

democrat who masquerades a© a Marxist dialectician", Cyugi warns

of tho dangers of intellectuals slipping into a pathological state

of anarchic individualism where they try to out radicalise one

another. He argues, without any sustained analysis, that critical

writing in liast Africa has been excessively individualistic" and

timid, and dominated by tho free competition of ideas without social

mooring and responsibility! it has been "unaccompanied by praxis".-*
Taban Lo 1 iyong is supposedly representative of such individualism,

hile he may & times provide critical insight into the nature of the

post-independence situation and colonial ills, he is unable to

conceive that his works may be "still-bom" in tho sense that they

do nothing to transform ideas into sooial activities.

The young diversity of Dar-ea-Galaam trained sociologist and

poet, Mauri Tambo, makes a similar but more refined distinction to

Cyugi between different modes of perception. The dominant mode of

perception "may well be the subtle tentacle of domination - end not

only domination, but exploitation as well-spread all over by the

ruling class.And yet, as Yaabo points out, "every oppressive

1. Ibid., p.2.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid*, p.J.

4. .lauri Yaabo, Review of Tensions by R.C. I tiru, Pan-African
Journal, Vol.If, Bo.4 (1>7D, P.524.
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ayetea has within itself those very elements that shall destroy lt.M*
Intellectual creations, sad hooka in particular, either consolidate

the dominant mode of perception, are "demolished by itH in the form

of banning and repression, or help transform it through their

rejection ad the consolidation of the "socialist, revolutionary
2

{ committed^ outlook." Yeaso adds

The principle of commitment requires that wo aako a
crucial decision « a docision that is focussod
essentially on two aitornativesi tho mass of the
people, on the one hand, and the exploiting,
domineering class on the other. Only those who
are fully committed are decisively on the side of
the people, for commitment in the context of
literature, is part and Parcel of the revolutionary
language.-*

dunning through the political IntegratIoniat, radical position,

is the view that professionals, including academics and lawyers,

should be more than mental technicians or intellect workers, tilling

their own limited scope areas of interest, This view is expressed

perhaps in its strongest fora by Xssa bhivji, in his discussion of

lawyers and intellectuals. Me argues that »meticulooaa legalism"

may indeed make a great contribution to tho lawyer*a curriculum

vitae, but does little to contribute to the "greater understanding

of the society" and help it "move towards a rational, human social

order. It is precisely the latter which should concern the

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid,

i. Ibid.

4. lasa G. hivji, "Proa the Analysis of Poras to the ^position
of Substancet The Task© of a Lawyer Intellectual", Eastern
.fries haw Hevfow. ?ol.f>, Koe. 1 I 2 (1912), pp.6~7.~"*
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intellectual of the underdeveloped world. It is only in this way

that the lawyer, as an intellectual, will in the lone term be

"socially relevant to the large masses of poo-le,"* if:, analysis

of "law forms" should help to expose the "real social and political
2

relationships obtaining in his society", and lay bare lew and

legal forms aa an important part of ruling ideology? the ideology

of tho ruling class or classes. Such intellectual analysis would

obviously antagonise the "powers-that-ba", but then, that is the

essence of commitment.

.ihivji maces the ooint that African intellectuals "cannot

always echo the voices of others." At some stage they must make

original contributions "both to the natural sciences and to the

science of society", and it is iarxista, and not bourgeois social

theories, which allows for such original contributions, simply

because larxism is a method which can be continually enriched by

"social practice of struggle against oppression and exploitation

of the African people.""' Acoording to Shivji, and in contrast tc

the position of the cultural nationallets, the choioe confronting

African intellectuals is thus not between "foreign" and indigenous

ideology but rather between tho "practice of social struggle thereby

enriching isrxism and Intel1actualizing about bourgeois theories

in support of the exploiting ruling classes."'

1. Ibid., p./.

2. Ibid.

J. hivji, Tanzania i Ihe .try, I a >,ontinuoL« p.iO.

4. Ibid.
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In oontr; distinction to tho cultural and political Inte¬

gra tionist vieve of intellectual role and social coaaitaont, there

is what I have termed the individuallet response. This bears

greatest similarity to the Xipsot, Coser, : hlls, and i arsons

notion of intellectual role. However, the involveawmt of

re presents tivec of this croup such as Masrui, T&bsn Lo Xiyong, and

Hajot Keogy, in frequent public controversy suggests that social

engagement is not anathema to then.

Intellectual Individualism

As (hris anjala points out, there exists in Hast Africa a

snull minority of writers who "refuse to portray social realities,

but choose to pursue private reality and individual fulfilment in

art for its own sake.""'' He ouggeete that Taban Xo liyong is the

banner-bearer of this "anti-iategrrttionist" group, which also

includes All .puirui and John hegenda. such a view is obviously
2

simplisticj it is most appropriate in the case of legends, but

clearly wrong in the caae of Taban Xo Xlyong v.nd jfct-rui. T&ban is

an opponent of "traditionalisa" who dismisses negritude as "crying

over spilt-ailk' while acknowledging its laportcnco as a historical

phenomenon. He also ridicules Okot p*3itek and claims that he is

1. .."anJala, "Alienation in Modem 3a»t African literature", p.4*

2. H&gonda summarises his own position in short statements he
'Wide at tho . .frican-Scandinavian Titers' Conference,
tockhola, 1?67« Hey astberg (ed.), The riter in

Modem Africa (Uppsalat The Scandinavian Institute of
.African atodies, 1363), pp.25- , 52-54»
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a, failed politician who is nursing his frustration by writing.1
lot Taben does not reject the notion of social re smonaibility»

©won though ho does oom down firaly on the side of individual

vision and critical detachment.

Tabf'-n is in mx& ways the direct embodiment or 'personification

of what ho sees as the intellectual role. la Is m iconoclastic

figuref an intellectual gadfly, who aims his often misdirected word

d" rto at current African political concents and ideologies, and

lolitical and intellectual figures. He argues that

Inflated words
sithout substance
fay raise a cheer
In the animated rally
Jut the cold analysis
Of the student's mind
ill gape at the holes 0

Current philosophies hold.4*

The intellectual's commitment to the world of ideas and to humanity

should be supreme - even if this involves harsh criticism of

government.

Yet whore the martyr is
The intellectual must bo
On© keeps his word ,

The other the word keeps.

Toban's invective is scathing when he directs his attention to

intellectuals who immerse themselves in the ran'te of the

intelligentsia - "the f&oeless regime supporting;, ©.ffice-worfcing

intelligentsia",^ and seek approval for thoir devotion and

1. Taban ho hiyoag;, The hast ord (hairobli 19&9)
pp.187-206.

2. " tudent's lament", Juesre. Vol.II, ho.I (1161), p.23.

3. Ibid., p.31.

4* Ibid., p.32#
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eoaaituont, " whether the heed stays, or strays."* If the

intellectual surrenders hie critic;.! detachment he bocoaes

The eunuch scholar
Fat with manhood beaten out*
The disguised lackey
of bourgeois power-holders.

•embers of the "faceless Intelligentsia" serve the ends of power

holders, providing aeons of social control, and justificatory

ideologies. They ore assisted by social scientists who

In the name of objectivity
hot a word passes their lips
To do with value judgment.
That way they keep .mm
And never aquwak a word

bout the evils perpetrated from tfeove*

Tsbsn argues that the writer in particular muet be prepared to act

out the role of critic and visionary. The writer not only has a

responsibility to understand the "implications of present events",

and to venture predictions about thoir future course, but to

"establish the traditions of the future."^ However, Taban is

apprehensive about the relationship between literature and politics t

•■Literature and literature blendj literature and politico produce

court artists and poor literature."-' This fear that literature

racy becouo "an a yp .-adage to African politics",^ while understandable,

would appear to possess a basic contradiction, especially .given the

1. Ibid.

2# Ibid *, p • 29«

3. Ibid.

4» The hast Word, p.66.

5* Ibid., p.169.

6. Ibid.
\
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tye of intellectual social responsibility posited by Tatvn*

Tho r: pent contardiction becomes more glaring when viewed in

relation to the following penaage.

riiero ore r. uypoeed to "be the moot eensitlve
(with ho intoned awareness) pert of the
community? where was the sensitivity of (for
example) Kigerians Mien their country was
heading for the maelstrom? Writer© ore
supposed to be the seers? where was their
prophetic eye When danger me all around? ...

.hat wore these writers doing except write
conge of goats, toads for sup, or, write about
blades I One of them was even a eewegei1

Thus Tabea's apprehension about the relationship between literature

and politics is not a denial of the role of literary political

criticism, but rather stoma from a fear that literature, if

subservient to politics, will beooae a literature of apologetics,

robbed of its sensitivity and critical function - hence his

reference to "court artists"* Teteun is not an integr tionlst.

Ho says nothing about the intellectual identifying with, or

attaching himself to, progressive currents or social movements in

his society. But like Maarui, ho does not absolve the intellectual

from social responsibility? he does not deny that the intellectual

should participate in the major debates of hie time.

For iazrui, the intellectual is someone who possesses the

"capacity to be fascinated by ideas" and who has "acquired the skill
P

to handle some of those ideas effectively." The ideas may bo

1. Ibid., p.168.

2. S^srui, "What is an Intellectual?", p.ll.
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"social, aesthetic, philosophic .1, political or scientific.''1 The

definition does riot posit t. role of social activism c-s ezi essential

defining characteristic of the intellectual, hut Haarui doe© not

deny the Importance of social activism in the African context* He

recognizes a "primacy of politics" curd the way in which this ha®

determined the nature of a good deal of intolloctual activity.

Academic, litcrfry, and political intellectuals serve an important

friction in the dissemination and application of ideas to social

needs: "all play a particularly critical role in spreading ideas
2

end giving then social relevance." The taste of the political

intellectual is predominantly one of providing the Corolicn-type

myths or ideologies which will give direction to development efforts

and servo as integrative agents* In contrast

the task of the academic intellectual is to
contribute not towards a definite doctrine at
this moment in time hut towards general intell¬
ectual sobriety. A combination of faith and
scepticism, sympathy end criticism, loyalty end
nationalism, is the dialectic of the teaching
process in & developing African university.3

There may well he a esse for academic intellectual political

commitment? commitment should not, however, he confused with

political conformity. Commitment, depending upon a combination of

factors such as the nature of the regime in power end the types of

policies being pursued, may sometime© demand social criticism rather

than compliance.^

1. Ibid.

2* Ibid#, p.12.

3. Ibid., p*15.

4. Interview with Christopher lulei, unday Pa t ion* 11/7/1971» p*13»
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It io certainly clear that Sasrui does not reject social

engagement. His whole life history is one of public discussion

and debate9 and the Jepartaont of which he was head, was intimately

involved under <.bote's, government in the major issues of the day.

.lasrui views hlonolf as a "20th century African liberal'*1 coauittod
p

to the perpetuation of m "open society". He says of his role

I believe those who have the ability to handle the
ideas aay well also have the talent to understand
some asoccto of their ideas. "y own duty as I
soo it is to try and understand Africa and to try
to contribute to Africa's own self-con rehoneion.
Africa will never understand hex-self fully unless
her sons try to be sufficiently detached without
losing oyraur.tly.J

Something further is to be found of his perception of role in his

response to a Mugcada friend who criticised him as an "ene.uy of

freedom" in %cndn boor; use his dissenting activities created the

false impression that Agenda was a free society* In reply, . .aurui

argued that tho intellectual should

attempt to mice use of whatever toleration is
available for the ultimate goal of pleading for
further toleration and right of dissent ... it
was worth trying to heet> the flame alive, to
uaint&ia a tradition of sou© public discussion
of public issues, and to encourago tho govern¬
ment in those a©poets of it® policies which
were still liberal and humane.^

1. Ibid.

2. 'lasrui, "Political olence and Social Commitment*, p. J.

J. Interview with fufltei, p.13*

4. "!osrui, "Political "clones and "octal co-taitasenta, ~r>.13-14,
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Besides, the development of a vigorous critical tradition capable

of sustaining an intellectual heritage of some cubat nce requires

criticism and the :aaintenance of a national "seminar" situation#

As an intellectual who has been given considerable international

recognition, .iacrui has been sensitive to the apparently contra¬

dictory demands of univeroalia-a and localism. At great length,

and perhaps irrelevantly as Peter Kasereth argues,1 lasrui in his

novel j'ho Arial of Christopher 0?dL&bo» examines the whole question

of intellectual creative and social responsibility within this

2
situation."

Briefly, The Tried of Christopher Okigbo is set in "After

Africa", a vast Pan-African panoply, where all generations and

cultures intex*ainglo and unite aoroso the centuries. Ckigbo, the

Siberian poet who was killed in the crash of a plane smuggling arms

to Biefra is on trial. The case against hin is that he has forsaken

the duty of the poet and intellectual towards a larger view of frier,

in the service of a cause which is local and perhaps largely "tribal"

in nature."* Okigbo*s irofeer.od universalism and individualism,

best manifested in his refusal to accent such levels as "Negro rt ,

is seen as betrayed by his partisan seal and tho cause of Bicfr' •

1. Peter llesareth, "The Trial of a Juggler", in .anJala,
. -tpi4..?oiniu. >)p.l47-*60.

2. .onions Aoineaona, 1172.

i. The iimnymm reviewer in the T-Lao-^ literary ...upelement,
flareh 3rd, 1772* p. 243 pointed out that t-tasrui begged the
essential question by in effect equating tee claims of the
"3iaf*en" collectivity with the African collectivity.

4. Okigbo rejected the first poetry prise in tee 1166 festival of
hegr© .u?t hold in Jc.far, declaring "teoro in no such thing as
legro Art."
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Gkigbo is defended by a Awahili critic from Mombasa (perhaps

.-learui hiasolf) on the grounds that both individualisa end

unirers/llom auat give place to the clcia of the African

collectivity#1 Apolo-ayaofi, a Ghanaian lawyer who is also on

trial for committing suicide whilst at Oxford, presents the

prosecution ©aae. He opens by arguing that tho great artist is

"first of all an individualists secondly a universal 1st, and only
2

thirdly, a social coilsctiviot." The life of tho gifted artist

is much more valuable then that of the ordinary man# hile it say

be true that the common nan's duty is e duty to his own society it

is eitaply untrue to regard the death of Christopher Okigbo as being

no more significant than that of an upright but aiaole follow

tribeeaon# /II life is sacred, but some lives are nor© sacred than

others.""*
In reply, Kaalsi re jects Apele-Gyaafi's tripartite distinction

as "excessively . uropoan" and points out that African creativity

derived from a "collective experience#'^ The description of the

artist or intellectual as ultimately loyal to himself and to his

individualism mist be "dismissed as an alien idlooyncracy imported

from the principles of uropean aesthetic and wrongly invoked to

passj judgment on a great African artist.In Africa it is society

1. iasrui, The Trial#»«♦ p.67.

2# Ibid#, p.67#

3. Ibid., p.63
4. Ibid., p#77*

5. Ibid.
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which gives meaning to art. Therefore, "How could Christopher

C'cigbo be deeded guilty for giving his life in the cause of his

immediate society?"1 Apolo-Oy&mfi is drawing an antithesis

between art and life which has no grounding in the African situation.

A great writer has a duty which goes beyond his own oo^ioty,^ but

this duty does not transcend that society. "Raticuml agonico"

demand the full engagement of the intclleotud,^ and such commitment
R

should not bo confused with social conformity. 'Jhlverr.el inm only

assumes true loaning whan grounded in the particularities of concrete

cocio-politiccl reality» "To fight for universale la to concretise

literature - and the fight in 'infra was Indeed such & fight.' ^
That the bldors return a Scottish law verdict of TTot .Proven"

against Okigbo indicates a certain ambiguity in lasrui^u position?

he is sympathetic to Ohlgba's plight and yet ie not fully prepared

to abandon the position that ultimately the intellectual*a commitment

should be to the universal•

Similar views to *fesrui*» have been advanced by his fonor

colleague Yash Tandem. Tandon says that an intellectual is "simply

a person who uses his critical, creative or contemplative powers to

1. Ibid., p.30.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.33.

4• Ibid•, pp.33-39•

5. ma., p.39.

6. Ibid., p.90.
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understand, criticize, examine, nonder or theorise about the social,

economic and ool iticol well-being of his community, national and

international•The intellectual i® the conscience of society*

and the guardian of the "idealM who raises his voice of dissent

when oolitical emetics falls from the ideal. In the /African carte

he has been accused, by eovernment, colleagues, and "society at Itrge"

of committing "seven sinsMi political perfectionism? objectivism?

liberal ism? leftism, especially as an uncritical reaction rv-'-inat

©stern capitalism? opmoeitionien? eoftiam? and, ivojy-towerlsa.

Moreover, because of socialization into .estem traditions of the

'miversity, tho academic intellectual's loyalty "is often bifurcated
2

between hia community end the international community overseas."

The academic intellectual risk© his oreper role, Tendon argues, if

he serves his government only a© e technician, as most American

academic intellectuals do, "helping to make an existing oolicy work

rathor than considering whether the policy Itself is right.To

1. tash fandon, "The Political cientist as an Intellectual in
• Trice.", Jnivereity of ..ast Africa, mesial ciences Council
Conference, 1963/69? p«23S.

2. Ibid., p.300.

3. Ibid., p.303# There appear® to be little evidence thrt many
-est African intellectuals are aware that Intelleotuale in

tho united States and Turops have been concerned with similar
"role''* definition question©• In America, the Vietnam -i&r,
the existence of various government "think tank®", anil the
drafting of academic® into administration, h&® provoked
intellectuals such es Chomsky, dossak, and Horowitz to re¬
examine tlx© role of the intellectual in .-meriecm society.
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notes that Ghile described a type of intellectual that sup ocodly

existed in the developing nations. These are "civic spirited,

realistic, and responsible intellectuals, devoted to the public good,

critical and yet sympathetic, interested in the political grovth of

their society, and yot detached enough from immediate pcrtisanohip.'*
This, according to Tandon, sums up very veil the ideal to aspire

towards.

The ,ilto?r.rr/ Critique of Intellectuals

It should be ao'-arent at this stage that coupled with the

discussion of intellectual role has boon a body of critical end

satirical notorial reflecting, not only an intellectual self-hatred,

but a sensitive and acute observation of how many intellectual»

actually behave* ' tiono-Cdhinbo portrays his 'eny.n colic -uae

an a .group oaught-up in a colonial sexual hangover, still ero-

2
occupied with revenge through the "phallus". He bo. s that "the

..'riter on his part ha.n fnngled out a non—historical yot functional

philosophy. The arg-nent is that in sleeping with a white ~lrl ho

is paying the national debt.""* Supposedly committed to the

discussion and reassert ion of African ct&ture end valuea, the riter
£

is still haunted by the "white imago as his reference .group".f This

1. noted in Ibid., 0,305,

2. "Political .Penis or nticolonial Sex", Jggaga, Tel.3? TTo.2
(imh p.?3.

3. Ibid., p.21.

4* Ibid. This point is also made in Jared Angina, "letter to
Philip Ochieng", luar.ra, Vol.3, ?!o.2 (im), p.16.
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is also the point of Francis iCaiaau's "The tferfault Hotel" where

radicals and intellectuals discuss with their "red-faced" white

counterparts "the eminent decadence of tho UK after the entry of

China into the Organisation (and) the host mens* to solve tho

Vietnam .sr."1 Jith them they have their e&o-boosting "fjroupies",

niniskirted, bewigged girls with "smooth and succulent thighs clad

in fish-net stocking®. The Black African intellectuals ape.: with

refined English accents as befitting graduates of Oxbridge and

Harvard and their interminable discussion with their iiite friends,

their smoking, their downing <#£ Tusker and lilrnor, renders then

immune from the harsh external reality? the "hungry ©tares from
2

pedestrians passing by« Over the road from the hotel, the

"popular national Theatre" features such nationalistic productions

as "Eioaet" and "Call He Hadea". At the Cultural Centre nearby

"the faltering notes from a beginner at a piano float thrcugh tho

windows.Outside a Mercedes Bona stands, ready to spew forth

"another two couples of our Black African intellectuals", wearing

their eend&la and Sitengo shirts.

In Peter Hesareth's in a brown mantle intelleetuclo are

portrayed as talking incessantly "about rejecting the corru -ting

effect of modem life, rejecting Tec.torn civilisation, returning to

old cultural values, ad museum. frican ocialisa' rnd

♦Culture* wore the twin barrels of the shotgun these intellectuals

1. Francis M. -team*, "The 5-orfault Hotel", Buccra, Vol.3, To.4
(1971), P.30.

S. Ibid., p.33L.

3. Ibid., p.82.
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were hunting with."1 As part of their radicalism they identify

with the £lac!c Power movement in the "Jhited states. However, if

they chose to identify with the masses in their own country thoy

certainly "did not choose to go and live in mud huts or in the
2

villages*. .Ihile they espouse the cause of African social ism and

culture, they don't hesitate to enjoy "luxurious houses, care, and

other toys of the best"."* Their radicaliea being fundamentally
A

hollow, lasts only "until they could get in on the act". ' There

is the suggestion in Juiiso's "A h vxastic Montage of the Intellectual

Broker" that the intellectual is a parasite, performing a ' dung-

beetle" rolo. Created in the colonial mould, the intellectual is

a broker and guide for the departed colonialists. educated in the

oetropol®, ho returned to the homeland and briefly immersed himself

in the mother culturei "there were opportunities in pretending

oasorious aspects of his behaviour to sit on the earth - this earth

brothers! - and listen to the old men. It was in the name of

scholarship of sociology and history of our people. This was to

lead to international recognition of our peoole ana methods, he is
I ' ' ;;v p % I" " ■. > 'lv,;

reputed to have said, but we knew that it was strictly for the

weaver birds (the colonialists, >ith juridical independence,

1. Peter Sanareth, in c. brown yn-fie (liairobi* .-ast African
Literature Buroay, 1972), o.ll2.

2* Mm p.113. j
3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.

5. Gideon ftitlso, "A Spastic Montage of the Intellectual Broker",
JBbsara. /ol.4, Ho.1 (lp7£)t P»lp.
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he watched the fielde for thd wearer birds. The rates of guidance

demanded that the guides be few? the excluded languish, criticise

the wearer bird guides, and re-oxauine end reject the inheritance

of brokerage. But they roaain their hostages.

Beruaaga points to the irrelevance and impotence of the

intellectual in Petura to the hadows.1 Awiti suggests that he

is nothing aoro than an "intellectual goat".

Cf all the fools
that lire
and toss
heads
in
innocent air

Of all the
heads not blessed
with spiritual intellectual water

Of all the eupty boskets of being

the aoat outrageous
is the intellectual goat.
The billy goat that stinks
and poos
snoops the nose about
a telle all including fteaale filth
©ticks into the aud
gets dirty _

and gets nowhere.

Leonard libera raises doubts about the ability of the intellectual

to play an effective social activist role. His novel, Voices in

the hark, is basically concerned with Gerald Tiaundu, Mans. Ljeri's

foreign-educated, writer son. Gerald is an intellectual of sorts

1. iiobert Lerua&gs, return to .the Bhadovs (London* Hcinemann,
1969), pp.141, I70*

2* 9.* • Awiti, "The Intellectual Goat", '"rat ."frier Jc'trrrl,
Vol.?!, Ko.12 (1969), P«i9. "" '
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since h© writes ploys about tho exploitation of tho masses by

capitalist society. His identification with the masses is

artificial because he is not one of them in either contact or in

life stylo* He exists in a nihilistic world. His on-off

relationship with his girl-friend, filna, the daughter of an ex-

loyalist, now rising capitalist is stormy. It is /Una, however,

who reveals that Gerald's plays are nothing but attempts to create

a living for himself by playing artistic psycho-ther ay for guilty

frlcan politicians end their expatriate experts. iilna tells

ial

Tou don't oven seen to live with people ...

And even your plcys - they help the establishment.
As long as writers just write they will do nothing
only praise one another at literary conferences and
mutual admiration groups. A good line done for
the day and you are off to celebrate. Like the
rest of them.1

Gerald denies toe heritage of '.tea ITjeri - the heritage of social

activism against social and political ills.

The crippled beggars, tho ex-freedom fLghtors in Aau I u, and

the dispossessed of independence, :cnow that tho intellectual is an

irrelevant factor in torso of changing their lives. An unemployed

youth who finds a copy of part of Gerald's play, "The Beggars'

aquad'1, thinks that

One dry when he has a big job he would like to
see a few of these great plays ... ,hen that
dream co ion true and he can afford his own five
shillings like time reverend he must to member to

1. Leonard iCibera, -/picas in the lark (Kairobii AJ-, H, 197 ■>)$
P 5.92-93.
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ask the bus conductor the wcy to the theatre
and, of utmost importance, the driver must
let hin off at the nearest bus stop for he
hates wasting time* But toilet paper
doesn*t come easy these days end he must not
throw the play to the winds again.1

i'hus, th© intellectual *s posited role of activism la Ponied, on the

one hand, by his irrelevance, and on the other, by the rejection of

the group he seeks to serve.

-y'i. "H ' V

1# xhiu.t p.llh.
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CHAPTER SIGHT

NATIONAL HISTORY AND CULTURAL NATIONALISM

It is truism to suggest that the whole movement of cultural

revival, cultural nationalism, and the written literary awakenings

throughout Africa can only be understood in relation to the political,

social, economic, and cultural dimensions of the colonial situation.

The nature and growth of contemporary African intellectual life has

been profoundly conditioned by the colonial experience and its after¬

math. As we have already seen, many of the intellectual and cultural

crises which relate to language use, literary forms, intellectual

traditions, intellectual validation and recognition, socio-political

role, and the intellectual's social situation and relationships with

urban and rural labouring groups, have been determined by the dualities

and conflicts introduced and engendered by the imposition and consolid¬

ation of colonial rule. Even more important, however, the substantive

content of thought has been taken up with the refutation of colonial

claims and ideologies, and the reassessment and reconstruction of both

the indigenous and colonially imposed cultural heritages.

Indispensable to the imposition and maintenance of colonial rule

were "depository myths" or justificatory ideologies, the internaliz¬

ation of which by at least some of the colonized was necessary for

effective control. The dominant features of the colonial situation -

the expansion of the capitalist economy into pre-capitalist economies

and the consequent development of the externally oriented raw material,

cash crop economy, cultural, political and social dependency,
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virtually non-existent social benefits, and racial segregation - were

predicated on a aeries of rationalizations which at least partly

derived from a European ideology of ^Eurocentric evolution. Central

to these rationalizations were the superiority of the white race (and

hence the inferiority of the black), the inability of constantly

warring African "tribes" to govern themselves, the despotism of

traditional chiefs, and the inability of African peoples to develop

natural resources. The dominant view, restated by two modem

apologists for colonialism, was that Africans could be saved from

wasting struggles and from their general economic
and technological backwardness only by the
imposition of stable government. Ho indigenous
power possessed either the technological or the
administrative resources required for suoh a task^
and the solution at long last came from the West.

In other words, the colonial powers were engaged in a philanthropic

mission which was an integral part of their manifest destiny to expand

into new regions and spread their civilisation.

The myth that the 'European colonialist, whether administrator,

missionary, or settler, was the bearer and bastion of civilization in

a hostile, barbaric environment, was especially strong in a settler

society such aa Kenya where a plantation system had been developed.

In FgugL's story, "The Martyr" this view is expressed by Mrs. 3miles,

the wife of a settler who was "convinced that she and her kind formed

2
an oasis of civilization in a wild country of Savage People."

Lord Delaraere justified the settler position in Kenya in terms of a

1. L.H. Oann & Peter Buignan, Burden of Empire - An Appraisal of
Western Colonialism in Africa South of the Sahara (New York*
Fred. A. Praeger, 1967)» p.162.

2. Rgugl, "The Martyr", in Hichard Hive (ed.) -.oriern African Prose
(London* Helneraann, 19^4)» p.205.
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triple set of claims. One was that the "extension of European

civilization in Africa was in itself a desirable thing.A second

was that the British race, "with a history of culture and civilization

behind it, was superior to heterogenous African races only now emerging
2

from centuries of relative barbarism." A third justification was

that the "opening up of new areas by means of genuine colonization was

to the advantage of the world.^Jven such perceptive critics as

Julian Huxley were capable of sympathizing with the "ideal of a white

island along the backbone of Africa."

After all, there is such a thing as a scale of values,
and the realization of values is the only ultimate
aim which we can perceive for man on earth. Is it
not inescapably good to realize these values of ordered
activity, cultivated mind, civilized enjoyment, such
as I see here springing up on the soil of Africa
within the tropical belt, where before was only black
barbarism. 4

However, Huxley was capable of unmasking the essential Philistinism

of the "civilizers" embroiled in their routine of "money, golf, bridge

and gossip."

Of a large and important section of white people in
'Africa, officials as well as settlers, it is not
unfair to say that the Tatler, Punch, a few magazines,
detective stories and second-rate romantic novels,
represent their intellectual and cultural level. 5

It i3 little wonder that many educated Kenyans, using such people as a

key reference group, have little interest in intellectual questions.

1. ^lspeth Huxley, White Man'3 Country (London: Catto & indus, 1935)>
Vol. 2, p.282,

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. Huxley, \frica View, p.213.

5. Ibid.
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If the colonizers disparaged the cultures of those they colonized,

they were also concerned to understand them. As Freire points out,

in a different context "in their passion to dominate, to mould others

to their pattern and their way of life, the invaders desire to know

how those they have invaded apprehend reality - but only so that they

can dominate the latter more effectively.""1 This has been recognized

by Okot p'Bitek, for instance, who has argued that functional
2

anthropology provided the "doctrine by which we were enslaved." Ali

Mazrui had, in the face of Okot's attack on social anthropology in his

African Religions in Western Scholarship,^ argued that

imperialism in the first half of the 20th century
partly through the insights provided by the
anthropologists, did set out ostensibly to build
the new on the foundations of the old - on the
traditions of society as they were found to be.
So in British Africa the doctrine of indirect
rule began to influence the destinies of different
institutions. Africans were to be allowed
concessions to their traditions and to be ruled
through their own traditional structures of
authority. 4

British indirect rule appeared as a "touching concession by a major

colonial power - a concession that there was indeed something in
5

traditional Africa worth respecting." Much of this "cultural

toleration implicit in indirect rule," I'azrui argued, "owed something

to the sympathetic recommendations of anthropologists."^
1. Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p.122.

2. Okot p'Bitek, "Reflect, Reject, Recreate," East Africa Journal,
Vol.9, No.4 (1972), pp.28-9.

3. Okot p'Eitek, African Religions in Western Scholarship (Nairobi:
East African Literature Bureau, 1971)» pp.1-7.

4. Ali Mazrui, Epilogue in Ibid., pp.129-30.

5. Ibid., p.130.

6. Ibid., p.131.
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In reply, Okot retorted that British administrators were

concerned to run their colonies with the least coat of policing and

administration. They therefore welcomed native social institutions

which were "orderly and 3<-,lf-maintaining."* Their "touching" respect

for a Kabaka or a Lukiiko was nothing more than a deceit aimed at

preserving and extending colonial interests. In a similar way,

missionaries studied African riddles, proverbs, folk tales, myths and

songs, in a search for the local name of the Supreme Sod and as a way

of breaking down the image of Christianity as an alien white man's
2

religion. Calls by critics of colonialism, often did not amount to

a condemnation of colonialism as such, but rather a3 a call for more

sophisticated techniques of controlling change. Julian Huxley, for

instance in his Africa View, suggested that administrators and

missionaries should undertake specialized training, including courses

in history and geography, psychology, science, and in social

anthropology in particular "so that they may understand the meaning and

value of the institutions and beliefs they are setting out to alter.

The concern of metropolitan powers with understanding the nature of

colonial societies for manipulative and control purposes did not end

with juridical independence, but continued in subtler forms. The

United States clumsily bungled "Project Ca**elot" for Latin America

represented the extreme end of this. More typical is the use of

foundation and government sponsored research, the provision of

1. Okot p'Bitek, "Reflect, P.eject, Recreate", p.28.

2. Okot p'Bitek. African Religions in Western Scholarship, pp.59-61*

3. Huxley, Africa View, p.344.
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personnel including government economic and planning advisers, and the

training of indigenous researchers imbued with the academic and

methodological values of the metropolitan societies in order to discern

the dependant society's future, and "thereby attempt to guide the

evolution of that future along lines that will favour their cwn

interests."*
It was important for the colonial power that the people of the

dependent-colonized society should ultimately view themselves with the

outlook of the raetropole rather than with their own - through the myths,

theories, aesthetics, economic philosophy, and history of the dominant

power and culture, as disseminated through churches, schools,

universities, books, mass media, and the administration. The more

the colonial imposition was accentuated and those colonized alienated

from the spirit of their own culture, the more they wanted to be like

the colonizer. The colonized society introjected the values and life

style of the oolonizera resulting in "the duality of the dependent

society, its ambiguity, its being and not being itself, and the

ambivalence characteristic of its long experience of dependency, both
2

attracted by and rejecting the metropolitan society."

The colonial society was set up as the model for emulation, but

placed obstacles in the path of the neophyte.^ Assimilation was held

out as a basis of equality; it was a means of overcoming feelings of

guilt and inferiority produced by the systematic denigration of

traditional cultural patterns.^ However, as the colonial world was

1. Preire, ^edagogy of the Oppressed, p.122.
2. Freire, Cultural Action for Freedom, p.59*
3. Jean Poirier, "Pependance et alienation; de la situation colonials

a la situation condorainiale," Cahiera lnternationaux de Soclologia,
Vol. XL (1966), pp.73-80.

4. Fanon, Toward the African Revolution, p.39*
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compartmental!zed on the basis of race, among other factors, the

evolue, after "proclaiming his total and unconditional adoption of the

now cultural models found himself stumbling against the rationalizations

the ideologies bolstering the dominant position of the colonizer."'1'
Intellectually assimilated, he was denied social assimilation.

Unacceptable to the society he modelled himself on, the inferiorised
2

individual often fell back upon his despised culture. According to

Fanon, "the intellectual throws himself in a frenzied fashion into the

frantic acquisition of the culture of the occupying power and takes

every opportunity of unfavourably criticizing his own national culture,

or else takes refuge in setting out and substantiating the claims of

that culture in a way that is passionate but rapidly becomes

unproductive.""^
Colonial rule had the effect of inducing a loss of cultural

confidence. It led to the withering of the creative impulse; the

destruction of many of the social and religious practices and beliefs,

and systems of patronage which gave support to, and provided meaning

for creative activity, undermined many of the conditions necessary

for particular types of creation. Cultural conquest led, as Freire

notes, to the "cultural inauthenticity of those who were invaded; they

began to respond to the values, the standards, and the gods of the

invaders."^ It can be strongly argued that the creative impulse waB

only renewed in opposition to colonial rule. The response of the

colonized to the political, social, economic, and cultural violence of

1. G. Balandier, "The Colonial Situation," in I. Wallerstein (ed.),
Social Change* The Colonial Situation (New York* Wiley, 1966),p.50

2. 7anon, Toward the African Revolution, p.41»

3. Fanon, The '.'retched of the Earth, p. 190.

4. Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p.122.
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the colonizer was grounded in the desire to be human, and to recover

cultural initiative and regain control over their own lives. For

instance, separatist churches and schools, and messianic or nativistic

movements, constituted on the one hand a rejection of the order

imposed by the ^ropean colonizer - a gesture of refusal allowing for

a sphere of independence within the confines of the colonial system and

on the other, a desire for cultural differentiation. There is

obviously a link between political nationalism and cultural protest.

As Wauthier has noted,

Throughout history, the demand for national independence
has gone hand in hand with cultural revival... the
African cultural renaissance is clearly an aspect of
the political revolution. 1

Ultimately the link between cultural renaissance and protest is not

far from a literary consciousness and protest. Resistanceto cultural

domination, and the assertion of cultural consciousness and distinct¬

iveness, finds expression in the protest of the literary mind. In

the African context, one cannot help but be struck by the literary

bent of nationalists, including Kenyatta and Nyerere, and by the

literary and cultural content of the manifestations of nationalism.

Metropolitan-satellite economic relations, besides being crucial

for an understanding of the political economy of contemporary African

societies, are fundamental in the cultural realm as well. Although we

cannot underestimate their importance, the cultural inauthenticity and

and dependence of African societies was not simply the product of

1. Wauthier, p.17-
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Christian evangelical proaelytization, mission-dominated education,

and imported ideas and values. It had its economic roots as well.

New and raetropole-derived values became structurally embedded in

groups created by the uneven penetration of capitalist modes of

production and the consequent changes in sooial structure. Cultural

patterns were transformed by new technology and production methods.

Formal education, both government and mission, was part of the

larger environment of metropolitan and colonial society relations, and

both reflected and inculcated its values, including those of "possessive

individualism" characteristic of advanced capitalist societies, while

at the same time imparting new skills. While the nature of the

economic find political relations between African states and the

advanced industrial nations is vital for an understanding of under¬

development, "much more pervasive, and at least as important for

development, though less evident, "Dudley Seers argues, "is the

intellectual element in this relationship, an influence almost

exclusively in one direction - at least if one ignores artistic

fashions."1 Through various channels, and especially through the

universities, both local and foreign, have flowed the "central

economic, social, and political philosophies derived from the

experience of the industrial countries" that help shape the conscious¬

ness of African politicians, administrators, and intellectuals. It

is the metropolitan intellectual's response to socio-economic and

political questions. Fven ideologies and belief systems formulated

1. "Dudley Seers", Rich Countries and Poor", Chapter 1 of Dudley
Seers and Leonard Joy (eds), Development in a Divided World
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1970), P»29«
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by African political leaders and intellectuals are not generally

derived from a study of the history and structure of their own societies,

but rather have involved the bringing to bear of Furopean socio¬

political theory and ideas on the African context. This is not to

suggest, however, that European socio-political theory is ipso facto

irrelevant and alienative in Africa, although the more extreme cultural

nationalists would argue otherwise. African Marxists, for instance,

are basically concerned to overthrow only those European ideas, theories

and philosophies which represent an impediment to the understanding of

African socio-economic and political reality and the development of

revolutionary consciousness.

It cannot be forgotten that cultural domination during the

colonial period, 'and the post-independence situation as well, is part

of a system of total relations. Both the metropolitan and dependent

African societies are "part of a greater whole, the economic,

historical, cultural, and political context in which their mutual

relationships evolve."* In this situation, it is not the metropole

which constructs a culture and imposes it on the dependent society,

even though its actions possess a directive character, and those of

the dependent society, whether in response or initiative, have a

dependent character. In other words, "it is not the domlnator who

constructs and imposes it on the dominated. This culture is the

result of the structural relations between the dominated and the

2
dominators."

Given the nature of the colonial situation, and persisting

relations of cultural dependence which are tied to the structure of

1. Freire, Cultural Action for Freedom, p.5&.

2. Jose Luis Fiori, quoted in Ibid., pp.57-58*
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the economy, technology transference, and consumption patterns among

other factors, it is readily understandable why cultural nationalist

strains should permeate most contemporary African thought, including

that of the neo-Marxiats. It is this which accounts for a certain

ambivalence in the intellectual's position. while he is concerned

to attack European and Rorth American systems of thought, he has

himself in an important sense been integrated into the intellectual

culture to which they belong. It is largely within this culture

that he carries on intellectual discourse and work, even if his major

intention is to dissociate himself from it. The ambivalence is often

most acuta in the case of the African Marxists, and their attitudes

to the European "left" and its ^Eurocentric thought which, although

qualitatively different, represents part of those cultures that

engulfed them, and altered the fundamental assumptions, values, and

perspectives of so many of their members.

At the risk of gross oversimplification, the progression of

modern African thought may be viewed as one of cultural reassertion

tied to political nationalism and constitutional advance in the

oolonial context - the works of Kenyatta, Xoinange, Rockerie, and

Ryabongo, through the syncre^tic cultural nationalslm of the immediate

pre- and post- independence periods which found expression in theories

of African socialism, the literary awakening, and the recreation and

reinterpretation of African history, to the more systematic analysis

of the structure of oolonial and post-independence societies. The

cultural nationalists have concentrated, on regaining African cultural

authenticity and initiative through the recovery of African history

and the selective reassertion of African values, and through
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endeavouring to break the ties of cultural dependence. Their focua

has been on the more obvious superstructural manifestations of

cultural dependence — Christianity, schools and universities modelled

on those of Europe, western systems of thought, European cultural and

literary forms, women's fashion and so on. They have, as their

Marxist critics have repeatedly pointed out, failed to appreciate the

fundamental nature of economic relationships and the ways in which

they help determine the nature of cultural phenomena. They have

invariably failed to appreciate the way in which dependent capitalist

structures, linked with dominant and directive ones, have fundamental

cultural ramifications, and have facilitated the transference of ideas,

"development" solutions, and technology geared more to the economic

and political requirements of the metropole than those of the

dependent society and economy.

In many ways the neglect of economic questions by cultural

nationalists is understandable. Christianity and mission schools are

much more conspicuous forces in divorcing or alienating the African

from his cultural heritage, and introducing new thought-systems and

values, than are systems of economic production. The intellectual,

who is after all, the often alienated product of a mission-dominated

and Eurocentric education system, is much more likely to be conscious

of those cultural forces which shaped his consciousness than of the

nature of economic relationships which unevenly changed cultural

patterns throughout his society.
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African History: Methodology, Content, and Ideology.

Contemporary African historiography is in many ways a reaction

against the "colonial-minded" historiography of the pre-independence

period which, often predicated on the assumption that Africans did

not have a history before the arrival of the Europeans, focussed on the

"intervention of more advanced external cultures upon an inert

tropical Africa."* Indeed, at the core of the African response has

been the desire to demonstrate that Africa did possess a history before

the arrival of the Europeans. B.A. Ogot, in the introduction to his
2

History of the Southern huo felt constrained to explain that the Luo

did have a history despite being African; this view has been expressed

more recently, in the introductions to Kimambo and Tern's A History of

Tanzania^ and Godfrey Muriuki's A History of the Kikuyu 1500-1900,^ for

instance. In conjunction with this assertion has been a stress on the

brevity of the colonial period, a stress which restores African

initiatives, but only at the risk of underestimating the depth and

extent of the changes introduced by the imposition of colonial rule and

the absorption of African societies into an overarching world economic

system.

The debate about the place of history in East Africa, as elaewhere

throughout Africa, has largely revolved around three concerns) the

methodology of history; the content of history; and the political or

1. Donald Denoon and Adam Kuper, "Nationalist Historians in Search of
a Nations The 'New Historiography' in Dar-es-3alaam", African
Affairs, Vol.69, No. 277 (1970), p. 329.

2. Nairobii SAFE., 1967.

3. Nairobit EAPH., 1969.

4. Nairobi: OUP., 1974.

5* Ibid•§ pels
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ideological functions or applications of history. All are inextric¬

ably linked.

The problem of method, especially for the historian who wants to

deal with pre-colonial societies, moat usually involves the status of

oral sources of data. Faced with an apparent shortage of documentary

material before the colonial period, the historian, as Mazrui notes,

has at least three courses of action to pursuet first, he can

endeavour to demonstrate that suoh documentary evidence does exist;

second, he can assert the validity of oral traditions as historical

evidence; or thirdly, he can ca3t doubt on the validity and certainties

of documentary history.* The latter two, rather than the former

approaoh, have characterized the approach of East African historians.

Ogot pointed out that when he began his work on the Southern Luo, many

of his "friends and mentors ridiculed the decision on the grounds that
2

one cannot study what is non-exi3tent." His response was to show

that neither the oral tradition nor the written word as historical

evidence could be an accurate or dispassionate record of the past.

For one thing the accumulation or collection and interpretation of

historical evidence is intimately linked with social and political

factors. Cgot cites as an example the contrasting accounts of the

East African slave trade by Burton and Speko, and Livingstone, and how

the latter's much more brutal picture was linked with his abolitionist

zeal and evangelical mission. He states

1. All A. Mazrui, "The written word and Collective identity",
East Africa Journal, Vol. IX, No.5 (1972), p.7»

2. Ogot, History of the Southern Luo, p.13.
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It should be clear from the passages I have
cited that written evidence per se is no more
reliable than oral evidence, especially when
it emanates from such biased observers...
The problem of conflicting accounts of the
same historical events is thus not a special
feature of oral evidence, a3 sotae historians
and anthropologists have contended. It applies
to all historical evidence. 1

According to Ogot, the problem facing the traditional historian is not

so much one of lack of evidence, as one of complexity* "One is often

confronted with a wealth of conflicting stories and traditions,

sociological data, linguistic evidence, place names, and in some cases

2
the discoveries of the archaeologists." Godfrey Muriuki concurs

with this view, pointing out that the distinction made between

centralized and acephalous societies for the collection of oral material

is a fallacious one. He asserts that far from there being a poverty

of oral tradition among suoh uncentralized societies, "Their social

and political structure only calls for a different approach in the

retrieval of this tradition." He adds

Whereas traditions in the centralized societies
were often controlled and rigidly regulated by
a narrow circle of courtiers, those in the
uncentralized societies were spread among much
wider groups such as the heads of families and
lineages, or experts in judicial, political and
religious processes of the tribe. 3

The methodology of African history cannot be easily divorced from a

second major concern, the content of history. As one of the prime

concerns of the African historian is to reassert or recover African

initiatives in history, it is necessary for him to undermine the

older orthodoxy which assumed that the imperial power held most of the

1. Ibid., p.16.

2. Ibid., p.19.

3. ?iurluki, pp.3-4*
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historical initiative most of the time, ami to demonstrate the

importance of peripheral African pressures even at the height of

imperial strength. This has often led, as Denoon and Kuper note, to

a diminution of scale in order to establish the primacy of local

initiatives.*
A number of dominant themes, identified by Hanger, usefully

2
summarise the major concerns of the East African historian. Firstly,

in order to confute the classic colonialist picture of pre-colonial

Africa as static and riven with pointless and bloody feuds (vide Trevor-

ftopert "We cannot afford to 'amuse ourselves with the unrewarding

gyrations of barbarous tribes in picturesque but irrelevant corners of

the globe'"), the African historian was to focus on the developing

scale of trade and the expansion of plural tribal states. Secondly,

in order to counteract the colonial picture of indigenous peoples

submitting without resistance to colonial rule, the African historian

has examined the role of primary resistance in forcing an expansion of

soale and scope of indigenous institutions. Belated to this second

theme has been a third, the focus on messianic movements, "witchcraft',

and separatist African churches as expressions of nationalist

resistance, adjustment, and as the nurturing grounds for new Afro-

centred philosophies. The fourth theme is that of the "innovators"

or "new men", thB first generation educated within the colonial frame¬

work - John Iliffe's Modern Tanzanlana^ and King and Salim's Kenya
4

Historical Biographies - who assumed positions of leadership, often

1. Denoon & Kuper, p.330.

2. See T.O. Hanger's "Introduction" to the volume he edited, "merging
Themes of African History (Kairobij BAPH., 1966), pp.ix-xxii, and
his inaugural lecture at the University College, Uar-Es-Salaam,
"The "Recovery of African Initiative in Tanasanian History", Dar-os-
Salaam, 1969.

3. Nairobij BAPH., 1974.
4. Nairobii "APH., 1971.
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within the colonial administration, and displaced "traditional"

authorities. The focus, as in Tanzanian historiography, is usually

on those who, having formed trade unions and voluntary improvement

associations, invariably came into conflict with the colonial

authorities. The fifth theme, which ha3 been most pronounced in

Tanzania, is the search for the 'roots of nationalism'.

A major problem facing the African historian, Atieno - Odhiambo

notes, is the importance he attaches to the colonial period. Does

it emerge in retrospect as "an earth-shaking era of irreversible

change, or merely as a half-century of evolution in Kenya like any

other?"* Is the colonial period simply a period of stagnation for

the African as the nationalist politicians would have, or did it set

in motion major moves for change in African society? According to

Atieno, the historian is able to shed light on a number of historical

questions by answering the simple question about who actually held the

initiative for social change in the first two decades of colonial rule,

and how the pace and direction of change was governed by the structure

and function of African societies. In this way the colonial period

is one of change and does not represent a disjunction in historical

continuity because the link between pre-colonial society and colonial

society is established. Even though the European colonizer was the

dominant factor in the overall situation, African societies neverthe¬

less actively participated in change rather than being passive

recipients, and helped give change its particular direction.

Atieno argues that in Kenya, the first two decades were crucial

in the determination of attitudes and relations between African

societies and British forces and for subsequent historical development.

1. 15.S. Atieno-Odhiambo, "Some Reflections on African Initiatives in
early colonial Kenya", East Africa Journal, Vol. VIII, No.6 (1971 ),

p.30.
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During this period, it was African initiative which was the "crucial

determinant factor in a positive or negative sense" in the process of

social change. Relations between the Luo, Masai, kikuyu, and Turkana,

and the British, he endeavours to illustrate, were played largely

within the "idiom of power and initiative as conceived by African

societies," and that the white presence was not the "overawing ogre

that it is sometimes conventionally assumed to have been.""* This,

of course points to an unresolved ambivalence in much African historical

writing! on the one hand, there is a tendency to refer to the strength

and crushing brutality of the military conquest (aided by the indis¬

pensable maxim gun and its fundamentally disruptive impact)} and on

the other, to the adaptability and resilience of African institutions

in the face of the colonial power, and on the need for the colonial

power to strike bargains with competing groups In the African society

to secure a measure of oontrol. Atieno, as his example of the Luo

illustrates, recognizes that the colonial military presence was often

based more on rumour and reputation than on reality. Indeed, those

who stress the military strength of the European colonialists often

ignore the fact that it could not readily be deployed in the African

continent, as the prolonged Hehe resistance to the Germans in

Tanganyika confirms.

According to Atieno, the African historian by emphasizing African

initiatives is able to move beyond questions of disruption and continuity

to the niore interesting process of "adaptation of the institutions to
2

colonial usage." During the colonial period the pace of change was

undoubtedly accelerated, but nowhere was the African an acquiescent

1. Ibid., p.35.

2. Ibid., p.35.
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object "being worked upon, favoured and not favoured, patronized and

not patronized, at the whim of the colonial power.Atieno writes

that

The internal contradictions in these societies put
forth situations of structure, ideology, and
personnel that enabled each society to cope with
the colonial situation. This is not to say that the
Africans were the winners... hat is most important
is that African societies had evolved institutions
and patterns of behavioural relations that did
adaptively accommodate the colonial onslaught. In
other words, the idiom of social change was part of
the working vocabulary of the Africans, who had had
to cope throughout their existence with geographical,
environmental, biological and social change as they
migrated, settled or interacted among themselves. 2

Historical Interpretation and Politics

Of course, the interpretation of pre-colonial and colonial history

depends a great deal on political considerations, and the types of

tendencies, strengths and weaknesses the historian will concentrate on.

Atieno notes that "history is written very much in conformity with and

in response to, the popular moods and idioms of a given political unit."^
The stress on national integration will for instance lead to the examin¬

ation of cultural similarities and interchange, and areas of cooperation

between different "tribal" groups. This point is taken up in some

detail by the Kenyan historian William Cchieng in his discussion of

the role of history in nation-building.

Onhi'njag suggests that the historian begins his work with a

number of value assumptions which are rooted in hi3 experience, and

in the general social, philosophical, religious and economic ideas of

his age. Given Africa's problems, the interpretation of African

1. Ibid., p.36.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.30.
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history could be a useless intellectual exercise unless used to

emphasize African needs. In several articles Ochl«ng has stressed

the utilitarian or didactic value of history, as a way of instructing

youth, and of using knowledge of the past as a "specific and signifi¬

cant tool for shaping the future."^" He states that the

African historian must delve deep into the past and
select only those facts and ideas that are in
keeping with the aspirations and needs of their
people.... The African historian will learn to he
very selective. He will learn to concern himself
with the relevant aspects of the past. There is
no sense and point in resurrecting facts of the
past which have already served their purpose and are
no longer of interest and use to us. 2

The aspects of the past which are relevant to present and future

purposes must be selected according to ideological criteria, the

ideology of African revolution. In a staggering act of oversimplifi¬

cation, distortion, and apparent ignorance, Cchieng asserts that

despite superficial differences, fundamentally African ideologies of

development are similar, the differences relating to strategies rather

than goals.^ The goals he deel ires are three - Nationalism, Pan-

Africanism and Socialism, but possible incompatibilities are not

countenanced. The African revolution must "seek a connection with

the egalitarian and humanist past of the African people, before their
4

social evolution was ravaged by colonialism." Apart from adapting

new methods of industrial production and economic organization to

serve the interests of the people, a genuine African revolution will

1. William Ochieng, "Objectivity and Ideology in African History,"
p.14. See also his "African History in Post-Colonial Reconstruction"
ISast Africa Journal, Vol. IX, Ho.6 (1972), pp.14-17, and "History
and Nation-Building", Target, August 1970.

2. Ibid., p.15*

3. Ibid., p.16.

4. Ibid.
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"seek ways and means of crushing important tendencies like the growth

of class inequalities and antagonisms created by the capitalist

habits of colonialism."*
In the implementation of this "revolutionary" ideology, the

historian has the role of selecting and portraying "those aspects of

Africa that would kindle emotional pride ark! confidence in our

ability to exist and to develop." This entails the refutation of

'uropean claims and distortions, although Ochieng is careful to point

out that the historian must treat both Islamic and ?ttro-Christian

2
civilizations as experiences of African history. The "European

contact must find "its place in this history only as an African

experience, even if a crucial one."

It is up to the historian, Ochieng writes, to decide which areas

of the past need careful examination and emphasis.

Those areas of our past which deal with traditional
African unity and cooperation like trade, the
growth, stability and expansion of economically
viable and stable empires and Kingdoms, areas of
ethnic and cultural assimilation, all these will
require intelligent investigation and exposition,
and their relevance to our present day aspirations
must be stressed. On the other hand, those area3
of our past that have been maliciously emphasized
by imperialist historians, like the prevalence of
intermittent wars, persistent starvation and
malnutrition, and so on, must be consciously
suppressed. Not because they were true and
therefore humiliating, but because these accusat¬
ions stand for flagrant ignorance of our past as
well as a calculated move towards our domination
culturally, economically, and politically. 3

The contemporary African historian, Ochieng notes, can find a

precedent for this approach in the pre-colonial Betting where a

1. Ibid., p.17.

2. Ibid., p.18.

3. Ibid., pp.19-20.
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selective historical tradition operated to strengthen clan and tribal

honour, and to expunge unsavoury elements likely to weaken that honour

and increase dissension.

Atieno Tdhiaasbo expands on this last point, drawing the distinction

between centralized and acephalous or segmentary systems that JSturluki

was concerned to make in his discussion of oral tradition. The

court historians of Bugand a, Bumyoro and Rwanda, were the "official

resiemberancers for the ruling family", interpreting history in a

mechanistic way according to the "mood of the regime". In the

segmentary system, the ordinary man was also the historian, and was

called upon to remember as well as forget certain facts. However,

in both types of societies, Atieno notes

historians answered questions which people a3ked them:
they functioned as applied academics, adjusting their
role to the need of articulate societies. The pro-
colonial historian was also in a senee a futurologist,
determining tactics of living, who to raid, what
alliances to make, what crops to plant. They applied
the past for the prediction of the future. In facing
difficulty they gave ambiguous answer's. The main
point about these pro-colonial historians is that
they reflected the balance of power in which they
lived« 1

Thus, the African historian is able to rationalize the development

of a selective historical tradition both in terms of the role of his

pre-colonial predecessor, and in terms of the utilitarian demands

of "nation-building."

1. E.S • Atieno-Odhiambo, Keview of John Page (ed.), Africa
Discovers her Past", East Ifrica Journal, Vol. VII, No.9 (1969)»
p.36.
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Tanzanian National Historiography and Its Shortcomings

A number of writers have referred to the existence of a University

of Dar-es-Salaam "school" of history, or Tanzanian national historio¬

graphy, which has been concerned to break with the dominant themes of

"imperial history" and to write Tanzanian history much more from the

standpoint of the African population as the key motor force.1 Many

of the major figures in this loose "school" have been expatriate

historians, including' Terence Ranger, Andrew Roberts, John Iliffe,

Edward Alpers, Fr. Shorter, and John Sutton; the major local

representatives have been I.N. Kimarabo, A.J. Temu, G.C.K. Gwassa, and

I. Katoke. The general aim of the "school" was expressed by Professor

Ranger in his inaugural lecture, delivered shortly before his

departure in 19&9» as "the attempt to recover African initiative in

Tanzanian history." In Temu and Kimambo's introduction to A History

of Tanzania this was restated as a "main... interest in the African

himself." As John Saul, Penoon and Kuper, and Ranger himself have

recognized, this national historical perspective has a number of

inherent dangers. Denoon and Kuper argue that "it is one thing to

reassert the continuity of African societies and the role of African

initiatives; it is quite another to play down the significance of the
2

colonial context within which they were worked out." The national

perspective, Saul points out, is capable of shifting attention too

far away from the overall imperialist framework within which African

initiatives are taken.'' In other words, all the manifestations of

1. Denoon and Kuper, passim, and John Saul, "Nationalism, Socialism,
and Tanzanian History", In:Iliffe and Saul, Vol. 1, pp.65-75*

2. Denoon and Kuper, p.334*

3. Saul, "Nationalism, Socialism, and Tanzanian History", p.65.
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the non-African factor at the local, territorial, and metropolitan

levels cannot be excluded. Indeed, Hanger, in his inaugural lecture,

was careful to note that "Tanzanians have been pushed around and acted

upon a great deal" and that "emphasis upon the African voice, upon

African initiative in the singular is only meaningful when it is

opposed to a doctrine which denies any African initiative at all."1
The concentration on "the African himself" can lead to some

staggering omissions. Kimambo and Temu, for instance, state in the

introduction to A History of Tanzania that "there has been no attempt

to deal with colonial administrative structures", the inference being

that these are of little importance in understanding African initiat¬

ives. Given the studies by Lonsdale and Ogot of the close inter¬

relation between colonial local administration and politics in Western
2

Kenya, one would think this a fruitful area of analysis. Further,

to play down the effect of metropolitan economic, land, and labour

policies on the colonial society is to greatly limit one's understanding

of reaction and initiative. The focus on the "African himself" can

also encourage a blurring of the differentiation within the African

community. Colonial economic, land, and educational policies have

had an uneven impact, and have led to the formation of new economic

and social groups with different political and economic requirements.

Colonial policies with regard to land and its distribution have often

been crucial to an understanding of rural class formation, as Awiti's

study of Ismani Division, among others, confirms.^ Many of the
—

1. Hanger, "The Hecovery of .African Initiative in Tanzanian History",
pp.3 & 12.

2. J. Lonsdale, "Some Origins of Nationalism in East Africa", Joumal
of African History, Vol.9, No.l (1968), and B.A. Ogot, "British
Administration in the Central Nyanza District of Kenya, 1900-60",
Journal of African History, Vol.4, No.2 (1963).

3. Adhu Awiti, "Economic Differentiation in Ismani, Iringa Regions A
Critical Assessment of Peasants Response to the Ujamaa Vijijini
Programme."
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problems facing the implementation of rural socialism - ujaraaa vijijii,
I

have their roots in the types of inequalities produced by the colonial

administrative and economic policies. The focus on the "people" as

a motor force, and on the activities of innovators or men of "improve¬

ment", tends to blur the types of differentiation which stand as a

barrier to socialist change. The full "meaning or significance" of

African initiatives, as Saul notes, is lost without reference to the

overall imperialist framework.^" Tanganyika farmers during the

colonial period may have often taken the initiative in choosing cash

crops, even in opposition to policies and preferences of the colonial
2

administration. That they took the initiative, however, did not mean

that they were any the less integrated into the world economic system

as raw material suppliers than if the colonial power had chosen the

crops for them. In the pre-colonial period, the ivory trade did have

the effect, of increasing very considerably the volume and flow of

trade in general, and in some cases led to the centralization of

power in African kingdoms. According to Robert^,

instead of being directed simply to the maintenance
of subsistence economies, production began to be
directed towards sustaining complex and extensive
trading net-works which met certain needs of
industrial and plantation economies far from Nyamweziland.
This transformation involved a real measure of
commercial enterprise and risk taking.... the Nyamwezi
and their neighbours were bold enough to supplement
their familiar staple crop, or even to replace it.
It need hardly be stressed that changes in the
production and distribution of food are essential
to any sound process of development away from the
subsistence economy, and judged by this basic
criterion there was a real element of significant
economic growth in "estern Tanzania during the
nineteenth century. 3

1. Saul, "Nationalism, Socialism and Tanzanian History", p.65.
2. Iliffe, Tanganyika Under German Rule.

3. Andrew Roberts. Political Change in the Nineteenth Century, in
Kimambo and Temu, p.83.
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But the implications of these changes for future patterns of

development are just as important. African initiatives may have led

to changes in production and the development of more extensive trade

natworks, and to political centralization and expansion; at the same

time, however, they helped create a dependence on an external economy

which was reinforced and extended with the imposition of colonial rule.

I.N. Kimambo and African Initiatives

Kimambo'a A Political History of the Pare illustrates clearly the

way in which a solidly researched and important study of pre-colonial

political development can be used to provide historical continuity and

reestablish pride in African initiative. This study, which utilizes

oral traditions as a major historical tool, is a detailed and convincing

account of the development of the political systems of North and South

Upare, and of the interactions between them. It is also a "massive,

sustained and convincing attack" on the theory of cultural diffusion

which, given its most cogent expression in Oliver and Fages general¬

izations about "Sudanic states",* Seligman's diffusion of the eiviliz-
2 3

ation of the Hamites, and Murdoch's "African despotisms", would have

us believe that most African political institutions stem from one

original innovation and spread from community to community. Kimambo

writes that the main weakness of the diffusion theory is that it

"fails to recognize the possibility of independent evolution in

different parts of the continent."^ Its second weakness is that it

1. R. Oliver and J.D. Fage, A Short History of Africa (Harmondsworth:
Penguin Books, 1962), pp.44-52.

2. C.G. Seligman, Races of Africa (London: O.U.P., 1957)* P«85»

3. G.P. Murdock, Africa: Its Peoples and Their Culture History (New
York: McGraw Hill, 1959)t P*36.

4. Kimambo, A Political History of the Pare, p.2.
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\
tends to emphasize the "conquest theory". Since the Pare people

clearly developed their ovrn institutions without waiting for the

advent of similar models from elsewhere* the work demonstrates that

ordinary people were capable of devising solutions to their own prob¬

lems. Kimambo does not claim that his study destroys the theory of

diffusionism. He nevertheless states

I am convinced that when most 3t,ates have been
thoroughly studied, it may become evident that
independent invention, perhaps sometimes stimulated
by contact diffusion, did play a more significant
part in the origin of African states than hitherto
realized. 2

A closer analysis of Kimambo's study uncovers at least two salient

points for a national historiography* firstly, the rejection of the

cultural diffusionist model in the case of Upare can, without a great

effort of imagination or extrapolation, be redirected to the rejection

of the primacy of European-derived cultural diffusion during the

colonial period? and, secondly, the stress on change in Upare deriving

from endogenous rather than exogenous sources, ties in neatly with the

success of nationalism and the supposed recovery of control over the

African destiny.

In a more recent work, Kimambo actually took up these points,

Ariting about the Tanganyikan interior before 1800, he argued that*

first, no single group was responsible for transmitting the ideas of

change and "improvement" to all parts of Tanzania; second, that "even

where ideas (were) diffused from one area to another, local initiatives

transformed these ideas and adapted them to the needs of that particular

society"; and third, that the "changes were introduced in society not

for fun, but as a means of solving problems of communities which were

1. Ibid., p.3«

2. Ibid.
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becoming more complex."* In stressing the growth of more centralised

political systems, he found this clear evidence of "the efforts,

initiative, and even success achieved by the people of Tanzania even

in the distant past." (My italics) Centralisation and unification

in Ugweno is merely an instance of the "Tanzanians of that period" being

"able to create political ideologies which suited their own environ¬

ments and needs." In conclusion, Kimambo wrote that "it is from the

realization of such achievements that the Tanzanians of today must

draw inspiration and courage as they share in developing a modern nation
2

founded on their own culture."

Resistance and Historical Continuity

The Tanzanian historian's focus on movements of primary resistance

against colonial rule is not only to establish their role in the

expansion in scale and scope of indigenous institutions. It is also

used to discover the nurturing grounds for Afro-centred philosophies,

and to establish historical continuities, especially in terms of the

fore-runners of modem nationalism. This focus can lead the

historian to fall headlong into the pitfalls of national historiography

and into the realm of national mythology when, without any concerted

attempt to trace linkeages between earlier resistance movements and

subsequent nationalist developments, he wan write

Our nationalism began with the onset of colonialism
for it was then that, threatened with German invasion,
the people of mainland Tanzania rose to defend their
country against colonial invasion... Tanzanians rose
in different parts of the country at different times ^
as and when the Germans threatened their independence.

1. I.S. Kimambo, "The Interior before 1800", in Kimambo & Terau, p.18.
2. Ibid., p.33.

3. A.J. Temu, "The Rise and Triumph of Nationalism", in Kimambo &
Temu, pp.189-90*
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There is thus evidenced a pronounced tendency to discuss "Tanzania"

prematurely, "assuming: an entity even while it is in the process of

formation,"* and to equate anti-colonialism with nationalism without

any consideration of the actual definition of a nationalist movement.

The emphasis on resistance is also capable of making the historian

lose sight of the fact that despite concerted and continuous resistance

from indigenous peoples, the colonial power was gradually extending

its control over them.

In his chapter in k History of Tanzania Gilbert Gwassa deals with

German intervention almost exclusively in terms of African resistance

to the imposition of colonial rule. As a result, he largely ignores

the extent of the German presence and the sooio-econoaic changes it

introduced. Gwasaa argues firstly, on the basis of a great deal of

carefully assembled evidence, that resistance to colonial rule has

taken many different forms. Responses to the imposition of colonial

rule have ranged from military and passive resistance to accommodation

and collaboration. The actual form of the response has depended on a

combination of a number of factors including the peculiarities of

local conditions, the nature of local political structures and social

organization, the balance of power and traditional rivalry as it

existed at the time of the German intervention in Tanganyika, and the

nature and intensity of the techniques of the colonial power in a

locality. Owassa shows that much of the resistance to German inter¬

vention was isolated, occurring at the time of the initial contact,

the vigorous and prolonged resistance of the Hehe under Mkwawa in the
2

late 1880s and early 1890s being the outstanding example." His

1. Saul, "Nationalism, Scoialiam, and Tanzanian History", P»70.

2. O.C.K. Gwassa, "The German Intervention and African Resistance in
Tanzania", in Kimambo and Terau, pp.105-07•
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second argument is that "resistance in its diversified forms was a

continuous process which affected the minds and lives of the peoples

of Tanzania... the various resistances were a process of an enlarge¬

ment of scale which culminated in the Maji Kaji rising."^ In addition,

Gwassa argues, the resistances suggest continuity in Tanzanian historyj

they "cannot be studied as isolated episodes in Tanzanian history and

that since they are an element of continuity they form one of the

important background themes to Tanzanian nationalism."

Gwassa discusses two major resistance movements which succeeded

in bringing together different groups in common opposition to German

intervention and occupation. The first was the Bushiri resistance of

the l880sj the second, was the 'Maji Maji* resistance of 1905-1907*

The Bushiri resistance was primarily an "Arab" response, whose

underlying cause was the threat which German intervention posed to the

position of two local magnates, Abushiri bin Salim and Bwana Heri.

The threat, Gwassa notes, was political, but clearly economic consider¬

ations were the dominant ones. The participation of so many of the

coastal peoples suggests that the resistance grew, not out of a desire

to protect the property of individuals, but primarily in order to

retain independence in the face of foreign Interference and occupation.

For Gwassa, however, to present Abushiri or Bwana as patriots, or

proto-nationalists, he had to play down, or not mention, their complex

links with the declining slave trade. In the light of this, it is

clearly important to distinguish the objectives of the Arab leadership

from those of the African followers, which is something Gwassa fails

to do. This thus provides, as Saul notes, another example of the

strong tendency of Tanzanian nationalist historians to talk about the

1. Ibid., p.86.
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"people" as a motor-force without regard for the internal different¬

iation which often provides the key to understanding.1

Ilajl Majl

The resistance movement which has assumed such a central place in

contemporary Tanzanian imagery and rhetoric is that of the *maji Haji'.

In contrast toother resistance movements, Maji Maji erupted lone!1 after

the initial intervention. After first breaking out in Umatumbi, the

movement spread rapidly, so that eventually moat of the peoples south

of a line from Par-es-Salaam to Kilosa and thence to the northern tip
2

of Lake Malawi were involved. It was not, as even Gwassa suggests,"

simply fanatically anti-Rurope&n. Those who collaborated with the

colonial regime were condemned. The people who began the resistance

in Matuabi, for instance, tried to clear their hills of "missionaries,

Arabs, Indiana, akidas, askaris, and all tho3© who had contact with

the government."^
The movement relied on traditional method a of warfare and the

leadership, welected according to traditional standards, was strength¬

ened by the intrusion of millenarlan elements. "The effect of the

Maji (Swahilij "water") was," Cwassa writes, "universaliaation of

leadership. In other words local leaders from different parts were

4
brought together and worked together fcr a common end." As such,

Maji Maji represented an attempt to enlarge political scale, and was

able to assume the dimension of a mass movement because "it acquired

1. Saul, "ISatienaliam, Socialism, and Tanzanian History", p.

2. Gwassa, "The German Intervention and African Resistance in Tanzania",
pp.116—22.

3. A German official quoted in Iliffe, Tanganyika Under German Rule,p.19»

4. Gwassa, "The German Intervention and African Resistance in Tanzania",
p.120.
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an ideological context which persuaded people to join and to fight.

The ideology was religious."1
Any assessment of the role of military resistance against German

rule in promoting wider unity and a proto form of national conscious¬

ness must be cautious. Certainly, "all movements of national focus

have used Swahili as an instrument for achieving inter-tribal unity
g

and integration." Maji Kaji drew its support from different mother-

tongue speakers, not only through the ability of leaders to establish

elements of underlying cultural unity, but through the rallying force

of Swahili. Both the Bushiri and Maji Maji resistance movements

inspired political nationalist poetry, thus contributing to the

continuous development of a radical tradition within the corpus of

Swahili literature.^ In addition, Maji Maji has provided the present

political leadership with a strong sense of historical continuity.

In national mythology, it stands as a great experience of united mass

action. This can readily be seen in a statement which Nyerere made

to the United Nations in December 1956, when he suggested that it was

TANU's function to "articulate the spirit of rebellion" shown by

4
African resistance to the Germans.

However, the relation between Kaji Maji and later political developments

if immensely difficult to establish. Gwassa's summary is not at all

convincing.

The relationship between privileged and unprivileged
groups (after the suppression of resistance and the
establishment of colonial administration) falls
outside this chapter. It is sufficient to say here

1. Iliffe, Tanganyika Under German Rule, p.24.

2. Abdulaziz, p.164.

3. See M.M. Mulokozi, "The revolutionary tradition in Swahili poetry",
Maji Maji, No.8, Dec. 1972, pp.16-21.

4« Julius K. Nyerere, Freedom and Unity (London: O.U.P., 1966),pp.40~41»
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that such a phenomenon held a potential for conflict
which in turn led to the beginnings of mass national¬
ism. African resistance to German intervention
provided posterity with something to think about and
to emulate if necessary in the quest for lost
independence. Tanzanians strengthened the process
of mass nationalism by building on past mistakes
and successes. 1

Yet almost years elapsed between the Maji Uaji resistance and the

next mass movement in the area, TANU. Indeed, as Gwassa observed in

a lecture at Makerere, TANU recruiting was difficult in the ilaji Kaji

area precisely because of the memory of the war and its suppression

campaigns. Although the actual war brought about a degree of unity

among diverse peoples, the unity was brittle and the crumbling process

rapid. According to Iliffe, Maji Maji "undoubtedly increased local

disunity, for not all the peoples in the rebel areas had joined, and
2

even those who had were seldom unanimous."

Maji Maji and Literature

The reconsideration of 'Maji Maji', and of African history in

general, is something which does not only occur in orthodox historical

work. It has occurred in literature as well where the nature of the

form, combined with much less rigorous demands of scholarship, allows

for the freer inter-play of historical interpretation, ideology, and

mythological elements. In many ways literature is much more important

than historical work in changing or shaping consciousness simply

because it reaches a larger public, although writers obtain many of

their interpretations from the latter.

Sbrahim Hussein's play, Kinjeketile demonstrates the manner

1. Gwassa, "The German Intervention and African Resistance in Tanzania",
P. 122.

2. Iliffe, Tanganyika Under German Rule, p.24.
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in which the past can be recreated to disseminate semi-historical

information capable of strengthening the new nationalism, in a way

not totally dissimilar to that of historians such as Kimambo, Temu, and

Owassa. Hussein dramatizes the story of the '"aji 1!aji' prophet

Kinjeketile Rgwale, at the same time bringing out the cultural features

that underlay the unity of the different tribes in their fight against

the Germans.

Kinjeketile is set against the economic and political background

which led to •aji Aaji'. There is economic exploitation and forced.

labour which forces Africans to neglect their own farnsi "All the

men are spending all their time cultivating for Bar an a Kinoo, and not

for themaelves."* Famine is imminent. The rule of the colonialists

2
and their African overseers ie cruel, and the rape of African girls

is a major source of aggravation."' While there are individual acts

of resistance to this situation, there is a general lack of concerted

rool stance to tMa situation, there io a general lack of concerted

resistance. This passivity is decried by I'kichi, a leader of the

akichi, who says

From the day we held our first meeting until today,
nothing has been done. There isn't a single thing
we have done. The Hed arth is still in our country.
hat's more, he has taken our country from us by

force. And we, like women, just stare at him. Fow
he has forced us to cultivate his cotton plantation
for him. We just stare at hi®. Is it for him to
demand taxes fro® us? He should be paying us tax,
but oh no! We, like women, ju3t meekly sit, watching
him do what he wants with us, with our land. 4

1. -Ibrahim N. Hussein, Kinjeketile (Bar-ea-Sal aam: 0.0.P., 1970),
p.2 •

2. Ibid., p.3.

Ibid., pp.9-10.

4. Ibid., p*5.
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Colonial rule is thus seen by Mkichi as above all emasculating, robbing

the African of his manliness and his spirit. In the way that (Scot's

Lawino decries the emasculation of Ocol by books, Bibi Kitundu taunts

the African men with their impotence and castration in the face of

the -Termana.*
Hussein's play evokes the spiritual experience which led to the

resistance by focussing attention on JTinjeketile, the seer who, after

days and nights spent in contemplation in a river, is possessed by the

local spirit Kongo. The spirit gives Kinjeketile a message for his

people. Kinjeketile, using water as a symbol of unity, immunity, and

love, asks the tribes to unite for a military confrontation with the

Germans. When he returns from contemplation, transfixed in his state

of possession, he tells the people

The sun has risen,
it will fill us with
warmth and love -

love for one another,
love between the tribes -

and the warmth of love will free us,
we will expand, yes expand
we will reach out, reach out
and we will unite. 2

When we are united,
we will be free.
We will be the children of Sayyid Said.
The Bed Berth will be destroyed, *

he will be kicked out of this country."'

As depicted by Hussein, Winjeketile is a prophet who, while able to
4

appeal to the past and to messages from the ancestors, is nevertheless

concerned with the restructuring of society. His leadership is not

soma reactionary, anachronistic reversion to pre~colonial patterns, but

seeks to transcend tribal limitations.^ Kinjeketile is calling for

1. Ibid., p.10.
2. Ibid., p.15.

3. Ibid., p.16.
4. Ibid.

5. Ibid., p.18.
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the creation of a new order in which the colonial pressures, the

divisions and conflicts introduced by colonial rule, and the tensions

of small-scale society, will cease to exist.

Hussein points to the cultural features underlying the unity of

the different tribes in their struggle for freedom. Unity and

cooperation is produced in part by opposition to a common enemy, but

principally by Kinjeketile's ability to establish cultural links

between the various groups. Kongo, who possessed Kinjeketile, is the

spirit of the Wamatumbi. Another tribe, the Wazomo, have their own

spirit, Kolelo, but soon "believe that in actual fact Kolelo and Hongo

are one."1 It is only when this cultural link is established that the

two tribes are able to unite in their opposition to the Germans.

At the core of the play is Kinjeketile's self-doubt, and the

juxtaposition of his messianic vision and calling with the intellectual

detachment and scepticism of Kitundu who, when Kinjeketile emerges

from the magic river posse33ed of the spirit Kongo, like the biblical

Thomas, "kneels to feel Kinjeketile's garment" to prove for himself

that it is dry. Kitundu will only act when he is convinced of the

efficacy of his action. It is he who, in a quest for greater truth,

challenges liberation from the Germans, only to come under the hegemony

of Seyyid Said and the Arabs. Kinjeketile begins to doubt whether he

in fact heard the voice of Hongo for "If this is Hongo, then why does

he say that we will be children of Seyyid Said after winning the

war?.... If this Seyyid Said could with our consent enslave us body
2

and mind, he would be a far worse enemy than the German." An element

of caution entered his thinking. There is a need to "wait until we

are completely united., until we are many and strong."^
1. Ibid., p.24.
2. Ibid., pp.28 and 29*

3. Ibid., p.28.
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It is the introduction of Kitundu's reason which ultimately

undermines Kinjeketile's leadership* While the people unite under

his leadership, and await his word to start the war, he withdraws

into a morbid self-questioning state in the face of the imminent

resistance. He skulka at his home, emasculated, torn by the urge

to act with his people, and by the doubts about the success or failure

of the resistance. The people, with no such doubts, place their

faith in the protective powers of the water and, carried away with

enthusiasm and optimism, launch a disastrous offensive against the

Germans.

In a way similar to that found in the formal historical works,

Hussein's seiai-historical play shows that colonial rule was not

accepted without resistance, and that the resistance brought about a

great degree of unity among diverse peoples. Although Rlnjeketlle

focuses much more than the historical works on the self-doubt of

Kinjeketile and the failure of leadership, it nevertheless attempts to

establish that the resistance was not an anachronistic reversion to

pre-colonial patterns, and that messianism was used in a new way to

emphasize underlying: cultural unity.

The Historical and Literary Reconsideration of '?'.au Man*

In the last decade, the historiography of 'lhau liau' has undergone

remarkable changes which are the product, partly of increasing distance

from the events which has allowed greater "objectivity", and partly

of the concern of more radical historians and social scientists with

the analysis of national liberation struggles elsewhere in the Third

world. As Bobert Buijtenhuijs notes, there are three basic approaches
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to 'Mau Mau', the first two of which are of greatest relevance to

our discussion.^ The first may be described as the "Earopean myth"

which until recently was maintained by a virtual monopoly of

communications and of publicity by the colonial administration and the

settlers. While this myth, which is still dominant in European

societies, had several variants, its central hypothesis was that Mau

Mau, rather than being the culmination of a whole series of real and

objective political and economic grievances, was the result of a

profound mental instability "springing from the abrupt collision of
2

two civilizations." This was essentially the thesis of the Corfield

Report,"^ and was defended by the psychologist J.C. Carothers, who,

although considering the political and economic grievances of the

Kikuyu, concluded that Mau Mau arose from an "anxious conflictual

situation in people who, from contact with the alien culture, had lost

the supportive and constraining influences of their own culture, yet

had not lost their •magic' modes of thinking."^ Perhaps the most

extreme form of the "European myth" is to be found in the fictional

works of Robert Ruark, and in Something of Value in particular, where

Mau Mau is presented chiefly as an event that demonstrated an inherent

African savagery.

The second approach is the "African myth" which developed really

only after independence, and gained impetus from the desire of some

nationalist leaders to undo the "savage" image of the revolt presented

1. Robert Buijtenhuijs, Mau Mau Twenty Tears After (The Hague: Mouton,
1973), Ch.2.

2. J.L. Brom, Mau Mau (Paris, 1956), p.l99» Quoted in Ibid., p.44.

3. P.D. Corfield, Historical Survey of the Origins and Growth of Mau Mau.
London: HMSO., I960, Cmnd. 1030).

4. J.C. Carothers, The Psychology of Mau Mau (Nairobi: Government
Printer, 1954)» P«15*
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by the settlers and the colonial administration. The first of the

books spawned by this new approach was J .M. Kariuki's autobiographical

'-~-au Kau' Petalnoe published in 1963.* The book was mostly a

factual account of Kariuki's experiences in several detention camps

during the emergency. Although not a forest fighter, he presented

a version of the Emergency events in which the whole European picture

of Mau Mau changed* he wrote of the "heroic struggle" in the forest,

and the "bestialities" and "savage crimes" being; committed by the

security forces rather than the freedom fighters. Instead of

describing Mau Mau as a tribal movement, he evoked the "spirit of

African nationalism of which we were a part." Even if the leadership

were Kikuyu, Kariuki suggested, Mau Mau received active support from

other groups. Thus, in Kariuki *s account Mau Mau does not differ

very much from the wars of liberation in Algeria or in Vietnamj it was

a modern and rational political movement and not a "return to the

bush" and to the tribal past.

The African myth was given greater substance by the publication

of Sosberg and Nottingham's The Myth of Mau Lau which refuted the

European myth of Hau Mau as the consequence of the Kikuyu's inability

to adapt to the modern world. The study showed Mau Mau to be the

rationalization of a breakdown of colonial policy which had bean

latent from the foundation of the colony, and whose imminence grew

2
steadily. The authors wrote that

In our view, the outbreak of open violence in Kenya
in 1952 occurred primarily because of a Ftaropsan
failure rather than an African one; it was not so
much a failure of the Kikuyu people to adapt to a

1. J.M. Kariuki, 'Mau Mau' Detainee. The Account by a yersya African
.3 Expert<

Books, 1964)•

Account by
of his Experiences in Detention Campa. 1953-60. (London* Penguin

2. For a discussion of this argument see also Peter Karris, "Mau Mau'
in Retrospect, Venture, Vol. 19, N0.9 (1967)* pp.18-21.
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modem institutional setting as the failure of the
European policy makers to recognize the need for
significant social and political reform. In
suggesting that the European conception of 'Mau
Man' constituted a myth, we maintain that "Man
Mau" was indeed an integral part of an ongoing,
rationally conceived nationalist movement. 1

The study presented in effect, a very systematic and penetrating survey

of the history of Kenya and Kikuyu politics from the First World War

onwards, and of the roots of Man Mau. Little attention was given,

however, to the revolt itself, oathing, and life in the forest.

This last aspect was taken up in Donald Barnett and Karari Njama's
2

Mau Mau From Within. Njama's account shows how the forest fighters

remained essentially local groups, fighting and foraging from the

forest borders of their homeland and reluctant to move far afield for

fear of betrayal. Njama describes the unsuccessful attempts of the

forest fighters to achieve military cohesion And to somehow make known

their political demands while their acknowledged leaders were in jail

or exile. A schoolmaster and latecomer to the forest, Njama was

better educated than his companions and ambivalent about their methods.

His Christian feelings were shocked by the ritual of the forest oath,

even though he understood its purpose. The cruelty of terrorist

reprisals and the aimlessness of the struggle that brought suffering

and division to the Kikuyu without harming the settlers, disturbed

him. In vivid detail and with great sympathy, Njama shows the

bewilderment of uneducated men in their attempts to organize a chain

of command and articulate their political demands. A similar view

was advanced by Ngugi wa Thiong'o who pointed out that "it is true

that after the capture of Dedan Kimathi the men became disorganized,

1. Rosberg and Nottingham, p. XVII.

2. New York: Monthly Review Press, 1966.
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because desperate and tended to rely more and more on the advice of

witchdoctors instead of a clear analysis and understanding of the

forces against them.""''
Since the publication of Kariuki's Mau Uau Detainee and barnett

and Njama's iau Mam from Within there have been a number of other

autobiographical accounts of Mau Mau which fit into the "African mytfa"»
2

the first was *. Itote's (formerly General China) 'Mau Mau* General, "

followed by J.K. kuriithi's War in the Forest« The Autobiography of
3 4

a Mau Mau header, J. Namweya's Freedom Fighter, and life histories

collected by Donald Darnett including Man in the kiddle* The Story

■5 6
of Wrugi Rabiro and The Hardcore* The Story of Karigo Muchai.

The third approach to dm Mau, which has never been fully

articulated, is what Buijtenhuijs terras the Ruro-African which is tied

up very much with questions of national unity and the need for African
7

leaders to dissociate themselves from the Mau Mau violence. The

Euro-African myth accepts that Mau Mau was something abhorrent. In

its most extreme form it was stated by Kenyatta as* "Mau Mau was a

disease which had been eradicated, and must never be remembered again."

1. Ngugi, Homecoming, p.29.

2. Nairobi* SAFH., 1967.

3. Nairobi* HAPH., 1971.

4. Nairobi* EAPH., 1971.

5. Richmond, Canada* L35I Information Centre, 1973.

6. Richmond, Canada* LSM Information Centre, 1973.

7. Buijjtenhuijs, pp.49 - 72.

fi. J. Kenyatta, Suffering Without Bitterness. The Founding of the
Kenya Nation (Nairobi* SAPH., 196$), p.189.
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It also attempts to picture Hau Mau as a phenomenon of only peripheral

or secondary importance to Kenya's nationalist politics. As

Buijtenhuijs shows, this new "official" of Suro-African myth stemmed

from at least four principal sources* the desire to create national

unity by stressing that "We all fought for Uhuru"; the desire to

establish and maintain good relations with the British which has to

be viewed within the context of settler visions of doom which were

given their archetypical expression in Ruark's novel Uhuru; the

reconciliation between the Mau Mau fighters and their supporters and

the Loyalists* and the need to establish Kenyatta's place in history.

Mazrui has argued that the myth of Kenyatta as a national hero, and

the selective myth of Mau Mau as a patriotic movement were both needed

at the time of independence for the awakening and maintaining of

Kenya's unity and national spirit.

So many of Kenyatta's most ardent admirers have for
years been at pains to dissociate Kenyatta from Mau
Mau - almost as if they shared the British attempt
to equate 'being the founder of Mau Man' with being
•guilty of having founded Mau Mau'. In other words,
a good many African nationalists have, on the one
hand, glorified Mau Mau as something which favourably
changed the course of Kenya's political history, and
on the other hand, they have tried to rescue Kenyatta's
reputation from any association with the movement.
And, of course, Kenyatta himself has, since his trial,
consistently defended himself against charges of
having founded that movement. 1

Of course, Kenyatta was always a political moderate, and during his

nine years detention, did not play a direct of active role in the

Historical events of the day. There is thus an incompatibility, which

Mazrui overlooks, between the myth of Mau Mau as an integral part of

the nationalist struggle, and the myth of Kenyatta as Father of the

Nation.

1. Ali A. Mazrui, On Heroes and Uhuru Worship* Essays in Independent
Africa (London* Longmans, 1967)* p.23.
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Much of the Kenyan reconsideration of Mau Mau has taken place

in autobiographical accounts and in novels, short stories, and drama,

and not in formal historical studies which have been few in number.

This dearth of historical and social science studies may be accounted

for by a combination of factors including a European monopoly of

areas of study, the difficulty of putting together disparate and at

times inadequate material, and the very email number of Kikuyu as

opposed to Luo and Luhya professional academic historians. The two

historical accounts briefly considered here are by two Luo histcriansi

one an amateur, and the other Kenya's foremost historian.

White ?iighlands Ko '.'ore by the journalist Ojwando Abuor purports

to be a modem political history of Kenya with Mau Mau and the
X

independence struggle at its core. It is a poorly organized work,

lacking in coherent structure and analysis, and is far from being the

"lucidly written book" which "is an African overview about his colonial

past, and ... vividly portrays both the peaoeful and armed struggle

by the African people for self-determination" that one Kenyan reviewer
2

suggested. The work manifests all the worst features of nationalist

historiography. There is no real consideration of the nature of

imperialism, nor of Kenya's econosay and its links with metropolitan

capitalism. Ho attempt is made to analyse the differentiation within

the African community as the result of economic changes or education,

nor to delineate major forces, and how these affected the bases of

support and opposition to Mau Mau. The rationale of Mau Mau was to

"reclaim the African lands which had bean robbed wananchi by the white

men} and where the Africans were now only allowed to live on a written

1. Nairobi} Pan African Hesearohers, 1973.

2. William Ochieng, "An African overview about his colonial past",
The Sunday Post. 27/5/1973, P.10.
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permit as serfs or squatters",* but nowhere does Abuor ask whether it

was a national liberation struggle, a civil war, or as Barnett argued,

a class war between a Kikuyu landed gentry which had benefited through

collaboration with the colonial administration and missions and the

dispossessed Kikuyu landless. There is almost no reference to the

division between "Loyalists" and "freedom fighters" so that the
2

assassination of Tom Mbotela becomes inexplicable for Abuor.

B.A. Ogot's discussion of Mau Mau reflects the doubts, noted by
3

Mazrui, which many non-Kikuyu have had about the moral stature of

the revolt, and about their role in the nationalist struggle. While

the number of autobiographical accounts of Kau Man has swollen in the

last few years, Ogot writes, so far no Loyalist accounts have been

produced, although Harry Thuku's autobiography does contain some very

4
brief references to Mau Mau. Ogot would like to see such accounts

encouraged because "history is a science and cannot be based on

5
popular myths." He believes that the role of the Kikuyu Loyalists

has so far been ignored In writings on Mau Man, which is a surprising

omission considering that they won the military war, lost their

argument, "but still dominate the Kenya society in several significant

respects."^ He points out that the official accounts of the Loyalists,

1. Abuor, p.126.

2» PP.197-202.

3. Mazrui, On Heroes and Uhuru Worship, p.24.

4. Bethwell A. Ogot, "Revolt of the Elders: An Anatomy of the Loyalist
Crowd in the Mau Mau Uprising 1952-1956"» in B.A. Ogot (ed.).,
Politics and Nationalism in Colonial Kenya (Nairobi: 3APH., 1972),p.l48.

5. Ibid.
6. Ibid., p.135.
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and L'ichael Blundell'a in do iiough a Wind, are of little value, simply

because they never ask the basic question" Who ware they"? Rosberg

and Nottingham merely suggest that the Loyalists

comprised a few scattered groups of people who were
for various reasons out of sympathy with militant
and radical nationalism. They included a few of
the tougher chiefs and their Government servants,
some businessmen and teachers, and others, together
with a large number of Christians who looked at
least in part for religious, not political, solut¬
ions to their probleras. 1

Oginga '"dinga in Not Yet Uhuru viewed them as "despicable collaborators"

and ascribed the origins of loyalism to British policies of divide and

rule.2

Ogot is careful to point out that Loyalism has deep roots, and the

Homeguard was not the first of the Loyalist groups in Kikuyuland during

the colonial period, Chief Koinange's Fikuyu Association, the "outh

Nyerl based Klkuyu Progressive Party, and Tfcuku's Nikuyu Provincial

Association, being its predecessors. Sorrenson's study established

the thesis that TiJau Mau was partly a civil war and partly an anti-

colonial war? the two were not incompatible, however, as Ogot implies.

Sorrenson wrote

The conflict over land lay at the bottom of much of
the unrest in the Kikuyu reserve during the post-war
years and which was to develop into the Mau Mau revolt
- as much a civil war between the Kikuyu as a revolt
against the colonial government. If the politicians
were mainly concerned with attacking the chiefs on
political grounds, many of the rank and file were more
concerned with attacking them, sometimes physically,
to settle scores over land. Many grievances over land ,

were in fact settled by the sword during the Emergency.

1. Rosberg St Nottingham, p.295»

2. Odinga, Not Yet Uhuru, p.125.

3. Sorrenson, p.80.
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Many Mau Mau attacks were probably the result of long standing land

feuds, but the land feuds usually had their roots in the acceptance

and refusal by different groups of Land Commission settlements.

Sorren3on's study also tentatively established that the Loyalists were

partly represented by the landed gentry and the petty-bourgeoisie.

The attack on the chiefs and headmen, initiated
before the Emergency, was directed against them
as representatives of the landed gentry as much
as for their political position as government
servants. 1

The limited evidence available would suggest, Ogot argues, that the

active loyalists were composed in good measure of the landed and

wealthier groups, while the Mau Mau activists were either smallholders

or landless, and received the bulk of their support from the mass of
2

smallholders in the reserve and the repatriated landless. He also

tentatively argues that the Loyalists drew support from Elders who

revolted against "the activities of young people which they regarded

as a violation of the traditions and customs."^
In addition to the three majoi* groups of loyalists already

mentioned - the proponents of law and order, the representatives of the

landed gentry who felt their economic interests threatened by radical

politics, and the "traditionalists", there were the Christians who

remained loyal to their faith. There were also men such as Tom

Mbotela and 5.W. Mathu, former leaders of the Kenya African Union (KAU),

who were opposed to the violent methods that were being advocated by

Bildad Kaggia, Fred Kubai, and the radical wing of the KAU.

In the final part of his discussion of the various categories of

1. Ibid., p.101.

2. Ibid., p.107.

3. Ogot, "Revolt of the Elders", p.140.
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the Loyalists Ogot briefly considers the current theory about the

legacy of loyalism in Kenya. This legacy was auccintly summarized

by Oginga Odinga as follows.

The two sides of the Emergency persisted into later
years. Freedom fighters were unemployed and landless,
and the loyalists had become the dependable middle
group that government had aimed to create. Those who
had sacrificed most in the struggle had lost out to
the people who had played safe. Political divisions
had been given concrete economic shape and so would
persist into the post-Praergency period. 1

This view was consistently voiced by Bildad Kaggia, who insisted that

the Kenya Government *3 first priority was to the dispossessed, the

landless, the former forest fighters who had returned from the

detention camps and the forest only to find that the quislings who had

helped to suppress them were growing fat on the land that had been
2

stolen from them. These were the people, Kaggia argued, who had

sacrificed all in the fight for independence, and who had not benefited

at all. It is this view of the loyalist legacy which has found

expression in fiction* in Mugui's k Grain of ??heat and his recent short

stories; in Leonard Kiberafs Voices in the Bark; and Charles Mangua's

novel, A Tall In the Mouth.

Rgugi and the Literary Interpretation of Mau Mau

A number of Kikuyu writers, including Godwin Kachira, Leonard

Klbera, Samuel Kafciga, Charles Kangua, Me^a Lwangl and Kenneth Watene

have, in their literary work, been concerned partly with the revaluation

of Mau Mau in the Kikuyu experience. The moat sustained of the

liter ary analyses, however* has been performed by Ngugi wa Tfciong'o who,

1. Odinga, Kot ve'- maim.;, . .126.

2. Bildad Kaggia, Interview, Lunday Nation, 7/9/l969» PP*18-19*
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in a series of novels and short stories, has explained not only the

socio-economic causes of the revolt, and its impact on Kikuyu life,

but its centrality as a Kikuyu experience and its place in subsequent

developments. 'A'hile in a literary work we cannot expect a systematic

analysis of the causes and nature of Mau Mau, we can find in a way

generally beyond the ability of the historical or sociological work,

an examination of the way in which the historical phenomenon impinges

on the lives of those involved, shapes their attitudes, and creates

new divisions in their society. Furthermore, the writer, much more

than either the historian or the politician, is capable of transforming

an historical event into part of the national intellectual heritage,

as well as into a part of the national or popular consciousness.

In a review article written in 1963, Njg^i pointed out that in
the Kenyan colonial situation, economics, politics, and culture were

interwoven, and that only in terms of these closely interrelated

planes of conflict could the "Mau Mau" revolution be understood."'' To

single out only one of these, especially the cultural, and use it as

a basis for an elaborate explanation of Mau Mau is clearly a gross

oversimplification. And yet, N^gtfi argued, this approach character¬
ized nearly all the works of European writers. Fred Majdalany in

2
his State of Emergency, for instance, saw Mau Mau as the product of

the inability of a primitive culture to withstand the impact of a

superior one. Majdalany, Ngugi shows, failed to 3ee that the economic

conflict was at the heart of the matter, and that the expropriated

land had always been the key to Kenya's problem. The book, he noted,

1. Ngugi, Homecoming, p.26.

2. Bostoni Houghton Mifflin, 1963.
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repeated the usual Eurocentric generalizations, without making any

attempt to consider or understand African perspectives. Mau Mau was

not "something evil, atavistic and completely unrelated to the main¬

stream of African nationalism or any decent political sentiments."

It was anti-European and anti-Christian simply because "every
who

revolutionary movement is anti- the people/run and perpetuate an

oppressive exploiting system, is anti- the cultural and religious

values and assumptions which are used to rationalize that oppression

and exploitation."* Mau Mau was an act of counter-violence against

the economic, social, political, cultural, and psychological violence

of the colonial situation.

This clearly stated view does not emerge so clearly inNgugi',,s

literary works mainly because, as a number of critics have pointed

out, literary works embrace contradictions, and concentrate "not upon

the isolated exigencies of the moment", but as Berger suggests, "upon
2

the new, now imaginable totality which reality represents." The

literary work which embraces contradictions reveals the ideology of

the author, and discloses the other side of political ideologies as

well. Historically, JIgugi's work deals with the life of the Kikuyu

from the period of their initial contact with European missions and

pacification forces to their contemporary situation. The first

novel, The River Between is concerned with the way in which the

introduction of Christianity set in motion cultural conflict and

exacerbated tensions already present in Kikuyu society. The second

novel, Weep Not Child although still concerned with the themes of

1. Ngugi, Homecoming, p. 29.

2. John Berger, Art and Revolution (Harmondsworthi Penguin Books,
1969), p.55.
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The River Between, is set during the mergency and explores Its

disruptive Impact on Kikuyu life through the disintegration of

Ngotho's familyj the third novel, A Grain of heat is set at th®

tine of independence when the Kikuyu are endeavouring to recover

from the destruction of iiJau Mau and the mergency, and when the nature

of post-independence social and political divisions were starting

to become clear. The later short stories develop the themes of

A 'Irain of heat, viewing Vnu Mau increasingly in class terms,

and as being a crucial event in determining sufcse uent class nd

political divisions in Kikuyu, and by extension, Kenyan society.

Ngugi*s novel The River Between fit3 into the general pattern

of culture conflict novels established by such vVest African works

as Chinua \chebe's Things Fall Apart and Ko Longer at -"asa, ind

focuses on the way in which the 'European presence, especially in

the form of Christianity, exacerbated pre-colonial divisions in

Kikuyu soclaty and created new ones. \ novel dealing with the

theme of culture contact and the disintegrating effect of alien

socio-cultural values on a ti htly knit "tribal" society, mu3t show

the characters acting within a clearly delineated social context

and under social pressures. Because so many African culture

conflict novels have be^n loosely disguised autobiographies

held together, like 18th century picaresque novels, by the actions

of the uero, there has been a general failure to describe societies

which are comprehensible and completely articulated, and which
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shape the consciousness of the fictional characters. Ngugi,

however, has not been a victim of such failure and his works,

certainly better than those of any other East JTricun writer,

succeed in delineating the nature of the major social formations

and forces present in Kikuyu, and by extension, Kenyan society.

Central to The Hiver between is the rift between the two

ridges, Kaneno and .akuyu, which are separated by the river

Hcnia. Makuyu is the home of the Christians, and Kameno the

home of all that is beautiful in the tribe. Christianity is

used by the alien ruler as a weapon with which to disrupt the

closely knit society, but the European is not present in any

physical sense. Christianity is in the hands of a convert, the

fanatical Joshua who, having rejected the traditional truths of

the Eikuyu, "had nothing to rest up-on, something rich and firm on

which to stand and grow, he had to cling with his hands to

whatever the missionaries taught him promised future."^ The

opposing ridge, ^aroeno is led by the tribalist Kabonyi, a man

brimful of hatred and jealousy. Caught between the warring

factions is Vaiyaki, the Teacher, the messianic man of vision

who, though torn between a love for estem education and a no

less passionate desire to keep tribal values intact, is endowed

with the mission to unify the opposing factions.

\ profound ironic symbolism permeates The River Between,

for underlying the division of Kameno and akuyu is a fundamental

1. Janes - gugi, The ~lvsr between (London! Heinemann, 19-5), p.163.
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unity. The Honia River, the physical gulf between the two

ridges is "their common source of life."* When the split occurs

between the ridges, the Church in Makuyu draws inspiration from

the Honia; while on its banks the people of Kameno perform their

circumcision ceremonies.

The other major underlying unity resides in the close

similarity between Christian and Kikuyu myths. The creation

myths of Gikuyu and Mumbi and Adam and Eve are almost identical

and Ngugi fuses Gikuyu myth and legend with biblical narrative to

make a saviour come from the hills. Mugo, the Kikuyu seer, had

prophesied not only the coming of white men, "people with clothes
2

like butterflies," but also the coming of a saviour for his

people.

Salvation shall come from the hills. Prom the
blood that flows in me, I say from the same
tree, a son shall rise. And his duty shall be
to lead and save the people. 3

That saviour is Waiyaki, and only the zealous, inflexible,

intransigent Joshua could fail to see the irony of the situation.

The similarity between Christianity and the Kikuyu prophecy is so

obvious. And yet, Joshua could declaim to his congregation

"Isa&h, the white man's seer had prophesied of Jesus. He had

told of the coming of a Messiah. Had Mugo, the Gikuyu seer,

ever foretold of such a saviour."^

1. Ibid., p.l.

2. Ibid., p.22.

3. Ibid., p.24.

4. Ibid., p.33.
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The crisis in the relations between the two ridges is

reached when ^uthoni, one of Joshua's daughters, disobeys her

father and takes part in the circumcision rites, which her

father regards as the most abominable of pagan customs. • To

the people of Karneno however, as it was for Kenyatta in

Tacing " ount Kenya,

Circumcision was an important ritual to the
tribe. It kept the people together, bound
the tribe. It was at the core of the social
structure, and a something that gave meaning
to a man's life. And t .e custom and the
spiritual basis of the tribe's cohesion and
integration would be no more. The cry was
up. 1

uthoni believed that it was both possible to be a Christian

and to participate in the traditional life of the Kikuyu. Her

aim was to be a "Christian in the Tribe." Her/s "was a search

of salvation for herself. She had the courage to attempt a

reconciIllation of the many forces that wanted to control her.

he had realized her need, the need to have a wholesome and

2
beautiful life." Her wound became septic, and she died

after being taken to the Christian hospital. As a result, the

Christians adopted a very severe line to circumcision, and

banned from the Slriana school all children who undergo the

rite.

aiyaki, as the Teacher and Saviour, sets up an independent

1. Ibid., p.79.

2. Ibid., p.163
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Kifcuyu school, and organises similar schools throughout the region.

Deeply affected by Muthoni's unconscious attempt to reconcile

Christianity and the traditional beliefs, he comes to regard his

mission as a double one - to educate the youth in the new knowledge

and to weld the opposing factions into a single strong unit. His

obsession with the schools and with education forces him to neglect

the political organisation of his people, and the mysterious political

body, the T'iaam, falls under the influence of Kabonyi. He is thus

outmanoeuvred by the more militant anti-huropean and anti-Christian

group, and is ultimately discredited before those who hope to preserve

intact tribal values because of his love for Nyambura, Joshua's

eldest daughter.

V.aiyaki shows a flexibility in his approach, and is able to view

hi a actions in the context of the broad social situation. He responds

to the people's call for action against the colonialists without

losing his vision of reconciliation and unity. He admits the need

for political action against European settlers and administrators,

but sees the success of such action contingent upon the establishraent

of an \frican unity. For

How could he organize people into a political
organization when they were so torn with strife an4
disunity? Now he knew what he would preach if he
ever got another chance; education for unity.
Unity for political freedom. 1

veverth©leas aiyaki's fundamental flaw is that he is an idealist who

is often lost in his "pastoral Utopian visions" of unity within the

tribe and between the tribe, the ancestors, and nature. His vision,
2

aa Cdwin Macharia has observed, is of a tranquil utopia.

1. Ibid », p.164.

2. Udwin Macharia, "Culture Contact and the Problem of Angst in
J. Ngugi's, The River letwesn", Unpublished paper, 1973, p.4.
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■ith the little knowledge he had he would uplift the
tribe, yes, give it the white 'nan's learr.in and hia
tools, so that in the end the tribe would be 3trong
enough, wise enough, to chase away the settlers and
missionaries. And aiyaki saw a tribe great with
many educated eons and daughters, all living together,
tilling the land of their ancestors in perpetual
serenity, pursuing their rituals and beautiful
customs and all of them acknowledging their debt to
him. He was elated by this vision of greatness. 1

>3 a result, as iavonscroft not«s, he becomes in Ngugi• s portrayal

an almost stereotyped romantic hero, too lost in his vague, romantic,

generalized yearnings to come to grips with the forces opposed to him.

Although aiyaki *a mission of unification and leadership is

unsuccessful and he i3 vehemently rejected by the Christians and

condemned by the "tribalista", Kgugi implies that his mission will

ultimately be successful for he has, like Okolo in h-ibriel Ok am'a

novel, The Voice, sown the see' of learning and truth through his

education campaign. The tribal lists victory is only tern, orary;

i'abon/i lacks vision and foresight. nf him, hgugi asks: 'How could

he understand that the people did not want to move backwards, that

the ridges no longer desired their isolation? Kow could he know

that the forces that drove people to yearn for a better day tomorrow,

that new gave a new awareness to the people, were like demons, sweep¬

ing the whole country." J Of course, liyaki had no desire for the

tribal heritage to be swept away. He recognized that

A people's traditions could not be swept sway
overnight. That way lay disintegration. Such
a tribe would have no roots, for a people's
X' ots were in their traditions goirp back to
tfie oast... If the whiteman's religion mado you
a' andon the customs and then did not give you ^
something else of equal value, you became lost.

1. Ngugi, The River 'etween, pp.100-1.
2. Arthur Havenscroft. "James Hgugi, Haat African Novelist, ''in

al < aricsy (ed.), Studies on Modern 31ick -.frican Literature
(Budapest! Centre for Afro-Asian Research of the Hungarian
Academy of ?cience3, 1971)» P*79«

3. Ngugi, The "River Between, p.166.
4. Ibid., pp.162-3.
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It was necessary for traditions to be blended into a new value

structure; hence -aiyaki•s desire to preserve the tribal ba^is but

build modern education upon it. Culture is not static, and the

individual like Joshua or Kabonyi, who fails to reconstruct what it

has absorbed, is going to fail. Joshua had, for instance, taken

over so wholeheartedly the European's faith that it was distorted

into a narrow, loveless creed of stern duty. He developed into a

dehumanized dogmatist, devoid of compassion and forgiveness and the

spirit of reconciliation. bo convinced of his righteousness was he,

that he could, admittedly painfully, put his children from his

thoughts when they flouted his unbending beliefs.

b'gugi expresses in The Kivor Between a strong nostalgia for the

pre- sstern, pre-industrial, agricultural society which he commends

as valuable in its own right. Such a society provided a way of life

which was a coherent, unified response to hharungu, the Creator, to

: ature, to the land, and to fellow human beings.

herea3 in The liver Betwean the dominant conflict is one of

cultures which finds expression in the establishment of Kikuyu

independent schools and a proto-form of nationalism, in eep Not,

Child it is the fight for political independence and the recovery of

lo3t lands which is the central conflict. Nevertheless the under¬

lying cultural element of The River Between is crucial because the

forces represented by Joshua's fanatical Christians and Kabonyi's

"tribalists" in the Kiama, are still present - the first in the

loyalists who support the administration and are oppcsed to 'au 'au;

the second in the dispossessed population who provide the basis of

support for the freedom fighters.

eep Not, Child focuses on the experiences of an adolescent
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3choolboy during the Emergency. Njoroge is an intellectually bright

but immature schoolboy who, like aiyaki, continually dreams about

some vague "mission in life" and for whom "schooling was the end of

all living." Like aiyaki h© is passionately attached to the idea

of education as a panacea for the country's ilia and sees himself

as destined to play a very important role in the liberation of hia

country.1 Jbugi however views this youthful and empty idealism with

2
irony, never hesitating; to show its basic immaturity whenever he can.

KJoroge has delusions of grandeur, and he singles out Old Testament

figures such as Moses for his heroes. There is, as in The Ivor

etween, a strong messianic motifj ^enyatta is "the black Poses"

and NJoroge sees himself as his successor. After his education "he

would use all his learning to fight the white man, for he would

continue the work that his father bad started. Ahen these moments

caught him he actually saw himself as a possible saviour of the whole

of God's country."^ In real life, however, he is a weak character,

self-pitying and escapist, and apparently devoid of real political

consciousness. hen he learns, for instance, that the forest fighters

are planning to burn down the government-approved school where he is

a pupil, he can only exclaim bitterly, "I thought Pau au was on the

side of black people",'1 but the question why the "au ! au leaders should

want to destroy government and missionary schools at a time .hen all

the Tiktiyu independent schools were forcibly closed down by the

colonial authorities, never enters his mind. hen his tender

1. James -cugi, ee Not, Child (London: heinemann, 19^4), p.44.

2. Ibid., pp.49-50•

3. Ibid.

4* J.bid., p»94«
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relationship with Lvihaki, the daughter of Jacobo, a wealthy Christian

loyalist, is threatened and finally destroyed by the involvement of

his family in Mau Hau, he can only think of escape to another country

where they can be free of strife. He only reacts to the events of

the 'bnergency in so far as they threaten his own petty existence, as

for example when near the end of the book he has to interrupt his

schooling because of his family's alleged Mau Mau associations.

The first part of eep Not, Child sets the general political

situation in Kenya, and in particular in Kikuyuland, which led to

au au, and explains the relationship between the (likuyu people and

the white settlers to whom the government allocated large areas of

ikuyu lands for farms. This political information is woven into

the structure of the novel through NJoroge'a own experiences and those

of his father Hgotho, within whose memory the dispossession took

place. \b he grows up Njoroge learns from the tribal legends how

the Kikfcyu country had originally been given to Oikuyu and huabl (the

first parents of the tribe) by the Creator, Murungu. The part which

had belonged to hgotho's own forefathers had been allocated by the

iritish to Mr. Hcwlands, and "Jnglish settler, after the drat "orld

ar. According to Ngotho,

It was the first big war. I was then young, a mere
boy, although circumcised. All of us were taken by-
force. e made roads and cleared the forest to make
it possible for the warring white man to move more
quickly. The war ended. e were all tired. e
came home worn out but very ready for whatever the
British might give us as a reward. But, more than
this, we wanted to go back to the soil and court it
to yield, to create, not to destroy. But Hg'o!
The land was gone. My father and many others had been
moved fro® our ancestral lands. 1

1. Ibid., p.29



Ngotho now works for Mr. Rowlands as a landless labourer because he

feels the need to be near the soil that belonged to his ancestors,

to watch over it and perform the traditional family rites there.

Beneath his calm, efficient bearing, he hides a very natural,

smouldering resentment about the deprivation of his ancestral herit¬

age and hopes for the day when he will be able to re-possess it.

On the other hand, Rowlands too is passionately attached to the farm,

which he sees himself as having created out of the wilderness.

Rowlands is a deeply embittered man, estranged from life in Rngland

by the shock of his experiences in the war, and by the death of his

older son in "orld War 11. There is a hidden tension between Rowlands

and Ngotho which is present even when Ngotho appears to be contentedly

working for Rowlands." "hen Ngotho joins an abortive general strike

and leads an attack on Jacobo, he loses his job on Rowlands farm, and

there develops In Rowlands a strong desire to humiliate him.

In eep Not, Child Ngugi frequently refers to the two world wars,

and orld War II in particular, in the context of Sau Mau, and how

they changed African attitudes to Europeans. He examines the effect

that the recruitment of African troops by the imperial powers had on

trie rise of nationalism in the post-war period. Boro, one of

Ngotho's sons, was uprooted from his home and traditions during his

formative years, and taken to the Western world to fight. His

experiences were traumatic, and he was left permanently embittered by

the death of his favourite brother. Re is one of the young Kenyans

who, having been brought up to revere white religion and civilization

1. Ibid., p. 3r .
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and to regard themselves as at least serai-savage, suddenly found that

the white people who preached brotherly love and Christian virtue were

capable of killing their fellow-whites with greater savagery and

technical efficiency ever envisaged by the African. They discovered

the squalor of Europe, and the white prostitutes who were willing to

take any \frican to bed with them so long as he paid the usual fee.

fter the war they returned to unemployment or menial jobs, to

lawlessness, and the prospect of little change in their position.

They grew impatient with the slowness of constitutional advance and

the KAU, and the passivity of their elders.

: oro's father, Ngotho, is representative of the generation which

knows of the prophecy that a leader will one day arrive to lead the

people to freedom, and is perfectly prepared to wait for its fulfil¬

ment. Boro is openly scornful of the prophecy and his father's

inaction and joins Dedan Kimathi in th^ forest. Circumstances, in

the form of a strike however, force Ngotho to take a stand. ^eapite

his personal misgivings about its success, he gives it his endorsement.

In the following passage his basic weakness of indecision is revealed,

'Ahat's black people to us when we starve?'
• hut that mouth. How long do you think 1 can

endure this drudgery, for the sake of a white man
and his children:'

'But he's paying you money. V>hat if the strike
fails?'

'Don't woman me!' he shouted hysterically.
This possibility was what he feared most. Ahe

sensed his note of uncertainty and fear and seized
upon it.

'hat if the strike fails, tell me that!'
higot ho could bear it no longer. She was driving
him mad. He slapped her on th® face and raised
his hand again. 1

1. Ibid., p.60.
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Nyokabi, like so many other Ngugi heroines, has the intuitive

capacity to lay her finger on Ngotho's doubts and fears. hen he

hits her, it is not because he resents being hit by a woman, nor

because she is wrong, but precisely because he knows she is right.

hiring the strike Ngotho, borne on a tide of emotion, rouses the

crowd to physical violence against Jacobo without giving any thought

to the possible fonsequences. This is the only time he acts in a

decisive way, but his unpremeditated action is a gross miscalculation.

The strike brings about his downfall; he is dismissed from his job,

loses his house, and has to endure Boro's accusing eyes. Bor blames

his father's irrational action for the failure of the strike and its

consequences, and unsuccessfully attempts to force him to take the

au i.'au oath. Ngotho i3 further humiliated by the arrest of his

wife Njeri and his son Kori when he is unable to save them. Ngotho

nevertheless redeems himself before his death. Thinking that hi3

son Kamau, a carpenter and mainstay of the family's economy after

N otho's dismissal, was the murderer of the loyalist traitor Jacobo,

Hgotho confesses to the murder to save his son after being brutally

tortured and castrated. Rowlands, now a "District Officer during Matt

"au, is bent on Ngotho's humiliation, but is unable to breaV- his

spirit.^" Bjoroge is finally left as the only male member of his

family. His secondary education is prematurely cut short, and he is

reduced to a shop-assistant in the Indian-owned village shop, his

messianic visions shattered. 'ven this job he loses. fter being

tortured by the police, and in utter despair, he attempts suicide

1. Ibid.| p.144•
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but is stopped by his mother, and in an unconvincing manner, comes

to terras with the unpleasantness of his new situation.

By focussing on the microcosm, the family, and its disinte¬

gration in relation to a broader social and political context, as

enneth atene does in his play Ty oon for My Freedom 1 gugl in

oe,. ;.ot, Child is able to show the destructive .and divisive force

of colonialism and the violent struggle which emerged to overthrow

it. At the beginning of the novel Kgotho'3 family is reasonably

united and stable, although xsoro's experiences in the Second orld

ar have alienated him from hi3 society and hia father, and another

son Iwangi died in the war. ith the outbreak of the Emergency

the disintegration accelerates rapidly. Box'o , oes into the forest

and is eventually arrested after killing lowlands. Kamau, another

brother is sent to prison for life. Kori is in detention.

fJgotho is tortured by the police and ultimately dies from his

injuries. Njoroge i3 tortured by the police and attempts suicide

out of a profound sense of failure, his vision of education as the

great unifier and liberator shattered.

gugi is not, however, harsh in hi3 condemnation of Loyalists

. ueh as Jicobo who are caught up by forces they cannot really , rasp.

The administration and the settlers use Jacobo to pacify a strike

and to betray the long years of waiting and suffering that it

culminated. He is made a chief by the administration, and used

to fight a ainst the Ihii cia mutitu ( reed02 Boys of the 'orest).

Yet Jacobo, a profiteer in the colonial situation, does not

realize that he is a mere instrument in the hands of the settlers

and the administration. For lowlands, he is still a 'savage'.
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rut he would use him. The very ability to set
these people fi htin amonsfct themselves instead
of fighting with the whiteman gave him an
amused satisfaction. 1

Jacobo fails to grasp that he is dissipating his energies putting

down hi3 fellow Africans, while the colonial administration of

which he can never be more than a subservient instrument continues

to dominate them all. Ngugi shows how the terrorism of au 'au

which was directed against the African officials in the adminis¬

tration and members of the Homeguard, and the indiscriminate

counter-insurgency methods of the 'Emergency, gav^ rise to a

situation which exacted total involvement from even the irresolute.

It led, for instance, to the senseless disciplinary killing of

Kenyans who were out after the sunset curfew without their identity

papers, and to the torture of people such as NJoroge whose only

involvement was through association. A'gugi resists the temptation,

however, to idealize the freedom fighters. Little is said about

Boro's life in the forest, but the most important passage devoted

to this subject, a dialo,ue between Boro and one of his lieutenants,

clearly gives a rather negative and even nihilistic image of the

Dau Mau array, which is strongly reminiscent at times of Godwin
'

achira's novel, Ordeal in the '"orest.

"Don't you believe in anything?"
"No. Nothing. Except revenge."
"Return of the lands?"
"The lost land will come back to us maybe. But
I have lost too many of those whom 1 loved for
land to mean much to me. It would be a cheap
victory."
Boro was a bit more communicative as he sat with
his lieutenant on a look-out a few miles from
their new hideout... Boro had always told himself
that the real reason for his flight to the

1. Ibid., p.88.
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forest was a desire to fight for freedom. But
this fervour had soon worn off. His mission
became a mission of revenge. This was the
only thing that could now give him fire and
boldness...

"And freedom".-', the lieutenant continued.
"An illusion. hat freedom is there for you and

me?"
"Why then do we fight?"
"To mi. Unless you kill, you'll be killed. ?o
you go on killing and destroying. It's a law of
nature...

"But don't you think there'3 something wrong in
fighting and killing and unless you're doing so
for a great cause like ours?"

" hat great cause is ours?"
" hy, freedom and the return of our lost heritage."
" aybe there's something in that. But for me
Freedom is meaningless unle33 it can bring back
a brother I lost. . ecause it can't do that, the
only thing left to me is to fight, kill and rejoice
at any who fails under ay sword..." 1

Ngugi's position thus tends to be ambivalent, and the movement

ictured as a mixture of idealism and nihilism born of the bitterness

bred by the colonial experience which recalls Gluckman's description

of ; au .-:au as "a nihilistic movement of desperation-kill and be

killed."2
'

hen Ngugi began writing his third novel, \ Grain of ' '.oat, he

Ciiae into contact, eter Nazareth recounts, with anon's ;!;e . retched

of the farth and this work,'' until his more recent arxist reading,

profoundly influenced hi3 basic political position. ome hint of an

earlier transformation in his thinking about Fenyan politics and

Kau au was given in a short and poorly realized play, Thi3 Time

Tomorrow, which fitted Into the widespread legacy of loyalism theory

1. Ibid., pp.115-16.

2. . Gluckman, 'The Magic of espair*, in Order and '■ abaHi on in
Tribal frica (Londoni Cohen & "est, 1963), p.144*

3. Nazareth, Literature and 'octet? in Uodern Africa, p.128.
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articulated most prominently by Bildad Kaggia and Cginga Qdinga.

The setting of -luo 'ime /oaorrov. is a squalid, shanty village on the

outskirts of Nairobi. The village, the home for the landless, is

to be demolished by the City Council because it might offend the

delicate sensibilities of foreign tourists. A stranger coae3 to

the assistance of the villagers. He is a man who once worked for

the European, who went to the forests and then to detention only to

come back and find that "his little piece of land had been taken

away." He is a man who believes that "the poor peasants and workers,

who fought for Uhuru shall inherit this earth."1 For him, indepen¬

dence h;;3 brou ht. no chan 9 in the position of the masses and that it

is only the national bourgeoisie which enjoys the fruits of

independence. His intervention is unsuccessful, however, and the

villa e is torn down. The police inspector in charge cf the

demolition tells the people: "Good people! . eaeaber, this is your

2
city. Be proud of it and keep it clean." They are to show the

3" arambee spirit, and move!" But they are offered no housing no

jobs, and told to return to their villages where they have no land.

The Fanonist influence in A r'raln of -heat in which Ngugi

describes the unsuccessful attempts by Kenyans to get back their

land which led to the guerrilla violence of Vau Mau, is discernible

not only in the thought of Fihika, the forest fighter, but in the

actual betrayal of the freedom fighters by the nationalist oliticians

1. ugi wa Thiony'o, This ine Tomorrow (rairobi: ;, nd , p.37»
This play was written by Fgugi when he was a student at v aterere.

Ibid., p.4,:i.

3. Ibid., p.44*
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at the time of the Kenyan Independence celebrations in 1^63» is the

question of what constitutes heroism and betrayal. The events

described shape not only the attitudes of individual characters, but

those of an entire village on Thabai Ridge - and by extension, a

nation, towards its own past and toward the meaning of independence.

Ngugi fully realizes that the compromises and disappointments of

personal life are not solved by a political 'new deal'. Uhuru is

not the easy solution to problems; it is their inescapable context.

All the main male characters in the novel, with the exce tion of

Kihika, have some private guilt. "ach is exposed as having privately

betrayed both himself and, either directly or indirectly, hi3 people,

fcr the novel moves on two plains, the personal and the public. The

two are linked by the fact that the protagonists of both are the same,

and iloo, by the fact that a betrayal of personal integrity is bound

to extend from the personal to the public self.

Yugo, a lonely, withdrawn nember of the village, is honoured as

a former detainee, the close friend of the great freedom-fighter

Kihika, who was betrayed to the British and killed during the revolt.

*'ugo owes his stolid suffering in the detention camps to a self-

inflicted expiation of his betrayal of Kihika. Mugo, like Njoroge

and Valyaki in the earlier novels, had always dreamed of beinr the

villagers' ,'oses who would lead them into the Canaan of Independence.

However, he had no real contact with the people of his village, and

even during the Emergency argued that

If you don't traffic with evil, thn evil ought not
to touch you; if you leave people alone, then they
ought to leave you alone. 1

1. J times Ngugi, A Grain of heat (London: Heinemann, 196?)» p.?21.
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His isolation, and bene a his messianic vocation, is nevertheless

shattered by a knock on his door. It is Kihika who is seeking

shelter after killing the hated D.O. Bobson. Kihika says to Mugo

I often watched you in old Thabai. You are a
self-made man. You are a man, you have suffered.
We need such a man to organize an underground
movement in the new village. 1

Yugo, deeply disturbed by the intrusion, protests feebly that he has

not taken the oath. To his objection Kihika replies

But what i3 an oath?... there are those who'll
never keep a secret unless bound by an oath...
No, you take an oath to confirm a decision
already made. The decision to lay or not to
lay your life for tine people lies in the heart. 2

•ugo does not however sympathize with Kihika and what he stands for.

Ke thinks

hy should Kihika drag me into a struggle and
problems 3 have not created? Why? He is not
satisfied with butchering men and women in cold
blood. I am not his brother. I am not his
sister. I have not done harm to anybody. 3

>rr ally tortured by the intrusion, . ugo decides to betray 1 ihi' a to

the authorities, and realizes too late that by doing so, he has

\ etrayed his own hu r,-nit,, . Thus, when he stops the guard fro:, whipping

huku, tills reveals, not only a real courage, but his stror. aed to

atone for the wrong he has done, for anbuku is Kihika's lover ^nd

she is carrying his child.

This account of Yugo's treachery and remorse is interwoven with

other stories of betrayal. Gikonyo, the carpenter who was a supporter

1. Ibid., p.218.

2. Ibid.

3. ibid., p.220.
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of th© movement before the Emergency and who had taken the oath cf

unity, obtained his release from the detention camp by being the

first to renounce the llau • au oath simply because he missed bis wife

too much. hen h© returned home, however, he found her nursin, the

child of his old rival Karanja, whoso belief in the invincibility of

t'.e white m led him to uphold white authority against his people.

Hgugi is earful not to condemn such betrayals out-of-hand, and

analyzes why pe©/ le such as u( o, ."likonyo, and baranja succumbed*

Karanja, for instance, is in any ways a despicable md yet pathetic

character, who has only contempt for his own people. But. he has

such a sense of racial inferiority that he is always ill-at-ease with

white people. hen invited to drink tea by bra. Thompson, he drinks

it without sugar because he is too frightened to tell her that he

likes sugar. hen his European superior, whom ho sees as an almost

infallible father-figure, leaves enya on the eve of inde endence, he

is left ir. a state of complete disarray.

bihika is the only character in A train of '- heat who is not

t .intdd by guilt, and who is admired by everybody. lie sided with

lau &5au long before the mergency, and took to the forest as soon as

the fighting; broke out, leaving behind everythin he loved, including

his fiancee. Kihika is driven by a powerful desire for justice, and

a refusal to compromise in his pursuit of truth and justice. This

was revealed in his youth when he pointed out to his teacher that he

was wron* when he said that the Bible forbade circumcision. ather

than be unjustly punished, he chose to run away. Indeed, his moral

inspiration comes from the Bible. He has underlined several passages

in his copy of the Bible, and Bgugi uses some of these quotations as
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motifs. One, for example, is

"And the Lord spoke unto Koses,
Oo unto Pharaoh, and say unto him,
Thus saith the Lord,
Let my people go."

ihika's political inspiration comes from the fight of earlier

-
■ c. -i.i arr: Fhuku, nd fro.. Jandhi »nd Nehru. i- uerrilla

action is nn integral extension of hio moral values. hen u o says

to ''ihika, "Have you come to kill me," Kihika in reply in effect

explains the rationale of f/au 'au.

e do not just kill anybody... e are not murderers,
e are not hangmen - like Jofcson - killing men and

women without cause or purpose.. e only hit back.
You are struck on the left cheek. rou turn the right
cheek. One, two, three - sixty years. Then suddenly,
it ia always sudden, you sav: T am not turning the
ether cheek any nore. "oui bhek to the wall, you
strike back. vou tru3t your manhood and hope it will
keef you at it. Do you think we like scuffling for
food with hyenas and monkeys in the forest/ I, too,
have known the comfort of a warm fire and a woman's
love by the fireside. See/ e must kill. ut to
sleep the enemies of black man's freedom. They say
we are weak. They say we cannot win against the bomb
... ^ou think we don't fear death? e do. !y legs
almost refused to move when Robson called out to me

... And the animal groan of dying men is a terrible
sound to hear, ^ut a few 3hall die that the .any may
live. hat's what crucifixion neans today. !

Troia these words, which reveal "'ihika to be entirely different to the

nihilistic ioro in eep -ot, Child, an"1 from 'ihika's si nificmce in

the structure of the novel, it is clear that "igugi has resolved much

of the ambivalence toward .iau Tau present in his earlier novel, and

adopted the view that there would have been no independence for Kenya

without it. Kihika is fully conscious of the price he may have to

1. ..uotad in Ibid., p.37.

2. Ibid., pp.216-217.
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pay personally, but to him, that is what the crucifixion mean3.

The Christ-like analogy is emphasized for, even in death, Fihika

continues to have a powerful effect on the lives and thinking of

the people.

The people of Thabai attempt to create some order out of the

chaos they have experienced and to find a man who, by retaining his

integrity throughout the struggle, is worthy to become their leader.

They must also know their history, and to discover who it wa3 in the

midst of war who betrayed their hero. They must discover the

traitor, for as Oeneral R. tells the crowd at the Independence

celebrations

even now this war is not ended. e get Uhuru today.
Tomorrow we shall asks where is the land? /here i
the food.1 1 hare are the schools; Let therefore
these things be done now, for we do not want another
war... no more blood in my., in these our hands. 1

Burdened with uilt, Fugo, the man the villagers had invited to lead

the local celebrations on Fhuru day, makes a public confession at the

celebrations. The villagers, unable to react after the immensity of

their suffering, numbly disperse, the Independence celebrations having

come to a shattering anti-climax.

The sun had faded; clouds were gathering in the sky.
Nyamu, arui, Oeneral T?., and a few other elders
remained behind to complete the sacrifice before
the storm. 2

The exuberance of independence is dampened before its accomplishment

by a sense of betrayal and disillusionment. This betrayal i3 conveyed

in similar fashion in Mangua's A Tail in the iouth when oira comes
of

out/the Abedarte under the post-independence amnesty, eager to "reap

1. Ibid., pp.250-1.

2. Ibid., p.253.
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the fruits of our struggle" only to find a new class of Africans

already firmly in power. 'lis family's land has passed into the
*

. . •

hands of Thuo, a former hoaeguard, who has taken every advantage

of land consolidation and redistribution, and has become a rentier,

absentee landlord. In A ^rain of "'heat there is already the

exposure of the duplicity of some of the local politicians who were

already in power. Thus when Cikonyo and a group of peasants want

to buy the farm of the departing settler Burton, they .are refused a

loan by a Member of Parliament who then goes on to pux-chase the same

farm for himself. (Tikonyo is bitter about the new class of African

capitalists, and says to . ago

But now, whom do we see riding in long cars and
changing them daily as if motor cars were clothes.
It is those who did not take any part in the move¬
ment, the same who ran tc the shelter of schools
and universities and administration. 1

a wonders during the celebrations whether Uburu would "bring the

land into 'frican hands; And would it make a difference tc the small

2
•an in the village?" \nd yet he himself is a successful vu. inesaman,

about whom Kgugi comments

f'c<3 helps those who help themselves, it is daid
With fingers pointing at a self-made man who has
attained wealth and position, forgetting that
thousands of others labour and starve, day in, ^
day out, without ever improving their material lot."

Aa Peter Nazareth notes, A Craln of heat is a socialist novel,

if only by implication, because.! it argues that the replacement of

expatriate capitalists by local ones is not a solution to anya'a

1. jbid., p.Sc.

2. Ibid., p.237•

3. Ibid., p.67.
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problems. Ngugi does not attempt, however, to represent Mau .• au

as a socialist struggle* even though fighters such as Ooneral R.

believe that Russia is ruled by ordinary people and admire it for

that. What Ngugi does do in his later short stories es eciaily is

to i rovide a Marxist-socialist analysis of Kenyan society with au

£au symbolizing not only the betrayal of those who did so much to

make independence possible, but also as representing an event which

did so much to determine future patterns of class differentiation in

2
Kikuyu society. In short stories such as ""inutes of Glory",

" add in, at the 'ross",^ and "A eroedes Mineral", 'au Mau does not

superficially form the subject, but the najor characters' lives

have always been influenced in a profound way by it.

Ngugi's "A ercedes Funeral" is recounted by a narrator in the

1Imoro, Bar and ueataurant. It is an election year and the

parliamentary sent is being contests'5 by four candidates: the sitting

member John Joe James, who had. dropped his African name on first being

elected - "standards, efficiency and. international digait de .nnded it

of hi® you know"; a Lumumba goateed student radical who during the

campaign spoke in the name of hard work and the common man, and

lashed out against ostentatious livin and wealth, only to become an

important landlord after graduation; an aspiring businessman; and a

former government chief who had resigned his job to enter the race.

The challengers, while divided aaon; at themselves, were at least

unite5 in their denunciation of the incumbent's self-snricbmont while

1. rtzareth, 1 lterature and "-cloty in .Modern Africa, p.lr->l«

2. Ngugi wa Thionrfo, " adding at the Cross", rhala, Vol. I 0.12
(197?), pp.lf-?4.

3. Lgugi wa Thiong'o, "Minutes of Glory", gnala. Vol. I , No.7
(197?), PP.4-
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in office. The sitting member met their criticises with the record

of hia government's achievements, including the construction of

tourist hotels and resorts, and referred to lazy, envious people

wanting a piece of the waiting- national cake without workin? for it.

The campaign would have been of little interest or importance

hut for one thing: the death of ahinya, the second watchman at the

limorog Ear and 'Restaurant who died suddenly from alcoholic

poisoning. \t a public meeting addressed by the candidates, one of

the town's habitual drunkards had steed up and asked who aared about

the poor workers, and who cared whether they were buried without a

decent funeral.' hat about ahinya, for instance.'' The candidates,

spurred into action, responded by approaching ahlnya's widow and

offering to arrange her deceased husband's funeral. The competition

fir the body is fierce, and it is only after it is snatched by the

sitting member that the candidates arrive at an agreement about

arrangements and form a burial committee.

The narrator recalls that he first knew the deceased «911 in the

early 1960s when rumour of TJhuru had begun to make "people's hearts

palpitate with fearful joy of what would happen tomorrow.it that

time ahinya had been a porter in T'hifcla and Shukla stores. 'is

father had died fighting in the forest and hia independent primary

school had been burnt down by the British because it had been

suspected of aiding in the freedom struggle. ahinya always spoke

enthusiastically about history, and the struggle of the great African

leaders who had resisted the i ritish during the imposition of colonial

rule. ahinya'a teacher at the independent primary school had

1. ?i wa Thiong'o, " ercodes uneral", Joe, "a. azine, Tun- 1973,
pp.lf-17, 22-?3, July 1973, pp.16-17, 2^-24.
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instilled in him the promise of Uhuru.

He used to tellust after Uharu, we must work
hard: Europeans are where they are because they
work hard; and what one man can do, another one
can do it. He was a good man, all the same, used
to tell us about great Africans.• Then one day...
One day... you see, we were all in school... and
then some whitenan came, Johnies, and took him out
of our classroom. a climbed the mud.walls in fear.
& few yards (away) they roughly pushed him forward
and shot him dead. 1

The narrator, a product of a similar school which was saved from

destruction by its affiliation with the District Educational Board,

of course learned while at the Siriana Boarding School that the true

and correct history was that of Europe, and anglo-Saxons in

particular.2
Despite his set-backs, ahinya retained his dreams of higher

education, harbouring the ambition that he would one day be able to

read the Standard with consummate ease. There was still the promise

of Uhuru: "Uhuru is coming, you see... Uhuru.•. more and better jobs,

more money... might even own part of ihukla and Shukla."^ The

narrator went to Makerere, eager to step into the shoes of the colonial

masters and enjoy the perquisites of elite status. bahinya worked

as a turn-boy on a bus owned by John Joe James, still fired by his
4

ambition to succeed, this time as tha owner of a Peugeot matatu.

The narrator's life is one of continuous success! work with a

5
commercial firm, bank loans, a large formerly European-owned ahamba,

1. Ibid. (2), p.22.

2. Ibid., p.17.
1-

3. Ibid., p.20.

4. "matatu" - an unregistered taxi operating in the rural areas.

5. "shamba" - Swahili word for farm.
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Wahinya's life never improved. He was severely injured in a collision

between two racing buses, lost his job, and given no compensation by

J.J.J. Eventually he worked as a watchman at the Ilmorog Bar and

Restaurant and sank into alcoholism, the last remnants of his

ambition and optimism destroyed.

As with Ngugi's other recent short stories, "A Mercedes Funeral"

focuses on the dispossessed of independence, those who with hopes

raised high, were dashed to despair by the realization that Uhuru

brought benefits for the educated few, and only poverty for those who

had suffered during the struggle for independence. By concentrating

on the contrasting life-histories of Wahinya, and the narrator, Ngugi

has shown how the events of ?Zau Mau brought about profound divergences

between people who, until that stage, were in basically similar

positions. In life, V.'ahinya was a poverty-stricken, disillusioned

man, robbed of his earlier ambition and promiae by the harsh reality

of post-independence society. He was one of the dispossessed, the

common man in whose name the politicians spoke but never acted. It

was only in death that his life achieved any significance, and this

simply because his body became involved in a political tug-of-war.

On the day of the burial, people flocked to the Tlraorog Presbyterian

Church where the candidates donated money, pressed their political

points, and donated coffins. J.J.J., having heard that 'fahinya once

expressed the desire to ride in a Mercedes car, donated as his coffin

"an immaculate model of a black Mercedes Benz 660 complete with doors
1

and glasses and maroon curtains and blinds." The crowd, stunned

into silence by this obscenity, silently dispersed, leaving the

politicians to their electioneering.

1. Ibid., p.24.
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Ngugi'a treatment of au Mau in a quite substantial body of

literary work i3 thus important, not only because it is the most

sustained analysis of the effects of Mau Mau on Kikuyu society and

subsequent political developments, but also because it provides an

excellent illustration of the way in which the interpretation of

historical events changes with shifts in the intellectual-historians

political perspective and in the broader society. The development

of, and changes of interpretation in Ngugi's work, reflects his

transition from a cultural and political nationalist concerned above

all with questions of national unity (see for instance his play

The Tlack Hermit), to a Fanonlst, and to a Marxist position. This

intellectual transition, assisted by his acquaintance with a body of

new work, has corresponded to the types of developments present in

Kenyan society.

Thus, in an important sense Sgugi, as a writer, has moved beyond

the concerns of the nationalist historians who are pre-occupled

principally with the recovery of African initiatives in history,

historical continuity, and the roots of nationalism. Ngugri is also

concerned with those matters but unlike the historians, has moved to

a position where he is able to reinterpret a major event in national

history, *au Vau, as being decisive, not in promoting national

consciousness, but rather as a key factor in class formation and the

determination of the post-independence political economy.
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CHAPTER XX

ClU,TUBAL HHASuSRTION. APRICAU HJ.L.^I.,.1 ;JL3

AFBIC/JI qQC L'.L IU;4

The reinterpretation of history represents but one major strand

in the quest for a distinct African societal and cultural identity.

Uast African cultural nationalists, 1 ike East African Marxists, are

asking fundamental questions abo it the type of society they vent for

Africa, and the types of economic, cultural, political and social

institutions which are to be created out of the colonial inheritance

and the indigenous cultures. Many last African intellectuals have

looked for solutions for what they perceive as tho major contemporary

problems, and a general moral raid spiritual malaise, by attempting

to root the now culture firmly in reinvigorated traditional values.

They have boon concerned to develop a culture which, although it

borrows and adapts elements of foreign cultures, derives, or claims

to derive, its main source of inspiration from tho autochthonous

cultural heritage, and is concerned to stress tho unique and

valuable elements of that heritage. At tho aesthetic level, this

concern is marked by an attempt to reestablish tho communal nature

of artistic creation, and the rejection of alien aesthetic criteria

which disparage the African and alienate htm from his cultural

heritage and from tho authenticity of his being. At the political

and ideological level, the concern is marked by the desire to

"devise political institutions that are basically African in values

and orientation".
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Africans must be bold enough to accept themselves
for what they are, that they arc Africans.
Africans must utilise their own traditions and
Institutions in order to create modern political
institutions, which are both taaaningful and
effective in solving the problems as seen by
Africans themselves.*

This concern has found expression in theories of African socialism,

and Kyerere's ideology of ujcmaa especially. At the social and

psychological levels, the concern has been marked by the desire to

restore traditional communal values capable of overcoming the

alienation, unease, and dissatisfaction produced by education,

urbanisation, and rapid social change.

In the Past African setting, at least three major critical

responses to cultural nationalist concerns are readily discernible.

The first comes from critics such as Hgugi wa Thiong'o and Grant

v&menju who, while concerned with cultural roasoortion and the

creation of national cultures place, because of Canonist and tarxlst

influences on their thought, much greater stress than most

cultural nationalists on the economic basos of cultural phenomena

and emphasise the importance of international economic relations.

The second major critical response comes from the ierxist critics,

such as Philip Gchieng, Jared Angira Otieno, and Iasa -hivji who,

while often bitter about the penetration of capitalism and .entern

culture into African societies during the colonial period, eschew

any romantic concern for Africa's past. Instead, they stress the

economic bases of cultural and ideological phenomena, and view

1. Ahmed lohiddin, "Tujitegemoei An African Approach to the
Problems Ahich Obstruct Raoport .'Between frican and uropo",
Jbioni, '/ol.VII, Ho.I (1973), p.27.
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colonialism as a necessary stage in historical development which

has accelerated the mte of historical development in Africa.. In

contrast to the cultural nationalists, they argue that Iarxisa» both

as an ideology of revolutionary struggle, and as a tool of analysis,

is of direct relevance and applicability to the African situation.

The third najor critical response comes from Intellectuals such as

Taban Lo J.iyong who dismiss questions of cultural reassert ion and

authenticity as largely irrelevant in the straggle for African

development, and as being signs of weakness rather than strength in

the confrontation with the advanced industrial nations.

The Cultural nationalist heritage

The cultural nationalist strand in dast African intellectual

thought has deep roots, end has been intimately linked with the

oolitical struggle. The actual literary form the cultural protest

and reassertion assumed was influenced not only by European models,

but by the nature of the proto-national1st and nationalist movements

which absorbed the energies of young intellectuals. lugo Gatharu,

for instance, in his Child of Two .orlds recounts that

The little leisure which we had was spent in
discussing politics and our hopes for higher
education. lie read history and political
literature dealing with the Indian struggle
for independence. lie read Gandhi, Kehru, and
4A. Jinali pretty thoroughly. There was little
social life for us.

As an assistant editor of The African Toice
I wrote many articles protesting a,gainst the pass
laws, colour bar, and the deplorable wages and
housing, and demanded the opening up of the Kenya
Highlands for the Africans

1. lu-o Getheru, Child of Two .'orlds (Londont Heinemann, 2166} p.35.
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Since literary activity was tied very much to the demand for the

redress of grievances and the correction of oropern denigration

and distortion, there was little place for creative literature.

In addition there wes the problem of outlets. Since publishing

was controlled by mission presses, Europeans, colonial governments,

and a few Asians (who were often sympathetic to African efforts and

provided assistance), the main outlet for the Africa^ writer was in
the newspaper and the occasional pamphlet. Other factors were at

work too, which often related to Questions of language and liter ry

technical competence as well. Tab n Lo Liyong has argued that

Because the British are a pmctleal-minded people,
we became practical-minded too. If they had followed
the Aomantics they would have givon us more culture
and more Joyce Cory®I but they continued a colonising
race giving us Lord Lugsrds. Poetry writing and the
art of fiction were not taught us though we debated
and reasoned. This lod directly to early writings
which were of a quarrelsome naturej political
grievances (about land, mostly) and answering back the
white racist charges through pamphlets, and biographies
end anthropological works.*

•hile such a generalisation would be hard to substantiate it does

possess a strong measure of accuracy.

There was a widespread feeling amongst Europeans that it was

wrong for an educated African to write about his culture, because

he should only be concerned with questions of modernity. n

interest in his peopled past was considered unhealthy, and as a

betrayal of the civiliaation to which he had become attached through

education and Christian baptism. The mere act of writing about

1. Taban Lo Liyong, The hast Word (llairobii SAFE, 1969), p.J2.
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one's culture was during the colonial period a form of cultural

protest. Mir A polo Maggwa, the Katikiro (Prime linlster)of
Buganda for many years, an ardent Christian and supporter of ring's

Bchool, Budo, was not by the standards of his own culture and

period a "radical", but rather a member of the Bugandr Pokiestant
establishment. He was an authority on Baganda traditions, and a

story-teller of note, and published a number of historical-

anthropological works and tales in LUganda. Bora in about 1 365,

he was apparently converted to Christianity by the CMS in the early

1330s. Like many of his contemporaries, Kaggwa acquired a passion

for writing, and appears to have begun at on early date to record

events of the 1330# and l3?0a. By 1394 he had already written a

small book called Intalo ,.n Bugoncfe (The ;ars of lug nda).
ICiwanuka surmises that much of Maggwa's initiative to write came

from tho literary atmosphere provided by the missionaries around
1

him ouch as J. loocoo, &*?» Ashe, and Malker. Maggva 's family

ha3 argued that it was John Moscoe who suggested to Kaggwa that ho

should write in Luganda what he himself was writing in English.

It was iCaggwa who provided almost all the informants for Moscoe's

study, The Bsganda (London, 1911). Kaggwa»s studies, Ciwanu'ca

notes, had some surprising omissions in informants which suggested

that ho "discriminated against some informants on political rnd
O

religious grounds". Memories of the civil and religious ware of

the 1830s and '90s were obviously too fresh in many minds to allow

1. -i.-.M. Miwanuka, The Tin s of Buganda (lairobii ,, 1971),
p.xxvi.

2. Ibid., p.xmxiv.
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rnary people to be amenable to Kaggwa'a efforts. Some members of

the Royal Family presumably regarded him as a traitor for his

collaboration with the colonial regime, and his part in the

deposition of King Mvanga II. To many Catholics and Muslims he

was no more than the leader of the Protestant faction. And apart

from being selective in his choice of informants, he also had to

appease his Christian mentors. His discussion of Baganda religion,

for instance, suffered from his desire not to offend the CMS. That

Kaggwa was able to write so many works and actually get them

published is a good indication that the cultural climate in Uganda

was markedly different from that in settler-dominated neighbouring

Kenya.

Two prominent Ugandan cultural nationalists of a later

generation were Akiki Nyabongo and 13.B. Kalibala, both of whom

studied at the Tuskegee Institute in the United States. Nyabongo,

as we have already seen, had while in America launched an attack on

the Phelps-Stokes misconceptions about African education, rejecting

the emphasis on agricultural-industrial vocational training.

lie are here to acquire all of iestcrn culture that
can be useful to us; the elements of iiestern
culture that are suitable for us will be linked to
ours, to form the new African culture that is to
arise.1

Hyabongo's criticisms were thus not only of vocational training,

hut of the European prerogative to decide those aspects of the

African patrimony which should be preserved, and what might profitably

1. C uotod in King, Pan—Africanism and Educations p.
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bo adapted from the went. In a number of mild, and not overtly

polemical works, Including Africa Answers Back. The Biooro : torlcs,

and The Story of an African Chief, he presented a refutation of

Uestern dioparogoment of African culture. In a manner similar to

Keggwa, ho simply wrote about hie culture in a straightforward way

without being burdened by uropean-Christ ir.n induced guilt.

K&libala, who published a volume entitled Lnkalna and the Clayman,

and other African folktales (1946), during the 1933s set up an

independent Aggrey lemorial School which would he free of missionary

and administration influence. Later, at Howard and Columbia

Universities he developed a detailed critique of "Native ducction"

in M.A. and Ph.D. theses.

Cne of the moot important books to come out of East Africa

has boon Jomo Henyattc • o Arcing lount Tonya which is in essence an

anthropological study of the Tikuyu and a justification of their

customs, institutions, and values. In the Preface IConyatta attacks

the idea that Africans cannot speak for themselves but must always

have their opinions interpreted by a well meaning missionary or on

anthropologist who has learned their language.* Part of the

inspiration for Pacing fount Kenya came from the circumcision

crisis which precipitated the independent schools .movement. The

roots of this crisis wore located in the fikuyu challenge to the

total cultural transformation demanded of them by the missionary

church. The missions excluded the possibility of selective change,

1. Jomo Kenyatta, Pacing fount Kenya (London: Seeker & arbor®,
1933), p.xvlii. ~
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"by which the Kikuyu might absorb some elements of Western culture

while rejecting others as unacceptable to their values or social

institutions.""'' Confronted by mission opposition to female

circumcision, the Kikuyu sought a way of finding a realm of social

and religious independence within the confines of the colonial

system. Kenyatta directly challenged the missionaries on the

sensitive issue of clitoridectomy.

The missionaries -who attack the irua (circumcision)
of girls are more to be pitied than condemned, for
most of their information is derived from Gikuyu
converts who have been taught by these same Christians
to regard the custom of female circumcision as some¬
thing savage and barbaric, worthy only of heathens
who live in perpetual sin under the influence of the
Devil.^

He advanced the basic Kikuyu argument for the retention of female

circumcision by endeavouring to establish the fundamental connections

between clitoridectomy, initiation, and Kikpyu culture as a whole.

Circumcision, Kenyatta argued, was an institution which marked the

boundary between childhood and adulthood, and hence was of great

social and educational importance. In Pacing Mount Kenya Cenyatta

also denounced the injustice of the European expropriation of

Kikuyu land, pointing out that in Kikuyu culture everything found

strength and unity from the land.

1. Hoseberg and liottingha^, p.150.

2. Kenyatta, Pacing mount Kenya, p.153.

3. Ibid., p.133.
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A culture has no meaning apart from the social
organisation of life on which it is built. hen
the urooean cooes to Glkuyu country and robs the
people of thoir land, he is taking away not oitiy
their livelihood, but the raterial symbol that
holds finally and tribo together. In doing this
he gives one blow which cuts away the foundations
from the whole Gi'cuyu life, social, moral and
economic.*

At the sari© time ho assorted the oriaary role of culture in a

2
people's discovery of their identity, and as part of his desire to

reprove the .'uropean coloniser, Kenyatta also un.de a comparison of

Xikuyu (African) and European education. .ihereas African education,

he argued, aimed at the blending of tho individual with his group,

European education was concerned with the development of the

individual at the expense of society.

Europeans assume that, given the right knowledge
and ideas, personal relations can be left largely
to take care of themselves, and this is perhaps
the most fundamental difference in outlook between
Africans and the .uropoena.-*

To the .uropean assertion t at pro-colonial African societies were

authoritarian and governed by despotic chiefs, Cenyatta rotortod

that "tho Gikuyu system of government prior to the advent of tho

Juropenns wax based on true democratic principles."^ This very

point was taken up by another Kenyan, Parmenao Githendu lockerie in

his ,,n African A peaks for his Own People. lookerie argued that

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., p.317*

3« Ibid., p.121.

4. Ibid., p.lS6. See Chapter IX.
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"the Kikuyu country had been a democracy for centuries before it

came under the European power.Of course, the claim that

democracy existed in African societies before colonisation was an

important one for the African nationalist. It was designed to

refute European distortions of all African political systems as

despotic, and was intended to chow the Christian-democratic European

colonisers that African societies possessed one of the supposed

hallmarks of civilization, namely democracy.

During the 1940s and *503 there were also a number of books -

Muga Gicnru's Land of Sunshine, Mbiyu Koinango•s The People of Kenya

Speak for Themselves, i.lugo Gatheru's Child of Two '.lorlds which

combined biography, analysis, cultural reassertion, and the listing

of grievances against the colonial power. The principal themes

they dealt with were taken up more systematically by younger

intellectuals in the late 1960s. In the same period the cultural

revival and reassortion was being manifested in the publication of

a number of historical-anthropological studies dealing with various

peoples throughout East Africa: 3.A. Gecaga's homo Life in Eikuyu-
?

land, or ICariulci and luthoni; Donald Ilgala's Hchi na desturi za

Dagiriama (The Country and Customs of the Giriama);^ S.TI, Ominde's

The Luo Girl: Prom Infanc.y to Marriage;^ and S.d. 'Combo's Ustaarabu

na maendeleo ya Iwafrika (Tho . frican's Civilization and Progress).

1. lockerie, An African Speaks for His Own People.

2. Nairobi: The Eagle Press, 1949*

3. Nairobi: The Eagle Press, 1949*

4. Nairobi: 3ALB, 1952.

5. Nairobi: KALB, 1943.
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The cultural reassertion and revaluation of the pre-indenendence

period in 3ast Africa, which so often assumed the form of accounts

of the cultures of different peoples mixed with biographical

elements, was linked with the growth of national consciousness and

political nationalism. It was a way of responding to European

denigration and undermining the justificatory myths which bolstered

the position of the colonialists. In the post-independence situation,

while this element is still important, but only one of several,

cultural revaluation and reassertion is directed at Africa's new

ruling classes and educated who are seen as being alienated from

their cultural heritage, and as instruments of the physically

departed, but economically and culturally present former colonial

masters. Admittedly, this concern is not .so different from that

of the pre-independence negritudilists such as Senghor and Cescire

whose work was often self-reproaching and pro-occupied with self-

alienation from cultural roots. Cultural revaluation thus involves

issues of differentiating African cultures from those of dominant

external cultures which continue to impose themselves through

schools, universities, systems of economic production, technology

transference, consumption patterns, and the impact of alien

cultural artifacts including films, music, clothing, books and

magasines. It also involves questions of the nature of political,

social, and economic institutions, and their reconstruction to moot

African needs, and the spirit and values of African culture. In

addition, it involves a plethora of questions relating to the
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aesthetic criteria for critically evaluating African beauty, works

of art and literature, and distinguishing African or block aesthetics

from the dominant European ones* Cultural reassertion and re¬

valuation is thus not simply a refutation of Juropean claim®, but

much more a search for a distinct African societal and cultural

identity*

The Importance of Okot p'Bitek

The foremost contemporary cultural nationalist thinker and

writer in 3a»4 Africa has been the Ugandan born, Kenya domiciled

Okot p,Bitek, in whose substantial body of work most of the above

questions have been dealt with* Okot's own background provides many

of the keys to the understanding of his later intellectual concerns.

He was born at Gulu in northern Uganda, the son of a catechiet

teacher in Gulu and an illiterate mother* His father had left his

village home at an early age to join the missionaries at Gulu, and

as such Okot has no village* Okot was educated at Gulu High

School and King's College, Mo. At an early stage in his life,

his interest in African literature was sparked by his "mother's

songs and the stories that my father performed around the evening

fire"* This interest persisted during his formal literary training

at King's College, Judo. About this experience Ckot has written

As a sixth former at Judo ••• X used to take part in
the weekly seminars at the headmasters house for the
final preparation for the Cambridge School Certificate,
we dressed up like 'ladies and gentlemen*, and sat on
comfortable sofas and were served coffee# Those of
us who were smokers were allowed to smoke. The
atmosphere was always relaxed and pleaeureable. But
halfway through the evening, quite a number of us would
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be snoring in the corners. When the year ended
we made a bonfire of the now useless notebooks
and English setbooks. Goraehow, I managed to pass
the literature paper? but on leaving school, I
never read another novel or book of poetry, and
never visited the theatre, until very rauch later
on.

As a student he had participated in 'get-stuck' dances which were

prohibited for school children, and had learned "with great joy and

pleasure" many songs. After studying Education at Bristol, Okot

returned to teach at the Sir Samuel Baker school at Gulu where

Taban Lo Liyong, later to be his chief cultural antagonist, was one

of his students. It was as a teacher that he talked to the old men

and the poet musicians of Acholilandt Omal Adok-Too, Goya, Yona

Ocwaa, Acarau Lubwa Too, Oloya Acil and A bongs Bongomin Lutwala.

According to Okot

We began to organise festivals of music, dance and
poetry in which the village poets and musicians
and dancers came together with highly placed nublic
officers, schoolboys and schoolgirls and students
to enjoy the cultural wealth of their area.2

His best known work, Gong of Lawino, which was originally written

in 1ooli, "was greatly inspired hy these most stimulating

experiences". There can be little doubt that the subsequent

developments of many of Okot's ideas were nurtured during this

period — especially thoso relating to the social role of the x>et-

writer and his work, and the rejection of alien definitions of

literature. While he was acquainted with the otole (songs of the

war dance) and the bwala (chiefly or drum dance) within which were

1. Okot p'Bitek, Africa'3 Cultural Revolution (Nairobis
Macraillan, 1973), P.21.

Ibid.. p.22.
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enshrined the myths of origin and history of tho chiefdoss, and

with the courting songs of Aeoli youth, he was also familiar with

the contemporary political poetry of oral poets such as the blind

and •illiterate' Adok-Too who was gaoled by the British administ¬

ration for protesting against the forced labour system.

Gkot'e interest in Acoli oral literature continued to develop

and at Oxford, where h© reacted strongly to the disparaging termin¬

ology used by western scholars when referring to African societies,

he wrote a 3.Lit. dissertation on oral literature* "Oral Liter¬

ature and its bocial Background Among the Aeholl and I.nngo" • In

this thesis, apart from describing the nature of Acholi—Longo

society, he explored the social rolo of the lacak wer, the creators

or composers of words and tunes, who are "well-known, feared and

respected, because of their talent and for their ability to lampoon

their enemies".1 Okot pointed out that they did not enjoy "any

special economic status" and that thoy socially "killed" with their

"sharp and painful songs". In the transitory orak songs, were

contained running commentaries on the day-to-day affairs of

individuals, and which "like news items in © newspaper", soon became

out of date* "The vast majority of them treat local issues? and
2

the jokes, the •twist of the tail' axe understood only locally."

'fnny of the songs concern important persons — a chief, a jago.

1. Okot p'Bitek, "Oral Literature and its Social .Background Among
the Acholi and Lango", Thesis submitted for Bachelor of
letters, University of Oxford, 1963, p.291.

2. Ibid., p.304. See also Okot's Horn of iv Love (London*
tleinemann, 1974), passim.
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caught in a finny situation and "become objects of ridicule and

fun". The elonont of protest, of hitting back, Okot euggeste, is

^ulte clear in theso songs. Clearly Okot in ong of l.awinot
'.on,', of Pool, and Two • ongo views himself in much the same way as

his oral precursors, and ascontinuing a particular attitude to

artistic creation. Jhen he said

what my mother was singing about was about our
society, about the chief going with somebody's
wife, about a loose woman and so on* This was
not professionalj it was because someone thought
conething ought to be said and had the musical
and poetical talent to state it.1

Okot was not simply indulging in sentimentality, but grounding the

social concerns of contemporary writers auch as -Tabsm, IJgugi, and

himself, in the tradition of non-profosaional oral social commentary.

One of Ckot's major concerns has been the hardening of an

elite-anse communications and education gap, and hence cultural gap,

which follows urban-rural linos. Central to this concern is his

rejection of the dominant notion of what literature is. Ho points

out that western scholars, by defining literature in terms of

writings which are valued go socially for "excellence* of form and

expression", effectively exclude non-literate societies. .ben

defined in this narrow and discriminatory way, the history of

literature is the history of the literature of the ruling classes.

1. Okot, Africa's Cultural devolution, p.43*
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Those who did take an interest in the literature of peasants and

workers were not literary men, but rather folklorists and music L- no.1
dejecting: the standard definition as 'elitist, restrictive and

2
discriminatory", Okot adopts a definition - "literature stands for

all the creative works of man expressed in words""* — which embraces

in effect all creations, whether oral or written, which possess aos©

coherent and discernible form. The re-definition of literature is

of great importance to universities because it expands the literary

curriculum to include "the rich and exciting literary materials from

the /-Tricon countryside".^ This literature, as the " expression

of the soul of the nation" should become the core of the university

literature curriculum. Ckot has frequently pointed out that the

aim of any literary activity (or more generally cultural activity)

must be to ensure that there is communication
between the singer and the audience, between the
story-toller and his hearers ... There must bo
full participation by all present. Literature
must not be allowed to degenerate into a quest
for 'knowledge* to be attained through pains.5

hile Director of the lational Cultural Centre and national Theatre

of Jganda, for instance, ho endeavoured to bridge the widening

cultural and literary gap by conducting poetry reacSag# where both

intellectuals and villagers were eblo to contribute their own poetic

offerings In a sotting where mutual communication and understanding

was possible.^ Ckot is above all concerned to restore the traditional

1. Ibid., p.l?.

2. Ibid.,'p.20.

i. Ibid.

Xbid., p.22.

5* Ibid., p.22.

6. Interview with deter Darling, undny nation. 19/ll/l?67•
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notion of a communal artistic celebration, & concern he shares

with many others* «gugi has written that in pro-colonial societies

art was functional, and not severed, as it is in modem :urope,

from the physical, social and religious needs of the community.

Song, fiance and music were an integral part of a
community's wrestling with its environment, part
and parcel of the needs and aspirations of the
ordinary man* There was never, in any African
society, the cult of the artist with its boheaian
priests along the hanks of Seine or Thames. Today
the artist in Europe sees himself as an outsider,
living; in a kind of individual culture, and obeying
only the laws of his imagination.

Culture, because of its public nature, helped to weld society

to -other, This Okot contends, should be its function today, and

it is important to realise that the bulk of cultural activity, ratter

than occurring in the urban areas, is found in the countryside whore

"the vnat majority of our people ... have a full-blooded literary
2

culture".

In his essay, "Literature end Ian", Okot further examined the

question of the definition of literature and stressed the elitism

and cultural denigration contained in standard western definitions*

"western intellectuals, who are actually members of the working class

hired by the ruling class, devote their time to their masters, and

an Important part of their activity consists of denouncing and

despising the cultures of all other societies, both in the .feat and

abroad.'"* by adopting what he describes as a "dynamic and

1. hgugi, Homecoming, p.6.

2. Okot, /.frioa?s Cultural devolution, p.

1. Ibid., p#3?• Okot'a view of western intellectuals is obviously
ludicrous and illustrates a strong tendency on the part of
African intellectuals to make rash generalizations about

uropean society without understanding and foundation.



democratic definition of literature", Okot rejects the ♦so-called'

Greet and little Tradition theory of society, based as it is on the

"other fallacy that literature is the activity of the elite"#"'' Of

course, Okot completely misinterprets Eedfield's dichotoaous scheme;

his dismissal of it is based on a normative choice and not on the

basis of any systematic analysis# Redfield may have developed the

dichotomy in relation to Yucatan, but he applied it with greatest

effect to Indian and Chinese civilisation. Redfield was not, as

Okot strongly implies, endeavouring to impose elite or class based

notions on the analysis of other cultures# His distinction between

"great" and "little" traditions was drawn to show how urban-based,

literate intellectual traditions develop out of the little traditions

of peasant and village culture. He took into account the existence

of economic surpluses in theoo societies which enabled a distinct

specialist group of intellectuals to emerge and to refine village-

derived concepts and values to a state of complexity and abstraction

beyond the ready comprehension of those in the villages# Redfiald

linked the formation of the "great" tradition with the stag© of

primary urbanisation# The distinction was thus based on differences

of literacy and conceptual complexity and vac not developed, as Okot

suggests, to justify an existing state of affairs. It is arguable

that in hfrien such a process was underway even in pre-colonial times.

Uwnhili culture, for instance, possessed both "great and "little"
2

traditions# The imposition of colonial rule with its accompanying

%bld»t p. id#

2. bee the author's paper, "The development and Diffusion of
bwahili Culture in Tanzania", presented to a Centre of African
studies bo,minor, Jniversity of Edinburgh, 1971#
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intense missionary and educational activity, helped drive new

cultural wedges between peoples - the illiterate and litort-.to, the

deotern educated, and others. Initially the "great" tradition of

the new western-educated groups or "asomi" was European - it had not

developed out of any indigenous "little" tradition of the villages

and pe.' aantry* The growth of nationalism, and with it the

intellectual concern for cultural revaluation and reinsertion,

possessed the seeds of a new "great" tradition. The African

intellectual, by taking concepts and terminology from indigenous

cultural sources and integrating them into new systems of thought,

is participating in the types of processes outlined by Kedfield.

OScot is concerned that such a division should not arise because it

is contrary to the nature of cultural creation in many pare-colonial

African societies, and because it creates a clear and perhaps

permanent cultural gap between city and village.

Ckot is one of the Jest African intellectuals who has given

serious thought to the Question of language and the writer-

intellectual 's relationship to his community and audience. As we

have already seen, he realiseo that vernacular languages suffer from

their limited numbers of speaker© and readers, and the economics of

book production. Tartly in response to thie, ho suggests that it

would be desirable if, through procesees of codification and

standardisation, there were only three or four major vernacular

languages throughout ;<Jast Africa* Luo, Bantu, Lango and Pu&onic.

However, he recognises the need for the simultaneous co-existence of
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a number of languages, simply because "whatever is chosen as the

official language cannot be the only language of culture".""

Particular manifestations of local or specific cultures Kin only-

bo expressed in their respective vernaculars. If necessary they

can be translated into official or national languages to increase

their range of enjoyment and appreciation. Nevertheless, Okot is

not prepared to accept nglish or French as the cultural language of

fric n peoples. This rejection, while stemming pertly from the

belief tluit the artist can only express himself authentically

through hie own language, derives much more from the realisation

that most cultural activities in any African country take place in

the countryside, where the vernacular language is predominant,

nglish is, however, an extremely useful tool for interrsati&l inter-
2

course, and doos provide access to a rich literary heritage. The

•nglioh used in both translation end writing should not, Ckot argues,

bo an imitation of what is supposed to bo the "Queen's inglish".^
Anther, the Snglish used will bo inf1uencod, not only by the

vernaculars, but by the different experiences of groups which will

give new meanings to Anglioh words. Okot notes that "for m then

good Jnglioh is that Jnglioh which is understandable and enjoyable

by the Past African listener. It is the English language enriched

by the concepts and ideas embedded in our local language end

literature."^

1. Okot, frier's Cultural ;involution, p.46.

ibid., p.127•

j. Ibid., p.123.

4. Ibid., p.l29.
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Central to Clot's concern to bring about a complete re¬

valuation of botli the indigenous cultural heritage and that

introduced during the colonial period, Is hia attempt in A frican

Religions in Aeotcra Scholarship to de-Hollanise African religions

and to rescue them from the clutches of social anthropologists and

Christian theologians who distort their fusodcaontal nature with

thoir intrusive and mystifying alion concepts.

Ckot*s analysis beings with an attack on British social

anthropology which he divides into two historical sections?

evolutionary anthropology and functional anthropology. The former

"propagated the myth of * primitive * as the justification for

in serial ism" and the latter, which developed after tho first orld

war, provided the "doctrine by which we were enslaved". Paced with

a vast body of disparaging end distorting .©stem antferrpologicrl

literature, the African scholar, Okot argues, should expose and

destroy the false ideas about African peoples and culture that have

been perpetuated by .astern scholarship. An integral part of this

would be the critical examination, overhauling, and rejection of

terras such on Tribe, folk, and hon-1iterate, which, apart from being

vague, are rooted in concepts of the primitive. Tho African scholar

should also attempt to cut through the mists of ..©stern terminology

and analysis and present African institutions and cultures as they

really are. There are, Okot admits, dangers of over-react ion:

"this is already happening in the field of religious studies where
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African scholars now claim that African deities have all the

attributes of the Christian God.""''
Okot has a particular aversion to the concept of tribe. He

shows without much difficulty the confusing and contrasting

definitions given to it by scholars such as Lewis, Henry Maine,
?

Monica ..ilson, Meyer fortes, Jvans-Pritchard and Lucy lair, and

recommends that it be no longer used in Africa. This recommendation

aroused J3.a. Ogot's objection that Okot does not provide a substitute

or alternative term. A more serious objection, however, should be

that Okot has almost completely ignored the recent debate about the

meaning and usefulness of the termi his list of references has a

faded, pre-1960s appearance."'

Basic to African Religions in Jestem 'scholarship is the

unproven and dogmatic assumption that no African people believed in

a High God and that "belief in a High God is the product of the

'..'astern mind."^ Those who disagree with this "truth" are mere

speculators! Dusia, Danquah, Kenyatta, Idowa, Abrahams, Senghor,

Tbiti, and other African scholars who insist that Africans had a

t 5
concept of a High God are "intellectual smugglers", busy intro¬

ducing "Greek metaphysical conceptions into African religious thought."

1. Okot p'Bitek, African Aeliglons in Western Scholarship
(Hairobi: iJALB, n.d.), p.7.

2* Ibid., pp.9-16.

3. cf. Archie lafeje, "The Ideology of Tribalism", Journal of
Modern African Studies. Vol.9, Ho.2 (1971), PP.253-61.

4. Okot, African Religions in Western Scholarship, p.57*

5. Ibid., p.88.
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According to Okot, the missionaries, so completely convinced o?

the universality of the belief in a High God, did not carry out

systematic studies "in order to determine, first of all, irhether

or not ..fricr.ns believed in a High God.""1' In defence of African

scholars, Cgot objects that Ckot himself has never offered any

evidence to the contrary (apart from speculations about the deities

of the ITilotes), and that John Hbiti, one of Okot's chief

"intellectual smugglers", had at least in his Concepts of God in

Africa collected the deities of some three hundred peoples, all of
2

which were called God.

Okot raises the que; tion: " hy were ' .. n' deities identified

with the Christian God?" In reply, he suggests that the identif-

ic tion stemmed firstly from the missionary need to discover ..frican

terms for God, and secondly, from a missionary desire to break down

the idea that Christianity was simply a white man's religion.J He

does not, however, ask a more basic question, as Ogot points outs

" lust a High God be a Christian God?" Are the different societies

and races not capable of having their own independent visions of

reality or creation. Ibiti nakes this assumption when he states

"I take it that the majority of the concepts presented here have
A

sprung independently out of African reflection on God." '

Another group of intellectual smugglers according to Okot are

the missionaries and modern lestem Christian anthropologists who

1. Ibid., p.64«

2. B.a. Ogot, "Intellectual Smugglers in Africa", Bast Africa
Journal, Vol.VIII, Ho.12 (1971), ?.7.

3. Okot, African Aeligions in western Scholarship, p.60.

4. John .Ibiti, Concepts of God in ^frica (London: 1970),
p.XV.
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are unaware that "Africans do not thin'; m©taphysicnlly. The

scanty evidence ho offers for this assertion is that the term

"being" has no meaning in any African language. He also suggests

that Africans havo "no thought of another world" and concludes

that all fricnn deities

are actually continuously and geographically ©resent
and intimately concerned with the day-to-day lifo of
the xsonlo, here on earth. ITo genuinely meta-
physioal speculations are attached to them, and there
is no thought of another world. It follows then
that, in so far as Africans believed in certain
•powers1, they may be called religious? but, as most
of thorn did not hold beliefs in any deities similar
in conception to the Christian God, wo may refer to
traditional Africans as atheistic in their outlook.2

It is readily apparent that Okot falsely identifies belief in a

high God with belief in the Christian High God. This is something

which Ibiti, despite his Christian theological training, does not do.

<ihen he wrote "In all these societies, without a single exception,

people have a notion of God as the GupreoeaBeing", he was not

equating a High God with the Christian High God.

Ukot'a critics, including B.a. Ogot and feter higby, responded

strongly to Gkot'e denial that Africans do not think metaphysically,

higby retorted that the United evidence adduced by Okot "certainly

does not establish the basis for the incredible claim that all

fricano do not think metaphysically) generalisations of the crudest

1. Ckot, . ...f-lcan -tolipions in .ostorn cholarship, p.35.

2. Ibid., pp.99-100.
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kind of nogritude ... empirically inlefanaibl©.Ogot found it

difficult to understand why Okot had ignored on© important an pect of

frican metaphysics - African coaaological ideas • He wrote

This ie a surprising omission because I fail to sec
how one can discuss a people's religion without an
understanding of their world-view. It is therefore
dangerous and unscholarly for p'Bitek to ooncluda
that Africans do not think metaphysically without ©
comprehensive and serious discussion of their thoughts
about the universe and nan's place in it.^

At best, Okot'o reply to such criticism has boon inadequate.

.-■..part from a brief description of what ia mount by netaphyoico, ho

can only auggeet that what is being "paraded before us as 'African

net©physics' are actually attempts, mainly by uropoon scholars who

•.'.re stooped in the philosophy of Thomas Aquinas* to interpret the

; frlean's roligioue ideas in terms of that philosophy.'*^ undoubt¬

edly, however, Okot's much needed debunking of .uropean romantics

such as Jahnheins Jahn and Placid® Tenpelo is based on solid

intellectual grounds.

father flacide Tea pel's Bantu Ml iouoohy is, kot shows,

essentially a neofhoraist recreation of what a Roman Catholic priest

intuits to be the core of African philosophy. Tempels carried out

his researches only among the Besaba of Lake Aweru and among the

Baluba, and out of this he created a model which he confidently

toried "Bantu philosophy". Gkot notes that faapelo, after erecting

a model replete with words ouch a® vital force, monotheism, '4am, and

1. uoted in Okot, "Reflect, reject, recreate", p.29.

2. Cgot, "Intellectual . augglers in Africa", p.8.

3. Okot, "Reflect, reject, recreate", p.30.
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animism* precedes to present it as 'Bantu Philosophy* and not as

a 'mere tool' for analysis.1 As Okot points out, Tempels does

not claim the work is the result of hia own metaphysical production»

it is supposedly a systematic exposition of Bantu Philosophy.

However, it is one thins to justifiably and with solid foundation

attack thooo such as TempoIs and John who smuggle iuropoan meta¬

physics and romanticism into the study of African rel iglons 5 it is

another thin:- entirely on the basis of this debunking, to boldly

assort that Africans do not think metaphysically. The oaeo,at

best, is not provon.

' kot and , fro-Coritred Ivtha

Ckot's attacks on social enthropolofsr and the dominant

approaches to the study of African seli&ion ore not to bo viewed in

isolation. Rather, they represent part of his much broader concern

to restructures African thought and reduce the Importance of

kuro'pean importations. Although not a Marxist - "Marxism is

inapplicable in the African situation" - Gkot nevertheless accepts

what may loosely be described as a Marxist view of the nature of

ideology. Ho argued that

.©stern sociological theories any ho described as
myths propounded by 'uropean thinkers to promote
the interests of certain classes in the western
world. Social anthropological theories arc
myths composed by western scholars about copies
in colonial bondage to promote the interests of
imperialism.

1. Okot, Africa's Cultural revolution. p.62#

2. Gkot, ".lofloct, reject, recreate", p.29#
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He notes, without any elaboration, that St. Siaon and August©

Corate, the founders of ,/ootom sociology, propounded their theories

to promote the interests of the middle class which had ooised power

from what they called the "useless" aristocracy.* .larsist

sociology "preaches the destruction of all exploiters" while,

according to Gkot, the ©lit© theory of loaca and Pareto, and -fax

Leber's "chari&ma" (sic) are all reactions "protesting against

tarxtca". The functionaliaa of Parsons, the "high nriest of

American capitalism", is similarly a rejection of the idea of

revolutionary socialism. further, Okot suggests that Western social

theories were founded to meet "the challenge of social change an

2
viewed by oatem thinkers," and that their key concepts of class,

democracy, conservatism, bourgeoisie, feudalism, radicalism, and

claws struggle reflect "European social history". That they reflect

the European experience is indisputable, but Ckot does not consider

whether they are still of relevance in the African situation, or can

be profitably reinterpreted in the light of the African historical

situation. Instead, he argues that it is necessary for African

thinkers to "atop repeating parrot-like, the social theories of

uro >o", and to create new and Afro-centred myths on which to

reconstruct "our new nation". African thinkers, must analyse

objectively the nature of African society and propose Afro-contro&

social theories of society, government, and philosophy of life which

1. Ibid.

2. Ckot p'Bitck, "rarroting of ideas no use to Africa",
>lly I .'at ion. 13/7/1972, p.10.
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have fiim roots in African soils "These will have to take into

account the traditional background of the African measants as well

as the challenges of the modem world."

hile Okot accents that ."©stem sociological theories or myths

have been propounded to promote the interests of certain classes,

he is extremely loath to draw the right inferences from the

generalisation, He does not consider, for example, whose interests,

or whose class interests, now fro-centred theories and myths will

serve. This is a conspicuous omission. Okot is acutely aware of

increasing social differentiation in African societies based on

economic factors and education, and is able to talk about r "dictat¬

orship of the educated". bhy "vrould now Afro-centred theories not

serve the interests of a petty-bourgeoisie or bourgeoisie, or

privileged African economic groups with some other non-class

appellation, or even the interests of economically depressed urban

and rural labouring groups? Apparently he is able to accept the

notion (despite his own identification of an elite—mass gap),

fundamental to doctrines of African socialism, that Africa is a

classless society and any Afro-centred theory must sorve the

interests of the communal whole rather than the interests of the

privileged or depressed mart.

Okot's concern with the develomment of Afro-centred theories

and myths is inextricably bound-up with the whole mention of which

direction and shape African post-independence society is to take.

Is the post-independence society which is being created out of the

"rubble of the colonial system"going to be besod on true-African
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roots, or will it merely be at beet a rootless hybrid, at worst

a self-caricotaring imitation of a European society already sunk in

decay? Colonial rule created a hierarchical social set-up, Okot

notes which has been perpetuated in the oost-indemendenco society

by cultural "noes", the products of colonial schools and universities.

Such cultural "apedoa" is particularly pathetic, he believes, vrhon

it is realised that Western civilisation is moribund, sapped of its

vigour, and bereft of direction* It is important for the African

to reject ideas of development and developmental solutions from

elsewhere, as woll the "aaeuantions of colonialism which suggested

that the /est was ahead, and the world must catch up with it."

Africans must 3it down and "create our own goals as to where we want

to go. To suggest thet Africans have no culture of thoir own is

■the language of npedoia".*
Ckot, however, is not c traditionalist as some of his more

jft
vigorous detractors have asserted. Ho recognises the need for

advances in science and technology but stipulates that they must bo

adapted to African cultural conditions and "basic African aooumntionc

about what life is all about." The African education system which

produces arrogant and alienated members of the "dictatorship of the

educated" must be overhauled and geared to the production of people

who tire capable of spearheading the "village revolution" in accordance

with the "wisdom of Africa". He points out that

1. Ckot o'Mtek, "<hieh way are we headed?" .^unday Kation.
23/5/1972, P.7. ™

2* e.g. Philip Oohieng,"Hfrican Culture* in perspective",
bundav Hews. 25/6/1972, p.5«
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Those who are going to effect the villa,go
revolution must bo deeply versed in African
philosophy and culture. The village
revolution in Africa has no place for apes
with degrees which show they are experts in
things in other uen»s countries, but who are
ignorant about things at home.1

African progress must bo viewed, Okot suggests, within the context

of a number of major questions, including that of '♦..'here are we now?*

This question, h© adds, "involves critical analysis and study of tie

existing social, economic and political organisntions* It involves

debates an to the merits and demerits of the present and a

determination to change it, to mace it become what we want it to
2

become."

Tho Culture;.! jobate in -pnr, of hawino and ora; of a col

,Cultural conflicts hold a central place in the poems of Okot

p*3itek, and his attitude to those cultural conflicts is much

closer to the negrltude writers than most other "Jnglish-language

writers in Bast Africa* lie is not, however, as Mamrui end Tabaa

Lo Liyong contend a negritudinint. Ho is not confronted by a

colonial situation, but by a noo-coloni&l situation where the white

man is not necessarily physically present but is very much

economically and culturally present* It should be emphasised

that whereas the earlier East African cultural nationalists such as

enyatta and Coinahge used cultural reassertion as a mum of

heightening national consciousness and responding to .Juropoan claims

about frican culture and society, Okot, like Joseph huruga and

1* Ckot, hich wcy are we headed?"

2. Ibid.
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Okello Oculi directs his cultural reassertion at the new African

ruling classes. The basic idea which runs through Okot's poems has

been stated in African Aoligions in Western ch.olcrci.l-; as follows

The most critical decision which leaders of
Africa must take lie not so much in t e economic
or political fields, but in the field of culture
and of basic human values ... the basic conflict
is between the fundamental assumptions of festern
civilisation and the fundamental assumptions of
African civilisation.1

This is, of course, the basic concern of cultural nationalist

thought in East Africa. Buruga, for instance, in his book length

poem, The Abandoned Hut, stringently attacks the anti-traditionalism

and the cultural iconoclasa present in Bast Africa, and laments the

decline of traditional morality and its replacement, incomplete as

it is, by shifting, f-lso values. Buruga decries the onslaught of

materialism, a crass materialism fhich has corroded personal relrtins

and reduced everything to market terms. The continued ideological

and cultural noo-colonialism is neither, ho infers, a solution to

developmental oroblems, nor to the moral and spiritual malaise

which afflicts African societies. Time narrator of The Abandoned

Ilut warns

If you go on
Growing the strange ideas
Tou got from
Other countries
You may one day
Ball into the abyss
of despair
One day
You may be dying of thirst
And find no one _

To give you water.^

1. Ckot, African Aeligions in Western Scholarship, p.119.

2. Joseph Buruga, The Abandoned Hut (Nairobi: 3APH, 1969), p.32.



imilarly, in Ckcllo Cculi's crphan it is ©uggeetod th>: t if . frier

is to roaccort its identity, its soul, or its "aannesc", it .mot not

iaie •. • diseases in other©
In the nnsao of "catching up'5
ro husband borrow© soldiers
To fertilise hi© wife with,
/aid no sane woman goes for pregnancy
From the murderer of her husband.1

African identity must be worked out in torus of the African got.

There aunt be a reaffirmation of faith in Africa's own strength and

vitality.

Give tho injured manness in you a chancei
Food its yearn for a healing
On the curative herb aam&DB of tenderness
To nameas in others.2

Olcot adv; nces much the same views a© Buruga and Oculi, but builds

greater tension into his treatment of the cultural debate by allowing

a series of oetic works to embrace centre dictions•

Olcot uses the turbulent marriage of Ocol and Lawino to analyse

in a witty and at times poignant way the real absence of a cultural

mrrioge. He does, in Kaaenju'a Fanonist taras,

demonstruto how out of the Maniche&nisa of
imperialis® in Africa flow two rival and conflicting
aesthetics* on tho ctio hand, the noo-colonial
aesthetics of capitulation and subjugation whoso
representative and spokesman i© the tragicomic
figure of Ocol, the whit©**«ar>hed» aieaion-eduo.:- tod
graduate of the colonial university? end on the
other, the aesthetics of black pride, black affirm¬
ation, resistance and ultimate liberation confidently
articulated by tool's defiant and proud wife, Lmrino,
the representative of the patriotic African masses.-*

1. Oculi, c-rafean, p«?8«

2. Ibid.

3. Grant r'r-aenju, "Hack aesthetics and 'oun-Afriean emancipation",
"Mm. Vol2, ro.l (1172), PP.53-59.
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The problem with ouch "right on, brother" rhetoric is that, while

it doe© crudely state the problem Okot is pro-occupied with, it

brushes over its complexity and thrusts a sophisticated political

consciousness on a woman, L&wino, whoso perspectives move little

beyond tho village end its way of life.

Ocol is in many way© the triumph of the colonial civilising

mission, having through schools and Christianity embraced almost

totally Ouropean culture. Although he rejects the white man, he

also bitterly laments that he was born black

Mother, mother
•hy

Why was I bom
black?1

His aoute inferiority complex lends him to denounce and desecrate

his cultural heritage as a black man, and to deny everything which

nerves to remind him of his blackness. He would

••••• arrest
All the village poets
Musicians and tribal dancers

The sustainero of
Village morality,

destroy African literature, and "close down all schools of African

studies". He would detain the "preacher© of negritude", explode

the "balloons of the African Personality", end consider it of no

relevance whether or not black men built the "citadel of Zimbabwe"

or "architected the Pyramid". He want© to

1. Okot p'Bitek, ong of Ocol (Nairobis 3APH., 1970), p.22.
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Smash all theno mirror®
That I may not so®
The blackness of tho past
Prom vhioh I came

deflected in then.

Cool has Indeed succumbed to the colonial dictate that "the

colonised in elevated above his jungle statu® in proportion to hie

adoption of tho mother co?mtry's cultural standards (end) becomes
P

whiter an he renounces his blackness.M " The civilisation he

upholds is that of knowledge with its gift® of orooperity. He

proclaims

¥e will not just
Breach the wall
Of your mud hut
To let in the air •**

<e will set It ablaae
Let fire consume it all >

This liar of bcckwar&neas.

He tolls Lawino to

stop crying
You woman,
Do you think those tear® £
Can quench the flames of civilisation?'

Lawino, the neglected wife, is defensive about her position.

Ignorance is not her word for her situation. Her comparisons of

traditional African value® and those of the urban dwellers and tho

new ruling classes are made to show that ancient values posses®

coherence and vitality, and are not only thing® of the past. She

nays defensively that

1* Ibid*. P.31.

2. Panon, .slack kin. ihlte Masks, p.13.

3. Okot, ong of Ccol, p.24.

4* Ibid., p.79.
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% mother taught mo
The way of the choli
And nobody should
- hout at mo

Because I 'mow .

The customs of our peopleJ

he is not wholly on tho defensive, howovar, because Ocol is open

to attack on several fronts through his upholding of .osternirm and

hie position as a member of the new ruling classes. In politico

he is a local representative of one party while his brother supports

the other. To lawino politics is a disintegrating force. Che

comments on the stupidity of political personalities and parties who

cay that they want essentially tho same things but cannot even agree

to be soon together, and of tho splitting of society, family, and

marriage because of toe political parties.

The new parties have split the homester^
/.» the battle axe splits the skull I'

Politics has aligned toe people behind politicians who rro more

interested in accumulating the spoils - Privileged Looting^ - of

office than in fulfilling their promisee to the people. L&wino

infoimo us that

The stomach seems to be
A powerful force ,

For joining the political parties.

She recalls that

1. Ckot p'Bitolc, • or,-- of hawino (Kairobii ..,-,-11., 1^66) p«95»

2. Ibid., p.133.

i. Cculi, t<rmhan. p*57»

4. OScot, -onr. of 1,-awino. p.190.
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Someone said
Independence falls like a bull elephant
And the hunters

'

dush to it with drawn knives
Sharp shining knives
i'or carving the carcass.
And if your chest
Is small, bony and weak
They push you off
.aid if your knife is blunt
You .'pat the dung on your elbow
You com© home empty-handed
And tho dogs bark at you.

ihe laments that Independence has produced no fund mental transform-

ation of the lives of oeople in the villages. The martion claim

to represent the masses, but in the villages things remain virtually

unchanged. The politicians "return to the countryside ... for the
2

next elections", and then go back to the city. Tho politicians

and the party stalwarts "throw themselves into soft beds","* while

the hip bones of the voters
Grow painful
Sleeping on the sane earth
idiog slept jcforo a x • il

Cool, of course, i3 prepared to justify tho politician's privileged

position by defying the role of the masses in the struggle for

Independence. He asks

Tell me

Ay friend and comrade,
Answer me simply and frankly,

Apart fro a the two shillings fee
dor Party membership,
And the dances you performed
..hen the Party chiefs
Visited your village,
And the slogans you shouted
That you did not understand,

1. Ibid., pp.138-9.

2. Ibid., p.195.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid.
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What was your contribution
In the struggle for Uhuruf?

Comrade,
Do you not agree
That without your present loaders
Uhuru could never have come?1

But Lawino can only think that if the political protagonists, the

political parties, were to channel "the fury ... with which they

fight each other" into attacking poverty, disease and ignorance,

then nerhaps some of the ideals of Uhuru would be attained.

Lawino recognises furthermore that f col is a pernicious petty-

bourgooic politician who has been rroomed by the colonial power to

serve as its intermediary and agent. Ahe bluntly telle him

Listen rasy husband,
Hear me cry I
You may not know this
You may not feel so,
But you behave like
A dog of a white manl
A good dog pleases its master
It barks at night
And hunt® in the salt lick
It chases amy wild cats
That oorae to steal the chickenI
And '..'her the winter calls *

It folds its tail between the legs.
The dogs of white men
Are well trained
And they understand dngliohl
■"hen the master Is eating
They lie by the door
And keep guard
Ahlle waiting for left-overs.^

This passage, with its image of Ccol a© a scavenger "waiting for

left-overs", is reminiscent of Fsnon'o characterisation of the

1. Okot, ong of Cool, p.56.

2. Ibid., pp.204-5.
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rational bourgeoisie stepping into "the shoe© of the former

uropeen Battlement"3" end discovering it© "historic mission! that
2

of Intermediary" and the Western bourgeoisie*s business agent."

Ocol ic also open to attack for his devotion to his new woman, the

westernised Clementine. She is a piteous spectacle, an open

target since her Western affectations are so much more superficial

than Ccol'o - she "empires to look like a white woman", her lipstick

smeared mouth is "like raw yaws", and her amply applied face powder

when it is moistened by sweat makes her look on if "she has

dysentery" For icwino she is a ridiculous- creature, and she is

even more outraged because it is for such a. creature that

- my husband despises me,

He laughs at me,
He says he is too good
To be my husband.^

lawino's approach to ( col*» condition, £e monju shows, is to

diagnose hi© state of a "severe affliction of colonial complexes"

and to prescribe as the cur© "hi© symbolic ceremonial cleansing by
5

means of the therapeutic resources and wisdom of the people."-'

But first he must overcome the "scries that have formed" on his eyes.

She tells him

1. Brnon, ,:ho . retched of the ■ rth. .122,

2. Ibid.

J. Ckot, orv; of hr.wino. p.23.

4. ibid., p.27.

5. Cftaonju, "Black aesthetics", p.67.
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The blindnena that you got in the library
./ill be removed by the divineri
ton must vomit
the shyness you ate in the Church •••

: pit out in the insults with the water
the abuses you learnt ,

From your white mastore.

.•he points out that by denouncing hi; cultuml heritage, and

dismissing her as **& :aere village girl", he was abusing not only

his ancestors, but the dignity and humanity of African society and

all black people. hen Lawino tells Ceol

listen Ocol, my old friend
the ways of our ancestors
Are good,
their customs are solid
And not hollow
They are not thin, not easily breakable
They cannot be blown away
i3y the winds
Because their roots reach deep in the soil
I do not understand
The ways of foreigners
But I do not despise their customs
hy should I despise yours*

she also reveals that she is not necessarily arguing for a return to

the past. bhe ie a sensitive person who argues for cultural

relativity and the acceptance of this position by those who are

educated and call themselves modern, but who do nothing other than

engage in blind "apedom" or imitation of what they perceive to be

uropean - like the wearing of "blanket suits" in the middle of the

hot season.

Lawino points out that it is the educated African who is moot

alienated from his cultural heritage. In the period of Independence

1. Okot, on : of Lrvino. pp.211-12.

2. Ibid.. p,29.
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during the quest for cultural identity, it is really the ©due; ted

African vha has no culture or tradition to fall hack on. 'Phis, aa

Okot, hyorer© and lohiddin among othere hatfe argued, hoc serious

implications for the realisation of any fundcaental socio-economic

and political transformation involving? the macs participation of the

people. Ac lohiddin notes, "it is the elites vho are intimately

involved and sho have the effective power to transform society .

Jut as they are divorced from the .aausoa and African culture, and

men oolonially inherited institutions which give them their power

and wealth, are they "roclciaable" or aro they going to cling to

"foreign magic bogs" as the solution to Africa's problems?1
Similarly, Okot is wondering whether African elites, as cultural

"apes", are capable of generating the cultural resurgence necessary

for change. lie is asking the crucial question, Bgugi notes,
2

whether imitation or apedom can ever lead to creation. Moreover,

Ckot is suggesting, the estrangement of the educated i frican and

intellectual from his culture and people prevents him from inter¬

preting the experience of colonialism end independence in a way

which is able to provide continuity and meaning to the changes which

have affected ell Africans.

In a final plea, Lawino appeals to Cool*

1. hmed Hohiddin, "Eelevar.ee and Development in Tanzania",
• ciders d' ;tudos fricainop. Vol.11, ho*44 (1971), :>p»564-53d.

2. I.gugi we P Monro, Introduction to Okot'r. ..dries'a Cultural
devolution, p.xii.
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Hero is my bow harp
Let me sing greeting0 to y°u •••

let me show you
The wealth in your house
Ocol, my husband,
uon of the bull
Let no one uproot the Pumpkin.

This is certainly something Okot is not prepared to do.

African Humanism, Aoliglon and the Crises of Identity and Security

In Ckello Oeuli's long poem Orphan, an African child berates

his mother for having rushed to

the false hopes of romance with ,,

The ild Cat in the ..estern glow.'"

The Orphan clearly represents modern African man seated at the

junction of two paths, torn from his ancient traditions. But why

has the poet used the wild cat as a symbol for his European father,

and hence for colonialism and ;uropean influence? Because this

wild cat, "ngunydeng", is a beast that

traps hens by opening its anus for hens to peck
and poke. tfhen a hen has dipped its head far
enough in to enable a grip, the wild cat suddenly
closes its anus. It can thus carry a heavy weight
without a fight. The hen suffocates fast.3

This is modern Africa's plight. And it is the rashness and folly

of the "hens", even mora than the cunning of the "wild oats" which

iB lamented end attacked by the writer, Africans who have given

themselves up to European influences, to the lure of the promises of

a better life in the Juropeanised oity, have rejected traditional

1. Okot, ,.ong of Lawino, pp.213-16. The Pumpkin is the choli
symbol of the folly of human rashness.

2. Oculi, Orphan, p.14*

3. Ibid., p.103.



culture, coxd abandoned themsolves to moral and spiritual uncertainty

and suffocation.

It is the uncertainty of fluctuating values, and the raw values

stressing the importance of wealth, power, and "modernity" for its

own sales, that makes living in the new societies ouch a difficult

and confusing and. unsatisfying experience for the European educated,

fhic confusion is central to neriko ~erun&'a novel, The acperience

which deals with the complex relationship between two European and

two African characters. Tea liti is a Muganda village boy who b: s

made love to the neighbour*s daughter, gone to study in the united

states, and suffered under the white aan*s racism. lie returns to

a society which is stillddoainated by the spectre of whiteness,

with the other throe characters he goes to see the Kammjong, a

"tribe" which until now lias resisted missionary and administration

efforts to clothe aid civilise them. The headman wants to marry

sarah, the European woman, and this leads liti to wonder "was® ovary

black man vulnerable to whiteness."5 liti attempts to be African

by falling in love with a Karamajong beauty - "the blacker and more

2
unwhite the girl could be, the better for ;-Iiti.M He would show

"those ,nglioh and , morieans who held education and saterirlissi

supreme qualities ... his utter contempt for them."-* He would

recover his ancestral core, his African identity.

1. neriko beruraa, ihe xperience (Nairobis :'.APK., 1JP), p.l4^«

2. Ibid., p.142.

i. Ibid., P.14J.



Hero you see white people, here I aa; you touched
me with your bewitching influence and yet I ©scaped
unscathed# I tta still a genuine bl&ckmnn in my
paradise of simplicity, without psychological
problems, heart failures, air pollution or anxieties
over two women for I have twenty that ore only
flattered to do my bidding.

Of coulee, his proposed marriage to the Kfrraaajong beauty falls

through. ftlti** education and Juropern experience prevent hia

from integrating himself into the traditional society and from

completely returning to the pact. He decides to return to his

father's village, to the security and stability of tho life there,

and reconstruct the diverse elements of his life.

In a newspaper interview, hcruac. said that The xrericncc

swings like a "pendulum from the Africrness of the JCareusajong and

the . ostemess of his (ftiti's) British friends# This is just

symbolic of the wry we Africans owing like a pendulum from Left to
2

Bight." He pointed out that few Africans were "dedicated to

their values" in the same way that a "Chinese is dedicated to Chinese

Communism." His short storyi '"The Heart heller" was written to show

that the selling of the heart is "just symbolic of the African who

just embraces western values for the convenience that kind of life

offers and it is the attitude of the writer that a heart seller like

iwavu has no way to end but disastrously.""4
Many Bast African intellectuals tend to view with regret the

weakening of "traditional" values not because they are African, but

1. Ibid.

2. noriko eruaa, Interview, .-unday HatIon# 27/6/1971# P*14«
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because they offered ©very ian, regardless of his occomplishmente,

opportunities for genuine personal satisfaction in life. It is

not only the abandoned traditionalists and those caught between

"two worlds" for whom the experience of Independence has been sinful

end hollow. The men and women of the city, lured by the prosperity

the city is supposed to offer, and cut off tore or less permanently

from their rural !cln and past, have found little satlsfr ction. The

city, while it releasee the African from certain communal rocpons-

ibilitios and pressurea, offers little in return for the loss of

personal stability. This them© constantly recurs in literatures

in George Ivarmh'a novel l.oyor Torsive .\-..thor; in Lo'oert . .©rumc. ■ •©

heturn to the hadowo t and in Charles ian,-p»*o : on of ,oman.

In SaausX Cahiga's story, "In Silent Shadows", a "successful"

owee .stive ie critic;:,! of • la educated '"irl-friend for having accented

the meaningless conformity of urban life, and yet in & way he envies

her.1 The exocutive is oa much a passive victim of his life of

mediocrity and materialism as he is detached and alienated from it.

His relationship with his girlfriend is typical of relationships in

the urban milieu from which they flel powerless to escape.

In our circle of the whirlpool wo have been thrown
together and the forceo around us hold us in place.
Cur dosed minds say that we have chosen it.2

In the maelstrom of the city, the urban dwellers have little choice

but to cling to each other for a security which is transitory and

illusory. £ahigc sees the city as a type of whirlpool. For

1. bsauftl Kahigc, "In hllent bhadows, hoxus. Vol., Ko.i (1963),
p.12.

2. Ibid., p.ii.
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Olcello Oculi in Prostitute a muddy stream of rain water becomes a

microcosmic society. The water, once dirty, will never be purified

again.

;.Thon things get dirty qjnd turn brown they get
dirtier and brownier more and more as if caught
up in a hSlge long net that starts folding over
one more and more with each new commotion from
within until the commotion grows weaker and
weaker and thOn surrender comes.l

In this muddy stream, people surge in confusion and helplessness,

sometimes finding some peace, and then being thrown b ck into the

confusion "to join their course qf destiny for the long ride of
■

2 ' i
ordeal."

•v ■ ' ' y v • .. , :• _v.. ■> - ''I ;
borne writers reminisce most nostalgic lly about the restfulness

and peace of the rural traditional life. Jhen Lombe, in hubadiri's

I;o Pride Price, returnd to his village accused of bribery, he is

welcomed by the villagers and provided with a security and peace

denied him in the city. In Charles dangua's novel, Tall in the

vlouth, the city is portrayed as an alienating, exploiting agent in
T r

which men struggle to establish a 'meaningful identity. loira, an

ex-freedom fighter robbed of his land by the Loyalists, shifts to

Nairobi where his life 'is one of almost complete misfortune. He

crashes his taxi, his girl friend commits suicide after discovering
. ' . \ "

his unfaithfulness, and he drifts into a life of petty thieving

and scrounging. Homeless, penniless, and jobless, he seeks a sense

of direction and assistance from a iioman Catholic priest, but is

abused and dismissed as a drunkard. He is only saved by two of his

old village friends who have recovered from the wreckage of au Mau

1. Olcello Oculi, Prostitute (Nairobij H/iPII., 1963), pp.28—29•
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and established new roots. They persuade him to return to the

village where he can make a new life on his old land. The land

will give him a new identity and a non-alienative relationship with

the products of his own labour and his fellow men. There is also

the inference, however, that the types of urban capitalist values

which Moira acquired in the city will be valuable in the cash-crop

coffee farming he will undertake.

John Ibiti, the [enyan -soot and lrkerero Professor of Theology,

has viewed the changes during the colonial and post-independence

periods as basically a religious experience. .Ibiti•s approach to

tr; ditional culture and contemporary solutions has been profoundly

influenced by the fact that he is a Christian theologian whose major

concern is not only to examine traditional religion and its primacy

in African life, but to bring about some typo of fusion between

indigenous practices and beliefs and the external imposition.

Ibiti argues that in their traditional life african oeoples

were deeply religious. Religion coloured 'their understanding of

the universe and their empirical participation in that universe,

making life a profoundly religious phenomenon.""'' Under the impact

of Isli m and Christianity especially, traditional rligicns have had

to yield their hold in shaping "peoplefc values, identities and

meaning in life." They have been undermined rather than overthrown,

and continue to exert a great deal of influence upon individuals

and communities. The undermining of traditional solidarity, Ibiti

ooints out, has lod to the search for new values, identity and

1. Jo|m Ibiti, ..frican Religions and Philosophy (London:
Heinemann, 1)69), p.262.
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security which were previously supplied and assured by the primacy

of religion. The search, fbiti assert®, has been concentrated more

in the religious than the ideological sphere; this is attested by

tho prevalence of numerous Christian sect© and continued prosely¬

tic.; tion and conversion* Ideologies, 'Kfblti notes, are new and

accessible in intellectual term© to a very small educated minority.

According to 'Ibiti, "African peoples experience modem changes

as c religious phenomenon, and respond to it in search of a

stability which in fundamentally coloured by n religious ... outlook.""''
Traditional religions have been highly resilient, and conversion to

Christianity and Islam is often only of a superficial naturei

"Christianity and Islam have made only an astonishingly shallow

penetration in converting the whole man in Africa, with all his

historical-cultural roots, social dimensions, self-consciousness and
2

expectationc." As euch, traditional religions presort a challenge

to Christianity and Islam because they successfully evolved a system

which was able to humanistically oabraco in a religious whole secular,

socialist, communist and capitalist elements.-5
Ibiti points out that co-existing with the religious search fee-

new values and identity has been the ideological search. At one

level there has boon the Christian ecumenical movement concerned with

healing the breaches of division among members of the different

Christian traditions. At another level there has been negritude

1. Ibid., p.263.

£. Ibid.

J. Ibid., p.266.
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which* because of its vn-uoneee, multiplicity of forms and

definitions, has only boen an ideological reference noint for a

relative few people in mainly 'reneoohone Africa. ibiti states

that negritude is

a comfortable exercise for the olito who wants,
seeks and finds it when he looks at the African

■ r.inni rnd hopes for an African future. It has
neither dogma nor taboos, neither feast days nor
ceremonies. You only need to imagine it and you
will be able to identify it; be lucid about it
rnd you will bo able to so© it. : ogritude is
beccuso it is said to b©.*

There is also the equally, if not more nebulous and elusive African

Personality which Ibiti believes, really only has a place in the

"realm of art". On another level, there is African unity and fan-

Africanism and African socialism, which represent progress but it is,

he argues, n progress in search because it "lacks concretoness,

historical roots, and a clear and practical .goal, at leant for the

individual to bo able to find in it a sens© of direction worthy of
2

personal identification and dedication."

The ideological claim of ''ogritude, the African Personality

imcL African socialism is oriented to the .pmc.nl (historical) roots
3

which are profoundly religious, and also point to the future.

The traditional religion which is strong in ..eun.nl myths ia

"absolutely devoid of future myths'*• hirthomoro, ibiti notes,

traditional religions lack their scholarly champions to advocate

their use, but their main contribution lies in the feet that they

rovide in a sense the bases for the ideological claim, as woll as

1* Ibid., p»26?«

2. ibid., p.271.

i. IMA., p.273.
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a model for the type of all-ombrc oing philosophy of life capable

of nceting the identity and security needs of contemporary Africans.

A strong stand in East African thought asserts that tradition¬

ally, African societies were characterised by humanism rather than

mrterifJLisa, scientific or otherwise. The omphalic has boon on

mm, and the family system end communal life, it la argued show this*

rt from its- spiritual ;~.::-:oct, the communal society poocossod

certain qualities which should bo,retcined - collectivism, unanimity,

palaver, mutual aid, and the solidarity of the individual and the

group - and used as tho basic for the net? African society. In

Cculi'o Crlmn there is the suggestion that Africa will lead the wry

in the reaseertion of hu anistic values largely because, despite

erosion they are still present in African societies. The orphan's

father tells him

Humaneness end morals were Icnown and practiced
Before you began life;
Tenderness, humility end decency 1
By men to man in honour of mr nnosc.

He urges him to revive those virtues which do not belong to / fries

alone, but vrhich ere basic to humanity. According to Drvid

Hubadiri,

The only thing that Africa has got to boast about,
which can contribute towards humanity, is the
spiritual force which we still retain* A rough
road doesn't bother me very much. The fact that
I can't point at skyscrapers or fantastic machinery
when I t :e people to my capital doesn't bother me
at all. ometimes I'm thankful about this. The
African is not only a poet, but is a creative human
being. He has still got a oer.ne of values which a
number of our friends in other countries are beginn¬
ing to lose because of fast and r- mid economic

1. Cculi, Orphan* p*?3*
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development. Of courco, I want then© thins®
to cos®. I want a hotter way of life for iay-
people, but it must bo directed with a ,

spiritual force behind it, not just for show.

This concern for African spiritual values and humanism io given

exprea® ion in I.o dride .rice, where .iubodiri argue® that attempt®

to bridge tii© ©conoraic gap between African end advanced industrial

nation® have led only to the sacrifice of iiria, Loaabe'E mistress,

and people like her. Hubadiri deplores the sacrifice of people

ruch as llria, but clings to an element of optimism. The situation

is symbolized by the ohoenix, a fabulous Arabian bird that burned
k\

iteelf away every five hundred yecra or so and rose rejuvenated
' '

from its ashes. Mlria*® sacrifice, the death of the repulsive

labour minister Chozo, and the military coup, are not seen as leading

to an endless cycle of coups and violence, but as signs of a re¬

juvenation of African society.

Hubadiri attacks the dehumanizing effect of modern technology

and of industrial society, and the fluctuating, uncertain values of

a rootless urban existence. Communal values, while they may take

priority over the individual, do not crush hia a® the values of

individualism do, and provide him with meaning and security,

liubftdlri stresses communal obligations and values in a disparaging

attack on on frlcan socialism that Africans in a communal setting

rocticed quite naturally. .'hen I.ombe arrives at his village he is

welcomed with food hy tho villagers.

1. Javid Bubadiri, Conversation with 3avid Eubcdlrl, Africa,
deport. Vol.9* Bo.7 (1964), p.14.
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Pood began to arrive from the homos nearby, This
was the custom. On© welcomed strangers and
especially relatives because they belonged. This
thing had fallen on lombe's house had fallen on all
of thorn. It was thoir duty to no© it through and
finalise it properly. This aw© inspiring concern
of sum for aim is what the big people in the big
new government had boon teying to writs down.

^ They
had given it a big name, "African Aociclista.

.iubadiri olirros an affinity with the apontleo of nogritude, his

ro lantio vision of the humanising effect of en African "spiritual

force •' and African values being somewhat old# to str nds within

.-cnghor'o thought,

. .Tic; ;x eci: l:U,.i

At the political and ideological level, cultural rcasoortion

has found its .moot concrete and detailed expression in various

doctrines of African docJul ism which find their raison d'etre in

the anti-im serial1st struggle and the exigencies of national recon¬

struction. The doctrine of African socialism supposedly represents

a way of differentiating the socialism of Africa from other kinds of

socialism, particularly iarxiom, thus preserving a distinct societal

and cultural identity and dissociating Africa from the ideological

battles of the "Cold iar." during the early 1960s especially, the

idea expressed by Ton iboya that Africa "should be left alone in

these formative years to ribvelop her own personality and her own

2
brand of socialism", was a strong one.

1. David Hubadiri, Ao Pride rico (Kairobi* .AIf!., 196?), p»129«

2. . .boya, T cdom and After, p.168.

• \
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:mbodiod in the cluoter of ideas associated with African

socialism is the aorrch for so aft common African identity and the

attempt to grotmd the roots of socialism in the indigenous societies.

The found;tiono of African socialism are to be discerned, it is
/

argued, in traditional socio-economic structures, inclining the

communal ownership of land, the egalitarian character of society,

and the extensive network of social obligations that lod to

considerable cooperation. In traditional societies, .ligot-.' dholls

;X)intc out, "reciprocity and redistribution in conditions of

scarcity undo possible the mutual dependence which in turn ensured

that while no individual accumulated excessive wealth, no nan suffered

undue deprivation. It cannot be overemphasised that such an

egalitarian distribution of remunerative awards necessarily Implied

tho coercion of the 'collective conscience' upon the individuals"3
There is a stress on the value of hard work end sacrifice which

finds justification in tradition -whore the African, tied to

collectivities such as the compound or extended family as the basic

unit of both production and consumption, made sacrifices for those

groups. Strongly implanted in the notion of African socialism is

the view that African society is by nature classless and colloctivist.

This was hycrere's position in the pre-Arusha Declaration period when

he wrote his booklet, Sljataafc - the basic of .African socialism.

1. For a discussion of the collective conscience see f. Migot-
Adholla, "Traditional society and Cooperatives", in Carl Seats,
i» idstrend (ed.) Co-operatives and llural .evclo-raent in ast
Afrlcv ( irobi: . IJ/ .j, p.c4.

2. Ibid.
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The foundation, and the objective, of African
bocialism is the Extended Family. The true African
Socialist does not look on one class of men as his
brethem and another as his natural enemies. He
does not form an alliance with the ♦brethem' for
the extermination of the ♦non-brethern'. He rather
regards all men as his brethem - as members of his
ever extending family.

(Jjamaa, then, or hamilyhood', describes ®ur
ocialisn. It is opposed to Capitalism, which

seeks to build a happy society on the basis of the
Exploitation of ian by dan. And it is enuaily
opposed to doctrinaire booialism, which seeks to
build its happy society on a ohilosophy of inevitable
Conflict between Alan and .Ian.*

In similar vein Iboya, in rejecting the relevance of tiropern

socialism, pointed out that "there is no division into such classes

in A-fricc, where states come to nationhood through the preseuro of

mass movements and "..Aero governments consist of the leaders of the

workers and peasanta rather than the nobility (sic) who 'have ruled
2

iurope." In effect, as . rri&fci and . ,il have observed, the views

of presumptive solidarity and an automatic socialist "attitude of

3
mind" have prevailed. "The ideals and attitudes which nourish

A-frican socialism'', boy; assorted, "are indigenous, and are easily

learnt, for they have boon expressed for generations in the 1. nguage

of the soil which our people understand, and not in foreign slogans

There arc few Africans who are so "detribaliaod that those a.ttitudes

no longer have their hold on thorn" and most of those who have moved

1. Julius H. llyererc, "'Jjamaa - The 3asis of African bocialism",
in Freedom cad Unity (har-es-dalaara: C.J.a., 1966J, pp.lb2-171<

2. Iboya, Freedom and .after, p.l67.

3. Arrighi and haul, "Socialism and ..conomic development in
Tropical . frica , p.165.

Iboya, Freedom and Iter, p.lCj.
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to work in the towns, Iboye added, "etill understand these rallies

©lid still behave in the sane fashion as they did in their original

hones and land units."* The claim has led, in the ease of Magega

i lot, for instance, to the equation of mass nreccurc- such as 4aji

.aji and participation in nationalist struggles with a propensity
2

to socialism and justice.

ilany of the concerns of cultural nationalists end African

socialists are dealt with by Clsollo Cculi in his discussion of the

full-i-ih'icr.nisation of :x)ct-indopondence society. Uhliko many

others, Oculi touches upon substantive questions such as the

contradiction between the nature of the inherited colonial bureau¬

cracy and its underlying rationale, and the values of traditional

socio ty and, by extension, African social ism. ccordin : to culi,

the fundamental issuo facing African post-in&e-Jendonee societies is

whether thoy will be fully Africanised, or "remain a hybrid of

uropeanism and noo-colonial control". The issue, ho adds, is not

simply the extent to which the control of economic and political

power is in the hands of Africans, but also of the "degree to

which the structure of institutions both economic and political

and their workings, are peculiarly Africans are fundamentally in

conformity with the philosophy and ethical values of Africans.""*
Adopting a basically itorxist ;• .>roach, OcaLi argues that urope, •

by imposing colonial rule, "put Africa within a pattern of societal
•

• •" i •
_ ' >• . • ■

and socio-economic forces and trends that has already started in the
A

Juroi>ean system of societies."^ ,, . ,Africa was absorbed into the

1. Ibid., p.167.

2. Aquarius A.gola (Magago Alot), "Will Socialism Survive in
Tanzania after hyerere?" The aunday oi;t, 20/8/1972, p.7«

3. Cculi, " polled literature sad Social Imagination in Africa", p.10.

4. Ibid., p.12.
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international capitalist system with the result that its mode of

economic production and relations of production wore altered.

Colonialism, cull suggests, "froso the path of African social

development" and set in -.action a "purposeful and myotometic level of

disintegrating forces."* The colonial poriod was one of hiropeon

initiative end part leipation in history and central to that

AAA. .A..V :j u L A j ; W . . .... 1 ... . A .. . .. t.y

and patterns of societal growth that had boon achieved". Given the

extent of tuo onotr. tion of the cc dial ist system and its disruptive

impact, It was imperative that Afrieanis.t ion be much mora than a

change of per >onnol, and involve the reorganisation of economic

processes in conformity with tho basic values of Africa), culture.

The return to African culturo, to traditional forms of organisation

end Values, and tho "consultation that loaders made to reservoirs of

social experience of traditional Africa" was no sore exorcise in

"tribal romanticism". other, it was an attorn t to recover African

initiative in a situation where Africa's own path of development

had boon halted and disrupted by "colonial anti-dovolopraent", and

determined by external forces. If Independence, Oculi suggests

meant the posoosaion of the capacity to
participate to history with any degree of
autonomy* the possession of initiative, then
afries had no choice but to reject and reverse
the momentum of capitalistic development, and
capitalism itself.2

To tho possible objections from those such no Tslcott Persons that

tho momentum of capitalism co*ald not bo reversed, Oculi responds by

assertto , on tho basis of littfc more then r% fow rhotorical state unti

1. Ibid., p.13.

2. Ibid.
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and certainly no empirical evidence, that "the 3031 exciting drama

$hat has been happening in Africa in the area of social planning is

the conscious and systematic rovereal of these trer.de of colonial

capitalism's development.

The basic contradiction in the post-indo:>cndonco situation,

Ocali suggests, is that while "social hanging.tion" in Africa is

committed to the recuauertion of African values so the foundation on

which socio-oconomic processes should he carried out in the now
'

v
. •"

Africa, Africa has inherited formm of social organisation which have

taken their form from the values and ideologies of capitalist urope.

One of tho heat examples of this, he contends, is bureaucracy.

fho colonial bureaucracy was, Gculi point© out, antagonistic

to the values of traditional African socialism - ruin's cooperative

spirit, hie desire to work in harmony with his friends, desire to

eorve, the well-being: of the community - because it emphasised

individualism, the rewards of personal achievement, the use of

position to wield power over others below oneself or outside the

bureaucratic machine, the spirit of competition at the expense of

another, inequality in rewords for work, and, in the colonial

situation, racial inequality. The colonial bureaucracy was an

"instrument of conflict used by one racial group against another

racialgroup" and tin inetruaont for "collecting, harvesting the fruits
O

of that conflict for the winner, i.e., the colonial 'power," Oculi

points out that there has been virtually no attempt to question

1. Ibid., p.14

2. Ibid., p.15
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' the whole concent of importing the system of bureaucratic organis¬

ation" devoloped la uropeoa societies, .old its incoapetibllity with
i

the "types of culture! value® that prevail in the tribal system"#

The Ideology end stricture of colonial bureaucracy imparted & number

Of attitude® vhich have to be destroyed before full-*,*ricaninrtion

can be realised. A socialist transformation of the bureaucracy has

thus to free a number of problems including the use of power against

the people., and tho use of power for arterial, individual wealth,

t.nd to replace anti-socialist values with those etressinj service

t tho community, relations of equality, and the spirit of communaliam

and cooperation and not persona! advancement.

Ccull raises tho question of the flow of power and ooaraand in

the barerucrrcy, and the relationship of tho young university tr: in®4

bureaucrat and his older but ill-qualified junior. The is; uc, ho

suggests, is problematic in a society that outside the bureaucracy

"holds old-eye as a sacred condition, sunaounts it with dignity,

sees the elderly not only as reservoirs of wisdom end deep experience

of the trickeries of human existence but, aore importantly, as those

who have given their best to the service, rearing and maintenance of

tho community.* lore generally, it raises tho problem of the role

of tho old in the new Africa and more concretely, the position of

the elders in the now political community, and the process of decision-

asking for tho total political system. The colonial system put the

elder® at the periphery of power, even though minimal concessions

were often made in terms of quasi-acvisary and Judicial councils.

1. Ibid., p.lj.
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Oculi suggests that in the programme of Africanizing personnel and

the processes of decision-making, "there has to be some form of the

•independence of the elders' from the oblivion and silence at the

periphery of the political system."

The Three-Pronged Critioue of Cultural Nationalism and

African Socialism

The first major critical response to the cultural nationalists

has come from those such as ITgugi wa Thiong*o and Grant Kamenju who,

while they share with the cultural nationalists a concern for cultural

identity, place much greater stress than them on the economic found¬

ations of culture. JTgugi's discussion, especially in the essays in

Homecoming, is narked by a tension between his quest for cultural

identity and his Fanonist and Marxist perspective which is opposed
•. -v.

to the more romantic aspects of cultural rer.ssortion and nationalism.

Ngugi's Marxism leads him to recognize the socio-ecohomic bases of

cultural change, while the nationalist bent leads to the advocacy of

the reinvigoration of values, the socio-economic bases of which he
1

points out, have changed fundamentally.

llgugi is highly critical of those who view African culture

"ns if it were a static commodity" which can be ^reserved and even

2
projected on to a contemporary socio-economic and political stage. "

This is an attitude which pervades lost government-sponsored attempts

to establish national cultures. The reassertion of an "irrelevant

—

1. Kgugi, Homecoming, up.11-12.

2. Ibl1. , -i./.

—
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trcditionallor3w in often confused, : -ipi point® out, with the

development of n national culture. The attempt to develop national

cultures, ho adds, is also thwarted by the desire of rul iny clean

members to graft on African culture on to coloniclly inherited

institutions. "hi;, situation is oxr.eerba tod by the very nature of

. < ! '.r' v tf i"e -on

of the departed colonial al liniotr torn. 'or the®, the revital-

iaation of African culture simply appears as an afterthought. They

occasionally sing "a feu traditional songs i hymns of praise to a

mythical posti we must preserve our culture, don't you thinld

2l.;ugi suggestc that if true national cultures are to be achieved,

political and econoraic life must be -wholly socialised and Africanized,

and the bread with capitalism realised. According to Kgugi

Of.pita.lien can only produce anti-human cultures, or
a culture that is only an expression of sectional,
warring interests. African cultures used to be lost
communal when and where economic life and the means of
reduction were o>.iuk 31 y organised and controlled.

Any ideal, any vision, is noih'lrv- "unless it is given
institutional forms and solid economic bases

In order to have & national culture, I gugi contends, a number of

conditions must be realised, including a completely socialized

economy, and a complete and total liberation of the people through

the elimination of all exploit* tive forces. A stratified society,

he notes, can only produce n stratified culture or sub-culturo? such

is the situation of the peasantry and working people in modern neo-

coloniel states."* At present there io e, "dangerous, unhealthy gap

1. hid., pir.

. Ib A ' . , pp.1 J —13.

j. ibid., p.l^.
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between intellectual and practical labour", and between rural and

urban centres which could be bridged, Ngugi suggests, if schools

and universities were taken to the country side and involved in the

"creative struggle of the peasants and workers"."

Compared to I ;ugi, tamenju places rauoh greater stress in his

work on the types of psychologic." 1 problems induced, by colonialism

and racism, and on cultural alienation.' The influence of Tenon on

his thinking, as evidenced for example by his essay, "Black aesthetics
2

and pan-African emancipation", " is abundantly clear, and .has led to

a derivative rather than creative intellectualism. According to

Camenju, the lost valuable loason which can be learnt from Vnon's

Wor,k is "that pnuina, co: i irohenoiVc cultural r volution in de oth

is inconceivable without the total dismantling of all the recalcitrant

cultural, social and economic institutions and structures spawned by

imperialism."^ The cultural .revolution involves much more than the

elimination of the -vestiges of "imperialist control" of the ureas,

.lass aedia and the education systemt it involves the destruction,

of the capitalist lonopolies and the "nao-colonial political system."

The cultural revolution will rem in "aborted .mil uncofc; umm ted" until

revolutionary institutions and organizations that serve the interests

of black workers and peasants have been created.

In the case of both IT-gugi and 'amenju, there is thus the major

-remise that cultural revolution involves much more than the

I

• • » a

..'.13.. ju, 31: c ' if tier : 3 '. r i rci tion",
. , Vol. , .1, iUl.j, .57-71.

3. Grant Kamenju, xieview of Vrantz Tanon, Black kin, .aits lasks",
Oarlite, Vol,4, ho.2 (197°)> P»43.
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vj& $

rsaseertion of traditional values and romantic appeals to Afrioaa

humanism; it is something, they argue, wiiioh oan only be achieved

as a result of the total transformation of axisting socio-ooonoaic

and political Structures, For thorn, now national culture;:; will

not Btoi frou what Fonon referred to as the revival of a few
*

uuaaifiod fragments'', but rsthor from the involve aent of peasants

• aid workers in the struggle to bring about a socialist society.

..octal jam

fhe second and moot concerted critical response to cultural
\ '

reassertion and African socialism comes from a relatively small

group of ^iarxiats, principally from fansonia, who havo had to defend

t.ieouMlvas from attack on the grounds that they are poddling alien

and inapplicable ideologies. fho central thrust of the iarxiet

critique of cultural nationaliam is to bo found in hilip : ohiong*a

vitriolic criticism of Okot p*3itek and those of his ilk who are

"only i; ing romance with an African past which they have never

experienced, nor, therefore, know anything about. .ioroa still,

this cultural romanticism always betrays profound ignorance of

history, or historical materialise in particular."1 Ochieng moint©

out that culture is a function of the mode of economic production,

and accepts tho iarxiot historical oategorisation of the five modes
p

of production. The negritudinisto, he suggests, want to return to

the pro-colonial situation (a gross distortion) which us predo■minr ntly

1. hilip i.ehiong, "African culture in perspective", Sunday hows,
5'6/1/72, >.3.

2. Ibid.
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the primitive commmUw stage, although several African societies

hod reached tho stag* of feudal ism* It is on the basis of the

stages of history, that • chieng, as uoos Jurod .uigirn, rejects

Glsot's claia that one culture cannot be lore developed than another*

"this is to divest culture of history, which is its very vehicle".

This is not to deny, however, that uroponn colonialist myths of

the superior race wore ridiculous. Jut < chiong, lilae loo OjuScr.,

J&rod Angira, and other African .I&rxiste argues

Colonial ism is an inevitable historical ihanotaonan
of an advanced stage of capitalisa. And if
Africa had reached capitalism before ;urope, you
can bo sure it would have colonised urooc, among
other olacea."

Ojuka argues tiiat the restrictive nature of African reason presented

an effective barrier against any "fundamental or revolutionary change

from tlx© given reality" find that hardly anywhere in "traditional

structures of deason" wore to bo found the built-in concepts

2 ' .

oainble of transcending them." Colonialism was a "blessing in

disguise" bocause it loosod ths restriction, andpprovided tho

itemotives which made possible the transformation, to a higher

stage of development, of t.io subsistence productive process,

nticip&ttng tho objections of the cultural nationalists, Ojuka

points out that Africa's state of subsistence was a necessary stage

in human development. Asian societies were still in this basic

x>sition, and uropoan states had passed from "antiquity, to

1. Ibid.

2. loo OJtisa, "Industrialisation and Capitalism in developing
fries", <enya Historical deviev, Vol.?, Eo.l (1974)# P»3l*
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primitive tribalism, to feudalism, to bourgeois capital lea - with

oil its features ox* indu. tibial technology, economic neo-imperial lea

(sic), and the like* Colonic; tion interrupted Glow evolutionary

change end cot in action economic and social change which, had the

effect of pushing most of Africa pact the slave and feudal "cultural

stages" into the "capitalist cultural tot&ge".

'•ihile primitive communism, upon which / frican socialism ic

supposedly based, and socialism, arc alike in terms of their non-

exploitative relatione, there is, Cchieng notes, i "whole world of

. >cially » ilitc tivo end economically era: ntit tive. differences between

the two". Society, he adds, "is always a dialectical unity (i.e.

a unity of opposite forces) between production forces and production
2

relations." ' Cultural changes, and cultural revolution are

inextricably linked with the contradiction between production

relations and forces, even though the cultural phenomena of earlier

stages of development persist and help determine the nature of

stru&;lo at a later stage of development.

In response to African thinkers and leaders who contend that

axxism, apart from being historically inapplicable in the . frican

situation, ia dogmatic and theological, and has been shown as

incorrect by the course of developments in t iv need capitalist

states, the fast African .iarxiot has stressed both is flexibility and

scientific -jethodological Value. Ochisng, alon;: with winy other

.-act ^fric&n darxista, adopt© the view that through the development

1. Ibid.

2. •' eh lung, ' .frican Culture1 in perspective", p»5»
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of imperialism, the highest stage of capitalism, internal contra¬

dictions within advanced capitalist states have eased, while those

between advanced capitalist states and colonies and neo-colonies

have intensified. Class struggle is thus transferred from the

internal situation to the international arena, with the result that

colonies and "semi-colonies" have become the centre of socialist

revolution. Egorabale-Twiru points out that in Tanganyika during

the colonial period, the principal contradiction was that between the

colonizers and colonized: "the evolution of the other contradictions,

such as that between the traditional feudality and the masses of the

peasantry, or that between the growing stratum of local intermed¬

iaries (commercial) and the colonial bureaucracy", depended upon the

development of the principal contra diction.''^ In the most-

independence situation, on the other hand, the principal contra¬

diction is that between international capitalism "represented by the

owners of the nationalised banks, foreign trade, etc. and their

local henchmen on tho one hand, and the masses of the Tanzania people
2

in general on the other." It should be added that in the case of

some Hast African Marxists, the focus on the contradiction between

the advanced capitalist states and the "Third .orld" (international

stratification) has the effect of shifting attention from internal

class divisions which aro obviously crucial for the success pr

failure of socialist revolution, and on to an ill-defined relation

1. K. Ngombale-I'lwiru, "The Arusha Declaration on tTjamaa na
Kusitegeaaa and the Perspectives for Building Socialism in
Tanzania", in Cliffe and Gaul, Vol2. Policies, p.56.

2. Ibid.
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between c: .it:.list states tad noo-colonico. Cchieng points out

that the "grec tness of .Iarxisa is that it is not t- dogmatic static

im&i^h-ond-ready method of doing things. It is a dynamic recess

based on the scientific method which lends itself tc no;/ historical

situations, new developments, new knowledge, end peculiarly local

conditions."1
The !rxxict critics of African social it :a til dismiss. one of its

fund: icnttl tenets, the cupposed else, less nature of . frican society,

and refer to the existence of feudalism na both a refutation of pre-

2
colonic 1 olasoloosneae and the communal ownership of land. dome,

liko Justinian .iweyeaoau, who place greatest emphasis on the role the

introduction of metropolitcn-orianted cash cro s to the .frican

peasantry played in claBs-foraation,note that the pro-colonial

villc^pe co.xaunity "lacked wage labour, the pre-condition for capital

i .ccumulation, since each individual peasant was not separated from

his land. l' fhc emergence of classes, mweyeaamu points out, Would

have "dissolved communal landed property and hence the village

community as a productive oyetoi." lovertholess, he adds, tho

communal structure in mcny areas had yielded to feudalism, and he

identifies in tho -eat lake, Kilimanjaro and Usoabare regions a

1. Philip Cchiong, ":.hy Sari .arse is relevant", nun&1 owe,
14/1/1971* P.4.

2. lee for instance John Calaonge, cientific oci&lii m in i frioaM,
* t -Prloa Jo-urn 1, Vol.1, lo.l (1964J, #6—9, and Jt red

Cthioiw-Zuigira, 'Let's talk about solutions - not only the
problems", " il,y tlon, 3/3/1972, p»10»

j. J u mini : . pyenaiu, •hidordovelop-aent and Industrialisation in
I'&nsania. (lairobli « . i. ., 197i)» p»12.

4. Ibid., p»5»

5. Ibid.
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"banana, culture" which led to "social differentiation based on

land holding",* and the gradual emergence of feudal oligarchies.

It wan, however, German and British colonisation that reinforced

"traditional class differences" and introduced end developed new

class differences which wore lin'tod to "crnitelist exploitation of
-f** '

the country". Phis class differentiation, Rtroyemamu notes, vent

"hand in hand with the uneven development that is so characteristic
2

of capitalist penetration". The major agents of class and

regional different letion were economic, in the introduction of cash

crone and the labour mrrtect, educational, and administrative,

e specially in the fori of indirect rule."* The individualization

of land holdings in cash-crop areas such as around Kilimanjaro

gradually eroded the fundamental feature of communal land tenure end
A

started to create tho landlsoo peasant, the mroletnrla.t.1 hero
'• '

- ' ' ■. '• ~v - a-''" " \

commercial agriculture was developed and dominated the village

economy, raid the communal system of land tenure had begun to

disintegrate, old systems of mutual and reciprocal obi ip- tions wore
•A ' ' : f - , '> •

destroyed and what Sweysaaau terms the "moccnt rural bourgeoisie*
5

bey? n to exploit largely migrant hired labour. furthermore, the

mission-centred educational system, which was closely tied to the

regional development of the iroductivo nystom, led to the omox'gonco

5
of a "salaried African class".

!• Ibid., pp.7-3.

2* Ibid., p*26.

3. Ibid.

Ibid., p. 27.

5» Ibid., p.28.

6. Ibid., P»30.
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iof
i! : o • i , 1'- ..1 A _■ .' Lcn in

— —siL E^Lui Am ^fleets very

much the Tansanion situation? . loo Cjuka'e notion of "tribal class"

has obviously boon erectly influenced by the nature of the Kenyan

setting. OjuJsa suggests that the ethnic intolerance which

ch mcterises relations betveon army groups is not simply a cultural

feature - a feat-arc of "cultural be ekwardness". ~ Kathor, it is

economic in nature: "Sthnic battles are being fought on the

eoonoaic front" to decide which groups will take the "larger portion
2

of the ocononic calx". , cdording to (jukn, pro-colonial Africa

was split into "tribal nations", although their actual nature re aains

Vague in his formulation, and no attempt is made to distinguish

be tiroon the various types of societies which oxi ted in the ro~

colonial period. Tribes remain, but their relations have been

profoundly altered by the introduction of new typos of economic

relations. The now economic relations have given rise to class

differences to produce classes with distinct otlmic characteristics •

hence "tribal class". Ojuicn writes

The preponderance of tribal interests in the
African economic and political sphere only leads
to the theoretical conclusion, fully bached by
available experience, that at the apex of the
hierarchy will bo a class whose cultural identity
is tribal, although its interests arc, lii-o those
of all other classes before it, oconomic.

1. Cjuka, "Industrialisation and Capitalism in developing
Africa", p. 57.

2. Ibid.

1. Ibid., p.33.
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I'hin concept ox' tribal close, ho suggests, more adequately

describes the prevailing conditions t2ian the orthodox; .laxsxist notion

of bourgeoisie because it contains an awareness ox' tribaiisa and

its interaction with economic close difference© to produce c, distinct

typo of new phenomenon.

politically anu economically immature, the tribal clans, ( juka

asserts, does not posses© the"mathornetization consciousness"*
required for the "rise and running of industrial capitalism".

.hereas ,uropeons possess a "mathesaatia&tlon consciousness" coupled

with an ascetic, renunoietory discipline which finds it© ultimate

expression in the "Christian spirit of innorwordly ascetioist", the

,.frican is a :x;n ox* "touchable concretion ... not conceptual

abstraction" who lack© the quantification mentality ncoeomwey for
2 ^ «

the economic reason of capitalism."* hvon if the tribal class is

politically and economically iamturo, it is nevortholess "histor¬

ically inevitable under noo—imperialism in Africa .J according to

( jukn

In pursuing its oolfioh interests, the tribal
class ignored the rational requirements for
progress leading to industrialization* it
sought to bo at the noex of /governmental
bureaucracy, because that i© the nerve-centre
of 'TOlitical mover. It annexed whatever could
be called the economic apparatus, because the
cake is there. It ooupht too the control of
the military, because th t control protects the
operations in Government and th© economy. It
established an omnipresent power of government
and business bureaucracies.^-

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., o.39.

i* Ibid.

4. Ibid.
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The alleged non-existence of classes and class struggles in

^ii-xea, cjuka and Issa hivji among others point out, and the 1 elite

substitute, sex-ve perfectly the interests of the ruling classes both
■ 1

national and international • •" The implied non-existence of classes

excludes by definition the larxiat theoretical tools and, therefore,

tho possibility of a "genuine revolutionary movement guided by
2

scientific ideology • African social ism and African humanism,

Gjuka argues, are a "mask for cribs capitaliwa"»^
fhivji, Adhu Awiti, and hilip ochiong note that both among

academics and ruling circles in Africa, .i&rxiaa is shunned as dogmatic

and theological, and as a body of theory developed in different

historical circumstances and societies, and therefore inapplicable

to Africa. The argument, nwiti notes, is that tho nature of class

struggle is irrelevant in a .x-odoainantly agrarian society without

a jroletorint." .boya, argued for instance, that "African socialism

has on entirely different history froa European socialism. uropeoa

socialise to bom of the agrarian and industrial revolution, which

divided society into the landed and the capitallots on one side and

tho landless and tho industrial proletariat on the other." There

has also boon, Awiti and : hivji observe, the "bourgeois argument"

1. t.hivji, Tonaaniai Tho ( lass struggle ontinueu, p.g.

2. ibid., p.i.

i. 0juka, "Industrialisation and Capitalism in developing Africa"*
p.82.

4» • dhu Awill, "Class struggle in Aural Society of TsnauMiia"*
• .< i. la iit I o.7 (October 1972), p.2.

3« Iboya, ..'foodom and After. p.l67»
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about skipping tho capitr list ata^s, an argument Which has two

control features. The first feature is that taieriai was

essentially developed in, and therefore for, highly developed

capitalist societies. As Africa does not have highly developed

capitalists, Maracioa is not applicable, because ii&rxist societies

develop out of the destruction of capitalism. The second feature

of this argument is tho claim that thore is a dualism or plurality

of modes of production in Africa which renders farxisi inapplicable.

•Tho tkruot of this arguiont, in other words, is that there is no

developed capitalism in Africa and therefore laraiet analysis of

capitalism is l,?no facto irrelevant. As a result, socialism must

be built on frican tr ■. it ions - hence ' friorn socialism. .ceo.v-riy-

ing this "myth", .hivji eoints out, is the subsidiary argument that

the problem in Africa is not about distribution, because there is

littla to distribute, but rather of producing more.

In response to such arguments, the Tarxists point out that

frican societies have been integrated into the world capitalist

system. hhivjl notes that theories of the dual economy which left

out large sectors or regions as *»subsistence" have been persuasively

challenged, especially by those writers who have shown that almost

all people have been integrated into the modern or capitalist

economy either as wage labourers or suppliers of food. The dominant

mode of production, lihivji emphasisoa, is capitalist, and the nature

of the class holding state power is decisive In categorising a

^articular mode of production. .Because, as Shxvji, Awiti, KgomVls

'.firn, :".i Aweyeaaau among other© argue, African societies ©re already
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e part of the world oc pit; list ayetea, the question of junping or

skipping the cnpitaliet otage io an irrelevant one. In relation to

thin, vitt refers to those who talk about . fries charting a non-

capitalist, non-social ict path of development and wonders, "..hat is

that 'third* social system that ener-.os outside historical rrctiee?H

To those who argue that classes in a : luropeen iarxiot sense do not

exist in the frican sotting, hivji admits that a proletariat in

the classical sense did not develop and "could not have possibly

developed in. the conditions of colonial and now noo-colonial

2
economies." ho notes that furope and Africa have had "different

though interconnected histories resulting in different socio-* cohoaic

structures." In such a situation, it would be most surprising to

find iuilar patterns of class -divisions and .. sfcail r r-iuro of the

cl sscc. This point, Livji adds, needs o.xphasii- because oven

3
come Marxists tend to apply the classleal class c- tor,-cries to fries."

If a proletariat in the classical sense does not exist, nevertheless

f so of v .. ;t. c;.r....lid dovolc ; - ii 1: .it tions, • :s, tr. report,

coanerce, construction and so on - and played a key role in the

independence struggle. The sectoral distribution, combined with

the oystem of migrant labour, undo trade union organisation difficult.

The plantation system, cording to fweyenai.ru, T; ilea to bring about

the prolate rl: nia,: tlon of the Prices pe* scntrr,/.*4 • hivji is

—■ ■■ ■

1. witi, "Class Struggle in Jural Society of Tanzania', p. J.

2. hivji, .ns.nlru fhx class ..trugrle Continues, p.23.

3. ' p.ii?.

4 < ^ra, JluP.^vpjLoiS^,s^ M >
p.22.
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careful to dismiss the often advanced &rgua»at that tho lech of

revolutionary consciousness is evidence of "the falsity of .larrist

thooiy". This ci3 rly is an in ortant point in tho fric n context

whore migratory labour and the phenomenon of the urban labourer with

strong rural tics peso problora3 fox* tho emergence of class conscious¬

ness. Sfcivji points out that consciousness doos not emerge

spontaneously, oo many :iaar*ti;it critics would have, but rather out of

the revolutionary struggle itself.* furthermore, "what is

important is that such potential revolutionary strata are mobli&cd
2

under tho leadership of proletarian ideology."

One of tho fund.- xontal tenets of African socialism and culturrl

reasoortion is that the CoasSunal nature of traditional society

provides both a basis for the development of socialism and socio¬

economic and political institutions, and a model for society in torae

li"' rl ... x:i . r : .Alans. Harriet ~'l 1. I :

however, are concerned to lemonstrate that tho con.nmal nature of

tr ditional society 1ms boon eroded ly new systems of economic

reduction with thoir different labour relationships, and land—holding

pya tous. dildad Kaggia. concedes that in certain area* tlie communal

spirit survives, but indicates that in Jugandn, for Inst&noe, there

has been 'feudalism at its worst", and in cantral ixQvince in donya,

land conoolid tion has individualised londholding and brolcsn th©

traditional coasnatnl nature of production. He states

1. - fcivji, Tnxmanls f The Class Struggle Continues, p.23.
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You bear ao.,io leaders* oven writing books, oven
speaking to the public the nonsense that we haw
African socialism bused on our traditions* The
attention Is are the tr c! itions the nr.ie? does
the past tradition of co.»uunal spirit still
fully prov-il today? acrt^inly not.1

fhc countararl-eooperr.t5_ve spirit Which would have been conducive to

the development of c ocirliou, ho points out, "had largely been

broken down as v. result of the introduction of the capitalist aystoa

end the urge eoonouy. ?or all ottmonoa (the) "Tonya economy today
p

cnnital.lst mil no longer coixrmrl."

figoW. dholla argues that "one of tho nont iriportnnt effects of

colonialira io that it undermined the structural bane a of ina tronous

epcl itrrirnlara", * and set in notion the urocesm of nliemtion by

forcing a ae-yxretion of the econoraie from the social activities,

f '-ts sea«]'atinr: labour "from the moid essence of vn".'r ' ration

of individual rervponsibility wno introduced through wage labour and

the to* a-rrtcn, and eruiteliirt ideology mroneigrvted tie idea of

individual e-rning* This had the effect of driving r wod-e between

competent" and "non-competent' pombore of rural society, and led to

tho introftnotior of the iter of otmorahip, ' wtrticul-uftv ovner-

5
ship or individualla tion of tenure.Colonial nduinictr- tions

worked on the annuaption that individual i»r tion of land ownership

ensured rapid development in that the individual could raise loans

1. 'ildad j yjfio, "African fecial tea*1, p.6.

2. Ibid.

j. 1 - at- .Aholla, "'Iroditional fociety «nd Cooperatives", p»£'5*

4. Ibid., p.26. On this point see also Gjuka, "Industrialisation
and Capitalist in .Jevelopins frioa", p*85*

5. Ibid*
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for agricultural devoir -'tent r.-ntiint the security of his individual

land title.* The intention, • o 'hned 'ohiddln has oointod out in

relation to 'vonya, tin often t ore-to a landed oiddle-olans vhich

rould urovide stability and nernetuate colonially introduced
2

Institutions and values. fho idea of individual ownership of lend

-■ a f.ccon fr.niod by the id©? of the sale and ouwehnne of land. he

mot important implications of those development'- ?or the social

order t*o3, 'Ityot—/ 'holla notes, that hlnnhio membership "trould no

Irvsr deteriLno an individu- 1 *o riyht to land and his co-taitwnt

i
to the lineage -touts." Chcner In land-holdinr rulea hr.vo thus

bee- lv ate in erodiny the autochthonous social order, and nurtieul-

*!y the "coercive Influence of tho "collective conr. inrco". ' -.t-

dholl* note that social differentiation nmoiv oeaccnto hits v -n

i--t.ine.to3y connected tilth tho oroceen of eenernl nyrieultur-1

development, and points out, on the has is of ;'*oul .end -coda claoe—

ific- tion,4 that four variables have boon of ereatont im ortrnee in

defining social differentiation eh' rr.ctoriotics. Those variables,

"!ir-ot- dholla writeo ere

1. Ibid. The introduction of lend titles, and tho ability of
o •

overlooked Victor in ©coital cccumulat ion ■ nd nattema of
class formation.

2. .\lned Mohiddin, "hotea on the Colonial .Jad^prounde of tieosioaftl
Barer l o.10 of 1965", •. .0. . .C. Conference, 'Jhivercity of
Nairobi, 1972.

j. ii-TOt- dholla, "Traditional society and Cooperatives , o# '<•

4. J. • ?-ul and .oger ooda, "African . ©ascntries", . .. .. . .0.
onferer.ee, inIvorsity colleae, 1'airobi, 1969.
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(1J the presence of 1abour*-de:aand cci tros,
(2) tho suitability of local ecological
euviroaaeut for each cxx>ppiny» ineludiiy; the
accessibility of i- rhotinr facilities,
(j/ the presence of white capitalist eottlors,
and (4) the existence of an indigenous rural
bourgeoisie t hind of !-culal:" olefin#3-

who interaction of these variables, combined rith the integration of

African societies into the international cw,pit list syatea, has

resulted in the destruction of much of the coaaunal baoii on which

hi®oriea of afritan cociolisu v re intollactually grounded, ant". >oir.ta

to tho relevance, a. vwiti's study of le.uani attest- , . rural claws
O

straggle.

.ho ton-honey to dinnies tho : .plication of larxioa in hfrica

-■... .. .w,j„L . _v ly, . c ..-h.il... to hivji, fro. . - 1 w w-wt ling

or lac ; of understanding- cf inrxist methodology. In his ..' ..n ;:i: :

-..'j ii-usi, vi...-- trwiiu ...o wrr.lc. that in the aoo-colony

nationalist slogans bordering on ..-hilistino
chauvinism taJce tho place of scientific
.iialysis ;nd undorataading of tho current

world situation. an attempt to apply
scientific theories, evolved out of an
ccuuul; tion of mankind's knowledge, is

...abbod . ... importing '*oreign ideologies',
nd, paradoxically, this by the petty

. i.
has not allowed then oven to read about these

. -o-c, lit d 1 fore i. pi ideologies' • ->

vhis is the point which is emphasised by hilip . chiong ifhon he

suggests that most of us will run awr y from the very mention of the

1. i ot- uholls, ^Traditional hocioty and Cooperatives", p.hi.

-i, h ■ wrap lc in ur .l ociety of ; ::::rnir ,

j. is. . hivji, "fansan&e -The .ilent Class itrusgle1', in
ilent '■■la.ss ...truyglo { Jnr-0£ - -r.l.-. us ? I , 127i)» -.17*



••rord cosnunis i, not because wo 'mow vh t tho coueo ->% in -all about,

but because wo are 1-nornnt of its r::ocial truth, and, through our

i norr :icn, aro soared of the Ire I ML pytho with wh Ich t! o c pit 1-

iots surround it*" "^1# African do.", iro to overcome racial
humiliation and suypoaiHi inferiority has not led, at one would

o:: «ctj to the. search for scientific truths, but to "bine'-, thoolo y"

rr.1 cliche! exhortations cf "bine; in beautiful" which are dangerous

boo v.io thoy 'nystiQr us into the belief that block skins are

inherently incapable of exploitation, an idea Which cannot stand
2

ny scientific tent."' Intern tional capitalism with its black

fricen agents re presents the major one iy» end t o wrjlXowinp in

blackness ie not e condition for liberation. Titere is only < one

culture or ideology" which can liberate black ..fricrij that io
•" commie Materialisa, or sock lir t".^ fH»e Tnnsr minn journallot.

Change ift; chon,;o, refers to the paradox of the rejection of

scientific soclaLion r. "foreI n" by an African leadership class

w ich v-Rf. colcnially inherited institution;- and which it. the

educt of foreign schools and universities. The dominant ideas

in practioally every African country, he adds, arc those of the

educated few who "keep political, Military, loyal, religious,

- rtiotic and ethical vigil over their {international bourgeoisie)

intorenta in Africa in rottira for privileged Material conditions of
A

Ufa." railing rproupc in i frier, reject scientific oociallom pec use

1. Philit Oehleng, "CoaiMmlou and ••carocrows", The ; ..tandaxni,
10/9/1971, P.4.

2. . hilip Ochieng, "Those black illusions", The standard,
27/ 3/1971, P.4.

3. Ibid.

4» Change mt Chenge (Scrutator), "Fear Fears Scientific iothod -
ology", Daily Hews, 14/5/1973, P*4.
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it is anathema to their class interests! "if the masses of Africa

had the scientific knowledge of Africa's social situation and its

historical explanation, they would all embrace scientific socialism

as their weapon." It is because scientific socialism threatens

their interests that African leadership groups prefer "ignorant

socialism, alias African socialism (or, in plainer terns, dependent

capitalism)." This argunant is also supported by 0 julca, who

stresses the importance of the bureaucratic and economic inheritance

situation in conditioning ruling and petty bourgeois attitudes to
2

Objectively then, as lapolu and bbivji stress, the relevance

.of scientific socialism is denied on the basis of class interest.

The former adopts a strictly determinist view, suggesting that it

is the economic position of leadership and petty-bourgeois groups

'

objective class position, tho nature of colonial education and the

dominant intellectual influences, and the need to overcome racial

humiliation and cultural denigration by asserting Africa's unique

identity. Shivji and Gchieng, on the other hand, admit that there

is a "subjective rationaliz; tion which clearly shows genuine mis-

u .

1. lbi „

2. 0juka, "Industrialisation and Capitalism in Developing Africa",
pp.36-7•

3. Henry apolu, Paper presented to Centre of African Studies
Seminar, University of Edinburgh, 20/2/1974.
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..... un¬

file third tiiai critical rouponee to the cultural nationalists

and African social iota couea ftfoa intellectuals ouch as fafcan o

i/onj ... . . Igot who shear ,. see -ticisu about the distinciivoiisas

o* .fric, ./ I .e.., co de in the often xiproduotivo roocc i tion

»ith the resssortion of ancestral values. It is often overlooked

by 'f&ban'c aoay critics in reticular that both Uo and /got do not

d-ouio~ the value of ..fricun culture and hiutojqr* fabun, fcuu soon

responsible for the collect ion of lucii or., literature .ad ot la

the f under of indigenous aodim ...at itslean hi-toriogr..:>hy•

... b a h a io-cribed hiaoolf ; . synthe.:i3t» but -nt.iesiis*

I* |a ftflMMfci contrast to th t of lost other bast Africa;- intellectual®.

Leonard Cibem, for instance, adults a nostalgia for the paott "I

really do not decline the ride brush alon the encitin, >-.dk of

nogritudo, a path swept aoist with the sweat of .je/ighor*8 black auae."

-•at ao is a y-llllf hnlf ffiv, transitory self", who realises tliat
es -t.

ro.a the diversity of caltar .1 influences he will 'Strive to yield

sito . .

i : 2 ■t'1 —•fbd1 : : ■v v " d / a, . . ''d d.db ""b :h • -by"
ago. fedxyi,.however* argues that

.hat we need Lo a diiloso Jhy a atea arista to our
tiao. vi porous philosophy to dislodge the
aodiacval nd peasant nogritude. ' nd this new
•liloaophy I name 'ynthasiom. do re;-ch

uyntho:.is;i '-fries has to feol the iapaot of the
act and the .'oat, with their influences in

v; rious. uo -roes«3

1. .v.ard "ihorc, .otter to the haunting past", in libera and
-ifa, . otont .••oh* p»22i«

2. Ibid.

j. . o . iyonc, ..ho . . t ord. p.Ii2.
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He does not char© the faith of the nogritudinlets and African

socialist-huucniois in the value of African huuonisa. He does not

deny that such 4. huaaniem aoy exist, but doubts whether it is any

different from uropean humcaiiaa} "the peasants of old urope had

thoir own special personality - their uritude. " faban notes that

The spirit of their humanism raid the audacity of
their simplicity are remarkably similar to those
uhich . frican humanists, . frienn socialists and
advocates of the 'African Personality' clrim to
be unique to tho present African society.'1

This view is similar to that advanced by Cgot, who has suggested

that "in our quest for specifically 'African' characteristics, we

tend to assumo that much of the old community ways of fool in,; and

thinking in Africa were unique. ^ The values of Africt n socialica

aro similar in many respects to those of any populist aove lcnts,

including the ^oro&niks, ant: reflect a similar res ponse to, and

desire to avoid and challenge the inhumanity produced by industrial¬

ised capital tarn and rt pid urbanisation* It is for this re son, ...jpt

suggests, that the "dilemma of preserving ancestral values, on the

one hand, and modernisation, on the other is, in a cenec, a f; lee

one."^ faban views the espousal of African humanism an a sign of

weakness in a world where humanistic goals are not generally shared

1. Tabor. Lo Aiyorr;, "The dole of the Creative Artist in Contemp¬
orary Africa", Seat Africa Journal* /ol*6, ho*l (l?69)» o*30.

2* Ibid.

j. £., . Ogot, "lie introducing the African Ji&a into the orlds
Additional communalism and European Socialism in ifriean
Politics11, .cat /..fries -Journal. Vol.17, So.3 (1?67)» P*35»

4* Ibid*, p*36*
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sx.x respected* Ho does not see, both Ofcelle culi in ^r-phun

and i)avid Aubudiri in ffo Jrffie . rico uo, Africa playing a vanguard
role in xv.-^A-.,..xniif, huu. nistic values in a ..ritcriaiietic western

world. indeed, it is that voxy nterialiea and industrialia&tion

which has become a "god" for Taban.^ He points out that although

they wore built on sons truth, African socialism, Aejritudo, the

.vfricun personality and history were aythe used to -''facilitate our

attainment of independence" and overcome feelings of inferiority and

* •; aucaaisii charges of .African cultural backwardness! . rhey have
i- - '•'

done their works the task: is now to "fashion new and relevant myths
2

to meet our challenge".

iaban does not completely reject tho African poet, although he

thinks, in tho way that illiaa cehieng lias in his examination ef

Africa's technological backwardness, that African cultural values

hnfe failed Africa. If values derived froia tho African cultural

heritage are to be of any contemporary use, they aust bo judged

within the context of a nohera technological civilisation*

Eeferriag tc African antiquity, philosophies, and institutions,

Taban asks

After all
All these things are social creations

roduced to satisfy needs

1. boa ospecially fabcun's lj -,,ffonsivos ;.-ainst Cur no lion
(Nairobi1 1B«, 1773), First and econd fettles.

2. Iblu», p»9»

3* '..ill lam ; chieng, '• -.hilar© iviliaation in Slack Africa",
K/-r.. hi...-toxical -oviaw, /ol.2, ho.l (l??4)» 00.45-53*

4. Io . iyong, "The tele of the Creative Artist", :>.Jl*
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Dispensable when not in need
•Tithout a tear shed
Tor more can yet bo made.

In similar vein, Ogot points out that

Our traditions should not become objects of
uncritical devotion, for a culture can only retain
its vitality by its ability to replenish ana enlarge
its capital, of fundamental ideas. be need a

genuinely African and positive philosophic,.! movement
which can yield bold speculations and original thoughts
in science, literature, religion etc., and not a, few
storilo essays partly inspired by ,,'estorn philosophy,
and partly directed against it.?

Taban justifies his rejection of much of the African patrimony,

and his advocacy of extensive cultural and technological borrowing,

partly on the grounds that . frican society has always been receptive

to 'external cultural influences.;'' guit.e unwittingly, by stressing

the receptive nature of • .frican society, Taban almost f; lis into

line with those historians who view colonialism as a rather brief

phase in Africa's development and who see a surpri; ing continuity

of African institutions. Taban "'s emphasis on the receptive nature

of African societies does reduce the significance of the colonial

•period so that it becomes a time of major cu3.tur.i- importa tion and

enforced acculturation, albeit part of a much longer process of

acculturation.

Taban has, an"Basil Buoacca has pointed out,; a 'renaissance image

of Africa: an . .frier, surging, creative, limitless in possibility."

1. J ban Lb Liyong, "Anabasis-.- A niar , friscn a.rts/..rts d1
Afrique, ./inter, 1973, p.24«

2. P. . Ogot, Aesponse to a letter, fast Africa Journal. VoLV,
Ko.3 (1963), p.4*

3. Lo Liyong, "The dole of the Creative Artist", pp.33-34*

4. Basil Busacca, Aoview of Taban Lo Liyong, "The Last ford",
Africa Haport, Vol.15 Ho.8 (1973), p«35«
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Jfeifi idee emerges clearly in hia poota, .nabusioa Tabanisa •

Low that guts have been cast aground
Couldn 't v© mount
An assault unique
On schools of thought
and revolutionize .he mind?
UlthaiapeMd with & paat
,.q possess the chance
To see beyond the screens of others.
4y ti&altine the chains
At its weakest point
Uo stand to find
The fatal faults.1

Hia thought, however, is an ovmr-reaction to those African

intellectuals who romanticize and idealize the past# and is

conditioned by his realization that a materially weak and divided

fries will always remain urey to external interference, as in the
2

Congo. His cultural nationalist critics ooint out that he ovor-

looks the important identity and solf-lmage funetion of the rat

and "accuiescoo (In? the exploitation of African values by the West.

His Marxist oriented critics point out that he has no understanding

of the nature of underdevelopment and neocolonialism, his advocacy

of the ideology of African Jevelo xaont diauisaing as irrolevr -t

questions of socialism and capitalists. hen Taban mentioned in an

interview that he looked forward to the day when Afrlorjjbrould
produce its own millionaires,'' lulei retorted that Tabon was in

effect "proposing that there should bo a large**acnle exploitation

of the peasants by the new politico-co.uuorcial regimes#*"' hat is

1. i«o 2 iyoag, 'h-natooiaa Tabanioa", p.24*

2. I,o Liyon , "Student's lament ', p*26.

i. Chris ..i.njRla, "Licking thoir boots" (letter), undry ' • tier.,
21/5/1972, p.ll.

4» "Breaking the Shackles of Old Ideas", Taben ho Liyong talks to
etor .,srllng» unOcy Lotion, 7/12>'19C9*

5. Christopher .uloi, "Tabor. Misused-hie Talents (letter),
• 'Unday : tion, 21/12/1169, p#3.
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needed, he suggests, is a philosophy

Which will be ooth a national exposition of
her past experiences and an intellectual

'iv, stimulus to her renaissance. Taban should
by now have known that the problems of
decolonisation - of political institutions
end economies no less than of the mind -

will present challenges as great as the
struggle against colonialism itself. This
is the real challenge to the African
intellectuals.1

Few Eaat African intellectuals would disagree with Mulei. hat

thoy disagree about, however, it what that philosophy is#
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CIUFT3 X

bQCUTY AM GT/iTSi

MM p^MVu

q^jiav: nvd-Xiin d ;h-£

At a superficial level, Saat '.fricaa intellectual analysee of

noLt-indo xnrlonee society, whether in liter.-tore or fori; .1 -ac deaic

papers : -.n I article:;, ;soanoss certain m '. 'or ilty, Jor.tml to

intellectual analyses in the ilea that independence was juridical,

and that re ir.de oer.dsnco in the ocoannic, cultur ; 1 11 ■ - logical

spheres Is yet to bo achieved. dhe tlaeae of tii« betray: 1 of the

African .kwqy ^itty-^bcuryeoi--. ik ti a ' 1st aollti: .erve

asneo-colonial agents is, for instance, found in novels such as

* heat, Vol . .. the Tteaar ■ ',h«r,

in
. - id ;, lb ' * ' Bride 1 t

countIocs novepeper raid journal articles,

-ny intellectuals have viewed independence as ... t./oc of

d..oci 1 contract' or * political co.-iremise* b.twaer; b.o colonial

or., and the African rationalist leaders,1 In eny?no ntnu
"

and :inot- dholla point out, the social contract was frcilit .ed by

th; n , ur- ■>! : . J ...: I colonial p 1 lei . ich offictlvoiy vented

sore thai • "loon® . n.l-i of different ;rc/rwr" with ethnic hoes
O

fro.; " *" Y&e nationalist pertlee* JSaaaneth Botes in ';i»

novel, :,t . ow.n otic, .a: : wa .lib nt !w: ■ .;r .• >ts

1. .!i* ilwoyovasu, -'..ewe ;eIloction on f-ontc lposery -fries. n
Political Institutions and 'dheir Cap-city to Generate ->ocio-

•

, .ho .rrlr- a , hair, Yol.1, So#2 {l9T$t
pp.32-33.

2. Jhen d, **if*ot-'dholla, "Ideology end national development,
•fhe Cam' of :t#nyc.% Ofahaau, Vottfj lio.l (imi, ?. 5. Tohn
(Mumi, "bharieaa and politics in benya", -aot ufrica Journal,
Vol,V, Ko.2 (1963/, pp.9-16.
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organisation. Cyoyuno's Party in the aythienl frican at&to of

iaaibia wcb a looae coalition of divorce ggoupo which h i corn©

together "to jointly share the fruits of inde xsrdonco, 1 It had

risen to power in tha "wash" of other ind© Tender, oe aovaanta* ti«

fight

struggle for independence, bein relatively short, did not allow

for a Ion trueforcing otrug;;;le. The party did not wither, as

i

narrator, Joe •aouca, "ease into existence already withered."

in order for the colonial power to arrive at c favourable social

contract" in which the new state roranincd within the sphere of

influence of the departing colonial power, it was necosuvry for it

to igotinte with a ' •civilised', 'denociTticindeed 'Christian'

lo; uorcshlp. " * 'o this ond, every effort wcb node to ensure that

elc aente which wore opposed to free enterprise ;..nd rlvrtc foreign

irvei taent, •cone do stability, tr; deuocr cy, and concerned to

bring about a profound restructuring of colonial relationships,

wore escludcu fro a negotiations and power.

It it the struggle between the re&ical or -regressive ana the

reactionary wings of tho ruling party which, according tc Change

achyo. ie one of the keys to the understanding of the poct-inde-

endoaoe situation^ i'he foraer calls for a "cos let© and progress ivo

. ccio-oconoaic tr nsformtion of the inherited colonial ayetern",

1. ha...;rath, ir. c .ro«n -..a tic. p.4A

2. i- oii:.,

J. JL ■;!>«. , p.«. f .

4» iid'Ot-. diiblla, Ideology &nd atior I )evelopgiant , p.o.

5* i. ClMgl 'I.'.chyo, "Is indeuendenee nirvtlesr to the naaesa?*
... nt \*via To xml. ft»l.< II, o,2 (±J7~>/t ?•!$+
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while the latter, the "mscsnt hmwreoleia* ore, beoetateeof their

structure! location, opooscd to teasares which would endanger their

the

ch wo they hcva, or. atrip* dor a V n . r art : 4 the foner

colonial powers and iniorantional od dtaiiot intorsjis. Tfcic

tr ■ is •" o • -it,, : 1 riff >rt p '.v ;' to ' ion

9Mf*t Allowing .ttmeMf. i»' sot a creative- it if-
L .t, tivc jr. oaaeiivts ■ .-■■i-i • i > >' •« I t. , . L t"1- >">

of- the foner itotor afOiafly* uconoaicailjr, eultur Hy and

intca .ectu 12.y* acvrdln tc oh Ida in- vt h- Vthcr the

err hi!itloo ma the, 'incltiv-tior. -to lift ' jrio-: &fri,T.or >r*o sat

u

iftternartion ?. couauuitj of r*,tioaoi«* XX vwUm aptlancl-

■iSh-ir rooifie* ;;iv; tod h the ;6nutn1 Lou o.h; tho of: >itt-.liat aysiera ■-

the institution! toeieS-lei or. t :>ae of tho hctro- aliim

Oonntrte^. ■* "h> tan national 'hour ooifio, abed .oo indihcrlw-

ijwiiHdiA mid ttol^o ;ai. otiwfa who havo not road Wuion

hivji, tbc feawier pdinting oiit^ilia^ the ten ff "gCye a r&tiawr

picture of tfcf yoonoaic role of this ?eoup in the

O0^tio-:xv-t <|£ oertteastl : niuof •.

- . ». ...» . . ... ... —.

& #;. u.<£•;'
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and Robertson's concept of inheritance, points out that the asomi,

as inheritors, accepted economic roles as agents of foreign capital

"whether it is in terras of aid or private business. This is the

2
basic source of wealth and not localized production." Okello

Oculi in his Orphan refers disparagingly to attempts by the new

leaders to demonstrate to the former colonial masters - "their

former despisers who gave them verbal pride called independence"" -

how civilized they are, and how they, estranged from the poor and

illiterate at home and eager for approbation, continue to endorse white

standards and desperately seek white approval and patronage.^
Developmental priorities have largely been determined by pre-

5
existing ideologies and foreign expert guidance, and perpatuate

"unbalanced colonial economic development whereby those regions

which have, shall have even more added to them; and the towns

especially, will become even more socially distant from the country¬

side."^ There is the suggestion that expatriate personnel formulate

not only development priorities but serve as a buffer between the

new ruling class which is jealous of its power, and better educated,

younger, and perhaps more radical Africans who pose a threat to its
7

position. Economic policies, designed to encourage foreign

1. J.P. Nettl and R. Robertson, International Systems and the
Modernization of Societies (New York, 1968).

2. G.C.M. Mutiso, "Kenya: The Structure of Inter-Ethnic and
Inter-Racial Interaction", Mimeographed Paper, Nairobi, 1972,
p.3.

3. Oculi, Orphan, p.55-

4. See Kibera, Voices in the Dark, passim.

5« Ibid., and Nazareth, In a Brown Mantle, p.107.

6. Chango Machyo, "Is independence meaningless to the masses?",
P.15.

7. Nazareth, In a Brown Mantle, p.107-
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0

e

» for ri ir

■

with doolinitV* or flaoto&t&ng ^arld prloM for f

rod*jc«K n decline in rusnl incor»B, • and -*>■ decline in living

Tste^dardo.

duces a decline in rural inconea, &nd « decline in living

*#«*»• is atiseotlr related th-v objective &fc;'-poai&<te"

.dri'l-y'f.oG r r »"t-ir5:ie---f ndcrn^ politic- 1 ecbnt tjt "

^ ...j J-—,ak,._

■ loeioty p#d ©trie- o#i<l in fttiif&fiift* ft «nail #PC'in "of intellocttt-an

of *ctHlrdc-/end*n$e-

U?*c constitute the ffonrfrninn isa-'ienl iirtolHr^isin."hr-m tx»en

■

WB . ... m - ..-. « iii ..X.i. ... ...... .. ». - »i. ii. .,ii. i —'»■'

- 2» Ibid.

-» «u»,A J . ... . r. — «. - — - « .«« nat-.—.J — — x r.iMutieo, ! "anyst 7fe© Structure of Inter-Pthnle end Inter-
;!Rf.Sfcl Ijntartiction , ?»4.
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atr.to and society. In the rwa&imler of this chapter it is

proposed to briefly »rarrt^> TCenynn and TrnzcaUrt intellectual

r ^roaches to their respective societies.

ses

itj-ulr-.i ,-o:: vjtrir.tc T6u-*t<JBc2i*r irt '.Cenyn otxo coaacnted thai

..

r the iocrj Intellectrrt has to ©totwifi rnSqr

i nil +n< "WlfVm 4.>m <■>*♦ 4^1 ••+#*. Vt#« )i«r t»r- • ■' * n '! tnflieonsMOrnhle tiffteal ty* the «Triaif4?5te» he ||f.s? V ' to live
.

it. tdc 'ioclety he tttnici** ~ad ijocr ret onsihJjL'ity for his ar-typed; •

ievjwr. and.r jwnilt 'toibt sensitive relrtin': to WWOutlve p6*.?er, asft'

_ . .■ ' - - -■
......»I»i ..i. ■ ■ .N. .Ml IMIMI I

'

.
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clrtao formtion fcato bean no-looted. There hxvm alec been, -•rrt

from nelf-dmmosod nnd Informal cenoorohie. reoblemo of raebaroh
'

v

fundijssg end httnaeriH'orth leriean uoro-iolis ■■rl /•..•» * wwfe which

been iointr.ined by forel-jrl foun^r-tienf- thpowft dfeoic# of

ccoi-dir..- tr- i-dt- tholjf., .in orderfsr the eol«ii#£ -ever to -i -

tanftm at a fVvwrwilft* "tsociaj eontott" ta vhJLcb. the w*v efcia
in

/

Memoer tie*, ir. " • ' VI »» o. -n" ip. • 'r thi. -jy% "Very

•iffleft mt£, uwie to entire tfce easpiiujion ■«£■' r» i;i#eXr. rmS fC^«au«|How
who dpbe rod to' fhr-.--.tej: fjpb - entorpri' e% economic ot, b'iltiy r-ri(J.

. te •-.•cracV ' - ;iis -t, *t c.■ at.-*. -1 far ir.h nssder.oe ve-.i -roess®

br<H the :«rmcati®£., of 'tliofio irsti'TOtioiji- sriUfc o new rioeiol

o thic .
- thic .

.

prevent the o.'jM&rf-wtco. of- n» cmtc^nlutdb ideology. ?fce jtolioy #&» *'

• oolanifil inoitiutions **sd the ideoe. vhiftfc feUBMsef tfeea. . hu;

;the i^riod icapim e interim ©olf-i*;ovem.<«ont ... i» cbfcreeterlsod W

.?." ——- ' — ■ • —■ ■—■ Km" "ii —

■

'£• ■' ibid.
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rvresotowB on the national leadership that they ©orfom to nn

ideology aafe/^mrdinr the ri/^ta of private inventors rand minority

alien froam#'1
Mljaga e&gtMQ that the atftbFtodc of the .hoxv"»3mjy, »the

.'jwst and liToricowwiit of the &-1J lender® conoecrpted then '•f>

zevoluUiMM^P el the the ■ (''iortty af Ujw h d .not historically

-hewn any afgjijfk -of thought or notion* ,nA yet tUi:- wnti the

• onox^iioiv -tC loftdei1® whicj e the -''ior-,oac$r* This.

;.T>"jn?TQT f?e?:. pc tion of oolitic?! le .derr ' *??<%&■ en; .cut i&3 l,v vti^te—

collar, aiddieca* r,, n*Xf~ii$MMst*d, V-Of-iden'iifficid and trsiolly
ibalist

hejji kmtei extern $deolcgy> ' ie tteo £r. ..;e'-T,r> igfeioh aoaided

;< ; . .'i 'oua'i. or

generation "oh# iteelf cfc r aoAe! - rid ' r.or^vtiVQ reference ,<jj$seafc> for

the nr.tipi rc.iwy ? cV 1 lotion of* tftO- ' .$>2t ':xkjpadoc:Ically,

.their aeS#l &sd reference m;a# for the .treses, is ihc^^uroperii)
r.'O 3 nmityt ;nd' it?4i©rs<hip. orovidoi a chance for entry into the

X'Qitorencc /rrdtfJhb ai^nificcnco of. ih£e< fhct. • ?-tutu r.c<&w--« is

dcQwahoirt'.ted TtT'rr^iWjCT.*fl "subtle u'aiieheti of- hie *oliticrl
■©oil«a^p|D© •'■ V- '■ It it jolso pcrtMiV-tivoty4-11 lantjx. ttd 4r; Xeonaid

5
* «•»««* mommMW

v-

i# JLO i>'*»

£-• jpiif. •. & :X iff ■&% 1 ©*t» JUU^U * ^ .^Sr, „: '„ . k' t v-QX«X¥ $ £*©•©

C T.hrlI ,Kt *KvM«r ■ «rafc-. ar»l j,..... ti. tfAV{r ht'V'ftMWt' *>—U r<rPt eonpjKi- .i-joifv, .yno 4Ta.ee® a neo. j in r ^oer*. ma...
Oy'w.lt .
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e-,t r.nd drink nnd deaonotr* te tf-eir lntornr3.isrtier r? '-irorenn

■ft 1a

Of the old, f^nerrtion of vffcet! ciftfttaftt the wet A&titift *>t*. It®

of fsvolo imt ;t ricrltie ;# ■> os-sr tti: • -I- tc: * fo^irsj

> nunbor of i-jnyrr intei'lec I.;. 3; ' hr.vr ei-.t v-:« trod p? tr ee the

Aitj-a beiweta, tl c a.ro^once if" . ei r* < if fcr-snti vx :r cl o-o, the

rise >i* irtis &3is-.i, iM ,it ut. of * v%r o# • r-U: Uo#s esvd t e

e.ioet

"

ooiic^. OScaatu n.-a **:> .'■* to.

oectata. tloh in taa f frscan sector . .. al)wed to this

-- • .II.H-.I..M .■■■ —

in .cnya; aoor-jtic;.! r: aavojk , -frle&n jniwtftUles

IbM. <4.; Jl
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ianlicrtionr of their iasMsdlRto acclnl etrocture, ineeneitiv© to

the deasnds mde uoor then by the -.ider Coci 1 Plrncture. and

coreeic .ic; of their T.trtue coition vi"-- -vi their a ' rtunrto

. .1 J * .. .• 7 J . .. .-Ai .ii.brother* rnd : latere."1 7hi» in the hristfc-r • »d ro.vjrtied"

cl* i-a' uoocribod h; r .) 1 in 'td&in** ot the r< o n 'ret ontod

* toJferitfel, » oarfc^roe dork oh * fettja# fejp»* Jortra .

eondA-JUKl • m.Piliai'ft. h»T fKl'ilife.?,+.eri1 atMftfcmg'ttu^-.vTmb ' tnThv' Hha■ ©ohde-anod neel*8»* lu&feducated upstart®, £U turbeA t&«

ortty cr. surohean f&waB'' And ttfio•rderod life, ^aaeft hod pro.nperitjr or .urooe.\n far.® And vbo

ottoaptod to chfl ior e -the colonial .'^rotoa. . ma #ro*i> foraod one

Of the m j<*#-oa^aeittc* .hecordinr to' CyiWfe '&jgot, soai»r£ ad

■(otttegkM,' *? *j, ..oyaia.V-» wptoWJl'MN »«
■ojfici-a dA)-'0^vr ••.'•icl ;k«nu do.a if* 'tot the -ettv. tfcur^oioid,J

* V «.b*« of tto colonial«>d 'ligot-A poiih the clgas -aegenrie" -* sc3.fe#rfi of tiio colonial

uoroic*, busltoooe.aaB, toachoro, rOddoctorc,

do;.ir^.|b vid&--aa& Wj|jtiaji» this jttMSOpod cl;-s«

1. * •" raau, ?hl itlec in ,%9a /,•

Charisma
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The petty-bourgeois class was originally represented in Kikuyuland

by the Kikuyu Association, and in Nyanza by Archdeacon Owen's

Kavirondo Taxpayers' Welfare Association. This class, together

with the missionary-moulded Africans, opposed the Kikiyu Central

Association. But, as Mutiso has pointed out, the leadership of

both groups was what he terms asomi, the former being associative,

and the latter dissociative asomi.^ The dissociative asomi were

critical in organizing the nationalist movements, and relied on non-

asomi support. They nevertheless accepted the emergent colonial

society's values as the "binding values in their behaviour" but

"simultaneously rejected the institutional framework for the

2
operationalization of the values. In other words, Mutiso suggests,

dissociative asomi accepted the values of the colonial order, but

rejected how and why they were to be expanded into the African

sectors of society.

In Nyanza, both Okumu and Ogot point out that the conflicts

were between the newly created petty-bourgeoisie, and the traditional

status group, the Jodong-gweng which served the critical function

of arbitrating in disputes and of regulating the "tenants' evolution

in status"'.^ While the absence of land alienation in Luoland left

this system virtually undisturbed, the introduction of land

1. Mutiso, "Cleavage and the Organizational Base of Politics", p.22.

2. Ibid., p.23.

3. Okumu, "Charisma and Politics in Kenya", p.11. See also
Okumu's, "The Bye-Election in Gem: an Assessment", East Africa
Journal, Vol.VI, No.6 (1969), pp.9-17 and Ogot, "British
Administration in the Central Nyanza District of Kenya", passim.
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cofif»ol idf tlon conferring ft IotI tttlo-doed unon tlio individual

o' * nt tT metered to tr "r-V1 t' o vholft : " ' —1» " ? "or - • ~:y?t

with the qti? ort Of the tenratJ.. oprnl^ o or-':5 ih^ rntnerton Plsn*

■:r1 :rl a-i, pd the ''liortr' •.'• "!• <roir. i '.yen^a It f ya 'tfiv o. fljtcup

\1utied svu;" ^otr bo°;.i of tits fvajo d* oi »ler*e tlo of the ott.r—

assistant

witvlmfy officeidjt and the 'first 'eiip6l&%:n1 "iidikiiiietirw^lfe. ••••"•"'-'.core
S\

p["lf teiijl tiflfc fet:i recottlevtent«

awjasndrtor. Jfer osid • the concept- of ^>e aiddjo olrusB giafe.ftw^tt t* {jroip

it

into y or tribrl Idndfs ot- Jap rev? -.cnt Irrripj9%« e i^rovo ;<mt

fs**«r# they rot or#/ irl tg teres.; riiih traditional iw# ^^tftS!n»|

with tMp officials »|mj rpre ftixpefcrteiiip the cxwgjrr ?*e ftiiihbir 1'ny

were colopisert or colonials.r'^ .•lehi&dlfcf hovever, focxieoec hie

attention
. not on the better or iapvoire ;eyvt mr'iere *rh< eaftrprel

■



V.

before land conoolidation, but or. those who were consciously

: i i : ' d

* M<

r&orpaw&ff- to, pnx%prt$efa fMf&y In .the ■ ggm*8 of ft mfttl-raciftl

I'OH-V'* "Hi* vwynmrtw* 1^1, nohtMtn m*.larit>ly

►o in $hc acono 17 and the ,

jtrvt.toiu Ei 5fea this ejn»s of
dxy cQ&*'j*xti't9<jk :vtth tbe' -iritisfe
it Ion itffcfr ■•y^'hw* the Cr-"* *wr<fcwce'.

:^ :ffitfMpt-to waifclfc'
of #',.frior.n w*^'-committed to ,ec|d^&M

•f • s . -It -Jx. .'• .-, A1, . . »".»;' .. _£« •" sA.-A> ■' '• .- _■ «. A 7 t--L ~.L S . ,., - •.

■■ ■ '

1 'fwt. 1.11..1. . ..i'lod /JbUdin, • Cteaifctn.:; of too ■fiuc-rd*t» Vol?, :ib»4

3. X\ld«, cm? ' ainuu *Ch«rt m and '-olitlcB In rE««ysV'-f n.xl.
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of Kenya which makes it virtually impossible for
the Government to take any action against private
enterprise or to interfere with private property.~

It is very noticeable that when Kenyan intellectuals turn their

attention away from the petty-bourgeoisie and landed gentry, and to

nty and

vagueness which characterizes moat attempts to identify and

*

move much beyond the , so ii - non~; son! dichotomy# li ot- .dholla

has identified a colonial proletariat of urban workers who joined
'

awakening in th colonial state* -J ."o notes, that iter .orld jar II

economic e.mansion led to the raoid growth of migrant labour and

plant tion worker; ho cr e into conflict wit] th colonial admin-

{

,

I

L

the Ksraba,- however, suggests' that most of the demobilized r -Idlers

vwere not rec runted into n

organizations. It was elements within the *couo~proletariat*,

1. i .

2« 'or some of these problems see Pitching, "The Concept of Class
and the .-tudy of Africa", passim#

3# iigot-udholla, "Ideology and National development"* p#6#

4# G.C. lutiso, " lachakosj Intra-.thnic political Evolution",
'Nairobi t Mimeographed Paper, 1972, pp.7-3.
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according to ifigot-. dholla, trtio provided mch of tho support for

Matt Mau, which gained its activists fron otfcer u,v llholdor© or

landless.1
The Xenya peasantry hi e received almost no ctter.tior f*c:i

local Intellectuals, /.tieno-sidhic Voo is really the on.1, 'Cenynn

to deal with the Question of the rise of a. Jwye peasantry, and his

analysis does not eauntewwiee prolonged pecstsatisfction in the face

of continuing de pendence and peripheral capittJL isn. ,denting

'Sal and .<eods definition of the peasant - "thoac whoso iltbaata

e

a

involved, through rights and obligations, in r vider eccnoaie

.yutci which include® the participation of nor-per : suits' - tieno

notes that the creation of the African mmt ntry was primarily the

result of the interaction between traditional econo tic aid social

•. t:\u tur-.n , n intornntlonsl Capitalist bottler economic syeteo.1
He adds that the logic of capitalist exploit: tion unset tho ruasal

economic equilibrium" and therefore created both tho rural and.

urban proletariat. ftor voluntarily res ondlag to the new

opportunities the penetration of the capitalist econoqy offered thea,

d

aggr

1. i'Ot- -...'Oil;., ' Ideology"i:au : • tier.---1 3«*1©p p»u,

2. John Maul tuid ..oyer -cods, ...fricaa .estumtries , in Teo-ar
h: r.ir' («<". , .. 'QV t< ' • " "si ''' • v 'at'a: { th«

1 enguin Bef&s, 1JJ1)9 'p»l->5* :

i. /.tieno-Odhiarabo, ' .he rise and decline of the Menya
•e-ennt, ? ' it fefricr Toanrl. -ol.I , '->.5 '1 >72),
p.ll.

4* Ibid,, y.li«
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disposal of their ovn produce to the ""uroperne and Indiana.'* Tho

crucial factor in the alteration of relationships was the decision

of the colonial -ovemnont to invite white settlers into the

highlands of itenya. The effect of settler occupation *t.3 to bring

widespread migration - move jentc to s holt with the ere tlon of

r

pressure and inoreaped production required for pay-sent of taxes.

It ndleecnssa, fiartioulf rly itiion, the <ihuyu ; hoi, also resulted from

the introduction of settler agriculture. The reserves, tieno

suggests, ' wave saddled with a rural proletariat who could not live

off tho land"1 and vhc .provided the basis of an urban proletariat.

I$r tho erly l^gOo, the decline of the peasant had set In; the

Bi ntfXmdBr considerable gNMtfjMt* bec&ae a pcor xn coxae-

quently & ready source for the proletc rUniii.'ticn of the towns*

ovavex', ay referring to the decline of the peasant in the early

lp20o, tieno ovorloofee the fast that peaahtltiastion tec been a

continuing process. despite the emergence of capitalist fasraere,

es ecially since tho .aid-1^5v^, and. the growth of an urban-prole-

tcariun or labouring class, rel-. tions of de aitdencc -nd pori- Lor&l'

capitalise have jrolonged peascntie; t ion •

■thniclty ana 'Tribalicq1

!sny feny&n intellectuals conceive ;of ethnicity nd ♦triLaltaa*,

rather than class, aa a r ,}or esoeio-econo sic and olitical factor in

1. Ibid., p.14.

2. Colin Loya, " olitica in snyu? /he Developaent ox* nt
ociety", British Jor-nal of olitlcr-1 ->clerce* Vol.1 (WtQ),

p.>26.
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1
the oost-dttdepea&ence situation* fillisra Ochleng and ryrue 'tutir.o

2
argue that tribal'lea is basically a colonial cm-1ion. In the

•tre-coloniol oituation, while there was interaction botroen different

groups In tens of trade, tin® of crisis, and ea el age of Institutions,

the "basic sooio-cultarol unit... rc -/.ino 1 defined isr nif se socio—

lo, -lev-A concreteneas although over tins complete >oo r-.y have

been absorbed." fhe "divide and rule' <olicLess of the coloniser

iincouraged irioretlmio rur .1 ji.-.artion'', aio -ion and o i loyraont

x>lioleo 'which were tied to specific -,ro contribute:to inicr-

ethnic sua )icion« . coordit%g to ilutiso, the coloni .or - tlon—
• ' m -f '5f "

cliaod ethnic specif tils -:tion in too colon 11 iwlion y' lob led

t : f 1 ;J . i : VO I tion of tio rig, *u/a

olort: junior civil aervnnta until - i i or-.- :ni, .x- ft shift

Of JO into Oj eric ..1 ion; ; :o i"--j ,u? of.:.. * ; ■* , ..nr'.

need for -racial control ' oneourapod colour fly conirolioX ■ l.Jtiic

.anoci tionu M'tico «#re dec I -ned to r-—oa <t jx« Uonoli./ -

•oi it lea1 or,^anisationu •

1. iili n * cfaian™, "Origins and Growth of Irtbei l oyalty in
"oay.r , Toll , 'ol.l, .1 (1773;, of.

. iOtlsOf ' '"ojiyr. t iho structure of tnter- thnle nd
Inter-f-.cial Interaction", -Tollso, /ol»l, . c.l (1773;, «42«

J. Ibid.

4. )c'5ieng, "Cri-inc- -r.. ?ro'.;th of I rib-1 loy Ity 1- , p#53*

3. iutiso, ' ;enyas fh® structure of Inter- tonic nd inter¬
ns*; ir.l Intcrrcticn',
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Colonial oolicy also denied the growth of these nernes
of confluence in toran of legislating land holding
only in tarns of rc-.ce* fribeouen viio c ic to t o
zones of confluence and started ••• er ccurarjin. vary
rapid growth of interaction vera ohi : -ed one'- to the
tribal preservation* Inter-ethnic rur- I if .r t..oa

■ "> •' iscoujK god.;-

Cchienr Joints out that too .-•ri.cticin,;; of tribe11—"in; Hi# fog# <■.

ich -:u 'enow it'" ori.finr ted fron the . frier . litis, i , " rd

even today one atil'i hears it or id now :■ i cgnin that ti:o "ciya.

.wiiirtw are aera'iHi^'in the tBrtbclistic ol itical and economic.

g#fte -.■•ho • lacx

there le ' the - • aigft^entlon the# *trlbali»ia' stems foes' Hi# 1

iHpjNna ef ethftio ir1 T.h inlyiwidlill*tiC n nh'Tti of the economic end
ooci; 1 ? ' lc! :.*••• i.iuiri bated froo to. ccti-o. ?'■ o

chirm • notes, I. v - '"on ruondeo oo." tribal continent; t del em

eel ntnli* unit lajftgy# thai nooitioac*" ifhiletie -t.fr ,jHofe to
ruco: 'iiii||;^|K}.t 'tribaliom* does not stom--:fi)rte Hi#
iV.iux* 1 o.;ro ;.ion of ot...nic "T> r intercuts or llontity, •- . Leiyf

toe act tNNHtehle,■'#»"'h&fj' nf Tetilmilirtitf Itiqti ri i

loyalties have boon :aobilis©a basically for class Tjrpooeo - fence

notion of triV-.l elrr »J ich inn* nevorthelona .indie -too

t.r.-.t tf . inc.* abent elite's c.t has is on *1 w order : ...a I ;• bility
'

d#v#hopaee%. vliHi* lart for tfo encoarcgemer.t of foreign

invest wsnt - i t-">-trion) does little to- reduce the ethnic- iv sion

of id itios* jrthax-aoro, tribalis a l inrrrnd hocause o-- the

j. » I Oil « , * *; 3 •

. • chic;. •, " Ori.-;inc -revia of frib :• . n *: It' in *ery; , ?*5?»

J. ; 0|dtK| "TnrtiplTleitIleUon «Rd Capitalism in Developing Africa",
■ P-37-3. - ....
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"continued absence of any e/rrresaivo equalitarian end just

nationalist .policies economic ideology."^
Processes of ethnic retrench lent in the eost-indeeonden.ce

:oriod •>. vo been enc-ura-ed, "utiso observes, by the ! institutions

ich have been set up to servo the tribesmen in' 1: n.i. buying in

the icrnor "bite hirhlc:ado and other inter-f?,ce districts lire

"hralo, hrroh, -Cilifi, etc." dvents at the centre (e.g. the

assassination of iboya and increased tension between the 'Ci'tuyu and

huo) have greatly affected retrenchment and led to the "scaling

down of elite investments lire houses in confluence nonoc" and'to

hone and farm ourch so in tribal areas and investment in to "r in

2
the tribal .oner.' ietronchnont has also followed, lutiso rotes,

the "tribalalsation" of personnel of commerCi-il 'firms or portions of

then, and in the. renuscitotior of the tribal welfare ssooi tions

as the "nost soverfal o~enta of the tribesion at the centre.""*

:'ho ra oboe self-help ''©lieges of Technology, by shifting welfare

nor is to the periphery, have helped tc consolidate retrenchment. -and

to emnh.asiae the importance of local, ia distinct from nation- 1
/

issues. (?iven the weakness of .fd'U and the haticnal tsseably,

this has strengthened the a:ecutive 's reliance .or. matron;- ge for control
5

purposes, and. enhanced the role oi the Provincial adainistr tier."

1. CChiang, "Origins and I'rovth- of drib; ! Loyalty in Cenya", p.53.

£• lutiso, "denya: The structure of Xr.tei— .-tbnic and Inter-
facial Interaction", o./j. See also hlepraper, "The Politics
of Land'1, preps rod' for the International ju coar Office lehyd
nploymant lission.

3. Xbid. r

4. doe lortin Godfrey and G.C.h. dutiso, "The Political Iconomy of
ielf-help. Kenya's Harambee Institutes of Technology."
Universities bpcial Sciences Conference, Kairobi, 1972.

5. Okimu, "The Socio-Political Setting", p.29*
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""ho uneven development of •durational facilities enanr the

vari us ethnic -rowno noses, C' ruati c»g-eots, "boric tfcinr ©f a dlle-nut
r\-PIn civil service staffinr% in tans of universal criteria of

r noint~ient which would lead to domination by various ^roune, and

the ur.e of x.rticulcrietie criteria w5 ich would under line the

"unurl exiom ref-rrdlnr norIt and achieve ient in civil service

recruitment." Tho diverse regional en;!o«e,;umte and the nlethorn

of ethnic ^neoupe conpoti*# for noliticd advantage, rovid© a

'ol iticn.1 leadar In "onya with a orent many opoortunitieo to shape

and re-ehnoc nlip-naents for control purnosoE. But while r-ktrau

notes that uetronapo in the administration hrc had a loan history in

:«nyr,, and roforo to the development of «n nllo.rod IlJcuyunin- tlon

xincc the end of the ser^ency when the colonial administration

•dooted a policy, of a casement towards the :21cuytt, w*

exnloro the system of Prosidontiol patronege which centres,
'

res, on

.'fOT'3 :o.l3 on -fry*. flails*.
.AM . I 4 •« * m • . — *. . 1. . ■ . . — . ~

The central thrust of the intellectual»a critical appraisal of

■ 'r r - < i i.t 'i:/' r i:> fr - n or or i t.

EohiMin aointa out that Sessional Ulpor Ho*10 does not specifically

define wh. t socialism is,'' while fash Gbai observes that it is

— ■..... . , ■

U Ibid., o.32.

2. Ibid., p.i4*
v.,

t A ^(tlLLA : A. l V.'i. ■ leys, '"The ienya btate".

4. -toed lohiddin, 'voaeional .aper Bo. 10 iloviuited", 1st ..fries.
1 urnal. tfol.VI, Ko.J (1969), p.7*
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surprising that in the theoretical part of the taper, no attempt

is. mam to relate the diecuesion to the wider thinking s|»ut
Sij-fricaa ©acinlioia elsewhere** Indeed it "aims to base ideas of

afric&tt sodL-lism on .general ised fvicen traditions •" ana ift&uraec

that there "is a.general consensus about these traditions-'*' any

Kenyan critics, including iohiddin, Gfcai and IgoWdhoilfci eu^geet

that the taper pltices greater etress on economic clevelopaynt and

/growth th? n an question® of distribution an- social justice, although

Oh&i does note that the ; apsr "is unusual among the docuiOpts of

odoia and 1.. xricfui hocidlim in its emphasis on political freedom and

g

.. . . ..

fore, tny tm.oring vdlth tho inherited economic ayetea it nop to bo
f :1V .filWIr - r>n-'> fW .mr t r> 1TTV1 M^wn-fe 4 - !« ■.•ivnri + n v.* : •? >.-C'l /\•

C

perootmel r, tboi than structured cha&3®, is seen ae the solution.

>f ■. ...Tican pereoi nel, end the encourage ient of ©Atema&substitution of

e ital in the ere tion of ■ "small close of people endowed v^tli 11
the privileges that a society based on economic statue offore.*

i sort froa Cdingn and Xoggia, there were ether members of thewere ether members of the

- . i i. — ... i .1 ■ i . i in. in | m . ■ ■!■.»».■ » ip

1. Yeah fh&i, "Kenya's Sociallsa»", Transition* :.o,20 U965)» ±>*20*
• ae also his "It*a good but there are weaknesses", ■ unday
;- tion. 26/9mSiPS.16H-0.

■

)* Ibid*, p*22* , \ • ■ .

4* ohiddln, ' ersional Paper ho.10 teviaited", tj.9«
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c overmen! >:ho r fu»dipeitt»l reetraettorlag. of

eoeBtotic and eoeirl relttionahioo' *oul'd hr vr te be attempted.

himi lOMi, fttr Inst «er, srid tr i?65 -tvt

hot i -:h3 eriled upon t< do Ir to 1 * r> end
crer to #&w tw tiiution: vrhich shrill» the one

... - . .

fer .r.d, retain thofee ' ftlc-n goci! list vxlu*» md
yet, on the other, shell bo efficient enough to .

, .i <*-« e\ sr,*.*. !*-» ,•■. Alw- •**»£« 7 * . 4 -r

The only .o-Vrsurdc -ninoi the -limine of gnomic over, .one #f

•African de^oer^ey

. •: ;;•?
dewfeiifeaOL ®s< hertrtlortt'of tutual social jtefp>o»»ibtli^jr« rnd

tie fctpor rule* dot tottl ainte otoaerohip. ,'. oifherrhdt? p*?"• V- ***# ... - w '• »'■ v- :.'rrm~* *>. ■ <-"* <;-.... i

■ .\l •••'• ' ■■ •'■ vKy'.y t t the -•ble-v ■< ' •• tic

aftotsGrc&*tt#!h of .•••nrJLngo. "brd to ftCfimrv: p role in certainr.e«r.n!3l«ti<w; of G7Vingb. %i& rto fjfcfiliirvj # role
: ; • : '.e * . • " -1,

vitb the Sft*te's &tor-vy function beirr 'to oilde onA to wvor.t

abuse imd exploit*.tion".' ooyvh. "OorTT/, Vohirtdin rrd ,J?i pt-

.with compensation, had beer used to excuse local control and owtor-

»bil> of the economy, it "would hrve.uocint the vithdrawnl of mrport

• r- t tr tten <* >tt Um. J »ti ohiddin an 1 at- dholln,

-■■■»■■ ■■■'"■ ...»."»...'.. ■!■....I .....■ .I.,

X« : ro| 'ibi.'ri, -.-jocch on ".'flrioe.-T hoci&lina", Tbo • . t ..'rie.r
•Jasaesi. WWim,wS.

'2. robiddin, • e asternal Paper SfelO devisitW",

•

v .'4* :'fbl4Vp ri< mi Iphtoipjpli "bocUli&ed <J«§italiaa in Pest ifrict. ,
. .c-.r: : -torly, "Ol.Vi, ho.i (1)66), uh'2i-22?•

5. tOhi-.idin# oeeioiml ^aper ho*10 .evisited', p*10.
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miliV> r:- t c ?itie.<s, hare boon alive to thn f et tbnt
,

So

iah«?ltenew Uselaiia.'- the colonlser^e inaistonce o« the

roioctior. and anritolttft Intere .to, and the ayaent of

<w?n ««eation lor tfco ta'eeover of bottler 2»«&^ - wraatktaf ®a&&)bb
- : vebodtetttjy objected to. Jehiddin has (V^orvatrited sfHoise

-fhich the enyr. wrosn icnt Has elstnly continued end • ntrer^t&med;, *

T* dltim-ti co M$jM& r>^nexSfijhlp of land it- alve^re daened one of the

Ho

docl:' rod t! it .oo:x^an-'l-o;mor:i'4b end coo^r^tivoa cr.t'fco It - ''in nte

t« oeorio :i© ?5o-:tfe, and that ^c-tcr Individual!t . Uon ot proiirty

to qNMWlvo thiO

- opefent ftadarvntal 'octtjtandte{loa» ..the "**per

intSodueed th«? diettnetton botpn* actual otmorohip rtd tht tise to

* I'd the --t ' -. a it. ••■n »ther >1 in, er - .10,

introduced .■* similar distinction! fccnyr opted for^i£pier,ni*&tifciih

of the ocot::rff, .and enleavourod to ' chiove thi: her ohlftlne the

Croi fnotaaX. ovne-nhlo-'* to "•ffeotim control'*.

ffee «!MI« tenor of Kftnynn African ootsialioat, ; ohiddin notes,

hF,» boon rfiti*-oo-»n'nl3t, end thb chief rrekitocW Ion ;bc#h.?

.rejected 'fcfatir.-n .read the notion 'of elarm and dines etrugsgJL# in the

- . ....... i ... ,. - nil. ... .n. . . .!.■»«_»■ ,i ■ . - - .. I Ml.

2. tea '-•!* int-t'sjoo the interview with bv-gia in the -m^lay : ■ lion.
1 W <T .1

f* ohixaie, '' .o'tea on the Colonial bac'tiTrounds of ecoional
i ,r I «.10 of 1965"f paocia.

j. . .:i lie, oaaional .-aper 2*0«13 .©visited" » p.l4*
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African context. at Kenyan Socialica, "far fro- preventing the

existence of clcsoee, vi;.Mfeu»ly encourages it«M Jlippently,

1; a»ui 'SUggeoted tfcnt this' ssigbt not be soclnlim, "but It does

not prevent it fro® being.- go& JtRsxlaat aiaply because, following

ngelti, or "African bourgeoisie le w neceeoaiy v. )ro-oondition of

en African socialist revolution afi an ; fricnr proletariat." Of

course tlkki, a foraer reafieuic and one of the most porcc; tivo

->1VT « 4/ n»f» 41?n + i VTi»fsn<v..it4«n. It* 41 r»JuAGovernment seaborn, vfelt able to oee that h fricaniiiation, if thought

©f ir terms of substitution of personnel» would lead to the develc -

acnt of a clr.nc society."' fash Cfcri reitorated this r»int»

t t 1 C< 7 ' c ;3,

and indeed, would inter eify it by asking Class -nore difficult to

eliaimto. '' Ghi i aloe notes that s cent/dcuour oai&eior is no

absence of fdscusoion of the role of tho political party in the

achievement of African eocialiwa, an veil ® other itesns of aaoos -w L%* Vr' 'V4- 1/ vt * • A* v : , i CSV Muii c*» V t.U * w« .pj Ui ..«*.**•»*.

• »JWj» —, r •» <*., J. i-»r. 1 r. + rt 11 eiWie—mm + t-»4«education and uobili. ntion." He frilt to relate, however, thie

omission to the underlying capit&lict rationale of :©ryr.*e

oociolita", which renders. imneceuc'ty any -anes-beped, lebiliaing

party for structural trunnforoation purposes, fhis ir surprising
.

- ■ ■ ' ~ ■ .,».... I... I.

2. r.Arui, 'Socialised Cepitalten in net \frien", p.224.

3» dee £lbski, "African Socialisa" and also his "On the Carpet",
Interview, unlay .. .tion. 1/1/1965*

■

■On ftricaali• tion", . undav I-';-tion. 10/11'1361, p.6, and
A loo Oju'co, '"cTricaniortion - Cur Approach all krong",
> un :*,' y I tion, 21/2/1971, PP.7-3-

IUdpt p*2Q#
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cornideriir; that the key fentisron of rteny&'o Jb&em #o«tnHo»

*hlch ho identifies^, •tth the nooaiKL® oxco -tionn of ao:» otnte

o«wfii»| *» end son® utito control, arc t'-ioa® of e or: sitallat' or

af.-'te r \t; Hat ooci*ty ♦ In r r. noo " .rii1 : not!on of 'noc.I lined

c "itniif.-T involving tha srcournnviont of >rivnto anter,l®|j|e

■the creation of .in > ftriena 06:3:10 .-olr.1 claw ... eontrolldi by th-

Oovomaent and regulated by a national ®th-o» of fairness*1 nd
.

equity In an ant*one In the Kenyan ca«e - if -.-re exclude the -ethos
. s .. - ... , . _a _i.. -of fairness ant! eoiiity.

ness

.jfLtot-.dbelln points out that the nationalist oarty t»Jiioh lod

mvii? - to their vm? 1 IntonvtD. iur concur Rotlii-

that " a® for.iod oar mlitio&l rtioe ::i-nly for the ins'x of

fighting; fo^ -thuya.-' ;>irjeo ahuru, he r.-dds,. "crxr -'xd.it.icn have

?3e.-'-d iUpo\«d un?s«n litis©, individurl -xtA froufp intoretito rathe*

tban turtieo. . Sana an a oolitleal party is not there, and vheii

/ita own leaders talk of reviving It they lean just that? you don't

» -»■ ' ¥• - - • • . -«-J «- < •

'

.

/ i r.. u J. • „ , ± .«— x». - ,-n ^ A— .• — —. T4# loo ajuisn, nutting . ow Life in the Old I rty ie a Long Job",
L-undny ,..- tion. 26/11/1972, p«7* «ee also ilary hg'veno,

'

mu election to wait until people choose their leaders"f
. ... • • Kanu's

&.velnioo. :.. ,i. -? -:■ „• a':.- \ ■ ,- ,y». y*y-•'v.
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impotence 3.
1

"vrtiea." This noeltion, ha su "»»©etB, was mot reached by aintalse,

hut rather because "our 1c dem of * political thought* h- ve brought

us theiv." ort politic; 1 leaders have not toted m ten nosoeossd

of a higher national consciommeses they have experienced feeltoga

of powerlcGoneos and insecurity which have prevented them from

"rip't-tf lur in political deeiBion-mnhlnc'1 and contributed to their

serve

rational unity." This has led to the neploct of party orexnir-tion

end hrir emphasised parochialirt end the ethnic dimension of politics

The BWlaise of !l'd -J, Ckirau notes, has itt rootr. in colonic! Policies

Which vrn-deoi ned to •'Provent the develoTttnt of a united actional

urty fibroin/- all ethnic, r: uocir tions.' here arochir3 u x>rt

for fe national leader In no partesive and traditionally rooted am

the one dor < :irx;r edirtysr in pentretl 1'yensc is, it it bound to hevo

f wec.-rsnin:: effect or. the "transfer of the people«» loyalty to the

iitate and contribute to the creation of rational eliticrl r^rties

A
"

; ..fter the ^uergency, the ain of the colonial administration wie to

:xc.v« t t e ovolo < :cnt of V. .htly or aised nation-- list tore ie*t

in ftevour of c. loosely orr^nicod operation which would oertainly

be easier to rnimlatc after the transfer of tower to tha 'Africon.

■ ——-

1, >Oarau, "Ch risuKi and folitic© in Kenya", p.?.

2. £bid.

4* ibid., p*ll.

5» Ibid., p#12.



• the tloo the first direet ol«©ilo» of "oir-.-r: to the : e rUlattve

four-ctl ■* a e-vrried cot in 1257» tVoro v**c Indeed - oultiolieity

of locally beacA, oolitic-1 ro'aoeirtionr.. dutlno ocinta oat thi*

.

?hO dloaned tivo .".o-_i r -o lad t.'- ■ ' lis v4int KWte'tonto v-<d no

poref, or foothold la the colonial order (seallMso thfc aoaoeistlre
'

apite of live fact tVt alt.laately'a iejiorlion of ay jspf4tv?ScoO
—n .» ». .• — . .1 • . : .a—> •>■ nv_ «, ..4 v.. -..'o ild h -vo to co io fro 3 t'-> colonial ce-itr*. ' ''ho soai hoc" to

- "■

..

■xpumv to apeate for ^fricana, anl de ion»tr.--.tc to the aotlafriction

of the colonial - ' tir. testation tlu t they h-d >2 • o:rir-~ before they

•ert :'rosi tfce local or •arpctial %aafc of rx rty aryan: tion

»or':twr «**« i«"t the creation. of 9 »

r

•t, like that of otiter " frlcsr countries:, lacked It *<

r.-v onnvO x-M ■? 1 nen -til r WrWwic? >4 w:+.o -or .

-

Km waive 00c VOL ahilooophy beyond too otrs tc y for eininj?

iri tooond-r.ee. 3?fcie absence, cnu - Ms, created d fertile tofjl

'or ■ ttorile hirer lo for In "orn-t r! of the : trurrle

x'lnci x lly by fboyn, uas that a nationalist -jeveient, rather th e

c tarred two orrly articulated" idoolo'loo. 'he first, ertlcqlat/od

_» - , . . ... ... . - ..... . II ... ..... - !■ ■

' ..■ IfBliflftj" tfce frrgpnliifttlon 3 .iasc of .•olitico", p*33»
.

.29 Zbld.

cunt, "Cht riosm aid olitics in lepyay»12»
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'■•oroll- r - of thin r:.; th; t policy caefitlaBC r>oald he tahnp after

v-3»f «is obtained, C.QHtietr tine with thie "pre -n^tic" approach

•vn» another which atroan«d that tho aalr. teste--of the rirtiomliot ,

."c-nctrated" ty the colonit l eyateft.- Thir co lxL be effected hp/
■* — - -*■ * * - ■* il. •. u * w* 4!<ji ■4^.%-fci 3** AAM4 T -t ,, *' 4-t.^, -J ,t.inwadic-te il;u%ni»- for the fhmiix-ientca t» ^ri3Por.v>tion of the basic

rr- M . ,.i 4, , „rt«| ..M t ,,n «1/> . ♦w."l 4 > 4mleivi -vr*■

lUtetlon •, at: :. ft", wei or \.;e c'. >l.in V d

,»UV —- Jiiut ,,-...1 a J. * ... J i «-with a rot-i®!' ideology that would provide the {^xtAolinee far

™»n,^ ** m «*« •

c ntaiaed within .t? ftqptU the "'.arch 1}66 ;ir.iru confsrei-oe
•th'. .formation of the ^.isf. -olrfc KAK7J and I )\j, OMwu x>int*-. -out,

Lc ' t t! "o sr.t i : < ' "'lia®

KA1TU

'• M * A !••'■ W-i... — ■■ -- J> *,

» - I . " ■ .1. .1 I. • I . ■ mil I. . . I ... .1.. -—■ ■ ■ ;-

1, Cdlivja, p. 343.l, QQWm* P.»4->.

2. thid., jBRd p-cuau, "ChariiWa aad politics in tenye", p*13«

3, ■'■ • h .riorjft -md Politics.' in Conye.", p*lj.

4. Ibid»tf#14.
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Ofttrau joints out thnt once Tenyntta was mad© the "focus,

and the condition for the winning of political independence",

indeed the saviour, it "clmost wholly evented -ill other leaders

from playing a creative role in the party, a role which a few of

the a were also capable of." This also had the effect of under¬

mining the party's cleim "to bo the main instrument for legit iet-

atisation of X)vnr or the medium for crystallisation and convergence

of interests."

There can bo little doubt that the nature of, and moribund

Mi

the produot of colonial policies and the nature of the devolution of

power in the colonial context. Clearly, the Importance of this

factor cannot bo overlooked. :!owever it lo to ignore the oint,

emphasised by Leys, that the 'enyr-n ruling group bad no need for the

party after independencei it was their creation and therefore

their*# to destroy. It was neoeeaary to satisfy the-legalistic-

f

necessary tor the "development" strategies adopted hy the ruling

(group. Indeed Sessional Paper So. 10 makes no mention of the role

of the wurky at all .** ****

The weakness of "LAKTJ, GkUHM suggests, is. one of the reasons why

the Lational Assembly is little more than an ethnic elite deb'ting

society. Ghai and 4c, usl&n point out, however, that during the

——-
■

1. Ibid., p,15.

2# Ibid*, p.14.
%

3. [bid., p.9.
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ra

ure

Institutions which (xnyn Inherited at rnde ^cndence.
CotiMpod irt the tioe th# ttpvj^r ac§uire£
de tocritic character, it had a ootoiitialiy imaortant
role as •• n inatruxenl of lovitivhtion of the new
x>litical ;jvl constitutional order. inco inae—
pendtads, ifee thrust of the ^<rtremaent»e constIt-
utioflrl changes, and administrative and political

function of tho legislature, and curb its political
effectiveness.c

:ilc 1 lent'a le islc-tivn r. i t r co • ve incxv ".oil, its

. • t xi * / si o xial

to bursa relating to the procedure for it ipvt 1 of the ^iRUttd end

its role in t&e ©peafp-tion of eaer. ;eno$' powers, and the xion ) ;eirt

tel.* tJLn« to the forced realm >tion of lotstessB Who leave the

,

ha« been to enhance executive .ever.

tedo Vbtodly, as h'curau recognises, the tOiTftfcitr of Pail L cent
haa helx*d foment tension between the upper echelons of the civil

nervier; aw' oliiiciano. atror.r- be^jr of opinion rithit * |9,

centred bp aid* 11$" is the xrckbencher's 'roup which provided the core

of the ,npy» assorted that the civil service should be subject tc the

control of the Vi-SXf snd farlicuaent# lueh of the tonsion stoned
v

£s&asl$n, Public
• •» 1?7'-J9

O JL X h .iv t ' "0

hroiers

8
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-"©vincl-1 ndninistrrtiipR enr^eiclly, vna beir ■* used by the (Jevem-

nent for law md order and devslo :w*nt mcr^eea.* Ckusa swoects,

however, th. t nich of the tens tea betvetji u •» -or echelon civil

norvnntn md jolitioi ns in reduced by a ooavoryonce of interests*

both c.*e ' tttnv: "linp to transform their status tem c a- lariat to

^ • « WO M II HI M>| « m "J * ""property-otmin/* arou>." The sfritoiure of the civil service has

jeen, nr-i le, a mjor 'in-trunent for promoting an incipient cl'.os

with

S?he role of the ttgper oohelonr. of tho civil service, aa£ indeed of

41,® " I »1 4«*ll «WI iWu n1a,i^y.n n*t f 1 »,the ' oliticl elite" and "ncv viidlc closes as r. whole , is

v rwr 'flfcr, tmrv r -«4 ic «<n*4 4-lktft "*»<■ - < • Pman -orl-1. fhe nov aidiOh cl-see- do noh owh tho "iernt. of

--i-ryw-*, 4 ' T-vva evil1? 1 «4 4iv«k4 <. A r* #% ««. r >*»*/». t /I »• r\4- 1 i 4 4■rod-jction, and in that aenso, as "V\non observed, do not fit the
c-

rive* theta'little tottox, if -• ayr
J
°

oover, much of the aubocq-oent activity of the now niddlo class has

.

However, IftrigfaBg a sound financial footing, it hits beoono "heavily

_ 11 1—- ~~

i. :cin, - ao ••ocio*»: olitic.-a .>*tti*v% • .; >-jl.

■

6. Ibid.

.
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„

it*indebted to the firrneial institutionr of the old rutltrvp clrsc.

ThiKi, r-,rcordln<?. to (Mmim mtch of the activity of the new middle

does is motiwtod by th« den ire to sh&fce off dependence on

middle el oe

peseeoslw productive capacity.' ffeife dependence has created

foreigja capital hjjr tremforain--* itself into a genuine mid
■■ * * *

ce. " c Ity. ?hlD deper.deno* iw <**

'o.ne^op

Prom this brief overview, It can be ocerj that while rttoabof of

scad tfcemeelveo to ouertiono pt

nntionf liea end tht asiure of the colonial inherit!* nee eitunt ion,

,

Exe

little attartion to a number of other qmsii/am vfci.ofc ere important

for on ttttderatandinc of the* ooat-*indene»dene« foliticol moonkxiy.I
'

theeettlor end color fO. economy end its effect on the •tracture of the

poct-independonco economy and society* Surprisingly little

it* tuition h?.a boftr tiv&n to t! ie sixAxmito of the mle of foreign

its

,

who controls ita ecesr* urtfeor, little attention has beer divers

4-^1 4Ka tt£*■>Gbt*. tryu4 4 a Aiwe?»44rtM« a *.»^a aa^+vjaI » 44 «4(a4 Kais 4 f * r>

a direct class instrument, or whether it cr.joyc a certain autonomy

above co:'5oeths/T or antaptmi&tie classes.
, \ T.: . . -ib*u? t'."=

— . -I ■■■ I .1. .11.

2* Ibid.
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The Tanzanian Radical Intelligentsia

"evftwl writers hnve made some attempt to classify various

j le d strands ant1 groupings in Tanzanian intellectual and

political life. Mazrui and 'lordoff, for instance, point cut that

"the Left, even in Tanzania, covers a broad as ectrum of viewpoints.

The spectrum is from the militancy of the -.uper-Left to the evolut¬

ionary and accommodation! at orientation of the Semi - Left."'1
byerere is viewed by them as a non-doctrinaire, pragmatic socialist

who, while moving further to the "left", still represents the mid¬

point of the Left spectrum. To his left stand a rather ill-assorted,

inadequately identified ?rroup which consists cf supposed aoist and

irxist — Leninist elements, and others who could at best be

described as radical nationalists. The "Super Left" or the "extra-

revolutionary left" consists cf a small number of intellectuals at

the university, and others such as A.T. Babu and the Lmzibaria,

A.i. taki, and Joseph TCasella-Bantu. Because Lazrui and Tordoff

seem to be pre-occupied with illiberaliatn and strident rhetoric,

rather than with ex; lonation, some of - their candidates ."or the ill-

defined "Luper Left" are absurd. "taki, regarded by thorn, as well

as Bisnen, as a Lnrxist - Leninist, uttered some crude arxist

pronouncements but was, as Cliffe notes, an executive cf one of the

remaining bastions f international capitalism in Tanzania and the

only V.F. not to declare his acceptance of the >rusha declaration's

1. ,li azrui and illiara ordoff, "The -eft and the Luper-usft in
Tanzania", Journal of Vodern African '"'tudlas, Vol.10, No.3
(1972), pp*427-45•

2. Lienen, Tanzania - : arty Transformation and xonomic .. evelopraent,
pp.206—10.
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conditions of leadership." azrui and Tordoff's article has one

brief reference to hivji's paper, Tanzania; The Silent Class

-tnwle and his lamentation about the lack of scientific analysis

in Tanzania, but no discusuion of the paper and the reactions it

produced. Lulei's categorisation in his article on "lie ; redicaoent

2
of the Left in Trinzania"" suffers froft similar problems of definition,

and the politicians and intellectuals referred to are basic illy the

same as those mentioned by azrui and Tordoff.

In an important sense, attempts at taxonoiry produce fruitless

results, especially when undertaken without any effort to examine

the thought of those being classifi ®d.~' For this reason the

emphasis in this brief outline of the Tanzanian radical intelli¬

gentsia is on thought and not categorization of people. The

Tanzanian radical intelligentsia has emerged froci the broader

intellectual stratum, and consists of a relatively small number of

critically thinking, politically active intellectuals whose thought

is grounded in . arxist-Leninist traditions, and who are conscious

of their existence as a collectivity.

The radical intelligentsia is of recent origin, and has not

developed out of an indigenous tradition of radicalism. Its

members are young, and the ,roduets of university education, both

in T'ar-ea- alaaci and overseas in the 196' s« Their major

intellectual influences have been Larxisra-Leninism, aoiam, Fanon,

1. Lionel Cllffe, "Tanzania - socialist Transformation and 1 rty
>>velopmerit", The '.Triean ' oview, Vol.1, So.l (l97l)» P-129*

2. Fast Triea Journal, Vol. 2L, No.8 (1972).

3. Tliffe, "Tanzania - socialist Transformation and Party Development"
p.130.
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Castro, Debray, Guevara, Althuaaer, Mandel, Earan and Sweezy, and

Frank. They have been little influenced by the strong cultural

nationalist one-' of both Venya and 'Vanda, and have little truck with

concepts of African socialism ?ind humanism. Undoubtedly, much of

the impetus for the emergence of the radical intelligentsia has

cone from foreign intellectual catalysts such as John jsuI,

Lionel r'liffe, Thomas Sjtentes and alter Rodney who have helped

place "arzanian underdevelopment within its historical context and

relationship with the international ea pitalist economy. In

addition, "yerere's Intellectual inclinations and body of published

thought, if within an \friean rather than scientific socialist

tradition, have been capable of sustaining analysis and of providing

a take-off point for further discussion. The presence within TANU

and the Tanzanian leadership of a number of people committed to the

i ■ iT-ent-rtion f ..ooi alls a-v the romulgation of documents such as

trie "rusha d eclaration, "'ducation for half-'eliance, and Kwongozo,

has served to encourage 3erious debate about the difficulties of

implementing socialism in Tanzania.

hile the r . 'ic 1 intolligantsi a i.; not corrletely ideolo -ically

cohesive, cohesion does come from arxi3t traditions, and the por~

e-tion of underdevelopment in terras of relations between dependent

or subject societies and global capitalist system. Added cohesion

is provided by its location in "^ar-es-"alaam in a relatively few

institutions, an" by the fact that it3 embrrs know each other, have

often been students together, and been associated with the TYL and

journals such as Choc he and ' aj 1 ' a,j i. Its members possess a

consciousness of collectivity, and gear their work basically for
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each others1 eoneuoption.* For instance, a paper such as Sbiviji's

r.tnaard ,, T'- > ilent t rug,.-If, and Tanzania: The Class

Struggle Continues will be discussed shortly after publication by

other members of the intelligentsia in . aji Vajl, and perhaps in

the daily press. Cohesion is also provided by the limited number

of outlets available for dissemination - the Paily ews and Sunday

■ ere, : a.jl . ajl, an occasional conomic research bureau or development

:fudiea aper, and sometimes an article In '.'he ,Tricon oviev. or

Taarrull.

Tanzania! "he Pilent Class Struggle

Compared with their counterparts in both Kenya and Uganda

T&nzanian intellectuals have been much more concerned to

systematically build up a comprehensive view of how the interaction

of dominant external factors (especially the penetration of t'-e

capitalist system and the Integration of African economies into

the global capitalist system) and subordinate internal factors,

has shaped the history, political economy ,nd society of their

country. The first paper by a local intellectual to achieve this

was Issa ...hivji ' s serainal "Tanzania! The silent Class truggle",

first published in the now defunct journal, Cheche.

In his paper, 3hivfji dismissed the question of rural strati¬

fication and class antagonism as being of secondary importance,

and argued that the main contradiction in Tanzania is not between

rural capitalists and rural labouring classes, but lies in the

context an- nature of the relationship of Tanzania':, e nemy with
2

international capital. In the theoretical introduction to the

1. Liecussion with henry Tapolu, dinburgh.
2. Shivji, "Tanzania! The Silent Class Struggle", p.3.
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paper, Shitfjl distinguished between three brood types of neo-

coloni >1 situations, thus illustrating that continued imperialist

control which constrains 'Third V orId • development can take a

variety of forms. In what Shivji terms the "neo-colony per

excellence" the means of production are owned directly hy the

international corporations,1 and the private sector is dominated by

the international bourgeoisie, The bureaucracy is essentially of

the administrative type which mans the sta;e apparatus in the

interests of the international bourgeoisie. The petty-bourgeoisie, is

even if it wishes to convert itself into a genuine bourgeoisie,

incapable c-f competing with the "big sharks" and engages in petty

trade and the running of the service sector of the economy.

In the neo-colony par excellence, the investment policies of

international corporations and hence of productive forces is

extremely "lop-sided". The colonial pattern of capital investment

in production has remained basically unaltered with mining and

petroleum taking the major share. Industrial investment, other

than in mining has been almost entirely concentrated in ;rimary

products processing for the export market, or in import substitution

in the light branches of manufsicturing such as food, beverages,

clothing, and other consumer goods. The general policy of

international corporations has been, as both Rweyeeatiu and Curuli
2

have pointed out as well, to adopt capital-intensive techniques in

consumer and light industries. This policy, rJVji suggests, has

1. Ibid., p.8.

2. Kasslm Surull, "The Struggle for Socialism in :-m: ania" and
J.?. Hweycmamu, "The Silent Class Struggle in Metros ect",
both in The Silent Class Struggle.
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had an important effect on patterns of class formation and giv=>n

rise to a "labour aristocracy".^ It has led to the expansion

of the service sector, and hence the petty-bourgeoisie,and ioes not
2

"rapidly add to the genuine proletarian class". It also helps

a wall the number of the lumpen- proletariat. ^ This type of system,

hivji assorts, is at least superficially the most stable of the variant#

of the neo-colony, its most immediate danger coming from "the extreme

r: rht - especially the array.The Left, as in Kenya, is "mercilessly

ct *bed". Nevertheless there is, according to "hivji, a great deal

of intrapetty - bourgeoisie conflict over the allocation of inter-

5
national bourgeoisie derived rewards.

The second neo-cclonial situation which Shivji identifies is

bureaucratic capitalism. This situation is characterized by

nationalization of large sectors of the economy without socialisation

and a break from the imperialist economy."^ The control of the

client state's economy is no Icager direct} the international

bourgeoisie maintains its control through partnership agreements

with state corporations which supply management. This has the

effect of creating, above the administrative bureaucracy of the

civil service, an economic bureaucracy which is directly concerned
7

with the managing and running of the production process. The

1. Shivji, "Tanzania: The ilent Class Struggle", p.9.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid., p.10.

5. Ibid.

6. Ibid., p.11.

7. Ibid., p.13.
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administrative bureaucracy, however, is not directly related to the

production process - it is essentially part of the political super¬

structure.^" It is because the economic bureaucracy has roots in

the economic base itself, that its position and interest in the

maintenance of the status quo is much deeper and stronger than that

of the administrative bureaucracy. As it has a class base in the

international bourgeoisie, nationalization and state ownership do

not necessarily resolve the antagonistic contradiction between the

international capitalist class and the workers and peasants.

The third broad type of neo-colonial situation Shivji identifies

is state capitalism which he claims is distinguished from that

described by Angels by the fact that state capitalism in an under¬

developed country is not an evolution of a developed capitalist

societyj rather it "functions within a neo-colonial framework where

the international bourgeoisie has a decisive hold over both the state
2

and the economic system of the client state." This economic

formation is distinguished from others by the existence of a small,

genuine, indigenous bourgeois class. It is this formation which

offers the most revolutionary potential. In the neo-colony par-

excellence and bureaucratic capitalism the fluidity of social

formations and the sway of false ideologies brunts contradictions

within the system.

According to Shivji, Tanzania before the Arusha Declaration fell

into the first type of neo-colonial formation. At the time of

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., p.14.
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independence it did not disengage itself from the imperialist

economy,"'" and industrial investment, exemplified by the "Dares-Salaam

Oil Refinery, the Kilombero Sugar Plant and the joint Associated

Portland Cement Company - Cementra Holding of Zurich cement plant,

was still in the "export - enclave machine". The Tanzanian economy

remained tied to its traditional markets, and its exports consisted
2

mainly of raw materials. Class formations corresponded fairly

closely to those of the neo-colony par excellence: administrative

bureaucracy? petty-bourgeoisie; a sub-capitalist stratum consisting

of Asians (the commercial bourgeoisie); the peasantry and kulaks

in the agricultural sector; and a small working class.

The nationalization following the Arusha Declaration resulted

in much of the economy coming under state ownership but did not lead

to a break with the international capitalist economy."^ It did, as

Shivgi was to demonstrate in a later paper, pave the way for the

eventual elimination of the Asian sub-capitalists as a social

stratum.^ furthermore, it provided the conditions for the emergence

of the economic bureaucracy. It did not, however, place Tanzania

within either the bureaucratic capitalist or state capitalist

categories, mainly because the economic bureaucracy has not gained
5

the upperhand yet in the face of determined socialist leadership.

Partnership agreements, management and consultancy agreements,

1. Ibid., p.18.

2. Ibid., p.19.

3. Ibid., p.21.

4. Ibid.

5. Ibid., p.22.
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technical assistance and feasability surveys have nevertheless

enabled international corporations to keep a foothold in the Tanzania

economy, and have ensured that Tanzania remains within the "neo-

colonial web."'*' Joint ventures protect regional interests and

markets, provide political security, help with concessions on

import duties, and give the "global monopolies" a strong bargaining
2

position. Shivji points out that National Development Corporation

investments, because they tend to be in consumer goods and service

sectors, do not help to construct an integrated economy, "and a

strong industrial sector which is a sine qua non if the country is

really to develop."There is, because of investment patterns, the

dominance of commercial capital which is not transformed into

industrial capital. A.nd, moreover, "the large portion of the surplus

generated by the hard toil of the masses finds its way to the

metropolis through these foreign partners."^
Because of the domination of international capital, the class

struggle is on the international plaijs. The antagonistic

contradiction is between imperialism and its local agents on the one

hand, and the people in the individual subject country. The task in

Tanzania, Shivji suggests, is to resolve the central antagonistic

contradiction, which is inseparably tied to the secondary contra¬

diction between the economic bureaucracy and the revolutionary

leadership. Once the central contradiction is resolved, the

secondary contradiction will be weakened, the social base of the
5

bureaucracy having been destroyed.

1. Ibid., pp.22-33.
2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.33.

4. Ibid., pp.33-34.

5. Ibid., pp.34-35*
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The Critical Response tc "Tanzania? The Silent Claas Struggle"

Commenting on bkivji's second paper, Tanzania: The Class

Struggle Continues, Poster-Carter said that it seized "that essential

local initiative" rind determined that henceforth every serious

Qpl roach to a macro-analysis of the Tanzanian situation "must take

1
Shivji as a starting point." The same observation could have been

made about ohivji'a first paper. Othtnan suggested that its

publication exploded the myth that Tanzania was somehow "different"

from other developing countries and undermined the "illusion which

seemed to be maintained that the nationalization measures of 1967

and after had in any way changed our neo-colonial economic situation."

Rweysmamu accepted that the pattern of nationalization in Tanzania,

as Sfeivji argued, left important loopholes for further income drains

and social stratification. H® noted that both the lack of capital

and skill encourages parastatals to "leave industry initially to

foreign capital and enterprise."^ He pointed out, however, that

nationalization can ameliorate only onn of the several dependency

relationships - "dependency on the metropolitan markets in so far

as Tanzania dees not have exports with a home base, export industries

having been established to complement the metropolitan economies*

dependency on imports of basic goods giving rise to a technological

dependency and dependency on foreign entrepreneurs for investment

decisions. It is these dependency structures that must

1. A. Foster-Carter, "The sounds of silence: Class Struggle in
Tanzania", Maji .Fiji, No.11, August 1973, p«12.

2. Raroub Othman, The State in Tanzania. >'■ ho Controls it and 4hose
Interests Does it S~erve. "niversity of Par-es-Salaam, Department
of Development Studies, 1972, ?•<?•

3. Sweyemamu, "The Silent Claea Struggle in Setro3pact", p.134.
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ultimately be altered if Tanzania has to overcome underdevelopment,

the precondition to socialist reconstruction."* Nevertheless,

the recognition of nationalization's shortcomings should not,

Bweyemamu suggest, undertake "the significance of the nationalization

measures", which are able to secure ownership of capital, "the

instrument of production to the people of Tanzania."'

Rweyemamu notes that Shivji is very vague about the question of

the nature of social classes, and suggests that social classes are

basic groupings of individuals in a society opposed
to one another by virtue of the role they play in
the productive process, from the point of view of
the relations they establish among themselves in ,

the organization of labour and in respect of property.

In Tanzania there is not, as Shivji at least implied, a class of

peasants and workers. There is, Rweyemamu contends, a small "weak"

industrial working class, a class of peasant owners of land, and an

"elite substratum" (not a class) which rules, not through ownership

of the means of production, but through occupying decision-making
4

positions in the party, state and the economy. In effect, his

formulation is as imprecise and limited as Shivji's and takes no

account, for instance, of rural social differentiation. Much the
5

same could be said of Guruli's class scheme as well. Rweyeraamu

does, however, draw attention to what he terms the "periphery

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.131.

4. Ibid., pp.131-32.

5. Guruli, "The Struggle for Socialism in Tanzania", pp.124-25.
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proletariat's" position within the international division of labour

which "significantly restricts its unaided role in the struggle"

against imperialism.1
According to Rweyemarau, the weakness of the working clas3 and the

"low level of consciousness of the majority of the peasantry" raisss

the question of the proper way of establishing a mass party which is
2

at the same time a vanguard party. Shivji's view was that for

Tanzania to move towards socialism, it is necessary to establish a

revolutionary party of dedicated cadres. He asserted that

the state power must be in the hands of the
workers and peasants led by the present revolut¬
ionary leadership and not the bureaucracy. A
class, in this case the workers and peasants,
cannot build a society in its interests without
wielding political power. 3

Rweyemamu was troubled by this formulation, partly because Shivji

had not made clear how the class nature of the state is determined,

and partly because ha doubted whether workers and peasants formed

one class. He also questioned whether Shivji expected class

consciousness to develop more or less spontaneously out of the

objective social situation, or from the efforts of a stable and

vanguard group in the arty concex'ned with the superimposition of

revolutionary consciousnessHweyemamu is surely mistaken in

raising this question of ambiguity* Shivji is quite clear on this

point, and in his Tanzania* The Class Struggle Continues explicitly

rejected the pitfalls of spontaneity. In his first paper his

1. Rweyeraaau, "The Silent Class Struggle in Retrospect", p.132.

2. Ibid.

3. Shivji, "Tanzania* The Silent Class Struggle", p.39*

4. Rweyemamu, "The Silent Class Struggle in Retrospect", p.130.
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position was cleart in order for disengagement from the imperialist

economy to be achieved, and underdevelopment overcome, "the working

class must be surely and firmly in political power. This can be

ensured only if the working- class is guided by a revolutionary

vanguard party of dedicated cadres." (author's italics)"1
The formation of a vanguard party, Rweyemamu suggests, would not

necessarily abolish most of the old social relations left intact by
2

nationalization measures and state control. They are not even

maintained by the identification of an "elite" or "economic

bureaucracy" with the international bourgeoisie. father they

continue to exist because of the "reproduction of the old economic,

ideological and political relations""' which can only be destroyed in

the wake of protracted struggle. Relationships associated with the

capitalist division of labour, ""or instance, continue to reproduce

themselves long after a society has embarked on the path towards

socialism.

Rweyeiasuau thus places much greater stress than Ghivji on the

nature of the inheritance situation and the international division

of labour. Haroub Othman also emphasizes the importance of inherit¬

ance through his focus on the nature of the state. He claims that

neither Ghivji* nor other coairaentators have really touched upon

this iueation and that indeed, Marxist theorists since Marx and Lenin,

1. Shivji, "Tanzania! The Silent Class Struggle", p.39*

2. Rweyesamu, "The Silent Class Struggle in Retrospect", p.l35«

3. Ibid., p.136.
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with the exception of Graaeci and 1/llliband, have not bothered to

discuss the question of the state.* In spite of the attests of

non-Marxist social scientists to portray the state as the mediator

between conflicting diverse groups and not as a coercive class

instrument, and the increasing intervention of the state in the

regulation of the economy and social welfare, its fundamental nature

has not changed: "the modern state... is essentially a capitalist

machine, the state of capitalists the ideal personification of the

total national capital." According to Cthoan, no serious socialist

could suggest that the coming of the nyusha declaration heralded the

arrival of Tanzanian socialism. Nationalization measures have not

fundamentally altered the country's position from its immediate pro-

Uhuru position, and ocial life and. all industries, including the

nationalized ones, ar> permeated by an "ordinary capitalist fcureau-
2

eratic spirit." Tanzania still beloa'a to the capitalist orbit,

it3 economy, like its state structure, being linked wit the inter¬

national •henomenon of capital: hile attempts are bain, made to

disengage the country from international finance carltal, tba state

which is to be an instrument in this disengagement still remains

interlocked with that system.""^ The colonial state and its e-gans

were concaved as instruments for the promotion of colonial!im and

"for the production of the colonial situation." Instead of

dismantling the inherited colonial state structures, the inheritance

elite, thfcu. h widespread Africanization without structural change,

1. Othman, The Itate in Tanzania, p.4.

2. Ibid., p.9.

3. Ibid.
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perpetuated the colonial state structure. It is in this respect

that Othman agrees with ohivji, and dismisses Szentes criticism of

the use of the concept of status quo in socio-economic analyses.'"
Inherited values and attitudes pose major obstacles to change and

the introduction of socialism, as Man realized, but none

important in the Tanzanian case, the "machinery itself is not the

kind of instrument needed for transforming this society into a

o
socialist one."

When discussing the perpetuation of colonial state structures,

Othman does not consider which organs of the colonial state have

been inherited and which have either been strengthened or weakened.

He believes that before any serious talk of socialism can be

entertained, complete decolonization has to be effected and this

involves the total destruction of the inherited colonial structure

and its supporting values. In thi3 vague formulation, there is no

notion that perhaps decolonization and the implementation of

socialism are part of an indivisible and protracted struggle.

Instead, following orthodox Marxist thought, Othman argues that

societies are at different historical stages from others, and that

"each stream in this revolutionary unrest" is not faced with the

same task."^ In the case of Tanzania "the present task surely cannot

be the building of socialism."^ It is necessary to complete the

democratic phase of the revolution in the way China, Mongolia and

1. See Thomas Szentes, "c'tatus Quo and Socialism", in The Silent
Class Struggle, pp.78-117.

2. Cthman, The State in Tanzania, p.11.

3. Ibid., p.13.
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Cuba have done.'*'
The Arusha Declaration made clear the path of Tanzanian

development, and the debate between socialism and capitalism is a

very real one. But before Tanzania can embark on the socialist

path, tho national democratic phase has to be completed. According to

Othman

National democracy is a stage of transition from
a semi-colonial, dependent situation to a socialist
order, and it addresses itself to the question of
further development of the revolution, unity of all
the national, patriotic and revolutionary forces
(none of what >thman identifies in Tanzania) and
continually S993 to it that- the revolution develops
towards the establishment of a socialist society.
The stage of development is to consummate the
anti-imperialist, anti-feudal, democratic revolution.""

In this phase, which does not represent the dictatorship of one

class, the key determining role will undoubtedly be played by the

"alliance of working class, peasantry, and revolutionary intelligentsia

in a well-orgsni2ed and disciplined party.

The Class Struggle Continues

In Tanzania? The Class struggle Continues ' hivji devotes much

more attention to theoretical and methodological questions than in

the first paper. The first substantial part of the 'paper is

designed to establish the applicability cf Harriet theory in '-.frica,

1. Cthm in is surely being naive and dogmatic here. Tho distraction
between a democratic and socialist phase of revolution is obscure
at both, especially when seen within a limited time ^rs? active.
In the Chinos® case, for example, one could argue that a
democratic rhaae did exist, but it was not successful in eradicat¬
ing feudalism and never successfully established itiolf.

2. Cthraan, The htate in Tanzania, p.14.

3. Ibid., p.15.
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discredit elite theory, and clarify a number of issues relating to

the definition of class and class struggle. Shivji also deals much

more full t with the crucial role of the state in all types of under¬

developed! polity and highlights its role as follows.

One thing that stands out sharply is the central,
decisive and almost omnipotent role played by the
state and state apparatus in these struggles.
This i3 not to say that economic interests have
had no effect. But the economic interests of the
ruling class have had to be established and
buttressed by state power. 1

He also deals with the question of an elite becoming a class, and
2

the conditions of reproduction of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie.

In his criticism of Ghivji's first paper, 3zentes had maintained on

theoretical grounds that the ©Lite cannot reproduce itself and can

therefore have no long-terra existence as an independent class, since

its only real asset, education, is increasingly eroded by social

mobility fostered by educational and economic expansion. According

to Shivji, however, political control of the state apparatus, class

control of the neo-colonial territorial economy through the state,

and continued reproduction of the system of underdevelopment within

the world wide capitalist system are important condition-: of the

extreme and reproduction of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie. In

addition, these conditions are supplemented by the uneven distribution

of educational facilities, including the urban location of schools,

the sharing of residential areas, social exclusiveness, and "old boy"
3

networks, and possibly intermarriage.

1. ohivji, Tanzania: The Class struggle Continues, p.32.

2. Ibid., pp.86-88.

3. Ibid., p.88.
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In his earlier paper, Shivji's fonsulation of class was vague.

In Tanzania: The Class Btru&^rle Continues naich more attention is

given to the identification of classes in the pre-colonial setting

and how their nature has affected subsequent development and struggle.

At the time of independence, hivji argues, there existed the

foilowln class formations: the metropolitan bourgeoisie: the

predominantly African comaercial bourgeoisie; the ifrlcan-petty-

bourgeciaie; Kulaks; workers; and the peasantry. The ifrican petty-

bourgeoisie et the time of independence is divided into three

different groups.*

upper level

(intelligentsia) - intellectuals, teachers, higher civil servants,

prosperous traders, 'aimers, professionals,
higher military and police officers.

middle level - middle government ailariat, junior clerks, soldiers
etc.

lower level - shopkeepers, lower salariat in the services sector
and generally lowest grades of the salariat.

2 3
Both Tester-Carter and. "alter Rodney, however, wonder how operational

these divisions and sub-divisions are "either in terms of the way

people subjectively a*e themselves end others end behave accordingly,

or in terms of different objective relationships to the means of

1. Ibid., p.48.

2. Foster-0artor, p.16.

3. 'alter Rodney, " tate formation and class format! o*-. in Tanzania",
B.aji : aji. No.11, August 1973, p.28.
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production (these differences appear to be at most only quantitative,

not qualitative)."* As Rodney indicates, there is a lack of

precision in the use of terms such as "middle -overnment s&lariat"

and "lower salariat". Clearly, Shivji fails to relate them

sufficiently to "given numbers of people earning salaries in a stated
2

bracket." Hence, one of the major shortcomings of Chivji's class

divisions is that they are not sufficiently "fleshed" in. In a

society such as Tanzania, where those belonging to the "bureaucratic

bourgeoisie" would be relatively few in number, the identification

of members should not prove an insurmountable obstacle. Further,

Shivji's class divisions, because of their static nature, tend to

obscure differences between the situation at independence and that

which obtains now. For example, as a result of colonial educational

policies (see Chapter IU of this thesis) very few Tanzanians would

have been eligible for membership of upper level groups or intelli¬

gentsia within the petty-bourgeoisie.

According to Shivji, the petty-bourgeoisie did not form a

homogeneous mass, though it provided a common front in the fight for

Uhuru. The leadership positions of TAKU, trade unions and

cooperatives were generally occupied by those of the upper-level of
a

the psfty-bourgeoisie. It was the petty-bourgeoisie which for

various objective reasons, was the only class in a position to lead
4

uhuru struggle against the colonial state. With independence ths

1. Foster-Carter, p.16.

2. Rodney, "State formation and class formation in Tanzania", p.28.

3. Shivji, Tanzania: The Class Struggle Continues, p.33-

4. Ibid., p.52.
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petty-bourgeoisie itaelf developed internal contradictions} "there

is a strong' tendency for the ruling section of the petty-bourgeoisie

to become cut off from its general petty-bourgeois base."* In

Tanzania, the ruling section of the petty-bourgeoisie developed into
2

a 'bureaucratic bourgeoisie'.
*

At the time of independence, a good deal of economic power was

in the hands of the Asian "commercial bourgeoisie" which "could be

considered a subordinate partner of the metropolitan bourgeoisie,
3

the latter being the ruling class in the real sense of the word.

The TanganyiVan African petty-bourgeoisie which assumed political

power at the time of independence had been unable, in contrast to

Its counterpart in Kenya, to develop deep economic roots in the

3
colonial economy. While this meant that a situation of the

separation of power and property existed, it also meant that the

"ruling group" within the petty-bourgeoisie had a much freer hand

than did its counterpart in Kenya. Using its control of the state

apparatus and radical stats intervention in the economy, the

"bureaucratic bourgeoisie" was able to modify its relations with

international capitalism and strike a "decisive blow against the
«5

cotsmercial bourgeoisie", which lacked effective political weapons.

The radical state intervention thus made possible the con.iolidation

of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie while producing some structural

!• Ibid., p.54.

2. In his earlier paper Jhivji used the term economic bureaucracy.

3. Shivji, Tanzania: The Class Struggle Continues, p.42.

4. Ibid., p.57.

5. Ibid., p.75*
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chang®.x The Arusha Declaration, apart from marking the important

historical turning point in the development of the "bureaucratic

bourgeoisie, marked the beginnings of class struggle for socialism

by putting socialism on the agenda and promoting discussion of
2

proletarian ideology. This was to intensify with "Lwoif o;o" and

the increased emphasis on workers' participation and control.

U.ja-.'!aa Vijijini and ':ural Stratification

In Tanzania, the stress on ru-al socialist development through

ujamaa vijl.jlmhaa led to some vitriolic exchanges between intellectuals.

The Daily News columnist, Cheng® wa Change, whose position swings

considerably,^ felt constrained after the spate of workers lockouts

to question the principle that a socialist revolution can only be

led by the working class.^ In Tanzania, he suggested, they had

become exploiters of hardworking and revolutionary peasants. \
5 6

number of intellectuals, including: Henry Mapolu, Hoy Chihota, and
7

Bernard Olua reached strongly to this suggestion. Olua reiterated

that the fight for socialism is

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.

3. Compaie hiB articles in the Daily News, 2/9/1972 and 9/6/1973.

4* Daily hews, 2/9/1972.

5. henry "apolu, "The ' orkers' -oveaent in Tanzania", '■ a.ii laji.
Ho.12, September 1973, pp.31-43.

6. Hoy Chihota, "Note? to Brother Cherige wa Change, " Daily Hews,
18/9/1972, p.4.

7. Bornard Olua, "Cheige Swings like a pendulum", Daily Hews,
22/9/1972, p.4.
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first and foremost a fight against the rule of
capital. ">!e etaculd not confuse this with the
democratic struggle* Since the struggle is
against the rule of capital, the workers in the
vanguard of the socialist struggle, therefore,
can only be the modern wage slaves because they
are directly and wholly dependent on capital. 1

Ouruli suggests that it is difficult to argue, as Change has done,

that the peasants are more revolutionary than the workers simply on

2the grounds that the peasants are poorer than workers. Peasants

have always had property and have an inherent tendency to increase

property and develop into a petty-bourgeoisie."^ This is not, he

is careful to add, to underestimate the revolutionary potentiality

of the peasantry.

In both his first and second papers, Shivji devoted almost no

attention to the peasants and his position, alon* with that of many

4
other Tanzuroan radicals is, as Zoster-Carter points out, that of

the ao - " ;bral camp which insists on mobilization of the peasantry
5

under proletarian ideology. Of course, as,previously indicated,

the neglect of the peasantry and rural clas3 struggle by * hivji and
t

others, stems principally from their focus on what they perceive to

be the major antagonistic contradictions between the international

bourgeoisie rnd the Tanssnian people, and the secondary antagonistic

1. Ibid.

2. Gurull, "The struggle for Hocialism in Tanzania", p.12%

3* Ibid.

4* Foster-Carter, p.18.

5. Shivji, Tanzania: The Cla«3 Struggle Continues, p.24.
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contradiction between the bureaucratic bourgeoisie and the

Tarzanian people. Nevertheless, as both Cliffs and Saul have

observed, the overwhelming rural bias of Tanzania means that

ultimately, "the only available class base for revolutionary

transformation would seem to be a reconstructed peasantry - even if

elements from other strata of society provide much of the leader¬

ship."'''
The intellectual bases of ujamaa vi.ii.jij>!are to be found in

Nyerere's essay, Ujamaa/and Socialism and Rural Development and are

too well-known to be discussed here. As L'ushi recognizes, however,

insufficient attention has been given to the juxtaposition of the

major underlying concepts of traditional ujamaa with their contemporary

reconstruction. He takes what Nyerere has termed the "assumptions

of traditional ujaraaa living" - mutual respect, the sharing of joint

production, and the universal obligation to work - and subject them

to critical scrutiny. In the case of mutual respect, he notes that

it traditionally depended on a combination of filial obligations,

common cultural factors,including reinforcing myths of "origin of

the fatherland", and the insecurity of the traditional group which
2

induced "mutual affinity and a feeling of a common purpose."

However, in the modern ujamaa village, such a combination of factors

no longer prevails, and mutual respect "cannot be assumed to be a

continuation of a traditional behavioural pattern, or a spontaneous

1. L. Gliffe, "The Policy of Ujainaa Vijijini and the Class Struggle
in Tanzania", in Cliffs and Saul, Vol.2, p.197* John S. Saul,
"African Peasants and Revolution", Review of African Political
Soonomy, No.l (1974), P«63.

2. 3.3. .'.ushi, "Ujamaas Modernization by Traditionalization",
Taamuli, Vol.1, No.2 (1971), P.19*
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outgrowth of a conglomeration of people in a geographical location

caHn 1 a u,1 aciaa village."* For "yerere, liushi notes, the relevance

of traditional u,jaraaa and its three principles is not simply a

device for selling rural socialism, but at least a "possible operat-
2 "iional base for the creation of ujaciaa villages." Following Cliffe.

Mushi suggests that the strategies for the creation of ujamma vijijini

are conditioned by the nature of socio-economic stratification and

differentiation, land tenure systems, and the mechanisms of
4

cooperation. He points out that the sharing of joint production

which characterized traditional society is affected by more

sophisticated technology, the market rather than subsistence orien¬

tation of production, and the emergence of an "internal hierarchical

system of supervision and control" which introduces a "stratification

pattern and division of labour totally unknown to the traditional

society."^
ushi points out a fact which is often neglected in more romantic

accounts of ujamaa; that is, post-independence ujaaaa is in <any ways

different from the traditional system which was a mixture of u,j araaa

and ujiroa. The former, traditionally existed only at the level of

the primary and perhaps extended family,^ while the latter ujima

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., p.20.

3. :iiffe, "Traditional j i ia' rd ;.'rdem ; mduccr ^copenatives
in Tanzania", University College, Far-es- alaaia, 1970, .e~;eo, p.4.

4. .vushi, "Ujaaiaa: modernization by Traditionalisation", p.21.

5. Ibid.

6. Ibid., p»22.
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referred to the cooperation of villagers in certain peak: seasons

involving cultivating, planting, harvesting and so on.* This did

not involve any notion of communal ownership, even though it did

involve mutual assistance and reciprocity. It is ujiraa and not
tl

u,1 amaa cooperation which can still be seen in Tanzania today, but
tl

not ujamaa cooperation upon which modern ujamaa villages are to be
2

built. It is for this reason, Mushi suggests, that there is a

"danger of seeing toe much continuity in traditional forms of coop¬

eration what may blind the leaders to the essential fact ujamaa is

to be built rather than taken for granted." Hod em ujamaa village
ft

cooperation thus differs from traditional forms of cooperation both

in qualitative and quantitative terms. The different levels of

ujamaa production and sharing in the newly formed villages, uahi

concludes, require further investigation in the light of the

influences of Government and Party cadres, the initial motivation of

those joining the village, the ai2e of the group, the nature and

scale of the economic activities undertaken, and the environmental

factors peculiar to the looatlon of specific villages.^
Throughout much of Africa, the break between nationalist parties

and the peasantry has been of the kind described by Fanon in The

\retched of the Parth. In Tanzania, however, there has been a

concerted attempt to resolve such a contradiction within the overall

framework of "socialism and self-reliance" with the peasants and

workers serving as the key agency for transforming established

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.25.
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structures from within. Nyerere has stressed the prime responsibility

of workers and peasants for socialist development. While he has

eschewed any concern with the language of class struggle, Nyerere

has pointed out that the peasantry has an interest in confronting

those elements, even their leaders, who might work to sustain

subordination. He has been acutely aware of the development of

capitalist relations of production in rural areas which have

challenged the system of "extended family production" and led

"towards the development of a class system."* The policy of ujamaa

vijijityhaa been conceived of as an attempt to structure collective

agricultural communities at the base of the Tanzanian system, and

thus designed to involve peasants in socialist construction and

improve the quality of rural life by raising productivity and making

available services and amenities. By helping to rally more critical

and radicalized action, they might serve as a check on petty-

bourgeois and bureaucratic deviations from socialist construction.

Nyerere has been fully conscious of the fact that ujamaa villages

are easier to create in marginal - subsistence areas where capitalist
2

relations of production are undeveloped. It i3 necessary, for this

reason, to foster moves towards collectivism in established cash-

cropping areas, even though they "will be more difficult to achieve."^
Nyerere has argued that "any citizen who understands the principles

of ujamaa is encouraged to take the initiative" in the establishment

of ujamaa villages, and that the transition to collectivism is a

3roluntary one.^ He has endeavoured to strike a delicate balance

1. Julius K. Nyerere, "Socialism and Rural Development", in
Freedom and Socialism, p.361.

Ibid., pp.361—62.

3. Ibid.

4. "Julius K. Nyorere", The Implementation of Rural Socialism", in
Freedom and Development, pp.5-11•
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between local control and spontaneity and the leadership of persons

who "will lead by doing." There is thus, in his position a certain

ambiguity* about the need for, and role of rural socialist cadre®.

A number of radical critics of ujaraaa vijijini have seized

upon the failure of the Tanzanian leadership, and by implication

Nyerere, for failing to relate rural transformation to the broader

struggle against imperialism and dependency. Shivj i ha® pointed

out that while the policy paper Socialism and Rural ■ evelopaent

talks a great deal about peasant differentiation and the threat of

agricultural capitalism, it does not raise important question® which

are "linked and integrated with the global analysis of the Tanzanian
2

economy a® being part of the world capitalist system." Disengage¬

ment from the world capitalist system and the building of a nationally

integrated economy does not simply involve questions of economic

structure. It involves, above all, political struggle - "class

struggle against the internal and external classes with vested

interests in maintaining and perpetuating the existing system of

production relations."^ It is for this reason that the struggle

against the kulaks and the creation of u.jaraaa vijiji cannot be

divorced from overall class analysis and class stmggl<->. And yet,

Shivji argues, this is precisely where Tanzania's ujama-i misses.

Moreover, the economic aim of the expansion of areas of the cash

economy has the objective result of integrating people into the

market system which, given the existing overall structure of the

territorial economy, "means integrating thera within the world market

1. Saul, "African Peasants and Revolution", p.60.

2. Shivji, Tanzania* The Class Struggle Continues, p.97*

3. Ibid., p.98.
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system."1 Awlti basically suppert thi? view. He states

If the Internal class centrallotions in the
rural areas are to be analysed fully, this
understanding of the overall position of the
Tanzanian economy in relation to international
monopoly capital must not be forgotten. 2

The flqw in Awiti'e formulation, however, is that he fails to

differentiate, in the way that Shivji does, between a bureaucratic

or economic bourgeoisie and other capitalist or petty-capitalist
rata

states within the petty-bourgeoisie. Because of this, his argument

about c : italists and petty capitalists in 'anzania being unable,

due to the position of the international bourgeoisie, •: o transform

themselves into a fully fledged national bourgeoisie loses its

force in the face of radical state intervention in the economy and

the emergence of a bureaucratic bourgeoisie.

The real test of the ujaaaa vljljini party, Shivji argues, is

how it confronts the Question of the kulaks and rich peasants.
t 1111 1 1 ■

ut this should net lead to the conclusion that the kul ak a are a very

strong national class. bile rural differentiation may be advanced

in certain areas, it is the national bureaucratic bourgeoisie who

control state power. both .ihivji and Awiti assert that there has

been a complete lack of class analysis in the implementation of

ujamaa vijljinl, and a failure to develop relevant political

strategies capable of making the class struggle apparent. In

Isoani district of Iringa, as Awiti's 3tudy shows, poor peasant

farmers as well as sections of the rural petty-capital!st class were

able to take the lead in the development of ujatnaa villages simply

1. Ibid., p.99.

2. Awiti, " lass otruggle in ural r"ocJety of Tanzania", p.36.
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because relations of production were highly developed and a strong

rural capitalist class of landlords and labour employers existed.

There, however, the regional bureaucracy relied on decrees and

edicts rather than mobilization of peasants. According to Awiti,

the struggle of the workers and poor farmers against the mabepari

(capitalists) has been "unscientifically guided by the Party" and

raises serious questions about the mobilizing role of the Party

and Government cadres.^ The latter have tended to stBess

material incentives from the governing t, and have been unable to

organize the "ideological and political mobilization campaign"

necessary to raise the political consciousness of the farmers and

develop an awareness of their place in a national socialist trans¬

formation. Shivji adds that with only a few exce tlons, there has

also been a complete lack of planning in ujamaa villages which can

only be overcome if "there are politically committed, ideologically

sound and trained cadres living with the people; sharing their

lives and aspirations and fully backed by the Party against
2

bureaucratic pressures."

The Party, Cadres, and Workers Participation and Control

'embers of the Tanzanian radical intelligentsia have

constantly stressed that socialism can only be built by a party with

a stable and united vanguard group armed with a scientific

socialist approval. Of course, this view had been expressed earlier

1. Ibid., p.45.

2. Shivji, Tanzania; The Clas3 Struggle Continues, p.100.
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by Babu ana a few other Marxist influenced intellectuals but had

found little acceptance. Babu argued that

in order to be able to pursue and to practise a
policy of socialism, there must first be a Party
with a distinct socialist orientation, led by a
class conscious leadership determined to wage
the struggle against capitalism through to the
end. 1

This formulation stood in marked contrast tc Nyerere*a emocrncy and

the Tirt,/ yatea which said little about the actual nature of the

party, and concentrated on the weaknesses of the two party system and

the strenth of the one-party system. In Nyerore'a more recent

writings, there is no conception of the party is a vanguard arty guided

by a class conscious leadership. The conception which emerges is of

a nass-based party whose prime function ia to educate, explain and
7

build. In a lengthy article on "Tarty Propaganda and the Mobilization

of the asses" P. tsekwa (T'JJIJ N ational xecutiv 'ecretary" w 9 able

to refer to propqganda for mobilizaticn in a socialist direction

without reference to the nature of a vanguard or soci list cadre or

the n?iture of class struggle.^ There was no reference to the

organizational bases of propqgandazing. ccordir tr 'iruli, the

"laok of a vanguard leadership in the arty led by scientific

socialism means for instance that the Party in Tanzania is not supreme

over all other bodies."^ It needs to cleanse itself of "anti-

socialist elements in its ranks and must have a well-knit, clear-

1. . Babu, "The Policy of Socialism", bioni Vol.TV, ho.Ill (1967),
p.21.

2. eo for instance "The arty Must jpeak for the People', in Nyerere,
freedom and development, pp•30—34•

3. P. Vsekwa, "Party Propaganda and the Mobilization f the 'ssea",
hicni, Vol.V, No.10/11 (1970), pp.45-^5.

4. Ouruli, "The Struggle for Socialism in Tanzania", p.126.
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headed group at its centre, at the same time reforming its mass

character, and it must put forward a clear socialist ideology."^
TANU, as a mass-based nationalist party without a systematically

formulated ideology was, Kisenge notes, an effective instrument for

the gaining of independance. However, in the light of the Arushu

Declaration and subsequent development, and the attempt to break

the hold of "international monopoly capitalism", it requires recon-

2
struction and reorientation. The party has embarked on building

socialism but has no cadres."^ As it is an "incontestable" fact that

"you cannot successfully build socialism without a hard corps of

committed and dedicated socialist cadres who have a clear picture of

what socialism is all about", it is inconceivable that the implemen¬

tation of socialism should be entrusted to potentially, if not

actually, antqgoniatic elements. Kisenge notes that in 19^7 a

"modest attempt" was made to train ujamfraa village cadres but this
4

failed "because of alleged lack of funds."

The ambivalence which characterized Tanzanian attitudes both to

a vanguard party and socialist cadres has its roots in the persistence

of African socialist ideas of presumptive solidarity and an automatic

socialist attitude of mind, combined with a rejection of scientific
5

socialism's supposed historical inapplicability. The ambivalence

1. Otiman, The State in Tanzania, pp.14-15*

2. N. Kisenge, "The Party in Tanzania", Maji liaji, No.4 (197l)»
pp.9-10.

3. Ibid., p.lC.

4. Ibid., p.12.

5. For a clear statement of this position see Interview with the
late Jacob Namfua, Sunday News, 7/l/l973, p.7»
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and even hostility also stem, undoubtedly from bureaucratic

entrenchment. One ^aneanlan intellectual who, unlike other members

of the Tanznnian radical intelligentsia, occupies a senior

administrative and party position is h'gombale - ?<wiru. Nrooibale -

Twiru haa consistently stressed the key role the political cadre plays

in bringing about socialist transformation, interpreting the

objectives of the Party to the masses, and linking leadership and

masses.* Their role, he suggests "must be that of perpetually

imparting ideological education, organizing the masses. They should
2

be agitators and propagandists oil in one." .4 socialist cadre, he

points out,

i s a person who i~ committed to 3ccia?i .%m, is
conversant witl :joci a list theory and unit oh this
theory with practise. A socialist cadre is at
once a Socialist agitator and educator. He does
not need a blackboard... to propagate the ideas
of Tanu. herr^ver he is, whatever his occupation,
he will make use of every opportunity to spread
the ideas of the Party. That is why, in addition
to the initial political consciousness of a
prosi5ective cadre, there is the necessity for training
at Kivukoni. 3

The role of Kivukoni College, S3 Tanzania's ideolo. ical institute,

is not to produce revolutionaries, but rather to train cadres for

the party.^ Revolutionaries are formed in the struggle - "the

struggle against all forms of oppression and exploitation - in

villages, in factories, in short, in society." Potential cadres

1. "gombale- tdru, "The 'rusha eclaration on njaraaa na Tujitageoea",
p.6C.

2. Ibid.

3. Nyombale - wiru, Interview, .>unday Naws, 3l/l?/l972, P«7•

4. Ibid.
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should not select themselves because that is the primary responsibility

of the party. 'oreover, the conversion of TAMJ into a vanguard

party is not to be achieved, as Othman* suggests, by rejecting present

Tanu members on the grounds that "they don't have enough socialist

theory" but by conscientious .r*d systematic ideological and political

training which will create a solid core of socialist cadres. In

this process, Ngosnba1e-Rwiru adds, the party will continue for a

long time as a mass party, "but with a vanguard within the mass

party." This vanguard i3 bound "to become bigger and more

qualitative as we intensify our efforts in political training -

2
theoretical and practical."

The ambivalence or antagonism which characterizes Party and

bureaucratic attitudes to the question of a vanguard party and

socialist cadres is present in their attitude to workers' partici¬

pation and control. It haa been workers and students^ who have moat

actively responded to Mwongozo's^ apparent invitation to take power

into their own hands, and the bureaucracy which has resisted such
5

spontaneity.

Members of the Tanzanlan radical intelligentsia have generally

viewed workers' participation and control as a major element in the

struggle for socialism. Iweyemamu argues that it is generally

recognized that the diynity of the worker cannot be maintained unless

1. Cthraan, The State in Tanzania, p.16.

2. Mgombale - i:wiru, Interview, p.7«

3. On students see Chapter III of this thesis, K.F. Hirji, "School
Education and Underdevelopment in Tanzania", Mail Majl, No.12 (1973)
pp.1-22, and "Crisis at Pugu School", Maji Maji, No.4 (1971), PP.6-8

4. Fublished in The African Review, Yol.l, No.4 (1972), PP.1-8.

5. Saul, "African Peasants and Revolution", p.63»
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the work process "allows autonomy, responsibility and self-fulfilment."

These can only be achieved if there is no separation of the worker

from the means of production (public ownership of the means of

production), worker influence over general managerial decision -

making, and worker control over the immediate work process as well as

2
conditions of employment. Mapolu points out that in capitalist

states workers' participation in decision-making has been viewed as

"another artifact in the quest for profit maximization"^ and of

enmeshing workers into the "ideological web" which gives strength

and stability to the capitalist system."^ Yorkers control is crucial

5
to the whole strategy of socialist construction. It is an integral

part of class struggle, concerned with the structure of power in

society as a whole, and ultimately with "struggle against the state

itself." It is also essential because it is one way of overcoming

the inhumanity and alienation which stems from the division of labour

under capitalism.^ In socialist states, Mapolu argues, workers*

participation has never been effectively realized because of the

contradiction between the non-capitalist mode of production and the

"bourgeois form of distribution which is a result of the bourgeois
7

form of management.

1. J. Rweyemamu, "Planning, Socialism and Industrialization: The
'conomic Challenge", in Towards Socialist Planning, p.42.

2. Ibid.

3. T!enry Mapolu, "The Organization and Participation of Workers in
Tanzania", University of Dar-es-Salaam, Economic Research Bureau
Paper, 72.1, p.2.

4. Ibid., p.7.

5. Ibid., p.8.

6. Ibid., p.9*
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In the underdeveloped world, the difficulties of the implemen¬

tation of workers* participation are duplicated by the "repressive
<n

and authoritarian" nature of foreign capital, as well as the

"general domineering social milieu inherent under neo-colonialism."

In Tanzania, ever since the Irusha Declaration, a vigorous campaign

for opening TANU branches in corporations and institutions has been

underway. Mapolu points out, however, that TAKU branches in

corporations and institutions have been effectively denied a viable

role, and that matters which should concern branches (discussion of

planning, production, sales in the context of the Party's socialist

policies) are under the purview of workers' councils and committees.

When they have attempted to involve themselves in these affairs, as

for instance in the National development Corporation, "they have been
2

warned against interference." The root cause of this problem stems

from the "very nature and content of the party in Tanzania."^ While

both the Arusha Declaration and f'wengozo have called upon the party

to assume leadership in all affairs of the nation - " the government,

parastatals, national institutions, etc. are instruments for

implementing the Party's policies" - TANU has not been able to assume

these leadership responsibilities because of "serious structural

and ideological limitations."^ Given its "amorphous" membership

and wide - ranging, ill-defined function, it is doubtful whether

TANU is a "socialist party at all."

orkars' committees, which were established in 1964 with the

1. Ibid., p.14.

2. Ibid., p.17.

3. Ibid., p.18.

4« Ibid., p.19•
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reorganization of the trade union movement, have "tended to be

instruments of the employers for keeping the workers down."^ The

Workers' Councils, which were first mooted in 1969, were not

established until 1970, and were initially conceived of as bringing

the workers close to the management of industries
and to promote better industrial relations while 9

giving the workers more say in formulating policies."

The rationale, ilapolu notes, is far removed from that of Marxist

theory which sees workers* management within the total con-.ext of

the total organization of society, and therefore "inextricably

connected with the overall problems and goals of liberating man."

hile the post - \rusha declaration nationalization measures had been

made under some philosophic conception of the reorganization of

society at large, the conception of workers' participation was not.

In addition, there is no attempt to relate the factory level

participation to the more general form of democratic control in the

3
socio-political life of the country." ven after wongozo the

"method of woxk" which reigns in Tanzania as a whole is not democratic.

The problems, f**apolu suggests, have deeper roots in the conceptual

difficulties involved in identifyin the key categories involved in

the implementation of socialism.^ While the Arusha Declaration

envisages a socialist society in "which all people are workers",

Tanzania's strategy has not gone as far as to recognize a "working

class" that can be viewed as the "chief action - agent of socialist

1. Ibid., p.20.

2. quoted in Ibid., p.22.

3. Ibid., p.36.

4. Ibid.
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development." Because ujamaa does not emanate "from a dialectic

class analysis of society" and relies very much on an "attitude of

mind" it cannot bo used very easily for purposes of analysis and

evaluation. The problem is compounded by the ambiguous role of

T'f\'U. \nd furthermore, "as a consepuonce of the absence cf political

strategy due to the lack of a class ideological position, there has

been no conception of bureaucracy as a structural phenomenon."

The years 1570 and 1971 in Tanzania were marked by a strong wave

of strikes which have been carefully documented by k-apolu.^ These

strikes were not generally concerned with wages, and were directed

mainly against the "commandiam" and abuses of the managers and
2

bureaucrats. Clause 15 of wonpozo especially ar ed workers with a

potent weapon for ubq against the bureaucracy. The response of the

bureaucracy has been characterized by highhandedness and resort to

repression. The repressive measures have, however, .roduced a higher

political consciousness on the part of workers" who have, since the

sackin, of textile workers at the oungura extile ill in lu,u»t 1972

and the Government's emphasis on loss of production,'^ relied more

on the lock-out technique to have their grievances met. Mapolu

suggests that this second phase is characterized by a shift in

emphasis from workers grievances about humiliation and oppressions to

issues of general mismanagement and sabotage of the economy and its

1. H. itapolu, "Crisis of Strikes", Jenga, No.12 (1972), pp.20-23.

2. Shivji, Tanzania: The Class struggle Continues, p.104.

3. Kapolu, "The ' orkers' Movement in Tanzania", p.32.

4. Ibid.
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policies.'' During the first phase, the standard bureaucratic
2 3

response, supported by some intellectuals, was that workers were

misinterpreting ?wongozo and that Clause 15 should be revised. In

the second phase workers relied on otver clauses as well, placing

bureaucrats in the different position of having to a3^ for a

revision of ! wongozo. In the newest phase, which dates from the

middle of 1973 and the workers takeover of the Mount Carmel 'ubber

4 5
Factory, workers have "resorted to seizing capitalist property."^

The spontaneity of workers struggle in Tanzania has led Liapolu

to argue that it is "increasingly becoming apparent that the major

and sharpest contradiction internally in Tanzania is that between the

working class and the 'bureaucratic hour ooisie'.''^ ' ivji adopts

a similar view, seeing workers strikes as the beginning of the

proletarian line and as the heightening of the antagonistio contra-
7

diction between workers = nd the bureaucratic bourgeoisie.

1. Vapolu, 'The orksrs' Movement in Tanzania", p.33.

2. See for instance the Interview with -Ir. Tandau, inister for
Labour and Social elfare, Sunday News, 24/9/197?.

3. See B.C. "'.ramba and B.V. 3/wansasu, "Management for "Socialist
Development in Tanzania! The Case of the National Development
Corporation," The African Review, Vol.1, No.3 (1972), pp.43-44,
R.L. Ngila, "'wangozo: Now it3 Time to Get Very Tough", The
Standard, 23/9/1971, p.4, and. Guido M agomo, "Nuta and Labour
Ministry: Contradictory", Daily News, 31/7/1973, p.4. Tor a
strongly contrasting view see Khassla Mpenda, "Can orkers
Discipline anagerrent?" Sunday News, 15/7/1973, P«4»

4. See Mapolu, 'The workers1 Movement in Tanzania", pp.34-40.

5. Ibid., p.34.

6. ]bid., p.43.

7. Shivji, Tanzania: The Class Struggle Continues, p.107.
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This brief outline of certain areas of thought of the Tanzania

radical intelligentsia has necess<irily been brief. It has

nevertheless established a number of salient features of Tanzanian

radical thought. Firstly, its members perceive of themselves as

activists - revolutionaries involved in the transformation of their

society and structure their thought accordingly. Secondly, having

been grounded in Marxism - Leninism and its more recent development

and reinterpretations, they conceive of social reality as a totality

and adopt a holistic approach to its analysis.1 Thirdly, they

place Tanzania's underdevelopment, its internal contradictions, and

struggle to achieve socialism firmly within the context of inter¬

national economic and ideological relations, and see the principle

antagonistic contradictions as those between the global capitalist

system and international corporations and the Tanzanian people,

fourthly, because they stress the key role of proletarian ideology,

a vanguard party and socialist cadres in socialist transformation,

they . ive much less emphasis to rural socialism and the peasantry than

Nyerere and other Tanzanian leaders do. Fifthly, unlike their enyan

counterparts,they give little thought to the ethnic dimension of

politics, and are little preoccupied with the questions of cultural

nationalism and identity which still tend to play a prominent part

in intellectual debate in both ''eriya and. Luanda. Indeed, members of

the Tanzanian radical intelligentsia have been able to surmount the

identity and praxis problems which trouble so many other African

intellectuals by immersing themselves in a thought system - Marxism -

Lerinaim - which has assumed universal dimensions.

1. See the volume Tourism and Socialist. revelopmont, passim on this.
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C0MCLU510H

The major thesis of this study has been that no adequate

understanding of the East frlcan intellectual stratum can be

achieved without the recognition of its location in the overall

framework of colonialism, underdevelopment and persisting neo-

colonial economic and cultural relations. The stratum's origins,

institutional bases, membership, relationships with government,

party, and society, and perceptions of ita own socio-political role

have all been profoundly influenced by the colonial situation,

colonial policy, and by the types of economic srd cultural relations

which have been maintained in the po3t-independence situation.

The stratum itself is the-direct product of the colonial

situation, the result of missionary and government educational and

employment policies. Its uneven development in the different aat

frican territories is directly related to differences in tfco extent

of the colonial penetration, educational policies, and the presence

of uropean settlers, as for instance in Kenya. 'ven the ethnic

composition of the intellectual stratum is the result of uneven

colonial ind capitalist penetration, access to educ tirr.al centres,

proximity to urban areas, and the development of the ca3h crop,

market economy. The nature of colonial society ensured that early

generation intellectuals sach as ^enyatta, L'.ockerie, and Ce)MB|l

in Tanya, would have access to only a limited range of occupations,

and provide the leadership of the nascent nationalist movements.

The type of educational pyramid colonial educational policies

encouraged, created a relatively small group of educated, including
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the intellectuals, who more than any other group benefited from the

expansion of oocucational opportunities immediately prior to and after

independence. The educational policies, reinforced by foreign

language use and foreign curricula, helped drive a cultural wedge

between the intellectual and the rest of society. They gave rise to

his identity crises and alienation and, combined with the cultural

denigration inherent in the colonial situation, contributed to his

preoccupation with questions of cultural identity and reassertion, and

the recreation of, and recovery of African initiative in history.

The r'ast African intellectual is the product of educational

institutions which were imposed or introduced during the colonial

period. They were modelled on those of Britain, staffed by expat¬

riates, and were ^irocentric in orientation. They were designed to,

and had. the effect of integrating their ifrlcan products into a

metropolitan based cultural and intellectual milieu in which the key

reference points were European and not .African. Aith the attainment

of independence, and the realization that the whole institutional

settin, for intellectual life would have to be reconstructed in the

light of new national objectives and requirements, the universities

as the principal cultural organs of their societies, were in particular

subjected to critical scrutiny and a process of redefinition. The

dominant view which emerged stressed the need for the Africanization

of personnel and curricula and the university's prime role in the

recovery and development of frican culture, with little attention

being given to the actual restructuring of inherited relationships

within the university. In Tanzania, however, where the stress has

been on socialism rather than Africanization, much more attention
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has been given to democratization of the university, re-orientation

of the curriculum along socialist lines, and the move away from the

scope-orientated, specialized, and bureaucrat!zed British and orth

American university which works against the integrated, holistic view

of society and change so necessary for socialist construction.

The nature of the colonial situation and of nationalism ensured

that questions of cultural reassertion and Identity should dominate

both intellectual and political discourse in the pre- and post-

independence situations. Doctrines of cultural reassertion,

including African socialism and humanism, were seen as a way of break¬

ing free of 'European cultural and political domination, and of

constructing African societies on the foundations of indigenous

societies. The cultural nationalist focu3 cn the mere obvious super-

structural manifestations of colonial and neo-colonial relations,

meant that the fundamental importance of economic relationships in

helping to determine the nature of neo-colonial cultural phenomena

was overlooked. It has only been the younger generation of

intellectuals, many of whom have been subjected to the influence of

Uarxist-Lenoniat-Faoist-Fanonist thought, who have attempted to place

African underdevelopment and cultural subordination within a complex

international capitalist economic framework. The primacy of

cultural nationalist type thinking in both Kenya and Uganda,

reinforced by literary forms (the novel, 3hort story, play) which

are little suited to systematic and detailed analysis, partly explains

the dearth of analyses of the political economy and society of these

two countries. ihile there is a certain unity of "Cast African

intellectual life, and intellectuals tend to be conscious of each
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other's work, the ties between Kenya and Uganda tend to be

strongest, partly because of the presence of Ugandan intellectuals

such as Pkot p'Bitek and Taban Lo Liyong in Kenya. Most Tanzanian

intellectuals have little interest in the nature of the cultural

debate being carried on in Kenya and Uganda, which as far as they are

concerned is of little relevance to the struggle for socialist

transformation they are involved in. The Tanzanian radical

intelligentsia, for instance, other than that it is involved in the

general intellectual debate about the future of .frican societies, has

little in common with other "ast frican intellectuals simply because

it has no solid roots in cultural nationali t traditions and derives

its intellectual equipment from Uarxist-Lerinist and neo-Uarxist

traditions. For most Tanzanians radical intellectuals the crucial

question is not whether an ideology is foreign (and therefore

inapplicable) or local, but rather, as Shivji points out, whether it

helps intellectuals to both understand and transform their social

reality.

The close relations of literature, politics, and intellectual

life in general during the nationalist struggle, and the nature of

the post-irkiependence situation of neo-colonialiam, has led the 'ast

'frican intellectual to reject any notion of detachment or disengage¬

ment and to define himself in social activist terms. hile there

is general agreement amon, intellectuals about the need for

involvement, there is disagreement about the nature and ramifications

Of such concern, and the problem is exacerbated by the intellectual's

position of marginal!ty and powerlsssness in society and the absence

of viable structures of dissent hich the intellectual can use as a
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vehicle for his ideas. The very nature of the neo-colonial state

and society reinforces intellectual marginal!ty and impotence, and

encourage.; the perpetuation of external recognition and validation*

In Kenya, as previously argued, the commitment to a state capitalist

course of development in which stability is maintained to encourage

private foreign investment, has meant that popular and democratic

organs through which intellectuals can disseminate their ideas are

absent. The emphasis on stability, combined, with an increasing

relianoe on repression , has meant that the limits of intellectual

activity have been narrowly defined, thus seriously delimiting many

areas of analysis. 'The use of a foreign language in intellectual

work, economic underdevelopment, the economics of book production,

and the small local public has maintained an external intellectual

orientation, thus presenting at this 3tage a major harrier to the

achievement of local recognition and the surmounting of the situation

of marginal!ty and powerlessnesa.
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APPBHDIX I

IHCRT EJPOT?A"dgF.3 OF FA3T AFRICAN INTFLL'ICTUAL3

The compilation of biographical information for this study
raised a number of problems. Originally it was intended that a

detailed questionnaire be used to extract data about educational

and occupational histories, as well as perceptions of role and the

socio-political iroeess. The limitations of this approach were

soon revealed. In Uganda, the present political situation made any

research impossible. In Tanzania, the late receipt of a research

clearance reduced the amount of time available for this slow and

cumbersome procedure. Further, by their very nature questionnaires

tend to be unsatisfactory. They pose questions which are more in

the interest of the researcher's designs than in elucidating the

respondent's intellectual development. They tend to set up "straw

men", artificial juxtapositions which the respondent finds necessary

to demolish before lie can develop hi3 own ideas at length. here

was a pronounced reluctance on the part of many intellectuals to

submit to standardized, formal interviewin, , and a complete refusal

in a couple of instances to be interviewed at all. Many younger

intellectuals were understandably wary of the social scientist.

They are highly critical cf American "bourgeois" social science

theory and methodology, and are reluctant to become its guinea pigs.

Many view the expatriate social science researcher as part of a

system of academic imperialism. Socialization studies are to be

shunned. Issues and ideology are the crucial questions; not the

socio-economic and educational back-grounds of ir^ivi 'ual persons.
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Added to these deep-rooted difficulties are other practical problems.

Sast African intellectuals are mobile people. any, at the time of

the study, were in North America and Europe. ""thers were difficult

to pin down sufficiently to elicit the required information.

Faced with these problems, it was necessary for the researcher

to rely on diverse sources for information. fetalis were obtained

from personal interviews. The Mast African press, especially the

funday Ration with its "On the Carpet" interviews, was a mine of

information. The aot African ho's ho, although outdated and

essentially a business guide, provided a great deal of information

about the earlier generation of intellectuals,* U3e was also made of

Ronald Segal's outdated and often factually incorrect 'olitical Africa.

Two other biographical work3 were consulted: the Tictionary of

African hiography^ and The i evv Africans,^ a volume which was useful

only in the case of a few prominent political figures. Other

important sources included book jackets and journal contributors

lists, university calendars and report.-,, and general texts on ast

African politics. 'onographs on Oast African intellectuals and

politicians are few, but Jeremy urray-Brown's enyatta, and illiara

•idgett Smith's impressionistic, journalistic Ryerere of Tanzania
5

were valuable. The diversity of sources, and the difficulty of

obtaining information on a number of people, leant that the material

obtained on individual intellectuals varied tremendously.

1. ho's ho in 'est Africa 196*7-1966 (■■alrobi: 'ircc Publishers,
19^6), And ho's vvho in Rast Africa 1967-1966 (' airobi: Marco
ublishers, 196').

2. London: Stevens & Sons, I96I.

3. Second Edition. London: Melrose ress, 1071•

4. London: Faul Hamlyn, 1967.

5. London: Gollancz, 1973.
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The people chosen for this study were selected according to

the criteria elaborated upon previously: a concern with qualitative

thought; cultural valid ition, especially in terms of a self-profeased

concern with the quality of life in general; and, socio-political

role. They are people who, through various means of expression -

writing, lectures, speeches, political activity - have been suffic¬

iently concerned to articulate their values and ideas in the

expectation of :rodueing changes in the social and political

consciousness of others. This method of selection possesses one

basic disadvantage. It excludes people who qualify in terms of the

triple criteria, but who are not conspicuously public in the sense

of the articulation or publication of ideas.1 There are ways of

surmounting this difficulty. The use of a "snow-ball" interviewing

technique, for instance, is one. In this case, the researcher

Identifies a basic sample according to certain criteria. He asks

the respondent to name others whom he would regard as intellectuals

and with whom he associates. The researcher than follows up the

newly-named people. In this way, informal intellectual networks

are identified, definitions of intellectual are established, and

processes of cultural valid 'ion elucidated. The problem with this

technique lies in its mechanistic nature. Sensitive and critical

people are reluctant to comply with the neat manipulative designs

of a social science researcher. The gap between theory and method¬

ology, and the actual fieldwork situation, is an unbridgeable one.

1. The propagation of thought is surely central to any definition
of the intellectual. The intellectual structures, or endeavours
to structure his thought in such a way that it is capable of
social attachment.
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The final sample for this chapter consisted of 215 people.

4 number of others had to be excluded on the grounds of lack of

detailed information- little more than a name was known. Sone of

those excluded could be considered major fibres. Their exclusion'

was unlikely to significantly alter the types of generalisation

which could meaningfully be made about the socio-economic and

educational backgrounds of '.ast 'frican intellectuals, or about the

general sociological character of the intellectual stratum.

For reasons of length, it was decided to include brief

chosen have been referred to in the text, often at some length,

I . ' • ^ ■ 7' *and could be regarded as the most important members of the intell-
>

ectual stratum.

es of only a small number of the total sanule. Those
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Naphlln Akena ,Joko, Uganda.

Born 1931, Lango. 'ducated at Nyakasura Secondary School

1947-50, University College, Khartoum 1952-53, Calcutta University,

1953-56. Barrister-at-Law, Piddle Temple, 1957-60. Studied

anthropology at 'aohington University, U.S.A., I96C-6I. BA., MA.

Prosecutor, Crown Law Office, I960. Advocate Uganda. Head of

Protocol, Office of the Prime Minister, 1963. Chief General

Service Officer in the Ministry of Public Service and Cabinet

Affairs until overthrow of "bete re ime.

(■dV "J; ^ ,,

Picho All. Uganda.

Born 1941. Went to King's College, Eude. In 1961 he served

as Publicity Secretary of the Uganda Peoples Congress in the "est

Nile Region of Uganda. 3tudied at Moscow State University, and

graduated in 1967 with an LL.„. degree. orked as Research Officer

in the President's Office.

Sheikh Mohamed Mi (Tanzania).

Eorn 1927, Tanga. educated at Tanga School 1939-40? Mwanza

Town School, 1940-43? Tabora Secondary School, 1943-48? Islamic Law

Study and religion 1949-51? Clerk, Liwall's Court 1951-52;

Assistant Akida Liwali Civil Service 1954-59; Liwali of Tanga,

1960-62.

Legal translator in Attorney-General's Chambers, Par-es-Salaam,

since 1963. Has been an Islamic Sheikh since 1952. He is a

member of TANU, NUTA, East African Swahili Committee (1958-65)5
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Chairman, Jumuiya ya Kustawisha Kiswahili; J-'.ernber, Hoard of ;,ru3tees

to the National "useuro.

I agaga Alot ( Aquarius Agola), Kenya.

Journalist. Attended a Harambee Secondary Jchool, John

Kennedy High ichool, Kenyatta College. \fter leaving school worked

for a couple of months with the Uast African Standard Croup, then

did the Diploma of Journalism course at the University of Nairobi

with the sponsorship of the Nation eries. Ue was the Nations'

campus correspondent and a member of the editorial board of -ussra.

"orked for the ast \frican Community in the Dept. of Information.

Contributes articles *nd book reviews to The unday oat.

Jared Ingira ('"thieno). Kenya.

horn in the Ciaya district of Kenya in 1947, and educated at

Maseno, Chimo-la-Tewa, and the University of Nairobi where he

completed a Bachelor of Commerce Course in 1971* He has been an

editor of £usara, and the t anya epreaentalive of the -oriel University

students Council. Angira has published poetry in Dusara and Tuka,

as well as in the bally Nation and the Kenyi eekly 'lews. in#, ira

says of himself:

"Karl ' urx is my teacher; Fablo Neruda try class prefect
(when 1 am in the class-room) and my captain (when I
am on the battle field). Although I am 'no longer at
ease' here, I have to confront the 'world without end'
and see how to endure all in the spirit of forgetting
all ast and present bad things." - Cook and Cubadiri,p.l87.
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He was a founder (and treasurer) of the riters association of Kenya

He turned down a scholarship to Canada and now works for the last

African Harbours in '>ar-es-3alaam.

Major works: Juices. Nairobi: HATH., 197C»

Silent Voices. London: Keinernann, 1972.

Soft Corals. Nairobi: 5UPH., 1973.

«. v-. -J

>1.3. Atieno-Orthiambo. 'Kenya.

Attended Alliance High Gchool where in 19&5 5i® won "the last

Africa Journal ;rize and in 19^6 the Kenya Open Scholarship

competition. Studied at Makerere where he obtained a 1st class

honours degree in History. "ecently he completed his Ph.D. at the

University of Nairobi (1973) and is a lecturer in History in that

Institution. He has been a regular contributor of articles, poems,

and reviews to the ast Africa Journal, I-usara, Ghala, the Sunday

Nation and Target.

'dhu 'witl. Kenya.

A political economist born in 1939* tudied for a 3A at It.

Edward's, Texas, an ?*?.Se. in the Hague, and a doctorate in Amsterdam

He was a Fesearch Associate with the 'ksonornlc esearch xlureau at the

University of Dur-es-Salaaa, and now works in risurau.

kot p'Bltek. (3se Chapter IX for biographical detail).
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Austin 5. Bukenya. Uganda

Born in Masaka, '.'panda, in 1944. Attended Secondary school

in Kampala, and the University of L'sr-es-Salaam, where he graduated

in 1968 with a de. ree in literature, Linguistics and Trench. He

obtained an MA degree in traditional African literature at Aerare

University, where he is now a lecturer in Literature. He was a

founder co-editor of 'arlite, and has written a novel, The 7apple's

Bachelor (1971) about life at an ast African University.

Joseph Buruga. Uganda.

orn in Lest Kile, Uganda in 1942 -<nd educated at Arua, King's

College, "Judo, and akerere, where he graduated in Science in 1966.

He was a research Student and Demonstrator in the Department of

Botany at Vakerere University and completed an i'.Sc. degree in 1970.

Buruga is the author of The Abandoned Hut (1969).

'■» Chai. Kenya.

Born in 1936 in Mnirobi. "ducated uke of Gloucester School,

Nairobi, London University, Oxford University, nd Tale University

where he obtained hi3 Ph.D. (Jhai was a lecturer in ccnoraics,

Makerere University College, 196l~6'5, and ev.ut irector, Institute

for Development xudiea, University College cf ajrobi and Senior

.-•©search ;'ellov in 1966 and 1967* Since 1967 ho has been Research

Professor and irector of Economic Research at the Institute for

"evelopraent Studies.
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Yash« P. Gh3l. Kenya.

Born in 1938 in Nairobi# Educated at Puke of Gloucester

School, Nairobi, "/-ford and Harvard where he obtained an LI.*.', degree.

He was called to the lar in 1963 and appointed a lecturer in law at

the University College, ar-es-Salaam. Ho later became a ^rofessor

of Law. Author, with J. ioAuslan, of Public ...aw and Political

Change in Kenya. A Study of the Legal framework of Government

From Colonial Times to the resent (1970).

George Githii. Kenya.

Born 1936.

tarted his journalism career as a reporter on the "ast African

Standard and the Nation Group of newspapers (1959-60). He has a

diploma in journalism from LLP, and studied economics, politics and

industrial relations at Luskin College, "bcford (1960-63). He served

as private secretary to enyatta (1963-63) before becoming 'ditcr-in-

Chief of the Nation Series (1965-68). He then took a BA. Hons,

degree at jiaillol College, Ax-'ord in politics, philosophy and economics

and returned to Kenya to become once again ditor-in-Chief of the

Nation Series.

Crispin Hauli. Tanzania.

Born in 1945 at Ilela biaunda, the second son of a missionary

teacher. He graduated in Education, conomics and Literature at

the University College, Dar-es-Salaam and is now a tutor in the

Institute of Adult Studies at the University of Par-es-3alaarn.
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A mumber of his short play3, stories, -and poems have appeared in

Barlite.

Francis Imbuga. Kenya.

Born in 1947 at Chavakali (Karagoli), in Kenya. Attended

Kevege School, Chava^ali School, and Alliance High chool. Ke

read for a B.A. in Literature at the University of Nairobi and is

presently writing an A. thesis on ast African theatre. An actor

and playwright, 3mbu-a has written and acted in many plays for V.O.K.

Television and the National Theatre.

Samuel Kahiga. Kenya.

Born at llthiru in c. 1944« Attended Thikra High School, and

road for a Fine \rts degree at the University of Nairobi. He works

as a Television producer with V.O.K. Short story writer, and

author with his brother, Leonard Libera, of i'otant Ash.

Grant Kamenju. Tenya.

Studied for a LA. at Lakerere, and an IfA. at Leeds University.

Kamenju is now a Lonior Lecturer in Literature at the University of

Dar-es-Salaam, and has contributed newspaper book reviews, articles

tc " arlite and Umma, and edited with Farouk Topan a volume of

newspaper poetr,;., Laahairl ya Azlmio La Ar-usha (1971)*
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Jonathan Karlara, Kenya.

Born in IS35 at Tumufumu, Nyeri, Kenya. He attended Kagumo

Secondary chool, and in 1955 went to Makerere where he took an

Honours Degree in 'nglish. From 1958 until 1965 he worked in the

book production division of the Last African Literature Bureau.

Since he has worked with Oxford University Frees in Nairobi

where he is a Senior ditor. Kariara is the editor of Zuka, a

poet, short story writer and playwright, whose works have appeared

in Zuka and the aot Africa Journal as well as in a number of

anthologies.

Awori wa Kataka. Kenya.

Born in the Kakamega District in Kenya in 1944. He attended

the Karauainga Friends ichool, and University College, Nairobi, where

he combined political activism with studies in Fnglish, History

and Political icionce. He was editor of ..usara in 1968, and has

contributed articles and letters to the Sunday Nation. For a short

time he worked as a journalist with the Nation Series.

3aifu Kiango. Tanzania.

Born in Tanga in 1948. Attended Lchikiohini rimary '.chool,

Boza A'iddle School, Pangani, and Aga Khan Secondary School. He

completed a BA in Swahili and Theatre Arts at the University of

Par-es-Salaam and works as a K©3oaroh Assistant in the Institute of

;wahili Research, University of D&r-es-3alaaa. Co-author with

~'irihi S.T. Sen-o of Hi si Fotu, a volume of . ili literary criticism.
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libera, Leonard. Kenya.

Born in Uthiru, 1943* He attended Kangaru High School before

going to Canada. itudied English at the University College of

Kairobi, where he was the co-founder of Nexus with K'utub Kassam.

Author of the novel Voices in the Park (1970).

I.ft'. Kimumbo. Tanzania.

Born in 1931, Kimambo studied for his Ilk* and Ph.D. degrees at

North Western University, and returned to Tanzania to become a

lecturer in History at the University College. He became Vice-

Principal of the College and in 1970 was appointed Professor of

History. He is the author of A Political History of the Pare,

Hblru Popular Protest in Colonial Tanzania, and co-editor with

A.J. Temu, A History of Tanzania.

Urlsa Klronde. Uganda.

Born at u^ono, Kironde attended ing's College, dudo (1934-45)»

^akerere College (1946-49)» and Cambridge University (I95r~54) where

he obtained a BA. (Hons) in Anthropology and In-, lish. He taught

at King's College, Uudo (1954-59)> and was a lecturer in the extra¬

dural tudies department at iakerere University College (1959-6?).

He was a Director of the Nonaao Oallery and Transition magazine, and

a governor of the Uilton Cbote Foundation which was involved in

the running of The r:>eople newspaper. Kironde has an active

interest in drama and has adapted plays.
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M.S.U. Klwanuka. Uganda.

Born in 1936. "Vacated at Namilyango College, RoyjaL College,

Nairobi, "akerere University College, and London University where

he received hi3 doctorate in history in 1965* He has been on the

History Staff at 'akerere since 1965» a°d his major works include

A History of Duganda from arly Times to 19C0 and Prom Coloni liism

to Independence*

Tabar. Lo Liyon,-;. Uganda.

Born in Northern Uganda in 1939? Taban was educated at Oulu

High School, Sir Samuel Baker School, the National Teachers College,

aaipala, and Howard University, ' noxville College, and the University

of Iowa where he obtained a .aster's Degree at the Titer's orkshop.

He was a Tutorial Fellow in the Cultural Division of the Institute

for Development tudies, at the University College, Nairobi, where

he is presently a lecturer in Literature. His works include The

Last I'.'ord, 5'ixiona, dating Chiefs, Frante Fanon'8 Uneven Ribs and

Another Nigger Dead.

Quido Magome. Tanzania.

Born in Morogoro in 1939, the son of a teacher. Attended

Uzurabe Secondary >chool, and worked in Local Dovernment before

studying Political Science and Sociology at the University of Dar¬

es-Salaam. A feature writer with the Daily ews, and before that,

The Nationalist.
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All Al'Amin '.'azrui« Kenya.

Born in Mombasa, enya, in 1933.

Educated at the Government Arab Boys* School, Mombasa (1939-48),

Huddersfield College of Technology (1955-57)> and Manchester

University where he obtained hia BA. (1957-60). Aazrui took an

HA. at Columbia University in 1961, and a D.Phil. at Nuffield College,

Oxford in 1963. Me joined the taff at 'akerere University College

in 1963 as a Lecturer in olitical Science and was appointed as

Professor in 1969. Me has been an Associate "-"ditor of Transition,

a oo-editcr of Lawvizo, an Associate Editor of The African keview,

And on the editorial Board of the .Journal of astern African Research

iiiid' development. His books include Towards a Tax-Africans, The

Anglo African Conmonwealth (1967), On Heroes and Uhuru- orship,

Violence and Thought, The Arial of Christopher Cftigbo, and Cultural

Engineering and Kation-Building in Fast Africa.

John 5. Ublti. Kenya.

Born Kitui, Kenya in 1931.

Educated at Alliance High ichool, and at akerere University

College. He studied at Harrington College, Hhode Island, and at

Cambridge University where he received his doctorate in theology.

He was appointed as a Lecturer in Peligious tudies at .akerere in

1964, and became a Professor in 1969. He has published a volume of

poems, Poems of iture and Taith (1969), collected ".kaaJtea itcries

(1968), and published a number of theological works including

frlcan eligions and Philosophy (19'9) and Concepts of Cod in Africa

(1970).
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Shem P. Uirot-Adholla. Kenya.

Bom in oabasa, and educated at Alliance ligh school. Took a

BA. degree from th*> University College, T)ar-es- alaara in 19^9» and

then studied at ; • A. for a h.B. in Jociology. At present ha

is a Pesearch Associate in the institute for Development studies at

the University of Nairobi.

Ahmed vohiddin. Kenya.

Tom in Tomb as a anc" attended the Government Arab Toys' School.

He received a Bachelor'8 degree at Birmingham, and took his M.A.

degree in Canada. He was appointed a lecturer in the Tepartment of

olitical Science at Nakerere in 1966, and is working on a Ph.D. on

African Socialism for BcUill University. He was an editor of

Bawazo in 1968 and has contributed numerous articles on African

socialism and Tanzania to local and overseas journals.

Christopher Kulei . Kenya.
-''K

. . V . . \..£* • jfV ' v. '
Attended Atrathmore College, alrobi, an' the University, of Dar-

ea-Salaam where ho obtained a degree in Law. Be worked as a

journalist for the Nation Heries, and contributed to The Standard

and The Sunday ost♦ After working for frica esearch Limited,

he now works for the Kenya Commercial Bank in their legal department.
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Eridadl "nil ra (Ugand a).

Born at Kaiaese, and educated King's College, Budo (1927-29),

Makerere College (193r —33). He undertook teacher training at
"

rince of ales College, Achimota (1936-36), and attended London

University (1947-50). He was editor of Tlbifu mu Uganda (1946-47)»

and an last. Lecturer, 3.O.A.S., London University (1949-50). He

was Proprietor ditor of Uganda Umpya (1953-61) and a "Director of

Taifa Rmpya (19^1).

Sam S. Mushi. Tanzania.

Studied at the "nivarsity of London (£A.) and the University

of California (MA.)« He was an Official in the Ministry of

Community evelorment tnd Kational Culture, and Assistant ' ean in the

Faculty of Law at the university of Uar-es-.alaam. He is a Lecturer

in Political Icience at the University of Par-es-Salaam, and on the

Editorial Board of The frican Review. He is an active wahili

translator and has translated The Tempest and Uacbeth.

Oideon-Cyrus Uutiso. Kenya.

Born Kangundo, Kenya, in 1942. Attended Kangundo rimary

Lchool (1949-56), Hachakos High School (1957-60), "arsons College,

Fairfield, Iowa, University of Kansas, and 'yraouse University where

he received his h.l). in Political Science in 1968.

After working as an Assistant Professor at Lionel air State

College and Rutgers University, he returned to ' enya where he was
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appointed a Lecturer in the Department of Government. He is an

interviewer - discussant on V.o.K. Television's programme, "Uambo

Leo" and worked with the International Labour Organization Inter¬

agency Team which produced the report, Employment, incomes and

equality (197?). is ,;-.jor work is ccio- olitical Ideas in frican

Literature (1974).

Peter Nazareth. Ugand a.

Born in 194C in Kampala. Educated at St. Theresa Primary

School, Old Kampala .enior econdary School, Senior iecondary chool,

Kololo, and vakerera University College where he obtained a BA (Hons)

degree. He was a teacher at St. Kary'3 College, Kisubi (1962) and

Kololo Senior Secondary School (1963). He studied for the

Postgraduate Diploma in English at Leeds University (1965) and

returned to Uganda to become an Administrative Tricar in the

Ministry of Finance. He was a member of the Ngoma ^layers, and the

Entebbe Goan Institute. His major works, are In A prown Lantle (1972)

and Literature and Coci sty in icdorn frica (1972) •

Rajat Neogy. Uganda.

Born in 1938 in Kampala. Educated at Old Kampala econdary

School, Horth western Polytechnic London (1955-57), S.O.A.3. London

University (1959-60). Neogy founded Transition magazine in 1961.

He was a Director of the Nommo Gallery, an Editorial Xdvieer to the

Transcription Centre, London, and a lernber of the Executive Committee

of the Uganda National Cultural Centre.
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Ndugu Ngcrabale - wiru. Tanzania.

ligombale - wiru is mainly est African educated. He was a

tutor in " oiltics at ?ivukoni College, and Pe; ional Commissioner

for the Coast Region where he did much to mobilize the worker's and

to instil the ethos of the people13 militia. He was appointed

Singida regional Commissioner but this appointment was revoked,

apparently on the grounds that he forged a caucus to oppose a hill

(which had Presidential blessing) enablin those Ministers who were

appointed Regional Commissioners to retain their constituency seats.

In June 1972 he was appointed rincipal of Kivukoni College and in

April, 1973, Tanga -eglonal Commissioner.

Ngugi wa Thiong'o (James Hgugi) Kenya.

born at Limuru, Kenya, in 1938, Ngugi attended Alliance High

School, akerere University College (Unglish Hone), at the University

of Leeds where he did postgraduate work in n lish. Ke worked for

a short time in journalism, and. on his return from Leeds became a

special lecturer in Unglish at the University College, Nairobi.

He resigned his position in 1969 in protest against the Oginga

.Odonga affair and in early 1970 joined the Staff of North Western

University. He is now head of the Literature department at the

University of Nairobi* He has beer, editor of Zuka, and during his

Kakerere days, was editor of PenPoint. His works include The Black

Permit, A Grain of Vheat, The River .i-etween and eep ot, Child.
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Hilary Ng' wenc. Kenya.

Born in Kenya in 1938. educated at Hangu High School and

Harvard University where he graduated in physics and mathematics.

He became a journalist with the Tally Nation and worked in a variety

of capacities - reporter, feature worker, humourist, satirist, as

well as ditor-in-Chief. Now works for \frica Research Limited in

Nairobi and edits the humour and comment magazine, Joe, which he

founded in 1973.

Richard C. Ntiru. Ugand a.

Born in 1946 at Kigeei, Louth est Uganda. Ntiru went to

Ntare School, Kbarara, and in 1968 entered Lakerere University

College's Literature rapartment where he edited the Campus newspaper,

The Lakererean. In 1969 he organized the Lakerers \rt3 Festival

and edited ^enroint. He works for the Oast African ublishia.- House

and was on the editorial Staff of the ast -frica Journal. He has

published a volume of poems, Tensions, as well as criticism.

Julius K. I'yerere (Tanzania).

See Chapter V for biographical detail.

hilip Cchieng. Kenya.

Ochieng was born in i'anyata, South Nyanza in 1938 and educated

at Alliance High School, Roosevelt University, and the University

of Besancon in ranee. He worked as a journalist for the Lund ay
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Nation, and as a staff writer for The tandar-' and T'aily News and

Sunday News in "ar-ea-Jalaam.

William 5. Cchieng. Kenya.

"chien was educated at Alliance High School, and. the University

of Nairobi where he obtained his i'h.r. in History. He is editor

of the enya Historical eview Journal, has presented programmes on

V.O.K. radio on African history, and contributes regular reviews

and articles to The -unday 'ost. He is also a regular contributor

to .frlca magazine.

:o ''culi . U ;anda.

Bom at Dakoto County, Lango, Northern Uganda in 1942. Oculi

was educated at Soroti College, 3t. "star's College, Tororo, and

nt. Mary's College, h'iaubi, before reading Political science at

Hakerere. Ho obtained an MA. from the University of Ussex and

was appointed a tutorial Fellow in 'olitical cience at akerere.

Oculi was a regular contributor to The People and was briefly

detained after General Aarain's coup. 'Tis best known works are

Orphan and "restitute.

B. . Ogot. "enya. (see Chapter V for further detail)

Born in 1929 at Luanda, Gem, Ogot was educated at Laseno School

and Makerere University College. fle taught for two years after

leaving ?/akerere and then studied at 3t. Andrew's University (1955~

59). He obtained his Ph.D. from S.O.A.S., London University and
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was a lecturer In History at Makerere (1962-65^. In 196*> he was

appointed a Senior Lecturer in the History Department at University

College, Kalrobi. He has been >rof«ssor and Head of the Department

since 1967* -7e has also been Editor of the ast frl ca Jour'" a 1;

and is Director of the Institute for African Studies and the

University of Nairobi. His major work is hi3 Hietory of the

Southern Luo, Vol. 1.

Aloo Ojuka. anya

Born in Mego in 1945, Ojuka was educated at Nduru and Ng'iya

primary schools before goinf to Alliance High School. He started

writing poetry "casually" in 1963 while still at school, and many of

his poems have appeared in the Sunday Nation. Ojuka has travelled

widely in Uurope and the United States and worked for Trans- orld

•'irliOifia in Nairobi. He contributed a regular column of comment

to the Sunday Nation.

Lennard "kola. Kenya.

Born in 1;>4? at Alego, Okola was educ ted at Kaseno ' chool

(1947-60) and Alliance High School (1961-62). He read nglish at

Makerere University College (1963-66) and joined Hast African

ublishing House in 1$66 where he is now - put.y . ublishing "drector.

°kola was editor of ghala and editc® a pioneer collection of Hast

African poetry, Drum Beat.
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John CBumu. Kenya.

Hcumu, the "enyan political scientist, received his B.A. at

Orinneil, and his M. A . and Ph.P. fromU.C.L.A. He was appointed a

Lecturer in the Department of Government at the University College,

Nairobi where he ultimately became an Associate refeasor. He

was an Associate Editor of the 'ast Africa Journal and The African

Heview, and Assistant ditcr of the Journal of last African esaarch

and Development.

David uhadiri (Ualawi - Uganda)

Bom in 1930 in .'ialswi, Pubadiri went to School at King's

College, ludo. He received his B.A. in English at "lake rere

University College, a "i p. Dd. from Bristol University, and an M.A.

from Cambridge University. It Uakerere °ubadiri was active in the

Hakerere College Literary Society (founded 1947). An activist in

Ny&saland's nationalist movement who during the 1959 emergency was

arrested and detained by the Government, he was in 1964 appointed

the first ' alawian Ambassador to the United States and the United

Nations (1964-65). In 1965 Rubadiri became a "eaident Tutor in

the Department of Uxtra-Mural Studies at Makerer®, where he is now

a member of the Literature Department. Although a poet, his best

known work is a novel, No Bride Price.

John Bug and a. Uganda

Bom in 1941 in Port Portal, Uganda, dUganda was educated at

St. Leo's College and Ntare School before reading -'nyli :h Honours

at Pakerere (1964-1967). At Wskerere Puganda was prominent in

Student polities, and was chief Sditor of The Pakereroan and on
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mzi ■ • ,*r u aj •• _

fhe edltfofial board of Pen: olnt. Ruganda was the winner of the

Uganda one act ilay competition in 1966. He worked for Oxford

University ress in Uganda and is now a Temporary Lecturer in

Literature at the University of Nairobi.

Gabriel Ruhumbika. Tanzania.

Born in 19 3£, Ruhumbika took his B.A. degree at Uakerere and

in 1964 he went to France whsr^ he prepared a doctoral thesis at

the Sorbonne, under the direction of Georges Balandier, on "Le

theatre africain". He is now a enior Lecturer, and dead of the

Department of Literature at the University of Par-es-Lalaam. He

has written a novel, Village in Uhuru and translated Fanon's

The retched of the "arth into 3wahili.

J .P. R.voveaamu. Tanzania.

Born in Bukoba in 1942. Received his B.Lc. 'con. from

Ford ham, and 15.A. and "h.D. from Harvard. In 19^9 he was

appointed a Lpecial Lecturer in the Department of Economics at

the University College, Dar-ea-3alaaa where he ia now a enior

Lecturer.
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Tigiti Sengo. Tanzania

Born in 1945 in Kizuka Village, Morogoro Region, and began his

primary education at Kidugallo Primary School in 1956. Attended

Mgamvu Boarding School and Mzumbe Secondary School. He studied

Swahili at the University of Dar-es-Salaam where he is now a Research

Assistant in the Institute of Swahili Research. Cc-author of a

volume of Swahili literary criticism, Hisi Zetu.

Uneriko Seruma. Uganda

Born in 1944 at hengo, Seruma attended Aggrey Memorial School,

Kampala Commercial School, and the College of Social Studies at

Kikuyu. After working with the Makerere Institute of Social Research,

he proceeded to the United States where he read creative arts in

Marlboro College, Vermont. He was on tbe editorial board of Busara

(1968-70), and works with the Haat African Publishing House as a

Senior Editor. His works include a novel, The Experience, and a

collection of stories, The Heart Seller.

Robert Serumaga. Uganda

Born in Uganda in 1939* Serumaga sent to Makerere and to Trinity

College, Dublin where he received an MA in Economics. He returned

to Uganda in 1966. Serumaga was the inspiration behind Theatre

Limited, and became the Director. He has written a novel, Return to

the Shadows and a number of plays, including Elephants, A Play, and

Majangwa.
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lasa 0. Shlv.1l. Tanzania

A Tanzanian Asian, ukivji graduated in Law from the University

College, Dar-es-Salaam, in 1970. He studied for an Ll.M. degree at

London University, and is presently an Assistant-Lecturer in Law at

the University of Dar-es-Salaam. He is editor of the Hast African

Law Heview Journal, and has written two papers, Tanzania: The 31lent

Class Struggle, and Tanzania: The Class Struggle Continues which

have done much to intensify the debate about the nature of Tanzanian

society.

Yashpal Taridon. Uganda

Born at Kaberamaide, in Uganda, in 1939• He attended the

Senior Secondary School at Mbale, and North- estern Polytechnic

London, and received his B.Sc. (Hcon) degree from the London School

of Economics in I96I. He received his Ph.D. from London University

in 1968. Tandon has taught in the Political Science Department at

Makerere since 1964.

A.J. Temu. Tanzania

Born in 1934, Temu studied for a Dip. Ed. at the University of

East Africa, an MA (Oregon), and a Ph.D. at Alberta, his Ph.D. thesis

being published as British Iggrteatant MISSIONS in 197?. Temu joined

the University College, Dar-es-Salaarn as a lecturer in History in 1965

and was promoted to Senior Lecturer in 1968. He was lean of the

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences in 19^9~70, and in 1973 appointed a

Professor. He is also a National Member of Parliament, and co-editor

of A History of Tanzania with I. Kimambo.
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Chris Fanjala. Kenya

Born in 1944, in Bungoma, Vestern Kenya, Wanjala attended

Bungoma Secondary School and. Karausinga French School. He took a

B.A. (Hons) in Literature at the University of Nairobi, worked for

a short time with the 'ast Afrioan Literature Bureau, ar1 is new

doing postgraduate work in the Literature Department at the University

of Nairobi where he is a Part-time Lecturer. He helped found the

Writer Association of Kenya, and was Chairman of the Titers*

Workshop (1969-70)* He is on the Editorial Board of Busara; founded

a new journal, JPL130; does reviews for V.O.K. Radio's "Books and

Bookraen"| and occasionally presents "5£azumgumzo" on V.O.K. Television.

He has edited a number of volumes including Fares at Croaa-Hoada

(1971) and Stand points on African Literature (1973).

Kenneth Ti'atene. Kenya

Born in Central Kenya, A'atene attended ^hika High School where

he sat his Cambridge School Certificate in 19^4* He studied at the

National Theatre Dr<aaa School, where he directed and acted in his

own play, Haunting Past in 1969* "atene has published several

short stories and articles, notably in the now defunct Kenya .'eekly

News. His major play to date is A Son For My Freedom.
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Gideon S. Were. Kenya

Born in 1934, ere was educated at Kakamega, Laaeno School,

the Royal Technical College, Nairobi, the University College of

North Wates, Bangor, and S.O.A.3., London University where he

obtained his Ph.D., the thesis being later published as A History of

the Abaluyla of estern Kenya: o. 1500 - 1930. Were is now a

Reader in the Department of History at the University of Nairobi, and

Iditor of the Journal of .'.astern African Research and Development.

Mauri Yamho. Kerya

Born in 1949 in Nairobi, Taoibo attended Strathmore College and

the University of Bar-es-Salaam (1969-1972) where he took a degree

in Political Science and Sociology. Yambo was editor of The Scroll

the student magazine at Strathmore, and on the editorial board of

Taamuli. He is now a postgraduate student in Sociology at the

University of Nairobi.

Elvanla Zirlmu. Uganda

Born in 1938, near Entebbe, in Uganda, Elvania Zirimu attended

King's College, Budo, and went on to Makerere where she qualified as

a teacher. She also took an English Honours Degree at Leeds

University. An actress, producer and playwright, she is prominent

in the Ngoma Players, and held a Creative 'riting Fellowship in the

Department of Literature at Makerere.
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Plo Zirirnu. Uganda

Ziriiau took a BA. and Dip. Bd. at Lakerere University College

before going to Britain where he studied for the Diploma in English

Studies at Leeds, and an MA at the same University. He is a

leading figure in the Ngoraa Players, and edited Uawazo in 1968.

He is a member of the Department of Literature at Makerere.
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APPENDIX II

POREIEN/LOCAL STAFF COMPOSITION IN SOCIAL

SCIENCES 'ND ART" IX EACT AFRICAN I'NIV-'K: IT] S

UXIV:' "? DAP-PS-L\LVVM
'

of P-"REl OH /LOCAL STAFF IN SOCIAL SCIENCE At ARTS, 1963 - 1972.

^ear Foreign
Numbers

Local Foreign
i

Local Total
Numbers

1963-4 34 3 92 8 37

1964-5 38 6 87 13 44

1965-6 74 9 89 11 83

1966-7 86 10 90 10 96

1967-8 108 26 80 20 134

1968-9 106 36 75 25 142

1969-70 92 67 58 42 159

1970-71 98 71 58 42 I69

1971-7? 88 107 42 58 I85

rsiv :~r:iTY of -an1;

"PAPS py Ai?TS AND SOCIAL SCIENCE PFgART:H?iT3, 1963-1973-

Veer ^P18" j?"?1 T°*?J"f*r i Foreign f i.ooalHeads Heads of Beptee

1963-64 11 - 11 100

1964-65 12 — 12 100 H

1965-66 14 - 14 100 •1

1966-67 14 - 14 100 II

1967-68 16 - 16 100

1968-69 14 3 17 82 18

1969-70 10 8 18 55 45

1970-71 13 4 17 77 23

1971-72 6 11 17 36 64
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MAF3KCRE UNI V''R3ITY

Heads of Septs, i960 - 1973

% of # of
Tear Foreign Local Total No.Septs. Foreign Local

1960-61 12 - 12 ICO —

1961-62 12 - 12 100 -

1962-63 13 - 13 100 -

196 3—64 13 - 13 100 mm

1964-65 13 13 100 -

1965-66 13 1 14 93 7

1966-67 12 2 14 86 14

1967-68 11 3 15* 78 22

1968-69 10 3 15*# 77 23

1969-70 11 5 16 69 31

1970-71 11 7 19 61 39

1971-72 13 7 20 65 35

1972-73 10 8
_■**##
20 55 45

*

Lead, Centre oi Continuing ucation vacant.
**

2 vacancies
###

.

1 vacancy

2 vacancies.

KAKFFT5T UHIVURSJ.TY

Scans 1963 - 1973

Year Arts Education Law Social Sciences

1963-64 F F F

1964-65 F F F

1965-66 F F F

1966—67 F F L

1967-68 F F L

1968-69 F F L

1969-70 F vacant L

1970-71 L L L L

1971-72 L L F L

1972-73 F L F L
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UHXV13BSITY CP DAR-:S-3AL4\M

D • 1962 - 1972

Year
Arts an^ Sooial

Sciences
Law

1962-63 P P

1963-64 F P

1964-65 P ?

1965-66 F P

1966-67 F P

1967-68 F F

1968-69 T L

#• • ■ 1969-70 L L

1970-71 P L P

1971-72 L L

^ T ' ; < •. .-v.
')NIVffijSJTy

'' "fe*

i~ ?or':ign/loc \l staff in arts a social server:

i960 - 1973.

Tear voreign
Slumber

Local Foreign
i

Local Total Number in
Selected Lepta.

1960-61 54 16 77 23 70
1961-52 74 17 81 19 91

881962-63 74 14 84 16
1963—64 84 18 82 18 102
1964-65 83 18 82 18 101

1965-66 101 25 6o 20 126
1966-67 90 27 77 23 117
1967-68 78 29 73 27 107
1968-69 93 37 71 29 130
1969-70 100 58 63 37 158
1970-71 106 70 60 40 176
1971-72 96 79 55 45 175
1972-73 87 105 45 55 19?
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"yiTF^irrr OF waibobi

? SWa ON/LOCAL STAFF IS SOCI .? SCi^C" 'JfT1 \HT 1961 - 1971

Year Foreign Local Foreign *x>cal Total
Number P Number

1961-62 31 2 93 7 33

1962-63 30 5 86 14 35

1963-64 47 10 82 18 57

1964-65 44 11 80 20 55

1965-66 46 24 66 34 70

1966-67 59 32 65 35 91

1967-68 67 39 63 37 106

1968—69 73 52 58 42 125

1969-70 74 53 58 42 127.

1970-71" 126 99 56 44 225

1971-72 108 105 51 49 213

This apparently abnormal figure was obtained because of
an inclusion of 14 P'*rt time lecturers in accountancy, and
37 people from IDS.
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urav ;,,;ivy cr lamobi

Heads of departments 1961 - 1971

Total dumber
Year Foreign Local Qepts. t Foreign Ji Local

1961-2 10 — 10 100 tt

1962-3 10 - 10 100 1*

1963-4 10 1 11 90 10

1964-5 10 1 11 SO 10

1965-6 8 3 12* 62 38

1966-7 10 5 15 67 33

1967-8 11 3
»»

15 73 27

1968-9 10 6 16 60 40

1969-70 15 4 19 73 27

1970-71 12 7 19 63 37

1 vacant

2 vacant

rrgy v J?Y o? naiholi

nc',;:'; 1961 - 1971

Year Art & Architecture Arts peeial rofeosionalComasroe
,.tui)i„3 ,

1961-2 r F r

1962-3 F F - P

1963-4 F F — F

1964-5 F F F

1965-6 F L F

1966-7 F L L

1967-8 F L ■ F
1968-9 L L t -

1969-70 L L F

1970-71 F L L

*

Replaced by Commerce In 1964*
The data for the above tables was obtained from the University

Reports and Handbooks, as well as from the Commonwealth Universities
Yearbooks. The inclusion of ocience Faculties would have increased
substantially the foreign component.
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APPENDIX III

TAST AFUCAN IITERATURE BURK 'U JO'J'Rr-.L SUB3CM' T10N" - 1972

FAN-AFRICA JOURNAL

o„ntry
',!umber of Institutional

Subscribers
Number of Private

Subscribers
Totals

Kenya 26 2 28

Tanzania - - -

Uganda 1 1 2

North America 308 34* 342

U. Kingdom 4 - 4

Germany 5 - 5

Sweden 4 - 4

others 32 6 38

Totals 380 43 423

*
Ml U.S. subscribers

Institutional subscriptions come from 30 countries
'rivnte subscriptions coma from 10 countries.

JOURNAL OF KA-;T AFRICAN I?-13UARCH AND PFVFLOPhr'MT

„ Number of Institutional Number of "rivate .... , „Coun,ry "ubscrib.ra Subncrltsra ,0t!,ls

Kenya 53 13 66

Tanzania 11 9 20

Uganda 6 3 9

North America 26 2 28

U. Kingdom 11 - 11

Others 17 4 21

Totals 124 31 155
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dhana

Country-
Number of Institutional

Subscribers
number of Private

'"'ubscribers
Total

Kenya 35 12 47

Tanzenia 4 11 15

Uganda 4 8 11

North America 14 1 15
U. Kingdom 6 1 6

Others 9 2 11

Totala 72 33 i 105

last African Law leviaw

County
Number of Institutional

"ubscribera
Number of rivate

Subscribers
otal

v enya 13 9 22

Tanzania 13 23 36

Uganda 5 1 6

North Nmerica 119 21 140

U. Kingdom 10 - 10

est Oermawy 8 - 8

others 37 9 46

Totals ?05 65 270
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BUSAR4

Country
Dumber of Institutional

Subscribers
Number of Private

Subscribers
motals

Kenya 49 20 69
Tanzania 20 6 26

Uganda 6 1 7

worth -merlea 66 20 86

U. Kingdom 15 - 15
Austral!a 7 - 7

fthere 32 10 42

Totals 195 57 252

UMMA

Country
Number of Institutional

Subscribers
Number of Private

Subscribers
Totals

Kenya 6 1 7

Tanzania 11 13 24

Ugand a 1
**

3 4

North America 28 8 36

U. Kingdom 5 9 14

others 20 6 26

Totals 71 40 111

>f th■*» riv :te subscriptions, 9 were complementary copies and 1
was a review copy.

Two of the individual Ugandan subscribers were \ustin itukenya
(]| founder co-editor of Urama's predecessor, parlite), and Pro
irimu, both of the English Department, W.akerere University.
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The \frican Review

Country
Number of Institutional

Subscribers
Number of irivate

Subscribers
Total

Kenya 63 18 61

Tanzania 66 38 106

Uganda 6 7 13

North America 125 80 205
U. Kingdom 25 6 31

.Nigeria 8 3 11

est ermany 12 10 22

South SLfrica 8 - 8

Telgiura 6 1 7

"arabia 9 14 10

Sweden 7 3 10

Others 65 20 85

Totals 402 200 602

33?

»: -&TA HISTORIC \L MY PC3 ATTOK K'lyi'N JTIRN'AL

.umber of Institutional Number of rivate , .

Country Subeorlbw. Subscribes

Eenya 279 271 550

Tanzania 3 9 12

Uganda - 2 2

North America 3 20 23

U. Kingdom 1 18 19

Others 1 12 13

Totals 267 332 619
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idliLlOCaA^lY

ast African Journals

'.'•fan Triean evlotr

iiusara (formerly 'exua)

Cheche
1 ■

Darlite

dhana (formerly Penpoint)

iat \Prlcar "conorrdc ~:avj n\i

"Last Africa Journal

:-t3t African Law eviaw Journal

Ohala

Jan^

Joe ^a;~azlne

ourn.-il of 'aat ifrican oBoarch and I evelormont

Joliao (Journal of Literature and Society)

Venya Historical Aaocelation r-eview Journal

Makerere

The Yakererean

o■■ar ' f6*"n'>Tly "akorero Journal)

Lblord

ulika

■ exus

an Triean Journal

enpolnt

The Reporter
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..aahili

.1 aamuli

Tanzania ducational dournal

: unr. ml a Notes and ecords

Transition

Uganda Journal

Umma (formerly Darlite)

University ■ latform

I uka

2. "ast African ''ewapapers

^aily Nation (Nairobi)

Dally News (Dar-oa-Salaam)

u t \friean standard (N drboi)

The v->ny a lrror (Nairobi )

Kenya eokly News (N akuru)

The Nationalist (Dar-os-Salaam)

The People (Kampala)

Spearhead (Dar-es- alaam)

:he tandard (Dar-es-O.ilaam)

Sunday Nation (Nairobi)

. unday New a (riar-ea-3alaara)

un-1j _ - at (ai robi)
The Tanganyika Standard (Dar-ea-Talaam) Discontinued

Target (Sairobi)

U.-anda ^rfTus (Kampala) Discontinued

'ihuru (Dar-es-3alaam)

Vigilance ifrica (Dar—ee—Salaam) Discontinued.

Discontinued.

Discontinued.

Discontinued.

Discontinued.

Discontinued.

Discontinued
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1973.
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Richard Aldington. Boston, 1959*
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Reality. New York: Anchor Books, 1967»
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New York: Harper Colophon, 1970.
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Books, 1966.
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Review cf Books, Vol. XVII, No.7 (1971), PP«12-19«
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Cockcroft, James B. Intellectual ' recursors of the oxican
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ress, 1968.
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and Society, Vol. XXXVII, No.3 (1973), PP.326-336.

/
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Cordova, Abraham A. Intellectuals in Culture and Politics: A

Study of French Men of Ideas in the First Half of the

19th Century. Ph.D. thesis. Brqndeis University, 1971.

Coser, Lewis. Ken of Ideas. New York: Free Press, 19&5*

Cruse, Harold. The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual. From its

origins to the present. London: W.H. Allen, 1969*

Curtis, James E. and Petras, John W. (eds.). The Sociology of

Knowledge. London: Duckworth, 1970.

Dahrendorf, Half. "The Intellectual and Society: The Social
Function of the "Fool' in the 20th century", in Philip
Rieff (ed.). On Intellectuals: Theoretical Studies,
Case Studies. New York: Anchor Books, 1970, pp.53-56.

Feuer, Lewis S. Marx and the Intellectuals. A Set of Post-

Ideological Essays. New York: Anchor Books, 1969*

Filmer, David et al. New Directions in Sociological Theory.

London: Collier - Macmillan, 1972.

Franco, Jean. The Modern Culture of Latin America. Society and
the Artist. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1970.

Friedmann, John. Intellectuals in Developing Societies", Kyklos,
Vol. XIII (I960), pp. Si3-4-l.

G^ay, Peter. Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider.
IIarmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1974.

Gasster, Michael. Chinese Intellectuals and the Revolution of 1911.
The Birth of Chinese Radicalism. Seattle: University

of Washington Press, 1969.

Goldmann, Lucien. The Human Sciences and Philosophy. London:
Jonathan Cape, 1969«
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and translated by Quinton Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell
Smith. London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1971.
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Crieder, Jerome J. :.u - hi h and the Chinese ..enaissance. ■ ibaralism

In the Chinese devolution, 1°17-1937« Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University reas, 1970.

Habertaae, Jurgen. " 'he Intellectual and ,'ocial lack -rcun of the

German University Crisis", Minerv Vol. 3, Jo.3 (1971)»
pp.422—28.

. Toward a National Society. London: Heinemann, 1971.

Hansen, 0. ":ric. "Intellect and lower: Some Motes on the

Intellectual as a olitical 'ypo', Journal : f Politics,

Vol. 31, No.2 (1969), pp.311-28.

Hsnnessy, Alistair. " irtists, Intellectuals and devolutions
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Latin American Studies, Vol. 3, Ko.l, pp.77-88*

Hofstadter, Richard. Anti-IntellectualIsm in American life. New
York: Vintage Books, I966.
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Books, 1971*
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Paladon, 1974.

iuizinga, Johan. f'omo l.uriens (London: Paladin Looks, 1970*
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Jay, Martin. The Dialectical Imagination. A History of the
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